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PORTLAND

SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES

SEATTLE

NASON & COMPANY ^

R. N.

paint makers

MASON'S OPAQUE PLAT
—

A

riPSISM

Flat, Washable Oil Paint made in soft Kalsomine tints
a practical article for Walls,
NoLAN Co'S high grade
Ceilings, etc., that is Economical and Durable. Agency
Varnishes and Finishes. Tlicsc goods are made en the Paeific Coast for the climate of this

TaMM &

151

Coast.

j

POTRERO AVE

— SAN

FR A NCISCO

^^^,^_^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^-i

San-a-cote
—

—

|M ^^^-

54 PINE STREET

(gloss) is the scmbbable wall
paint that will stand soap
and hot water.

VEL-VA-COTE

(flat)

is

^^M^^^^^^^^^^j^^MM^^^j^^^^MI
—

the wall paint that will stand
wear and washing.
Not just wall paints. but an improved principle in wall painting. The ,San-a-Cote and Vel-va-Cote
system of wall painting takes all the "worry" out of your wall painting jobs. ,SAN-A-COTE and VELCalifornia
an
VA-COTE are endorsed and specified regularly by one hundred
Utah architects, fifty California engineers and are carried in stock by one hui
dred and sixty rcli.iblc California and Utah merchants. Manufactured by
'

—

TME BRININSTOOL
MARION

D.

COHN CO

CO., Los Angeles. Cal.

Hansford Building, San Francisco, Cal.
Sacramento, Cal.

SCHNEIDER. CHAPPELL & JONES
HUMPHREVS-SCHllTZ CO
SALT LAKE GLASS & PAINT CO., Salt Lake

DpiKiiiucTrtni
IPKIWIWSIUULI
i

i

Fresno, Cal.

City.

Utah

— (Distributors)

CLEAN GRAVEL and
FQ CRUSHED
ROCK

1\JTT
i^llljriO

Means a Good Job
Contractors

of Concrete.

who want Prompt

Delivery, Right Quotations
Best Material, write or call up the

and the

California Building Material Co.
Phone, Sutter 4845

P

500=4

NEW CALL BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO

DENISON INTERLOCKING TILE
A CLAY PRODUCT
AND THE

Coming Building

MAIN
2028

Material

WRITE NOW TO

Phone

DENISON BLOCK COMPANY
920

Forum

Bldg.

Sacramento, Cal.

The Architect and Eng^incey

-

'^''»->-fe>^^»--'

MUNICIPAL BOAT HOUSE. LAKE MERRITT, OAKLAND. CAL.
Walter D. Reed. Architect.

A K LAND

is

receiving

praise for its beautiful

and the Municipal
line its shores.

One

Bt:ildings

of these buildings

WATERPROOFED

above.

world-wide

Lake Merritt

is

which

shown

throughout with

MEDUSA
WATERPROOFING
COMPOUND

^e
BUILDING MATERIAL
583

Monadnock

When

Bldg.,

San Francisco

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazii

CO.
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N. Y. Patent
Scaffolds
iVater pr oof ing
When

care

grade

and

CERESIT

is

taken

mix

THE GOLD MEDAL
SAFETY SCAFFOLD

properly
aggregates,

to

the

waterproof and
damp-proof under all tests and conditions
Foundations, Basements,

For Brick, Terra Cotta and PlasEasiest to erect and remove.
ter.

Dams, Swimming Pools,

SOLD, BUT RENTED.

will

Saves one-third labor cost.

Etc.

PARROTT &
110

SAN FRANCISCO

Excellent Service

Given by Standardized Products

STANDARDIZED FINISHES

Will Please Your Clients

OF THE WORLD

When

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

The

"wSb^s

CO.

HIGGINS BUILDING

CALIFORNIA STREET

s<fe

NOT

drawing your plans and writing your

specifications,

mention

ELASTICA FINISH NO. 1.—The unexcelled varnish for exterior work.
ELASTICA FINISH NO. 2.—The highest grade varnish for interior work.
ELASTICA FLOOR FINISH.—The perfect varnish for floors.
FLATTINE CABINET FINISH.—For a Mission finish.
KLEARTONE FLAT VARNISH.— For a rubbed effect.

KLEARTONE STAINS.— 24

beautiful,

permanent shades.
white enamel that

SATINETTE WHITE ENAMEL.—The

is

white.

For forty years the Standard Varnish Works have striven to perfect
finishing materials which should be the maximum of quality, long service and
dependability, and now offer the above high-grade products, which are sure
to please the most critical.

pDARDfARNISHlfORKS"
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

LONDON

BERLIN

PARIS

BRUSSELS

INTERNATIONAL VARNISH

CO., Limited,

vriting to Advertisers pie

SAN FRANCISCO

MELBOURNE

TORONTO, CANADA.
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No

Stains f*

Sir!

certainly not,

if the stone is properly
handled, and you personally see that
Atlas-White non- staining Portland
Cement is used for setting, pointing
and backing that stone, A long record
of satisfactory use for stone setting has

made

Atlas- White the safest specifica-

tion of

any you can make.

haven't tried it yet, ask
the profession who has.

some

If

you

friend in

THE ATLAS PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY
30 Broad
Chicago

Street,

Philadelphia

New York

Minneapolis

Des Moines

Pacific Coast Distributors of Atlas- White:

United Materials Company
Pacific Portland Cement Co.
Santa Cruz Portland Cement Co.
Oro Grande Lime & Stone Co.
Sunset Lime Company
Los Angeles Lime Company
Western Commercial Company
California Portland Cement Company
Robert H. Winn Company

San Francisco, Cal.
San Francisco, Cal.
San Francisco, Cal.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Pasadena, Cal.
San Diego, Cal.
Oakland, Cal.
eattle, Tacoma, Spokane, Wash.
Portland, Oregon
Vancouver and V^ictoria, B. C.
.

Howard Company
Crowe & Company
Crowe & Company

F. T.
F. T.

Evan.5,

Coleman

&

.

Evans

»fe^

WHITE

'e\

ATLAS
"Concrete for Permanence"

The Architect and Engineer

of Atlantic Coast Lumber Co., Qeorgeto^
proof lumber plant in the world and its roofing and

From a photograph

C.
alls

:

This
are

is

the largest

Armco

fire-

iron

Build for Permanent Investment
When you

erect a mill or warehouse, when you put a roof on your
or barn, when you contemplate investing real money in any kind
of building construction, protect your investment from the losses due to
rapid depreciation and to costly maintenance by specifying roofing and
siding made of

home

ARMCO rr.%or IRON
Follow the example of the great corporations which have adopted
American Ingot Iron Sheets for Mine Tipples, Elevators, Foundries,
Mills and Factories.
Armco Iron sheets nailed direct to the studding and roof rafters make
rigid and strong construction. They brace the buildings against all sorts
of strains.
service

They

are lightning-proof, waterproof

ARMCO

and good

for lifetime

IRON

Resists Rust
Armco

Iron products of a dozen different kinds insure the durability
your buildings. Write for the book "Defeating Rust."

of vital parts of

THE AMERICAN ROLLING MILL CO.
Licensed Manufacturers under Patents granted
International Metal Products Comf:>any

ARMCO

•

to the

American Ingot Iron Roofing, Pipe,
Terne Plate and Metal Lath

Guttttr^

MIDDLETOWN, OHIO
and

fidelity associated with Its products, and hence can be depended upto pns<iess in the hifhest degree

on

Pacific Coast Sales Office -Monadnock Building. San Francisco.
Also District Sales Offices in New York, Chicago, Pittsburgh,
Detroit. St. Louis, Cleveland, and Cincinnati.

to

Advertisers pie

cnlion this niagazii
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The Standard Cement Coating
is

CONCRETO
-^^ME^^'

Mll^NlJ^ie
^SilM

SUNSET PAINT CO.
627 So.

Main

Street

D. H.

RHODES

546 Valencia Street

San Francisco

Los Angeles

^>^/Grt^^tS
IX PASTE

San Francisco

FORM ONLY

Office, 311 California Street

A. L.

GREENE, Agent

YES!
Modern Apartment
House is equipped with
this

Ms;
v^%

M

PITCHER'S
Noiseless Sliding

Door Hangers
by the Discriminating Architect.
Specified

Manufactured by

NATIONAL
HOTEL WELLINGTON

MILL and LUMBER

COMPANY

SAX FR.\.\XISCO. CAL.
FREDERICK BOESE. .Architect
Fifth

•i:in?

to

Advertisers pie

and Brannan

entiiin

thi?

Sts..

magazine.

San Francisco

TIic ArcJiitcct

and Engineer

STEEL BARS FOR CONCRETE REINFORCEMENT
TWISTED SQUARES, PLAIN SQUARES AND ROUNDS
We

Will

Make Lump Sum

PIG IRON,

Bids on Reinforcement Faljricated and Installed.

COKE AND FERRO ALLOYS

WOODS. HUDDART & GUNN
444 MARKET STREET

Tel. Sutter 2720

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Steiger

Terra Cotta ^^^ Pottery

WORKS
,N

S«~ Francisco

MATEO CO.

Main Office: 729 Mills Building
:

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Douglas 3010

GLADDING.HcBEAN&Ca
Manufacturers Clay Products

Crocker Bldg. San Francisco
Works. Lincoln.Cal.

ENAMELED BRICK
MAT AND TRANSPARENT GLAZE

PACIFIC

SEWER PIPE

825 EAST SEVENTH STREET
When

CO.
LOS ANGELES

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazine.

Architects' Specification Index
(For Index to Advertisements, see next page)

BRICK— PRESSED. PAVING.

ARCHITECTURAL SCULPTORS, MODELING,

Bldg.,

G. Rognier & Co., 233 R. R. Ave., San Mateo.
G. Tomagnini & Co., 219 Tenth St., San Fran-

son

St..

Workshop.
S. Miletin,
San Francisco.

BRICK°AND CEMENT COATING

Harri-

1705

Wadsworth. Howland &

McBe.in & Company, Crocket

Trus-Con Par-Seal, made by Trussed Concrete
Steel Co.. Voungstown. O.

Bldg.,

San
Bldg.,

Glidden Products, sold by Whittier-Coburn Co.,
Howard and Beale Sts., San Francisco; California Glass & Paint Company, Los Angeles.
Paraffine Paint Co., 34 First St.. San Francisco.

nd Pottery Works, Mills

Ter

SteiRer

San Irancisco.

AUTOMATIC SPRINKLERS
Scott

Company. 243 Minna

St..

BRICK STAINS

San Francisco

St.,

Fire Extinguisher Co.,

Pacific

Montgomery

507

Samuel Cabot Mfg. Co.. Boston, Mass., agencies
in San Francisco. Oakland. Los Angeles. Portland. Tacoma and Spokane.

San Francisco.

BANK FIXTURES AND INTERIORS
A. H. Andrews Co., 728 Mission

St.,

San Fran-

Bennett Bros.,
514 Market

cisco.

Mfg.

Co.,

543

Brannan

cisco.

Weber &

San Francisco.
Western Builders' Supply Co.. 155
gomery St., San Francisco.
C.

365 Market

St..

San Fran-

Exchange

Cement Co.. represi
Co. and Pacific Po
San Francisco,
Mt. Diablo, sold by Henry Cowel
ment Co.. 9 Main
Cement, sold by BuildMedusa White Portl
Inc Monadnock Bldg., San
ing Material C
Atlas Forth

ed Mater

Pacific Coast Casualty Co., 416

Montgomery

St.,

San Francisco.

BOOK BINDERS AND PRINTERS
Company,

San Fran-

cisco.

Harrison and

bv

Manufactured

Co.. 589 Mission St..

BRICK— PRESSED. PAVING.

lis

CEMENT BRICK

BRASS GOODS. CASTINGS. ETC.
H. Mueller Manufacturing
San Francisco.
Pacific Foundry Company,
streets. San Francisco.

id

Company

San Francisco.

51-65 First St.,

San Francisco.

.^rsdale-Harris

CEMENT

Globe Indemnity Co.. Insurance Exchange Bldg.,
Bldg.,

18th

Lumber Co., Fifth and
Brannan Sts., San Francisco.
Tilden Lumber Co., foot of University avenue.
Berkeley.

Van

BONDS FOR CONTRACTORS
San Francisco.
B. Nabors & Sons. Kohl

Hearst

Co..

Foundry Company, Harrison
San Francisco.

Sts..

cisco.

California Casualty Co.. Merchants'
Building. San Francisco.

Material

CAEN STONE— IMITATION
A Knowles, 985 Folsom St.,
CEDAR

Whitaker & Ray-Wiggin Company, IT^ Mission
St., San Francisco.
St., San Fran-

Hicks-.Tudd

Pratt
Building
F.
Bldg.. San Francisco.

St.,

New Mont-

CASTINGS

A. H. Andrews Co., 728 Mission

J.

Building Materials Co., 523 Market

Pacific

Pacific
Co..

Hardware,

Sargent

Francisco.

Steel

BUILDING MATERIAL, SUPPLIES, ETC.

BLACKBOARDS
F.

for

San

Company. San Francisco. Oakland. Berkeley, and Los Angeles.
Russell & Erwin Mfg. Co.. Commercial Bldg.,
San Francisco.

H. H. Winner Company, Nevada Bank Bldg.,
San Francisco.
Mullen Manufacturing Co., 20th and Harrison
streets. San Francisco.
BELTING. PACKING. ETC.
H. N. Cook Belting Co.. 317-319 Howard St..
San Francisco.
C.

agents
St..

Hardware &

Pacific

San Fran-

St.,

HARDWARE

BUILDERS'

Fink & Schindler. 218 13th St.. San Francisco.
C. F. Weber & Co.. 365 Market St., San Fran-

Home

Adv.

(See

Inc.

Co..
for Pacific Coast Agents.)

ARCHITECTUK.AL TERRA COTTA
Gladding.

'

United Materials Co.. Crossley Bldg., San Fran-

cisco.

Sculptors'

ETC.- -Conti
Pottery
Mills

Cotta S
San Francisco.

Terra

Steiger

ETC.

California

Mineral

„

,

Products

Co., 806 47th avc, East Oakland.

CEMENT EXTERIOR WATERPROOF PAINT

State Brick and Cement Coating, made by
Wadsworlh. Howl.nnd & Co. (See distributing

18th

Bay

.Aeents on page 30.)
Glidden's Liquid Cement

ETC.

and Liquid Cem.ent
Enamel, sold on Pacific Coast by Whittier. Coburn Company. San Francisco, and California
Glass & Paint Company. Los Angeles.
L. & S. Cement Paint, manufactured hv Paint
Products Corporation. 524 Sharon Bldg., San

Diamona Brick

Co.. Balboa Bldg., San Francisco.
Gladding, McBean & Company, Crocker Bldg.,
San Francisco.
Los Angeles Pressed Brick Co.. Frost Bldg.. Lo«
Angeles.
Pratt Building Material Co.. Hearst Bldg.. San
Francisco.

Francisco.

"GRANT CONCRETE MIX" 25%

^.^r;JX^•lt?;Tos':^oft"?i':

d stone, and contains about

WE GUARANTEE
Used on many important
Government work.

first-class buildings

LESS

of crushed rock

THAN 25%

and road work.

Accepted on

and necessary

VOIDS.
all

City, State

and U.

S.

— — ...»
....
GRANT GRAVEL COMPANY
.

.

.

..^

-^

.

.

FLATIRON BLDG..

.»..,-,..«««. • «*<>••

Phone Sutter

1582,

SAN FRANCISCO

.

.

1

..
.
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To Be " Low Bidder " Not Always Our Aim.
Our most particular attention is given to prompt and skillful handling of all electrical
work of any nature with QUALITY AND SERVICE GUARANTEED.
Our nation-wide organization and large experience in this field assures you always of
fair estimates and absolute satisfacrtion.

F. E.
2r4

NEWBERY ELECTRIC

Humboldt Bank

BIdg.,

CO.

Los Angeles, Chicago, Kansas City

San Francisco.

ARCHITECTS' SPECIFICATION INDEX-Con«nued
CEMENT EXTERIOR WATERPROOF COATING

—

Continued.
Imperial Waterproofing, manufactured by Imperial Co., 183 Stevenson St., San Francisco.
TrusCon Par-Seal, made by Trussed Concrete
Steel Co., Youngstown, O.
Paraffine Paint Co., 34 First St., San Francisco.

CEMENT EXTERIOR FINISH
tributing Agents on page 30.)
Glidden's Liquid Cement and Liquid Cement
Enamel, sold on Pacific Coast by Whittier, Coburn Company, San Francisco, and California
Glass & Paint Company, Los Angeles.

Medusa

White Portland Cement, California
Agents, the Building Material Co., Inc., 587
fildg.,

San Francisco.

Concrete Cement Coating, manufactured by the
Muralo Company, 540 Valencia St., San Francisco.

Samuel Cabot Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass., agencies
in San Francisco, Oakland, Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma and Spokane.

CEMENT FLOOR COATING
Bay State Brick and Cement Coating, made by
Wadsworth, Howland & Co. (See list of Distributing Agents on page 30.)
Fuller's Concrete Floor Enamel,
Fuller & Co., San Francisco.

made by W.

P.

CEMENT TESTS— CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
W. Hunt &

Co.,

251

Kearny

St.,

San

Francisco.

CHURCH INTERIORS
Fink & Schindler, 218 13th

St.,

San Francisco.

CHUTES— GRAVITY SPIRAL
Insley Gravity System for pouring concrete,
represented by Garfield Myers, Hearst Bldg.,
San Francisco.

COLD STORAGE PLANTS
Vulcan Iron Works, San Fra
T. P. Jarvis Crude Oil Bur ing Co., 275 Connecticut St., San Francis

Cleaner,

W.

F.

San Francisco.

W.

Invincible Vacuum Cleaner, sold by R.
Foyle, 416 Harriet St., San Francisco.

Company, Coast
Branch, General Contractors* Association, San

Tuec, mfrd. by United

Electric

CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
American Concrete
San Francisco.

Howard

Garfield

Myers, factory representative of Insley

Manufacturing Company, and Marsh-Capron
Company, Hearst Bldg., San Francisco.

CONCRETE MIXERS
Austin Improved Cube Mixer. Factory branch.
473-485 Sixth St., San Francisco.
Foote Mixers sold by Edw. R. Bacon, 40 Na-

toma

BLACKBOARD
riling to Adverti:

San Francisco.

St.,

CONCRETE PILES
Concrete

Building,

Company,

Pile

Chronicle

San Francisco.

CONCRETE REINFORCEMENT
United
cisco,

Products Co.. San FranPortland and Seattle.
page 23,

Steel

States

Los Angeles,

"Kahn System,"

see advertisement on

this issue.

International Fabric & Cable, represented by
Western Builders' Supply Co., 155 New Montgomery St., San Francisco.
Sales Agents, Pacific
Triangle Mesh Fabric.
Building Materials Co., 523 Market St., San
Francisco.
Twisted Bars, sold by Woods. Huddart & Gunn,
444 Market St., San Francisco.
Pacific Coast Steel Companv, Rialto Bldg., San
Francisco, and Union Oil Bldg., Los Angeles.

CONCRETE SURFACING
"Concreta" sold by

nd

Pacific = Plate

Bldg..

CONCRETE MACHINERY

St.,

"Kompolite," sold by John King & Soni
Stanford street, San Francisco.
Magnesite Flooring, laid by National Ro
Company, Plaza BIdg., Oakland.

Humboldt Bank

Co.,

Fireproofing Co., Mutual Bank Bldg..
San Francisco.
Barrett & Hilp, Sharon Bldg., San Francisco.
P. A. Palmer, Monadnock Bldg., San Francisco.
International (Concrete Construction Company,
West Berkeley, Cal.

Clinton

Wads

COMPOSITION FLOORING
Fibrestone & Roofing Co., 971
Francisco.

Vacuum

Stationary

Schaer Co., Pacific Coast Agts., Santa Maria
Bldg.,

McArthur

Glidden's Concrete Floor Dressing, sold on Pacific Coast by Whittier, C<)burn Company, San
Francisco, and California Glass & Paint Company, Los Angeles.

Robert

Excello

Francisco.

Bay State Brick and Cement Coating, made by
Wadsworth. Howland & Co. (See list of Dis-

Monadnock

COMPRESSED AIR CLEANERS

rth.

Ce

W.

H_
t

Co., Pacific
.^ngele

&
Coating,
Bldg.,

P.

Fuller

Co.'s
sold

San

Bay
bv

&

Brick

Hambly

Jas.

Francisco

San

Co.,

State

and

Los

Glidden Liquid Cement, rr inufactured by Glidden Varnish Co.. Whitt er. Coburn Co.. San
Francisco, and Californi: Glass & Paint Company, Los Angeles.

School Supplies
School Desks
Factory Prices

THE
please

A. H.

Auditorium Seating
School Furniture

— San

Francisco Service

ANDREWS

CO.
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Supersedes Marble

A lire-polished, non-absorbent, waterproof, acid-proof, stainless, pure-white
sanitary material for structural use

V|XR0LITE

"Cleaned Without Scrubbiag
Oakland
I81J

34 DAVIS ST.
San Francisco
Phone Garheld 2680

Office

TELEGRAPH AVE

Vitrolite Construction Co.

Phone Oakland 589

ARCHITECTS' SPECIFI CATION INDEX-Continued
DAMP-PROOFING COMPOUND— Continued.

CONTRACTORS. GENERAL

Imperial Co., 183 Stevenson St., San Francisco.
Trus-Con Damp Proofing.
(See advertisement
of Trussed Concrete Steel Company for Coast

American Concrete Co., Humboldt Bank Blrtg,
San Francisco.
Geo. H. Eos, Hearst Bldg., S;
Larsen, Sampson & Co., Crockei Bldg.,

agencies.)

"Pabco"

Francisco.

DunnavantOakley

Co..

Francisco.
Geo. W. Boxton
Francisco.

&

&

Collman

CoUman,

Francisco.
Construction

Pow ell

1430

Hearst

Son,

Wadsworth, Howland &

Bldg.,

ton

Bldg.,

Sh;

& Engineering

Co.,

1047

Hearst Bldg., San Frar

Works.

Haws

ery

Engineering

Butte

Boynto

"Linotile." manufactured by Armstrong Cork &
Insulation Company.
M. C. Van Fleet, agt.,
120 Jessie St.. San Francisco.

Electric

Howard

683

Co.,
Co.,

Central Electr

504

Rialto

618 Mission

St.,

St.,

San

Bldg.,

San

San Fran-

Cisco.

Newbery

Electrical

Co.,

Humboldt Bank

Bldg.,

San Francisco.

Curb Bar. manufactured by American
Bar Co., 1034 Merchants Exchange
San Francisco.

Pacific

H.

Tittle.

S.

Standard
Nato

Market St„

San Francisco.

507 Montgomery

Fire Extinguisher Co.,

San Francisco.

St..

CORNER BEAD

245

Minna

Electrical

St..

San Francisco.
Company, 60

Construction

St.,

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

United States Metal Products Co., 525 Market
St., San Francisco.; 750 Keller St., San Fran-

Chas. T.

Phillips,

Pacific

Bldg.,

San Francisco.

ELECTRIC PLATE W.^RMER
Plate Warmer for
residences, clubs, hotels, etc.
Sold by M. E.
Hammond. Humboldt Bank Bldg.. San Fran-

The

CRUSHED ROCK
Grant Gravel Co., Flat Iron Bldg., San Francisco,

Rock,

sold by California Building MaCompany, new Call Bldg., San Francisco.
& Rock Co., Mutual Bank
Bldg.. San Francisco.
Pratt Building Material Co., Hearst Bldg., San

Prometheus

Electric

ELEVATORS

terial

Olis Elevator Company,
Point. San Francisco.

Sand, Gravel

Stockton

and

Spencer Elevator Company, 126 Beale

Francisco.

:ific

DAMP-PROOFING COMPOUND
Glidden's Liquid Rubber, sold on Pacific Coast
by Whiftier. Coburn Company, San Francisco, and California Glass & Paint Company,
Los Angeles.
Armorite Damp Resisting Paint, made by W. P.
Fuller & Co., San Francisco.

B.

C.

Gur

Elevato

Van Emon

North

St.,

San

186 Fifth St.,

San

Elevator Co., 235

First

Elevator Supply & Repair Co.,

Underwood

Bldg.,

CO.

CONTRACTORS FOR STRUCTURAL STEEL AND IRON
H,

MORTENSON.

Pres.
OFFICE AND SHOPS:

Mission 6033

CHAS.

G.

CORNER

St.,

San Francisco.

ELEVATORS, SIGNALS, FLASHLIGHTS AND
DIAL INDICATORS

MORTENSON CONSTRUCTION
Phone:

San

Bldg.,

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS

CORNER BAR

Niles

Underwood

Co.,

San Francisco.

CORK FLOORING

1827

St.,

Francisco.

Burdett-Rowntree Mfg.

Works,

New Montgom-

St.,

Spencer Elevator Company, 173 Beale

cisco.

Metal

St.,

DUMB WAITERS

Western Building & Engineering Co., 455 Phelan
Bldg.. San Francisco.
Williams Bros. & Henderson, Holbrook Bldg.,
San Francisco.

Sheet

Harmon

1808

Porcelain Ware Co., 67
San Francisco.

Pacific

Morrison, 518 Monadnock Bldg., San

Francisco.

Niles

Fountain,

Sanitary

Berkeley, and C. F. Weber & Co., San Francisco and Los Angeles.
Crane Company, San Francisco, Oakland, and
Los Angeles.
J. B. Clow & Son. Hearst Bldg., San Francisco.

Francisco

Call Bldg.. Sai

John Monk, 216 Sharon Bldg., San Francisco.
Monson Bros., 1907 Bryant St., San Francisco.
Robert Trost, 26th and Folsom Sts., San Fran-

Steel
Bldg.,

for

DRINKING FOUNTAINS

Lester Stock, 12 Geary St., San Fr;
McLaren & Peterson, Sharon Bldg., San Fran

Dolbear

84 WashingCoast agen-

Inc.,

McCabe Hanger Mfg. Co., New York, N. Y.
Pitcher Hanger, sold by National Lumber Co.,
Fifth and Brvant Sts., San Francisco.
Reliance Hanger, sold by Sartorius Co.. San
Francisco; D. F. Fryer & Co.. B. V. Collins.
Los Angeles, and Portland Wire & Iron

Folsom

Harvey A. Klyce, Sheldon Bldg., San Franciscc
Lange & Bergstrom, Sharon Bldg., San Frar

Capitol

Co.,

(See Adv.

Boston.

St.,

DOOR HANGERS

San Francisco.
Fisher, 863 Mission St.. San Francisco.
Van Sant. Houghton Co., Hooker & Lent Bldg,

Masow &

First

cies.)

526

St.,

New

Compound, sold by
St., San Fran-

Proofing
Co.. 34

cisco.

M.

A. H. Leaf Co..

Damp

Paraffine Paint
St.,

1

MORTENSON.

VicePres. and Mgr,

9TH AND INDIANA STREETS
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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Tile Roofing-Slate Roofing
Fibrestone & Roofing Company
Telephone Sutter 329

971

Howard

St..

SAN FRANCISCO

ARCHITECTS" SPECIFIC ATION INDEX-Continued
FLOORING— MAGNESITE

ELE\ATOR ENCLOSURES
J. G. Braun, 615-621 S. Paulina St., Chicago,

111.

ENGINEERS
W.

Brcite. Clunie Bldg., San Francisco.
Chas. T. Phillips. Pacific BIdg., San Francisco.
Hunter & Hudson. Rialto BIdg., San Francisco.
VV.

ESTIMATORS
C.\LL

BIdg..

St.,

Oakland.

SYSTEM
&

Supply

Elevator

Repair

Co.,

Underwood

San Francisco.

Pacific Excavator

Commercial BIdg.,

Co.,

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

&

Co., 219

St.,

San Francisco.

Fire Extinguisher Co., 507
San Francisco.

Montgomery

Los .\rgeles Pressed
Los Angeles.

San Fran-

St.,

GENERATORS
Gas Generator
San Francisco.

Co.,

340

Sansome

Crocker

Co.,

Brick

Co.,

BIdg.,

Frost

San

BIdg..

St.,

GLASS
W.

P.

Fuller

& Company,

all

principal

Coast

Sts.,

San

Francisco.

GR.^DING CONTRACTORS
Pacific Excavator

FIREPROOFING AND PARTITIONS
McBean &

Tenth

cisco.

Whittier-Coburn Co., Howard & Beale

Company, 243 Minna

Company, Builders' Exchange,

Oakland.

GRANITE
California Granite Co., Sharon BIdg.,

San Fran-

cisco.

Raymond Granite

FIREPROOF PAINT
Glidden Products, sold by VVhittier-Coburn Co..
San Francisco, and California Glass & Paint

Company, Los Angeles.

FIXTURES— B.^NK. OFFICE. STORE.

ETC.

A. H. Andrews, 728 Mission

St., San Francisco.
Mullen Manufacturing Co., 20th and Harrison
streets, San Francisco.
Fink & Schindler, 218 13!h St., San Francisco.
C. F. Weber & Co., 365 Market St.. San Francisco and 210 N. Main St.. Los .\ngele5, Cal.

FLAG POLES—TACKLE,

Co., Division

San Francisco.
McGilvray-Rayraond Granite
St., San Francisco.

and Potrero

Co.,

Sts.,

634 Townsend

CRUSHED ROCK

GR.WEL, SAND

..\ND
California Building Material Co.,
San Francisco.

new

Call BIdg.,

Del Monte White Sand, sold by Pacific Improvement Co.. Crocker Bide.. San Francisco.
Pratt Building Material Co., Hearst BIdg., San

Grant

ETC.

Foundry Company, Harrison and 18th
San Francisco.
& Hallawell, 270 First St., San Fran-

Bolander

Gravel

Co.,

Fiatii

BIdg.,

San

Fran-

Niles Sand, Gravel & Rock Co., M'utual Savings
Bank BIdg., 704 Market St., San Francisco.

HARDWALL PLASTER

cisco.

FLAG POLE TOPS
Bolander

Tanks and Outfit, Bowser &
St., San Francisco.

Howard

Utility

Burnett Iron Works. Fresno, Cal.
Palm Iron & Bridge Works, Sacramento.
Western Iron Works. 141 Beale St., San Fran-

Sts.,

Gasoline

Co.. 612

G.\S

FIRE ESCAPES

Pacific

West Berk-

Cole Gas Furnace, Fisher & Klauser, distributors. Lick BIdg., San Francisco, 1764 Broadway, Oakland.

G. Tomagnini

& Erwin Mfg.
San Francisco.

Ru^ssell

St.,

Corrugated Culvert Co.,

eley, Cal.

GARDEN FURNITURE

FIRE EXIT DEVICES

Gladding.

California

Bowser

Company, Builders* Exchange,

Oakland.

Pacific

San

GARAGE EQUIPMENT

EXCAVATING CONTRACTORS

Scott

St.,

GAS FURNACES

-Mfred Alt, 335 Eighth

EXPRESS

Howard

Fibrestone & Roofing Co., 971
Francisco.

FLUMES

&

Hallawell, 270 First St., San Fran-

cisco.

HARDW.ARE

FLOOR VARNISH
Bass-Hueter and San Francisco Pioneer Varnish
Works. Slfi Mission St.. S»n Francisco.
Fifteen for Floors,
San Francisco.

Henry Cowell Lime & Cement Co.. San Francisco.
American Keene Cement Co., 333 Monadnock
BIdg., San Francisco.

made by W. P. Fuller &

Co.,

Hardware sold by Baker & Hamilton,
San Francisco and Los Angeles.
Russwin Hardware. loost Bros.. San Francisco.
Hardware & Steel Company, representing
Corbin

Pacific

Standard \'arnish Works,
and San Francisco,

Chicago,

New York

Glidden Products, sold by Whittier-Cobum Co-,
San Francisco, and California Glass & Paint

Company, Los Angeles.

MADE

Lockwood Hardware Co., San Francisco.
Sargent's Hardware, sold by Bennett Bros., 514
Market St., San Francisco.
Russell & Erwin Manufacturing Co., Commercial
BIdg., San Francisco.

IN SAN FRANCISCO

ELEVATORS
PASSENGER ^ FREIGHT
OCR PRODUCT
SPENCER
ELEVATOR COMPANY
SAN FRANCISCO
Phone Kearny
INVESTIGATE

126-128 Beale Street,

664

'Hie Architect

12

and Engineer

A FLOORING for Discriminating Architects
For Hotels, Schools,
Hospitals and Residences

STRABLE MANUFACTURING CO.
OAKLAND, CAL.

511-537 First Street

XgS'i'iaiS''

ARCHITECTS' SPECIFI CATION INDEX-Continued
LUMBER

HARDWOOD FLOORING
Parrott

White

& Co., 320 California St., San Francisco
Bros., Cor. Fifth and Brannan Sts., San

Dudfield Lumber Co., Palo Alto, Cal.
Sunset Lumber Co., Oakland, Cal.

Santa Fe Lumber Co., Seventeenth ar d De

Ha

Sts

L^^mber Company, East Oakland,

i

HARDWOOD LUMBER
Dieckmann Hardwood
Sts., San Francisco.
Parrott

&

Co.,

320

Cor

and Taylo

Beach

Co.,

Califo:

St.,

ia

San Frar

Brannan

Fifth and

Sts.,

Sa

Strable Manufacturing Company. Oakland, California.
(See advertisement above.)

Heater

Co.,

Powell

237

Hoffman Heater Company, 397 Sutter

St.,

San

St.,

Francisco.

American Heat & Power Co., Oakland, Cal.
Fess System Co., 220 Natoma St., San Francisco.
GilleySchmid Company, 198 Otis St., San
Francisco.

Mangrum &

Otter, Inc., 507 Mission St., San
Francisco.
Charles T. Phillips, Pacific Building, San Fran-

William

Wilson

F.

Francisco.
Scott Company, 243

328

Minna

Ho

527

Co.,

Co.,

Wittman, Lyman &

Mason

San Francisco.
341 Minna St., San
St.,

Co.,

Francisco.
Fire Extinguisher Co., 507 Montgomery
St., San Francisco.
Petersen-James Co., 730 Larkin St., San Francisco.

A. Dunham
Francisco.

Wells Fargo

Co.,

Van

Arsdale-Harris Lumber Company, Fifth

Brannon

MILL

nd

San Francisco.

Sts.,

WORK

Dudfield

Lumber

Co., Palo Alto, Cal.

Manufacturing Company, San Franc
Oakland and Santa Clara.

MAIL CHUTES
(Se
Culler Mail Chute Co.. Rochester,
Adv. on page 28 f^
Coast representatives.)

Mangrum &

Otter,
Jtter,

Mission

St.,

Sa

219 Tenth

St.,

Sa

561

MARBLE
G. Tomagnii

Co.,

Si

Sculptor's Workshop.

(See adv., page 134.)

METAL AND STEEL LATH

Expanded Metal Lath, sold by
Expanded Metal Company, Second
and Federal Sts., San Francisco.

"Steelcrete"

METAL CEILINGS
San

St.,

Pacific

C.

Ave., Berkeley, Cal.

HoUoway

Burner. m£

Oil

Equipment

Industrial
bai

Unversity

ng Company, Sa
Oakland and Sa a Clara.
Lumber Company, foot o

MANTELS

HEATING AND VENTILATING

M. & W. Rotary

Francisco,

Tilden

Pacific

HEATERS— AUTOMATIC
Pittsburg Water
San Francisco.

California.
Pacific Manufactu

San

Eldg..

San

Francisco

Co.. 2269

Metal

Folsom

Stamping & Corrugating
San Francisco.

St..

METAL DOORS AND WINDOWS
U.

S.

Metal Products Co., 525 Market

Francisco.
Capitol Sheet

Works,

Metal

San Francisco; 117 Franklin

St.,

San

1927

Market

St.,

St.,

Oakland.

METAL FURNITURE

Sheet Metal Works, San Francisco and
Oakland.
A. H. Andrews Co., 728 Mission St., San FranCapitol

HEAT REGULATION
G.

Witt

E.

Company,

Inc.,

San Francisco.
Johnson Service Company,

850

149

Howard

Fifth

St..

San

St.,

Francisco.

HOLLOW BLOCKS
Denison Hollow Interlocking Blocks. Forum
Bldg.. Sacramento, and Chamber of Commerce
Bldg., Portland.

HOSPITAL FIXTURES
J.

L. Mott Iron
Francisco.

Works, 135 Kearny

St.,

San

INGOT IRON
"Armco"

manufactured by American
Rolling Mill Company, Middletown, Ohio, and
Monadnock Bldg., San Francisco.
brand,

INSPECTIONS AND TESTS
Robert

W. Hunt &

Co.,

251

Kearny

St.,

San

Francisco.

JOIST

HANGERS

Western Builders' Supply Co., 155
gomery St., San Franc'isco.

New Mont-

KEENE CEMENT
American Keene Cement
San Francisco,

Co.,

Monadnock

Bldg.,

LAMP POSTS
J.

L. Mott Iron
Francisco.

Works, 135 Kearny

St.,

San

Main

S:..

OIL

BURNERS

Modern EQUIPMENTS

LIME
Henry Cowell Lime & Cement

Crude Oil Burners Operating Kitchen Ranges in
Government Barracks at Fort Winfield Scott

Co..

9

for

Cooking and Heating Plants

S. T. JOMINSON CO.
945 GRACE AVE.
1337 MISSION ST.
OAKLAND
SAN FRANCISCO
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WHITTIER COBURN

CO.

-

MANUFACTURERS

WHITTIER QUALITY PAINTS
Distributors

BRIDGEPORT STANDARD STAINS
GLIDDEN CONCRETE PAINTS
Sales Office :: Howard and Beale Streets, San Francisco, Cal.
ARCHITECTS* SPECIFICATION INDEX-Continuad
METAL SHINGLES

Jones-Duncan

Meurer Bros., 630 Third St., San Francisco.
San Francisco Metal Stamping & Corrugating
Co., 2269 Foisom St., San Francisco.

OIL liURNERS
S. T. Johnson Co.,
cisco.

1337 Mission

San Fran-

St.,

American Standard Oil Burner Co., Seventh and
Cedar Sts., Oakland.
Ray Manufacturing Company, 218 Market
;isco.
st., ban
Fess System Co.. 220 Natoma St., San Fran-

R.

Francisco.
N. Nason

Paint

Ninth

414

Co.,

& Company, San

St.,

Francisco,

.\ngeles, Portland and Seattle.
P. Fuller & Co., all principal Coast cities

W.

Standard

Works,

Varnish

113

Front

St..

PHOTO ENGRAVING
California Photo Engraving Co., 121 Second St.,
San Francisco.

PHOTOGRAPHY
R.

Waters

J.

Co.,

Market

717

San Fran-

St.,

cisco.

\V. Oil

Bun

Equipment

Co.,

M. &

manufactured by Industrial

f. .larvis Crude Oil Bun
necticut St.. San Francisco
Rotarv Oil Burner Company,

T.

G.

,

275

Con-

159 Twelfth St.,
Oakland.
E. Witt Oil Burner Company, 850 Howard

Burnett

Iron

Steiger

BRONZE

Erode Iron Works, 31-37 Hawthorne

San

St.,

jrk.
G. Braun, Chicago and New
Ralston Iron Works, 20th and In iana Sts.
'i

Mott Iron Works,

L.

Francisco.
J. Hillard

Company.

arny

135
Inc.,

19th

and Minne-

PAINTING .\ND DECOR.-\TING
Eddy

PAINT FOR CEMENT

St.,

Wittman,

Lyman &

Alex Coleman, 706

San

Oti;

19!

Co.,
Ellis

341
St.,

Mil

St..

San Francisco

PLUMBING FIXTURES. MATERIALS.
B.

Crane

ETC.

Clow & Son, Hearst Bldg., San Francisco.
Co., Second and Brannan Sts., San Fran-

cisco.

this issue for Pacific Coast agents.)

Fuller's

Company,

Francisco.
Scott Co., Inc., 243 Minna St., San Francisco.
Peterscn-James Co., 730 Larkin St., San Fran-

J.

San Francisco.

Bay State Brick and Cement Coating, made by
Wadsworth. Howland & Co. (Inc.). (See .\dv.
in

Works, Mills

Potte

cisco.

GilleySchmid

Sts.,

D. Zelinsky, 564

Cotta

San Francisco.

PLUMBING CONTRACTORS

St.,

Sain Francisco.
Shreiber & Sons Co., represented by Western
Builders Supply Co.. San Francisco.
West Coast Wire & Iron Works, 861-863 Howard St., San Francisco.
\'ulcan Iron Works. San Francisco.
sota

Terra

Bldg.,

PLASTER CONTRACTORS
A. Knowles, 985 Foisom St., San Francisco.
C. C. Morehouse, Crocker Bldg., San Francisco,
Hermann Bosch, 2054 Market St., San Fran-

Works, Fresno.

Palm Iron & Bridge Works, Sac amento.
J.

C.

Gladding, McBean & Co., Crocker Bldg., San
Francisco.
Pacific Sewer Pipe Co., I. W. Hellman Bldg.,
Los Angeles.
Pratt Building Material Co., Hearst Bldg., San

San Francisco.

St.,

ORN.-\MENT.\L IRO.M .\ND

J.

TERRA

GLAZED

SALT

PIPE— VITRIFIED
COTTA

Concreta for Cement, made by

W.

California Steam Plumbing Supply
Fifth St
San Francisco.
Gillev-Schr[lid
Company, 198 Otis

Co,

671

.

St.,

P.

Fuller & Co., San Francisco.
Glidden's Liquid Cement, sold on Pacific Coast
by Whittier, Coburn Company, San Francisco.
Trus-Con Stone Tex., Trussed Concrete Steel
Co.
(See Adv. for Coast agencies.)
Concreto (Tement Coating, manufactured by the
Muralo Company, 540 Valencia St.. San Fran-

Glauber Brass Manufacturing Company. 1107
Mission St., San Francisco.
Miller-Enwright Company, Sacramento, Cal.
J. L. Mott Iron Works, D. H. Gulick, selling

Kearny St.. San Francisco.
Manufacturing Co.. Pacific Coast
branch. 589 Mission St., San Francisco
Sanitary Manufacturing Co., 67 New
Montgomery St., San Francisco.
Western States Porcelain Co.. San Pablo. Cal.
Wm. F. Wilson Co., 328 Mason St., San Franagent. 135
.Mueller

H.

Pacific

Samuel Cabot Mfg. Co.. Boston, Mass.. agencies
in San Francisco, Oakland. Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma and Spokane.

PAINT FOR STEEL STRUCTURES, BRIDGES,

cisco
C.

ETC.
Glidden's .\cid Proof
Coast by Whittier,
Francisco.

Coating,

Coburn

on Pacific
Company, San

sold

Bar-Ox. Trussed Concrete Steel Co.
(See .\dv. for Coast agencies.)
Steel Protective Coating. (See page
30 for coast agents.)
Paraffine Paint Co., 34 First St., San Francisco.

Trus-Con

Bay State

Premier Graphite Paint and Pioneer Brand Red
Lead, made by W. P. Fuller & Co., San Francisco.

PAINTS. OILS. ETC.
Brininstool Co., Los -Angeles, represented in
San Francisco by Marion D. Cohn Co.. Hans-

The

ford Building.
Paint Co., Mission, near Fourth
St
San Francisco.
Glidrten Varnish Co.. Cle%eland. Ohio, represented by Whittier-Coburn Co.. San Francisco,
and California Glass & Paint Company, Los

Bass-Hueter
.

Angeles.

A.

Dunham

Co..

Wells

Fargo

Bldg.,

San

The Architect and Engineer
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phone Lakeside

ELLIS, Prop.

E. F.

91

National Roofing:

Company

DAMP-PROOFING AND MAQNESITE FLOORING
EVERYTHING
Rooms

206-207

ROOFING

IN

OAKLAND

Fifteenth and Washington Streets,

PLAZA BUILDINQ,

ARCHITECTS" SPECIFICATION INDEX— Continued
POTTERY
Steiger
Bldg.,

PUMPS
Chicago

,„
Terra Cotta and Pottery Works, Mills
,

Pump Company,

Howard

612

street.

San Francisco.
(see page

"Presto" Sanitary Radiators
Pacific Coast Agents.)

REFRIGERATORS

,^

132

,

Nathan DohrSan Fran-

Sts.,

REVERSIBLE WINDOWS
Bldg.,

Balboa

Window Company,

Reversible

San Francisco.
^

,

sold by U.

Market

ucts Co., 525

St.,

S.

,,
„ j
ProdMetal
,

San Francisco.

Vulcan Iron Works, Francisco and Kearny
San Francisco.

Sts.,

ROLLING DOORS, SHUTTERS, PARTITIONS,
ETC
C. F.

Building Materials Co., 523 Market
365 Market

Weber

St.,

San Fran-

St.,

Cisco.

W. W. Thurston,
Kinnear Steel Rolling Door
agent, Rialto Bldg., San Francisco.
,

Wilson's Steel Rolling Uoori U.
ucts Co., San Francisco a..-

S.

Metal ProdAngele
....„_-_

ROOFING AND ROOFING MATERIALS
Grant Gravel

Co.,

Pump

Co.,

Electric Equipment
San Francisco.

represented by Telephone
Co., 612 Howard street,

Samuel Cabot Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass., agencies
in San Francisco, Oakland, Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma and Spokane.
Paraffine Paint Co., 34 First St., San Fr,

SHEET METAL WORK. SKYLIGHTS. ETC.
Sheet

Capitol

U.

Metal

Works,

Francisco.

Cabot's Creosote Stains, sold by Waterhouse &
Price, San Francisco, Los Angeles and Portland.
Fuller's Pioneer Shingle Stains,
Fuller & Co., San Francisco.

made by W.

Howard

Fiberstone & Roofing Co., 971
Francisco.

Burnett Iron Works, Fresno, Cal.
Central Iron Works, 621 Florida St., San FranBros.,

17th

and Kansas

San Fran-

Sts.,

"Ruber. id,"
S;

United Materials Co., Cr

n

Francisco.

San Fran-

San Fran-

Golden Gate Iron Works, 1541 Howard

St.,

San

St.,

San

Francisco.

manufactured by

.ssley Bldg.,

St.,

cisco.

Judson Manufacturing
Co.,

San

St.,

STEEL AND IRON— STRUCTURAL

Dyer

...id.

and

P.

SLATE ROOFING

Brode Iron Works, 31 Hawthorne

Paraffine Paint

St.,

San

St.,

Iron Bldg., San Fran-

Flat

Fibrestone & Roofing Co., 971 Howard St., San
Francisco.
National Roofing Company, Plaza Bldg., Oak-

"Malthoid"

Market

1927

Metal Products Co., 525 Market

S.

SHINGLE STAINS

ROCK BREAKING MACHINERY

Pacific

San

St.,

ban Francisco.

REVOLVING DOORS
Van Kennel Doors,

Mission

SEWAGE EJECTORS

,

tor

Vulcan Iron Works, San Francisco.

Hauser

728

Co.,

Whitaker & Ray-Wiggin Company, 776 Mission
St., San Francisco.

SHEATHING AND SOUND DEADENING

^,

.

,

sold by
Geary and Stockton

Refrigerators,
Co.,

H. Andrews &

A.

Chicago

RADIATORS
McCray
mann

SCHOOL FURNITURE AND SUPPLIES— Cont'd
Francisco.

San Francisco.

Folsom

Co., 819

Francisco.

Mortenson Construction
Sts.. San Francisco.
Pacific

Rolling Mills,

U.

Sleel

Co.,

17th

19th

and Indiana

and Mississippi

Sts.,

ROOFING TIN
Meurer
Third

A. H. MacDonald,
San Francisco.

Bros.,
St..

agent,

630

SANITARY DRINKING FOUNTAINS

L. Mott Iron Works, 135 Kearny St., San
Francisco.
Haws' Sanitary Drinking Faucet Co., 1808 Harmon St., Berkeley.
Francisco.
J. B. Clow & Son., Hearst Bldg., San
J.

SASH CORD

Samson Cordage Works, manufacturers of

Co.,

1638

Long

SCHOOL FURNITURE AND SUPPLIES

Co.,

Rialto

Bldg.,

nted by

Woods. Huddart & Gunn, 444 Market

St.,

Fran-

Bay

State Steel Protective Coating.
30 for coast agents.')

(See page

(See
Co., Boston Mass.
for Coast agencies.)
Paraffine Paint Co., 34 First St., San Francisco.

Mv.

can make no mistake in specifving

THEATRE AND
SCHOOL SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS

When

San

Francisco

STEEL PRESERVATI\'ES

SLATE
OLMSTEAD
ARTIFICIAL
SCHOOL
CHURCH
FURNITURE

Sa

Weste

Wadsworth, Howland &

C. F. Weher S Co., 365 Market St.. San
cisco: 512 S. Broadway, Los Angeles.

ARCHITECTS

Products

Solid

Braided Cords and Cotton Twines. 88 Broad
St.. Boston. Mass.

SCENIC PAINTING— DROP CURTAINS. ETC.
The Edwin H. Flagg Scenic
Beach Ave.. Los Angeles.

S.

Schreiber & Sons Co., repre!
Builders Supply Co., S. F.
Vulcan Iron Works, San Fr:
Western Irnn Works, 141 Be

SEATING

writing to Advertisers pleas© mention this magazine.

The Architect and Engineer
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Port Orf ord Cedar Finish

Beautiful, durable, moderate in price, unequalled for natural

or enamel
purposes.

We

finish.

carry an assortment of grades for

all

Get prices ami complete information from

TILDEN LUMBER COMPANY
Telephone Berkeley 697

Foot of University Ave., Berkeley
ALL KINDS OF LUMBER AND MILL

WORK

LATH, SHINGLES, SHAKES and POSTS, SASH, DOORS and MILL WORK
TIMBERS and SPECIALS
KILN DRIED FINISH and FLOORING

SUNSET
LUMBER COMPANY
DEALERS WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
PINE and REDWOOD LUMBER
IN

YARDS AND OFFICE

PHONE OAKLAND

R
.,
^,
J
Branch
Yards

I

,

OAK AND FIRST

1820

OAKLAND, CAL.

TRACY. CAL.
MAYFIELD, CAL.

Large Timbers

SANTA FE LUMBER COMPANY

and Special
Bills to

STS.,

Dealers in Wholesale and Retail

Order

LUMBER

Kiln Dried
Oregon Pine
Finish

Main Yard on SOUTHERN PACIFIC. WESTERN PACIFIC, SANTA FE

17th

and De Haro

Streets

SAN FRANCISCO,

.-.

CAL.

Mill work Manufactured
and Delivered Anywhere
Plans or Lists sent us for Estimates will

have Careful and Immediate Attention

DUDFIELD LUMBER CO.
Main

Office,

Yard and Planing Mill

JNO. DUDFIELD. President and Manager

When

writing to

Advertisers pie

PALO ALTO

-

JOSEPH

A.

JURY,

Secretary and Mill Supt.

Th^ Architect and Engineer
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HARDWARE
RUSSWIN
RUSSELL & ERWIN MANUFACTURING
CO.

New

Corporation. Successor
83J Market Street,

Con

Britain,

SAN FRANCISCO

ARCHITECTS' SFKCIFICATION INDEX-Continued
VARNISHES

STEEL BARS FOR CONCRETE

Kalin and Rib Bars, made by Trussed Concrete
(See Adv. for Coast agencies.)
Steel Co.
Woods, Huddart & Gunn, 444 Market St., San
Francisco.
„
_
Pacific Coast Steel Co., Rialto Bldg., San Francisco, and Union Oil Company, Los Angeles.

STEEL MOULDINGS FOR STORE FRONTS
J G Braun, ol5-621 S. Paulina St., Chicago, 111.
STEEL FIREPROOF WINDOWS

San Fran-

States Metal Products Co.,
and Los Angeles.

United
cisco

STEEL ROLLING DOORS

^

^

Champion and California steel brands, made by
Western Iron Works, 141 Beale St., San FranCalifornia Granite Co., 518 Sharon Bldg., San
Francisco.
^.
Raymond Granite Co., Potrero Ave. and Division
St., San Francisco.
Colusa Sandstone Co., Potrero Ave. and Division St., San Francisco.
McGilvray Stone Company, 634 Townsend St.,
.

,

STORAGe"sYSTEMS— GASOLINE,
&

Bowser

F.

Co.,

.

OIL, ETC.
San
St.,

Howard

612

,
Merchants
,

Company,

Casualty

California

E.-i-

chance Bldg.. San Francisco.
Globe Indemnity Co., Insurance Exchange Bldg.,

San Francisco.
San Francisco.
J B Nabors & Sons, Kohl Bldg.,
Fidelity & Deposit Co. of Maryland, Mills Bldg.,
San Fraacisco.
^
Pacific Coast Casualty Co., Merchants Exchange
Bldg., San Francisco.
,

,

TEMPERATURE REGULATION
Johnson Service Company,

Fifth

149

Francisco.
G. E. Witt Company, Inc., 850
Francisco.

Weber &

,

Market

Co., 365

St.,

Howard

THEATER AND OPERA CHAIRS
A H. Andrews, 728 Mission St.. San
St.,

San

Weber &

Co.,

365 Market

St.,

ETC.

St.,

San Fran-

cisco.

WALL PAINT
and Vel-Va-Cote, manufactured by
the Brininstool Co., Los Angeles; Marion D.
Cohn Co., Hansford Bldg., San Francisco,
San-A-Cote

Marshall

& Stearns

St.,

San

San Fran-

Whitaker & Ray-Wiggin Company, 776 Mission
St., San Francisco.

Equipment

Telephone Electric

Co., 612

Co., 1154 Phelan Bldg.,

San

Francisco.

WALL BOARD
"Amiwud" Wall
fine

Board, manufactured by Paraf-

Paint Co., 34 First

Schumacher Wall Board
San Francisco.

San Francisco.
149 California St.,

St.,

Co.,

WATER HEATERS— AUTOMATIC
Pittsburg

Powell

Water Heater Co. of California, 237
San Francisco, and Thirteenth
St..
Oakland.

Sts.,

Co., 397 Sutter St.,

San Fran-

cisco.

WATERPROOFING FOR CONCRETE, BRICK,
ETC.
Armorite

Damp
&

Fuller

Co.,

made by W. P.

Resisting Paint,
San Francisco.

Concrelo Cement Coating, manufactured by the
Muralo Co. (See page 5.)
Fibrestone & Roofing Co., 971 Howard St., San
Francisco.

Glidden's Concrete Floor Dressing and Liquid
Cement Enamel, sold on Pacific Coast by
John King & Sons, 36 Stanford St., San Fran-

„

„

Francisco.

TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT

Howard

Whittier, Coburn Company, San Francisco, and
California Glass & Paint Company, Los Angeles.

Imperial Co., 183 Stevenson St., San Francisco.
Samuel Cabot Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass., agencies
in San Francisco, Oakland, Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma and Spokane.
Wadsworth. Howland & Co., Inc. (See Adv.

for

Coast agencies.)

San Francisco.

TILES, MOSAICS, MANTELS. ETC.
Mangrum & Otter. 561 Mission St., San Francisco.

TILE FOR ROOFING

Fibrestone & Roofing Co.. 971 Howard St., San
Francisco.
Gladding. McEean & Co., Crocker Bldg., San
Francisco.
United Materials Co., Crossley Bldg., San Francisco.

WALLS— INTERLOCKING

Denison

Hollow

Building.

Blocks.

Interlocking

Pacific Porcelain

gomery

St.,

67

New

Mont-

"Gold Seal," manufactured and sold by BassAll principal Coast
Hueter Paint Company.

made by W. P. Fuller & Co.,
San Francisco.
"Satinette," Standard Varnish Works, 113 Front
St., San Francisco.
Trus-Con Sno-wite. manufactured by Trussed
(See Adv. for Coast disConcrete Steel Co.
"Silkenwhite,"

tributors.

Cleaner,

R.

W.

Wliitney
cisco.

Foyle,

Agent, San Francisco.
"Tuec" Air Cleaner, manufactured by United
Electric Co., 110 Jessie St., San Francisco.

V.\LVES

WINDOW SHADES
Top Light Shade Co.,
WIRE FABRIC
U.

S.

ETC.

Adjustable Window
(See page 125.)

Hauser Reversible Window
San Francisco.

San Francisco.

Vacuum

WHITE ENAMEL FINISH

WINDOWS— REVERSIBLE,

Ware Company,

VACUUM CLEANERS
Invincible

Forum

Sacramento.

VITREOUS CHINAWARE

Steel

Products

737 Market
Co.,

San

Fran-

Balboa

Bldg.,

Co.,

Co.,

St.,

Rialto

Oakland.

Bldg.,

San

Francisco.

Tenkins Bros,.

J-17

Mission

St..

San Francisco.

VALVE PACKING

"Palmetto Twist," sold by H. N. Cook Belting
Co.,

VENETIAN BLINDS, AWNINGS,

Hoffman Heater

SURETY BONDS

'

San

St.,

F. Pioneer Varnish Works, 816 Mission
San Francisco.

and Clay

Francisco.

TILE

Front

113

Francisco.
S.

WALL BEDS

STONE

St.,

Portland and Seattle.
Standard Varnish Works,

distributor.

cisco.

C. F.

San Francisco.
Nason & Co., San Francisco, Los Angeles,

R. N.

C. F.

Kinnear Steel Rolling Door Co., W. W. Thurston, Rialto Bldg., San Francisco.

STEEL WHEELBARROWS

S.

W. P. Fuller Co., all principal Coast cities.
Glidden Varnish Co., Cleveland, O., represented
on the Pacific Coast by Whittier-Coburn Co.,

317

Howard

St.,

San Francisco.

WOOD MANTELS
Fink & Schindler, 218 13th St., San Francisco.
Mangrum & Otter, 561 Mission St., San Fran-

—

a

odToo Good
Hueieis
arnisn
Every piece

made

of furniture

home

about the

to look as bright as the day

can be

came from

it

the factory.

simply a question of re-varnishing to obliterate the mars and
scratches that come from use and wear.
It is

You

can do

much

of the

work

yourself, but with fine furniture

and woodwork we recommend the employment of an experienced
varnisher.

The one point
varnish to use.

we want

to impress

upon you now

is

the brand of

There

are all grades of varnish on the market but you can well afford
to use the best, because in the long run it costs the least.

Hueter's Varnishes
manufactured because the maker uses the best of raw materials and
aims for quality rather than for low price.
are the highest grade

The

between a cheap varnish and Hueter's

cost

ten or twenty cents

But there

We

is

a

on a piece

of furniture that

mighty big difference

in the

is

a

Hueter Varnish

little

Its

use means permanent

—a

Hueter's Floor Finish

for outside doors that are exposed

floor coating, dries hard over night,
will not scratch white or show heel

Coast climate.

Hueter's Elastic Interior Durable Wood Finish for all natural
woods, painted or grained work.

— not over

article.

satisfaction.

for every purpose, each first quality goods.

Hueter's Elastic Exterior Finish
resists Pacific

on the finished job
you ?25 or ^50.

cost

appearance and wear of the finished

recommend Hueter's Varnish, knowing

There

very

is

may have

perfect

Hueter's Matt Lac Finish
ducing a rubbed

marks, not affected by dampness.

Hueter's

Hueter's Cabinet Rubbing
Varnish

for all kinds of furniture.

effect

for pro-

without the

labor or cost of rubbing.

Linoleum Finish —

tough, durable, quick-drying varnish
that will dry over night and stand
montlis of wear.

We

will be pleased to tell you about all the other Hueter Varnishes and show
samples of woodwork which prove the quality of these goods.

BASS-HUETER PAINT
816 Mission Street

1564

Market Street

SAN FRANCISCO
Portland

Los Angeles

CO.

Seattle

The Architect and Engineer
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STRUCTURAL

AT LAST!

STEEL FRESNO

(Adapted for all ordinary commercial and industrial uses.)

COLUMNS ANGLES
TEES

PLATES
BEAMS
CHANNELS CASTINGS
MODERN EQUIPPED STEEL,
FABRICATING PLANT and
IRON FOUNDRY
We furnish and erect Building
Steel, Bridge Steel, Tank Towers,
Sidewalk Doors, Fire Escapes,

Ornamental and Cast

Iron.

J.H.BURMETT

The FESSCO
Smokeless combustion
with high efficiency.

secured

dirt or noise, and minimum
expense for running.
make fullest possible guaran=

No

We

tees.

$100 and $150

Prices

Write for Bulletin

Fess System Co.
Main

WORKS

IROIN

Effective

BURNING SYSTEM

OIL
Complete Stock of

GIRDERS

AT LAST!

A Complete and

Office

and Factory

218-222 Natoma Street
San Francisco, Cal.

SANTA FE AVE. AND
SAN BENITO STREET

Fresno, California

BRANCHES

AGENCIES

Portland

SeattU

Los Angeles
San Diego

JuDSON Manuevctimng Co.

OPEN

HEARTH

City Hall, San Francisco, Cal.
Bakewell

&

Brown, Architects.

STEEL

For this important structure. Imperial Waterproofing is being used by the McGilvery Stone
Co. for treating the beds and built3s of all granite and stone work, by a surface application, to

BARS

prevent staining, caused by cement mortar.

WE

SPECIALIZE

WAT[R PROOfING PROBLEMS

—

Above Ground
Under Ground
ASSUME ALL RESPONSIBILITY
GUARANTEE RESULTS

STRUCTURAL
STEEL

IMPERIAL COMPANY
Builders Exchange Building

1S3

Stevenson St.

San Francisco
riting to Advertisers please

Machine Work — Bolts— Castings
Pattern and

Blacksmith Work

The

Arcliitcct

and Engineer
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THE GRAND PRIZE
TWO GOLD MEDALS

HONOR

OF

ONE GOLD MEDAL
Are the awards of the

Panama-Pacific International Exposition

W.

p.

FULLER &

CO.

Manufacturers
of

Paints, Colors, Varnishes
and

Pioneer White Lead
THE GRAND PRIZE IS THE HIGHEST OF ALL
AWARDS. THE ONLY GRAND PRIZE TO A
PAINT MANUFACTURER GOES TO

W.

P.

FULLER &

CO.

San Francisco
Oakland
Portland
Sacramento
Seattle
Stockton

Tacoma

Long Beach
Santa Monica
Los Angeles

Spokane
Boise

Pasadena

San Diego

When

writing to

Advertisers please mention

this

magaz
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THE RAY OIL BURNING SYSTEM
The only low-priced Rotary

A

Perfect Crude

oil

oil

Burner.

Burner.

Every Sale

Gives entire satisfaction.
a Boost.

Two years guarantee with every Burner.
See our demonstration at Palace of Machinery, P.P.

I.

E.

USED BY STANDARD OIL CO.
Send

W.

Capacit\' 8 gallons per hour
Price $I7S complete.
Smaller size as low as $100.

WE

RAY MFG.

CO.

Established 1872

absolutely guarantee more heat
per gallon without carbon, soot
wiVn lower upkeep and current
ption than any other Burner.

salesroom
Market St.
SAN FRANCISCO

2 18-220

e

Hand Mixed Stucco

S.

for Circulars.

Phone Kearny

199

Plaster is not a success in
Get Our Specifications

works
Bosworth, Milton & Rousseau
*. P. R. R., San Fran

Phone

Mi:

5022

more ways than one

for

Machine Mixed Stucco Plaster
upon the contractor buying it and you need not worry about a Dirty,
Streaked Surface, Lack of Uniformity of Strength or Insufficient Density.
Insist

We

prepare the mixture and sell it by the sack. The contractor merely applies
No opportunity to
the water on the job and the material is ready to spread.
Skimp or substitute Inferior Aggregates.
Specifications Furnished Free

Next month we will tell you about our imperishable
BRICK, manufactured in many shades and intended
chimneys, buildings, or any class of construction.

PRESSED FACING
for mantels, porches,

California Mineral Products Co.
Office

806 47th Avenue,
When

writing to Advertii

and Works:

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

The Architect and Engineer
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Unexcelled for Preserving Roofs

Exposed Surfaces

& B.
PABCO PAINTS
P.

AND

Our Engineering Department has much
valuable data which

at vour service

is

THE PARAFFINE PAINT
34 First

St.,

CO.

San Francisco

American 2Ceene Cement Co.
SAN FRANCISCO,

CALIF.

STRONGEST KEENE CEMENT KNOWN

KEENE CEMENT GAUGED LIME MORTAR
COSTS LESS THAN HARDWALL PLASTER
RECENTLY USED EXCLUSIVELY

NEW CITY HALL, SAN FRANCISCO
POLYTECHNIC HIGH SCHOOL "
MORSEHEAD APARTMENTS

IN

THESE BUILDINGS

BERKELEY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
OAKLAXD PUBLIC SCHOOLS
SAX FRANCISCO FIRE HOUSES

ALL TYPES OF BUILDINGS AND RESIDENCES

SPECIFICATIONS MAILED UPON REQUEST

NON-RUSTING
When

SOUNDPROOF— EVERLASTING

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazine.

Meurer's Anchor Ventilator
Meurer's Anchor Ventilators

will remove large
by means of the trepull of the outer air.
have instituted a sound and simple principle
that has been praised by ventilation experts
everywhere.
are a ventilation expert.

quantities of foul air

We

mendous upward

QYou

Pass judgment.
Stock Carried

in

San Francisco

MEURER BROS.

CO.

A. H. McDonald, Pacific Coast Mgr.
630 Third Street
San Francisco, Cal.

ART HARDWARE
REPRESENTATIVE FOR

Lockwood Mfg.

Go's Builders'
DISPLAY ROOMS

Hardware

San Francisco, 7th and Townsend Streets

PACIFIC

HARDWARE AND STEEL

CO.

For Sound and Ecomimical Concrete Specify

NILES

SAND GRAVEL & ROCK

CO.'S

Crushed and .screened concrete Gravel and Rock. ^ Sharp, clean Concrete
Sand, or Topping. All from fresh water, thoroughly washed, and in any size
or mixture, with or without sand, as desired. ^ Free from Salt.

Roofing Gravel, Road Dressing, Cobble-Stones
Business

office

Mutual Bank Building

704

Market

St.,

San Francisco

Teleplione Douglas 2<)44

.

The Architect and

FlORrrvLE?
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Soundproof, because
Light

in
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Eiii^iiiccr

ot air spaces. ^^~--,

weight, because its holiuw.
rigid, because of depth.

ong and

Flat! Mings.

sp:

ni^'

SAVE WEIGHT IN REINFORCED CONCRETE FLOORS
BY USING STEEL FLORETYLES
The hollow Florctylcs take the ijlace of heavy masses of concrete
which add great weight but no strength to the construction. This reduction in weight

support the
soundproof

These
in

makes a marked saving

columns and foundations which

in the girders,

floor. In addition. Floretyle Construction assures flat ceilings of long span,
floors, exceptional rigidity, simplified centering, and rapid construction.

many advantages

the largest and

of Floretyle Construction are the reasons for its extensive use
buildings.

more important

Write for Floretyle Pamphlet and suggestions for

its

use in your work

Trussed Concrete Steel Co.
Youngstown, Ohio
Spokane

Lns .\ngeles

Portland

Seattle

To Architects and Decorators
—

NOTE To show just why our Compo is the very best, see
Five Reasons in five issues of the "Architect and Engineer.

The 4th

COMPO REASON

WHY

FINISHES LIKE
See

1st

May. June and September

WOOD

**.\ds"

— "Form"

Each piece of COMPO is a perfect duplicate of the best wood carving
model that can be made, (including grain of wood). The only system
producing perfect detail. No wood fibre used, same spoils sharp detail.

—

"Material" finishes like wood
This special Composition combines elasticity, toughness and hardness,
yet is porous enough to take stains, or may be finished natural or painted
When gilded may be Burnished under an agate like
just like wood.
wiiod, due to elasticity. Contains no plaster.

2nd

QU.\LITY COUN'TS"

Established 1902

>

WESTERN BUILDERS' SUPPLY CO.
155

NEW MONTGOMERY

Phone Kearny
When

writing to .\dverti<

1991

ST.

San Francisco, Cal.

—

Tlic Architect
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and Enzmccr

Southern Pacific

LOS ANGELES
Choice of Routes

Down

the Coast Line

Through the

rich Santa Clara and Salinas Valleys, over the beautiful Santa
Lucia Mountains, and for one hundred
inilcs along the Pacific Ocean via Santa
Barbara and Ventura, following all the
way the old Trail of the Padres one of
the most picturesque trips in the world.

—

Down the San Joaquin ValleyTraversing fertile plains bounded on the
East by the Sierra Nevada and on the
West by the Coast Range; past thriving
valley cities and across the Tehachapi
Mountains, circling the noted loop.

This picture shows the beautiful Caen
Stone Columns of the New Oakland City
Hall, pronounced the Best Piece of ImitaCaen Stone Workmanship on the
tion
Pacific Coast. High Grade Plaster Work a
Specialty.

A.
<)85

KFNOWUES

Choice of

8 Daily

Trains

Folsom Street, San Francisco

Are you acquainted with our

Service
in

connection with
.

the

Food onJ Plate War,

£/c,

CEMENTOLINE?

Resource

— How

convenient

the nicinient of delay to be able to
conserve those qualities of the meal or
at

(A Cement, Brick and Stucco Wall Paint)

Asli

US about

it

Buildings recently using Cementoline
Service:

Bellevue Hotel
Hotel Rose

Altenheim, Oakland

Hahnemann

Hospital

77ie

MANUFACTURERS

JONES=DUNCAN PAINT
SAIN

FRANCISCO
When

luncheon which make for their success.
Recourse to the Prometheus Food and
Plate Warmer has helped many a hostess
maintain her poise and good nature when
belated guests "keep things waiting" or
It's
a
unlooked-for-friends drop in.
Let us
necessary "part of the house."
tell you why.

Promnieillheuas

CO.

DDnnnnnnnDDE]

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazine.
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Los Angeles Pressed Brick

Company
MANUFACTURERS

United Materials

Company

Distributors for Northern California

Crossley Building,
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-
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-
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THE TOP LIGHT SHADE
ADJUSTABLE window
ANwhich
DOES NOT
up and
shade

slide

down on

the casing.
It rolls both ways.
secure in any position.
Easily and
quickly installed.
Very little hardware.
Is

Looks well.
Moderate

Is

strong and durable.

in cost.

INFORMATION ON REQUEST

TOP LIGHT SHADE COMPANY
737 Market Street, Oakland

Burden Rowyilree Pneumatic Door Operating

BURDETT

ELEVATOR

ROWNTREE

SUPPLY &
REPAIR CO.

MFG. CO.

323

Devici

Dumbwaiters
Door Operating Devices

lilevator Si^nnls

Elevator Interlocks

Norton Door Closers

Elevator Accessories

Underwood Building,
Market Street

323

525

'<k

Phone Douglas 289S

San Francisco,

-

-

Underwood Building,
Market Street

525

Phone Douglas 2898

San Francisco,

Cal.
Norton Elevati

-

-

Cal.
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THE
AMERICAN STEEL
BAR MFG.
AAANLFACTURERS AND
TORS
THH OOLBPiAR
DISTRIIU

CO.

CI Ri; MAR.

<)l-

SICIIONAL VIEW OF DOLBEAR CURB BAR

The Only Single

Piece

IN CONCRETE
Type Curb Armor Made on the Pacific Coast.

— NON-WEDQINQ — MECHANICALLY PERFECT
THE AMERICAN STEEL BAR MFG. CO.

SOLID ANCHORAGE

511-512 Merchants National Bank I5ldg., San Francisco.
Telephone - Sutter 1768
UNION LIME CO.
J. B. WINSTANLEY CO.
.
Agents b-outhern Califor
OreKon
* ,, AgenU
*
Seattle
7th & Alameda Sts., Los Angeles
Portland
H. FIQEL. Agent
FRED
97 Columhia Street
East 41st & Halsey Streets
San Jose, Cal.

FOX-HUNTER CO.

J.G.BRAUN
615-621 S. Paulina St., Chicago,
527=541 W. 35th Street, New York
,

Steel

111.

complete stock of

Mouldings for Store Fronts

Elevator Enclosures, Etc.
Plain andOrnamental Sash Bars Leaves
Rosettes, Pickets and Ornamental Rivets,

by

Square Root Angle
''> '/" '" upwards.

U

Squa

I

ii

•

'

Tubing

Elevators, Elevator
Enclosures and Office Railings
for

(;„,„,„j („ ArchUtcls.

ArchiUctural
''°" Works and Builders
nly on Application

Patent Sheet Metal Shears Punching Machines
All parts, including the main body, are made of forged steel which makes these
tools far superior to any made from cast steel.
The Punch Machines are made
from steel plates. All movable parts are steel forgings. .\\\ parts which can be
are tempered. The Eccentric pillar blocks are made with independent steel rings.
Some of these Machines also have Shears for cutting Angle, Tee or Flat Iron.

WRin fOR CATAIOC
AND PRICtS

OVER 900
MACHINES
SOLD
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The Cutler Mail Chute
Pacific

Coast
Representatives

:

San Francisco,
Cal.,

Thomas Day
Company.
A NATIVE SON BRAR

IN

SHEET METAL BV

Portland,

Ore.
C.

San Francisco Metal Stamping and Corrugating

W. Boost.

Seattle and

Tacoma,

Company

"Wash.,

D. E.

stamped and Spun

Fryer

&Co.

Sheet Metal Ornaments

Spokane,

Wash.
statue Work, MissionTile, Art Metal Ceilings

Box— L.

554-556 TREAT AVE., Near Nineteenth

St.

(O-OS.TC M,.s,o~ rouND.y)

phones:

Gag:g:in

C.

Smith Building

Seattle. Wash.,
& Oatrcrin. Architects,
Syracuse. N. Y.

TOUSLEY.

Cutler Mail Chute Co.,
ROCHESTER,

MISSION 2421

HOME

E.G.

M-3428

N, Y.

Cutler Buildincr.

Vulcan Iron Works
(ESTABLISHKD

1851)

STRUCTURAL STEEL
AND CAST

IRON

ORNAMENTAL IRON
ROCK BREAKERS
BLAKE PATTERN

DODGE PATTERN

ORNAA\ENTAL
IK0N6BK0INZE
STEVCTVEAL STEEL
CINCINNATI
SAN FRANCISCO
WESTERN BVILDEES SVPFClT CO
155 NEW MONTGOMERY ST.

^°'d'°
Office

(Francisco and Kearny Streets
I

^*" Francisco,

Cal.

wriling to .Adverti;

LOS ANGELES
SWEETSER (j BALDWIN SAFE CO
200 EAST 9T2 ST
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convenience
that at once impresses the lady of the house is found in the use
of our Oscillating Portal Wall Beds.
No builder can afford to overlook this big selling feature
they offer when he is talking to a prospective buyer or renter.
A home or apartment wins immediate favor in the eyes of the
housewife through the saving in housework, servants, and floor
space and the extra facilities for entertaining offered if our Wall

Beds have been

installed.

MARSHALL & STEARNS

CO.

WALL BEDS

1152
1774

PHELAN BUILDING SAN FRANCISCO

BROADWAY

Geo. H. Dver President

R.

W. Dyer.

OAKLAND
W.

Vice-Pres.

].

Dyer. Sec'y

DYER BROTHERS
Golden West Iron Works,

Inc.

Structural Iron and Steel Contractors
ORNAMENTAL IRON WORK
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Office and works:
17th and KANSAS STREETS

Does

it

Phone Market

134

pay to use high grade Radiator Valves?
About 25 years ago JENKINS BROS. Valves
were installed in a building in San Francisco. Two
years ago a contractor overhauling the heating
system was instructed to repair these Valves. The
"repairs" consisted of installing some new discs,
replacing a few bent stems, and some of the wood
wheels which had been taken off to prevent certain

Consider
valves being operated by the inmates.
the cost of viaintenance of these Valves compared
with the "just as good" kind.
247 Mission Street

TtT'lVTlT' TXTC? 'DTJ/^C!
JUilNlVirNo rSrvUo. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

300 West Lake Street

CHICAGO.

ILL.
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Safe Storage

Systems
Concrete has advantages
which make
Finish

it

it

with

superior for building purposes.
Bay State Brick and Cement

Coating and you knock out its only drawbacks a tendency to absorb water and a dull

—

blue-gray color.

Bay
,

The following are a few of the
thousands of people who nre using,
at

their architect's

recommenda-

tion, Bowser Safe Storage Systems
for gasolene and oils in their

private garages:

State

Los Angeles,
Los Angeles,

Calif.

Brick and Cement

Marco H. Hellman Los Angeles,
Oliver Morosco - Los Angeles,

Calif.
Oatif.

Coating

Jim

Los Angeles,
Oakland,

''alif.

weatherproofs concrete, stucco, cement and
brick surfaces
thus prevents dampness and
discoloration.
"Bay State" also comes in
white and a variety of attractive tints, making
it possible to obtain rich artistic effects.

—

Buitdera and architects everywhere indorse it. We'll send
you a sample can, free, if

you 'II try it. When you write,
say what tint and ask for
Booklet 15.

WADSWORTH. HOWLAND &
Paint and Varnish Makers

CO., Inc.
Boston, Mass.

IM^rKIIMTlXi, Ata-\TS:

James Hambly & Sons. 268 Market St.. San Francisco
and 447-49 East Third St.. Los Angeles. Cal.
J. B. Winstanley &Co..
Portland. Ore.
Jones-Moore Paint House,
San Diego, Cal.

C. A. Canfield
E. T. Earl - -

Jefferies

-

-

E. A. Herron

-

-

-

Adolphus Busch H. E. Huntington
F. Weyerhauser W. E. Creed - D. C. Collier W. H. Crocker

-

-

-

M. H. De Young

•

-

-

-

-

Mrs. Phoebe Hearst
Wm. F. Herrin -

James Rolph

-

-

-

Pasadena,
Pasadena,
Pasadenf
Peidmont,
San Diego,
San Fran
San Fran
San Fran
San Fran
San Fran
San Fran

A. B. Spreckels - K. C. Gillette - Sa nta
J. C. Ainsworth - - Joseph Simon - • John A. Shepard - M. F. Backus - - A. H. Andrews - - -

,

Monica

Calif.

Calif.

Calif.
Calif.
Calif.
Calif.
Calif.

,

Calif.

,

Calif.

,

Calif.

,

Calif.

,

Calif.

,

Calif.

,

Calif.

Porllan d. Ore.
Portlan d. Ore.
Portlan d. Ore.
Seattle
Seattle

Wash.
Wash.

These people use th^ Bowser System because they believe it to be the best and most
economical. Built for service and safety.
A request through our San Francisco or
Los Angeles Office will bring you full
details.
Our thirty years' experience in
designing and

ment

building oil storage equipis yours for the asking.

of all kinds,

S. F. Bowser

& Co.

(Incorporated)

Fort

Wayne,

Ind.,

U.S. A.

SaD Francisco Office:

612 Howard

Street

Tclephooe Doii(lai 4323
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Beam, Angle. Channels, and

ment from

SoUtng Mill

f ariftr

Universal

immediate ship-

Mill Plates for

A. E. Wilkins. Secy

stock

(Co.

SUPPLIERS OF

FABRICATED STRUCTURAL STEEL,

Forgings,

Bolts, Rivets, Frogs, Switches, Cast Iron Castings
General Office and Works
I7lh and

W.

R.

ERODE,

City Offices

SAN FRANCISCO

MISSISSIPPI STS

Telephone Market 215, also

O

ng City

Pres.

R.

J.

216-217

Offices

ERODE,

SHARON BUILDING

Telephone Sutter 4388

LOUIS

Vice-Pres.

R.

HOLM

Sec'ty

ERODE IRON WORKS
Established 1886

Incorporated 1913

Fabricators and Contractors of Structural Steel
and

ORNAMENTAL IRON WORK
Telephone Kearny 2464
31

to 37

HAWTHORNE STREET,

S.AN

Eetween Howard and Folsom

W.

B.

MORRIS.

President

H. M.

WRIGHT.

Sts.,

FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
East of Third Street

Vice-President

L. J.

GATES.

Secretary

Western Iron Works
STRUCTURAL IRON and
STEEL CONTRACTORS
Gas Holders, Vault

Linings, Jails, Fire Escapes, Beams, Channels, Angles

and Steel Wheelbarrows Carried
I32lu8

in

Stock

MAIN STReIt^ SAN fRANCISCO, CAL.

AUSTIN Improved Cube
Concrete iMixer
Made in all sizes and styles of mountings for
general concrete work, for road and pavement
construction, and for bituminous concrete work.

^^^Sf|J|^J^B|^H

MUNICIPAL ENGINEERING
CONTRACTING CO.
Main

Office.

S.\.\

473-4S5

When

writing to

\6v

Railo-ny Exchanee.

l-R.AXCISCO

this

ILL.

BRANCH OFFICE:

SIXTH STKEET

ention

CHICAGO,

&

magaz

Tel. Garfield 836S
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THE KINNEAR MFG.

CO.

COLUMBUS, OHIO

STEEL ROLLING FIREPROOF

DOORS

AND

SHUTTERS

Agents
Seattle

-

Portland

San Francisco

TELEPHONE, MISSION

C.

J.

=

Los Angeles

=

Salt Lake City

517 Rialto Building

Office

1763

HILLARD

CO.,

Inc.

MANUFACTURERS OF
Elevator Enclosures and Cars.
Bank and Office Railings.
Cast Iron Stairs and Store Fronts. Wire Work. Fire Escapes.

Nineteenth and Minnesota

Sts.

o

c-

/^

i

'^3" f Tancisco, Cal.

N.x.ioCaiiforni. car,„«i«

Telephone Mission 5230

Ralston Iron Works, Inc.
STRUCTURAL STEEL
Ornamental Iron WorJi
Twentieth and Indiana

Phone Main

San Francisco,

Sts.

Cal.

322

The Palm Iron and Bridge Works
INCORPORATED

STRUCTURAL STEEL
ORNAMENTAL IRONWORK
15th and

R

Streets

When

-

SACRAMENTO, CAL.

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazine.
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MOTfS FLUMilMG

1^1

Mott's Lightweight Porcelain Bath
Weighs but little more than enameled iron
same type costs about the same.

—
Samples may be seen at our showrooms — Catalog on request.
D. H.

THE

J. L.

QULICK.

Sales Agent

MOTT IRON WORKS ''"^rFranc'L'^^^^^^^

CRANE

HigL Grade

.

SUPPLIES

Second & Brannan Sts.

Water

and Water Works Materials

STEAM SPECIALTIES

CALIfORNIA STEAM AND

PLUMBING SUPPLY CO.

VALVES AND FITTINGS
FOR

office and warehouse:

671-679

STEAM, GAS, WATER AND OIL
COMPUETE3 STOCK

FIFTH STREET

Comer emxcne

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

OF^

Jones Company Products

WRITE ROR CATALOGUE

Telephone Sutter 737

PLUMBING FIXTURES
are no Better than the

Are

YOU
by

BRASS GOODS

with which they are equipped

unconsciously lessening the VALUE of Plumbing
buildings and jeopardizing your repuspecifying "unrehable" short
LEAKY
service

Installations in

tation

Heating

VALVES, FITTINGS

Power Plant

SAN FRANCISCO

&

.

Steam and Hot

PIPE,

The Kelly

.

PLUMBING

COMPANY

PIPE,

liaths

of the

YOUR

FAUCETS?

GLAUBER Faucets add VALUE to an
NEVER LEAK. 23 YEARS THE BEST
GLAUBER BRASS MFG., Cleveland. Ohio
SAN FRANCISCO BRANCH, U07 MISSION STREET
Remember,

Installation.

When

writing to Advertisers please mention this magaz
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THE BASHLIN FAUCET
Compression and

Self Closing

is

raj)-

idly replacing other kinds.

4 Faucet why
reasons

is

1.

2.

Bashlin

preferred:

— can be repaired without turning
—Cannot be injured by careless or
It

off water.

forcible

handling.
3.

4.

— Does not allow sediment or "grib" to
around screw heads.
— The usual water hammering scarcely no-

collect

is

ticeable.

Unconditional Guarantee Given
For further information address

THE BROCKMANN SUPPLY
Phone Douglas 3205

320
or

Market

W. H.

Phone West 2672

Street,

CO.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

PLUMB

1938 Cordova Street,

LOS .\NGELES, CAL.

"THE BOUDOIR"
TRADE MARK)

(REG.

Pats. Dec. 1913, Jan. 1913

The astonishing convenience and increased comfort
afforded by "The Boudoir"
bath fixture over the old
fixtures have
been
and users everywhere are making the facts
known. Repeat orders are

style

proven,

multiplying

sales

rapidly.

TEN GOOD reasons:

LARGER LAVATORY—Used from either
OXE FAUCET — Supphes either fixture.
EXTR.A S.WITARY —-Arrangement
EASIER AXD SAFER Support in

—

side or end.

of wastepipes.

getting in or out of tub.

WATER SUPPLY—Operated near bather.
SHOWER. Sh..\mpoo — Refresh with clean water, warm or cold over head and body.
S.AVES ALL —cost of pipes, fittings and labor required for separate lavatory.
BETTER ARRANGEMENT—Large lavatorj' accessible, instead of small one in comer.
S.WES SPACE — A large item; reducing cost, affording additional room, or increasing space and comfort in

any bathroom.

NEW AND ORNAMENTAL — A valuable attraction in

selling

or renting

homes

and apartments.
Sold through the trade.

Prompt

deliveries

from Los

.\ngeles. Cal. or Pittsburg. Pa.

IMPROVED SANITARY FIXTURE CO.
& Broadway
LOS ANGELES,

612 Metropolitan Bldg., 5th

When

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazine.
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SPECIFY "CHICAGO"
Pumps

Multi-Slagc Turbine House

Single and Duplex Electric Sewage Ejectors
Automatic Electric Bilge Pumps
"Little Giant" Electric Cellar Drainers

Pneumatic Water Supply Systems
Electric House Service Pumps

A Complete and
General Offices and Factor>'

Well Designed Line

CHICAGO PUMP COMPANY
901 \\.

Lake Street, Chicago,

Pacific

i

Coast Agents

TELEPHONE ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT
Howard

612

III.

San Francisco,

Street,

CO.

Cal.

TRAP
THE DUNHAM RADIATOR
DUNHAM
VAPOR SYSTEM

AND

DUXHA.M

or equal" are the

words

found

in the heating spec'fications
of practically every large architect and
engineer in the Un.ted States and Canada.
This is perfectly natural when it is remembered that it was the Dunham trap that
commercialized the hollQ\v disc thermostatic
principle in radiator trap construction.

—

The Dunham Vapor System Simple
Practical. No Waste of Fuel. Xo Dust
No P.mndmg or H.immcring.

and

or Odors.
ll
1

A. S

MANGBUM,

Lasts

uhde

C. A. DUNMAIVI CO.

I

lasdne.

Marshalltown, Iowa
Wells Fargo Buildinp,
San Francisco

CHAS.

PnEs. and Mgr.

C.

HANLEY, SECr and Theas

MANGRUM & OTTER
(INCORPORATED)

TILING

PU RN ACE AND
STEAM HEATING

MANTELS

GRATES

HOTEL AND

K IT

Stnves. K.inges. Refrigera

Telephone, Kearny 3155

CHEN OUTFITS
Tin and Enameled

561-563

V\

are

Mission

St..

San Francisco

OIL BURNERS
VACUUM PLANTS
ICE

MACHINES

With a JARVIS Guarantee Your Troubles Are Ove:

Home

T. P.

Afanufacture

— Everything

but the motors

JARVIS CRUDE OIL BURNING

Phone Market

3397

275 Connecticut Street,

COMPANY
SAN FRANCISCO
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MORE WATER EVAPORATED PER POUND OF

EXPENSE TO OPERATE

LESS

OIL.

G. E.

WITT GO'S— 1915

ROTARY CRUDE OIL BURNER DIRECT
DRIVEN, FOR HIGH AND LOW
PRESSURE BOILERS
This Burner evaporated !5.73 pounds of water
with one pound of crude oil the highest evaporation obtained from any rotary crude oil burner
so far tested.
This shows a boiler efficiency of
82 per cent. Send for circular.

—

G. E.
862-864

L. R.

WITT

HOWARD

BOYNTON,

ST.,

CO., Inc.
SAN FRANCISCO

General Manager

BOYNTON ELECTRIC

CO.

CONTRACTORS
Telephone Douglas 5350

504 Rialto Bldg.,

San Francisco

tme buildino material

hand book
Showing concise information on those products best suited to California Conditions

ASK FOR A COPY
Pacific Buildins Materials Co.
523 Market

St.,

San Trancisco

Dalziel Bldg..

Oakland

PACIFIC FIRE EXTINGUISHER CO.
ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS
Heating and Ventilating, Electrical Installations, Fire Extinguishing Apparatus

THE GRINNELL AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER
Main

Office:

;o?

MONTGOMERY STREET. SAN FRANCISCO.

7-218

Branch

^

Colman Building

McKay

Building
826 Paulsen Building
563 I. W.Hellman Building

Offices- ) 5°4-5os

vriting to Advertisers please

CAL.

Seattle

Wash.

Portland. Ore.

Spokane, Wash.
Los Angeles. Cal.

"PIRE — A CRIME"
are equipped with two Pacific Coast Factories to manufacture

We

METAL DOORS— Tin

—

Kalamein, Composite, Hollow Steel and Bronze, Swinging,
Van Kannel Revolving Doors, and Wilson's Steel

Folding, Elevator,
Rolling Doors.

Sliding,

METAL WINDOWS

— Underwriters,

and Steel Sash

jp^-

See

Hollow Metal

of all kinds,

Kalamein, Bronze

SIMPLEX METAL WINDOW.

tlie

UNITED STATES METAL PRODUCTS CO.
OF THE PACIFIC COAST
.S25

Market

St.,

750 Keller St., Los Angeles

San Francisco
Agents and Branches

in all

Coast

Cities.
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Example of the New

Public Building Policy
WILLIAM ARTHUR NEWMAN, Architect

order recently issued by the Secretary of the Treasury to the Supervising .\rchitect"s office puts into effect his poHcies with reference to the

AN

construction of future postoffices and federal buildings.

Since the advent of the present administration architectural publications and
periodicals of general circulation have devoted considerable space to discussions
for improvement in this work, and the present policy is the outcome of heated
debates by extremists on both sides.
Some economists have advocated abandoning the creditable standards which
have prevailed for the past fifteen years, seeking to have federal buildings
designed like warehouses or factories, obsessed with the practical, and losing
sight entirely of the architectural and esthetic values. On the other hand
over-zealous partisans have gone to the other extreme, where common sense

and sound business judgment would dictate otherwise.
There is a happy medium between these two extremes, and it is apparent
the Secretary aims to provide new buildings, not only practical and suitable for
the needs of the community in which they are to be placed, but also as beautiful
as can be designed with tlie means available: buildings which will educate and
develop the piiblic taste and eventually elevate it to a higher plane.
The new order seeks to establish a national system of uniformity and business economy in the construction of Government buildings and to get away
from the old "hit and miss" system which has cost the people many millions
of dollars.

Under the old system buildings were constructed to fit whatever appropriaCongressmen were able to get for their towns, without regard particularly
to whether or not the building was suitable for the locality or the needs of the
Government service.
As a result of this system, small villages often got costly and elaborate
stone structures where they were not needed, and other localities less fortunate and where increased facilities were greatly required, were given inadequate buildings or none at all.
Under this system Congress authorized by the score postoffice buildings
tion

costing from fifty thousand to one hundred and fifty thousand dollars in towns
wherethe total receipts of the postoffice would not pay for the maintenance of
the building when erected.
In the design of the new buildings consideration is to be given to what is
appropriate to the respective communities, both as to the type of building to
be erected and the materials to be used, and this is to be kept in mind, notwithstanding the authorizations may permit of much more elaborate treatment.
Efifort is to be made to conserve rather than unnecessarily to expend appropriations. This does not mean that savings are to be effected at the expense of

40
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space and facilities, ur that tlic designs employed are to be stripped oi
ornamentation. The hiiildings are to be in keeping in their architectural
design and in the materials to be used in their construction with the communities in which they are to be placed.
•*

*

*

now

nearing completion, is a good example of
the type of building which the recent order will provide a Renaissance building, fireproof, with steel frame construction and tile roof, containing two
stories and basement, costing approximately $130,000.
The site is centrally located at the corner of Allston Way and Milvia street,
adjoining the Mlk's club and the Shattuck hotel.
Bedford. Indiana, limestone has been used up to the watertable line with
granite steps the walls above are of cement stucco with terra cotta trimmings
having a sanded-cream finish, used for the first time on the Pacific coast.
Kasota marble columns support the vaulted arches over the main entrance
loggia extending across the entire front.
The first tloor will be occupied by the postoffice department. On the second
floor quarters have been assigned to the Civil Sen'ice Commission and Bureau
of Animal Industry and other federal officials.
The interior finish in the public lobby is in oak and marble with ornamental
bronze and plaster.
The construction of this building comes under the jurisdiction of the office
\'an-Sant Houghton Co. were
of J. \\'. Roberts, supervising superintendent.
the general contractors.
Local materials were used in the construction as far as practicable, but in
"While I recognize the fact that
the new order Secretary McAdoo states:
frequently strong sentiment is expressed in favor of the use of local materials
in the construction of public buildings. I do not feel justified in limiting competition to such materials, or in awarding contracts for materials so produced at

The new Berkeley

postoffice,

;

:

prices which amount to subsidizing local industries."
Tlie new federal building in Berkeley has received the commendation of
local architects and upon completion of some remaining grill work and
installation of lighting fixtures the structure will be a source of pride and

satisfaction to

all.

MUSIC I PAL BOATHOCSE, OAKLAXD
Waller D.

Rc.-J. Architect
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Cottage at the Exposition

I'.y

intiTcst

and

hy

IIORACI'.

C,

I-"x|)i)siti()n

SIMPSON":^
visitors

in

tlic

l'",iiL;Ii'ih

C'dtla^c

which

forms a pari nf the oxliihit df the llull .Manufacturinj;- t'diuliaiiy has seemed to \\ arrant the ]ui1iHcation of a l)rief descriptinn
nf the hiiildins;- and some accunnt <i\ hnw it came into existence.
'Hie history of

tiic

no connncnt on that
in
it

nearly

prominence.

is

rc(|nirc(l.

Its

is

so

prochict

is

known that
known and in use

\vi(lcl\-

the world and when the l-".x|)ositiun wa^ >tarte(l
company shoidd install an exhibit wurthy of its
)f course
some sort of booth or oihce became necessary
therewith.
The company wished to avoid the common|)lace

cvci\-

was natural

Molt foin|)any of Stoci<ton

'-nhjcct

part of
that the

(

connection
effect usual witli these structures and to obtain an effect of distinction
which should focus interest upon their exhibit. It was thous^ht that a
miniature farndiouse would accomplish this and would be particularly
appropriate because of the Holt Company's intimate connection with
in

The company retained L. 11. Dutton iS: Co., now retired, to take
of the work, and as chief designer for that comjxmy it became the duty
of the author to plan the building. .\t first some attention was given to the idea
of niakin,g a house in the ".Mission style." The essence of this style, however, is
tranquility secured by large unbroken wall surfaces. and as the locatiiin
of the building made a large glass area imperative, this style was seen
agriculture.

char!.:;e

l)e inappropriate.
This will readily be understood when it is remembered
that the cottage is not out of doors and. consequently, receives much less
light than if that were the case.

to

.\nother consideration was to ha\e a building which shonld be absolutely different from the nei.ghboring exhibits, which shonld draw attention
amid the "busy" surroundings, by the very qualities of reticence and
privacy which usually avoid it. These considerations led to the adoption of
the En,glish half timbered type of cottage.
It was continually sou.ght to
preserve simplicity both of plan and elevation while retaining the vital
qualities of charm and picturesqueness without which the building would

By the use of oak timbers, closely simulating the antique
framing and fastening and by retaining a very naive, almost
crude, character in the carvin,g. it was possible to secure an effect of genuine
antiquity which, doubtless, has enhanced the effect.
I
would like to correct here the erroneous impression that the huildin,g
is an exact replica of an existing cottage in England.
W bile historic
examples were freely consulted, none was followed exactly, nnv would this
have been possible had the desire existed.
While this style is pre-eminently fitted to the i)urpo<es of countrv
and sidnirban life, very few good examples ha\e as yet been built in
this state
the modern ])erversions of the Mission style .seeming to h(j!d
a quite disprojKirtionate i^lace in the popular affection.
This caused some
doubt as to how the Holt building would be received and it has been verv
gratifying to hear from many sources expressions of interest and commendation. This .gives strength to the belief that this style of building
may hope to gain a place in the ])o])ular favcjr which its en'.inent htnes< for the
have

failed.

methods

of

:

local climate warrants.

'Wood & Simpson.
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Architect?

C\\ \RI.i:S L,

KU/II

an arcliiti.'Ct?
Is the practice of architecture a
a profession?
If a trade, hnw does it differ from that of
a carpenter or a mason? If a jirofession, what is there in it which so
(liijnifies it?
jnst what is an architect's relation to liuildint:^ operations?
Are his services of any value, or is he only another middle man who stei)s
in and heli)s ti> i^ohhle u]) the poor owner's funds?
Tiiese are (piestions which lon^-headed investors have learned (sometimes by hitter ex])erience) to answer; but the fellow who has never
"builded" really doesn't know, and to him these rpiestions should be
pertinent, for there is perhaps no profession about which there is ;is much
s^eneral misunderstandins;- as that of architecture.
I'.illy Sunday sometimes says to his converts:
"X-i. ynu don't huve to
join a church to ,L;et to heaven; you don't have to take a boat to t,'et to
Eurojie the swimminaf is good."
You certainly don't have to hire an
architect to get a building- the swimming is good.
Why have a general
for an army?
Why have a chief for a fire department? Why have a
head for any job?
"I'.ut," you say, "my builder is my architect: he is the Ixiss: he has
been building for 20 years, and he draws plans, too." Xo. ;\lr. Investor,
he is not an architect. He may say he is, but he is no more an architect
than the old-stNie butcher-mayor is an expert on city government.
He
may. however, be a butcher a wood butcher.
In some states the words "architect" and "architecture" are defined

—

is

—

—

by law.

The

state of

Oregon makes no such

definition.

Consequently

those legitimately c|ualified to practice architecture as architects have no
way of offsetting the misuse of the name and the general lack of understanding of the architect and his usefulness. It is the purpose of this
discussion to make clearer the function of the architect and his relation
to the prospective investors and to the se\eral tradesmen who contribute
their services to building operations.
The doctor and the lawyer, both professional men. are not compelled
to define their functions in society.
Their positions are generallv understood through restrictions of law and custom. But architecture, a no less
honorable profession, and certainly no newer and no less important, is
at a disadvantage in this jiarticular locality where safeguards in the wild
scramble for immediate riches are so easily ignored.
The architect is a genuine safeguard a safeguard against poor planning
and poor construction, a safeguard against poor ventilation, a safeguard
against ugliness in form and color. He is an e.xpert, trained bv years of
study in school and travel and practice an expert builder, plus an artist
in design and planning.
He may never have lifted a saw or a hammer,
and yet he is a craftsman in the largest and truest sense indeed the
chief craftsman.
Everyone is familiar with the organization of men on a buililing job u])
to the point of the contractor or the general contractor.
The first unit is
the laborer; above the s(|uad of laborers is the straw boss, who is able to
correlate the work of his little group.
.\bove the several straw bosses is the foreman and above the foremen
of the several trades
the excavators, the bricklayers, the plumbers, the
painters, the plasterers, and all the rest
is the superintendent, or the
general contractor. Upon the shoulders of this estimable gentleman rests
all the risk and hazard for the profits for the entire aggregation.
He has
;

;

;

;

—

•.\rchitect, Corbett building, PorlLnnd.

—

Oregon.
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advanced money and bonded himself, and he, therefore, becomes a very
much interested and prejudiced party in the contract.
Every action and process affects his pocketbook. His interests, to
a large degree, are directly opposed to those of the owner. The owner is
thrown on the offensive and he is on the defensive, or vice versa.
If there are several contractors, the owner is at the mercy of several
men, each with conflicting interests. The owner may think that he is
shrewd enough to command from these men a certain quality of material
or workmanship, but he cannot meet them on an equal footing, for he is
dealing with men, all of whom know more than he does about building
customs and standards. No adequate plans or specifications can have been
prepared, and in case of dispute he has no recourse but the courts, and
even at court he is at an evident disadvantage.
Now, let us suppose a parallel case.
All this, I am sure, is granted.
A man (the owner) becomes ill. He knows that hospitals are for sick
people.
He goes to the manager of a hospital (the contractor) and
contracts to have his body (the iDuilding) restored or rebuilt. The hospital
man deals with his case to the best of his knowledge but the sick man
has not gone at the task of getting well in the right way.
He has left the advisor and expert out of his arrangement. He may
Leaving
get well, but he should have had a physician as a safeguard.

—

the expert advice of an architect out of consideration
taking shows as poor economy as leaving out the
physician in case of illness.
^

*

Longfellow's

m

a building underexpert advice of a

*

Home, a

Fine

Example of Colonial

Architecture
Longfellow's home, Craigie House, in Cambridge, is to be preserved
Several months ago, says the Boston "Transcript," it is
learned from the filing of the will of Mrs. Richard Henry Dana (Edith
Longfellow Dana), daughter of the poet, the surviving heirs agreed to
entrust the house to three trustees, together with a sum of money for
upkeep, for a triple purpose: (1) "As a specimen of the best Colonial architecture of the eighteenth century" (2) "As a historical monument of the
occupation of the house by George Washington during the siege of Boston
in the Revolutionary War"; (3) "As a memorial to Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow."
Longfellow heirs may live in the house by paying rent. When the time
comes that no surviving heir wishes to do that the mansion is to be
managed solely as a memorial "for the benefit of the public." Thus,
definitely and without further action, Craigie House is placed forever among
the state's public monuments to art and patriotism, and to celebrate equally
one who pleaded for justice, humanity, and. particularly, the beautiful.
for the public.

;

*

*

What
To show what

City Planning

Can Do

commissions can do, the California Conference on City Planning has prepared a bulletin under the above title. The
bulletin states briefly the reasons or need for city planning, what city planning commissions can do how collect their data, maps and preliminary
information, how prepare a city plan and also contains a copy of the new
law for the creation of planning commissions, a model ordinance for the
establishment of the commission, a list of the city planning commissions
in the United States and also a list of recommended books, reports and
city |)lanning

—

—

on citv i)lanning. Copies may be had by sending fifty cents to
the Secretary of the Conference, 1120 Crocker building, San Francisco.
l)eriodicals
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FROXT F.LEVATIOS OF PRESEXT STRVCTURL.

Unique Design for a Municipal Park
By UJLP.L'R

T]

DAVID COOK,

JR.,

Landscape Architect*

writer was called in a short time ago by the city of Fullerton,
California, to prepare plans for its city park.
The site is unique in

E

I

many ways.

was formerly occupied by the Fullerton high school and comabout four acres of nearly level ground.
The building was
destroyed by fire, leaving only a front terrace of cement, the entrance
arch, the foundations and cellar.
It was a question whether to remove
what was left or to try and incorporate it into a park scheme.
At my suggestion the structure was retained, and a pergola will be
built over the terrace, and the cellar will be made into an amphitheatre
which will seat 1500 people. This feature really determined whether
the park should be treated in a formal or informal manner.
It naturally
called for a formality of treatment and the park has been developed along
these lines. The problem was further complicated by some existing cement
walks which the park Imard wanted to keep. These were retained and a
circuit walk was planned about a large central lawn.
This left two areas
at the south end of the park, one of which was reserved for a work yard,
tool shed, etc., together with a small playground of turf for little children
from three to five years of age. Sand boxes, swing-teeter boards and
seats were provided and this little area will accommodate about 80 children.
The other area was reserved for older children, and a wading pool was
provided, together with cups, swings, parallel bars, merry-go-rounds, tether
ball, poles, etc.
this area accommodating 180 children.
Both playgrounds
will be concealed from the rest of the park by woven wire fences covered
with roses. Between the two playgrounds a shelter is shown containing
rest rooms and toilet accommodations for mothers with young children.
This shelter will be rustic in character to conform to the arbor in front of it.
It

prised

—

Mr. Cook

h;

ting the .\m.
the oth<
two

en appointed one of a committee of three to serve
of Landscape
members.

.\rchitects at the P. P.
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from xoRrHiiEST. fcllhrtox

c/i r r irk

rciuil lines indicate roof to profosed amphitheatre

Two more

pergolas, provided with seats and covercii with
rustic
afford shady restin,g places overlooking the large central lawn.
Two small rustic shelters are also shown near the amphitheatre.
stage, dressing rooms and toilet accommodations are also provideil for
The amphitheatre will be enclosed by a semiin the main structure.
circular rose-arbored lattice, backed with Italian Cypress for formality of
\'ery little work will be required to put this park into s])lendid
effect.
Fortunately, Fullerton has a board that is progressive and they
shape.
It was a pleasure to work with
are all enthusiastic about their park.
them. The plans havu been apjjrovfd ami work will be started at mice.
vines,

will

A
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Wilbur Daxid Cook, L...
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Building for Dentists
W.

I)ICK1-:V. Architc-ct*

ami satisfaction that I have accepted your invitaITtion to present this paper on the subject of "An Office Building for
Dentists." As an architect. I a])preciate the need for better cn-ii])cration
between your profession and mine in order to better serve your needs and
thereby better serve the interests of our clients.
Such
It is my business to desig'n buildings that will pay dividends.
buildings must be kept full, which means the occupants must I)e kept
is

witli .s;ieat i)leasiire

satisfied.

Dentists as a class are the most expensive tenants we ha\c to pi'ovide
but I shall attemi)t to ])rove that they can be made profitable to the
owner. They form a very large percentage of the office building tenants in
any city, particularly in the smaller cities and cannot be overlooked.
Both dentists and physicians are unpopular with owners in general. The
reasons for this lack of popularity were well expressed by William F.
Bensing in the .September, 1914, number of Building Management, as
follows
"(1) That the initial expense of equipping offices for this class nf tenants is larger than for the average commercial tenant.
(2) That in buildings where electricity is furnished gratis, the CdSt of
supplying physicians and dentists with this commodity is very nuuh increased on account of electrical equipment in their offices.
that they are
(3) That this class of tenants are very hard to please
very teiuperamental and do not have any idea of business.
That the cost of janitor service is increased about one-third l)v the
(4)
occupancy of dentists and physicians.
That elevator traffic is considerably hea\'ier l)y reason of their
(5)
for,

;

tenanc}' in a building.
That unless a building is strictly specialized for dentists anil
(6)
physicians, the fact that they occupy space in the structure is detrimental
to renting of the balance of the space."
In spite of all these more or less real objections, this class of tenants must be
accommodated and the object of this paper is to discuss how best this can
be done to the satisfaction of both owner and tenant.
Office space is generally rented at a certain price per square foot. Often
a dentist has to pay for much space that he does not require, because the
plan of the building does not readily lend itself to subdivision for his needs.
This is a disadvantage both to the tenant and the owner the former has
too much space to carpet and furnish, the latter has too much sjjace to
heat and light and keep clean. A properly and compactly planned office
with ample room but no waste space gives much more the impression of
In this
efficiency than an awkward, ill-arranged and overgrown office.
;

A

planned building which
a higher rental
per square foot and yet the lump sum rental to the tenant will be less than
The dentist requires certain things and is willing to
in other buildings.
pay a certain monthly rental to secure what he requires. It makes very
little dift'erence what the price is per square foot if he gets what he want-s
for a certain lump sum. This theory works out in practice. The specialized buildings catering to dentists and doctors get a higher rental than their
properly
fact lies the solution of the problem.
lends itself readily to compact dental suites can

•Paper read before the Pan.imaP.niific nental Congress,
author for this magazine.

S,iii

demand

Krancisco, California, anil revised by the
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neii^liburs aiul yot arc always well tilled.
This is especially true of such
buildinijs as the .Michigan iiniilevard huiUliiiij, the Reliance hiiildin.L;, and
the Marshall l'"ield Annex hnildini;- of Chicago; the Cobb building of
Seattle, and the Elkan (iunst building of San Francisco.

The

now

arises as to wherein the ordinary uftice building fails
of the dental profession,
in the first ])lace,
windows are not spaced so as to jierniit a series of small rooms
with windows at or near the center of each; in the second place the
pul)lic corridor is ordinarily placed too close to the outside wall to
permit of an economical use of the space. These conditions cannot be
overcome after a building is erected. The utilities such as electricity,
gas, compressed air. supply and waste fnr fountain cuspidors, etc.. are
usually inadequate or badly placed, Init this of course can be o\ercome
at considerable trouble and expense.

to
the

(|uestion

meet the requirements

We

now come to the crux of the whole matter what shoulil be the
and e(|uipment of an ideal building for dentists?
Are their wants
sufficiently standardized to permit an architect to satisfy all the members
of the profession?
These are the (|uestions I have been diligently studying for some months past with the kind assistance of a number of dentists,
dental supply houses and architects. Although opinions dififer on many
important matters, all seem to agree that the essential requirements for
the average dentist consist of a waiting room, two or more operating
rooms, a laboratory, a ladies' retiring room, a small store room or cabinet, a business office or a suitable space for a desk where the dentist can
talk business privately with the patient, a private exit to the public
corridor and a vestibule or hall connecting all these rooms so the office
girl can see the patients after they are through in the operating rooms
or dressing room.
Some dentists require considerably more than this
and others require less but this seems to be a good average. I shall
:

plan

take up these various items in their order.
The waiting room need not be large as most patients come by appointment and no patient is required to stay long in the waiting room. This
room should be well ventilated and well lighted either by natural light
or artificially as this permits the most economical arrangement of the
office suite.
Those demanding natural li.ght for the waiting room will
have to secure it at the sacrifice of valuable space. A small waiting
room furnished in good taste is more in\iting than a large room, and
a warm light from attractive electric fixtures of the semi-indirect- type
is more attractive than the natural light on a dark day.
If electric lights
are turned on in a room having an outside window, the effect is not as
inviting as in the room with no outside light. \"entilation can be obtained
by the use of transoms and fans.
C)perating rooms should open upon a vestibule, should have a window
at or near the center of one side and should be large enough to receive
the operating chair, cabinet, basin, etc.. and leave sufficient room for
This requires a room about eight feet
the operator and his assistant.
wide anfl nine or ten feet deep. If a laboratory bench is to be placed in the room,
it should be ten feet wide or twelve feet deep. The window should be placed so as
to leave at least eighteen inches for a switchboard on one side and an
engine on the other and should extend as close as possible to the ceiling.
The basin should have pedal on knee supply valves. Many dentists
are placing the switchboard back of the cabinet supported on an angle
frame and set at an angle of 45 degrees with the wall and are removing all apparatus from in front of the patient by using an operating table
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Plan

No.

i

Getting the most of a space I6'-8"x23'-0" with izvo
wittdozvs.
Mote the two operating rooms and the
laboratory
bench instead of laboratory room.

Rental at 16 cents— ^61.28 per month.
The following pla7is are all i/i a building with zvindows
averaging 8'-4" center to center, and with a distance

J3'-0"

of

Note the
per month.

corridor

upying three

Office suite

ing rooms

from

o

la

a

to

outer

zt

laboratory with outside
nnj.

En§!^ineer

Rental

at

I6cents

7vall.

space as plan Number 1 but with only one
operating rootn
and zvith a laboratory room.
Note the large reception room and operating
room.
Rental at 16 cents— ^6l.2S per month.

Same
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which supports the enijine, etc.. and is phiced back of the chair, and a little
I shall not attempt to discuss the merits of this scheme but
to one side.
as it has not yet been generally adopted, it is still necessary that pro-

m

the building for placing these utilities at the
vision should be made
If desirable for architectural effect, a
right and left of the window.
mullion window or pair of windows may be used in place of a single
window. The mullion or pier if not over two feet wide will cast no
shadow. In case of a pier between the windows, the switchboard can
well be located on its face.
It is highly desirable that the patient should be able to enter the chair
without interfering with the operator or his instruments. This means
that there must be space to get around the chair and cuspidor on the
Allowing eighteen inches for the cabinet,
side opposite the cabinet.
eighteen inches for the operator, thirty-six inches for the chair and fountain
cuspidor and twenty-four inches for a passage for the patient, we have
a width of eight feet which should be adopted as the minimum width for
operating rooms. This means that the windows, allowing for partitions,
should be placed eight feet four inches center to center in order to obtain
This spacing would
the greatest economy of space for dental offices.
not be economical for a commercial office building as it would mean the
are
wide
or eight foot offices
which
too
foot
offices,
of
sixteen
alternative
which are too narrow.
The laboratory can be placed between two operating rooms with its
own outside window and as this room need not be more than four or five feet
wide the extra space can be thrown into one or both adjoining rooms.
Or the laboratory can be placed back of an operating room, receiving its
light through a glass partition.
The ladies" retiring room need not be more than five feet by six feet,
six inches, as the only furniture it need contain is a dressing table, a chair
and a couch. This room can be placed at any convenient point opening
lavatory and toilet are useful adjuncts to this
onto the private hall.
room if there is sufficient space.
A small store room is useful but can be dispensed with if a good
sized cabinet is provided with space for coats and hats and a separate
space for storage.
The business otfice, whether a part of an operating room, a hall alcove,
or an independent room, should be so placed that each patient must
pass the desk before leaving the office. It is preferable to have a small
separate office for privacy in discussing business with patients.
The general exit can be direct from the private hall or through the
business office, but should not be through the retiring room.
In examining the plans of a great many office suites I find that the
most economical schemes require from twenty-two feet to twenty-six
In the Marshall Field Annex in
feet depth from corridor to outer wall.
Chicago and the Cobb building in Seattle, this width is twenty-six feet.
twenty-three
feet
from corridor to street front
width
of
I find that a
works out well. If we assume these dimensions and a window spacing
of eight feet center to center, with windows four feet to five feet wide
so as to leave the necessary space for apparatus, our problem is half
solved.
The column spacing or "bays'" can be sixteen feet, eight inches
with two windows to a bav or twenty-five feet, four inches with three
W'indows to a bay. These dimensions of course being modified to fit the
I have prepared a number of plans of various sized office
size of the lot.
suites in a building with these dimensions from w-hich }-ou will observe
verj' advantageously in most cases.
subdivides
that the space

A
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In the early part of this paper, dentists and doctors were mentioned
This was done purposely as it has been found advisable to have
The dentists need a north or east light
both professions in one building.
This is an imixirtant
vvhile the doctors can use a south or west exposure.
point as most buildings have offices with both exposures. In some cases
it, is found advantageous for a dentist and a doctor to share one reception
room. It is also a good thing to have both professions in the building as
the patients of the one often need the services of the other.
Having arrived at the proper width of bays and depths of offices, it
is a simple matter for the experienced architect to plan the building with
adequate elevator service, stairways, corridors, etc. Two public toilet
rooms, one for each sex. should be placed on every floor. The utilities,

jointly.

such as electricity, compressed air, gas, water and waste pipes, should
be brought up next to the columns in the outer walls. The office floor
should be of wood laid on sleepers embedded in concrete. This permits
each tenant to use the kind of floor he prefers, be it hardwood, carpet
or tile. In case the latter floor is decided upon, the wood floor and sleepers
are removed and tile substituted. The space occupied by the sleepers and
the concrete sleeper-fill can be used for running pltimbing pipes and
Having
electric conduits to fixtures located where each tenant may elect.
thus planned and equipped the office space, it should be left without parThe work
titions until rented so as to be subdivided to suit the tenants.
done this way costs more but it pays in satisfied tenants.
The woodwork should be plain and sanitary with no nioiddings to
catch dust and should be given a hard, sanitary finish. In operating rooms.
the space for alxiut eighteen inches each side of the window should be of
plain wood backed up with plank to recei\'e switchboard, engine, etc.
Ventilators should be placed in the bottom of these windows so the lower
sash can be raised without causing a draught on the patient. All plastering should have a smooth finish.
The corridors should be wide and of sanitary appearance with floor
and wall of marble, tile or white glass. These corridors should be given
This avoids glass
a warm, genial light by a system of indirect lighting.
in the walls which spoils the appearance of the reception rooms and gives
too commercial an aspect to the building.
The elevators should be ample in number and size and one at least,
The speed
should be large enough to receive a stretcher and attendants.
should not exceed 350 feet per minute as a large proportion of the passenThe elevator car should be given
gers will be women and children.
somewhat of a domestic character by the use of hardwood panelling finished
natural or enameled with a judicious use of gold. Here, too, a warm, cheerful
light should lie obtained by indirect lighting from a painted or gilded
ceiling.

The entrance lobby should be treated a little different fmni the lolihy
of an ordinary office building so as not to look too commercial. ,\ judicious
use of ornamental trees in boxes would be effective.
The tenants of the basement, first and second floors should as far
as possible, be of those professions or businesses that respond to the needs
of dentists, physicians and surgeons, such as pharmacies, dental and medical
supply stations, hydrotherapeutic baths, dental and medical laboratories.
X-ray establishments,

etc.

attempt to discuss the best varieties of wood for finishing
the various rooms, nor the kind of electric lighting fixtures, etc. These matters,
I

like

shall not

the

furnishings,

each dentist, but

I

are

subject

would venture

to the personal taste and caprice
to suggest that most dentists would

of

do
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well to lea\c these matters to the jiulKnieiit of an expcricneed architect.
office should he huilt with a definite L'lan from the layout of the rooms
to the smallest detail of hangins;; a picture. Only in this way can perfect
harmony, which impresses the class of people whom the dentist desires
for patients, he ohtained. The effect sout^ht should he one of simple refinement: the office shnuld limk i)usiness-like, Init not tuo commercial; and the
o])eratini;' rooms, allluniL;h sanitary in appearance should hold no sus^ijestion of a hosjiital.
.\ properh- planned, decorated, lighted and furnished
suite of rooms will help to ])ut the jjatient in a calm state of mind and will
greatly aid the efficiency of the dentist.
In conclusion, let me say that the experience of managers of specialized hui'ldings of the kind discussed in this paper has proved that they are
The sjiecialized huilding facilitates renting after headmost satisfactory.
way has heen gained, gives a greater ability to retain tenants, promotes
good relations between one tenant and another as their interests are largely
in common, and offers inducements for tenants to enter into leases and to
renew leases. W ith these advantages before them, and with the success
of other owners for encouragement, it should not be hard to induce owners
to erect specialized buildings for dentists and doctors wherever there is
a real demand for such buildings.

The

Biggest

Shade Tree

Is

Also Best

the largest shade tree in the United States, as brought to light by the
prize contest held by the .American Genetic As.sociation, should turn out to
be the Eastern sycamore is not surprising, say Government foresters. Tlie
sycamore has long been regarded as the largest deciduous tree in North

TH.\T

range of growth is hardly second to that of any other broadcan be found from Maine to Florida, and as far west as Kansas.
The bestowal of the prize on a sycamore at Worthington, Indiana, which is
42 feet 3 inches in circumference and 1.^0 feet tall, draws attention to the fact
.America and

its

leaf tree; for

it

that foresters are

They say
shown that the

ing.

nowadays reconnnending the

species especially for city plant-

that long experience w^ith sycamores planted in city streets has

species is peculiarly able to withstand the smoke, dust and gases
which are usually an unavoidable complement of urban life. In addition, the
sycamore is as resistant to attacks of insects and fungi as almost any species,
and is a quick grower at ten years of age, a healthy sycamore usually is already
large enough for shade as well as for decorative purposes. .\s for the latter,
there is hardly any Eastern species which is generally held so picturesque as the
sycamore. \\'ith its strikingly mottled bark and magnificent stature and conformation, the sycamore has a marked individualitv and can not be mistaken for
any other species, either in the summer when the foliage conceals its structural
;

form, or in the winter when the leaves are absent.
common objection to the sycamore as a lawn tree is its habit of dropping
From this characteristic it is sometimes called a
its leaves before autumn.
Recently the Forest Service received a letter from a suburban
"dirt}' tree."
svcamore
on
his lawn. "My sycamore tree is very beautiful,"
has
a
resident who
said the writer, "until about the first of .\ugiist, when its leaves begin to fall.
Is there any remedy that I can apply to the tree to keep it from dropping its
It was necessary to tell the correspondent that this was a
leaves so soon?"
characteristic habit of the tree. This drawback, however, is practically the only

A

failing that the

sycamore has, and

it is

offset

by many desirable

qualities.

—
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Plea for a General System of Architectural Education
in

By

our Schools

RALPH WYCKOFF

would be difficult to imagine the sensations of a person of general
living in this civilized day and age, if he should be suddenly
carried back to the dark ages of human history. Then the mind of the
average man was filled with superstitions and distrust of those who proposed
to do things out of the ordinary.
Yet, as nearly every architect knows
who has tried to feel the architectural pulse of the general public, we
This does not mean that
are now in an age of architectural darkness.
there is not a great deal of good architecture being produced at this time
nor that we are without a considerable number of people well educated
in matters architectural.
There can be no doubt, however, that the general
public is as likely to overlook a really good piece of architecture without
notice or comment as it is apt to rave over some abortion that has
been produced by accident or that some architect, in sheer desperation,
has effected in order to try to start something.
The two questions that arise in the thinking architect's mind are
"What has produced this condition?" and "How can it be overcome?"
It might be well in the first place, to prove or try to prove that these conIn order to prove that bad architecture exists and
ditions really exist.
is now being produced, it will be necessary to establish some standard to
judge by. A bad piece of work must be compared with a good specimen.
The things which are good are those things, whether buildings, paintings, sculpture, music or literature, that the experts have declared to be
good and have stood the test of ages and are still declared to be good.
Conversely the things which are bad are those which are unlike the
The production of art, music,
things which are declared to be good.
or architecture cannot be reduced to rules of thumb, but
literature
there are certain underlying principles in each which have not changed
and never will. It is therefore safe to take the things that the experts
have declared to be good as a suitable standard to be followed. If we do
this it will be seen that there is much that is really very bad and it would
not be an exaggeration to say a few that are little short of frightful.
What has produced this condition? Ignorance on the part of the
general public in regard to architecture and the weakness of some archi-»
tects in allowing the public to dictate to them what and how they shall design,
through fear of losing their jobs or in not being sure that they will please
their clients with the results they produce. It is not the intention of this
article to include in this criticism the good results that have been obtained
either in public buildings or in private practice but it is the desire to find
Neither is
a remedy for the great mass of bad work that is being done.
it
the intention to consider the work produced by incompetent architects.
They will, sooner or later, eliminate themselves by reason of their own

ITeducation,

incompetence.
How can it be overcome?

By a general system of architectural education in the public schools. By this is not meant that several hours a week
for a number of years should be devoted to the technique of drawing
or rendering. This would be harmful to many, impossible for many more
and entirely unnecessary for nearly all. By a general system is meant
say one short lecture a week in the public schools, or perhaps one a
month. These lectures should be started in the low grades and continued
throughout the whole school course. The}' may be in the form of diver-

—
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sions and should be illustrated l)y stereopticau or moving' pictures. Good
examples of architecture may be shown in comparison to bad ones so that
the student may learn what is good and what is bad.
The important
factor, however, should be the lecturer.
But his appointment should not
be left to the average school board, if one may judge by some of the
selections that have been made by them of designs submitted for proposed
school buildings.
This selection should be left to a board of known and
recognized architects. If other architects feel as does the writer on this
subject and a number have so expressed themselves it is possible that
it would be an easy matter to name an advisory board which would serve

—

—

without compensation.
We teach nmsic in the schools but we are not compelled to listen to it.
public is not compelled to eat the
\\'e teach cooking but the general
things that are cooked. We do not teach architecture, but it is absolutely
impossible to avoid seeing examples of both good and bad architecture
if we expect to live in a community.
\\'e go down the street and we cannot
avoid looking at
Mrs. Nuely Gotrox's Louis X\'I Byzantine garage
or Mr. Montmorency de Sanscerville's new half timber Mission style
chateau w-ith its Marie Antoinette porte-cochere any more than we would
care to avoid looking at a mansion designed by ^FcKim. Alcad & White
or a country place by Charles Piatt.
This system of education may appear a slow means of attaining the
desired end and it is true that it would take many years to get results.
However, a beginning must be made and the sooner it is done the better.
If any one will suggest a better or a quicker method the writer will be
glad to help push it along. That something should be done is recognized
by all, especially after one has been trying to convince a client that it
not exactly the right thing or that it is not very architectural to put a
Pazzi Giapel rotunda on a brick veneer side-board with a Greek Doric
entasis or to put a French Gothic entrance on a Colonial Manor House.
Does any one suppose that the general public in 1906 would have stood
it for one moment to have been buncoed out of the Bumham plan when it
had the chance to make San Francisco one of the best planned cities in the
world, if there had been a public sentiment created by several years of
educational system as proposed above?
What was the public sentiment
in regard to the Burnham plans?
Something like this:
is

"Aren't those pretty sketches, but what do they
And Mr. Got Property Titewad answered

all

mean?"

"It means a whole lot of expense and more taxes."
Everyone knows today that Mr. G. P. T. had his way.

Initiative

my

experience that there are but three kinds of men in the
world first the kind you have to tell once to do a thing, and you can bet
3'our life it will be done. The second is the kind you have to tell three or
four times and the third is that great business producing, creative lot
of men, who don't have to be told at all. They have initiative.
It

has been

—

—

—HUGH

CH.\LMERS.

He has achieved success who has worked well, laughed often, and
loved much. Elbert Hubbard.
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Recent Work of the California State Engineering
Department
accninpati
Tilarchitecturally
1-^

villi; ])lates s;ive

the reader smiie idea

nl

the class nt work,

ami structurally, being carried on by the enyineeriny

department of the State of California. Most of the work shown has
been completed in the past two years under the direction of Mr. W. S.
^FcClure and his associates. Some wonderful changes have been effected
along the San l-'rancisco water front, and the dilapidated, unsightly buildings which imce distorted the l)ay and street frontages are, happily, gradually giving wa}' to substantial structures, carrying more than a mere suggestion of architectural beauty.
In the interior of the state the same
aggressive policy has been followed in an effort to produce something that
the ta.x payer may feel proud of. The Department of Architecture, in charge
of Mr. George B. McDougall, has worked wonders with the limited aiJjirojiriations available and it can be said without exaggeration that California
has made greater ])rogress in developing a high standard of architecture for
its ])id)lic buildings than any other state in America, and that is saying a
great deal when one lakes into consideration the general tendency of many
of the eastern states to build better public edifices.
In connection with the Ca.lifornia state improvements, the following
abstract from Mr. McDongall's report of the work of the .\rchitectural
Division, from November 1, l'>12, to October ,51, l')14-, will be found
interesting

The Architectural l)i\ision of the Dei)artment of luigineering does .-ill
architectural work, structural engineering and mechanical engineering,
which latter includes i)ower plant, heating, ventilating and electrical engineering, as re(|uired in connection with all new construction and all re])air
work at thirty-two different state institutions, which ha\e a combined
population in students, jiatients and prisoners of about twenty thousand.
There were authorized

in

1913 eighty-five appropriations aggregating

$3,058,40.^ for building construction at these various institutions, and, in
addition to this, estimates from the several boards of management ha\'e

been ajiproNcd during the

]iast

two years

for fifty-one dilferent pieces of con-
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struction, aggregating in cost $163,973.81 this added to the amount of the
appropriations makes a total of $3,222,378.81 for one hundreil and thirty-six
different pieces of work.
;

The schedule of proper mininnim charges of the American Institute of
Architects, which schedule toda\- governs the practice of all our best architects, makes 6 per cent of the total cost the architect's minimum compensation in any case, and where the work is of small cost, and in connection
with the remodeling of existing Iniildings. 10 per cent and sometimes 15
per cent of the cost is paid the institute's schedule also provides that the
owner, in addition to this ]iercentage payment, shall flefray the expense
(amounting to about 1 per cent of the total cost) involved in securing
special ex])ert service covering structural engineering and mechanical engineering, which latter includes power plant, heating, ventilating and electrical
engineering fall of which items are included in the 4.50 per cent above
mentit)ned), also the expense involved in the continuous service at the
building site itself, of a clerk of works or superintendent of construction,
:

which corresponds to our expense for inspection.
It ap])ears, from this last statement, that the Department of Engineering
is doing the work at a cost more than 2 per cent less than the minimimi fee
established bv the American Institute of Architects; there is no reason,
however, why the department should be expected to do the work properly
and keep the cost below the fees charged in private practice.

:
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The state should liaxe the best work in architecture as well as along all
other lines. The Division of Architecture is securing this kind of work about
as follows
A full appreciation of the building needs of the various state institutions
is secured by frequent consultation with the executive heads and Iioards of
management and by frequent visits of the State Architect and his assistants
to the institutions.
The designers in charge of the planning and designing of the buildings,
from having been in the state's employ for a considerable length of time,
have become specially expert as to the building needs of the state institutions and the best methods of meeting them.
An ample force of draftsmen, architectural, structural, mechanical and
electrical, is employed, with the result that working drawings, large scale
drawings and full size details, as the basis for bids and contract, are thoroughly complete this is true also of the specifications which form a part of
the basis for bids and contract; the specification writers keep in continuous
touch with the market as to all building materials. Since our mechanical
and electrical engineers, structural designers and specification writers, also
our cost estimators, work in conjunction with our architectural men, all
employees being under the continuous charge of the heads of the several
departments, we are especially well situated to secure perfect and complete
sets of working drawings and specifications with a minimum of lost motion.
Our drawings more clearly delineate all the details of construction than
the drawings which the average architect provides, and on account of the
clearness of our drawings and specifications, bidders are able to estimate
more closely the cost of the work the lower bids run very close to each
:

;

other in practically every case.
The above conditions as to drawings and specifications, taken together
with the continual presence at building sites of competent inspectors, make
it possible for us. with the least friction and expense, to secure the completed
buildings in accordance with the contract agreements.
are greatly
assisted in securing this result on account of the services of our testing
engineer, who cares for the analysis and testing of materials entering into
the construction of buildings, where such analysis and test are necessary to
eliminate doubt as to whether quality and combinations of material agree
with specification requirements.
With reference to the San Francisco water front improvements,
.Assistant Engineer Jerome K. Newman gives the following interesting data
Before proceeding with the preparation of plans for new piers, the
question of the proper class of construction to be employed was thoroughly
discussed and it was decided that the use of creosoted piling in certain cases
would be preferable to the exclusive use of reinforced concrete, which latter
has been used, where deemed practicable. There were several reasons for
making this decision, viz the great depth of mud along the water front from
the foot of Harrison street to the foot of Grant avenue, entailing excessive
cost of construction in concrete on account of the depth and difficulty of
foundations, the urgent necessity of being prepared for the opening of the
Panama Canal in the very near future, the constant changes in vessels and
freight-handling methods bringing with them the possible need of early
reconstruction to meet new conditions, coupled with the great expense of
such reconstruction in a concrete pier, and last, but not least, the uncertainty
among engineers regarding the probable life of reinforced concrete struc-
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water. It may he remarked that the choice of crensoted pile
in certain locahties a.t^rees with the recommenihition to the
Maritime Affairs Committee of the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce
by a commission of enj^ineers appointed by it for the purpnse i>f examining
conditions and reporting thereon.
tiires in sea

construction

Observations at the northern portion of the front cHsclosed the fact that
there was a strong tidal current at this point, which might endanger wooden
pile structures and it was decided to build the three most exposed piers of
the seven contemjilated for this section of concrete, to act as breakwaters
and to deflect the current eastward away from the shore. For this reason
piers 29. 35 and 39 have deen designed as reinforced concrete piers, piers
29 and 39 as concrete cylinder piers, resting on wooden piles below the mud
line, and pier Z'^ as a pile pier
and the completion of pier 39 has demonstrated that the object has been attained.
\\'herever possible. shi]i])ing men were consulted on the most advantageous arrangement nf jMers. location and character of tracks, sizes of
;
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STOCKTON STATE HOSPITAL, STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

doors, width of slips, etc., and designs were prepared in accordance with
their su.ogestions. All new piers are provided with at least one track and
where width permits with two, one surface and one depressed, the latter
being generally placed on the northerly side, and provision is made for the
possible future installation of cranes for handling freight by building the
substructure and shed columns heavy enough to carry them. Doors are of
ample size, usually 22 feet high and 20 feet wide and are equipped with steel
rolling shutters which possess the advantages of easy operation, durability

and low maintenance

cost.

the contract for a new pier has included the reconstruction of the adjacent bulkhead wharf either in timber or concrete,
depending on circumstances. The wharf connecting with pier 49 is of creosoted piling, those connecting with piers 15, 30 and 41 are of reinforced

Wherever necessary,

concrete.

Creosoted pile fenders protected by untreated Oregon pine sheathing have
been employed in place of the untreated fender lines heretofore used and
wood block pavements in the driveways of wooden piers have been substituted for planking. A large percentage of the total cost of repairs is expended
on fenders and planking and it is certain that even with the increased first
cost, the above changes will result in materially decreased annual cost, the
creosoted piling having ten to twelve times the life of untreated piles and
the block pavement four to five times that of planking.
To add to the attractiveness of the front, the old ugly type of shed front
was abandoned and the pier fronts south of Market street are to be built
in modified mission style, those north of Market street being designed on
the lines of the Chelsea piers of New York.

Going Up

(?)

In a recent article on cement prices a New York contemporary turns
back ten years to the great building boom of the year 1905 and the demand
for all sorts of building materials then existing, and commenting further upon
the opportunity now before us for economical construction, it takes the list of
the ten leading building commodities and shows that they are all practically
lower in price now than they were ten years ago. It states, however, that nearly
all materials are beginning to go up and urges all its readers to build promptly
ere labor and real estate cost more and the cycle of prosperity with all its
attendant advances in prices makes construction too expensive.
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Distinguished Architects Hold Coast Meetings
By

WILLIAM MOOSICR.

U. A. L A.

recent visit to San Francisco and Los Angeles of the officers and
members of the American Institute of Architects was a notable one
and will linger long in the memories of those who met and helped
entertain the distinguished party.
The Institute officers present included

TIIF,

the following:

President

1\.

\'ice-President

Thomas

Secretary
Treasurer
Director
Director
Director

Mauran, St. Louis.
John H. Rankin, Philadelphia.
Octavius Morgan, Los Angeles.

Sturgis, Boston.
R. Kimbal, Omaha.

(.'li])ston

Burt L. Fenner,
J

New

York.

L.

\V. R. B. Willcox, Seattle.

Mr. C. H. Whitaker, editor of the "Journal," and some forty other members and ladies came by steamer from the North. The San I-'rancisco Chapter of the American Institute of Architects had arranged a meeting on
I'riday afternoon, (Jctober 8, at the St. Francis Hotel, and to which it had
extended an invitation to be present, all practicing architects, draftsmen and
More than 200 attended. Mr. W. B. Faville, President of the
students.
Chapter, presided and in a few well-chosen words introduced President
Sturgis of the Institute, who delivered an able and exceedingly interesting
and instructive address upon the aims and purposes of the Institute. He
dwelt upon the practice of the profession in general, and his talk was
received with

much enthusiasm.

On

Saturday, October 9th, the Chapter held a meeting at 11 .\. M. for
the purpose of hearing from the "Institute Officers" regarding the proposed
ret~>rganization of the Institute, and its ])roposed new constitution and
by-laws, the object being to broaden the scope of the Society, and admit to
its membership all those belonging to the Cha]>ters.
It is believed the
reorganization will be accomplished at the coming convention at ^\'ashing-

D. C, in December. Secretary^ Fenner and Treasurer Mauran e.xplained
in detail the proposed changes, the reorganization plan, etc.
after which
a general debate took place.
An adjournment was taken for luncheon and
addresses were made by President Sturgis. Secretary Fenner, Treasurer
Mauran, Directors Morgan and Willcox, and President Faville.
On Sunday a breakfast was held at the California Building at the Exposition, arranged by the San Francisco Society of .Architects and attended
by its membership, the officers and visiting members of the Institute, and
the officers of the local Chapter.
At this affair, President Meyer, on behalf of the membership, extended
the Olive branch to the Chapter with the announcement that henceforth
their watchword would be "Harmtiny" in the ranks of the profession in
San Francisco, and that he and others would again gladly attend the meetings of the Chapter and do all in their power to help build up the Institute
and encourage its aims and purposes on this Coast.
Mr. John Cialen Howard and others seomded this statement and on
behalf of the Chapter, I'resident I'^aville welcomed the joyous outcome.
The officers of the Institute congratulated all, and President Sturgis. in
well-directed and thoughtful remarks, pictured great things in store for
the good of the profession in general, and the Institute in particular, through
this most happy reunion of the architects of San Francisco.
ton,

;
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Monday was devoted to an automobile ride around the city and out to
Golden Gate Park, and the beach, luncheon being served at the Cliff House,
after which the ride was continued through the Park, Presidio and to the
Exposition.
At 3:30 Vice-President W. II. Crocker, on behalf of the
Panama-Pacific International Exposition, presented President Sturgis with
an engrossed testimonial evincing appreciation of the Institute's splendid
work for the last fifty years in behalf of architecture and its allied arts.
With reference to the architects" ])art in making the Exposition, Mr. Crocker
said

"The invaluable and

lovely

work

of the architect

this great e.xhibition.

He

Without the assistance

of the architect little

has planned the \ery

The Panama-Pacific Exposition
builder'

is

a

monument

— the architect and designer."

life

would

is

illustrated well at

and face of the show.
been accomplished.

ha\'e

to the efforts of the 'world's

\\'. ]>. Faville the band played,
happy mood.
The visiting party left on Tuesday morning for Los Angeles and San
Diego, greatly pleased with their visit and with the heartfelt thanks and
good wishes of all architects in this vicinity, for their helpfulness and
renewed efforts to stimulate the profession cm this Coast.

After remarks by President Sturgis and

and

all

went on

their

way

in a

United States Timber

Worth

in East
Millions
timber acquired by the federal government in the
of
for National Forests in the White Mountains of New
Hampshire and the southern Appalachians amounts to more than a
billion board feet, worth upward of $3,000,000 on the stump, according to
an appraisement by the Forest Service. In addition, there is an enormous
quantity of inaccessible and widely scattered timber which can not be considered marketable until regional developments and improvements place it
within reach.
Plans for cutting some of this timber in accordance with scientific forestry methods already have been prepared and in a few localities operations
have been started. In some places it has been found necessary to remove
mature trees in order to give the young growth a chance. This work is
being done largely by local residents, who have bought the stumpage and
are converting it into lumber. The construction of roads and trails is making more and more timber accessible to lumber operators, but the principal
use of these improvements at present is for local communication, fire protection, and to open up the wild land for recreation use.
.A secondary influence of the improvements is to increase the value of the land and to make
the timber on it more accessible and valuable to operators.
A great deal of the forest land within the purchase areas was cut over or
Nearly all of this class of land,
culled before the government acquired it.
however, is covered now with young growth and even the abandoned farm
acreage, which forms about two per cent of the whole, is slowly rex'erting

merchantable
THEpurchase
land

to forest.

Of mature timber which could be placed on the market at once, the
eastern national forests contain a total of about 1,100,000,000 board feet,
which includes all the common eastern hardwoods, together with nuich
The land, including the
s|)ruce, a good deal of hemlock, and some jiine.
timber, has been bought at an average ]irice of a little more than $5 an acre.
More than 5,000,000 acres of this land will eventually be acquired for
national forests in the east, if the recommendation made by the National
Forest Reservation Commission in its last annual report is carried out.
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Architectural Terra Cotta
By

iMR.

OSWALD

SPEIR*

EACH

year the present system of steel architecture, clothed
and made beautiful with brick and terra cotta, commends

more and more to client and architect. When weathground and shaped by intelligence, it becomes one of the
Fire cannot
most perfect and enduring building materials.
Triumphantly it survives frost
Inirn it, nor weather destroy it.
and mocks at decay. In the ruins of Assyria, Babylon, and
Xincvah, debris has been found which bears still, ineffaceable
cliaracters and records of those strange people who are so remote from the present that they seem to have lived in some
nther planet.
Nothing in our museums is more jealously
guarded than those clay tablets whose inscriptions learned
professors have spent years in deciphering, and from which
w c know what manner of civilization they commemorate nay,
further still, the antiquarian goes back to ruins which antedate
all that is yet known of the history of man, although upon them
itself

ered,

;

arc clearly traced the records of four thousand years.
The Assyrians, Phoenicians, and Babylonians, as well as the
F.gyptians, employed terra cotta in various ways, for both in
and out door use, as well as in architecture Sarcophagi, utensils
for the house, and garden ornaments, were among them.
But
to all these offices was added the preservation of records by
means of slabs or cylinders of the same material. On these were stamped by
the stylus, hieroglyphic signs indicating all that remains to the moderns of
those personal events, wars and dynasties which give the data for chronology.
Distinguished archeologists are sent by governments to critically supervise
the ]\Iussulmans as they upturn the old dust of temples, palaces and
mausoleums, to find still further records laboriously traced in the world's
earlier youth, upon a substance which outlives pillars of steel or of granite.
In Chaldea, also, terra cotta was employed for interior and exterior of all
kinds of buildings. Colored bricks were arranged in simple but effective
patterns, creating pleasing effects. They were easily cleansed, inexpensive,
and durable. The Etruscans produced statues in terra cotta very creditable
to their technical knowledge of the art. The Greeks must have used terra
cotta from time immemorial.
Homer mentions sun-dried brick, and life-sized
statues have been found formed from native clay.
Figurines, grotesque
and beautiful, and Tanagras were frequently deposited in the tomlis, even
as late as the second century. A.s an architectural material, however, except
for cheneaux, acroteria and sometimes for frieze, terra cotta was used but
little by the Greeks, their beautiful marble being so accessible.
The Romans, however, very freely employed brick and terra cotta. The
arch of the Cloaca Maxima, the oldest piece of masonry extant in Rome, is
made of tile or coarse terra cotta, thin, large and oblong in shape, peculiar
Many of the walls of temples, palaces, arches, monuments
to that date.
and tombs are of the same material.
;

In some cases these walls were faced with marble which h.'is become
defaced, the more enduring clay material still remaining.
In the early
development of Roman construction, clay material was frequently used as
a decoration, sometimes colored with simple pigment or a wash paint.
•Paper read by Mr. Oswald Speir, Los Angeles, representative of Gladding, McBean & Co., at a
meeting of the Southern California Chapter of the American Institute of Architects, Los Angeles,
September 14. 1915.

,
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Early History and Development in the Old World
During the long following period, the clay industry suffered a decline.
was reserved for the fertile plains of Lombardy, which was almost desti-

tute of stone, to carr)' forward the manufacture of terra cotta to its greatest
measure of success during' the four centuries from the twelfth to the
sixteenth.
It was tlien used in construction and decoration in a manner
original and exquisite. Some of the church fronts and spires and campaniles
of Pavia, the hospital and Castiglione palace of Milan, and the beautiful
Certosa, and many of the villas and private houses were built during the
latter portion of that period. It may be called the golden age of terra cotta.
Among all these interesting e.xamples, that of Certosa stands eminent. This
monastic building was the most superb ever erected by any order, and
served to shelter only thirty monks; yet since its foundation, some five
hundred years ago, the rich decorations of its matchless cloisters have
served a higher purpose, that of typifying the existence of art in stone

and clay.
But the father of real artistic work in terra cotta was Luca della Robbia,
who was born in Florence at the beginning of the fifteenth centurj', probably
about the year 1400, and who died in the year 1481. As a sculptor he was
not regarded as the equal of his contemporaries, Ghilberti and Donatello,
but his name is even more widely known, through his experiments and his
discoveries in ceramics.
While yet a boy, Luca, following the fashion of many art students of his
time, became the apprentice of the best goldsmith of his native city.
For
the boy did not then disdain to climb by patient, toilsome steps to the
height of his career, through the minute details to be acquired by cunning
workmanship in gold, silver or even brass.
Becoming dissatisfied with his profits in bronze, and marble, and reflecting that it cost but little trouble to work in clay, which is easily managed
and that only one thing was required, namely, to find some method by which
the work produced in that material should be rendered durable, he studied
with so much good will on the subject, that lie finally discovered the means
of defending such productions from the injuries of time.
After having made experiments innumerable, Luca found that if he
covered his figures with a coating of glaze, formed from the mixture of thin,
litharge, antimony and other minerals and mixtures, carefully prepared by
the action of fire in a furnace made for the purpose, the desired effect was
produced to perfection and almost endless durability might thus be
acquired, and secured to works in clay. For this purpose, then. Luca, as
being its inventor, received the highest praise, and indeed, all future ages
will be indebted to him.

His

first

known

essays in the so-called "Robbia"

ware were made

aliout

the year 1436, after that long study and repeated experiments which usher
in all inventions of genuine merit.
Ten years later, Luca's first painted tiles in the ware which bears his
name, and which was made for Benozi Fraderighi, Bishop of Fiesole in the
Church of San Francesco e Paolo. This tomb was among the finest monuments in Tuscany. P'rom that time his skill gave him a fame which has
survived all minute knowledge of his life, save as it is known by his works.
By comparing all other pottery of the time with that made by him. the
character and solidity of the works of della Robbia are manifest. Indeed,
like our modern potters, his secrets were so well kept that for one-fourtli of
a century no other artisan in clay manufactured ware surfaced with a similar
enamel. What he may have learned of the Moorish potters of Spain, we
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It is a matter of fact that the}' had obtained
the manufacture of what we now call terra cotta. and many
very beautiful examples are found throughout Spain, not only in their
potterv and tiles, but in some of their very beautiful temples and palaces.

have no means of knowing.

great

skill

in

Gradually the process of della Robbia became known and was adopted
other potteries of Italy and France. Meanwhile the nephew, Andrea,
with his four sons, carried on the work. Luca, the younger one of the four
sons of Andrea, may be really the author of many of the reliefs attributed to
the elder. There arc many distinguishing marks in common. Under the
other relatives, however, art work in terra cotta began to decline.
.After the sixteenth century, and the change in architectural style, the
designing of more elaborate structures which mark the florid treatment
which had come into vogue, carried the demand far beyond the experience
It gradually
of those artists and artisans who were engaged in the work.
spread into other countries, however, even in its decadence. One of the
Lucas introduced it into F"rance, where the Chateau de Madrid was decorated by him under Francis I. Yet its use has never been abandoned in the
south of France, north of Germany, and along the Baltic, it is found in all
kinds of buildings in balustrades, balconies, turrets, spires, and in mural
decorations of various kinds. It makes, in its soft shade and divers forms,
a pleasing and varied effect, quite diflferent from the cheap ginger bread
work of cheap wooden villa decorations, as its substance is more substantial.
Less than a century since, a pottery was started in Milan for the making of
terra cotta in that city. In England it was practically two hundred years
yet when Wedgwood concensince coarse earthen ware was produced,
trated his energies upon refining the quality of terra cotta, its improvement
in

;

was marked and

rapid.

Early History and Development in the United States
Within the last few years, the Doultons have obtained widespread fame
In fact one of the
from the productions of their potteries in Lambeth.
earliest is of ware which came from Stamford, England, used in the Fine
Arts Museum of Boston, of which Messrs. Sturgis & Brigham of Boston
were the architects. This was the result, however, of an early revival in
this country, which had been brought about by Mr. Renwick. architect of St.
Patrick's Cathedral, through his knowledge and delight in the material, as
the result of his study of Italian work. At about the period 1850 to 1855. he
caused terra cotta to be made by potters who had had no previous e.xperience in the art, for such buildings as the St. Denis hotel. Cooper Union.
Trinity building, and several other similar constructions. These attempts
were not very successful, however, and a lull in its use occurred. It was
revived by its use in Boston in the Fine Arts Museum, and perhaps more
legitimately we might say that the spasm of cast iron, wdiich swept the
country in the early seventies, developed a demand which terra cotta filled.
The Perth Amboy Terra Cotta Compan}^ was started in 1879. under the
encouragement of such men as G. B. Post. McKim. Mead & W^hite, H. H.
Hardenburg, F. H. Kimball, Carrere and Hastings, Cyrus Eidlitz. Burnham.
Sullivan and many others.
During this period we saw some of the best results that have been
obtained in modeling and sculpture.

Modern

We

Practice

have the material modern construction, owner and architect are
demanding its use, but our problem is its most legitimate use. Just as w-e
frequently use stone where brick would have been much more effective, so
:
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we

often use terra cotta where stone

would have been more suitable and

vice versa.
Before, however, entering

upon any discussion of the merits of terra
necessary of the point of view from which this
discussion is taken. It will be necessary to make it comparative, and to
show that in certain respects and for certain purposes terra cotta is preferable to stone but it must not be supposed that we are foolish enough to
claim that the comparison is all in favor of terra cotta, or that for certain
purposes the use of appropriate kinds of stone is not to be preferred. Stone
has obvious advantages in the construction and ornamentation of a building,
with which brick and terra cotta cannot pretend to compete, and it is
absolutely essential to the proper use of terra cotta in this country that
the strong' and weak points of the two classes of material should be clearly
understood. Such an understanding would be extremely beneficial both to
the terra cotta and the stone industries, because the two materials are at
bottom supplementary, rather than competitive. Terra cotta is not a substitute for stone. Under certain conditions and for certain architectural efTect
terra cotta should not be used.
Under other conditions and for other architectural effects, stone of one kind or another should be used. The trouble
is that many architects and many more laymen do not fully understand
what the comparative merits of the two materials are and consequently
they frequently use stone when terra cotta would have better served their
purpose, or they use terra cotta when a more appropriate effect could have
been obtained with stone. Nor is that all. The comparative use of the two
materials is confused by the fact that terra cotta is cheaper and more flexible
material than stone and that consequently it is often used as a substitute
for stone, not because the architect wants to use terra cotta but because
he cannot afford to use stone. Under such circumstances, he usually compromises by specifying a kind of terra cotta which is made to look as much
as possible like stone and the manufacturer of terra cotta is required to
produce a "sham" material in which the substantial and characteristic
merits of each material is sacrificed for the sake of putting up a false appearance. The terra cotta makers naturally dislike to manufacture a material
for which they obtain no credit, and which has no advantage save cheapness and for years they have protested against the merely imitative use
cotta, a short explanation

is

;

;

;

;

of terra cotta.
Their protests have had some effect. Terra cotta is now
being used more intelligently and more appropriately, as well as more
extensively, than ever before and what is still more important, it is being used
;

more

largely just because it is being used more appropriately. As a substitute
for stone, and consequently as the competitor of the many compositions which
are now being placed on the market, it has no future at all but as an independent material, which for certain uses, both esthetic and practical, has indisputable and peculiar merits.
It has a future, which is only limited by the future
of American fireproof construction.
I have already referred to the fact that terra cotta is frequently specified
instead of stone merely, and only, because it is cheaper, but this matter of
the comparative economy of terra cotta deserves further consideration. Its
comparative cheapness, while it is one great source of the popularity of terra
cotta, is also the principal cause of its abuse as a building material, so that
it cannot be called an unqualified advantage.
It leads to the manufacture
of very inferior grades of the material for the ornamental adornment of
cheap buildings and it has had the disadvantage of associating terra cotta
in the minds of certain people with various cheap types of construction
and habitation. As a matter of fact, terra cotta, while it can be cheapened
;

;
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like any other iiianufactiired article, is only really economical when it is
very well made and when consequently a comparatively stiff price is charged
for it.
Terra cotta, which has been properly put together and burnt, is
more durable than stone, but such a qualit}^ of terra cotta, while it is
economical, is not necessarily cheap. It may cost what seems to be a large
sum, but in that case it will be worth the sum it costs. The question of its
expense as compared to stone is one into which we do not need to go in
detail.
It all depends upon many varying considerations, such as the

amount and character

of the material required, the location of the nearest
available quarries, and the extent to which the material must be ornamented.
The question which the architect should as a rule seriously ask is not
whether terra cotta is cheaper than stone, but whether it will be possible
for liim to obtain in any other material an equally satisfactory service and
effect for a similarly

The

economical price.

characteristic advantages of terra cotta

—the

depend upon two funda-

that it is capable of being moulded
before it is hardened, and the fact that, in the second place, it is hardened
by a process of burning and firing. The first fact is responsible for its
flexible adaptation to architectural ornamental forms while the second fact
is responsible for its durability and for its high value as an ornamental, or
something more than an ornamental adjunct to a system of fireproof con-

mental

facts,

fact, in

the

first place,

struction.

The fact that terra cotta is in a soft and plastic condition, before it is
burnt, and that consequently it can be moulded into a desired shape at a
comparatively small expense, is the chief source of its availability for
purpose of architectural ornament. The same sort of ornament can be cut
in stone, but only at a ver>- considerable cost. The moulders of terra cotta
work with comparative rapidity, and a mould when it is once finished can
be used, if desired, fiir many duplicates of the same ornamental detail or
motive. It affords the architect the opportunity of examining the full-size
reproduction of the form or the ornament he proposes to use while the clay
is still in a pliable condition, and he can in this waj' assure himself that his
detail is properly designed and vigorously and correctly modeled.
It need
not be finally burnt and hardened until he is absolutely and finally satisfied
with his own work and that of the modeler.
In the earlier stages of the use of terra cotta in this country, it was the
foregoing advantage which chiefly appealed both to the architect and the
builder.
It afforded them a method of ornamenting a building bj' means
of solid form and without going to the expense of stone carving.
Stone
carving was generally preferred, because it was possible in this way to
obtain greater accuracy of line and a more precise and subtile effect but
in a great many cases accuracy of line and precision of effect were not
desirable and in such cases terra cotta had a field of use which was abso:

Its flexibility and economy for ornamental purpose remains
lutely its own.
one of the main sources of its popularity, but with the development of the
art of fireproof construction, it has been found that terra cotta had various
other advantages, both esthetic and practical, which enormously enlarged
Other characteristics, such as its durability, its
its special field of service.
lightness, and its fire-resisting qualities, began still more to commend it to
builders and curiously enough, it began also to be discovered that it was as a
rule artistically most eft'ective when it served most excellently the foregoing
It was in buildings, the ornament and structure of which
practical needs.
needed to be particularly light, durable and uninflammable, that the texture.
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the culor and the Icjrni of terra cotta ornament or surface C(-)vering proved
to be most useful to the architect.
That terra cotta is, when properly made, more durable, lighter and less
easily damaged by fire than stone, does not need any elaborate proof. Its

consistency and
of burning',

it

its

hollowness necessarily make

it

light.

must be made hollow and only moderately

For convenience
and a given

thick,

A

bulk, consequently, weighs very much less than a similar bulk of stone.
block of granite, for instance, containing one cubic foot, weighs about 168
a block of sandstone somewhere
a block of limestone about 144 pounds.

pounds;

between 100 and 170 pounds, and

A

solid block of terra cotta of the

would weigh about 120 pounds, while the hollow terra cotta
cube, such as is ordinarily used, does not weigh more than 70 pounds. As
to its durability and indestructibility, that again is a direct result of its
process of manufacture. The heat through which a well-made block of terra
cotta is passed, is so much higher than the heat to which a building is likely
to be exposed, that the material is well prepared to withstand any further

same

size

vicissitudes of that kind.
light, durable, luiinflammable material is rendered, of cmirse, peculiarly necessary by the characteristically American system of fireproof construction.
building, the walls of which are carried upon a towering steel
structure, has very different needs from a building of ordinary construction.
The old masonry house cannot economically rise above a certain moderate
height, and in a building of moderate height, the mere weight of the

A

A

masonry is an important source of architectural effect. It is no wonder,
consequently, that the architects of such buildings have used stone wherever
stone was economically available.
But in the case of a building, the
weight of which is carried on a steel frame, walls and partitions composed
of light and peculiarly fireproof materials are desirable, both for the sake
of economy and for the sake of appearance.
The lighter the walls, the
lighter the cag'e which has to carry them. These walls are only curtains, or
screens, and like all curtains and screens, should be comparatively slight,
rather than heavy, both in appearance and reality.
The demands of this form of construction and of its appropriate decoration, are at present better satisfied by terra cotta than b\' any other
material.

The consequence is that the tallest and best designed sky-scrapers
recently erected throughout the United States, both in New York and
Chicago, have been encased in terra cotta. Sometimes stone is used for the
few lower stories, because architects like the effect of a heavier looking
base.
But above in such sky-scrapers as the Woolworth building, \\^anamaker store, both in New York and Philadelphia, the building of the International Banking Company, the Times building in New York, the Railway
Exchange buildings in Chicago and our most important buildings on the
coast, the whole superficial effect of the structure is obtained from a terra
Moreover, this terra cotta is being used to the very best
cotta coating.
advantage.
few years ago in any of the large office buildings, it was
customary to crown the structure with terra cotta ornament on a large
scale, but no matter how well designed or how well made this ornament
was placed too far from the street to be effective. Now the tendenc)' is
to make the terra cotta effective chiefly by means of a consistent and
])leasant color tone. There is little attempt to give any depth to the surface
of the building by heavy ornament. The decoration is kept frankly superficial and is obtained, if not simply from color, mass and salient line, then

A
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from the arrantjcnient ol" the terra cotta blocks into proi)ortions, scale and
color.
This method of decorating a sky-scraper, which has tiie merit of
heino; at once economical, elTectixe an(l apjiropriate, is capable of much
further extension
particiilarh- when arciiitccts become more accustomed to
the use of glazed anil colored terra cntta.

—

Architectural Competitions

AN

interesting example of what competitions fur schoolhouse plans should
not be is afl'ordcd by an invitation issued by the school board of Marquette,
Mich. On July 2F>, the following resolution was adopted and sent to nine

architects in the

Middle West:

"Resolved, That nine arcliitects be asUed to submit floor plans and sketches of high
school building in black and white, and estimate cost of said building upon a competitive basis. Tliree prizes of $50 each to be paid for three best sketches, except that
The board of
tlie architect to whom the contract is awarded shall not receive a prize.
education shall be the sole judge in the competition with such experts as it may see
rrcfcrcncc will be given to plans and sketches of architects who make
lit to engage,
personal visit to the proposed site. Sketches must be submitted on or before -August
All sketches tn Ik the firoperty '^i tlie hoard of education."
12. 1915.
The special features desired in the hi.gh school building are the following: Gymnasium, assembly room, domestic science rooms, cotnmercial room, chemical laboratory, physical laboratory, biological laboratory, lecture rooms, music rooms, medical
examination room, shower baths, locker rooms, dining room, debating room, classrooins, book room, and museum.

This resolution, comments the School Board Journal, violates practically
everv known principle of architectural competitions. To persons who are at all
familiar with the customs of architects it displays a lamentable ignorance, assuring in advance the defeat of the very purpose it is intended to achieve and
affording loopholes for unfairness on the part of the competitors and faxuritism
on the part of the board members.
\\'ithout entering in detail into the defects of the resolution it may be said
tliat the board presupposes that architects are tradesmen who are willing to
prepare and submit plans for examination, just as a merchant presents samples
They offer to six architects no compensation for sets of
of merchandise.
sketches, which, if technical preparation and experience are added to the cost of
actual drawing, are worth not less than $3,000 each for a building costing
$100,000. Five laymen set up themselves as sole judges of plans that involve
difficult technical problems such as can be judged accurately and completely
only by an expert. The members, if they may see fit to engage experts, do not
agree to follow their advice. An outline of the requirements is not offered
equally to all competitors, but such as visit the site are to be preferred. Only
two weeks are given to a problem that cannot be well studied in any architect's
I'inally. the board does not
office in less than a month or six weeks' time.
ab.solutely agree to accept one of the sets of plans and may, if it desires, tln-ow
out all plans.
An architectural competition is the least satisfactory of the several methods
of obtaining plans for a new schoolhouse. It is frequently necessary when many
architects press their claims, but it is only successful when condticted with rigid
fairness and with due consideration of all the principles formulated by the
American Institute of Architects. These principles are not the arbitrary dictum
of a portion of the architectural profession they are the result of many years
of experience and observation and simply state the conditions which will assure
fair and honest conservation of the rights and interests of the architect and of
the owner.
;

:
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Space prevents a discussion of the principles of architectural competitions.
few of the most important can, however, be restated because they are most
school boards
First, competitions must recognize the professional and technical character of
the services rendered by architects.
Second, the program must contain a complete technical statement of the
problem, and fix fair, definite conditions under which the drawings are to be
submitted. A man familiar with competitions should be called upon to draw up

A

commonly overlooked by

these conditions.
Third, the architects invited should be competent and honest, and evidence
of these qualifications should be required.
Fourth, the selection of plans should be in the hands of a competent expert,
who has had training, experience, and a pre-eminent reputation as a schoolhouse
architect.

Fifth, the competition should be a definite contract between the architects
and the school board, and should provide for the employment of the successful
competitor or for adequate compensation for the drawings, if the project is
abandoned.
As a basis for competition, the resolution of the Marquette School Board is
It is of a character that will
defective in every one of these five essentials.
permit no self-respecting architect who values his professional reputation to
enter, and will undoubtedly be condemned by the American Institute of .Architects.
Instead of an impartial competition, it will provide for a scramble in
which the man or the firm that can furnish the flashiest drawing and make the
most extravagant promises, will win. If we were not certain that the members
of the board are wholly honest and upright we should say that the competition
has all the earmarks of political jobbery.

Program for American
week of October 18-23
THE
those
any way

Week

memorable one in San Francisco for
American building construction. Thou-

will be a

identified with

in

Builders'

sands of visitors from all parts of the United States are expected to be
present, including many prominent architects, engineers, contractors and all the
building trades. The following splendid program has been arranged
:

Monday, October 18th
Assemble at tlie Palace Hotel. Registration and assignments.
Reception in hotel ball-room all day and evening under supervision of the local
ladies' auxiliary, which will have charge of arrnngenients for entertainment of visiting
(Light refreshments.)
ladies during the week.
Visit General Contractors' Association and Builders'
a block of Palace Hotel.
Visit the Exposition. Special program.

Exchange, both within half

Tuesday, October 19th

—

M. Opening of Congress at the Municipal Auditorium. Introduction of
chairman by John D. McGilvray, Sr., chairman general committee.
Governor Hiram W. Johnson; the Hon. James Rolph,
.Addresses of welcome:
Mayor of San Francisco; Charles C. Moore, President Panama-Pacific International
10.00 A.

Exposition.
The following topics have been selected for
2:00 P. M. Technical addresses:
addresses, papers, etc., to be delivered during the Congress:
QIajor-Gcncral George A.
(1) "Organization as Applied to Construction Work.''
Goethals has been invited to prepare a paper upon this subject.)
by R. Clipston Sturgis, President .\merican Institute
(2) "The American Builder"
of Architects.

—

—

—
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—

—

Organization in the Building Industry its Needs" by H. L. Lewman. President National Association of Builders' Exchanges.
(4) "The Building Business as a Factor in the Commercial Life of the Country"
by Charles \V. Gindele, President of the Building Construction Employers' Association of Chicago.
(5) "The Engineering Contractor"
by Halbert P. Gillette, author of "Cost Data,"
editor-in-chief of "Engineering and Contracting" and founder of .\merican Societj- of
Engineering Contractors.
(6) .\nnouncements by the chairman.
8:30 P. M.
Grand ball in the Municipal Auditorium.
(3) "National

—

—

Wednesday. October 20th

—

9:30 .A. M. Bay excursion.
1:00 P. M.
Informal lunch at Old Faithful Inn on Exposition grounds.
2:30 P. M.— Addresses:
(\) "Claj- Products and Their Modern Application," by Walter E. Dennison,
Second Vice-President National Terra Cotta Society.
(2) "The Fireproof Value of Concrete." by Lewis R. Ferguson, Assistant Secretary

—

National .\ssociation of Portland Cement Manufacturers.
(3) "Metal Products as Applied in Buildings," by John

B.

Leonard, M. Am.

Soc. C. E.

Thursday, October 21st
9:30

ment

M.

.\.

— Grand

parade to Exposition, illustrating the importance and develop-

of the building industry.

Reception by the directors and officers of the Exposition.
Ladies' reception at the California building (Exposition grounds). Dancing all dav.
3:00 P. M.— Addresses:
(1) "The Efficient Conduct of Building Operations." by Grant Fee. President of
Building Trades Employers' Association of San Francisco.
Its Origin and Present Eflfect upon Build4:00 P. M.
(2) "Bonding the Builder
ing Contracts," by Henry A. Jacobs, attorney for the California Building Laws

—

—

Association,
8:00 P. M.

by George

—

9:00 P.
district

—

(3) "Opening Bids in Public as Essential to Proper Business Con\\'. Kelham, chief of architecture, P. P. I. E.
M. (4) Economic Side of Fire Protection," by John C. McCaughern,
manager Board of Fire L'nderwriters of San Francisco.

ditions,''

Friday, October 22nd

— Automobile sight-seeing
— Addresses: "The Building and Maintenance of Good
ways and Bridges." by A. B. Fletcher, M. Am. Soc. C. E.
—
11:00 A. M. "Men Who Build, and Their Legal Responsibilities,"
10:00 A.
10:00 A.

M.
M.

McNab. formerly U.

—
—
—

trip.

S. District

State High-

by John L.

Attorney.

2:00 P. M. "Electricity as a Factor in Building Construction," by John A. Britton,
Vice-President and General Manager Pacific Gas and Electric Co.
3:00 P. M. "Pacific Coast Lumber at Home and Abroad." by R. A. Hiscock.
8:00 P. M. ^"Modern Plumbing in its Relation to Building Construction," by
John L. E. Firmin, State Secretary Association of Master Plumbers of California.
9:00 P. M.— "The Building Contractor and the Architect," Felix Kahn of Mac-

donald

&

Kahn.

*

Concrete
As

Resists

Earthquake Shocks

Messina. Italy. Kingston, Jamaica and in the great San Francisco
earthquake years ago, reinforced concrete was shown to be the safest type of
construction in regions subject to such disturbances, so again in the case of the
earthquake in the Imperial \'alley region of Southern California last spring,
at

concrete showed its character as an earthquake-resisting building material.
While nearly 100 buildings were wrecked or seriously damaged, brick work and
timber construction suffering severely, the reinforced concrete buildings stood
better than anv other form of construction and this was especially the case at
El Centro, where the new plant of the Holton Power Co. suffered no damage
and where the Hotel Barbara \\'orth, also a reinforced concrete building, stood

undamaged.

:
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The

:

Brick

House

at the

Panama-Pacific Exposition
than
FORw more
o months
t

model

the
brick residence at

the Panama-Pacific

International

Exposition
has
been open to the
inspection

of

thousands of
tors

the
visi-

who have

thronged the exposition grounds.
Those who have

August and returned to their homes in
various parts of the country, have expressed a very considerable curiosity
regarding the cost of the house and, incidentally, its object.
Up to and including August 31 a total of $8,809.50 was contributed in actual
cash (or in material that was shipped to Chicago and sold for cash) Labor
with an estimated value of $1,700 was donated by the Bricklayers, Masons and
Construction material, including
Plasterers' International Union of America
visited the exposition since the first of

:

:

sanitary

fixtures,

exterior

garden appurtenances,

etc.,

and
to a

woodwork, ornamental terra cotta,
valuation of $3,200, was donated by manufacinterior

turers and dealers located in California.
The architects who drew the plans aimed at a cost of $5,000, and to this was
added, perhaps, $1,500 to cover the estimated cost of a detached garage situated in what was known as a "service court." This garage was made necessary
in order to give the building an over-all length which would prevent its being
dwarfed by the immense exhibition buildings that surrounded it.
A writer who has lived with the exposition from its early planning until the
present time and who has absorbed the magnificence of its architecture, has
written of this model house
"Between the golden dome of Massachusetts State House and the waters of
the bay, there is a lawn which seems to have been spread for a little building
that must have been lowered into place upon a gossamer of reposeful fancy. It
has no domes nor columns, no suggestion of massiveness nor of the marvelous.
From the simple shingles of the clay tile roof, whose eaves are permitted by
low walls of autumn-tinted brick to encompass a nestling brood of peeping
windows, to the flowering vases and window boxes of terra-cotta, there comes
warm, intimate and complete. Everything, from the
a suggestion of shelter
terra-cotta fountain to the brick garage
from the tesselated tables in the
walled
garden
to the brick-paved walks and drives
diminutive
speaks of a
place in which to live." The Brick and Clay Record says

—

—

—

Everyone who has visited the Pacific Coast knows that a combination of climatic conditions and foreign influence have made a deep impression upon the domestic architecture.
The severe climate of the New England states and the inheritance that comes to the inhabitants of that part of the country from their forefathers, have given them a distinctive
essentially English and largely brick.
architecture, k is "Colonial"
In California the wooden bungalow has developed into a thing of surpassing beauty.
vvitli
cement stucco has been brought to a point of perfection
The frame building coated
little known in any other part of the country.
Men who believe in fire resistant construction and in the beauty and economy of clay
products, feared the result of the "education" that would be given millions of prospective

—

home

builders by direct contact with California domestic architecture.
For that reason it was thought that this was the time for the development of a style
of house that would be modest both in outline and cost that would be fire-resistant to the
highest degree possible with a comijaratively small expenditure, and which, being copied in
perhaps a thousand cities, would not be so startling in its novelty, hence we have this all
clay house at the Exposition.
;
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E^r.^\rEL cFirKcii of iiie Er.iXGiiLic.if. Asioci.rnux, sax fr.ixcisco
Fali-h

&

Knoll, Architects

Emanuel Church of the Evangelical Association
accompanying'
THEAssociation
San

plates of the limanuel

of

As

stone edifice.
nor stone in the

cement plaster
this,

a

huildinL;,

exterior.

with the classic

Church

of the

E\angeHcal

J'rancisco have every appearance of a substantial

matter of fact, however, there is neither steel
tlic frame beiui;' of timber with metal latii and
The stucco is marked off to imitate stone, and

lines,

give the substantial effect.

The

original plans

C

building with stone veneer but lack of funds necessinot only was it necessary to substitute cheaper
tated economy and
materials but the true ]'"lorentine lines had to be to a more or less extent

called for a class

eliminated and

l)y

sn doiuL;' the l)eauty and symmetrical

[iri

'portions of

The Architect and Ensiinccr

FLOOR PLAN, EMANUEL CHURCH

However, all points considered, the
and Knoll, have successfully carried out a modified
Florentine Gothic style that is pleasing. Two coats of the Muralo Company's
concreto are used to give the required stone coloring to the cement work.
The edifice contains a large Sunday school assembly room, class rooms,
young ladies' and men's social parlors, kitchen, main auditorium with
seating capacity of about 300, pulpit, choir rooms, pastor's study and a
spacious lobby. The auditorium is finished in imitation stone and wood
trim.
There are nine beautiful art glass windows. The edifice cost

the edifice were in a measure spoiled.
architects, Messrs. Falch

complete, $20,000.

The

IXTERIOR,
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EMAXUEL CHURCH. SAX FRAXCISCO
t'iilch & Knoll, Architccis

The Chute and Tower

ONLY
ment was

a short time ago a cimcrcte jdb using a tower and spouting equipa sight to attract the attention of the pubhc as a curiosity and
the builder or engineer looked upon it as a unique method to be thoroughly tested before receiving his full approval. The last two years have seen
a remarkable development of this economical and flexible method of handling
concrete and even the comparatively small job finds the tower and chute
practical.

The one objection to its use
much water, causing

is the tendency, in order to secure an easy flow,
a dangerous separation of the concrete. This is
against
which
one must always be on guard. The flow of
a very real danger
concrete depends not onl\' on its fluiditv secured by excess water, but also upon
its plasticity, which is an entirely different property.
Plasticity depends upon several causes, the proper grading of materials
and very thorough mixing being most important. Concrete holding only such
an amount of water as w'ill make separation impossible will flow if given extra

to use too

mi.xing.
Plasticity, secured bv thorcnigh mixing, causes an easy flow of concrete,
helps it to work easily and thoroughly into place and around reinforcing, and
insures a greater density and strength than with less thorough mixing.
A small amount of hydrated lime in the mix aids greatly in securing the
easy flow required and is a valuable ally in obtaining dense and waterproof
Concrete.
concrete.

—

a
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Why

Office Buildings Vary So Widely
to Their
By W.

in

Profits

Owners*

ROSS THOMPSON

having had sixteen years' actual experience,
AFTER
ing out some of the requirements of a successful building manager.
I

feel justified in point-

There

many
known or

points in the management of large sky-scrapers that are very
appreciated by the renting public. The requirements in order
little
to successfully operate and manage an office building are many.
The manager should be both technical and practical, but in many cases
theory and practice do not go together. He should be a man of good personality,
good address, clean of habit, and a diplomat, because the class of office seekers

are

buildings differs in many ways.
building of today is practically the home of the business man,
as at least 50 per cent, of his time is spent there, and it is up to the manager
This not
to make his surroundings as pleasant and comfortable as possible.
only requires diplomacy, but it requires good judgment, as many of the requests
and many of the requirements cost the owner a great deal of money, much of
which can be saved by using tact. If all requests of tenants were granted
almost any building manager of any great sky-scraper in New York City
would put himself in wrong with his owners financially, as the expenditures

who

inhabit

The

all office

office

would be enormous.
It is the chief duty of the building manager to operate and give high-grade
service at the least possible expense. This should appeal not only to building
owners, but to real estate men in general, as the operation of real estate and
management of office buildings are often parallel.

The manager

of a sky-scra]ier should be personally able to master every
mechanics that go to make up the equipment of his building. He
cannot have good information as to renting and the requirements of the tenants,
and not know the mechanical end, as the larger expenditures in building
management run into the maintenance, repairs and management of the steam,
electric and elevator plants.
He should be a man capable of judging help
very important feature and know how' to operate his building to the highest
degree of efficiency with the least number of employees.
detail of

—

—

Dishonest Building Managers

Another very important requirement of an
purchase supplies

efficient office

building manager

at the lowest rates obtainable in

order to
bring his building up to the highest point of efficiency with the lowest possible
expense. There are many other requirements, but none more important than
honesty. Seventy-five per cent, of the managers of office buildings in the City
In other words, they add to their legitimate
of New York are dishonest.
income by taking graft on the supplies that they purchase. They purchase
supplies
such
high prices that they cannot keep the cost
inferior grades of
at
of operation down. For instance, oil. This is billed to the owner at 60 cents,
and the diiiference between that price and the price that it should have been
sold at goes to the office building manager as his commission in the shape of
I purchased packing for jiiy
I can personally cite my own case.
a rebate.
engines and pumps from a certain packing concern in the City of New York,
for twelve years. I paid fairly good prices for my packing, and at the expiration of twelve years I decided to make a change, f5eing influenced by the sakv>is

his aljility to

*This article was written for the Real Estate Magazine by
He is
an office buildinf? superintendent and manager.
Marbridge building. New York.
as

a

man who

at

the

has had many years of experience
present time superintendent of the
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served me during those years, as he had gone with another concern.
Immediately upon my making the change the sales manager of the packing
concern from which 1 had previously purchased called upon me and wanted
to know why he had lost my orders. I saitl that it was simply hecausc I believed
that I had found a hettcr packing for less money.
"Why," he said, "we have always paid you a commission," and I came very
near putting him out of the office. In explanation he said Mr. So-and-So,
the salesman, had an expense account that he carried, and on the total sales
at the end of the year I was given a commission that I was a man who would
not take a check that at the first of the year he had to give me so much cash.
"Why," I said, "I never took a penny from him in my life, and it is very funny
that you have not called my attention to this before. I say to you now that I
want nothing to do with your concern. I have been honest all my life, and I

man who

;

;

game at this time."
much surprised. He said that
and when they found a man who would

don't think

He was
mission,

I

will start the

was usual to pay a comnot take a connnission they
case, there is the door.
My office is

very

it

were tickled to death. I said, "In my
open to inspection, and you are at liberty to go to my employer. If yon can
show where I ever took a penny of commission in all the years I bought packing
from you, I will get out of this business." He said, "I see the thing now."
I said "Why didn't you come back to me when I sent bad packing back to you?"
He said, "The salesman fixed that up. He had a regular expense account, and
in that little book in which he kept your name you were among the men who
took a cash consideration at the end of the year."
That salesman made a salary of $20,000 a year in that way. I even told
him that I didn't want him to send me any cigars for Christmas that all I
wanted was good goods.
;

Cost of Maintenance

One

of the reasons that the cost of maintenance per square foot in office
buildings in New York City is so great can be traced to the above conditions.
There is another reason, and that is the expensive organization which is not
necessary if the proper man is put in as the manager and head of the building.
The operating engineer will go to the sujierintendent, who is not a mechanic,
and he will make a requisition for a certain amount of supplies. He says,
"Now, you get these from So-and-So. There is one place where you can get
this stuff good, and that is what I must have in order to operate this engine."
So he gets his packing from the fellow from whom he buys his supplies. The
superintendent does not know the value of such goods, as he has not had the
training.
He calls up So-and-So and gives an order for eight feet of Tobin
Bronze. Now, then, he goes to the supply man and says, "Send us ten feet
of Tobin Bronze and ten feet of brass, as the brass is the cheaper, and charge
it as Tobin Bronze."
The difference in cost goes to the operating man.

A

One of the chief expenses is fuel.
well-managed office building will weigh
coal and ashes.
have meters to indicate the output. The ultimate end of
the fuel is the heat supplied to generate steam power for making electricity.
Coal will vary in B.t.u.'s. which is the greatest thermal unit, or the heat. Some
coal is higher and some lower in this respect.
It is up to the judgment of the
building manager who has the engineering information to be able by tests
made from time to time on his lx>ilers to prove that the coal he buys is the most
economical for his purpose. I figure that hanl coal high in B.t.u.'s is the most

its

efficient.

We
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Storage
In the erection of an

Room

and Engineer

an Economy

building or sky-scraper, storage room or space
often overlooked, which prevents the owner from

office

for a large quantity of coal is
getting the benefit of wholesale prices by buying in carload lots. Many office
buildings are constructed with room for just two days' supply. This is a gross
error on the part of the owner or builder, as it puts him at the mercy of inclement weather when the price of coal is liable to be raised on account of
have storage room in this building for 500 tons. The
inability to deliver.

We

building being operated on an average for the year of nine tons of coal per day.
That means day and night service, and includes electric light, elevator service,

and hot water.
gross error on the part of an owner who contemplates erecting an
building or apartment house if he does not, at the beginning of the operation, secure a combination manager and engineer to superintend for him- personally, regardless of the architect or builder, for a man of this kind will not
only be able to save money for the owner, but will show him many, many
details of unnecessary equipment installed in office buildings and apartment
It is a

office

houses which have to be maintained at an added cost, and can be done away
with, thereby saving these additions to the cost of construction and afterwards
in maintenance.

Why

Do Not Pay
New York City that are making more

Office Buildings

There are very few buildings

than
3V2 per cent, on the investment. One of the reasons for this is the high cost
of maintenance. A well-managed office building should not pay less than 10
per cent, to the owner it should yield 15 per cent.
As the building increases in size the cost of maintenance per square foot
should go down instead of up. The average cost of maintenance per square
foot is 60 cents for big office buildings in New York City. It runs in some cases
from 70 cents to 80 cents. The lowest is 35 cents. I cite for an instance this
building, Marbridge, which cost no more to maintain in 1914 than it did in
The successful office building manager does
1908, when we first opened it.
not lose sight of the old adage that "A stitch in time saves nine." He does not
wait until the pipe becomes so rusted that it bursts and does a lot of damage,
but removes it and puts in a good pipe. He keeps all his equipment up to date.
Another point of necessity is the judgment of the superintendent regarding the
engineering end. He must so thoroughly understand the condition of the steam
plant without having to call anyone in to tell him.
A well constructed office
building should run along for years at an even cost for maintenance. As the
percentage of rentals increases the cost of -maintenance should not increase at
the same time, but profits on the owner's investment most certainly should.
Another point is that the so much talked of reduction in operation by public
lighting plants which make propositions to the owners that they can light and
heat their buildings cheaper than they can do it themselves, in my opinion, is
all rot, because there must be something wrong with the management of buildin

;

ings where this

is

possible, as

I

have proved that the difference between the

from a public lighting system,
was $9,000 in a )'ear, to say
nothing of the absolute necessity of our having to have help to be able tlo
maintain our electric machinery for the elevator service.
cost of lighting

and operating

and the cost of operation of

electric elevators

my own

isolated plant

—
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Publicity for the Engineer
H.

1>RAYER*

WIIV

should wc engineers' be interested in publicity? Is there good reason for departing from the time-honored precept that our achievements
are sutificicnt witnesses to their creator's abihty?
He who molds together brick and steel and stone, it matters not with what
great cunning, will never rise in the estimation of those about him to a position
above that of a skilled artisan. The engineer's mute witnesses of his ability are
to the public mere piles of steel, long lines of railroads, or canals, or tunnels
just material things.
The public must learn that we dream dreams and see
visions long before a pound of material is shaped; that a part of our dreams is
ever to subject the forces of nature so that man ma\- develop the best that is in
him, according to his destiny.
The man in the street is not likely to find this out unless wc tell it to him in
his own language.
We have waited long enough for him to find it out unassisted, and our rewards bear evidence of the fruitlessness of our waiting.
Unless we show that we are leaders we shall be only workers hewers of wood

—

and drawers of water.
There are other reasons for proper publicity conducted by engineers, all of
which may be included in the broad purpose of service to tlie public. One of
these is to correct error and misrepresentation, so that when questions of public
policy come up they will he decided in accordance with correct engineering
principles rather than by the whim of the moment, directed, perchance, by some
small class to further selfish ends.

The country

burdened w-ith wastefulness where engineering skill might
For instance, it is planned to spend a hundred million dollars

is

save vast sums.

on highways

New York

state without adequate provision for maintenance.
hardly possible that such a proposition would have been seriously entertained if the public had waited for the opinion of the engineering profession
before making a decision. .A.gain Recently a proposition to spend fifty million
dollars on good roads in Ohio was voted upon without anv preliminary studies
or surveys as to how the money was to be spent. Had the proposition been approved, the money would have been largely wasted under the direction of jockeying politicians.
At present the Government is spending millions of dollars and requiring
the owners to spend many more in making a physical valuation of the railroads. W'hen two vacancies occurred in the Interstate Conmierce Commission
a year or so ago, the suggestion was made to one who had the ear of the
appointive power that it would be desirable to have one of the vacancies filled
by an engineer. He replied that such a position required a judicial quality of
mind and that the incumbent could surround himself with all the expert service
needed. His answer implied that an engineer could not be found possessing
the necessary judicial quality of mind. It should be stated that the man who
gave this reply was a lawyer.
There is a vast national field for furnishing engineering information to
the public, which can be taken care of only by a permanent national information
bureau conducted by engineers.
We have technical and research societies without number so many that
the public can hardly be blamed for believing that we are interested in material
Perhaps we need a national bureau to conduct and cultivate
things only.
business relations with the public, including inter-socictv relations, publicity,
in

It is

:

—

employment, and

legislation.

•From an address before

the Engineering Section of the Chicago .'\ssociation of Commerce.

:
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All over the country there is a growing protest against the direction of
The administration of
municipal affairs by the lawyer and the politician.
municipal business is largely a function of engineering. Why not enable the
public to see this situation in its true light and thereby perform a public
benefaction as well as advance our own interests?
Positions for engineers
would increase in number, and compensation likewise. In the matter of seeking
to prevent harmful legislation, recent events in the State of Illinois are a
sufficiently strong argument to convince Chicago engineers of the need.

The Architect and the Engineer

in

the Future

AT

a recent meeting of the Philadelphia Chapter, Mr. John C. Trautwine,
widely known as an eminent engineering authority, delivered an address
upon the subject of the Architect and the Engineer. Opinions will no

doubt differ greatly as to the position which Mr. Trautwine takes, and we
believe that the picture of the architect secluded "behind his curtained officeentrance, under his picturesquely low ceiling, in rooms lighted by small-paned
windows," will not suggest itself generally as a faithful description. But Mr.
Trautwine offers a good deal of food for reflection, and some interesting ideas
as to the future development of the process of socialization. He said, in part,
as follows
"Any estimate of the future relation between architects and engineers, or
of the nature and extent of their future co-operation, must take into the account
that prodigious and evolutionary progress in socialization, which, beginning
with the advent of the steam engine, has been the distinguishing feature of our
economic development during the last hundred years a process which means
the unification of mankind and thus the substitution of a natural and horizontal
stratification in place of the numerous, artificial, vertical, and generally mischievous cleavage planes which still separate mankind into small and contend;

ing, if not inimical, groups.

"A century ago, each individual depended almost wholly upon himself (or
upon other and almost equally inefficient individuals) for the supply of his very
restricted wants. Today, governments, national, state and municipal, vie with
giant private corporations for the privilege of transporting him (in small
armies and over prescribed routes) and his goods from place to place, and they
have thus brought the whole world to his door. Similar stupendous agencies
provide him with water-supply, with street facilities, with clothing, with food
and with fuel, all more or less under governmental control they put him in
instant communication with his fellowman at the world's end daily, weekly,
monthly, or "every little while," and, in volume hopelessly beyond his reading
powers, they inform him as to the world's doings. The poorest dweller in a
city is made the virtual owner of its street and park systems, and his city not
only keeps these in repair for him, but provides him with free baths and free
band concerts.
"And is the individual then left idle? On the contrary, he has been made
an employee, and thus a part, of one or other of these very agencies.
"Now, owing to its nature, engineering, as a business, has gone farther in
;

;

than has architecture for, in general, the engineer
designs relatively large works, under the direction of large clients governments and great industrial corporations, such as railroads, mining, and manufacturing companies, whereas, in general, the architect serves rather the private
individual or a relatively small group,
the builder of his own mansion, or a
church, or bank corporation.
Hence, a large proportion of engineers have
this direction of socialization

;

—

—

—
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become salaried employees, cither of t^overnmcnts or of large corporations,
whereas one thinks of the employing architect as an indivitlual or a small firm,
with relatively few employees.
"As, in general, the lawyer continues in strictly private practice, while the
conveyancer has been driven or drawn out from the dingy quarters which lie
occupied a half-century ago, and has been herded, with hundreds of others, in
tiie employ of great title companies, so also the architect (still the director of
his own fortune) secludes himself behind his curtained ottice-entrance, under
his picturesquely low ceiling, in rooms lighted by small-paned windows, wdiile
his engineering brethren (having to handle larger work) form large cor]>orations, employing hundreds of highly trained and specialized assistants.

"The

not-distant future is bound to see the culmination of the socializing
Possibly within the next generation or two, all the business of the
civilized world will have become public business, and all its peo])le will be parts
and employees in the world industrial army. To the engineer this w-ill bring
a condition difTering only in degree from that to which he is already accustomed
but the architect has still to undergo the socializing process in which the engiprocess.

;

neer seems to have been pushed farther.
".And, as the architect is thus driven out of the splendid isolatimi which now
distinguishes him, he will see that the supposed barriers between him and the
engineer are largely artificial and conventional, partaking of the nature of those
other vertical cleavage planes, the intersecting frith and the mountain interposed, which (although now largely bridged and tunneled by the engineer) still,
to some extent, "make enemies of nations that had else, like kindred drops,
been mingled into one."
Stupendous as are the material benefits conferred by the socializing process
in which we find ourselves, they sink into insignificance when compared with the
accompanying moral blessings, the end of hatred and suspicion and secretiveness and meanness the end of the wasteful and unnecessary conflict of competition for private gain, and the substitution of co-operating and co-ordinated
world-effort for the general good the beginning of the study of the human
being as a spiritual entity the elevation of the human race from its present
squalors and prejudices and ignorances: the advent of the superman; the
opportunity, for the first time, to practice Christianity.
"In this coming millenium, in the breaking down of the vertical partitions
which now seem to separate them, architect and engineer must perforce share,
to the great benefit of bcith and of the entire communitv."

—

;

:

;

Styles of Fireplaces
goes without saying that the fireplace adds a charm to a

ITmakes

it

more cheerful and

attractive.

The number

home which

of fireplaces being

installed is growing, and many new styles, with and without mantels, in
beautiful designs, have been used with artistic effect, says a writer in the
Brick and Clay Record. This is not only true of city homes, but builders of
town, village and country homes, as well as hotels and churches, and other
public builders, are making use of decorative fireplaces. The use of cement
block in fireplace construction permits the erection of a design which fits
in with the general scheme of the room.
Any design may be modified to
secure a maximum of decorative effect. For instance, a simple fireplace of
plain construction w'ould be a suitable one for an office a large one, in
keeping with the size of a rotunda, for a hotel an inglenook, for a den and
a variety of sitting rooms, dining rooms and parlors with pillar effects.
;

;

:
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square mantel or arch construction built of plain or special faced molded

—

block or brick.
Fireplaces built of cement brick are
be arranged to suit the room for which
this form of construction allows any
perienced workman can easil}- erect the

units

not of any particular size, but may
they are intended. The elasticity of
size to be easily secured.
An exfireplace. The addition of elaborate
decorations does not add very much to the work of construction when brick
The workman must, of course, have a good knowledge
is the material used.
of joints, since sometimes a narrow joint is desirable, and at other times a
heavy
joint.
The
top of a fireplace may be varied to suit the ideas of
very
For instance, decorative top of cement
the builder or the house owner.
bricks or small blocks may be used, or a wooden shelf, to harmonize with
For a den, a bookcase constructed
the rest of the fireplace construction.
either at the side of or over the fireplace, or both, is often desirable and
good. One of the chief objects for the builder to bear in mind in any of
these arrangements is symmetry, for with a simple, appropriate, and symmetrical design in keeping with the surroundings, the fireplace becomes a
harmonious, attractive and useful piece of house furnishing.

The

Five Orders of Architects

THE following
duty

extracts from a musty volume of the eighteenth century on
the
of the architect, contained in a recent issue of the London Builder,
may provoke a smile on the part of American readers
"As there be five Orders of Architecture namely, the Tuscan, Dorick,
lonick, Corinthian, and Composite, of which all elegant structures be composed
or ornamented
so likewise are there five orders or different kinds of architects,
each dififering from one another, yet all of them are paid or recompensed in
like manner by those requiring their services, and the payment is at the rate of
five pounds per centum on the moneys expended on the erection of the structures
devised by the architects.

—

—

"And the First Order of Architects is that called the Art Architect, who
much conceit 'of his calling. He is oft-times dressed in curious fashion in
a coat of velvet, and weareth a beauteous tie and a soft hat. His hair falleth
over his forehead in curls and quaintly toucheth his collar. Those who employ
him fear him, for he who crosseth his fancy he treateth as a felon or else
sheddeth salt and bitter tears. His devices for buildings are oft-times exceeding quaint, and at times inconvenient to those who occupy the dwellings he
deviseth.
Yet is there thought and meaning abundant in all. He deviseth
hearts upon doors and chimney-corners, the fires whereof oft-times smoke, yet
their appearance is exceeding quaint and primitive.
He quarrelleth with the
decrees of the local surveyor, as no such an one existed in the time of the Heptarchy. The latches upon his doors one puUeth with a bootlace, and he thinketh
of a pigeon-cot and sundial even in the forecourt of a city office. Thy garden
space he fiUeth with clipped yews and lily ponds, and the pegs for thy washing
will he design to teach thy maidservant culture.
"Now, the Second Order of Architects is that called Practical, and none
would know them from stockbrokers by outward seeming. Unlike the architect of the first order, he of the second order buyeth thy chimney-pieces readymade and knoweth where thy wife wanteth the draining-board of a sink that
her maid may place unwashed crockery thereon without hurt. He falleth in
readily with thy wishes, saying this is the whole duty of one of his calling. Yet
mayhap thou wilt discover the dwellings he deviseth are exceeding commonhath
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place and like to those raised by the builder without aid. and thou mayest find
him more practical in word than in deed.

"The Third Order of Architects is the Competitive Architect, and the manner
of his working is altogether different from that of the architect of the first
and second order. For whereas these are chiefly concerned with the devising
of dwellings, the Competitive Architect's brain is even like unto a seething
caldron of mighty thoughts.
He draweth out schemes for public buildings
which are not straightway given unto him, but only if they have been matched
against many others and adjudged better than they are. He burneth the midnight lamp, and sweat rolls down his forehead even on to the paper whereon he
worketh. He is balanced in the scales of hope and of fear, and his excitements
are many. For, as Holy Writ hath it, many are called but few chosen, and ofttimes the architect of the third order cannot discharge the reckoning of his
washerwoman. Yet fixeth he his eyes on the stars and his mind is filled with
great thought. When he succeeds he oft-times watcheth princes lay the cornerstone of his buildings while many applaud, and his name waxeth great in
the land.

"Now,

Order of Architects men call Speculative and verj- difFor the first three orders have no thought of the wherew^ithal from which payment must come, but wait in their chambers for the
knock of the client. But those of the fourth order see a fair piece of land
and show those who desire money how by building therein they can make
more. Yea. balance sheets are the weapons wherewith they fight, and tiiev will
even tell one where money can be had at interest if more can be made by
borrowing thereof. As other men, some among them are good and others bad,
who lead the unwary into pitfalls and grow fat with the five per centum on
what has been expended. Yet the fourth order has its uses, nor may man
condemn them without judgment.
"The Fifth Order of Architects is that called Official, and hath this difference from all others.
For whereas the four orders we have mentioned
live even upon five per centum or starve because it is lacking, the Official order
is payed even by salary by public bodies who employ them continuouslv.
So
care sitteth not beside them, but neither does the hope of great rewards
brighten their years. And have they the bitterness spoken of in Holy Writ
of ser\-ing masters manifold, who are appointed not because of their knowledge
of Art, but simply by the pleasure of the ratepayer. And they get them grey
hairs and troubles attending many committee meetings, nor are those who
serve many gratefully treated.
And, as among the other orders, some are
cunning and fashion great devices, while others have not the skill of the
ferent

is

the Fourth
their method.

artist.

the aforesaid we have mentioned are the five Orders of Architects
the five Orders of Architecture that the children of man may have
habitations, for. since mankind must increase and multiply, so must they have
buildings that their bodies be not destroved bv the rigour of the elements."

"And
who use

Rapid Age
"

"Is that a genuine antique?
"Yes, replied the dealer.
"Why, here's a mark that indicates it was made only twenty years ago."
"We are living in a very rapid age. It doesn't take nearly as long to
make an antique as it used to." Washington Star.
"

—

:
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The

The

Stability

of

Avcliilcct

and Eni;hicer

Quay Walls on

Earth Foundations

amount of experience which lias been gained in the
quay walls, it is still one of the most difficult problems in

spite of the lar^e

INconstruction

of

engineering- to design a wall on an earth foundation with confidence that
it will be stable when completed.
warehouse or a bridge can now be
designed not only with the assurance that it will bear its load but also with
a knowledge of its factor of safety sufficienth' accurate to satisfy the designer that material has not been wasted. But the same can certainly not
be said of a retaining wall on a soft bottom at all events not of a wall, say,
40 to 80 feet high, such as is commonly needed to sustain the quays of a
modern dock. Even if the designer of such a wall is assured that it will
stand, he cannot with any confidence tell you what factor of safety it possesses. The cause of his uncertainty is of course, the difficulty of ascertaining the actual lateral pressure imposed by an earth backing and the actual
His difficulties are thus different
resistance offered by an earth foundation.
from those of the engineer who has to design large masonry dams. The
foundation
of solid rock, and the
latter structure are invariably placed on a
designers' chief care is that the stresses in the masonry of which the dam
The dock eng'ineer on the other
is composed shall not exceed a safe limit.
hand has to be anxious that his wall shall not move as a whole on the comparatively soft material, on which such structures have in general to be
retaining wall may fail as a whole in two wa3's
placed.
(1) By sliding forward on its base, and
(2) By overturning.
It may be said at once that as regards quay walls, at least, the former
mode of failure (by sliding forward) is by far the more common.
The conditions of stability in a "gravity" wall may be summarized

A

;

—

A

thus

The forces tending to thrust the wall outwards (generally the lateral
pressure of the earth backing) must be at least equalled by the forces tending to restrain it or thrust it inwards. The latter forces are generally the
pressure of the water under it in front of it, the resistance of the earth in
front of its toe, and the horizontal resistance to shear (or the friction) at the
base of the wall.
If these horizontal forces balance, the wall cannot slide
forward.
The resultant of the outward forces, however, is almost always at a
higher level than the resultant of the inward forces. Thus a couple is
formed tending to overturn the wall about its toe. This couple induces a
counter-couple tending' to keep it upright. The forces forming this countercouple consist, on the one hand of the weight of the wall acting vertically
downwards, together with the weight of any earth or water which may lie
above the base of the wall, and on the other hand the upward resistance
of the earth under that base.
If the upward resistance of the earth beneath the wall is capable of forming with the downward weights a couple at least equal to the overturning
couple, the wall cannot overturn.
In order that the earth beneath the wall shall be capable of forming this
righting couple, two things are necessary, writes I\Ir. F. E. WentworthSheilds, member of the British Institute of Civil Engineers. It is obvious
that the centre of the earth's resistance must be forward of the center of
gravity of the wall and of other loads on the base, and generally it is forward also of the mid-point of the base of the wall. Consequently the intensity of upward resistance is generally greatest at the toe and least at the
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the resistance at the ti)e must not 1)C greater
the earth is capable of offeriusj, and that at the
heel must not be less than the pressure induced by the tendency of the earth
Tij prcser\e stahilitv

heel.

than the

maximum

vvliich

to rise at this point.
Calculations for the stability of (|uay walls cannot in our present state be
always relictl U])on and failures on the one hand and waste of material on
the other, are liable to occur even to the most careful and experienced designer. This, however, is not saying that such calcidations should be en-

On

the contrary they are most useful in suggesting means
most economical manner the stability of designs, which
are known or suspected to be weak.
Among the devices which have been used for increasing the stal)ility of
quay walls, namely: (1) Admission of water into dock, (2) Sinking foundations deeper, (3) Building buttress walls in front on main wall, (4) Making wall wider, (5) Removing a portion of the backing, (6) Improving
backing, (7) Sloping base of wall, (8) Driving piles under base, {'J) Anchor
ties, (10) Lengthening toe.
tirely ignored.

for increasing in the

*

City

*

Houses Should Combine Comfort, Charm and
Beauty

MANY

costly houses in our cities represent merely dull ])rose when
truly they should be poems of comfort, charm, joy, individuality and

beauty.
.Architectural possibilities in the building of a city house or its remodelling are in many ways limited as compared with the country home. There
are usually no grounds around it; neighborhood and environment must be
accepted, in general, as beyond the individual's power to change
he cannot
usually modify them as he can to a considerable degree in the country.
But the problem, by being thus limited and concentrated, becomes, in a
way, even more stimulating and more interesting.
In the treatment of both exterior and interior there are possibilities of
beauty, charm, comfort, convenience, too often passed by unrealized. There
is no valid reason for the lack of individuality characterizing most of the
fine residences in our large cities.
I\Iany of them have fine sites, at the
edges of parks, facing tree bordered public scjuares or fronting river or lake,
that ofifer rare opportunity for harmonious treatment on broad lines of
taste and effectiveness, says a writer in the New York World.
The three essential elements of a city house are convenience, comfort
and beauty, united in finest adaptation of the individual house to the needs
of the owner.
Many houses overemphasize in mere appearance at the
expense of convenience and comfort, but beauty can never be considered
apart from use in its highest form in the home.
Convenience means
efficiency in the household, the reduction of labor, time, energy to its lowest
terms, with maximum ease and simplicity in the working of the machinery
of service. A perfect kitchen, well planned, well lighted, with every modern
convenience for order and expeditious work is a valued aid in solving many
of the problems of service. Liberal storerooms with broad shelves adapted
to specific needs and electric lighted wardrobes with hanging appliances
that treat dainty gowns and heavier clothing with proper respect and little
closets tucked into just the proper places are a joy to the heart of woman.
These and many other conveniences which architects often deem of secondary importance should be considered in the original designs of the building
or in the remodelling.

—
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Comfort is a three-fold problem of architecture, furnishing and decoraEvery room should be satisfying, as perfectly fulfilling its destiny,

tion.

complete harmony with the need it typifies. If too large or too small,
there can be no real comfort; if the furnishings do not give the maximum
of ease, making one quickly oblivious of them as means to end in the
general spirit of satisfaction they bring to body and mind, there can be no
real comfort if the coloring of the decorations or the designs proves aggressive or stir some restless inner feeling of protest, or if certain articles of
furniture cannot associate together in peace and harmony in the same room,
there can be no real comfort. There are rooms that as we enter captivate
us with their charm to which we involuntarily surrender; there are others
far more elaborate, far more costly, that leave us cold, irritated or subtly
disturbed. Behind every success or failure is its reason, and if we can only
discover this reason we have the pass key to power.
The beauty of the house is fundamentally architectural it is the charm
of proportion, of size, arrangement, relation of the parts of the room to each
its

;

;

to those adjoining and opening from
other and the relation of
it.
A touch of individuality in the treatment of some detail may redeem a
commonplace convention to a genuine delight to the senses. The decoration and furnishing are limited and to a degree rendered essential by what
the architect has done. If this work has not had the full prevision of the
general decoration and furnishing to follow, it cannot be a real success.

each room

Architects in Charge of Construction*
By WALTER B. CHAMBERS, in The Brickbuilder.
not intended to be anything more profound than a brief disthe trade-contract method of conducting building operations,
and the presentation of a few points in its favor as compared with the
usual "general contract" method.
Of the various ways to go about erecting a building, by far the commonest
It is usually
is to put the work into the hands of a "general contractor."
awarded to him after he has been selected from among several competitors
article
THIS
cussion of

who submit

is

their bids based

on

the' architect's

drawings and

specifications.

He is rarely a mechanic or a
contractor is a middle-man.
direct eniployer of skilled labor. He takes the architect's drawings and specififirms or individuals carrycations to his office and calls in his sub-contractors,
ing on the various building trades, whom he invites to submit to him their bids
for that part of the work which is to be done under their particular trade. In this
way he gets his bids for the carpentry, plastering, heating, plumbing, structural
To the sum of the most favcirable bids he so
iron, ornamental ironwork, etc.
obtains, and which represent the real cost to him of putting up the building,
the general contractor adds his own profit, generally 10 per cent, and then
If it compares favoroffers the owner this sum as his bid for doing the work.
The general

—

—

ably with estimates similarly made by other general contractors who have
been asked to submit bids, the work is awarded to him.
\^iewcd from the owner's standpoint there are many disadvaiUages attaching to this way of building. That the owner's viewpoint is the right one for
the architect is unquestioned, as he is the owner's agent in the transaction, and
while it is his first duty to be fair in all his dealings and rulings, his legal
position naturally causes him to look after the owner's interests with special
care.
'

In a future issue the advantages of the "General Contract" method

will

be

d:
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An honest, competent and experienced man acting as the general contractor
can be a very effective aid to a building enterprise there are many such men
in the business, and their employment is wise in many cases.
Architects who are more interested in the artistic than in the practical
problems connected with their work will welcome the opportunities which
the employment of an efficient general contractor affords them, of shifting
responsibility to his shoulders.
It is comforting and reassuring to feel that
one's work is being well and promptly executed through the activities of your
contractor that your client's end of the contract is being honestly lived up to
by the "party of the first part." But how many times is such confidence well
placed? Builders are, as a rule, no more unselfish than most business men, and
at best they are, and naturally so, a little more anxious about their own
interest than anyone's else.
It is clearly improper to leave in their hands any
power to choose or direct or to exercise discretion of any importance. In other
words, it is the architect's plain duty to look after his client's interests himself
and not delegate any of that duty to the man who has the other end of his
;

—

client's contract.

But many times the employment of a general contractor adds to, rather
than lessens, the architect's difficulties in controlling and directing a building
operation, by intervening between him and the sub-contractors.
Being responsible legally only to the general contractor, the sub-contractor can evade
carrying out instructions received directly from the architect by interposing his
employer and claiming that all orders to him must pass through the latter.
Technically he is perfectly right in this position but when, as is often the case,
it is made use of to thwart the carrying out of the architect's wishes, the
latter looks about for some other system of legal relationships and responsibilities which will be a help to him instead of a hindrance.
He can find this in
the "trade-contract method."
By the trade-contract method the architect, acting for the owner, makes
direct contracts with each of those manufacturers and employers in the different building trades who under the other method are only sub-contractors of
the general contractor.
To do this properly, the drawings and specifications must be prepared in
considerably greater detail, and a much larger number of copies of each are
needed for sending out to the tradesmen to secure estimates for it is necessary to take at least six estimates in each trade in order to get the benefit of
the competition, which is one of the chief purposes of the procedure.
There are two signal advantages of this contract-by-trades method, first,
the .more direct control over the work which it gives to the architect, and
second, the reduction in cost, through the greater amount of competitive bidding by the many would-be contractors, and through the elimination of the
general contractor's profits.
The importance of the first of these cannot be too greatly emphasized, for
it deals with those matters which make the difference between satisfied and disFor that reason it is
satisfied clients, successful or unsuccessful operations.
even more important than the second, since efficiency and energy in carrying
out a building are even more to be desired, in most cases, than rock-bottom
Still, there is no surer way to obtain for a client one hundred cents'
prices.
value for every dollar expended, than by contract-by-trades procedure.
Another advantage is that inspection and superintendence of work in
progress, both at the shops and at the building, is made easier for the architect.
Under the ordinary system when the architect or his representative visits the
sub-contractor's shops and thinks it necessary to order changes or corrections,
he finds his directions accepted by the sub-contractors "subject to the approval
;

;

—

—
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—

the sub-contractor, being
of the general contractor." The reason is obvious,
responsible legally only to the general contractor, doesn't propose to let himself be committed to any modification of his contract without the latter's sanction.
This puts the architect in an awkward position. It is as though the

colonel of a regiment
order, 'Til carry it out

was
if

told by the lieutenant to

my

whom

he had given an

captain approves."

The military analogy, though not perhaps a true one. will do to illustrate
the awkward state of affairs,
a state of affairs which can't e.xist under the
trade-contract system, where each tradesman has his legal relations direct

—

with the owner.

How many trade-contracts are needed in a building operation? This
.depends both upon the nature and the location of the building. An ofifice builda city residence a little more than half
ing in a large city requires over fifty
;

—

that number.

The greater the number the greater the advantage to the owner, and also
the greater the complications and difficulties in management and direction on
Too much sub-dividing is apt to defeat its own
the part of the architect.
Following is a fairly typical list of convenient trade-divisions into
object.
which the erection of an ordinary city building may be separated
:

Demolition of existing structures.
Excavation, shoring, etc.

14.
15.

Carpentry.
Joinery and cabinet work.

3.

Masonry.

16,

Plumbing.

4.

Waterproofing.

17.

Heating.

5.

Bluestone.

18.

6.

19.

20.
21.

Electric work.
Interior marble and slate.
Tiling.
Concrete paving.

22.

Elevator plant.

12.

Limestone and marble.
Granite.
Fireproof construction.
Structural iron.
Iron, other than structural.
Sheet metal work and roofing.
Metal furring and lathing.

13.

Plastering.

1.

2.

7.

8.
9.

10.
11.

A

Monster Cannon

24.

Painting.
Glazing.

25.

Hardware.

26.

Lighting fixtures.

27.

Special finish and equipments.

23.

Ball

of Granite

A

century ago the Turks had the largest cannon in Europe. They actually
used a gun that fired a shot weighing 800 pounds. When Sir J. Duckworth,
the British commander, passed the Dardanelles to attack Constantinople in
1807, his fleet was dreadfully shattered by the immense shot thrown from the
batteries.
The Royal George, of 110 guns, was nearly sunk by only one shot,
while another cut the mainmast of the Windsor Castle almost in two. A single
shot knocked two ports of the Thunderer into one. The Repulse 74 guns) had
her wlieel shot away and twenty-four men killed and wounded by a shot, the
ship being saved only by the most wonderful exertions.
The heaviest shot
which struck the British ships was of a granite, weighing 800 pounds, and was
twenty-six inches in diameter. One such shot, to the astonishment of the tars,
stove in the whole starboard bow of the Active; and, having crushed this
immense mass of timber, the shot rolled ponderously aft, the crew standing
aghast at this singular spectacle. One of these big gims was cast in brass. It
was composed of two parts, its breach resting against massive stonework, and
the difficulty of charging such a monster would not allow of its being fired
more than once.
(
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The wily Jap is scoring in the buildgame and all because of the appar-

ing
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and others, became interested in Japanese oak, buying it in the log and
sawing and seasoning it in San Francisco, thus making the development of
Japanese
this trade a home industry.
oak was found to be satisfactory for
certain purposes and became quite
vogue for a time both for
the
for
furniture.
trim
and
interior
When the local firms had detrade
the
Japanese
sought to increase their
profits by doing all manufacturing in
Japan, shipping the boards here and
selling same direct to the consumers,
thus cutting out the lumber mills that
There
had developed the business.
might have been some attractiveness
in this change if a large saving
had been effected to the consumer,
but not so, for despite the fact that
the labor of sawing and handling
costs but a small fracin Japan

veloped
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labor and cut out the American manufacturers by selling their finished product flooring, millwork, furniture,
direct to the consumer. They
fixtures
can very easily do it. They have the
cheap labor in practically unlimited
quantities and with the assistance of
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day per man as
against from $2.50 to $6.00 per day
on the Pacific Coast of the United
States, the Japs absorb practically all
this extra profit for themselves, as they
make but a trifling reduction, which is
offered as an inducement for using the
Japanese made and sold Japanese oak
instead of the old, reliable Eastern oak.
The question arises, will the Japanese merchants stop where they now
are, distributing their lumber to wood
working establishments such as planing mills, furniture factories, cabinet
makers, bank and store fixture manufacturers, flooring mills, etc., or will
they go a step further and do all that
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The Architect and I'".ngini-er enjoyed
visit last month from Mr. J. E.
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ARIZONA NEEDS
SOME DRASTIC
LEQISLATION
bill

Kcmiedv, an archiof
^^^j.^^^

FlagstafT,

^ect

„^.j,y

jj.

Mr Kenpn-paring a

for the next legislature which,

trust, the state

Solons

will

we

have the

archipublic

to pass.
The bill will provide for a Supervising Architect of
State work, the appointment to be
made by the Governor and the term
of office to be four years.
The incumbent will act as adviser and it will

to appreciate the
many
architect,
in
the
cases, especially in these days of
stress when the owner wants to
keep down the expense, merely pre-

be his duty to invite reliable architects
to compete for state work.
The bill
will further provide for a State Board
of Examiners who will issue certificates to applicants who demonstrate

the plans and has nothing
whatever to do with the construction work.

their ability to practice the profession.
At the present time any person who

With

periodical regularity

we hear

of a failure or near failure of a building, and with it
THE RESPONSIBILITYniorc or less cen-

FOR INSPECTION

sure
tect.

seeniini^ly
fact

of the

The

fails

that

pares

It is

getting to be altogether too

common

a practice for a client to

his architect two, three, and in
exceptional cases, four per cent for
turning out a set of plans and then,
being possessed of the drawings, the

pay

owner does with

tlietu as he sees fit.
out the work or he may
Sometimes he
build by day labor.
employs a competent superintendent
but more often he leaves it to the
contractor and if the latter is not
very competent and conscientious,
there is likely to be trouble with
It would, therefore,
that building.
seem to be economy in the end for
an owner to pay an architect 6 or
even 10 per cent and know that the
building is to be put up right. The
architect assumes the responsibility
when he is paid his full fee. He
takes no responsibility in so far as
construction is concerned, when the
owner hires him simply to draw up a
Courts
set of plans and specifications.
have ruled that inasmuch as the architect or engineer made the plans, if the

He may

let

the architect or engineer
must be held responsible, for the failure must have resulted from an inRut this is
ferior or faulty design.
hardly a fair ruling, since the design
might be ever so good, yet without

building

fails,

competent superintendence

made

a botch.

it

could be

good sense

can draw a straight line has about as
good a chance of getting a commission as an experienced architect.
Besides the urgent need of these
the state of Arizona is in a bad
matter of handling its construction work.
The contract system
has been abolished and now all state
work is done by day labor. In other
words, an uncertificated architect
may step in. design a state building,

bills,

way

in the

without competition buy the
materials and sublet the work to
v.honi he chooses.
Here is the flowery Utopian argument presented by the State Federa-

and

of Labor which pulled the law

tion

through bv the slender majority of
901 votes. 'some 15,853 out of 32,607
voting against the measure
W^e are now passtnK through a crisis in the industrial affairs of this nation that is becoming
City after city and state after state are
appalling.
being torn asunder with strife and civil war.
Red hate holds sway. The people of the nation
are coming to realize that we have arrived at a
stage where it is necessary to either take over
some of their industries or else allow the Rockefeilers. Morgans. Guggenheims and Clarks to continue to rule the people as peons or serfs in federal

Arizona being a new state with

its

resources

as yet. wc should take some
conserve the state's resources in line
with the law that gives the work to citizens on an
eight-hour basis at good pay, rather than a state
full of peons where their product is sent out to
New York. Boston. London or Paris for a few

hardly

steps

scratched

now

to

millionaires to revel in luxury.

May, 1914 Copy Wanted
Will pay 50c for a copy of the May,
1914, .Architect & Engineer.
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$20,000 City Residence
Geo. A. Applegarth, architect of San
Francisco, has made preHminary plans for
a handsome city residence to be erected on
the southwest corner of Washington and
Lxjcust streets, San Francisco, for Mr. John
will be in the Italian
It
A. Buck, Jr.
Renaissance stvle and will cost in the nuigliborhood of $20,000.

'S J>an Jrancisco

T

Regular

Meetings

Wednesday

f

.:^ociEtp

of Hrcljitectg
Second
Month

of Each

^«ir-.;J*sg^.
I'rederk K

President
Vice-Presidini
Secretary and Treasurer
Directors

Committees

—

—

W. Kclham.
Herman

— Charles

Peter Weeks, chairman;
Barth and Frederick H. Meyer.

Sacramento Library Competition
The Sacramento city commission has
autliorized a ci>mpetition for a $100,000 Carnegie library and the program has had the
approval of the San Francisco Chapter,
.\. I. .A.
Quite a number of architects have
rnrolled close to fifty and some splendid
drawings may be expected. The successful
architect will receive a fee of 6 per cent of
There will
the total cost of the building.

—

—

The competition ends
1st and judgment will be rendered not later than the 15th.
The jury
will be composed of the Sacrameirto city
librarian, one member of the city commission and an architect who is a non-resident
of the city of Sacramento, to be named
Mr. Edgar .\.
by the Institute Chapter.
will
probably
^fathew5
represent
the
Chapter on the jury.
be no other prizes.

November

Partnership

Formed

M. Turton and W.
formed a co-partnership
L.

F. Herbert have
for the practice

They have
Bank

of architecture in Santa Rosa.

opened

offices

in

the

Santa

Rosa

building and will be glad to receive trade
literature, catalogues, etc.
Mr. Turton has
been practicing architecture in Napa for a
number of years, and he will continue to
have an office there as well as in Santa
Rosa.
Mr. Turton was the architect of

Mr. Herbert is
the Santa Ro.sa hospital.
a graduate of the Boston Technical school.
The new firm has considerable work now
under way. including two residences to be
built in Santa Rosa, one for Mr. G. A.
Proctor to cost S6000 and one for Dr. Johnston.

Crocker Highlands Residence

One

of

the

hm-^t

Highlands district
purchased by Mr.

site<

of

in

the

Oakland

Crocker
been

has

Iliggins. Jr., who
intends to build a splendid home at once.
J.

E.

Meyer

1915-16

Education: John Bakewell, Jr., chairman; B. R. Maybcck and W. C. Hayes.
Entertainment and Meetings: J. Harrv Blohme, chairman; John Reid,
yfembershi/':

11.

Charles Peter Weeks
J. Harry Blohme
John Bakewell, Jr. and Herman Barth

J.

C.

Jr.,

and Geo.

Harry Blohme, John Bakewell,

VV.

Jr.,

Stockton Savings Bank
Dickey, Central Bank building,

Oakland, is completing working drawings
for a bank and store building to be erected
in Stockton for the Stockton Savings Bank.
It has been decided to make the building
Class "A," with steel frame, concrete walls,
and terra cotta exterior. The classic columns will probably be of Travertine marble.
The building will occupy ground space
50x100 feet. I5esi<les quarters for the bank
there will be two stores, one on Main street
and one on Sutter street. There will be
a mezzanine floor on which will be the
directors' room, lockers and toilets and
storage rooms. The counter screens in the
main banking rooms will be entirely of
marble and glass. The floor and wainscoting of this room also will be of marble.
\'au!t dixjrs will be round and will be built
of crome steel. Ceiling of the main bankThe
ing room will be ornamental stucco.
building will be equipped with a steam
ventilating
sysheating plant and possibly a
tem consisting of a fan and blower. There
will also be a vacuum cleaning plant.

Maybeck Writes About Fine Arts Palace
That which mo.st keenly impresses the
majority of visitors to the San Francisco
Exposition is the romantic Palace of Fine
Arts, which has been said to be the most
divinely beautiful building ever reared in
America. Unusual interest is therefore attached to the announcement by Paul I'-lder

& Company, San

Francisco, that they will

soon publish a little volume written by the
Bernard R. Maybeck, of Berkeley,
he discusses in a naive and simple
manner the Fine .\rts Palace and Lagoon,
not from the physical but rather from the
psychological point of view with reference
to the effects of architectural forms on the
mind and feelings, and analyzes the various
elements which influenced the composition
of the architecture and landsc.ipe.
architect,
in which

—

:

:
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San Francisco Municipal

Visalia Auditorium Competition

A competition for plans for a municipal
auditorium for the city of Visalia has resulted as follows
Plans adopted carrying 5 per
First prize
cent of the contract price of the building,
awarded to Messrs. Coates and Traver of
Fresno.

—

Second prize—$250, awarded

Weaver

to

M.

L.

of Visalia.

Third prize— $150, awarded to Messrs.
Glass and Butler of Fresno.
Fourth prize Honorable mention and possible money, awarded to Messrs. Schwartz
and Schwartz of Fresno.
The fourth award was made in view of
a possible inability to secure a bid within

—

money

available on the first set of
those of Coates and Traver of
Fresno, in which case Mr. Weaver would
have first place, and Messrs. Schwartz and

the

plans,

Schwartz would come to third place. The
prize winners, however, have declared that their immense building coverfirst

ing almost an entire half block can be
constructed for the money at hand,
$35,000.

Convention of the
of

American

Institute

Architects

A

meeting of the American Institute
on Friday,
Architects was held
in the Italian room of the
There were present
St. Francis Hotel.
members from all the Coast chapters and
a number of the Eastern ones, besides
architectural draftsmen and students of

Work

The erection of the steel frame of the
Public Library building in the San Francisco civic center has been completed by the
U. S. Steel Products Company.
The steel frame of the Juvenile Detention Home on West Mission street is being
put up, the foundation work having been
finished.
This building which will cost the
city about $150,000, will probably be completed in seven months.
Messrs. Ward & Blohme are preparing
plans for two new fire department houses,
one to be built on Mint avenue and the
other on Howard street, near Third. They
will cost $40,000 and $30,000. respectively.

Adopts Code of Ethics
Southern California chapter has adopted
the code of ethics of the American Institute
of Architects. Members of the chapter were
under the impression that the code had been
adopted until recently when a search of the
records disclosed that while the code had
been discussed it had not been adopted by
the chapter.
At the last meeting announcement was
made that the board of freeholders which
is now framing a new city charter for Los
Angeles, had agreed to incorporate a clause
providing for the creation of a city planning

commission.

of

October 8th

architecture.

President R. Clipston Sturgis, and the
officials of the institute

who accompanied

east explained the aims of
the institute in its relation to the profession of architecture and what it is

him from the

No Wonder Business Is Slack
"We lost a $25,000 apartment house

the

other day," said the senior member of a
San Francisco firm of architects that endeavors to live up to the ethics of the profession and " holds out" for the Institute
6 per cent. And then he added in a tone
of disgust
"A coniipetitor took the job for $175. He
furnished the owner with a complete set of

endeavoring

working

At 3:30
which the

the $175
then left it to the owner to
the contracts and put up the building."

to accomplish.
m. of Monday, October 11
Panama-Pacific
International Exposition set aside as
Architects' Day President Charles C.
Moore presented to the president of the
American Institute of Architects a commemorative scroll in recognition of the
architectural profession and its part in
making the Exposition a success. The
presentation took place in the Court of
the Universe.
p.

officials of the

drawings

and

specifications

;

—

C.

W.

McCall Has Much

at

Mount

Olivet Cemetery

In the September Architect and Engineer two half-tone plates were shown of
a columbarium designed by William H.
Crim, Jr., architect of San Francisco. The
caption beneath these cuts read "Columbarium at Cypress Lawn Cemetery," when
it
should have read "Columbarium and
Incinerary at Mount Olivet Cemetery." The
building is now practically finished and has
been pronounced one of the largest and
most up-to-date on the Coast.

let

Work

Charles W. McCall, the Oakland archihas been exceptionally busy the past
couple of months. He has completed plans
for apartment houses for Robert W. Farmer on East Twenty-fourth street, Edgar
L.
Ormsby at Forty-first and Terrace
streets, Oakland, and residences for Nat
tect,

M. Crossley, James Tyson and

Columbarium

for

J.

J.

Mc-

Donald. All three houses will cost approximately $6,000 each.

Portland's Schools
Louis S. Stone of Stone & Wright, the
Stockton architects, recently returned from
a trip through the Northwest.
Mr. Stone
was impressed with the splendid schools
that recently have been erected in the city
of Portland, but he was greatly disappointed in the poorly constructed school houses
in the country districts.

;
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PostoCBce Buildings

Furniture Warehouse Alterations

previously stated in this magazine, a
plan has been adopted by Secretary
McAdoo for classification of postoffice
buildings.
The regulation will be according to postal receipts and will be as fol-

C. E. Gottschalk. who succeeded to the
business of the late William Curlelt in
San Francisco, has recently completed plans
for extensive alterations to the Wisconsin
and
Fifteenth
Furniture warehouse at
Commercial streets, San Francisco, and
also a one-story brick store building to be
erected in San Ansehno for E. I. Crane.
has
made preliminary
Gottschalk
Mr.
sketches for a l.irgc Oakland building.

As
new

lows
Class A Marble or granite facing; fireproof throughout, metal frames, sashes and
doors interior finish to include the finer
grades of marble, ornamental bronze work,
mahogany, etc. public spaces to have monumental treatment; mural decorations; special interior lightmg fixtures.
Class B Limestone or sandstone facing;
exterior frames and
fireproof throughout
sash, metal interior frames sash and doors,
wood interior finish to exclude the more
expensive woods and marbles ornamental
metal to be used only where iron is suit:

—

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

restricted ornament in public spaces.
Gass C Brick facing with stone or terra
cotta trimmings; fireproof floors; non-fireproof roof, frames, sashes and doors, wood
it>terior finish to exclude the more expensive
woods and marbles, the latter used only
where sanitary conditions demand public
spaces restricted to very simple forms of

able

;

Holy Soul, also a residence in Claremont court and a store building on Fillmore street for the Shcan Estate.
of the

—

;

ornament.

D—

Brick facing; little stone or
CTass
terra cotta used; only first floor fireproof;
frames,
doors, etc., where adstock sash,
visable ordinary class of building.
;

Personal
Hebbard, architect, of San Diego,
has been appointed by the mayor to serve
as one of the civil ser\ice commissioners
of San Diego.
Harrison Albright, architect of Los
Angeles, is erecting a fine residence on
his ranch in Spring Valley in San Diego
\V. S.

county.

Myron Hunt,

architect-

of Los Angeles,

recently enjoyed a trip to San Francisco and
the Panama-Pacific Exposition.
Lyman Farwell has removed his architectural oflice to larger quarters in suite 615,
\V. P. Story building. Los .Angeles.
General Geo. \V. Goethals. builder of the
Panama canal, was a recent visitor to the
While in San Francisco he
Exposition.
was entertained informally by different
clubs and societies. In Los Ar>geles General
Goethals was a guest of the Jonathan Qub.
.\mong the visitors to San Francisco the
past month was Professor Larch of the
Department of Architecture, L'nivcrsity of
Michigan.
Professor Larch attended the
Engineering Congress, spent considerable
time enjoying the Exposition, and paid a
visit
to the office of the .Architect and

Engineer.

Architect to Build
Baker- Detwiler
\V.
Pennell,
1304
C.
building. Los .Angeles, has prepared plans

and

Addition to Sisters' Building
^^essrs. \Velch and Carey, San Francisco
architects, have made plans for a substantial addition to a three-story building at
Haight and Lagima streets for the Sisters

will

build

for

himself

a

two-story,

eleven-room English style residence on
Buckingiiam drive, in Lafayette square.

Carnegie Library

Ward and Blohme, San

Messrs.

Fran-

have made preliminary
architects,
plans for an $8000 reinforced concrete Carnegie library to be built at Lakeport. The
are
making working
architects
same
drawings for two fire houses for the city
cisco

of San Francisco, one to cost $40,000 and
the other $30,000.

Municipal Waterworks Building
Edmund J. Burke, architect of Eureka,
has been commissioned to prepare plans for
a steel and concrete building for the municIt will
ipal waterworks of Eureka, Cil.
cost $10,000.

Phoenix, Arizona, Building
Sidney Mashbir has been commissioned
to prepare plans for a two-story and basement brick building to be erected on West
Congress street for the Spanish-.American
The first floor will be divided
Alliance.
into two stores and the second floor will be
arranged for lodge purposes.

Brick Church for Santa Monica
F. Marsh. 214 Broadway Central

Norman

building. Los .Angeles, has prepared plans
for a new church to be built at Santa Alonica for the First Baptist congregation of
that city and it is expected that work will
be started within a short time.

Los Angeles Residence
Otto Xeher. 709 Garland building, Los
.Angeles, has purchased a site with about
Hamp300 feet frontage at Third and
shire streets and will erect for himself a
Mr. Xeher will probably
large residence.
build a two-story frame and plaster house

New

containing about twelve rooms.

San Jose Garage
William Binder. Rca building, San Jose,
has completed plans for a one-story reinforced concrete commercial garage, at First
and San Carlos streets, San Jose, for John
Twohy. Building will be 58x162 feet and
the contract price is about $10,000.

—

:;
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Arizona Needs Some Reform Leg^islation
Editor The Architect and Engineer
At
the general election in November, 1914, the
;

vision was made for the appointment of a
person to represent the state and to carry
out and look after the state's interest and

welfare.
At the present time the award of plans
on all state buildings used for public instruction,
such as normal schools, lies
wholly in the hands of the board of education of the different districts.
This board
has power to award contracts for plans with
professional advice, thus using their own

judgment.
In nine cases out of ten, this judgment
is insufficient to provide for the best set
of drawings being accepted, as the drawings that look best on paper might in all
due course be the ones that should not be
accepted, as we of the profession well know
that a pretty drawing is captivating to the
layman, while in reality it would be impossible to produce, in actual construction, the
building typified on the drawings, because
of several elements, namely, cost, materials
and the impracticability of the design and
construction called for.
For illustration
In June of this year the board of education,
of the Northern Arizona Normal school,
awarded the contract for plans for a new
dormitory at Flagstaff, the architectural
scheme of the building being pure Colonial
the already existing buildings of the group
being of a design in absolute clash with
the contemplated building; further, it
will be impossible to erect this structure
for the amount appropriated.
When these working drawings were completed, the board, acting in ignorance of the
law, advertised for sealed bids. On the day
that the bids were to be opened the attorneygeneral of the state advised the board of the
law abolishing the contract system, thus
holding up the projected work.
The designer had already received his
compensation on a percentage basis which,
according to the law, should have been by
"day's pay."
In closing, let me say that the practice
of architecture in Arizona is under no
restrictions, and anyone, whether capable or
not, can "hang out his shingle," there being
no examining board or license required.
Competitions are awarded and carried out
with programs prepared by the board, leaving many loop-holes for irregularities, as
they are prepared without expert advice,
and according to no fixed or standard practice.
They allow only a small compensation
to the designer, this being too small t» attract men of ability.
J.

Flagstaff, Arizona.

E.

Progress of University Work
for two new buildings for

—

people of the state of Arizona passed an
initiative measure that abolished the contract system on all state work.. Namely,
flumes, dams, reservoirs and buildings, and
that provides that such work shall be done
by "day's pay." In drafting this law, no pro-

KENNEDY.

Ei.

Plans

campus and

for the completion of

library are being prepared by

tliu

the

Doe

John (ialcn

Howard, the supervising architect of the
These impioveUniversity of California.
ments, when completed, will cost $l,(X)i1,00(*,
which, with the $800,000 appropriated for
the construction of Wheeler hall, will exhaust the $1,800,000 bonds voted at the last
State election.
A second unit of the agricultural b'lilding group, costing appro.ximately $350,000,
will be erected north and west of Agricultural hall.

the site of the historic "chem" pond
$250,000 chemistry building will be
constructed of the same architectural de-

On

a

new

sign as the other new buildings
Greater University plans.

in

the

Architects Enjoy Luncheon
architects of Los Angeles were recently guests of honor at the monthly
luncheon of the Metropolitan Exhibitors'
Association, in the large room adjoining
Between twenty and twentythe exhibit.
President
were present.
architects
five
Thomas Fellows presided at the informal
conference following the excellent luncheon.
Talks serious and jovial were made by a

The

number of

the architects

and the exhibitors.

Kings County Highway Construction
Kings county highway construction under
the good roads bond issue, was started Sept.
7 when Chairman J. M. McClellan of the
board of supervisors turned the first earth
with the shovel used twenty-four years ago
turn

to

for

tlie

the first earth for the excavation
existing courthouse. The breaking

ground for the highway system, for
which $675,000 bond money is available,
was made the occasion for a celebration.
of

MacLaren
Donald

Parks
San Francisco,
has been engaged by

to Beautify

MacLaren

of

landscape architect,
Redlands to work out plans for beautifying
the city parks and streets. Mr. MacLaren's
first work will be done on the parks and
he is now preparinig plans and specifications
for tliis feature of his plan.

Now

They All Make Mistakes
and then we have been criticised

a typographical error or incorrect
But no publication is infallible
even the .American Institute Journal,
which recently published an obituary of
the late William Robert Ware who died
June 10, 1915, and erroniously reported Mr.
Ware as having died in 1910.
for

caption.

not

Till-

Institute Architects Plan

.Irclnlitt

Changes

in

Membership
Final dralt •I tliv nviscd constitution
liy-laws of the Ainerican Institute of
Arcliilects wliich is to he sulniiittotl to the
Institute convention to he heUI at Washinfftoii. D. C. Dec. 1. 2 ami 3. have heen
received hy menilwrs of the Pacific coast
chapters.
Many inipiirtant changes affcctinp membership are proposed.
Three classes of menihcrship are established:
An active class to l>c known as members, an associated class and an honor-

anil

ary class.
•'.\iiy residenl of Iht I'. S. who it a praclicinft
architect, or an architect engaged in professional
education, or an architectural draughtsman over
thirty year* of age, is eligible to membership if
able to submit the retiuired proofs of his or her
professional capacity and honorable jwrsonal and
professional standing."
No application shall be considered if one or
more members out of every ten object and two
negative votes shall reject when final ballot is
A rejected cantaken by the lioard of directors.
Memdidate cmnot .Tgain apply within a year.
bers 5h.ill I.e designated by the initials "M. A. I.
Fellowship will be conferred on members
A."
as
heretofore for notable professional achievenutits. the elections to be made at annual con\ii': lis bv Australian ballot from a list to l>e
Fellow;,
t: Tr.cnded
by the lioard of directors.
shall be designated bv the initials "F. A.
-hi|'

.V"

I.

Associates shall be electetl

by members of the

Institute who are members of the chapter within
whose territory proposetl associates nave their
They may use the desigbusiness he.i.liiuarters.
All chapter members
nation ".\4soc. A. I. A."
not members of the Institute shall become associates automatically on the adoption of the new
This section will cease to be a part of
bylaws.
the bv-laws three years after adoption.
The new bylaws abolish the Chapter-atlarge
and require all members to affiliate with chapters
whose territory they have business headin
quarters.
All the territory within the U. S. is
In
to be divided among the several chapters.
cull -tate where two or more chapters exist a

may be formed, the president and
of each chapter to be members exvK-h board.
Each chapter may furnish
'•rrs to the numt>er of delegates
privilegeil to send to the precedt'hapter members shall be
fotion.
or Fellows of the Institute or
I- "t the Institute.
A-'(rs may affiliate themselves with allied
professional
organizations
of
.-.iiions
or
within their territory with a view to
]Mt i.'-'i
furthering the profession and its allied arts and
the purposes of the Institute.
v'.i-c

':i...ird

i*,-v

s'

ami

Praise for

(

1

•

Country Residence Work
Messrs. Hodges and Mitchell, San Francisco architects,

a contract for a
resilience to he erectetl

have

let

frame and stucco
Plans have
.\thcrton for Dr. Sharpc.
been finishe<i and bids taken for a countryhouse at Palo Alto for Mf J. M. Moore.
It will cost about $5<XK1.

at

Another Cafeteria for San Francisco
San Francisco is to have another cafeteria from plans hy a Ijis .XiiKeles architect
—.Arthur S. Heineman. It will be at 945
Market street, where Lour's market used
to l)e.
.\lK>ut $3<lOl\1 will be expended in
fitting up one of the most attractive restaurants on the Coast.

Municipal Auditorium

"Never have
declared James

seen anythiiiK like it,"
Reynolds, secretary of
the Republican National Committee, after
a tboroiiKh inspection of the San I'rancisco
Municipal Civic .Xuditorium. lie was under
the escort of officers of the San Francisco
Convention LcaRUe, who have charge of the
campai(o< lo w'n tbe Republican national
convention of 1916 for San I'rancisco.
Reynolds was visibly impressed with the
great structure, every part of which was
visited and studied with relation to its
possible use as the place of meeting for
Details as to all
the national convention.
of the conveniences for committee meetof a great
every
other
activity
and
for
ings
were pointed out.
assemblage
political
Secretary Felton Taylor of the League
showed Reynolds the seating arrangements of the main auditorium, where
comfortably
be
persons
can
11,000
seated, and where as high as 17,000 people have found places.
Besides this, it was shown that all of
the accessories in the building were .adapted
to supply just the needs of a vast and
In mind's eye was pictured
busy throng.
for
the seating of the delegates, and
Reynolds' benefit the space estimated to be
required for the working forces of the
I

H.

convention were laid off.
"Why. you could put

the Coliseum of
Chicago inside this edifice." was one comment, "and still have room to spare."

New

Bridges for Santa Barbara County

Santa Barbara county has voted favorably

on a $350,000 bond issue for building bridges
along the state highway. The character
and location of the proposed structures
are as follows:

r'

•

Ill

/:)i.i,'i»i.

1.

One

the crossing over

bridge at

Southern

Pacific railroad track.
2.
.\
reinforced concrete girder bridge over
Eagle Canyon creek.
3.
A steel-truss bridge over Dos Pueblos creek.
4.
A reinforced concrete bridge over Gato
canyon.
.-\
reinforced concrete bridge over El Capi5.
tan creek.
6.
.\
reinforced concrete bridge over Corral

Canyon
7.

creek.

\

Canyon
8.

reinforced concrete bridge over Tajiguas
creek.

.\

reinforced

concrete

bridge

over

,\rroyo

Quemada.

Two steel-truss bridges over Claviota creek
9.
between Gaviota Gorge and the Pacific ocean.
in.
.A steel truss bridge in Gaviota Gorge over
Gaviota creek where state highway crosses creek.
11.
A reinforced concrete bridge over Las
Cruces creek at place known as Sheep Camp.
12.
Four bridges across Nojoqui Creek at point
where state highway crosses creek in Cuesta
at the
ac
Santa Yn
highway cro»,se» river near
creek, the cost to said county to
construct and build said bridge not In exceed
$50,000: the cost in excels of said sum to be paid
by the state of California.
14.
Six reinforced concrete girder bridges over
Zaca creek between Santa Ynez river and Zaca
l.V

point

.\

bridge

where

state

mouth of Zaca

station.

Three reinforced eonerele girder bridges be15.
tween Zaca station and Los Alamos.

;
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The Importance

of Complete Electrical
Specifications

tlie only widely used comdecreased in price durdecade.
With the reduction
have come great improvements in the
design of all electrical products and large
increases in the uses and applications of

Electricity

is

modity that has
ing the

last

electricity.

The changes have been

so rapid that even

a specialist has difficulty in keeping up to
Due to these changes the importance
date.
of complete practical electric wiring specifications

as

a

—

the most favorable bid as price is
the only basis considered.
Reliable contractors using only good
material and doing excellent work, frequently lose a contract from this cause,
then the extra work, misunderstandings and
exceeded appropriations amount to much
more than the thought and time necessary
to make them complete.
Owners of all types of buildings realize
often too late that insufficient provision
was made for necessary electrical conveniences; statistics show twenty-five per cent
additional to original contract price expended before building is occupied and fifty
per cent additional after building is occupied.
Much of this could be eliminated
with a lower ultimate cost to the owner if
the electrical specifications were complete
and the appropriation for electrical work
increased sufficiently to compensate for the
advances made in this branch of the industry.
Less than three per cent increase
over present building costs will be enough
as an average.
The co-operation of all architects, builders, owners, manufacturers and contractors
is necessary and this condition is rapidly
materializing with beneficial results to all.
To cite an instance of this co-operation
the General Electric Company maintains
a building equipment department and specialists in all their local offices for the
purpose of giving personal attention,
gratis, to requests for complete, special
or standard electrical specifications covering any specific building project.
select

An

A

Evil that Should
the

San

After the bids

were opened it developed that he would
have been the low man.
Such tactics as this have been pursued in
several other cases during the last six
months and the practice is one which should
be stamped out. This association on behalf
of its stockholders has previously dealt with
several such cases and each time was able
to insist on the deposit money being returned and from present indications this
matter will have to be publicly dealt with
and the practice absolutely stamped out.

means of correcting some

adverse conditions cannot be overestimated.
Unless electrical specifications are complete and rigid it is a difficult matter to

From

tractor decided not to bid.

Be Stamped Out

Francisco General
Association Review

Contractors'

Advancement in Plumbing Trade
For some time it has been conceded that
the plumbing business is undergoing radical changes. Times are not what they were

new
The

conditions suggest different methods.
business man is the one who keeps
ground and is ever ready to
march abreast of the times. Evolution, like
time, waits for no man.
Just as life must
adjust itself to changing environment, so
must commerce and industry fall in line,
or succumb to the inevitable. In the laboratory of nature the processes of progress
and decay are ever active one or the other
is the destiny of all things.
Nothing can
remain stationary not e\'en the plumbing
live

his ear to the

;

—

business.
That the science of plumibing and a fine
art as well
has moved forward goes without saying. It is only necessary to compare

—

—

present-day workmanship and apparatus
with that of but a few years ago to allay
any doubts along this line. Indeed, possibly nothing save electrical development
can compare in any degree with the marked
advance of sanitary plumbing.
Without
doubt these two avenues of human activity
lead in the industrial world. The Plumbers' Trade Journal.

—

Architects for Alameda Schools
Knowles, Hearst building, San

Wm.

Francisco, has been appointed supervising
architect of school work, including new
buildings and repairs to old buildings, in
the city of Alameda.
The architects who
have been commissioned to design the four
new school buildings are Cunningham &
Politeo, Henry H. Meyers, Carl Werner
and Chas. E. Rogers, all residents of Alameda, but in business in San Francisco.
The city of Alameda has about $250,000
available for school improvements.

member

of this association recently
paid a deposit of $5 for a set of plans for
a bridge in Contra Costa county.
On having made up his estimate the contractor then returned the plans and asked
for the return of his $5 deposit.
He was
told that this was a charge for figuring the
work and to pay for the plans.
Deciding that an office that would resort
to such practices would not be of a desirable kind under which to carry out the
terms and conditions of a contract, the con-

State University Library

John G. Howard is completing the working drawings for an addition to the Doe
library at the University of California,
Berkeley.
Work is expected to cost

Two more

$400,000.
will be added.

stories and an attic
Construction will be Class

frame and stone exterior.
The money is already available, having
been bequeathed to the University by the
late Charles F. Doe.
"A." with

steel
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LAVREL LOGS

IS V.IRDS

Laurel, the California

By

C.

113

OF SATIOX.IL MILL AND LIMBER COMPASY,
SAS FR AS CI SCO

Hardwood

H. White.

up and down the coast of CaliALL
fornia and Oregon are found beautievergreen tree disful groves of an
tinguished at once from all others in its
range by the strong camphoric-pungent
odor of its crushed leaves or green bark.
In moist shaded mountain canyons and
gulches it appears in shrubby form but
in the river bottoms and in the dense
forests among other species of trees it
has a clean straight trunk from 30 to 40
feet high and a narrow crowm of close
The tree is a
small, upright branches.
long lived one. Trees 20 inches to 25
inches in diameter are from 160 to 210
years old and larger trees are known
which should prove to be much older.
One tree has been sawed up in the
San Francisco market which was figured
out to be 500 years old. Laurel wood is
very heavy when green, moderately
heavy when dry, hard, very firm, finegrained, and in color a rich yellowishNo
brown, often beautifully mottled.
other of our hardwoods excels it in beautiful grain when finished.
Laurel was formerly used to a very
great extent in California, in fact, it was
one of the best known and most highly
prized hardwoods for cabinet work, shipbuilding, wagon work and hundreds of

The great consumption of
this wood 15 to 30 years ago depleted
the available forests rapidly and with the
lack of railroad facilities which prevailed
at that time in the best laurel region,
that is, Humboldt county, California, the
production became too expensive in comparison with other hardwoods such as
other uses.

oak and ironbark and consequently
was in time almost forgotten. The

laurel
activ-

notably the piercing
by the Northwestern Pacific Railroad
of the mountainous region between San
Francisco and Eureka, has rendered accessible the finest stands of California
laurel and in consequence this once popular hardwood has again come into its
own, and a plenteous and stable supply
is available at a very low price as compared with the Eastern and imported
hardwoods. Large stocks of this wood
are carried in San Francisco as will be
seen by the picture of the immense log
pile at the National Mill & Lumber Company's plant at Fourth and Berry Streets,
San Francisco, belonging to White Bros.,
the Pioneer hardwood house. .\ perusal
of the stock lists issued by the San Fran-

ity of the railroads,

hardwood dealers will disclose an
enormous stock of sawn and seasoned
lumber for which the demand is becom-

cisco

ing greater every day.
California laurel has many merits.
U. S. Forestry Bureau tests show

The
it

to
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occupy a position in strength, toughness
and hardness midway between the oaks
and the ironbarks. One of its principal
points of excellence is the fact that subjected to friction it wears smooth and

does not splinter.
Its beauty is well known.
Many of the
magnificent old pieces of furniture made
of California laurel and still e.xtant. attest
the lasting quality of its handsome grain.
At the Panama Pacific International
Exposition the myrtle or laurel furniture
in the Oregon building has attracted
great attention as has also the beautiful
set of carved laurel furniture, presented
by Mrs. Phoebe A. Hearst, in the reception hall at the California building.
Old
timers in San Francisco will remember
the cafe on the corner of Kearny and
Bush streets below the old California
Theatre, known as the Laurel Palace.
This was finished in California laurel
and the beautiful bar, panels and wainscot excited a great deal of admiration.
The place was a landmark up to the time
of the fire in 1906. The old billiard table

manufacturers, Jacob Strahle and .August
Jungblut, made their finest billiard tables
of laurel and in the show rooms of the
last named is still to be seen an old
laurel billiard table kept as a relic and
to show the cabinet work of 40 years ago.
In shipbuilding, in repairing in drydock, and, in fact, in all marine work,
California laurel is being used at the
present time to a very great extent. The
United States Navy Yards on the Pacific
Coast have adopted California laurel as
the standard wood for keel blocks in
their dry docks. Mare Island and Bremerton both use considerable quantities of
this wood for these purposes.
In boatbuilding laurel is used for shaft or sleeve
logs, fenders, rails,

deadwood and many

purposes.
In harbor work it is
for chafing strips, pile fenders,
rails, truss blocks in the sheds, and for
planking on the bridges. The truss blocks
in the municipal wharves at San Pedro
are of laurel and the Third street bridge
in San Francisco as well as the Webster
street bridge across the estuary between
Oakland and Alameda are both planked
with
laurel.
The wearing quality of
laurel on a roadway is about four times
that of the white cedar or pine which
heretofore have been used for the purpose.
Laurel has proven itself the best wood
obtainable for oil well rigs.
Made into

other

employed

and calf wheel shafts, cap blocks,
and other parts of the rig which require
hardwood, it gives a service unequalled.
The blacksmith and wagonmaker find
bull

a hardwood peculiarly suited to their
purposes.
Lumbering is one of California's greatest industries.
The state has long been
famed for its magnificent redwood, sugar
pine, and other softwoods, and now laurel
is
bringing it to the front as a proit

ducer of hardwoods.

Contractor Gets His Forfeit

On

Money

advice of Prosecuting Attorney
Murphy the county commissioners at Seattle were obliged to reverse themselves in
their rejection of the claim for a return of
the

$3500 forfeit money to Todd, Coates &
Co.
Todd, Coates & Co. bid $35,888 for the
construction of the Bellevue Samammish
road.
The county engineer's estimate was
After the Todd-Coates bid was
$47,000.
accepted, the contractors represented that
a mistake of $10,300 had been made in computing the cost of the gravel surfacing. The
board refused to return the $3,500 forfeit
money. The prosecuting attorney advised
that under an honest error a contractor
could not be held to his bid.
Upon the return of the money the contract was awarded at $49,998 to the next
lowest bidder.

—

Cleveland (Ohio). ^When bids were
opened for the construction of the Brooklyn-Brighton bridge it was found that T. P.
McCourt of Akron, was low at $438,811—

more than $100,000

less

than the three other

After the bids had been tabulated,
Mr. McCourt, in a letter addressed to the
board of county commissioners, which was
authorized to let contracts, stated that an
bidders.

error liad been

made

in his bid in that an

item which he intended to allow for removal of plant and for contingencies upon
tlic labor situation had been omitted, and
he therefore requested that his bid be not
considered.
An examination of Mr. McCourt's bid
indicated an error of judgment rather than
a clerical error. It was recognized that he
could not possibly construct the bridge at
that price and because of the mistake in
judgment the com.missioncrs were reluctant
to keep his
certified
security check of
$10,000.

However, the instructions to bidders and
the information on the proposal sheet relative to the retaining of the certified check
clearly covered the situation.
It was also
realized that the building of the bridge was
a public undertaking, with the conditions
clearly stipulated on the blank which thus
formed a part of the contract. When appealed to, the county solicitor, in a written
opinion, held that the board could do only
one of two things: reject all bids or award
the contract to the lowest bidder, reawarding the contract and retaining the
surety if after ten days he failed to
undertake the contract.
It was evidently adjudged best not to
follow the first of these courses, for the
second plan was adopted. The unfortunate
low bidder aided matters by waiving his
right to wait ten days before signing the
contract and at once authorized the commissioners to enter into tlie contract with
the next ibdder.
,

—

state,

County and Municipal

tngineenng

Good Roads-Water -sewers
-Bridges — Fire Protection

Concrete
If llio

tlie

Dam

cuiicri-lc in ihv

Equal
Arrourock

in
(lain,

hinlu-st in tlic world, located 20 mik'S

ahovc Hoisc, Idaho, and which was completed October 4 last, were placed in
the average block in most any city in
the United States, it would stand Hush
with the four streets aroinid it, as high
as a 15-story edifice; if it were put into
a column 10 feet square, it would stand
29 miles high.
It is said that no bigger
job of concrete mixing for one structure
ever
attempted
before in this counwas
try.
Today this datn stands completed,
a tribute to the Reclamation Service and
engineering aii<I constructing ability of
F. E. Weymouth, supervising engineer
of the Idaho district; Charles H. Paul,

construction engineer and James Munn,
superintendent of construction.
If this masterpiece in concrete could
be weighed it would tip the beam at
over a million tons.
It is wedged and
anchored in arch shape with a radius of
curvatiiin at 662 feet, 1100 feet long between sheer mountains towering a mile
high.
Its total height is 348.5 feet, 91
feet of which is below the Boise river bed
across which it has been constructed. It
rests on a base 240 feet wide which represents its thickness where it is concreted

At the top it is 16 feet wide,
to granite.
crested with a concrete roadway guarded
on either side by a parapet wall four feet
high crowninsT which are arc light pedesThe
tals the entire sweep of the curve.
sides are also anchored to granite cliffs.
Inside of it are spacious inspection galleries
running its full length at various levels, the
lowest 230 feet below normal high water
surface. In these galleries is the mechanism
that operates the 20 outlets controlling the
impounded water.
One side of this mighty dam contains
a concrete deck over which logs floated
down- the reservoir can bo snaked across
and shot into a concrete chute, through a
tunnel and dropped 60 feet into the river
below. There are three billion feet of merchantable tim»)er valued at thirty-si.x million dollars tributary to this reservoir and
will take fifty years to
it is estimated it
On the
float and shoot it over the dam.
opposite side is a concrete coated spillway

Height to 15-Story Building
cut

init

waters

of solid granite to
the flood season.

take

care

ni

in

Turning constantly, mi.xing and kneading their two-ten charge of concrete, double
cone mixers churned for four years to
mix enough concrete to fill the excavation
for the dam and raise it to its present
towering height. A total of seven hundred
thousand cubic yards of rock and dirt was
excavated for both dam and spillway and
six hundred cubic yards of concrete were
dumjK-d into the <lam. Where it was possible great boulders were used in the construction.
A mountain side of gravel was
moved, screened and dumped into gravel
trains and carried 13 miles to the mixers.
These dumped with the regularity of a
clock.
Electric cars then rushed tlie concrete into a tunnel to the distributing tower.
Cableway buckets sailed through the air
between the tower and hopper. It was then
distributed from the hopper by chute to
various points on the dam.
In less than
three minutes from the time gravel left its
bin at the mixing plant, it was in its linal
resting place in the concrete of the dam.
Every day saw the dam 2000 cubic yards
nearer completion.
A sand cement plant with a capacity of
1000 barrels per day of 24 hours or a total
output of 585,240 barrels saved the government thousands of dollars. Crushed granite run through this plant and ground with
Portland cement, was mixed 45 per cent
sand from the granite and 55 per cent Portland cement, giving a better and stronger
mixture than pure cement. The mill was
erected below the dam.
Granite from the
spillway
excavation was
passed
to
it
through a chute, run through a rock
crusher and sand rolls. dn,er and ball mill
and pulverized to pass a 20-mesh sieve.
Mixed later with Portland cement it passed
through a 200-niesh.
.Xflerwards it was
stored in large covcreil bins and as needed
was blown by air pressure through a tube
across the excavation to the mixers.
All
.sand cement passed a thorough test before
used. The plant is now l>eing dismantled.
Before the foundation was laid, ho'es
were drilled 30 to 40 feet into the granite
bed and grouted with pure cement under air
pressure to fdl all possible crevices. These

:
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holes were carried up into the dam together with seepage test holes into the
inspection galleries where grouting machines can be set up and grouting resumed
if water is found to seep through.
If seepage develops the water will be carried off
through the galleries.
The dam was started four years ago and
completed over a year ahead of time at a
saving under the estimates of $2,500,000.
Total cost was $5,000,000.

What

Quality of Aggregate Gives the
Best Wearing Concrete Road?

The interrelation of size, shape, surface
texture, hardness, itoughness and crushing
strength of the aggregate determines the
wearing quality of a concrete road. This
is the lesson indicated by the series of wearing tests on concrete recently conducted at
the University of Minnesota and summarIncidentally it
ized in another column.
deserves to be noted that these tests are
the first laboratory tests to have been devised which afford either much information
or means for successfully obtaining information except by observation of results of
road wear in the field.
Hardness and toughness have been generally assumed to be primary requisites in
an aggregate for road concrete. They probably are so but only when the factor of
size of aggregate is duly considered.
well balanced fine aggregate of hard and
coarse aggretough rock wears well.
gate of the same rock does not wear well.
The reason for inferiority in the second
instance is that the softer mortar matrix
wears faster than the embedded stone and
the protruding stones spall down and kick
If in addition the hard stones are
out.
seamy the breaking down is more rapid.
If also the surfaces of the stones, are
rounded and smooth, reducing bond, they
kick out of their sockets more easily. Considering then tough and hard aggregates
these conclusions seem justified:
(1) The
aggregate to wear well must be fine and
superior
broken
stone
is
graded;
well
(2)
to gravel because its better bond with the
mortar matrix reduces the chances of kicking out of the particles.
Turning now to the soft stone aggregates,
that is aggregates of stone no harder than
the mortar matrix, the tests indicate
is
that wear is even. The stone wear as fast
as the mortar and the pavement remains
smooth. The factor of size of aggregate
or of uniform grading largely disappears.
If the soft stone is less hard than the mortar matrix and particularly if this stone is
friable or flaky it wears faster than the

A

A

matrix which is exposed in knobs and fins
The same
which rapidly break down.
physical condition of surface is produced as
existed with the hard aggregate and softer
matrix.

The more nearly that road concrete approaches to being a homogeneous material
the better it wears. With aggregate much

harder than the mortar homogeneity is approached only by using a fine graded stone.
If commercial sizes are used a sound stone
no harder than the mortar is superior to a
much harder and tougher stone. These
conclusions follow from the tests which we
describe but it is to be kept in mind that
the tests are not great enough in number
to have established definite conclusions on
Engineering and Contracting.
all points.

—

Railroads Cut Rates on Structural Steel
The following are the old and new rates
between California and the East on structural iron and steel and tin plate, shortly
to be effective on the trans-continental
roads, and announced by the Southern
Pacific Company
O. R. N. R.
Cents Cents
Iron,

steel,

structural,

75
75
65
75
75
65
65

etc

Bar iron
Billets,

blooms, etc
nuts, washers,

Bolts,
etc
Nails, spikes, etc
Pipe, cast iron, etc
Pipe, wrought iron
Plate and sheet, No. 16 and heavier,
including boiler heads and ends
75
Sheet No. 12 and lighter
75
Single bands, box straps, etc
75
Shoes, horse, mule and ox
75
Tin plate
70

55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
65
55
55

Minimum weight to get carload rate for wrought
iron or steel pipe reduced from 80,000 to 60,000
pounds.

Pacific

Coast Steel Plant Enlarges

business of the Pacific Coast
Co. has increased so largely that
additions
have been made
extensive
necessary in both the South San Franhas
It
cisco and the Seattle plants.
added to its South San Francisco plant a
new nine-inch mill, which materially
increases the capacity for small sizes
quarter-inch upfrom
steel bars
of
ten-inch
relieving
the
thus
wards,
mill.
This last mill has been changed to
the Belgian type of mill, splitting roughing and finishing rolls into separate
trains.
Speed is thus added to the finishing rolls and it may be said that this mill
is
now the fastest of its kind in the

The

Steel

United States.
These changes

have

increased

finished steel product 25 per cent.

the

Other

important changes are contemplated. In
addition to the increased local demand,
large orders which absorb fully one-half
of the output of steel have been received
from foreign ports.
In line with this advancement and to
meet the demand in the Northwest a 40ton open hearth furnace has been added
the Seattle plant also a 22-inch
to
Additional
mill.
offices have been taken in the Rialto
Building, San Francisco, to accommodate
an increased clerical force, and altogether
the Pacific Coast Steel Co. would seem to
be entering upon an era of great pros-

—

Three High Blooming

perity.
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EXHIBIT Oh -ARMCO' PRODUCTS IS THE PALACE OF MIXES AXD METALLURGY.
Pure Iron Exhibit
of
ONI" the

in

Palace of Mines

the triumphs of

modem

science

attainment of an understanding
Twenty years ago nobody
knew anything definite of its real nature.
Since that time the rust problem has been
subjected to the deepest study by men having at their command all the resources of
modern science. These investigators have
included some of the most famous metallurgists of America and Europe.
The result is, that today we know the causes of
rapid corrosion and have at hand the means
of preventing it.
A long and careful investigation of the
durable irons of earlier times has shown
that these were nearly always of high purity.
Manganese and sulphur in particular
were almost wholly eliminated. The modern rapidly rusting sheet metal has, on the
other hand, a comparatively high content of
these substances as well as of carlwn.
These studies and experiments finally led
to the discovery that the laws which govern
iron and steel corrosion are the same as
those of the electric battery and all electrochemical action. Any substance other than
iron and steel corrosion are the same as
metal, may form with the iron a voltaic
couple similar to that formed by the two
metals of the battery. The activity of such
a battery involves the destruction of one of
its elements.
Thus the principal cause of
rusting is the presence of impurities. These,
in the presence of moisture, set up the
electro-chemical action which corrodes away
is

of

rust.

the iron.

The qualities that made the iron of our
ancestors far and away more durable than
modern galvanized iron and steel, produce
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exactly the same results today. These qualities are purity and that physical evenness
which comes from intelligent and painstaking methods of manufacture.
Armco (American Ingot) Iron has been
developed along these lines. It has purity,
evenness, and density in a verj' high degree and is proportionately rust-resistant
and capable of long service.
Nearly all of the visitors to the Palace
of Mines and Metallurgy find it well worth
while to spend time in the lxx>th devoted
to the display of rust-resistant iron prodThese include corrugated culverts in
ucts.
replica installations under highways and
railroads.
An Armco flume demonstrates
its usefulness in connection with irrigation
and power developments. Both culverts, and
flumes are carrying water as in service.
miniature Armco farm is a striking presentation of the varied service which pure and
durable iron may perform for the agriculRoofing and siding, fences, silos,
turist.
tanks, roofs, etc., are displayed exactly as
Another portion of the exin actual use.
hibit is devoted to Armco building products
of every description. Still another displays
Armco stoves and refrigerators, and various
handsome enameled articles made on an
Armco base.
The practical uses of a highly rust-resistThe display at
ant iron are numberless.
the Armco booth, while highly varied, is
only an indication of the possibilities in this
direction. The tendency of the present time

A

is

toward more excellent and durable mate-

rials and away from the cheap and temporar>-.
The visitor at the .\rmco booth
will find the display illustrative of this distinctly modern and wholly admirable de-

velopment.

:
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Machine Mixed Stucco
The California Mineral Products Company, of which Mr. HoUoway, well-known
as the former manager of the Livermore
Fire Brick Company, is a leading spirit,
is about to place on the market a stucco
plaster for exterior walls that will undoubtedly have, a big demand. As is well known,
is an extremely difficult matter to mix
concrete or plaster by hand and have them
One needs only to
entirely satisfactory.
look around at stucco plaster hnish on walls
to see that at least 90 per cent of the work
is streaked.
Light and dark spots appear
and there is neither uniformity of strength
nor color. The stucco plaster sold by the
California Mineral Products Company is

Coast Branch Established
The American Rolling Mill Company,
manufacturers of Armco American ingot
iron, is now represented in San Francisco
with a direct factory branch.
Messrs.
E. A. Emerson and H. O. Stevens are in
charge and they have opened offices in
the

prepared at the works in East Oakland, and
is shipped in bags to the scene of building
operations. The cost of the prepared plaster is no more than the cost of the raw
materials when one takes into account the
expense of laborers to mix the materials
The company is niaking two
at the house.
grades of the prepared stucco as follows

No.

1

finish coat plaster is

compounded

with white Portland cement and a snow
white silica sand, which no other dealer
on the Coast has ever used. It is waterproof in density and smooth as silk.
No. 2 scratch coat plaster is compounded
with local Portland cement and tw'O sizes
of washed, sharp sand, free from any impurity or organic matter.
Packed in 100-lb. bags for immediate
delivery.

Another product that bids fair to become
popular with the architects and which the
company will shortly put on the market, is
an imperishable pressed facing brick made
of cement. It is said that there is nothing
on the market equal to this brick for
.They
beauty, uniformity and durability.
are made in various colors such as buff,
They are put
cream, red, and white.
through very high compression and are
said to be as substantial, if not more so,

They make a particularly
as clay brick.
attractive facing for fireplaces and chimneys.
Samples from stock on hand will be
furnished by parcel post on request.
The works of the California Mineral
Products Company are at 806 Forty-seventh
avenue. East Oakland.

Monadnock

building.

the intention of the company to carry
San Francisco a complete stock of Armco

It is

it

in

ingot iron roofing, pipe, gutter, terne plate

and metal lath. This means that there will
be no delay in deliveries and when architects specify the Armco products they can
bo reasonably sure that there will be no
substituting of inferior articles on the
ground that goods cannot be readily obtained.
is
It
not generally known that
Armco iron is used for the cornice and
skylight work on the new San Francisco
city hall, as well as all sheet metal work
on the $1,000,000 municipal auditorium in
Oakland. Robert Dalziel, Jr., who had the
sheet
metal contract on the
Oakland
auditorium, in a letter to the American
Rolling Mill Company, wrote as follows:
Gentlemen: We have just completed the sheet
metal work on the million-dollar Municipal Auditorium building for the city of Oakland; this
work required the use of two carloads of sheet
metal, all of which was Armco iron from your
firm.

This iron was shipped to us through the Panama
Canal and came through in first-class shape.
I wish to state that the workmen who installed
iron say that it is the easiest to work that
they had ever handled, and I know for a fact that
we did not have a sheet crack on us by bending.
I take pleasure in recommending the Armco iron
as a first-class article and the best that can be
this

made.

Yours very

truly,

ROBERT DALZIEL,

Jr.

Fine Contract for A. Knowles
known San Francisco plastering contractor, has been awarded the contract for plastering and metal
lath work on the First National Bank
A. Knowles, the well

building. Portland. This structure will cost
close to a half million dollars and Mr.
Knowles contract alone figures $30,000 or
thereabouts.
Mr. Knowles has done some
very creditable plaster work in San Francisco and the bay cities and the Portland
jiib will probably be no exception to the
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Hijt

i.lttio Woljtlit

lUu l>r<>(ltN l.lttlu OoMt
Onniiulty .iK Cu. VU«. fi l>o>-

—

All rouiuk-J surfaces
no corners for concrete to I'Mlue in.
Revolves on ball thrust bearing, hermeticaUy sealed to
prevent Rrit from workins in.
Kqviipped n-ith levers for turning over and lorkinR d.vice
t" h.il.l ,lrum in pl.-ice while m.^ini;.

EDWARD R. BACON COMPANY
1'ni.ific

SI -S3

A
l;v

Little
1\

W.

Handbook
11 l/l'.\

IUK'K

Al.irri.l-:

liaiulliook has just conic to
desk lli.it. it seems to nic. the
architects oiiRlit to greatly appreTo put it tritely it certainly "fills

my
Coast

Minna

St.,

Const AkciiIs

San Francisco

Tel. Sutter

1675

pcrl'cilly cviilciii aKci that
tin- oiniiaiiy iializrs th:it its licsl hold on
Mtii.;.

I'T

it

is

you is through the service it gives you,
and this little book is all service. .\U in
your interest and all for your conveni-

I'acitic

ence.
\o Coast architect can afford to
be witliout that handbook, and I wish to
heaven the "supply" people of other districts would wake up and give us something on the same order, or at least as
near that perfection as they can achieve.

matter.

Why He Didn't Secure Contracts
.\n Eastern contractor, after bidding
on about a dozen jobs this season without landing a contract, began to look
around for the reason for his continued

ciate.

want." It is published by the
RnildinR Materials Company and
is called the "Bnildinp Material
Handbook." This San Franciscan company is
made up of as enterprising, energetic and
enthusiastic an agRregation of fellows as
there can he fonnd in that most enterprising, energetic and enthusiastic district,
or any other district, for that
a

lonn

felt

The book is a ready reference, a dictionary, a text book, a sort of Bible for
the architect or builder.
you want
paint, therein will you liiid out all about
paint, how it is made, how much surface
various kinds of it will cover, how it is
shipped, how to use it. and how much it
costs. So with roofing paper, lath, Keene
cement anything and everything about a
building.
.\nd all in concise form. You
don't have to chase through your files for
each specialty's literature or dig through
tons of musty tomes of Sweet or Bitter
indexes, but you find it all right there in
a coat pocket-sized book.
You know, of course, that the inference
conveyed is that anything you want in
the building line will be found at 523
Market street, or if it isn't there the Pacific Building Materials Company will get
it for you in a jiffy, but the advertisement
is not
tl.iniliiiyant. aggrcs-ivi-. imr in.ir-

H

—

ill-luck.

He

jestingly,

half

finally,

been no guess work

in his bids.

On

miinlain

tlic l.ir^est

Kiiiriiircrinu;

.iii.I

C. .iitru-|in-.

diversified stock of Pacific

CmsI Lumber

to be found in

any one yard on this Coast. We can at all times be depended upon to supply
your most exacting rct^uirements for any of the following lumlier in any grade or
size you may require, with accuracy and dispatch, and at a minimum cost to you:

WHITE CKDAH
WHITE PINE
SU(]\R

RED CEDAR

SPRL!CE

REDWOOD
\> HITE CEDAR SHINOLES
RED CEDAR SHINOLES
CL RLV REDWOOD
REDWOOD lURHL REDWOOD SHINtiLES

PINf-.

DOUOLASFIR,

VAN ARSDALE-HARRIS LUMBER
Ill,

phone Kiarn>

Jori.

sev-

eral jobs he lost out by a narrow margin;
hut on others the contracts went ^t prices
that indicated the low bidders had no
conception of the cost of the work. The
Eastern contractor, thanks to his experience and cost-keeping system, had a
pretty good idea of what the work could
be done for at a reasonable profit: the
other fellows didn't, and as a result they
now have something to worry about.

NEED LUMBER QUICK— A CARLOAD OR A STICK?
We

as-

cribed it to his cost-keeping system. He
has a very excellent system anil has accumulated a large amount of valuable
data.
He consequently has a definite
idea of what it will cost him to do cerHe has used this knowledge
tain work.
in preparing his estimates and there has

.Till

.mil Uratinaii .Sis

.

S.m

CO.

I'rai
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CLARA VALLEY BANK,
iVm. H.

Giving the

A. M.

WAS

recognized almost at the beginning of the great development of

American cement industry, that cement for building purposes would be a
leading, if not the leading, material.
superiority, its strength, durability

economy had been proved, and

it

Its

and

vvras

to

via.y would be found
few disadvantages.
Chief of these was the tendency of cement and concrete to absorb moisture.
Second was the dull monotony of color
of ordinary cement, and the difficulty of
making several batches of cement of like

be expected that a

overcome

shade.

ClAKA. CAJJLORXLi

its

Occasionally, too, ordinary cea spotted or streaked apespecially
after
protracted

ment takes on
pearance,

and snows.
Because of its character and

rains

its

to

Cement

MacMURRAY

the

to

SAMA

H-'eeks, Architect

Touch of Beauty
By

IT

.^^^

adapt-

ability to almost any kind of construction, cement has often been the logical
material to use, but its dull, blue-gray
color so detracted from the artistic effect
desired that it was much less employed

It is essential in any cement coating
that it contain no elements of a corroding nature.
It is equally desirable that
it dry on
the walls without destroying
the te.xture of the material.
In the case of a wash or cold water
paint, which has
been tried in many
cases, the eiTect has been a cOiSting as
absorbent as concrete, or even more so.
After a storm, the blotches and discolorations are still visible. Another point
about a wash or cold water paint is that
the glue or casein binder soon rots under
the action of. the alkali and dampness,
and dusts or washes off.
Mixing colored pigments with the cement itself has not proved generally!
satisfactory.
In some cases the addition of foreign coloring matter weakens
the concrete. There also arises the impossibility of obtaining uniformity of

color.

Lead and
question.

oil

This

is

paints are out of the
so for the reason that

otherwise would have been.
Ten or twelve years ago the use of
cement was greatly retarded by these
objections, held not only by architects
and builders, but also by those for whom

any coating which retains oil after drying is quickly acted upon by the alkali
in the cement, forming a soapy mixture
which never dries hard. Nothing con-

buildings were to be erected.
But the very objections to cement
were an incentive to finding the means
of
overcoming them. Obviously, the
remedy was to discover how to preserve
cement and concrete from external influences by an appropriate coating, yet
one which would have no deteriorating
eflfect upon the cement itself.

much advantage.

than

it

taining neutralizing agents

is

usable to

All of these facts have 'been recognized by the leading paint manufacturers
of the country.
It is generally accepted
that the only medium is one which does
not contain an oil affected by alkali, and

one which evaporates at once as soon as
applied.
This leaves the base of the
coating an integral part of the surface;

Tlii-

Arcliitcct

preserves the distinctive texture of
the comeiit licciusc it settles in the pores.
In tile manufacture of Bay State Brick

it

and Cement Coating-. Wadswortli, Howland

&

Co.,

Inc

,

139-141

Federal street,

Boston, have a coating which has been
proved hy the most practical tests to be
ideal.
LcadiiiR architects and contractors throughout the country have fried
it and pronounced it entirely satisfactory,
and this is having a marked influence
upon the popularity of cement and con-

homes

crete for

as well as office build-

ings.

This coating is manufactured from a
base of a concrete nature, does not turn
yellow and admits of many pleasing
tints.
It has opened an unlimited field
of artistic

possibilities

to

the

architect,

contractor and owner.
In hundreds of cases the superiority
of this coating has been proved by the
fact that neither rain nor snow can penethe cement walls.
Consequently
is no discoloration and the natural
dampness of the cement is reduced to a
minimum.
Moreover, the early tests,
made as long ago as a dozen or fifteen
trate

there

years, have established the durability of
Bay State Coating.
-\rcliitecls and builders here and there
still
adhere to antiquated methods, or
continue to experiment in the treatment
of cement, but hundreds of architects
and contractors in all jiarts of the country have tested Bay State Coating and
endorse it as the most practical means
of overcoming the objections to cements,
concrete and stucco.
One of the most interesting pieces of
evidence which the manufacturers of
Bay State Coating submit to architects
and builders is the comparative photograph showing a concrete or stucco

building before it has been coated and
afterward. This is only one of the many
interesting photographs reproduced in
the new catalog which Wadsworth. Howland & Co., Inc., have published and will
be glad to send to those interested.
It is surprising to note that in all seccountry tliore has been a
>{
tlutions
•
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remarkable increase in the use of concrete and stucco for buildings of all descriptions.
This is especially true, for
some reasons, in the case of many prosl>erous and successful men who are seeking for homes pictures(|ue and beautiful
and for which cement outranks all other
materials.
The western states have contributed
l.-.rgely to the increased use of concrete, not
only in the residence class of construction,
but in large office buildings and factories as
well.
B.iy State brick and cement coating
has been extensively used throughout this
section, where its many excellent qualities
are widely known.

A

$1,000,000 Esplanade

Proposed for San

Francisco

An

esplanade development to cost about
$1,000,000 is proposed by the city of San
Francisco.
As outlined, the improvements
will extend along the ocean beach from the

House

ClifT

southerly.

Plans have been completed by M. M.
O'Shaughncssy, city engineer, for the first
section, for which an initial appropriation of
It is thought that
S50.000 has been made.
1.000 feet can be constructed with this
sum and when completed its necessity and
usefulness will be so appreciated that the
forthcoming appropriations will be larger in
earlier completion of the
entire project can be had.
The plans provide for a concrete sea wall
to be sunk into the sand 11 feet below low
tide and which will be carried up on a slope
29 feet long on a very flat angle to an
elevation 15 feet above the highest tide.
At this point there will be a promenade 25
feet wide.
To the top of the wall the surface will be concave.
.At intervals of 100
feet there will be landings 12 feet wide with
easy steps extending down to the beach
and between the landings the slope of the
wall will be stepped to form resting places.
The boulevard proper back of the 25-foot
balustraded walk will be 350 feet wide, with
foot paths for horseback riding and a
smooth-paved surface for all kinds of
vehicular traffic.

amount and an
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Points to
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Burning of Petroleum
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1.

A. H.

LIGHT,

ample itupply of

M

.-Ircliilrct

luis^inrcr

12.^

Efficient

K.

air.

alomi/alion of the fuel to the finest P"sible ttate of division.
3.
A most effective admission of the air.
2.

and

All's Fair

air nilniissinn to
THE
fuel iliould he such

tliis lincly divi(U-<l
as to produce a
tlioroHKli mixture. The greater the
ability of the fiirnaie to mix the entering
air with the fuel the more thorough and
quickly developed will the combustion be.

You

most

wi th

RELIANCE

HANGERS
RELIANCE BALLBEARING DOOR

One

of tlie first effects of heat on the
finely divided atoms of fuel is to separate
the carbon, of which our petroleum contains approximately from 86 to 87 per
cent., from the hydrogen content of same.
The carbon is carried along in the current
of gases and if its opportunity of finding
oxygen with which it is desirous of uniting is poor, it is deposited on the heating
Contact with the said
surfaces as soot.
surfaces reduced its temperature to a
point below that at which it is possible
for a combination (combustion) being
aflfected, and it may be carried along in
the currents of excess air which meet it
too late and show up at the funnel or
stack as smoke.

Smoke, when once formed, is very difto burn and the aim should be to
a thorough mixer of
tlu- rUiiuiU^ wliii'li it i- cK-ifMiis c.f com-

ficult

make furnace such

sure

you equip
your Sliding Doors
if

A quick combustion means a short,
clear Hanie and no smoke, resulting in the
entire combustion being completed before
the heating surfaces are reached by the
evolved gases.

A slow combustion such as to fill the
entire furnace with tlame is simply caused
by a corresponding slowness in the coming together of the individual atoms of
fuel with the atoms of oxygen, su|)plicd
Such slowness
by the entering air.
means a long flame and results in the
combustion being carried on to the heating surfaces of the boiler cither in or
around the tubes, and the result is smoke,
due to the consequent cooling of the
gases.

be

will

of this,

HANGER COMPANY
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bining therein as to prevent
at

its

formation

all.

study must be given to the
proper admission of air to the fuel, as it
is the most important point (considering
the fuel as being properly atomizcdl in
Careful

tlu-

pri'iK-r liiiniini;

r.f

pi-tfiliuiii.
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University Starts to Build $615,000 Teaching Hospital
It is not only a new hospital but a new
kind of hospital the University of California is buildinff in San Francisco from
gifts of $615,000 by various donors.

Most hospitals merely do repair work
for dilapidated people.
This new University hospital is not to earn one cent for
anybody, but is to be dedicated to discovering how to keep people from getting
out of repair, and how to sew the stitch in
time that saves nine. The difference between this and most other hospitals, the
University points out, is the difference between the farmer who merely smears tar
where rodents have nibbled the bark and
the farmer who does not stop with that
but discovers the best ways to poison or
suffocate the rabbits or gophers that did
the damage.
Prevention or improved treatment of
all the great classes of malady will be
provided for in this new teaching hospital.
Of the 215 beds, one-fourth will be
for surgery, where progress nowadays is
marvelous; one-fourth for medical cases;
one-fourth for diseases of women and for
confinement cases; and one-fourth for
little children, for development of the
modern methods by which children who,
a generation ago, would have died or have
become cripples or lifelong invalids, are
made whole and sound for long and useful lives.
Thus the medical students will
receive training in all the chief fields of
medicine.
Here are some of the great gifts to
American hospitals during the past five
years:

To the New Haven hospital (used by
the Yale Medical School), $1,500,000.
To the Burke Convalescent hospital at
White Plains, N. Y., $5,000,000.
To the Peter Bent Brigham hospital in
Boston, one of the teaching hospitals of
the Harvard Medical school, $7,000,000.
To the Presbyterian hospital in New
York, used by the College of Physicians
and Surgeons of Columbia University,
$8,500,000.

Recently a

man who had been twenty

years a resident of California bequeathed
over half a million for a hospital in Bennington, Vermont.
No American medical school is obtaining finer and better trained material as its
students than the University of California.
The standards of admission and
instruction are of the highest. On medical instruction

and
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On the foundation has now provided.
tions of this great buildinp:, on the Parnassus avenue heights in San Francisco,
high up above Golden Gate Park, the excavators and concrete men are now busily
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quietly.

devices have been used in an ensecure an adjustable shade.
The latter is one which can be adjusted so that it will shut out the light from
either the top, center, or bottom of a window, and conversely, for the purpose of
illumination, must admit the light cither
through the top, bottom, or entire window
space.
This must be accomplished through
.something better than a make-shift.
The
top light is the solution of the problem.
Particularly in offices,
factories,
and
schools, two and sometimes three shades
are used to a window in order to accom.\ccording to its manufacturers,
plish this,
the same work is done far better with one
top light. So-called adjustable shades have
been used in many buildings, but they are
clumsy of operation and unstable. Some of
these shades served their purpose, during
the period of evolution, in preparing the
way for the perfect shade the top light.
The top light shade is operated by a cord,
which hangs at the side of the window and
By pulling
is fastened to a triple pulley.
the cord, holding it slightly "ut from the
casing, the shade is rolled up. On releasing
the cord the shade catches automatically.
to

—

iH

sui.-m

FirNK

and

Many

It

TO PIPTEEN

proved Fixture
Shade Coiiip.iiiy which

Liglit

tively, easily

deavor

•

•

Yuba

bell.

be used on any style of window or other
opening utilized for the purpose of illumin.ition or ventilation.
It shuts out part of
the light or all of it, and it docs this effec-

cost us anything.

SEI.1^

nini-mlicr.

your cow

lias been manufacturing for about a year
a high grade shade for offices, school buildings, etc., has recently perfected a new
device that is not only more practical than
the old shade, but is much easier to install
and less expensive. The new top light can

it

•

OUT OP
IP YOU
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EASY TO

The Top

noise the

-^1

WE

dollars,

iliiity

Top Light Shade Company Has an Im-

PRATT I'.uil.hiik- Material Company
WIX.Ii PRESENT to
THE FIRM '.r in.llvlclvial
THAT MAKES tlu' most noise
WHU.E FASSINO tlu'lr window
IN THE 11, M r.iilMInK
A CAB louil of .Marysvllle santi
IT DOESN'T

would

I.M

OR RING

bell

TO ENCOX7RAOE

the <-omniltlpe,

PHONE DOUOI.AS

MX7ST BIiOW a horn

OR RING

IT

TWENTY TO

THE PARADE 'iiniilt
AMERICAN BUn.D£BB' wt'i'k
HAVE DECIDED tliiit cvoryboily
IN THE I'lira.lo
.

kill

BECAUSE THET

Concrete Mix

Pratt's

WILT,

load of nand

\>

V --TA
.

(
'

Kl-

,\(

II

I-

k Srcrclarr

SCMIINDLER CO.

«St
INTERIOR

WOODWORK AND FIXTURES
BANK, OFFICE AND STORE FITTINGS
SPECIAL FURNITURE
S.\N FK.XNCISCO C.^L.
2I'*-22<
THIKTKFNTH >T
Telrphonr Markft <:4
Bri Mission and Hiw^ir.l Ms
Manufacturers of

When
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Robert W. Hunt

JNO.

ROBERT

CONE

J.

W.

JAS. C. Hallsted

HUNT &

W. MCNAUGHER

D.

CO., Engineers

BUREAU OF INSPECTION TESTS AND CONSULTATION
251 KEARNY ST., SAN FRANCISCO
NTO

MEXICO City

CEMENT INSPECTION
INSPECTION

OF

STRUCTURAL AND

STEEL

REINFORCING

REPORTS AND ESTIMATES ON PROPERTIES AND PROCESSES

CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL TESTING LABORATORIES
It is not necessary to release it ni any parway merely let go of the cord. To
lower the shade the cord should be held
out slightly from the casing, thus releasing
the catch, the shade rolling down by gravity.
The shade never becomes soiled or crumpled through striking the floor. The shade
itself is lengthened or shortened through
the operation of a cord in the center of the
shade, as is customary with the ordinary

—

ticular

curtain.
The top light shade always works, can
fitted to any opening and is said to be
the most durable shade on the market.
The factory and office of the Top Light
Shade Company are at 737 Market street,
Oakland. Among the buildings that have
been equipped with these shades are a number of the Oakland public schools^ one of
the Oakland stations of the Pacific Telephone Company, the Armijo high school,
at Fairfield, designed by Architect Henry
C. Smith, and many other prominent build-

be

ings.

This

preparing to have
is
the large cities throughout

company

agencies in
the coast.

all

Cabot's Shingle Stains on the
In finishing

was

Home

of

Redwood
the Home of Redwood, which

number of this
was thought desirable to retain

illustrated in a recent

magazine,

it

The
the beautiful grain of the redwood.
roof was finished with redwood shakes and
not
by
was
created
a mighty artistic effect
covering up the grain of the wood.
grain
the
and
The shakes were protected
of the wood left exposed by the use of
Cabot's Creosote Shingle Stain. The shakes
were dipped in this and were thus protected
The creosote carries
against the weather.
and colors the wood
dye colors cloth^
any way. The value

the stain into the wood
in the same way that
vv'ithout

covering

it

in

of creosote as a wood preservative is well
to everyone.
Samuel Cabot, Inc., who make this shingle
stain, have many colors to select from in
this class of work and are ready to suggesit
color schemes for various kinds of houses.
Full information will be sent to anyone

known

addressing them
Mass.

at IS

Oliver

St.,

Boston.

Architect

An

Wins

Suit

recently won a suit for
commissions ( 148 Northwestern Reporter
364) which the Supreme Court of Michigan
gave a verdict awarding plaintiff recovery
for services rendered as an architfct in
connection with the construction of a building in Detroit, as against 66 objections
In allowing
urged by defendant owner.
recovery of extra compensation for changing the plans after the contract had been
"The record shows that
let, the court says
after the contract had been let defendant
desired changes to be made, so that the
commercial building so-called would contain
a larger number of stores and produce a
greater rental. There would seem to be no
architect

:

good reason why

plaintiff

cover for this item,

made

if

at the request of

the

should not rechanges were

defendant, and after

the contract for erection under the original
plans had been entered into."

Defendant also sought to diminish plainrecovery on the ground that he permitted ornamental plaster to be appHed in
a defective manner, resulting in quantities
of it falling later. This claim was based on
the statement that the building was kept
insufliciently heated in the course of construction, but was overruled by the Supreme Court in the following language "It
is clear that the contractor was under no
obligation under his contract to supply
The building was erected in midheat.
*
*
*
Not having, in the
winter.
contract, provided that the builder furnish
the heat, we think that the owners must
be held to have assumed that duty."
Again defendant claimed to have been
damaged because the floor of the auditorium was changed from one involving the
use of steps to a gradual incline. But the
court finds that since this was done at the
request of a lessee of the building, and
without objection on the part of the owner,
who was present and noted the change, no
claim could be based on such change.
Another ground on which defendant
sought to abate recovery by plaintiff was
that plaintiff, who resided in another city,
did not inspect the building more than
twenty times in the course of its construction, but the court decided this point in
tiff's

:

The Architect and Engineer
ihc arcliilccl's favt)r on a showing by him
that a representative of the owner agrceil
to act in the capacity of "clerk of the

works."
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lowing buildings, among many others,
have replaced their old faucets with the
Bashlin:

Hahnemann

Other grounds upon which de-

Uc Leo

hospital.

apartFrancis,

fenilant

ments, White House, Hotels

untcn.ilile.

Stewart, Granada and Victoria, Langendorf Baking Co. (valves). Thomas Dye

sought to defeat recovery were
ihsreRarded by the court as being palpably

St.

Works

Why One

Architect Lost a Client
S.iiil
the capitalist:
"I shall not cmplov Mr.
to draw plans for my new
apartment house.
He designs showy
buildings, plans beautiful lobbies, marquises, etc.. but he is careless about the
fittings and
fixtures.
For instance. I
have had to replace nearly all the plumbing in my other apartment house which

he desijrned but three years ago."

(valves), Child's Dairy Lunch.
.Mendocino State hospital, St. Winifred's
hospital, St. Joseph's hospital. St. I-Vancis
hospital,
Mechanics Institute building,
Humboldt Bank building, (Olympic club.
Children's hospital, .Maska Commercial
building. Sterling laundry, Pacific Gas
and Electric Company, Adler sana-

torium. Maryland Dairy Lunch. Hotel
Shatluck. Berkeley. Hotel Dorchester.

Trust Company. Hof Brau
Bellevue hotel, Buena Vista sanaHale Bros.. Family Club and

First
cafe,

1-ederal

torium.

Merchants Exchange building.
The Bashlin faucet is absolutely guaranteed

give satisfaction
to
in
every
service for which they are intended.

John M. Bickel

The death of Mr. John Milton Bickel,
founder of Bickel's .•\merican Keene
Cement, occurred at his home in Berkeley, September 22.
Mr. Bickel had been
in poor health for a year or more.
He
was well known as the president of the
American Keene Cement Company and
his associates will miss his counsel and
kindly interest keenly.
His two sons
will
in

continue to take an active interest

the

uf the

niaii,-i).;i--niciit

cumpany.

The Bashlin Faucet

The above tells the story and this is
why manufacturers of high class fixtures
find that a large share of their work consists of replacing instead of originally
installing.
Take the case of the Bashlin
faucet, made in Warren, Pa., the manufac-

turers of which have opened an office and
warehouse in San Francisco. They have
hardly had time as yet to make the

acquaintance of the architects, so busy
have they been in replacing the fixtures
in
scores of leading hotels, apartment
houses, etc.. where the faucets were found
to be unsatisfactory.
The Bashlin agents.

Mr. G. Robert Brockmann and Mr. S. C.
14atgh. under the firm name of the BrockCo.. have offices at 330 Market
street. San Francisco, where a full line of
the famous Bashlin faucets (both compression and self-closing)
and the Bashlin
valves can be seen. These faucets and valves
are a distinct novelty owing to their
ingenious construction, which permits
repairs being made while under full
water pressure, also for several other
good reasons which are explained in a

mann Supply

circular just issued.
.Architects should investigate the Bashlin faucet, which Mr. Brockmann or Mr.
Haigh would be pleased to demonstrate
at any place most convenient.
The fol-

A.J.

FORBES & SON

Established
Office

in

San Francisco

and Factory. 1530

in

FILBERT

Builders Ex.

1850
ST.. S. F.

Box 236

Bank, Store and

OflBce

Fittings
Special Furniture and

Woodwork

Interior

ANNOUNCEMENT:
We

hate just Instalkd a

DEPARTMEM"

in

our

San

BlIlOfR
francisio

Salesrooms on the Mezzanine floor of the
Pacific

BuSdN.

This space
tluslte use

4th and Market Streets.
is

set

apart for the et-

and contenience of Vchitecis,
Builders and thrlr (lleiits.

(ofltractors.

and >ou are
of

II

cordlall) Invited lo

make use

Hllhout obligation of an> kind.

The Hoosier Kitchen Cabinet Store
0. K.

BROhN. Manager
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Hauser Reversible Windows
Protected by U. S. Patent No. 1,114,260

NO WEIGHTS

NO CORDS

in Wood and Metal Stock Lip Sashes Used.
Simple Frame Construction Reducing Cost.

Manufactured

Guaranteed Rain and Dust Proof.
Installed Easily.
Visit

our

office

and inspect them

HAUSER REVERSIBLE WINDOW CO.
Office:

Phone

226 Balboa BIdg., San Francisco

Qarfield 1122

THE COLE GAS FURNACE
A

Most

Demonstration of
Skeptical

Owner

this

Popular and Economical System of Heating convinces the
Suitable for

or Architect.

BUNGALOWS, HOMES, APARTMENTS, FLATS, HOTELS
SCHOOLS, CHURCHES, FACTORIES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS
Demonstrated at

FISHER

Office of

& KLAUSER

Oakland

Distributors
JOS-7-9 Lick Buiiding, 35 Montgomery St.

F. B.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Office,

CRAIG, 1764 Broadway
Phone Oakland

Phone Garfield 1657

1654

Architects and Building Contractors
THE BINDING OF YOUR MAGAZINES
and PERIODICALS IS OUR SPECIALTY
Expert Plate and

Map Mounting

THE HICKS-JUDD COMPANY
BOOKBINDERS

51-65

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

FIRST STREET

is More Troublesome than to Pack Radiator Valves?
You never seem to have the right size packing. Because

What

travel through the stuffing box the
is no active rod
packing sets and gets hard, and the valves leak more or less
when opened or closed.

there

PALMETTO TWIST
packed from one spool,
can be unstranded and any size vah
not get hard beit's all asbestos,
It cannot burn
cause a perfect lubricant is forced
Use PALMETTO TIVIST on all the valves, and you will
not have to repack so often.
We will send you a sample spool FREE. Just to prove this.

—

—

H

N.

COOK BELTING

317-319 Howard
When

St..

CO..

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazine.
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Decision Interests Architects and
Builders

Numerous

points

ot

interest

to

con-

tractors, architects, owners and bonding
companies were decided by the Minnesota supreme court in its ruling on a
Ramsey county church case. A brief

statement of the case follows: Syllabus:
1-irst.
A building contract provided that
whenever the architect should certify that
the contractors were in default, and such
default should continue for three days

—

after

written notice thereof,

the

owner

might complete the contract at the expense of the contractors, and that the
architect should determine the amount of
expense incurred by the owner for that
purpose which determination should be
conclusive upon the parties.

After partithe contract, the continancially embarrassed
and were unable to complete it and so informed the owner.
By agreement the
contractors superintended the performance of the remainder of the work and
the owner paid the bills for the labor and
material necessary to complete it.
The
ally performing
tractors became

contractors approved all such bills and
gave written orders to the owners to pay
the same before they were paid.
Held,
that the parties themselves having admitted the default and agreed upon the
amount expended by the owner in consequence thereof, there was no occasion for
having such questions determined by the
architect, and that the owner could recover for such expenditures without having the amount thereof or the necessity
therefor determined by him.
Second. The contractors gave a surety
bond which required the owner to notify
the surety of any act on the part of the
contractors involving a loss for which the
surety was responsible immediately after

—

owner had knowledge thereof. Held:
(l)
That omitting to give notice of the
failure of the contractors to complete the
the

contract within the stipulated time, no
damage being claimed for such default,
did not relieve the surety from liability
for other defaults; (2) that the existence
of claims agrainst the contractors aggregating less than the amount which would
become due'them from the owner within
four days from the time the owner
learned thereof, and which were promptly paid out of such amount, did not constitute a default within the meaning of
the bond; (3) that in the absence of prejudice from the delay, a notice given October 9, of a lien which came to the
knowledge of the owner October 4, was
sufficient where the intervening time had
been occupied in ascertaining the financial condition of the contractors.

Third.
suit

—A

provision in the bond that

must be brought within

six

months

after breach of the contract, refers to a
breach which gives a right of action upon
the bond, and a suit brought within six

Gas Water Heater.s
Sell
In the past nine years we have sold
more than 400,000 " Pittsburg" Gas
Water Heaters of different types
we
will soon have half a million heaters in

—

service.

The many easily demonstrated points
of superiority, large variety of types
and sizes, high mechanical standard
and attractive appearance of

"Pittsburg"
Gas Water Heaters
have made a strong appeal to the discriminating members of the architectural
profession.

The confidence that the architect has
had in the "Pittsburg" line has been
strengthened by the satisfactory Hot
Water service his clients have universally enjoyed.

Specify "Pittsburg" for particular
clients.

Catalogs and specifications gratis.

PITTSBURG WATER

HEATER COMPANY
OF CALIFORNIA
Phone Sutter 50J5

237 Powell St.,
O.AKI.AND

San Francisco
BRANCH

Thirteenth and Clay Streets
Phone Oakland 3J63

When

writing to Advertisers please
magazine.
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HEATING

plumbing

Automatic Sprinkler Systems

VENTILATION

^^^'^ metal work

FLOOR AND WALL TILING

SCOTT

CO., Inc.

Successor to John

sutton

g.

co.

SAN FRANCISCO

243 MINNA ST REET
O.

BAMANN.

ERNEST HELD.

President

MANUFACTURING
HOME
BANK, STORE AND OFFICE FITTINGS

Vice-President

GO.

FURNITURE AND HARDWOOD INTERIORS
CABINET WORK OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

543

and

545

BRANNAN

ST.

Phone

San Francisco,

Keamy isu

GURNEY ELEVATOR

PACIFIC

Cal.

CO.

TYPE TRACTION ELEVATORS
GURNEY
and Passenger
Worm Gear
Types Double and
Freight

Siiagle

All

Elevators

San Francisco,

186 Fifth Street

Phone Kearny

381

J.

M. AAorrison

F. H.

Cal.

Masow

& MORRISON
MASOW
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION

518-522

Monadnock

San Francisco

BIdg.

CHICAGO

NEW YORK

SAX FRANCISCO

'

Company
Bros.
MacArthur
Construction and
Plans and
Preliminary
Reports,

Erection of Dams,

Specifications,
Bridges, Railroads, Power Plants, Etc.

Foundation Co.
Concrete Pile &Concrete
MacArthurFoundation
Contractors, Pedestal

Piles

Phone Sutter 1364

1014 Chronicle Building, San Francisco

G.

TOMAGNINI & CO.

ARTISTIC and INDUSTRIAL
Statuary,

219-239

TENTH

MARBLE WORK

Monuments. Mantels. Architectural Work. Garden and Hall Furniture

ST.

Phone Market

800S

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

THE HOFFMAN HEATER COMPANY
Manufacturers of "The Hoffman"
The Automatic Gas Water Heater for Every Purpose
LORAIN, OHIO

FACTORY BRANCH: 397 Sutter

St.. coh. stochton.

San Fhancisco

SLIDING DOOR HANGERS
FOR ALL CONDITIONS
THE McCABE HANGER MANUFACTURING

CO.,

NEW YORK

.

Current Prices of Building Materials
These quotations furnished by reliable San Francisco
and Los Angeles dealers
addresses will be supplied upon request.)

Names and

SAN FRANCISCO PRICES
Common Red

Brick. $9 00 p«T M. ex. cars.
Pressed Brick. $iS 00 to t40 00 per .M: Wire cut,
tJ5 00 per .M.
No. 1 Red Pressed Brick. $'0 00 to J30.00 per M.
Red Stock Brick. SU.OO to $16 00 per M.
Cahtomia Portland Cement. C/L $2 .30 per bM.; L.C.L.
$> 55 per bill.
White Cement: Atlas. $6.00; Medusa. t6 00 per bbl.
Sand and C.ravel mixed, 70c i>er ton. F. O. B. cars.
Sand (washed, screened river sand) 6Sc per ton.F.O.B.

No.

I

.

.

oars.

Bank Sand. $1 00 per cu. yd.
Roofing Gravel. $1.40 per ton.
Crushed Rock or Gravel, 75c per ton.
Red Roofing Tile. $22.00 to $25.00 per square, laid.
Brick Lmic, $1 35 per bbl., C/L.
Finish Lime. $1.50 per bbl., C/L.
Hardwall Gypsum Plaster. $11 00 per ton, carload;
1150 per ton. ex. warehou sc.
Oregon Pine. Rough Common. 1 x 3 to 1 x 10. $13.00.
Oregon Pine. Rough. 2 x 3 to 2- 12, $15.00.
Oregon Pine 1 x 4 T. & G. Flooring, No. I, $31 per M;
No. 2, $28; No. 3, $24.
Oregon Pine T. & G. Ceiling. No. I and 2 mixed, $26

Redwood Rustic, N<
Redwood Ceiling, 1
per M.
Redwood Shingle: 4
$1

M, No.

bdls. to

$2,25; No.

1,

Shingli
Pine Lath, 1,4 in

M. Slar-A-Sur. $2 75.
x4ft.,$3.2S per M; IH <n.x4 ft.

i,

4 bdls. to

.

$3 65 per M.
in Oil. 8Hc per lb.
dry. 84c per lb.
Linseed Oil, bbls., 65c gallon.
Boiled Linseed Oil, bbls.. 6Sc gallon.
Turpentine, bbls.. 63 to 70c. gallon.
Crushed Rock and Gravel, $1 .65 per yard.
Sand, 85c per yard.

White Lead

Red Lead,

Raw

SACRAMENTO PRICES
Common

Brick. $7.00 per M. C/L.
Pressed Brick, Wire Cut. $30 00 per M. C/L.
Portland Cement. $2.40 per bbl. carloads.
Crushed Rock and Gravel. 85c per ton. ex. cars.
Sand, $1 .00 yd. on cars.
Roofing Gravel, $1 50 per ton.
.

Lime, $1.35 bbl.
Hardwall Plaster, $13.00 per ton,

ex.

whse.

$28.

to

Redwood. Rough Common.
Redwood, Rough Common.

x 4 and up. $20 00.
2 x 3 to 2 x 10. $20.00 to

STOCKTON PRICES

1

Common

$22 00.

Redwood Rustic, No. 1. $35 00; No. 2, $32 00.
Redwood CciUng. No. I, $29.00; No. 2, $26.00.
Redwood Shingles, No. I. $2 40 full count.
Red Cedar Shingles. Star-A-Star, $2 40 (uU count.
Pine Lath. $2.40 per M.
Metal Lath. 13 to 2Sc per yd., according to quality.
Select
I X 3 Oak Flooring, Q. S. Clear. $116 00 per M;
$75 00 per M.
X 24 Oak Flooring. Q. S. Clear, $96 00 per M;
Select. $74 00 per M.
White,
1 X 3 Maple Flooring Clear, $71 .00 per M; Clear
$85 00 per M
White Lead in Oil. 8«c per lb.
Dry Red Lead. 8c per lb.

Brick, $7.75 per

M.

del.

Face Brick, Wire Cut. $31 00 per M C/L.
Cement. $2.40 per bbl., C/L.
Crushed Rock and Gravel. 90c ton.
Sand, 90c.
Roofing Gravel, $1 50 per ton.
Lime, $1 .35.
Hardwall Plaster, $13.00 ex. whse. per ton.
.

H

Boiled Linseed Oil. 74c gal. Raw Linseed Oil, 72c gal.
Turpentine, per gallon. 63 to 70c in bbls.
Dry Shellac. 35c per lb., variable.
Hyloplate Blackboard. 25 to 35c per foot, installed.
Composition Flooring, 25 to 30c per foot, laid.
Slate Blackboards, 40 to 50c per foot, erected.

FRESNO PRICES
Common

Brick. $9 50 per M. del.
Face Brick. Wire Cut, $35 00 per .VI. C/L.
Cement. $2.84 per bbl., C/L.
Crushed Rock and Gravel, $1 .35 per ton.
F. O. B.
Black Face Brick. $25 00 per
Sand, $1 00 per yd., del.
Roofing Gravel, $1 85 per ton.
Lime. $1.50 bbl.
Hardwall Plaster, $14.00 per ton. ex. whse.

M—

:

BAKERSFIELD PRICES
LOS ANQELES PRICES
Common Red

Brick. No. 2. $4 50 per

M.

Clinker Brick, $9 00 per M.
Pressed Brick. $35 00 per M.
Enameled Brick. $65 00 per M.
Red Roofing Tile, $12.00 and $!S 00 per square (not
laid).

White Cement, $6 00 per bbl.
Portland Cement. $2 30 per bbl.
Lime. $1 .50 to $1 75 per bbl.
Hardwall Plaster, per ton, $9 90 ex. whse.

Oregon Pine. Rough Common, 1 x 3 up, $19 00 to
$22 00 per M.
Oregon Pine. Rough Common, 2 x 3 up, $17.00 to
$21 00 per M.
Oregon Pine Flooring. I x 4. No. 1, $40 00; No. 2,
$35 00; No. 3. $22 50 per M.
Oregon Pine Ceiling. 1 x 4. No. 1. $36 00; No. 2, $31 00,
Redwood. Rough Common. $20 00 to $24 00.

2,

75.

Red Cedar

Common

M

del.
Brick. $9 00 per
Pace Brick, Wire Cut. $37 00 per M, C/L.
Cement, $2.77 per bbl., C/L.
Crushed Rock and Gravel. $1 80 per ton.
Sand, $1 00 per yd., del.
Roofing Gravel, $2 00 per ton.
Lime. $1.50 per bbl.
Hardwall Plaster. $15 00 per ton. ex. whse.
.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA POINTS
Common

M

del.
Brick. $ 1 1 00 per
Face Brick. Wire Cut. $35 00 per M, C/L.
Cement. $2 65 per bbl.
Crushed Rock and Gravel. 85 to 90c per ton. C/L
Sand. $1 00 per yard.
Roofing Gravel, $1 50 per ton.
Lime. $1 40 bbl.
Hardwall Plaster. $14 00 per ton. ex. whse.
.
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months
is

after such right of action accrues

brought within the prescribed time.

—

The payment of a nonlienable
claim, filed as a lien, out of funds then
Fourth.

due the contractors and by their order,
is without prejudice to the surety.
Fifth."
Failure to submit a case to the
jury as required by chapter 24S, laws 1913,
where it clearl}' appears that such submission could not have changed the result, is
error without prejudice.
Sixth. There were no material errors
in the rulings upon the admission of

—

—

evidence.
Affirmed.

—TAYLOR,

Palatial

C.

Frame Ho

Esq. Washington

a

Repainted With

No Canopies in New City Hall
There will be no canopies in the courtrooms of the new San Francisco city hall.
Some of the superior judges wanted
them, thinking the old-fashioned canopy
essential for judicial dignity, but the architects,

&

Messrs. Bakewell

Brown, declared

that canopies were out of date and would
not harmonize with the fittings as planned.
As a compromise, the height of the ornamental paneling back of each superior
judge's elevated seat will be increased,
$1,000 being allowed by the supervisors for
this additional work.

$100,000

Subway Planned

L.

&

S.
The body of

CEMENT PAINT

this frame building is finished in white, the shingled roof, wintrim and base are in French Grey,
giving a dull flat velvet-like appearance
now so much in demand for decorative

dow

work.

&

L.
S. Cement Paint is adaptable for
surfaces, made in all colors. Write us
for Uterature and color card.
all

Paint Products Corporation

LAIRD & SINCLAIR
DISTRIBUTORS
San Francisco
Sharon Building

—

Roseville, (Placer county).
C. M. Kipp
has presented to the city trustees plans for
a subway at the Southern Pacific Railroad
crossing.
Kipp is a former railroad man
and has drawn complete plans for a subway. They call for a structure 240x80 feet
level under the tracks, the inclines to have
a igrade of six per cent and the bottom
of the subway to be ten feet below the present level of the sidewalks. It is estimated
the work will cost $100,000.

SAMTARY RADIATORS
one-rourth

Occupy

less

and weigh oneamoant ef ether

space

third the

Bakersfield

Postoffice

Plans are being completed by Acting
Supervising Architect James M. Wetmore,
Treasury Department, Washington, for a
new postoffice building at Bakersfield. The
appropriation for this structure is $250,000.

types

of equal

heating

May be atwall— off

capacity.

tached to the
the floor

— out

Wide

spaces
between sections supply
uniform heat distribution. Every pan is easily cleaned, insuring abquickly.

air

HEATlNfi'PLlMBING

solute sanitation.

COMPLETE PLUMBING AND
HEATING SYSTEMS INSTALLED

Pacific Coast

IN ALL CLAvSSES OF BUILDINGS

ALSO POWER PLANTS

QlLLEY = SCHiniD
198

CO., Inc.

OTIS STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.
Tel.

MARKET

When

the

of

Heat and cool

way.

Ask

For detailed Information.

Representatives:

LOS ANGELES
Moffatt-Smith Eng.Co.,
317 Trust and Savings BIdg.

Peck

SAN FRANCISCO
& Draper Co.,
525 Market St

SEATTLE
F. A. Le

96S
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New

Nabors & Sons Make

Insurance Coniiuissioncr J. E.
Phelps has revoked the hcense of the
Commonwealtli Bonding and Casualty
Insui^ncc Company to operate in California, the company being in the hands
State

of a Receiver.

iiiui

MUELLER
High Grade

Faucets

lOR

is

many large bonds
and for public officials. The company
has been represented in San Francisco
and Los Angeles by J. B. Nabors & Sons
who have made connections with other
and much stronger concerns so that
they will be enabled to continue their
business and replace the policies of their

AND SINK

BATH, LAV^ATORY

Give Long Service, Cut Out Repairs,
Unconditionally Uuaranlccd

H.

MUELLER MFG.

.S80

Mission

St.,

CO.

SaN FRAN'CISCn

clieutssatislactorily.

TfiTTolloNving letter referring to the
existing conditions
cation:

is

sent us for publi-

October

The

2,

1915.

Howards. Williams

Architect and Engineer,

Monadnock

building,

San Francisco.

GENERAL

Gentlemen:
Kelcrring

suspension

the

to

of

the

CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER

Bonding & Casualty
Insurance Company, for the time being
at least, we beg to advise that J. B.
Nabors & Sons have made much stronger

Commonwealth

connections than they have had heretofore with other companies, and will proceed actively in writing all kinds of
bonds and casualty insurance as hereto-

Hearst Building.
San Francisco

Telephone.
Sutter 295

fore.

We

are re-writing

policies

now

in

all

the

of our present

Commonwealth

Bonding and Casualty Insurance Company in other companies where the assured so desires, and it is the policy of
this agency to go its limit at all times
to protect the policy holders and give

them good service in the adjustment of
any claims or any difTiculties that may
arise, and we shall continue to assist in
looking after the affairs of the Commonwealth in this city until the same has
been satisfactorily closed, so far as it
.^t this time,
is in our power to do so.
we see no reason why the Company
should not be able to take care of all of
its claims in the State of California and
elsewhere.
Thanking you for your inquiry in this
connection, we are, with best wishes.

Very

is

M.

B.

General Contractor
683 Mission St.

Oakland Libraries
on good authority

H.H.WINNER COMPANY
SAN

that
library
city of

reported

branch
remaining
three
buildings to be erected in the
Oakland will be designed by former city

John

FRAtViCISCO

COMPLETE BANK INTERIORS

Donovan. Ehlziel buildThe fourth building, at

J.

Oakland.
Melrose, was designed by architect Wm.
H. Weeks, and bids for its construction
Each library is exhave been taken.
pected to cost from $30,000 to $40,000.

ing,

San Francisco

XABORS & SONS.

the

architect

FISHER

truly yours.

J.

It

Telephone Sutter 4565

When

OF THE HIGHER CLASS
Office:

NEVADl 8«NK lUILOING.
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We

Swept the

Field

Capturing 7 Medals!
We take great pleasure in announcing that
MEDALS awarded GLAUBER GOODS at the

among

the

SEVEN

San Francisco

Fair,

there were

Three Awards of Honor
(The highest possible prize)
Covering

all

the plumbing brass goods an architect

is

interested in

Our Bail-Bearing Self-Closing Faucets and Cocks
Our Nu- Rapid Quick- Acting Faucets and Cocks
Our Sanitary Bubbler Drinking Fountains
Other Glauber Products were given the Gold Medal.
The

securing of these medals

gratifying but not surprising,

is

OURS ARE THE ONLY BRASS GOODS GUARANTEED FOR FIVE YEARS and the points of superiority of our

because

goods over others are not mere "selling points," but tangible and important mechanical advantages, such as:

BETTER METAL

(Glauber formula

calls for

86%

copper).

BETTER MECHANICAL IDEAS

(most of them

patented).

BETTER WORKMANSHIP,

both interior and ex-

terior.

Further EVIDENCE in the shape of literature and samples will
be sent on request, but the PROOF will be found in YOUR
EXPERIENCE. Specif y as follows

OWN

"ALL FAUCETS AND COCKS FOR SINKS,
LAVATORIES AND TUBS SHALL BE OF THE

GLAUBER MANUFACTURE"

(selecting the ex-

act Glauber styles desired).
If

of our ILLUSTRATED SPECIFICASJ^ x fl") send for it. Every architect should

you haven't a copy

TION BOOK
have one on

(size

file.

GLAUBER BRASS MFG.
CLEVELAND, OHIO
SAN FRANCISCO BRANCH,

When

1107

MISSION STREET

writing to .^dvertisers please mention this magazine.
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Meeting of the San Francisco Chapter
A. I. A.
A special meeting of the San Francisco
Chapter of the American Institute of
Architects was held in the Borghese
Room, St. Francis hotel, Saturday, October
9th.

10 o'clock.

.nt

M

meeting, the president, Mr. R.
Sturgis and other officials of
Institute discussed
inform.illy the re-organizalion of the institute, its by-laws and the institute's relation to the various chapters.
In view of the importance of the
changes now taking place in the institute
and its reorganization, the attendance
was larger than usual, the members
showing a desire to become thoroughly
conversant with the proposed by-laws of
the institute, the adoption of which will
be voted upon at the December meeting
in Washington. D. C.
After the adjournment, lunch
was
served in the Red Room.
President \V. B. Faville presided.

American

the

Ulis»

this

Clipston

&

Puvillc.

Arch.tccU

WORK SHOP

SCULPTORS'

Specialize in

Antique Mantels

Qarden Furniture
and cxccutird in marble, stone and
cement in most artistic manner.
S. MILETIN, 1705 Harrison Street
•Ph'.ne Market .16*>I
San Prancisco
aI\

dcsiKTicJ

The McGilvray Stone Company
MASONRY AND STONE CONTRACTORS
Dunlnine

Quarry,

at

Sites,

(olusa County, Cal.

The McGilvray Raymond Granite Co.

CONTRACTORS
Co-operative Exhibit of Furniture

for aid

Manufacturers
This is located at 1055 Market street.
San Francisco, where it occupies five
floors.
It was the idea of Mr. Harry J.
Moore, a pioneer San Francisco furniture
dealer,
that
Grand Rapids could be
brought to San Francisco, and as one
walks through the crowded floors this
Here are
seems to have been realized.
gathered sample lines of the various
articles handled by furniture dealers and
include goods of both Eastern and local
furniture,
manufacturers,
comprising
refrigerators, vacuum cleaners,
draperies and floor coverings, shades,
spring beds, gas mantles, kitchen cabinets, picture frames, medicine cabinets,

stoves,

etc.

The

with

supplied

are

exhibitors

room,
mation bureau, reading room, etc.
free telephone service, desk

infor-

DMkrs

Graoilt

in

(.luarrks
Offices,

634-666

.Tt

Work

tvrry DryriplJoi

of

R.i>riiond. C.il.

Townsenil

Street,

San Frsnclsco

Miller=Envvright Co.
SACRAMINTO.

C\\..

Plumbing Supplies
STEAM A\D PIPE FITTINGS
VALVES, ETC.

PIPE-ALL KINDS
STEAM AND HOT WATER BOILERS
PEMNSUUVR HOT AIR FURNACES
Catalogues on application

Dieckmann Reports Good Business
"Business

is

fair

good," says

to

Dieckmann Hardwood

Co..

who

reflect

the
in

Telephone

their own experience the improved business conditions in the lumber and building trades. The Dicckmanns have had a
very good demand for West Coast
mahogany, this wood having resumed its

former place as a prime favorite for the
interior trim of tine residences, also
many high class clubs, hotels, apartment
houses, etc.
As every lumber firm has
a well known specialty with which its
name is identified, so it is that "Dieck-

mann" and "mahogany"
gether

so

closely

as

to

are

linked

have

7906

AlfrpH Alt
Estimator
Ornamental Iron

&

Bronze

Practical Bids Submitted
25 years' eTperiencf of

.i

hi?h nriler

to-

become

3.?5

F.iKhlh Street

almost synonymous.

When

OAKLAND
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We

Manufacture and

Install

LABORATORY FURNITURE
MANUAL TRAINING BENCHES
DOMESTIC SCIENCE TABLES
SCHOOL DESKS,
both Automatic and Adjustable

HYLOPLATE

and

Slate Blackboards
Everything for the complete equipment of the most elaborate High School
and College or the most modest of one-room School Buildings.

Your school

is

not properly equipped for the control of light and shade

unless supplied with

Burlington Venetian Blinds
Notice the RollHead arrangement,

which insures ease
operation for

all

of

large

blinds.

Steel

Tape within

the ladder tape adds

great

strength and

flexibility.

HAWS'
Ideal Sanitary Drinking Fountains
The

necessity of Sanitary Drinking Fountains

value, utiHty

needs no discussion;
and beauty the Haws Ideal needs no introduction.

in

Catalog of various styles suitable
for

any

C. F.

place, sent

on application.

WEBER & CO.
365-367 Market St.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
512 So.

Broadway

340 N. Virginia St.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
When

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazine.
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Medusa Cement

many

instances

where

Medusa White Portland Cement was
lected on account of

se-

superior quality,
suitability and decorative features, is the
San Jose State Kormal School, and W.
D. Coates. Jr.. connected with the State
Engineering Department at the time the
building was designed, has written the
Medusa company, under date of October
14. 1914. as follows:
its

In regard to the San Jose Normal School
buildinn for which I waj the archiiecl. will say
that while in San Jose last Saturday. I visited
the building for the first time in about three
years .ind am pleased to state that age has improved the appearance of same about 100 per cent.
This is caused by the fact that the exterior cement
has toned down to an even texture and all scaffold marks arc (tone, the brick inlay has aRcd too,
and the two blend together in a very pleasing
way.
Also the vines and plants around the place
lend interest to the entire mass.
There are twenty-eight buildings that I erected
at the .^gnew Slate Ilospiial. Agnew. Cal.. along
the same lines of construction, and most of these
were covered with ifedusa White Portland Cement
and have stood the test of time to the extent that
there is not a crack anywhere.

Branch Carnegie Library
John Rcid. Jr.. formerly a member

of the
Consulting Board of .-Krchitccts of the city
of San Francisco, recently completed plans
for the Doe Valley Carnegie branch library,
for which Andrew Carnegie has donated
about $40,000.
Mr. Rcid has made a verjattractive design with terra cotta exterior
and clay tile roof. The superstructure will
be steel and brick. .A feature of the building will be a large children's reading room.
Bids for the erection of the building
have been taken and the general contract probably will go to P. A. Palmer,
electric wiring to Central Electric Company, and heating to Gilley-Schmid Co.

THE ONLY WAY
TO TREAT FIRE
(Jiiaranlino

be

fire

ting

its

it!

Isolalf

own enemy by

it!
Lei
permit-

to starve itself!

it

Nothing

will ever prevent fires,
but a serious fire is inexcusable.
Fire cannot become a hazard if
a building is divided into proper

units.

Fire becomes a powerful engine
of destruction only in proportion
to what it has to feed upon. No
one determines this but yourself.

The remedy: The Dahlstrom
Products make possible the
total elimination of wood and
other inflammable trim. In an
otherwise fireproof building the

Dahlstrom Products make the
structure a multiple of units.
Each division is virtually a separate building because fire will
not and cannot eat its way from
one multiple to another.
Fireproofness is not all that
the Dahlstrom Products. There's the finish cost
durasanitation
of up-keep

commends

—
—
—
— each worth understanding
May we
you — person or
bility

Increased

Demand

for Elevators

B. C. Van Emon Elevator Co., Inc.,
say that their orders during the past three

The

weeks have exceeded in volume those of
three months previously. This increase of
business is for both new elevators and a
large amount of repair work and alterations

correctly.

tell

in

by printed word?

DAHLSTROM METALLIC
DOOR COMPANY

Sir. B. C. Van Emon is a
recognized authority on elevator construction and the prosperity of his company
shows that San Francisco architects and
builders recognize the necessity of consulting "one who knows."

in old buildings.

writing to

Avenue

JAMESTOWN,

M. G. West

N. Y.

COAST REPRESENT.\TIVES:

P.\CIFIC

Plans Beinp; Prepared
-Architect \Vm. .\. N'ewman is preparing plans for a two-story and basement
frame and plaster residence to be erected
There
at Rockridge at a cost of $10,000.
will also be a garage.

When

34 Blackstone

Co.. 353 Market St.. San Francisco.

Calif.

W. 9th St.. Los Angeles. Calif.
Camp-TeRoller, S30Colman BIdg.. Seattle. Wash.
Timms. Cress & Co.. IM- IM Second St.. Port-

Louis R. Bedell. 522
land. Ore.
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G

UIDO BLENIO FIRE RETARDANT
OILINE PAINTS AND SOLUTIONS

on Buildings, Fittings, Furnishings, Textiles and Fabrics (including Theatres,
Movies, Etc.). The ONLY Process which Absolutely and Permanently FIREPROOFS.
Endorsed by Leading Fire Chiefs, Insurance Departments, Government Bureaus, Safety
Used exclusively on all Panama-Pacific International
First Commissions, etc., etc.
Exposition Buildings.
Call for Circulars and Demonstrations
for use

Guido Blenio Fireproofing
RALPH

H.

MOORE,

Office: 505

Telephone Sutter 2416

Inc.

SHARON BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO

Oakland Mantel Company

Wood,
Brick and
Tile Mantels,
Tiles

Co.,

President and General Manager

W.

J.

RIGNEY, Manager
Agents

and

for

Patent Pure Air Gas Logs
and Grates

Grates,

Wall and

2148 Telegraph Ave.

Floor Tiling

Pacific

[%\rll^]

Oakland, Cal.

Phone Oakland 27i

Excavator

Company

Grading Contractors
Excavator Sales Agents
OAKLAND, CAL.

Builders Exchange

PHONE OAKLAND

C.

7906

FRAUNEDER
MANUFACTURER OF

Ornamental Iron and Wire

Work

Elevator Cars and Enclosures
Builder of the Ornamental Iron

335-37

EIGHTH STREET
When

Work on New
-

Berkeley Postoffice

OAKLAND, CAL.

writing to Advertisera please mention this magazine.
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HARVEY

A.

I.i'")

nf (liMii-rnl Conlrntl.i % Asscm; at Ion

KLYCE

GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTOR
522 Shclilo

n

lliiiMiniE.

SAN PRVNCISCO

Phone Onugla 1 J280

ROBERT TROST

.hone m.ss.on

220,

General Building Contractor
2((tli

anil

Howard

Streets

SAN IRANCISCO

riiiL. E.

DUNN.WAN

1'

1',,

H.

(lAKLHY

C. E.

DUNNAV ANT-OAKLEY

DOTY

CO.

GENERAL CONTRACTORS
Phone Kearny JJ8S

UiO Po» ell

SAN PRANCISCO

Sir •ct

JOHNSON SERVICE CO.
The Johnson System of Temperature Regulation

The only Temperature ReKUlatlns Company In California MandlinK
Temperature Reiculatlon Exclusively
149 5th

If

SI.

600

San Francisco

you see 'B. C.

Bank BIdg.. Los Angeles

VAN EMON ELEVATORS,
name

Incorporated," on the
elevator is all right.

plate,

235

you know the

San Francisco
Telephone Sutter 2192

office,

HIGH GRADE PLUMBING FIXTURES

JAMES

Citizens'

lor

SCHOOLS

First St.,

and

PUBLIC BUILDINGS

CLOW & SONS

B.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

1025-6-7 Hearst Building

Standard Electrical Construction Co.
Electrical Contractors
Telephone Sutter

60

S')4

and Engineers
NATOMA ST., SAN KRANCISCO

MULLEN MANUFACTURING

CO.

BANK, STORE AND OFFICE FIXTi RES CABINET WORK OF GUARANTEED QUALITY-BAR FIXTURES DESIGNED, MANUFACTURED AND INSTALLED
Telephone Mission »044

I

i;;,

,

ai

1

1"

i

t.rv

20lh and llarrjjon Sl»..

Sin Francisco

.
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This Picture shows the

-

Pendergast
Flag Pole

_dir

BSj^^^1

for details.

Pacific

Foundry Co.
Streets,

&

*

1

being lowered for Painting and Repairs.
No
Steeple
Jack
Needed.
Cost of maintenance reduced to a minimum

Harrison

.6^-

1

Tackle
Write

\

1

Eighteenth

1

;^

,;•

_^

1

San Francisco

Phone Kearny 3526

A. H. Bergstrom
Eric

Lange

LANGE & BERGSTROM
BUILDING CONTRACTORS
(Established 1900)

207-210 Sharon BIdg.

San Francisco

Phone Sutter

2401

WILLIAMS BROS. & HENDERSON
E. F.

Henderson

W. M. Williams

Chas. Williams

BUILDING CONTRACTORS
Room

447

HOLBROOK BUILDING

F. E.

KNOWLES,

President

SAN FRANCISCO

ABEL HOSMER.

Telephone Market 688

Secretary

RAYMOND GRANITE COMPANY
INCORPORATED

CONTRACTORS FOR STONE WORK
of every description

DEALERS IN DIMENSION STONE
Main OfEce and Yard

Proprietors of

Potrero Ave. and Division Sts.

RAYMOND GRANITE QUARRY

SAN FRANCISCO

When

Raymond, Madera

Co., Cal.

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazine.
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WITTMAN, LYMAN &
PLUMBING, STEAM

CO.

HOT WATER HEATING

and

WEST COAST WIRE and

WORKS

IRON

MANUFACTURERS OF

ARTISTIC BRONZE, IRON AND WIRE

WORK

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND FINISH

861-863

HOWARD STREET

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Construction and Engineering Co.
Incorporated

i

GENERAL CONTRACTORS
Phone Garfield

202

1047

MONSON

Br>ant Street

Windows — Kalamein
Corner Bead

San Frandsco
2693

and BUILDERS
SAN FRANCISCO

Caoitol
Sheet Metal Works
^
"
"^""'"sHEET METAL PRODUCTS

.eu""p;;e"^:r^'^n'j

Ii"nd"'Tr,m"-'

St.,

Phone Market

BROS.

CONTRACTORS
Office, 1907

Folsom

^

^iZ

— Metal

^^^ Francisco Office and Factory. I927-I93S MARKET STREET
Oakland Office and Factory, 117-1 19 FRANKLIN STREET

Furniture, etc.

H. A. Chalmers, Mir,

Telephone Sutter 2985

.,:tT

C. H.

Chalmers, Engineer

H. A. CHALMERS, Inc.
CONCRETE FIREPROOFING
-

CONCRETE ENGINEERING

CO.

MEYER SYSTEM METAL FORMS FOR CONCRETE FLOORS
Home

433 Rialto Eiiiilding. San Francisco

Office,

Omaha

PACIFIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY
MILLWORK, SASH AND DOORS
Hardwood

Interior

Trim a

Specialty

VIAIV i-iFPIiP-

.i v..
i..
^..
CAL.
CLARA,
SANTA
.-

When

writing

to

S.\N'

FRA.N'CISCO OFFICE.

OAKLAND
BERKELEY

177 Stevenson Street

486 Tenth Street
2 1« Center Street
I6 N. First Street

SAN JOSE
Advertijeri

please

mention

this
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PHONE FRANKLIN

1006

ALEX.

COLEMAN

CONTRACTING PLUMBER

706

ELLIS STREET

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

THE INVINCIBLE VACUUM CLEANERS
Comprise the Largest and Most Complete Line of Vacuum Cleaning Machinery on the Market.
They also Stand First in Simplicity, Efficiency and Durability

W. FOYLE, General Agent

R.
416 Harriet Street

San Francisco,

Telephone Park 2667

Cal.

Atlas Heating and Ventilating Co., Inc.
ENGINEERS and CONTRACTORS
Phone Douglas 378

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING, FANS, BLOWERS,
FURNACES, POWER PLANTS— SHEET METAL WORK
Fourth and Freelon Sts., Bet. Bryant & Brannan, SAN FRANCISCO.

WM.

F.

WILSON COMPANY

MODERN SANITARY APPLIANCES
Special Systems of

Plumbing

for Residences. Hotels, Schools, Colleges, Office Buildings, Etc.

Phone Sutter 357

328=330

Mason

Street,

San Francisco.

General Electrical Construction Co.
Electrical Contractors

and Dealers

Display Rooms, Retail Department and Offices
O'Farrell and Mason Streets
SAN
Telephones Mission 139— Mission 59

FRANCISCO

A. A. Devoto, President

CENTRAL IRON WORKS, Inc.
STRUCTURAL STEEL
Office and Works: 62I.6.SI Florida Street
Bet. Harrison and Bryant, 18th and 19th

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

JOHIN MOINK
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
Phone Sutter 2419

316

Sharon BIdg., San Francisco

SYLVAIN LEDEIT
MANUFACTURER OF

Art

atti Erain^i Cillaaa

124 Lenzen avenue

SAN JOSE. CAL.

Tilt-
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ILiiQiiif

Phone Douglas 2370

McLERAN & PETERSON
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
SHARON BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO. CAU

BARRETT & HIUP
Concrete Construction jS^ General Contractors
Bl ll.DINCi
SAN l-RANCISCO
SITTI-.R 4598

SHARON
\\.

KELLEY

L.

P.

A.

O. O.

PALMER

HOAAS

Contracting Engineer
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Monadnock RuilJinE

774-776

PHONE SUTTER

CONCRETE
"

STRLCTION

San Francisco

Mutual Savings Bank Building

Phone Douglas

A. H.

Company

OF CALIFORNIA

'
,

Office

J440

Clinton Fireproofing

3201

LEAF

CO.

contractors and Builders

SAN FRANCISCO

COMPENSATION

SURETY BONDS

INSURANCE

CALIFORNIA CASUALTY COMPANY
405-40(1

San Francisco. California

Alerchants Exchanfte BIdg.

QEO.

VV.

BOXTOIN

<Sr

SOIN

General Contractors
Office.

12.?.?

HTARST lUll.DlNO
Tclfphonc Sutter

Pacific

SAN

I

KANCISCO, CAL.

|60|

Coast Casualty Company
of San Francisco
MERCHANTS EXCHANGE BUILDING

Surety Bonds. Liahilily InsiiranLt

1 he Only California Surely

Company
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VAN SANT-HOUGHTON CO.

Engineering
and

=

Construdtion
Builders of the ne\v

Berkeley Post Office

I
Offices:

Hooker & Lent Building, San Francisco
Century Building, Denver
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PAINTERS AND DECORATORS
SAN FRANCISCO
I'hoiu-

kl

AKNV

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

MtlX

GEORGE
GENERAL

BOS

A.

COM RAC OR

IIKARST mil. DING

1

coNsriTiNf;

SAN FRANCISCO

i,n<;im;i R

BENINETT BROS.
Sargent's

Hardware

Building-

S14=,SU) A\arket Street,

San Francisco, Cal.

AMERICAN CONCRETE

CO.

Manager

J..SH-H l^.^soLALFTTi.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
1704

HUMBOLDT

BWK

BLILDINQ

785

PACIPIC

Market

Street,

SAN FRANCISCO

DEPARTMEMT

Olobe
Indemnity Company
Bonds and Casualty Insurance
for Contractors

CONTRACTORS BONDS

*«»

COMPENSATION INSURANCE

WRITTEN BY

J. B.

R. c.

NABORS

&,

SONS

314 KOHL BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO

PHONE SUTTER 4484

OASPARD &

CO.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
17th

SAN FRANCISCO

an d Kansas Streets

THE QOLDEN GATE IRON WORKS
STRUCTURAL STEEL
1541-1549
Tel.

HOWARD STREET, BETWEEN

Market 5445

11th

AND

12th

STREETS

San Francisco
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Del Monte White Sand
(Known

also as

Monterey and Lake Majella)
AND

Fan Shell Beach Sand
WHITE CEMENTS to produce
WHITE PLASTER Interior and Exterior

Combined with the
chaste

Finishes,

and Plain and Ornamental

STONE

effects.

ARTIFICIAL

Sold by Leading Building Material Dealers from
Los Angeles to Vancouver, B. C.
If not sold by
your dealer, write to us for Samples and Prices.

Improvement

Pacific
Phone, Sutter 6130

406 Crocker Building,

Co.

San Francisco

Finished with Old Virginia While.

Cabot's Old Virginia White
A Soft, Clean White for Shingles, Siding and all other Outside Woodwork
A shingle-stain compound that has the brilliant whiteness of whitewash, with none of
its

objectionable features, and the durability of paint, with no " painty " effect.
and most effective treatment for certain kinds of houses.

The

cleanest, coolest

SAMUEL CABOT,

Inc.,

Mfg. Chemists, Boston, Mass.
Waterproof Cement Stains.
Waterproof Brick Stains.
Damp-proofing, Waterproofing, Protective Paint, etc.

(

Pacific Building Materials

Company,

AGENTS \ The Mathews Paint Company,
Waterhouse & Price Company,
^

When

523

Market

Los Angeles.
Los Angeles.

St.,
(Stain).
(Quilt).

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazine.

San Francisco.
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UNITED STATES

STEEL PRODUCTS CO.
RIALTO BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO
SEI.LERS OF

THE PRODUCTS OF

American Steel and
Wire Co.
American Bridge Co.
American Sheet and
Tin Plate Co.
Carnegie Steel Cc
Illinois St jcl

National Tube Co.
Lorain Steel Co.

Shelby Steel Tube Co.
Tennessee Coal, Iron
and Railroad Co.
Trenton Iron Co.

.

Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF
Structural Steel for Every Purpose.

Highway.

Bridges, Railway and

"Triangle Mesh" Wire Concrete Reinforcement.
Plain

and Twisted Reinforcing Bars.
Plates,

Shapes and Sheets of Every Description.

Rails, Splice Bars, Bolts, Nuts, etc.

Wrought

Pipe, Valves, Fittings, Trolley Poles.

Frogs, Switches and Crossings for Steam Railway and Street Railway.

"Shelby" Seamless Boiler Tubes and Mechanical Tubing.

"Americore" and "Globe" Rubber Covered Wire and Cables.
"Reliance" Weatherproof Copper and Iron Line Wire.

"American" Wire Rope,

Rail Bonds, Springs,

Woven Wire Fencing and
Tramways,

Poultry Netting.

etc.

United States Steel Products Co.
W A K E n O
S E S
AT
K K
C K
A N

O

S

1

San Francisco
When

L

l>

-

Los Angeles

-

Portland

writing to AdvertiMr* please mention this magazii

-

Seattle
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The "Sarle" Flag Pole Top.
Tobin Bronze
All Brass —except pin— which
is

SHOULD BE USED on EVERY FLAG POLE.
WHY?
BECAUSE it gives absolute protection from
decay at top.
BECAUSE the halyard cannot get fouled at
the top.
BECAUSE cotton halyard can be renewed
from base of pole.
BECAUSE painter's line can be raised from
base of pole.
BECAUSE cost is slightly over the commonly

dr

.

Method Concrete

Bolander

&

Hallawell

MILLWRIGHT CONTRACTORS

270 First St., San Francisco

Tel.

Kearny 2120

Mead-Morrison Mfg. Co.
Steam, Electric and Gasoline
Hoisting Machinery

Distribution

Excavating Machinery.

Clam

Marsh-Capron Mfg. Co.
M-C RaU Track

,

used lignum vitae.

INSLEY MFG. CO.
Insley

,

?hell

and Orange Peel Buckets

GARFIELD MYERS

Concrete

District

Manager

Mixers
1017 Hearst BIdg.

San Francisco

Three Sizes of Paving Mixers.

LIINOTIUE

FOR

FLOORS

Offices, Churches, Theatres, Stores, Banks, Museums,
Libraries, Kitchens, Pantries, Elevators, Etc.
Resilient, non-shppery, silent,
moderate in cost.

warm,

sanitary, odorless, artistic, durable,

Furnished in eleven colors.

THE FLOOR THAT'S BUILT TO FIT THE ROOM
Samples and information on request

M.

V.

VAN FLEET,

120 Jessie St.,

San Francisco, Cal.

ARMSTRONG CORK & INSULATION COMPANY, PITTSBURG,

SEE Our

PA.

Fireproof Concrete Slabs

used on the New Two-story Office and Factory Building of Walter Mork, cor.
San Pablo Avenue and Bristol Street, Berkeley. They Look like stone but
Cost Less and will LAST FOREVER.

WATERPROOF, CRACKPROOF, SANITARY
and

CHEAPER

than Stone, Brick or Reinforced Concrete.

International Concrete Construction Co.
WEST BERKELEY, CAL.

Parker and Ninth Streets
When

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazine.
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DIGNITYCONand QUIETNESS
ONS WHEN

WERK niK

I'KIMK

S

MKSSKS.

I

l)i;

KAT

H\KK\Vi;i.l.

iS:

TliE ARCIIITECIS

1

liKOWN, ADOPII.I)

NONPAREIL CORK TILING
CIIAMHIK
MAIL

for llu- floor of llu- (OLNCII.
of lluClI Y
to hi' fiimishod and installed

SAN FRANCISCO

DAVID
HOLBROOK

by

KENNEDY

E.

INC.
SAN FRANCISCO

BlIIDINC;

MODERN PLUMBING FIXTURES
Haines. Jones & Cadbury Co.
II30-II44

Ridge Avenue

Pmiladelpmia

San Francisco Office and Showroom
857 Folsom St.

SCHUMACHER WALL BOARD
Our board

lias

.1

lilriricJ mini;ral filler

SHRINK,
It is

14')

\.

used on the o ulsiile as well as the inside. Is fireproof.
Pacific Coast, hence very reasonable in price.

CALIFORNIA STRF.IM. S\N

I'iniKT, I'roidcnl

I'lu.ne (iarfitld J.Sol

&

Made on

the

TELEPHONE SUTTER

FRANCISCO

Western Building

CO.

which caiino'

WARP OR BUCKLE

A.

2SS

M. McLcllan. Scc\- Ircas.

Engineering Company, Inc.

GENERAL CONTRACTORS
Oftiie,

iriri

Phuian

Phone Suiter

.San I<"rancisco. Cal.

IUiildiiii>

2.=>M1

LARSEN-SAMPSON
CO.
BL
CONSTRUCTION
IIJ)L\(;

60

CKOCKKK

lU

II

SAN FKAN( ISCO

l)l\(;

AtND CCON »MICAL ARI* ANGCMEIMT FOR THE
MOST PRACTICAL
MODERN CPriCIENT EQUIPMENT
OF SCHOOL STAGES
where.
School.

Fllrni^hcd Oralis
— Orpheum.
Panlages
Los

\V e ha>e etiuippcd Q.S
of those huilt
or Empress Theatres, San Francisco.
Theatres cverj
Arts Miich.
Aniceles.
Chaffee Lnion Hinh, Ontario.
Santa Cruz High
HakersHeld Miicli School. And o\er one hundred others.

HEFERENCnS

Manual

HIliMEST (IRAKI. Ak IISTIC

V\

OR KM ANSHII'

— CONTIMOL'S HEI.PFL'L SERMCE.
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CALIFORNIA

Phone FranfiUn

1006

PHOTO-ENGRAVING CO.

Alex. Coleman
CONTRACTING
PLUMBER
706 Ellis Street,

KOMPOLITH
A guaranteed
tested

flooring, made and
strict Chemical

upon

Analysis

JOHN KING & SONS
36

LITHOID PRODUCTS CO.
STANFORD STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

San Franaiseo, Cal.

McCRAY
REFRIGERATORS
BUILT TO ORDER
FOR

Home, Restaurant, Hotel
We

Carry

Line

a Full

of

or Club

Stock Sizes

NATHAN DOHRMANN

CO.

Selling Agents

Qeary and Stockton

Sts.,

San Francisco

Phone Kearny 4420

Phone

Garfield 7906

Collman

&

Collman Co.

GENERAL

ROGNIER

CgL CO.
La-wn ana Garden Ornaments
Artificial StoneWork.

G.

CONTRACTORS

Benches. Vases, Sun Dials,

526 Sharon BIdg.

San Francisco

W.W.BREITE,C.E.
Structural Engineer

etc.

Designs Submitted

233 Railroad Ave.,

].

SAN MATEO, CAL.

Soukas
CONCRETE
FINISHER

Designs and Details of

ALL CLASSES OF

METALLIC STRUCTURES
FOURTH FLOOR, CLUNIE BLDQ.
California

and Montgomery

Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
riting

to

.\dvertisers

please

iOll 2d Street

317 Third Street

Sacramento

San Francisco

77;.

•

.

hiliilrit

iiiul

liir^iiicrr

Mcinlicr (Icnoral Colli riiclor* Assncindiin.

IcIvpliiiKi.'
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SiilUr

.ISKI)

HERMANN BOSCH
Plain

and Ornamental Plastering

Office 740
Telephone

DUBOCE

AVE.. San Francisco

SHOP

l>:iiU (iS-fp

ELECTRICAL

T.

MARKI.T STRIII

MECHANICAL

ILLUMINATING

CHARLES

2().S.l

PHILLIPS

CONSULTING ENGINEER
PACIFIC BLDG.. SAN FRANCISCO
PLANS SPECIFICATIONS REPORTS
The Kconomical Production, Distribution and Application of Light, Power,
Heat and Ventilation. Illumination Efficiency. Physical Reports. ElectrolEstimates and Tests.
ysis Investigations.

Member

Residence 2909 California Street
Telephone Fillmore H27

Builders' ExcliariBe

180 Jessie Street
Telephone Sutter 6700

C. C.

MOREHOUSE

PLASTERING.
PLASTERING.
MODELING and CASTING.

Plain and Ornamental
Exterior CEMENT

Office

and Shop: 872

Imitation STONE WORK of All Kinds
AActal PURRING and LATHING
STUCCO WORK

FOLSOM

TELEPHONE SUTTER

ST.,

San Francisco

6509

MOUNT DIABLO CEMENT
COWELL SANTA CRUZ LIME
ALL KINDS OK

BUILDING MATERIALS
HENRY COWELL LIME & CEMENT
Phone Kearny 2093

When

No. 2

writing to

MARKET

Advertiiers please mention

CO.

STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

this

m.ig.'izine.
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SANTA MONICA HIGH SCHOOL, SANTA MONICA, CAL.
Allison & Allison, Architects

TUEC
Vacuum

Cleaner

installed in this Building

UNITED ELECTRIC

CO,

CANTON, OHIO
724=38 So.

Broadway

Los Angeles

When

110 Jessie Street
Cal.

San Francisco,

writing to Advertisers jjlease mention this niagazine.

I'hi-

hrliilirl

'STEELCRETE

"
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for

Labor Temple
*-

Ihiildint; built (or tin-

use of the combined Labor

orKanizations of San Francisco has

"Steelcrete"

Expanded Metal Lath Partitions

and Ceilings.

^
Furnished and Installed

^\N FRANCISCO LABOR TEMPLK
Mathcw OBriiii. Architect

HOLLOWAY EXPANDED METAL

CO.

COMRACTORS FOR FURRING AND LATHING
Soicmd ami Feileral Streets

San Francisco,

Cal.

PACIFIC SERVICE"

LIGHT HEAT
Pacific

Gas

445

&

POWER

Electric Co.

SUTTER STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

PACIFIC

PHONE

HOME PHONE
C 0011

Sutter 140

When

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazine.
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THROW AWAY
YOUR GOOD MONEY
DON'T
On

Stoves That Soon Rust Out

See that the sheet metal portions of your gas or coal
range, furnace, refrigerator, gasoline tank and acetylene generator as well as of your dwelling or ware-

house are of

Armco (American

ARMCO

Ingot) Iron, because

IRON

Resists Rust
and assures

iiifeti

me

service.

Purity, Evenness and Density are the
basis of rust-resistance and of working
quality. In these respects Armco Iron
is

unequalled.

Write for the experience of practical
users.

The American Rolling
Mill Company
Manufacturers under Patents
Granted to the International Metal

Licensed

Products Co.

Iron Black and Galvanized Sheets,
Roofing, Pipe, Metal Lath and
Terne Plate

Armco

OHIO

MIDDLETOWN

District Sales Offices at Cliicago, New York, Pittsburgh, Detroit, Cleveland, Cincinnati, St. Louis

and San Francisco.

ARMCO

The trade mark
carries the assurance that
iron bearing that mark is
manufactured by
American Rolling

Company with
intelligence

The Wedgewood Gas Range.
of ARMCO IRON.
One

Body and Canopv

High Quality Models made by
San Francisco.

Jas.

Graham

associated with

writing to

fidelity
its

prod-

and hence can be
depended ujion to possess
ucts,

of man
Mfsj. Cr

of

When

The

Mill
the skill,

and

.-Vdverti!

in the highest degree the
merit claimed for it.

^^

ROTARY

has been installed

in

the

oil

new

SAN fRANCISCO POLYTKHNIC

Hieh S:ho

To

BURNER

tllGH

SCHOOL

Designed b> Consuitine Itoard of Architects

the Architect and Engineer:
are pleased to call to your attention the distinctive features of our M. & W.
Burner as installed in the above High School under two one hundred H. P. Heine

We

and one W-28-8-Boilers.
That through co-ordinate regulation of
1st.

air

and

oil

we have

established

the fact that it is possible to get a clear soft fire from 5 per cent of the boiler load
to 67'
overload.
2d.
Co-ordinate control of air and oil entirely automatic.
3d.
Entire unit mounted on sliding base which allows:
(a)
Horizontal adjustment in the fire-box for the different conditions of
•

draught.
(b)
Allows complete removal of burner from fire-box for inspection at any
time without disconnection of oil lines.
The simpleness in design and the fewness of its parts give a quietness
4th.
of operation which we do not believe has been heretofore obtained, and we would
be pleased to receive any inquiries which this information may bring to your mind,
and assure you at this time of our desire to be of service.
Faithfully yours.

The Industrial Equipment Company
T.I.pli.in,- (;.ir(iilil

>27

now \Kn

ST..

sw

kkanci.sco, cm,.

HE WORLD'S TALLEST STRUCTURES have, in
common with the vast majority of all the Country's skyscrapers,

—OTIS

one kind of elevator equipment

Otis Elevators are what they
and where they are only because of anticipating every
modern need and every modern demand in elevator service.
The unbounded success of Otis Elevators is something
for the Architect and Engineer to remember when writalong with the important fact that
ing specifications
Elevators.

are

—

OTIS

the different types of elevators for
the different classes of buildings.
includes

OTIS

all

all

ELEVATOR COMPANY

STOCKTON, NORTH POINT AND BEACH STREETS

SAN FRANCISCO
Branches in

all

Principal Coast Cities

4^''-^>6^CXL^i_*_^

"(pacific"^
Plumbing Fixtures
67

NEW MONTGOMERY

STREET. SAN FRANCISCO
FACTORIES AT RICHMOND, CALIFORNIA

Printed by TIic Hicks-Judd Co.. S. F.

-wwMi.:

U"aAj|y

THE -ARCH ITECT-

ANDENCINEEP^
or- CALIFORNIA-

Ni«ht Illumioation of a San Francisco Power St

NOVEMBER

MCMXV

PUBLISHED IN SAN FRANCISCO
25

CENTS A COPY

ONE DOLLAR AND A HALF A YEAR

PORTLAND

SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES

R.

IN.

SEATTLE

INASOIN

INASOIN'S
A

& COMPANY

-fi>

pmi^t makers

OPAQUE TLAT
—

riNISH

a practical article for Walls,
Flat, Washable Oil Paint made in soft Kalsomine tints
NoLAN CO'S high grade
Ceilings, etc., that is Economical and Durable. Agency
Varnishes and Finishes. These goods are made on the Pacific Coast for the climate of this

TaMM &

151

Coast.

POTRERO

AVE.

— SAN FRANCISCO — 54 PINE

(gloss) and Vel-va-Cote (flat).
Not just wall paints but an improved principle in waU painting.
The walls of twenty new Cali-

San-a-cote
CoTE and Vel-va-Cote system

of wall painting.

fornia school buildings are now
being painted with the San-a100 architects, 50 engineers, 100 school

boards and 160 merchants say San-a-Cote and Vel-va-Cote
stand water and hard wear for years.

will

Specify on vour work the San-a-Cote and Vel-va-Cote system of wall painting
and have it used. You will get ser\ace that will satisfy you so will your patrons.

THE BRININSTOOL
MARION D. COHN CO

CO., Mfrs., Los Anseles. Cal.

SCHNEIDER, CHAPPELL & JONES

„,.-.^.-.___.
|B^J?JJ!S^!rJJ7r?1
|DKIN1NST00L|

Hansford Building, San Francisco, Cal.
Sacramento, Cal.

HUMPHREVS-SCHUTZ CO

SALT LAKE GLASS & PAINT CO

STREET

Salt

Lake

City,

Utah

Fresno, Cal.
— (Distributors)

XTTT
1?C CLEAN GRAVEL and
i^llJUrjO

CRUSHED ROCK

Means a Good Job
Contractors

of Concrete.

who want Prompt

Delivery, Right Quotations
Best Material, write or call up the

and the

California Building Material Co.
500*1

Phone, Sutter 4845

w
Phone

MAIN
2028

NEW CALL

BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO

DENISON INTERLOCKING TILE
A CLAY PRODUCT
AND THE

Coming Building

Material

WRITE NOW TO

DENISON BLOCK COMPANY
920

Forum

Bldg,

Sacramento, Cal.

77u' Architect

and

linj^iiiccr

Residence Flats, Steiner Street. San Francisco.

J.

G. Kincannon.

Owner and Builder

EXTERIOR FINISHED

IN

MEDUSA WHITE
PORTLAND CEMENT

BUILDING MATERIAL
583

When

Monadnock

writing to

Building, San Francisco

Advertisers please nieniion

thi*

mndaiinc

CO.
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PARCO
Specify

Steel Studding and Ceiling Construction
Because
It is
It is

the
the

STRONGEST

MOST RIGID

ABSOLUTELY FIRE-PROOF
a CALIFORNIA PRODUCT
NO DELAYS waiting for Eastern Shipments
ALWAYS IN STOCK
It is
It is

PARROTT &
320 California Street, San Francisco

s<fe

The

"wSbks

CO.

Higgins Building, Los Angeles

Excellent Service

Given by Standardized Products

STANDARDIZED FINISHES

Will Please Your Clients

OF THE WORLD

When

drawing your plans and writing your specifications, mention
ELASTICA FINISH NO. 1.— The unexcelled varnish for exterior work.
ELASTICA FINISH NO. 2.—The highest grade varnish for interior work.

ELASTICA FLOOR FINISH.—The perfect varnish for
FLATTINE CABINET FINISH.—For a Mission finish.
KLEARTONE FLAT VARNISH.— For a rubbed effect.

KLEARTONE STAINS.—24

beautiful,

floors.

permanent shades.
white ename! that

SATINETTE WHITE ENAMEL.—The

is

white.

For forty years the Standard Varnish Works have striven to perfect
finishing materials which should be the maximum of quality, long service and
dependability, and now offer the above high-grade products, which are sure
to please the most critical.

•SMMRDfARMSHlfORKSNEW YORK

CHICAGO

LONDON

BERLIN

PARIS

BRUSSELS

INTERNATIONAL VARNISH

CO., Limited,

SAN FRANCISCO

MELBOURNE

TORONTO, Canada.

The Architect and Engineer

Europe

In

a number of capable
speciaHzed in concrete.

some

of

architects have
As a consequence

most notable structures

the

have been erected with that material.
Their beauty has been considered unapproachable at moderate cost in the past.

What a chance for you! Atlas-White
non-staining Portland Cement offers unique
effects

untried

as yet

ideal vehicle for your

America, an

in

growing reputation.

THE ATLAS PORTLAND CEMENT

COMPANY
30 Broad
Chicago

Street,

New York

Minneapolis

Philadelphia

Des Moines

Pacific Coast-Distributors of Atlas-White:

United Materials
Pacific Portland

Company

Cement Co.

Santa Cruz Portland Cement Co.
Ore Grande Lime & Stone Co.

San Francisco.
Los Angeles,
Los Angeles,
Los Angeles,
Los Angeles.

.

Sunset Lime Company
Los Angeles Lime Company

Western Commercial Company
California Portland Cement Co.
Robert H. Winn Company

.

...

.

Cal.
Cal.
Cal.
Cal.
Cal.
Pasadena, Cal.
San Diego. Cal.
Oakland.
__. Cal.

Howard Company
F.T.Crowe & Company Seattle, Tacoma. Spokane. Wash,
F. T. Crowe & Company
Portland. Oregon
,

Evans. Coleman

&

.

.

Evans Vancouver and

Victoria. B. C.

"Concrete for Permanence"

F. L. Wright. Architect

When

writing to .-Kdvcrtisers please menti<

The Architect and Engineer

Horla d A. PerklHS AnluleCt.

RESIDENCE OF MISS BOIT. WAKEFIELD. MASS.

.

BcslOfl

Stained with Cabal's Waterproof Cement Stuins
(See

tetter betotv)

Wakefield, Mass., November 11, 1911.
used over two hundred gallons of your Waterproof Cement Stains
on Miss Bolt's new house at Wakefield.
This was a job I was very particular to
have right, and I am glad to say your material has proved entirely satisfactory in
every way.

Gentlemen:

Last spring

I

JAMES

F.

SHERRITT.

Four Years Later:
In September, 1915, an examination of the Boit residence by an expert
decorator showed that the Cabot's Cement Stains had worn so well and
grown so soft and beautiful with age that he advised against re-coloring the stucco when the other parts of the house were painted.

This Four Year Record of

CABOT'S

CEMENT STAINS

characteristic.
They color stucco surfaces with soft, rich tints
similar to those produced by Cabot's Shingle Stains on shingles, siding
and boarding, and they grow softer and more delicate on weathering
If you
so that they are even more artistic when old than when new.
like shingle -stains on shingles you will also like the Cement Stains on
stucco, and the heavy, opaque cement coatings are as unsuitable for
stucco as common paints are for shingles and similar wood.
is

Cabot's Cement Stains go farther, cost less and are easier to apply
They make the surfaces rain-proof and they do not
cover or spoil the texture of the stucco as coatings do.

than coatings.

Color-cards and

full

information will be furnished on request
of the undersigned.

by any

SAMUEL CABOT,
Pacific Coast
S. W. R.
Timms,

Agents

inc.,

:

Dally, Seattle and Tacoma
Co., Portland

Cress

&

vriting to Adverti;

Mfg. Chemists,

BOSTON

Pacific Building Materials Co.,

San Francisco

Mathews Paint

Co., Los Angeles

The

.irchitcct

and

Euiiiiiccr

The Standard Cement Coating
is

CONCRETO

W^^mi^^^l3I^^^J=ii
^lUdllbi^

SUNSET PAINT CO.
627 So.

Main

D. H.

RHODES

546 Valencia Street

Street

Los Angeles

San Francisco

^im^"^IN PASTE

San Francisco

FORM ONLY

Office, 311 California Street

A. L.

GREENE, Agent

EQUIPPED >VITM

PITCHER
Disappearing Doors

Hangers

Adjustable

Frames

Patented
Pitcher
Doors

D

i

s

appearing

installed in SJ^ in.

partitions.

No extra

thickness of wall required.

House

Edward Q.

in

West

Clay Park, San Francisco

Bolles, Architect

S. A.

Born, Builder

.Specify Sliding

Doors

in

place of Swinging Doors.

NATIONAL MILL & LUMBER CO.
FIFTH AND BRYANT STS.
When

writing to .\dv

SAN FRANCISCO,
enlion this magazine.

CAL.

The Architect and Engineer

STEEL BARS FOR CONCRETE REINFORCEMENT
TWISTED SQUARES, PLAIN SQUARES AND ROUNDS
We

Will

Make Lump Sum

PIG IRON,

Bids on Reinforcement Fabricated and Installed.

COKE AND FERRO ALLOYS

WOODS. HUDDART & GUNN
444 MARKET STREET

Tel. Sutter 2720

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

STEIGER

TERRA COTTA ^^ POTTERY

WORKS
Main Office: 729 Mills Building
DOUGLAS 3oto

San Francisco. Cal.

Gladding.HcBean&Co.
Manufacturers Clay Products

Crocker Bldg. San Francisco
Works. Lincoln.Cal.

ENAMELED BRICK
MAT AND TRANSPARENT GLAZE

PACIFIC

SEWER PIPE

825 EAST SEVENTH STREET
When

CO.
LOS ANGELES

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazin

Architects' Specification Index
(For Index to Advertisements, see next page)

ARCHITECTURAL SCULPTORS. MODELING,

BRICK AND CEMENT COATING
W

Armorite and Concreta. manufacturt-.l hy

G.Rognier & Co.. 233 R. R. Ave.. San Mateo.
Sculptors' Workshop.
S. Miletin, 1705 Harrison St., San Francisco.
Gladding. McBean & Company, Crocker Bldf..
San Francisco.
Steiger Terra Cotta and Pottery Works. Mills
Bldg., San Francisco.

AUTOMATIC SPRINKLERS
Scott Company. 243 Minna St., San Francisco
Pacific Fire Extinguisher Co., 507 Montgomery
St.. San Francisco.

BANK FIXTURES AND INTERIORS
A. H. Andrews Co., 728 Mission

San Fran-

St.,

cisco.

Fink & Schindler. 218 I3th St.. San Francisco.
C. F. Weber & Co.. 365 Market St., San Fran-

Home

Mfg.

Co.,

543

Brannan

St.,

San Fran-

cisco.

H. Winner Company, Nevada Bank Bldg..
San Francisco.
Mullen Manufacturing Co., 20th and Harrison
streets, San Francisco.
H.

BLACKBOARDS
C.

F.

Weber &

Co.. 365

Market

San Fran-

St..

Whitaker &- Ray-Wiggin Company, 776 Mission
St.. San Francisco.
A. H. Andrews Co., 728 Mission St., San Fran-

Exchange

Globe Indemnity Co.. Insurance Exchange Bldg.,

Montgomery

St.,

San Francisco.

BOOK BINDERS AND PRINTERS
Hicks-Judd Company, 51-65 First

San Fran-

St..

BRASS GOODS. CASTINGS, ETC.
Co., 589 Mission St.,

Co.. Balboa Bldg.. San F
McBean & Company. Crocke
Irick Co..
al

Fuller &
BLTILDERS'

San Francisco.

Co., all principal Coast cities.

HARDWARE

agents for Sargent Hardware,
St.. San Francisco.
Steel Company. San FranOakland. Berkeley, and Los Angeles.
4 Erwin Mfg. Co.. Commercial Bldg..

Bennett

Bros.,

Market

514

Hardware &

Pacific
cisco.

Russell

San Francisco.

BUILDING MATERIAL. SUPPLIES. ETC.
Building Materials Co., 523 Market

Pacific

San Francisco.
Western Builders' Supply Co., 155
gomery St., San Francisco.
C.

Pratt

F.

Material

Building

St.,

New MontHearst

Co..

BMe.. San Francisco.

Market

C. Torgensen. 356

St..

San Francisco.

CAEN STONE— IMITATION
Folsom

A. Knowles. 985

St.,

Lumber

-\rsdale-Harris

San Francisco.
Co.,

and

Fifth

Brannan Sts., San Francisco.
Tilden Lumber Co., foot of University avenue.
Berkeley.
Atlas Portland Cement Co., represented by United Materials Co. and Pacific Portland Cement
Company, San Francisco.
Mt. Diablo, sold bv Henrv Cowell Lime & Cement Co.. 9 Main St.. San Francisco.
Medusa White Portland Cement, sold by Building Material Co.. Inc.. Monadnock Bldg., San

Francisco

Manufactured

ETC.
Bldg..

Frost Bldg.. Lot

Hearst Bldg., San

Co..

bv

California

Mineral

Products

Co.. 806 47th avc. East Oakland.

Diamond Brick

I

St.,

Samuel Cabot Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass., agencies
in San Francisco, Oakland, Los Angeles. Portland. Tacoma and Spokane.
Arm.irite and C.increta. manufactured hy W. P.

CEMENT BRICK

BRICK—PRESSED. PAVING.

Angeles.
Pratt Building Materi
Francisco.

Parafline Paint Co.. 34 First

BRICK STAINS

CEMENT

San Francisco.
Pacific Coast Casualty Co., 416

Los Aneeles Pressed

by Trussed Concreti

O.

Glidden Products, sold by Whittier-Coburn Co..
Howard and Beale Sts.. San Francisco; California Glass & Paint Company. Los Angeles.

Van

California Casualty Co.. Merchants'
Building. San Francisco.

Gladding.

Par-Seal, made
Steel Co.. Voungstown,

Ad>

CEDAR

BONDS FOR CONTRACTORS

H. Mueller Manufacturing
San Francisco.

Co.. all principal Coast cities.
Co.. Inc.
(See
for Pacific Coast Agents.)

Trus-Con

ARCHITECTURAL TERRA COTTA

1'.

.

&

Fuller

Wadsworth. Howland &

Sieiger Terra Cotta & Pottery Works, Mil
Bldg.. San Francisc
United Materials Co.. Crossley Bldg., San Frai

CEMENT EXTERIOR WATERPROOF PAINT

Bav State Brick and Cement Coating, made by
VVadsworlh. Howland & Co.
(See distributing
on pace 30.^

.Asrents

Liquid Cement and Liquid Cement
Enamel sold on Pacific Coast bv Whittier. Coburn Company. San Francisco, and California
Glass & Paint Company. Los Angeles.
L. & S. Cement Paint, manufactured bv Paint
Products Corporation. 524 Sharon Bldg.. San

Gliddcn's

CISCO.

"GRANT CONCRETE MIX" 25%
^:^:ls^'K^^:^i^
nd stone, and contains about

WE GUARANTEE
Used on many important
Government work.

first-cl;

J

LESS

of c

THAN

buildings and road work.

25

^iT;

Accepted

<

shed rock and necessary

VOIDS.
all

City. State

and U.

S.

.—•*.»•,
.•«*«.•« *«
m
•*.««»
GRANT
GRAVEL COMPANY
«*««

FLATIRON BLDG..

•

.^i.

.«.

Phone Sutter

«>«.

1582.
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ARCHITECTS" SFECIFICATION INDEX-Continued
CEMENT EXTERIOR WATERPROOF COATING

— Continued.

Armorite. sold by W, P. Fuller
cipal Coast cities.

&

Co., all prin-

luitienal \S aierpruofirg, manufactured by Imperial Co., 183 Stevenson St., San Francisco.

Par-Seal, made by Trussed Concrete
Steel Co., Youngstown, O.
Paraffine Paint Co., 34 First St., San Francisco.

Trus-Con

CEMENT EXTERIOR FINISH
Bay

Cement Coating, made by
Wadsworth, Howland & Co. (See list of DisSlate Brick and

tributing Aitents on page 30.)
P. Fuller

Concreta, sold
cipal Coast citie
Glidden's Liquid

&

Co., al! prin-

and Liquid Cement
Coast by Whittier, Coburn Company. San Francisco, and California
Glass & Paint Company, Los Angeles.
Medusa White Portland Cement. California
Agents, tbe Building Material Co., Inc., 587
Monadnock BIdg., San Francisco.
Concreie Cenient Coating, manufactured by the
Muralo Company, 540 Valencia St., San Frannel, sold

t

(

cisco.

Samuel Cabot Mfg. Co.. Boston. Mass., agencies
in San Francisco. Oakland. Los Angeles, Portland. Tacoma and Spokane.

Bay

State Brick and Cement Coating, made by
Wadsworth, Holland & Co. (See list of Distributing Agents on page 30.)
Fuller's Concrete Floor Enamel, made by W. P.
Fuller & Co., San Francisco.
Glidden's Concrete Floor Dressing, sold on Pacific Coast by Whittier. C"burn Company, San
Francisco, and California Glass & Paint Com-

pany. Los Angeles.

CEMENT TESTS— CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
W. Hunt &

Co.,

J51

Kearny

St.,

San

Francisco.

CHURCH INTERIORS
Fink & Schindler. 2l8 !3th

St..

Excello

San Francisco.

CHUTES— GRAVITY SPIRAL
Insley Gravity System for pouring concrete,
represented by Garfield Myers, Hearst Bldg..
San Francisco.

COLD STORAGE PLANTS
Vulcan Iron Works, San Francisco.
T. P. Jarvis Crude Oil Burning Co., 275 Connecticut St., San Francisco.

Howard

St.,

San

"Kompolith." sold and laid hy John King & Sons,
36 Stanford street. San Francisco.
Maenesite Flooring, laid bv National Roofing
Company, Plaza Bldg., Oakland.

Pacific=Plate
BLACKBOARD
When

Cleaner,

F.

W.

San Francisco.

Invincible Vacuum Cleaner, sold by R.
Foyle, 416 Harriet St., San Francisco.

W.

Tuec, mfrd. by United

Electric Company, Coast
Branch, General Contractors' Association, San

Francisco.

CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
American Concrete
San Francisco.
Clinton

Co.,

Construction

Humboldt Bank

Bldg..

Mutual Bank

Bldg.,

Co.,

3an Francisco.
Barrett & Hilp, Sharon Bldg., San Francisco.
P. A. Palmer, Monadnock Bldg., San Francisco.

CONCRETE MACHINERY
Garfield Myers, factory representative of Insley

Manufacturing Company, and Marsh-Capron
Company, Hearst Bldg., San Francisco.

CONCRETE MIXERS
Austin Improved Cube Mixer.
473-485 Sixth

St.,

Factory branch.

San Francisco.

Foote Mixers sold by Edw. R. Bacon; 40 Na-

San Francisco.

St.,

CONCRETE PILES
McArthur

Pile Company,
Building, San Francisco.

Concrete

Chronicle

CONCRETE REINFORCEMENT
United
cisco,

States Steel Products Co.. San FranLos Angeles, Portland and Seattle.
see advertisement on page 23,

"Kahn System,"
this issue.

International Fabric & Cable, represented by
Western Builders' Supply Co., 155 New Montgomery St.. San Francisco.
Triangle Mesh Fabric.
Sales Agents. Pacific
Building Materials Co., 523 Market St., San
Francisco.
Twisted Bars, sold by Woods. Huddart & Gunn,
444 Market St., San Francisco.
Pacific Coast Steel Company. Rialto Bldg., San
Francisco, and Union Oil Bldg., Los Angeles.

CONCRETE SURFACING
"Concreta" sold by W. P.

Fuller

&

Co.,

San

Francisco.
th. Howland & Co.'s Bay State Brick
Cement Coat g. sold by Jas. Hambly
Pacific Bldg,
San Francisco and Los

COMPOSITION FLOORING
Fibrestone & Roofing Co., 971

Vacuum

Stationary

Schaer Co., Pacific Coast Agts., Santa Maria
Bldg.,

toma

CEMENT FLOOR COATING

Robert

COMPRESSED AIR CLEANERS

Co.,

Liquid Cement, manufactured by Glidden Varnish Co.. Whittier. Coburn Co., San
Francisco, and California Glass & Paint Company, Los Angeles.

Glidden

School Supplies
School Desks
Factorj Prices

THE

A. H.

Auditorium Seating
School Furniture

— San

Francisco Ser\ice

ANDREWS

writing to Advertisers please mention this magaz

CO.

10

TJie Architect

Supersedes Marble

and

Tile

-

=

and Ennneer

A fire-polished, non-absorbent, waterproof, acid-proof, stainless, pure-white
sanitary material for structural use
Estimates promptly furnished for the complete installation ot
VITROLITE in any structure, room, bath or kitchen

VITROLITE

.

"Cleaned Without Scrubbing"
Oakland Office

DAVIS ST.

34

TELEGRAPH AVE

1813

Yitrolite Construction

Phone Oakland 589

San Francisco

Co

Phone

Garfield 2680

ARCHITECTS" SPECIFI CATION INDEX— Continued
DAMP-PROOFING COMPOUND

CONTRACTORS, GENERAL
American Concrete
San Francisco.

Co.,

Humboldt Bank

CommaryPelerson

Co..

Inc..

Bldg..

San

Glidden's Liquid Rubber, sold on Pacific Coast
by Whittier, Coburn Company, San Francisco, and California Glass & Paint Company,
Los Angeles.
Armorite Damp Resisting Paint, made by W. P.
Fuller & Co., San Francisco.
Imperial Co., 183 Stevenson St., San Francisco.
'^''"/£°" Damp Proofing.
(See advertisement
of Trussed Concrete Steel Company for Coast
agencies.)
"Pabco" Damp Proofing Compound, sold by
Paraffine Paint Co., 34 First St., San Fran-

Bldg.,

San

Wadsworth, Howland &

Hankers

Bldg.,

Invest-

ment Uklg., San Francisco.
Geo. H. Bos, Hearst Bldg., San Francisco.
Larsen, Sampson & Co., Crocker Bldg.,
Francisco.
Clinton Construction Company. 211 Mutual
Bldg., San Francisco.
Dunnavant-Oakley Co.. 1430 Powell St.,
Geo. W. Boxton
Francisco.

Collman

&

& Son, Hearst

San

Bank
San

cisco.

CoUman,

526

Sharon

Francisco.

ton

& Engineering

Construction

1047

Folsom

San Francisco.

St.,

M.

Co.,

Mission

Fisher, 863

Van

Sant, Houghton
San Francisco.

Howard

S.

Williams,

San Francisco.
Hooker & Lent Bldg.,

St.,

Co.,

Hearst Bldg., San Fran-

cisco.

Harvey A. Klyce, Sheldon Bldg., San Francisco.
Lange & Bergstrom, Sharon Bldg., San Francisco.

Lester Stock, 12 Geary St., San Francisco.
McLaren & Peterson, Sharon Bldg., San Fran-

Masow &

Morrison, 518 Monadnock Bldg., San

Francisco.

John Monk, 216 Sharon

Bldg.,

Monson

San Francisco.

Bros., 1907 Bryant St., San Francisco.
Robert Trost, 26th and Folsom Sts., San Francisco.

Western Building & Engineering Co., 455 Phelan
Bldg., San Francisco.
Williams Bros. & Henderson, Holbrook Bldg.,
San Francisco.

CORK

CORNER BAR
Curb Bar, manufactured by American
Bar Co., 1034 Merchants Exchange
San Francisco.

Steel
Bldg.,

CORNER BEAD
Capitol

Sheet

Works,

1827

San Francisco.
cisco.

CRUSHED ROCK
Grant Gravel Co., Flat Iron Bldg., San Francisco.

Rock,

terial

Niles

by

sold

Company, new

Sand, Gravel

&

California
Call Bldg.,
Rock Co.,

Building MaSan Francisco.
Mutual Bank

Inc.,

for

84 WashingCoast agen-

New York, N. Y.
by National Lumber Co.,
San Francisco
Reli:
Id by
Sartorius Co., San
ico; D. F. Fryer & Co., B. V. Collins,
Los Angele
and Portland Wire & Iron
Works.
^

Co.,

sold

" ant
Hanse.

'

'

'

Sts.,

DRINKING FOUNTAINS
Haws

Sanitary

Fountain,

Harmon

1808

Pacific

ery

Porcelain Ware Co.. 67
San Francisco.

New Montgom-

St.,

Lyman &

Wittman

Co.,

341

Jliima

Si.,

San

St.,

San

DUMB WAITERS
npany,

173

Beale

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
Butte

Engineering

683 Howard

Co.,

St.

F.-ancisco.

Boynton

Electric

504

Co.,

Rialto

Central Electric Co., 618 Mission

Ne

McK

Page.

S.-in

Co.,

St.,

Hearst

401

San

Bldg.

San FranBuilding,

Francisco.
Electrical

Co.,

Hu

boldt

Bank

Bldg.,

San Francisco.
Fire Extinguisher Ci
507 Montgomery
St.. San Francisco.
H. S. Tittle. 245 Minna St., San Francisco.
Standard Electrical Construction Company, 60
Natoma St., San Francisco.
Pacific

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
Chas. T. Phillips, Pacific Bldg., San Francisco.

ELECTRIC PLATE

WARMER

Prometheus Electric Plate Warmer for
residences, clubs, hotels, etc.
Sold by M- E.
Bldg., San Fran-

The

Bldg.. San Francisco.
Pratt Building Material Co., Hearst Bldg., San
Francisco.

H.immond, Humboldt Bank

MORTENSON CONSTRUCTION

CO.

CONTRACTORS FOR STRUCTURAL STEEL AND IRON
H.

MORTENSON.

Pres.

oFFfcc AND shops:

>HONc:

Mission 6033

CHAS.

G.

St.,

Berkeley, and C. F. Weber & Co., San Francisco and Los Angeles.
Crane Company, San Francisco, Oakland, and
Los Angeles.
J. B. Clow & Son, Hearst Bldg., San Francisco.

Market St„

United States M'etal Products Co., 525 Market
St., San Francisco.; 750 Keller St., San Fran-

Niles

McCabe Hanger Mfg.

Pitcher Hang_er,

Newbery
Metal

Co.,

(See Adv.

DOOR HANGERS

Spencer Elevator

TILING. FLOORING, ETC.

"Linotile," manufactured by Armstrong Cork &
Insulation Company.
M. C. Van Fleet, agt.,
120 Jessie St.. San Francisco.
David E. Kennedy, Inc., Holbrook Bldg., San

Dolbear

Boston.

St.,

cies.)

MORTENSON,

VicePrf.s.

and Mgr.

CORNER 19TH AND Indiana Streets
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

riting to Advertisers please

mention

this

magazin

The Architect and Engineer

11

Tile Roofing-Slate Roofing
Fibrestone & Roofing Company
Telephone Sutter 329

971

Howard

SAN FRANCISCO

St..

AKCHITECTS- SPECIFICATION INDEX-Con«nue<<
FLOORING— MAGNESITE

ELEVATORS
Olis Elevator Company. S tockton and North
Point. San Francisco.
Spencer Elevator Company, 126 Beale St.. San
Francisco.
B. C. Van Etnon Elevator Co.,
First St..
San Francisco.

ELEVATOR ENXLOSURES
J.

G. Braun. 615-621 S. Paulina St., Chicago,

111.

ENGINEERS
\V. Breite. Ciunie Bldg.. San Francisco.
Chas. T. Phillips. Pacific Bldg., San
Hunter & Hudson, Rialto Bldg., "
Francisco.

Alfred Alt, 13S Eighth

St..

Oakland.

Corrugated Culvert Co., West Berk-

California
eley. Cal.

Torrid Zone furnace sold and installed by Modern Sheet Metal Works. 731 Clement St., San

GAS FURNACES
Gas Furnace, Fisher & Klauser. distributors, Lick Bldg., San Francisco, 1764 Broadway, Oakland.

Cole

Bowser

& Erwin Mfg.
San Francisco.

Russell

Tanks

Gasoline

Howard

Co.. 612

Commercial Bldg.,

Co.,

EQUIPMENT

G.-\R.-\GE

FIRE EXIT DEVICES

St.,

ai

Sa

GARDEN FURNITURE

FIRE ESCAPES

G. Tomagnini

Burnett Iron Works, Fresno, Cal.
Palm Iron & Bridge Works. Sacramento.
Western Iron Works, 141 Beale St., San Fran-

&

Co., 219

Tenth

St.,

Cisco.

GLASS
W.

-Cisco.

Fuller

P.

& Company,

principal

all

Coast

cities.

FIRE E.XTINGUISHERS
St.,

San

FURNACES

ESTIMATORS

Whittier-Cobur

Company, 243 Minna

Pacific

St.,

Francisco.

W.

Scott

Howard

Fibrestone & Roofing Co., 971
Francisco.

FLUMES

Fire

St..

San Francisco.

Extinguisher Co., 507 Montgomery

San Francisco.

McBean &

Crocker

Co.,

Los .\ngeles Pressed
Los Angeles.

Brick

Bldg.

,

San

Frost

Bldg..

Glidden Products, sold by Whittier-Coburn Co.,
San Francisco, and California Glass & Paint
Comp:inv. Los .\ngeles.
W. P. Fuller & Co.. all principal Coast cities
Guido Blenio Fireproofing Co.. Inc., 605 Sharon

San Francisco.

FIXTURES— BANK. OFFICE. STORE.
A. H. Andrews, 728 Mission

St..

Mullen Manufacturing

20th

streets,

Co.,

Sts.,

San

GRANITE
Granite Co., foot

id

St.

California Granite Co., Sharon Bldg.,

San Fran-

cisco.

Co.,

FIREPROOF PAINT

Bldg.,

Howard & Beale

Co..

American Portland

FIREPROOFING AND PARTITIONS
Gladding.

1

Francisco.

ETC.

San Francisco.
and Harrison

Raymond Granite

Co., Division

San Francisco.
McGilvray-Raymond Granite
St., San Francisco.

and Potrero

Co., 634

Sts.,

Townsend

GRAVEL, SAND AND CRUSHED ROCK
California Building Material Co.,
San Francisco.

new

Call Bldg.,

Del Monte White Sand, sold by Pacific Improvement Co.. Crocker Bldg.. San Francisco.
Pratt Building Material Co., Hearst Bldg., San

Grant

Gr

vel

Co.,

Flatiron

Bldg.,

San

Fr

San Francisco.

Fink & Schindler, 218 13th St., San Francisco.
C. F. Weber & Co., 365 Market St.. San Francisco and 210 N. Main St., Los Angeles. Cal.

FLAG POLE TOPS

Nile*"^"' and.

Bank

Gravel & Rock Co., Mutual Savings

Bldg., 704

Market

St..

San Francisco.

HARDWALL PLASTER

& Cement Co., San Francisco.
Keene Cement Co., 333 Monadnock
San Francisco.

Henr>' Cowell Lime

Bolander & Hallawell, 270 First

St.,

San Fran-

American
Bldg.,

cisco.

HARDWARE

FLOOR V.\RNISH
Bass-Hueter and San Francisco Pioneer Varnish
Works. 816 Mission St.. San Francisco.
Fifteen for Floors, made by W. P. Fuller & Co.,
San Francisco.
Standard \'arnish Works, Chicago. New York
and San Francisco.
Glidden Products, sold by Whittier-Coburn Co..
San Francisco, and California Glass & Paint
Company, Los Angeles.

MADE

IN

Hardware sold by Baker & Hamilton,
San Francisco and Los Angeles.
Russwin Hardware. Joost Bros.. San Francisco.
Hardware & Steel Company, representing
Lockwood Hardware Co., San Francisco.
Sargent's Hardware, sold by Bennett Bros., 514
Market St.. San Francisco.
Russell & Erwin Manufacturing Co., Commercial
Bldg., San Francisco.
Corbin

Pacific

SAN FRANCISCO

PASSENGER ^ FREIGHT
ELEVATORS
PRODUCT
ELEVATOR COMPANY
SPENCER
SAN FRANCISCO
Phone Kearny
INVESTIGATE OL!R

126-128 Beale Street,

664

riting to Adverti:

ention this magazii

The Architect and Engineer
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A FLOORING for Discriminating Architects
For Hotels, Schools,
Hospitals and Residences

STRABLE MANUFACTURING CO.

OAKLAND, CAL.

511-537 First Street

ARCHITECTS' SPECiri CATION INDEX— Continued
LIME

HARDWOOD FLOORING
Parrott & Co., 320 California St., San Francisco
White Bros., Cor. Fifth and Brannan Sts., San
Francisco.
Strable Manufacturing Company, Oalcland, Cali-

Dieckmann Hardwood
Sts., San Francisco.

&

Co.,

320

Beach

California

and

Taylor

St.,

White Bros., Cor. Fifth and Brannan Sts., San
Francisco.
Strable Manufacturing Company, Oakland, California.
(See advertisement above.)

HEATERS— AUTOMATIC
Pittsburg Water
San Francisco.

Gas &

Pacific

237

Co.,

Powell

St.,

Sutter

St.,

San

Company, San Francisco,
Oakland and Santa Clara.
Lumber Company, foot of Unversity

Tilden

Van ArsdaleHarris Lumber Company,

Francisco.
St.,

San

Clement

St.,

507 Mission

Francisco.

Modern Sheet Metal Works,

731

San Francisco.
Charles T. Phillips, Pacific Building, San Francisco.

M. & W. Rotary Oil Burner, manufactured by
Industrial Equipment Co., 527 Howard St.,
San Francisco.
William F. Wilson Co., 328 Mason St., San

Minna
Co.,

Fifth and

San Francisco.

Lumber

Co., Palo Alto, Cal.

Manufacturing Company, San Francisco,
Oakland and Santa Clara.

Pacific

American Heat & Power Co., Oakland, Cal.
Fess System Co., 220 Natoma St., San Francisco.
Gilley-Schmid Company,
198
Otis
St.,
San
Inc.,

Sts.,

WORK

Dudfield

HEATING AND VENTILATING

Wittman, Lyman &

445

California.
Pacific Manufacturing

Brannon

Francisco.
Scott Company, 243

Co.,

,

MILL

San

Otter,

Elec.

Dudfield Lumber Co., Palo
Cal.
Sunset Lumber Co., Oakla
:ai.
Santa Fe Lumber Co., Sev(
1th and De
Sts., San Francisco.
E. K. Wood L^tmber Company, East Oakland,

Ave., Berkeley, Cal.

Heater

Hoffit

Mangrum &

Mai.

9

Co.,

HEAT AND POWER

LUMBER

HARDWOOD LUMBER
Parrott

Henry Cowell Lime & Cement
San Francisco.

LIGHT.

San Francisco.
341 Minna St., San
St.,

Francisco.
Pacific Fire Extinguisher Co., 507 Montgomery
St., San Francisco.
Petersen-James Co., 730 Larkin St., San Fran-

MAIL CHUTES
Cutler Mail Chute Co.. Rochester, N. Y.
(See
Adv. on page 28 for Coast representatives.)

MANTELS
Mangrum &

Otter, 561

Mission

St.,

San Fran-

METAL CEILINGS
San Francisco Metal Stamping & Corrugating
Co., 2269 Folsom St., San Francisco.

METAL DOORS AND WINDOWS
U.

S.

Metal Products Co., 525 Market

St.,

Francisco.
Capitol Sheet

Metal Works, 1927 Market
San Francisco; 117 Franklin St., Oakland.

San
St.,

METAL FURNITURE
Capitol Sheet Metal Works, San Francisco and
Oakland.
A. H. Andrews Co., 728 Mission St., San Francisco.

C.

Dunha

A.

Wells Fargo

Co.,

San

Bldg.,

HEAT REGULATION
G. E. Witt Company, Inc., 850 Howard St.,
San Francisco.
Johnson Service Company, 149 Fifth St., San

Francisco.

HOLLOW

lU.OCKS

Denison Hollow Interlocking Blocks, Forum
Bldg., Sacramento, and Chamber of Commerce
Bldg.. Portland.

it^^

BiSSMB BH'

HOSPITAL FIXTURES
J.

Mott Iron Works, 135 Kearny

L.

St.,

San

Francisco.

INGOT IRON
'*Armco"

brand,
manufactured by American
Rolling Mill Company, Middletown, Ohio, and
Monadnock Bldg., San Francisco.

1

fiSP**

INSPECTIONS AND TESTS
Robert

JOIST

W. Hunt &

Co.,

Kearny

251

St.,

San

HANGERS

Western Builders' Supply
gomery St., Sai

Co.,

Ne

Mont-

American Keene Cement
San Francisco.

Co.,

]

nadnock Bldg.,

L.

Mott Iron Works, 135

Francisco.

BU RINERS

Modern EQUIPMENTS

for

Cooking and Heating Plants

JOHNSON CO.

LAMP POSTS
J.

Crude Oil Burners Operating Kitchen Ranges in
Government Barracks at Fort Winfield Scott

OIL

KEENE CEMENT

arny

St.,

San

S. T.
1337 MISSION ST.
SAN FRANCISCO

945 GRACE AVE.

OAKLAND

U

The Architect and Engineer

WHITTIER COBURN

CO.

-

MA^UFACTURERS

WHITTIER QUALITY PAINTS
„
GLIDDEN
CONCRETE PAINTS
BRIDGEPORT STANDARD STAINS
Sales Office :: Howard and Beale Streets, San Francisco, Cal.
ARCHITECTS- SPECIFICATION INDEX Continued
Distributors

MLTAL SIllNULKs

Jones- Du

Meurcr Uros.. 630 Third St., San
San I'rancisco Metal Stamping &
Co., 2269 Folsoni St.. San Franc

bysleni

Lo.,

.'JO

Nalonia

Works,

113

Front

San

St..

ler

Co.,

R.

275

Con-

San Francisco.

ORNAMENTAL IRON AND BRONZE
California Artistic Jfctal and Wire Co
349
Seventh St., San Francisco.
Erode Iron Works. 31-37 Hawthorne St., San
.

Francisco.

Burnett Iron Works, Fresno.
Palm Iron & Bridge Works, Sacramento.
J. G. Braun, Chicago and New York.
Ralston Iron Works. 20th and Indiana Sts., San
135

Kearny

St.,

San

J. Hillard Company. Inc., 19th and Minnesota Sts., Sain Francisco.
Shreiber & Sons Co., represented by Western
Builders Supply Co., San Francisco.
West Coast Wire & Iron Works, 861-863 Howard St., San Francisco.

J.

Waters

Co.,

SALT

COTTA

Gladding,

Market

717

Pi PE— VITRIFIED

McBean &

Sewei Pipe Co.,
Los Angcle_.

San Fran-

St.,

GLAZED

TERRA

Crocker Bldg.,

Co.,

Pacific

W. Hellman

I.

San

Bldg.,

Pratt Building Material Co., Hearst Bldg., San
Francisco.
Steiger Terra Cotta and Pottery Works,
Mills
Bldg., San Francisco.

PLASTER CONTRACTORS
A. Knowles, 985 Folsom

C

C.

St., San Francisco
Morehouse, Crocker Bldg., San Francisco
Bosch, 2054 Market St.. San Fran-

Hermann

PLUMBING CONTRACTORS
Gilley-Schmid

Company,

198

Otis

San

St.,

Francisco.

Francisco.

Mott Iron Works,

St..

San Francisco.

PHOTOGRAPHY

St.

Rotary Oil Bur
Company, 159 Twelfth St.,
Oakland.
G. E. Wilt Oil Burner Company, 850 Howard

L.

Los

Co., all principal Coast cities.

CaMfornia Photo Engraving Co., 121 Second

ured by Industrial

LruJe Oil Bur
St
Sar Francisco

J.

S

Varnish

i'rancisco.

M. & W. Oil Burnci
Equipment Co.,

St..

San

St.,
:isco,

PHOTO ENGRAX'ING

American Standard Oil Burner Co.,
Cedar Sts., Oakland.
\V. S. Ray Manufacturing Company
bt., San Francisco.
FcbS

P. t-uller

Standard

13J7 Mission Si

Co.,

Ninth

Nason & Company, San F
.Angeles, Portland and Seattle.
N.

W.

OIL UUI^NEUS
S. T. Jolinson
Cisco.

414

Co.,

I'"rancisco.

R.

Scott Co.. Inc., 243 Minna St., San Francisco.
Petersen-James Co., 730 Larkin St., San Fran-

C.

PAINTING AND DECORATING
D. Zelinsky, 564 Eddy St., San
PAINT FOR CEMENT

this issue for Pacific Coast agents.)

Fuller s Concreta for Cement, made by W. P.
Fuller & Co., San Francisco.
Glidden's Liquid Cement, sold on Pacific Coast
by Whittier, Coburn Company, San Francisco
Trus-Con Stone Tex.. Trussed Concrete Stee!
Co.
(See Adv. for Coast agencies.)
Concreto Cement Coaling, manufactured by the
Muralo Company, 540 Valencia St., San Francisco.

Samuel Cabot Mfg. Co., Boston. Mass.. agencies
in San Francisco, Oakland. Los Angeles, Portland. Tacoma and Spokane.

PAINT FOR STEEL STRUCTURES. BRIDGES,
on Pacific
Company, San

sold

Trus-Con Bar-Ox. Trussed Concrete Steel Co.
(See Adv. for Coast agencies.)
Bay State Steel Protective Coating. (See page
30 for coast agents.)
Paraffine Paint Co., 34 First St., San Francisco
Premier Graphite Paint and Pioneer Brand Red
Lead, made by W. P. Fuller & Co., San Francisco.

PAINTS. OILS. ETC.
The

Brininstool Co., Los Angeles, represented in
San Fr.nncisco by Marion D. Cohn Co., Hans-

ford Building.
Paint Co.,
S'.. San Francisco.

B.Tss-lIueier

Glidden

Mission,

near

Fourth

Varnish Co.. Cleveland. Ohio, represented by Whittier-Coburn Co.. San Francisco,
and California Glass i Paint Company, Los
Angeles.

Mi

341

Co.,

Ellis

St.,

St.,

San Francisco

PLUMBING FIXTURES. MATERIALS. ETC
B. Clow
& Son. Hearst

J.

Califorr
Fifth

GillevS

Bldg.,

Brannan

San Francis

Sts.,

Steam Plumbing Supply
San Francisco.
Company, 198 Otis

!iid

Co.,

671

San

St.,

Glauber Brass Manufacturing Company, 1107
Mission St.. San Francisco.
Iniproved Sanitary Fixture Co., 613 Metropolitan
Bldg., Los Angeles.
Miller-Enwright Company, Sacramento, Cal.
J. L. Mott Iron Works, D. H. Gulick, selling
agent. 135 Kearnv St.. San Francisco
H. Mueller Manufacturing Co.. Pacific Coast
branch. 589 Mission St., San Francisco
Pacific Sanitary Manufacturing Co., 67 New

Montgomery

St.,

San Francisco.

P"'-«lain Co.. San Pablo.
,V"^^"
Wm. F. f.',?,'"
Wilson Co., 328 Mason St., San

Cal.

Fran-

cisco
C.

Glidden's Acid Proof Coating,
Coast by Whittier,
Coburn

Lyman &

id

Francisco

Bay State Brick and Cement Coating, made by
Wadsworth, Howland & Co. (Inc.). (See Adv
in

Wittmari.

Alex Coleman. 706

A.

Dunham

Co.,

Wells

Fargo

lildg.,

San

Bashlin Faucets, sold bv Brockmann Supply Co
320 Market street. San Francisco.

The Architect and Engineer
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POTTERY
Terra Cotta and Pottery Works,

Steiger

Mills

San Francisco.

Bldg.,

PUMPS

612

Howard

street,

San Francisco.

SEWAGE EJECTORS

"Presto" Sanitary Radiators

28

(see page

for

Pacific Coast Agents.)

REFRIGERATORS
Refrigerators, sold by Nathan DohrCo., Geary and Stockton Sts., San Fran-

REVERSIBLE WINDOWS
Hauser

Window Company,

Reversible

Balboa

San Francisco.

Bldg.,

U. S. Metal Prod-

sold by

Market

ucts Co.. 525

Co.,

Electric Equipment
San Francisco.

represented by Telephone
Co., 612 Howard street,

SHEATHING AND SOUND DEADENING
Samuel Cabot Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass., agencies
in San Francisco. Oakland, Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma and Spokane.
Paraffine Paint Co., 34 First St., San Francisco.

SHEET METAL WORK. SKYLIGHTS.
Metal

Sheet

Capitol

Works,

ETC.
Market St.,

1927

San Francisco.

REVOLVING DOORS
Van Kennel Doors,

Pump

Chicago

RADIATORS
McCray
mann

& Ray-Wiggin Company, 776 Mission
San Francisco.

VVhitaker
St.,

Pump Company,

Chicago

SCHOOL FURXITURE AND SUPPLIES— Cont'd

St..

San Francisco.

ROLLING DOORS, SHUTTERS, PARTITIONS.
ETC
Building Materials Co., 523 Market St.,
San Francisco
C. F. Weber & Co., 365 Market St., San Fran
Pacific

.

Cisco.

W.

Kinnear Steel Rolling Door:
agent, Rialto Bldg., San

Thurston,

Metal Products Co., 525 Market

Mode

Metal Works,

Sheet

731

St.,

San

Clement

St.,

SHINGLE STAINS
Cabot's Creosote Stains, sold by Waterhouse &
Price, San Francisco, Los Angeles and Portland.
Fuller's Pioneer Shingle Stains,
Fuller & Co., San Francisco.

Fiberstone & Roofing Co., 971
Francisco.

ROOFING AND ROOFING MATERIALS
Grant Gravel Co., Flat Iron Bldg., San Fran-

Howard

S.

made by W.

P.

SLATE ROOFING

Wilson's Steel Rolling Doors5, U. S. Metal
ucts Co., San Francisco a:nd Los Angeles

Fibrestone & Roofing Co., 971

U.

San

St.,

Howard

San

St.,

STEEL AND IRON— STRUCTURAL
Burnett Iron Works, Fresno, Cal.
Central Iron Works, 621 Florida St., San Fran-

Francisco.

National

Company, Plaza

Roofing

Bldg.,

Oak-

Dyer

17th

Eros.,

and Kansas

San Fran-

Sts.,

land.

"Malthoid"

and

manufactured

"Ruberoid,"

by

Paraffine Paint Co.. San Francisco.
Pioneer Roofing, manufactured by Pioneer Paper
Co., 513 Hearst Building, San Francisco.
United Materials Co., Crossley Bldg., San Fran-

Brode iron Works,

Third

St..

A.

H.

MacDonald, agent,

630

San Francisco.

L.

Mott Iron Works, 135 Kearny

St.,

San

Francisco.
Haws' Sanitary Drinking Faucet Co.. 1808 Harmon St., Berkeley.
J. B. Clow & Son., Hearst Bldg., San Francisco.

SASH CORD

Samson Cordaee Works, manufacturers of

Solid

Braided Cords and Cotton Twines, 88 Broad
St.. Boston. Mass.

SCENIC PAINTING— DROP CURTAINS. ETC.
The Edwin H.
Beach Ave..

Flaeg
T.ns

Scenic
Angeles.

Co.,

1638

A.

F. Weber S
cisco; 51? S.

H.

,

Sa

Fran-

St.,

San

St..

19th

a

San

nd Indiana

Rolling Mills, 17th and Miss issippi Sts.,

San Francisco.
Palm Iron & Bridge Works, Sacram snto.
Ralston Iron Works, Twentieth and
San Francisco.

U.

S.

Steel

Schreibe
Builde

i

Products

I

Rialto

ndiana

Sts.,

Bldg.,

San

Sons Co., represented by Western

Suprilv

Western

Co.,

Co..

S.

F.

on Works. 141 Beale

St.,

San Fran-

Woods. Huddart & Gunn, 444 Market

St.,

page
Coatii
(S.
Steel Protectiv.
30 for coast apents.!
(See
Co., Boston Mass,
.'\Hv. fnr Coast agencies.)
ParafRne Paint Co., 34 First St., San Francisco,

Bav State

Wadsworth, Howland &

can make no mistake in specifying

OLMSTEAD
ARTIFICIAL SLATE
SCHOOL
THEATRE AND CHURCH SEATING
SCHOOL SUPPLIES OTALL KINDS

FURNITURE

WHITAKER
When

and

San

STEEL PRESERVATIVES

Co.. 365 Market St.. San FranBroadway. Los Angeles.
Andrews & Co.,' 728 Mission St., San

ARCHITECTS

Co.,

Long

SCHOOL FURNITURE AND SUPPLIES
C.

Mortenson Construction
Sts.. San Francisco.
Pacific

SANITARY DRINKING FOUNTAINS
J.

St.

Francisco.

ROOFING TIN
Bros.,

Hawthorne

Golden' Gate Iron Works, 1541 How; rd
Francisco.
Judson Manufacturing Co., 819 FoIs( m

cisco.

Meurer

31

RAY-WIGGIN

CO.,

writing to Advertisers please mention

this

"ia^^'^^tncifc"'*

Thr

Specify

.Irchitcct

and Eifyiiim
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Port Orf ord Cedar Finish

Beautiful, durable, moderate in price, unequalled for natural
finish.
carry' an assortment of grades for all
Gel prices and complete informalion from

We

or enamel
purposes.

TILDEN LUMBER COMPANY
Foot of University Ave., Berkeley

Telephone Berkeley 697

ALL KLNDS OF LUMBER AND

AlILL

WORK

LATH, SHINGLES, SHAKES and POSTS, SASH, DOORS and MILL WORK
TIMBERS and SPECIALS
KILN DRIED FINISH and FLOORING

SUNSET
LUMBER COMPANY
DEALERS WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
PINE and REDWOOD LUMBER
IN

YARDS AND OFFICE

PHONE OAKLAND

OAK AND FIRST

1820

OAKLAND, CAL.

STS.,

„.
Phones

s
j

Large Timbers

SANTA FE LUMBER COMPANY

and Special
Bills to

LUMBER EX. 30
MARKET U8S

Dealers

Order

in

Wholesale and Retail

LUMBER

Kiln Dried
Oregon Pine
Finish

Main Yard on SOUTHERN PACIFIC. WESTERN PACIFIC. SANTA FE

nth and De Haro

Streets

SAN FRANCISCO,

.-.

Mill work

CAL.

Manufactured

and Delivered Anywhere
Plans or Lists sent us for Estimates will
have Careful and Immediate Attention

DUDFIELD LUMBER CO.
Main
JND. DUDFIELD.

Office, ^ ard

President and

and Planing Mill

Manager

riting to

PALO ALTO

-

JOSEPH

Advertisers please mention

A.

JURY,

this

Secretary and

magazine

MiU Supt.
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HARDWARE
RUSSWIN
RUSSELL & ERWIN MANUFACTURING
CO.

The

New

Britain,

Hardware Corporation, Sue

A:

Conn.

833

Market

Street,

SAN FRANCISCO

ARCHITECTS' SPECIFI CATION INDEX-Continued
VALVE PACKING

STEEL BARS FOR CONCRETE
liars, made by Trussed Concrete
(See Adv. for Coast agencies.)

Kahn and Rib
Steel

Co.

Woods, Huddart & Gunn, 444 Marliet

St.,

San

VV. P.

Francisco.
Pacific Coast Steel Co., Rialto Bldg., San Francisco, and Union Oil Company. Los Angeles.

STEEL MOULDINGS FOR STORE FRONTS
J.

G. Braun, d15-621 S. Paulina

Chicago,

St.,

STEEL FIREPROOF WINDOWS
Metal Products
cisco and Los Angeles.

United

Palmetto Twist," sold by H. N. Cook Belling
Cou. 317 Howard St., San Francisco.

VARNISHES

111.

San Fran-

Co.,

States

STEEL ROLLING DOORS

Fuller Co., all principal Coast cities.
Glidden Varnish Co., Cleveland, O., represented
on the Pacific Coast by Whittier-Coburn Co.,

San Francisco.
Nason & Co., San Francisco, Los Angeles,

R. N.

Portland and Seattle.
Varnish Works,

Standard
F.

S.

Kinnear Steel Rolling Door Co., W.
ton, Rialto Bldg.. San Francisco.

W.

Thurs-

STEEL WHEELBARROWS

F. Weber
cisco.

American Portland Stone and Granite Co.. toot
of Tenth Ave., East Oakland.
California Granite Co.. 518 Sharon Bldg., San

Raymond Granite

Co., Potrero Ave.

and Division

San Francisco.
Sandstone

Co.,

Ave.

Potrero

and

Di-

vision St., San Francisco.
McGilvray Stone Company, 634 Townsend St.,
San Francisco
STORAGE SYSTEMS— GASOLINE, OIL. ETC.
Bowser & Co., 612 Howard St., San
F.
S.

Francisco.

SURETY BONDS
San Francisco.
Fidelity & Deposit Co. of Maryland, Mills Bldg.,
San Francisco.
Merchants' Exchange

Pacific Coast Casualty Co.,
Bldg., San Francisco.

Johnson Service Company,

Fifth

149

St.,

San

Francisco.
G. E. Witt Company, Inc., 850
Francisco.

Howard

St.,

San

A. H. Andrews, 728 Mission St., San Francisco.
C. F. Weber & Co., 365 Market St., San Francisco.

Whitaker & Rav-Wiggin Company, 776 Mission
St., San Francisco.

TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT

Telephone Electric Equipment Co., 612 Howard
St., San Francisco.

TILES, MOSAICS, MANTELS, ETC.
Mangrum & Otter, 561 Mission St., San Francisco.

FOR ROOFING

Fibrestone & Roofing Co., 971 Howard St., San
Francisco.
Gladding, McBean & Co., Crocker Bldg., San
Francisco.
United Materials Co., Crossley Bldg., San Fran-

WALLS— INTERLOCKING

Hollow Interlocking
Building. Sacramento.

Denison

Blocks,

Pacific Porcelain

Francisco,

St..

67

New

Forum
Mont-

San Francisco.

"Amiwud" Wall Board, manufactured by
fine

Paint Co., 34 First

St..

Paraf-

San Francisco.

WATER HEATERS—AUTOMATIC

Water Heater Co. of California, 237
Powell St.. San Francisco, and Thirteenth

Pittsburg

and Clav Sts.. Oakland.
Hoffman Heater Co., 429

Stockton

St.,

San

Vacuum

Cleaner.

R.

110 Jessie St.. San

Jenkins Bros., 247 Mission

St..

WATERPROOFING FOR CONCRETE, BRICK,
ETC.
Armorite
Fuller

Damp
&

Co.,

Resisting Paint,
San Francisco.

made by W. P.

Concreto Cement Coating, manufactured by the
Muralo Co. (See page 5.)
Fibrestone & Roofing Co., 971 Howard St.. San
Floor Dressing and Liquid
Cement Enamel, sold on Pacific Coast by
John King & Sons, 36 Stanford St., San Francisco.

geles.

Imperial Co., 183 Stevenson St., San Francisco.
Samuel Cabot Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass., agencies
in San Francisco, Oakland, Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma and Spokane.
Wadsworth, Howland k Co., Inc. (See Adv.

for

Coast agencies.)

WHEELBARROWS— STEEL
Western Iron Works, Beale and Main

Sts.,

San

Francisco.

WHITE ENAMEL FINISH
"Gold Seal," manufactured and sold by BasiHueter Paint Company.
All principal Coast

made by W. P. Fuller & Co.,
San Francisco.
"Satinette," Standard Varnish Works, 113 Front
St., San Francisco.
Trus-Con Sno-wite. manufactured by Trussed
Concrete Steel Co.
(See Adv. for Coast dis"Silkenwhite,"

ETC.

Hauser Reversible Window
San Francisco.

Co..

Balboa

Bldg..

WINDOW SHADES
W.

Foyle.

Spencer Turbine Cleaner. soM bv Hugb^on &
Merton, S.ill Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco.
"Ttiec" Air Cleaner, manufactured bv United
Elrrtric Co..

Francisco.

WALL BOARD

tributors.

Ware Company,

VACUUM CLEANERS

VALVES

San

Bldg.,

WALL BEDS

WINDOWS— REVERSIBLE.

VITREOUS CHINAWARE
Invincible

manufactured by
Los .Angeles; Marion D.

Vel-Va-Cote,

the Brininstool Co.,
Co.,
Hansford
distributor.

Cohn

Whittier, Coburn Company, San Francisco, and
California Glass & Paint Company, Los An-

THEATER AND OPERA CHAIRS

gomery

San Fran-

Francisco.
Glidden's Concrete

TEMPERATURE REGULATION

TILE

St.,

ETC.

St.,

Francisco.

Casualty Company, Merchants' Exchange Bldg., San Francisco,
Globe Indemnity Co., Insurance Exchange Bldg.,
California

TIT.E

365 Market

Marshall & Stearns Co., 1154 Phelan Bldg.. San

Francisco.
St.,

Co.,

San

St.,

WALL PAINT

STONE

Colusa

&

San-A-Cote and

'

Front

113

Works, 816 Mission

VENETIAN BLINDS, AWNINGS,
C.

Champion and California steel brands, made by
Western Iron Works, 141 Beale St., San Fran-

X'arnish

Pi(

Francisco.

San Francisco.

Top Light Shade

Co.. 737

Market

St..

Oakland.

WIRE FABRIC
U.

Steel
S.
Francisco.

Products

Co.,

Rialto

Bldg.,

San

WOOD MANTELS
Fink & Schindler. 218 13th St., San Francisco.
Mangrum & Otter, 561 Mission St., San Fran-

I

j9fe

I

-^ -jfT-^O
Li>iti;">^-5ite:^i»-

%#E)ass^Hu0i0r

SWlo

Sfain.^f
^'
Stands inG Sun and iliQ Rain

'

Wood

A

jrrStii*

decays because the natural

taken out by sunshine and

oil is

roof or a shingled house will stand exposure for years

if

-'^^

rain.

a good shingle stain has been

applied.

The

stain protects the

wood and

the color adds the beauty.

Bass-Hueter Superior Shingle Stain
First of

i

It also

all,

is

specially

prepared for the Pacific Coast.

the best stain for redwood and other lumber grown on this coast.

it is

contains ingredients selected to stand the

many months

of sunshine

and the

rainy season.

Being made on the Pacific Coast, the manufacturers
offer

know

the conditions and

when we

vou

Bass-Hueter Shingle Stain
you are getting the one stain that

Don't neglect the

roof.

is

Ksep

best adapted fur your house.
it

protected.

Get

a ladder right

away

— today

if

you can

— make

a thoroui^h examination.
If

it

shows any

In-ist

that

from exposure

effects

— go

to a painter at

once and give him the

he use Bass-Hueter Shingle Stain; then you

will not

have

this

job.

expense again for

mai:y ytari.

Twel\e

colors

to

choose

from

and each

is

a

permanent preservative

for

shingles and

all

unfinished woods.

We

carry a

are

the

best

lumber of the

of Bass-Hueter Paints and

full line

Varnishes and

know from
goods made
Pacifi>:

experience that these
for the

climate and

Coast.

BASS-HUETER PAINT CO.
816 Mission St.

1564

Market

St.

SAN FRANCISCO
Seattle

Los Angeles

Portland

,*»%
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STRUCTURAL

AT LAST!

STEEL FRESNO
COLUMNS ANGLES
TEES

GIRDERS

BEAMS

PLATES
CHANNELS CASTINGS
MODERN EQUIPPED STEEL,
FABRICATING PLANT and
IRON FOUNDRY
We furnish and erect Building
Steel, Bridge Steel.Tank Towers,
Sidewall< Doors, Fire Escapes,
Ornamental and Cast Iron.

H. BURNETT
IROIN WORKS

J.

SANTA FE AVE. AND
SAN BENITO STREET

Fresno, California

Effective!

BURNING SYSTEM

OIL
Complete Stock of

AT LAST!

A Complete and

(Adapted for all ordinary commercial and industrial uses.)

The FESSCO
Smokeless combustion
with high efficiency.

secured

dirt or noise, and minimum
expense for running.
make fullest possible guaran=
tees.

No

We

$100 and $150

Prices

Write for Bulletin

Fess System Co.
Main

Oflice

and Factory

218-222 Natoma Street
San Francisco, Cal.
BRANCHES

AGENCIES

Portland

SeattI*

Los Angeles
San Diego

JudsonMance^ctiiring Go.

OPEN

City Hall, San Francisco, Cal.
Bakewell

&

Brown, Architects.

important structure. Imperial Waterbeing used by the McGilvery Stone
Co. for treating the beds and builds of all granite and stone work, by a surface application, to
prevent staining, caused by cement mortar.

For

this

proofing

is

WE

SPECIALIZE

WATER PROONNG PROBLEMS

—

Un.ler Ground
Above Ground
ASSUME ALL RESPONSIBILITY
GUARANTEE RESULTS

IMPERIAL COMPANY
Builders Exchange Building

183 Stevenson St.

San Francisco

HEARTH
STEEL
BARS

STRUCTURAL
STEEL
—

—

Machine Work Bolts Castings
Pattern and Blacksmith Work

The

.Irclutcct

ami Eiv^ineer
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SPECIALIZED

WATERPROOFING PRODUCTS
for

REINFORCED CONCRETE

WORK

ARMORITE
competitive

In

test

rated

100

Department.

Engineering

State

per cent

efficient

For inside

by

walls

of

hermetically seals the surface and
absolutely prevents moisture from coming through.
brick or concrete

it

CONCRETA
A damp-proof coating for concrete, plaster, or brick
which strikes into porous surfaces and produces a
waterproof coating that not only protects against all
climatic conditions but also gives a uniform smooth,
velvety finish to the whole work.
Twelve DiiTerent Shades.

W.

p.

FULLER &

CO.

MANUFACTURERS
San Francisco
Oakland
Sacramento
Stockton
Long Beach

When

writing to

Portland

Santa Monica
Los Angeles
Pasadena
San Diego

Advertisers please mention

Seattle

Tacoma
Spokane
Boise

this

magazine.

The Architect and Enzineer
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PORTLAND
STONE
and

PORTLAND
GRANITE
Cannot be

told

from

Nature's Products

Equal Crushing
Strength to Natural
Stone and Granite
Equally Waterproof,
Fireproof, Durable

and

Artistic

:

Received Highest Award
of its class (Gold MedalJ

Presbyterian Church. Oakland.

at P. P.

PORTLAND STONE

I.

E.

American Portland Stone and Granite Company
MANUFACTURKRS OK
Architectural Stone, Mantels, Granite Steps,
San Francisco
255

Oakland

Office

Lawn

Furniture, etc.

Office

MONADNOCK BLDQ.

1067

Phone Douglas 3472

Phone Oakland 3148

Factory-

BROADWAY

Foot lOth Ave., E. OAKLAND
Phone Merritt 4<)y

THE TOP LIGHT SHADE

A N ADJUSTABLE
DOES NOT

window shade

which
down on the casing.

slide

It rolls

up and

both ways.

Is secure in any position.
Easily and
quickly installed. Very little hardware.

Looks well.
Moderate

Is

strong and durable.

in cost.

INFORMATION ON REQUEST

TOP LIGHT SHADE COMPANY
737 Market Street, Oakland
riline to Advertisers please

mention

this magazine.

The Architect and
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Unexcelled for Preserving Roofs
and Exposed Surfaces

& B.
PABCO PAINTS
P.

AND

(Jur Engineering
\-akiable data

Department has much

which

at vour service

is

THE PARAFFINE PAINT

I

34 First

St.,

CO.

San Francisco

American IKeene Cement Co.
SAN FRANCISCO,

CALIF.

STRONGEST KEENE CEMENT KNOWN

KEENE CEMENT GAUGED LIME MORTAR
COSTS LESS THAN HARDWALL PLASTER
RECENTLY USED EXCLUSIVELY

NEW CITY

HALL, S.AN FRANCISCO

POLYTECHNIC HIGH SCHOOL

MORSEHEAD APARTMENTS

"

IN

THESE BUILDINGS

BERKELEY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
OAKLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS
SAN FRANCISCO FIRE HOUSES

ALL TYPES OF BUILDINGS AND RESIDENCES

SPECIFICATIONS MAILED UPON REQUEST

NON-RUSTING — SOUNDPROOF— EVERLASTING
When

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazine.

Tlw

.-irchilc'ct

and Engineer

THE RAY OIL BURNING SYSTEM
The only low-priced Rotary Oil Burner.
A Perfect Crude Oil Burner.
Every Sole a Boost.
Two Years Guarantee with Every Burner.

Gives Entire Satisfnction.
Capacity 8 callons per hour.

W.

Price $175 complete.

Smaller size as low as $100

USED BY STANDARD OIL CO.

S.

RAV MRa. CO.
Establi!

SALESROOM

218=220 Marltet St.

WORKS
& Rousseau

Bosworth, Milton

SAN FRANCISCO
Phone Kearny

San Francisco
Phone Mission 5022

S. P. R. R.,

199

ART HARDWARE
REPRESENTATIVE FOR

Lockwood Mfg.

Go's Builders'
DISPLAY ROOMS

Hardware

San Francisco, 7th and Townsend Streets

PACIFIC

HARDWARE AND STEEL

CO.

For Sound and Economical Concrete Specify

NILES

SAND GRAVEL & ROCK

CO.'S

Crushed and screened concrete Gravel and Rock, fl Sharp, clean Concrete
Sand, or Topping. All from freshwater, thoroughly washed, and in any size
or mixture, with or without sand, :is desireil. ^I Free front Salt.

Roofing Gravel, Road Dressing, Cobble-Stones
Business

office

Mutual Bank Building

San Francisco
Telephone Douglas 2944

704 Marliet St.,

Residence of J. Sheldon Potter
Houghton Sawyer, Architect
Faced with 80,000

TEXTURESQUE"
(Name Registered)

RED STOCK BRICK
;ofa
le

of

ARTISTIC CLAY BRICK
Made

only by the

DIAMOND BRICK COMPANY
In various shades of

RED—GRAY—BUFF
Sales Office:

Balboa Bldg.. San Francisco

Telephone
Sutter 2987

The Architect and
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FlORriVLCS

Soundproof, because of air spac
Light in weight, because its hull 'W
Strong and rigid, because of depth
Flat ceilings

<<i

li>ng

span.

SAVE WEIGHT IN REINFORCED CONCRETE FLOORS
BY USING STEEL FLORETYLES
The hollow Floretylcs take the place of heavy masses
which add great weight but no strength to the construction.

of concrete

This reduc-

a marked saving in the girders, columns and foundations which
In addition, Floretyle Construction assures flat ceilings of long span,
floors, exceptional rigidity, simplified centering, and rapid construction.
These many advantages of Floretyle Construction arc the reasons for its exten.sive use
in the largest and more important buildings.
tion in weight

support the
soundproof

makes

floor.

Write for Floretyle Pamphlet and suggestions

for its use in

your work.

Trussed Concrete Steel Co.
Youngstown, Ohio
Spokane

Los Angel c

Seattle

To Architects and Decorators
—

NOTE To show just why our Compo is the very best, see
Five Reasons in five issues of the "Architect and Engineer.
"

The 4th

COMPO REASON

WHY

FINISHES LIKE

1st

WOOD

nd September "Ads'*

See M.iy. Ju

— "Form"

Each piece of COMPO is a perfect duplicate of the best wood carving
model that can be made, (including grain of wood). The only system
producing perfect

2nd

No wood

detail.

— "Material" finishes

like

fibre used,

same

spoils sharp detail.

wood

This special Composition combines elasticity, tottghness and hardness,
yet is porous enough to take stains, or may be finished natural or painted
wood. When gilded may be Burnished under an agate like
wood, due to elasticity. Contains no plaster.

just like

QUALITY COUXTS''

Established 1902

WESTERN BUILDERS' SUPPLY CO.
155

NEW MONTGOMERY

Phone Kearny

riling

to Advertisers please

mention

ST.

San Francisco, Gal.

1991

this

maga

—
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Southern Pacific

LOS ANGELES
Choice of Routes

Down

the Coast Line

rich Santa Clara and Salinas Valleys, over the beautiful Santa
Lucia Mountains, and for one hundred
miles along the Pacific Ocean via Santa
Barbara and Ventura, following all the
way the old Trail of the Padres one of
the most picturesque trips in the world.

Through the

—

Down the San Joaquin ValleyTraversing fertile plains bounded on the
East by the Sierra Nevada and on the
West by the Coast Range; past thriving
valley cities and across the Tehachapi
Mountains, circling the noted loop.

This picture shows the beautiful Caen
Stone Columns of the New Oakland City
Hall, pronounced the Best Piece of Imitation
Caen Stone Workmanship on the
Pacific Coast.
Specialty.

A.

High Grade Plaster Work

,

a

KINOWUES

Choice of

8 Daily

Trains

985 Folsom Street, San Francisco

A STANDARD PRODUCT

Prometheus, the Food and Plale W'urmer
Electric, of course

Alyaline
Velvety Washable

WALL PAINT

Resource

tell

Made by

—

How convenient
moment of delay to be able to
conserve those qualities of the meal or
luncheon which make for their success.
Recourse to the Prometheus Food and
Plate Warmer has helped many a hostess
maintain her poise and good nature when
belated guests "keep things waiting" or
unlooked-for-friends drop in.
It's
a
necessary "part of the house." Let us
at the

M.

you why.

E.

HAMMOND,

Pacific Coast Representative

217 Humboldt Bank Building. San Francisco.

Jones-Duncan Paint Co.
San Francisco,

When

Cal.

writing to Advertii

The FroEsneHlhieuss

DDEannnnnnaQS
please mention this magazine.

I

77(1-

LAST

.\rchitcct

and En'<inccr

MONTH Or THE

FAIR!

\^ISIT to the Los Angeles Pressed Brick
Company's Booth in the Palace of Varied

Panama- Pacific Exposition, will
impress you with the possibilities of Rug
Brick, Faience, Mantel and Mission Tile.
The Strikingly Beautiful Colors and Soft
Industries,

Rich Textures will astonish you.
But one month remains to see

this

Remarkable

Exhibit.

Los Angeles Pressed Brick Company
LOS ANGELES

UNITED MATERIALS COMPANY
Distributors for Northern California

CROSSLEY BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO

The Architect and Engineer
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THROW AWAY
YOUR GOOD MONEY
DON'T

On

Stoves That Soon Rust Out

See that the sheet metal portions of your gas or coal
range, furnace, refrigerator, gasoline tank and acety-

lene generator as well as of your dwelling or ware-

house are of

Armco (American

ARMCO

Ingot) Iron, because

IRON

Resists Rust
and assures lifetime

service.

Purity, Evenness and Density are the
basis of rust-resistance and of working
quality. In these respects Armco Iron

unequalled.
for the experience of practical

is

Write
users.

The American Rolling
Mill Company
Licensed Manufacturers under Patents
Granted to the International Metal
Products Co.

Armco Iron Black and Galvanized Sheets,
Roofing, Pipe, Metal Lath and
Terne Plate

OHIO

MIDDLETOWN

District Sales Offices at Chicago, New York, Pittsburgh, Detroit, Cleveland, Cincinnati, St. Louis

and San Francisco.

ARMCO

The trade mark
carries the assurance that
iron bearing that mark is
manufactured by
American Rolling

Company with
intelligence

The Wedgewood Gas Range.
o£ ARMCO IRON.
One of many
High Quality Models made by Jas. Graham Mfg. Co.
Body and Canopv
of

San Francisco.

riting to .\dvertii

associated with

The

Mill
the skill,

and

fidelity
its

prod-

ucts, and hence can be
depended upon to possess
in the higliest degree the
merit claimed for it.
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THE
AMERICAN STEEL BAR MFG.
MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS OF THE DOLBEAR

CO.

CURB, BAR.

SECTIONAL VIEW OF DOLBEAR CURB BAR

The Only Single

Piece

IN CONCRETE
Type Curb Armor Made on the Pacific Coast.

— NON=WEDQINQ — MECHANICALLY PERFECT
THE AMERICAN STEEL BAR MFG. CO.

SOLID ANCHORAGE

Bank BIdg.,
Telephone - Sutter 1768
WINSTANLEY CO.
Oregon Agents

511=512 Merchants National

FOX-HUNTER CO.
Seattle

97

Columbia Street

J.

B.

rf
. j
Portland
East 41st & Halsey Streets

San Francisco.
UNION LIME CO.
.
Agents Southern Califor
& Alameda Sts., Los Angele
FRED H. FIQEL, Agent
San Jose, Cal.

7th

J.G.BRAUN
615-621 S. Paulina St., Chicago,
527-541 W. 35th Street, New York

111.

iplete stock of

Mouldings for Store Fronts
Elevator Enclosures, Etc.

Steel

Plain andOrnamental Sash Bars, Leaves
Rosettes, Pickets and Ornamental Rivets, Square Root Angle Iron from ^
in.

by Vis

in.

upwards.

Tubing for Elevators, Elevator
Enclosures and Office Railings

re

Catalog to Architects. Architectural
Iron Works and Builders
only on Application

Patent Sheet Metal Shears Punching Machines
All parts, including the main body, are made of forged steel which makes these
tools far superior to any made from cast steel.
The Punch Machines are made
from steel plates. All movable parts are steel forgings. All parts which can be
are tempered. The Eccentric pillar blocks are made with independent steel rings.
Some of these Machines also have Shears for cutting Angle, Tee or Flat Iron.
WRITE fOR CATAIOG

AND PRICK

OVER 900
MACHINES
SOLD

The Architect and Engineer
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The Cutler Mail Chute
Pacific

Coast

SANITARY RADIATORS
Occupy

one-fourth

Representatives

less

and weigh onethird the amount ot other
space

of equal

types

May

capacity.

to the

tached

the floor

way

Cal.,

heating
be at-

wall

— out

—

Thomas Day
Company.

off

Portland.

the

of

Heat and cool
Wide

Ore.

spaces
between sections supply
uniform heat distribution. Every part is easily cleaned, insuring abquickly.

air

C.

Tacoma,
Wash.,
D. E.

Coast

Spokane,

ffepreseatatives:

LOS ANGELES
Admiral Mfg. Co.
International

Fryer

&Co.

for detailed information.

Pacific

W. Boost.

Seattle and

Ask

solute sanitation.

:

San Francisco,

Mail

Bank BIdg.

Box— L.

C.

Smith Building

Seattle.

Wash

.

Wash.
E.G.
Tousley.

Gairerin i^ Gaq-irin, ArehitectB,

Peck

SAN FRANCISCO
& Draper Co.,
201-221

Cutler Mail Chute Co.,

Pine St.

ROCHESTER.

SEATTLE
F.

A.Le

CIcrcq.

N, Y.

Cutler Building.

305 Maritime BIdg.

Otis Elevator Co's Plant painted with

L.

&

S.

CEMENT PAINT

OENAMNTAL

The

entire corrugated iron structures of
well-known company, located at Beach
and Stockton Sts., vSan Francisco, have
been painted with Silver Grey, L. & S.

IK0N6BR0NZE

Cement Paint.
The adhesive properties, combined with
water proofing quaUties of this paint, make

5TRVCTVEAL STEEL

this

particularly superior for corrugated iron
Produces an elastic flat finish,
surfaces.
unaffected by atmospheric changes, making
an ideal protection.
L. & S. Cement Paint is adaptable for all surfaces. Write for literature and color card.
it

Paint

Products Corporation

LAIRD & SINCLAIR, Distributors
San Francisco
Sharon Building
THE PAINT THAT MADE THE EXPOSITION FAMOUS

When

writing to Advertisers please

CINCINNATI
SAN FEANCISCO
WE&TEEN BVILDEES SVPFCiT CO
155 NEW MONTGOMERY ST.

LOS ANGELES
SWEETSEE & BALDWIN SAFE CO
200 E.AST 9T2 ST

I

I
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En<'iiieci

E^;;:;;;;
In apartment house building through the use of our Oscillating
Portal Wall Beds has gained their recognition as a utility necessary to secure the maximum return on the investment. The saving
in work, space, and money they offer may be had in many other
buildings as wel! as apartments. They can be used with equal
profit and satisfaction in hotels, dormitories, barracks and other
public buildings and in every home.

MARSHALL & STEARNS

CO.

WALL BEDS

1152
1774

PHELAN BUILDING SAN FRANCISCO

BROADWAY

Geo. H. Uvhr President

R.

OAKLAND

W. Dyer. VicePres

\V.

J.

Dyer. Secy

DYER BROTHERS
Golden West Iron Works,

Inc.

Structural Iron and Steel Contractors
ORNAMENTAL IRON WORK
Office

17th and

and works:

KANSAS STREETS

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Phone Market

134

RADIATOR VALVES.
The labor cost of installing a cheap Valve is the
same as for a good one. Therefore in first cost

Fractional Angle

Radiator Valve

only the difference in price is saved.
Consider the cost of upkeep of Jenkins Bros.
Valves compared with the so-called "Jenkins " or
"Jenkins Disc" Type.
Leaky Valves cause damage to floors and ceilings
requiring repair expense greater than the cost of
the Valves.
Make your specifications read "Genuine Jenkins
Bfos. Radiator VeIvcs."

UU/^CJ 247 Mission Street
JUiiNlVllNo tSKUO. SAN FRANCISCO,
TIT'IVTIZ TTVTC!

300 West Lake Street

CAL.

CHICAGO,

ILL.
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Keep

rain and snow
out of concrete walls
—

Concrete

is full of small holes
that's the cause of
rain-soaked, stained and cracked walls.

Look at the house on the left. It shows the blotchy,
hair-crack effect of weather on uncoated concrete.
Not only unsightly, but means damp walls.

Bay State ^&^nf Coating
prevents all this. It seals the pores of the concrete
or stucco, making the walls absolutely weatherproof

As shown on the house

to the right,

"Bay

State"

waterproofs and beautifies without losing the distinctive texture of cement.
You can get "Bay State"
in white and a variety of beautiful tints.
As an
interior finish, too, it is without an equal.
IF your house is concrete, stucco or brick,
or if you're going to build, send for the

Bay State Booklet No.

17 and

tint card.

WADSWORTH. HOWLAND &
DISTRIBUTING

AGENTS

I

\
/
'

CO., Inc. Boston, Mass.
James Hambly & Sons. 268 Market St.. San Francisco
and 447-49 East Third St.. Los Angeles. Cal.
B. Winstanley & Co..
Jones-Moore Paint House.
J-

Portland, Ore.

-

-

San Diego.

-

The Right

Way
There

In the Store

is

a right

way

1

to

provide for the storage and
handing of gasolene and
We have
oils of all kinds.

equipment

Cal.

^

In the

suitable for all

Garage

classes of buildings from the smallest private garage to the largest
factory, power plant or dry cleaning establishment.

Safe Storage

Systems
(30 YEARS STAN

)

THE WORLD OVER)

solve the problem of handling these liquids.
Safety and saving are assured. Ordinances and
insurance regulations complied with. Over a
million satisfied users.
Full information given
updn request, with no obligation on your part.

S. F.

Bowser &

Co., Inc.

Fort Wayne, Indiana, U. S. A.
San Francisco
At the Curb

Office:

612 Howard

Telephone Douglas 4323

Street
In the Factory

The Architect and
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Beam, AnKle. Channels, and Universal
Mill Plates for immediate shipment from stock

p. Noble. Pres.

E. B. Noble, Vice-Pres.
A. E. Wilkins. Sec'y

f artfir

Snlling

ilill (En.

SUPPLIERS OF

FABRICATED STRUCTURAL STEEL,

Forgings,

Bolts, Rivets, Frogs, Switches, Cast Iron Castings
General Office and Works
17th and MISSISSIPPI STS.
Telephone Market 215. also Connecting

W.

R.

ERODE,

Pres.

City Offices

SAN FRANCISCO

216-217

R. J.

SHARON BUILDING

Telephone Sutter 4388

Cit>- Offices

BRODE,

LOUIS

Vice-Pres.

R.

HOLM,

Sec'ty

ERODE IRON WORKS
Incorporated 1913

Established 1886

Fabricators and Contractors of Structural Steel
and

ORNAMENTAL IRON WORK
Telephone Kearny 2464
31 to 37

HAWTHORNE STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
Between Howard and Folsom

W.

B.

MORRIS.

President

H. M.

WRIGHT,

East of Third Street

Sts.,

Vice-President

L. J.

GATES.

Secretary

Western Iron Works
STRUCTURAL IRON and
STEEL CONTRACTORS
Gas Holders, Vault

Linings, Jails, Fire Escapes, Beams, Channels, Angles

and Steel Wheelbarrows Carried
isii'Js

in

Stock

ma^in^strIet^ SAN fRANCISCO, CAL.

AUSTIN Improved Cube
Concrete Mixer
Made in all sizes and styles of mountings for
general concrete work, for road and pavement
construction, and for bituminous concrete work.

MUNICIPAL ENGINEERING
CONTRACTING CO.
Main

Office.

S.\N

Railway Exchange. CHICAGO. ILL.

FRANCISCO BRANCH OFFICE:

473-485 Sl.XTH

When
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THE KINNEAR MFG.

CO.

COLUMBUS, OHIO

STEEL ROLLING FIREPROOF

DOORS

AND

SHUTTERS

Agents
Seattle

=

Portland

=

Los Angeles

San Francisco Office

TELEPHONE, MISSION

C.

=

Salt Lake City

517 Rialto Building

1763

HILLARD

J.

CO.,

Inc.

MANUFACTURERS OF
Elevator Enclosures and Cars.
Office Railings.
Cast Iron Stairs and Store Fronts. Wire Work. Fire Escapes.

Bank and

Nineteenth and Minnesota
N«. .o

caifornia

Sts.

c

=^^T^

Can„«i«

r

/^

i

^ fancisco, Cal.

Telephone Mission 5230

Ralston Iron Works, Inc.
STRUCTURAL STEEL
Ornamental Iron Worl^
Twentieth and Indiana

Phone Main

San Francisco,

Sts.

Cal.

322

The Palm

Iron and Bridge Works
INCORPORATED

STRUCTURAL STEEL
ORNAMENTAL IRONWORK
15th and

R

Streets

When

-

SACRAMENTO, CAL.
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MOTfS FlUMMNG
Mott's Lightweight Porcelain Bath
Weighs but little more than enameled iron
same type costs about the same.

—
our showrooms — Catalog on request.

liaths

of the

Samples

may

be seen at
D. H.

THE

J. L.

aULICK.

Sales Agent

MOTT IRON WORKS ''TaTFranViic'S

CRANE

Higk Grade

.

PLUMBING

SUPPLIES

COMPANY

Steam and Hot ^V^ate^ Heating

PIPE,

Second & Brannan

.

.

Sts.

VALVES, FITTINGS

Power Plant and Water Works

SAN FRANCISCO

Materials

STEAM SPECIALTIES

STEAM AND PLUMBING SUPPLY CO.
and warehouse
VALVES AND FITTINGS

CALIfORNIA
PIPE,

office

FOR

671-679

STEAM, GAS, WATER AND OIL
co.MPUETE STOCK OR
The Kelly

&

Jones Company Products

FIFTH STREET

corner Bluxo»e

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

^=^===—

WRITE ROR CATALOGUE

Telephone Sutter

737

SPECIFY GLAUBER FAUCETS
not only because they are

Guaranteed Five Years, but

Ijecause of the quality which

enables us to guarantee them.
Jun,- of Awards at the P. P. I.E. gave us Seven Medals, not because we
indemnity our users against trouble with our goods, but because Glauber Quality
Faucets don't cause trouble.

The

Three hundred of the best buildings on the Pacific Coast are equipped with

Glauber Cocks.
Send

Main

Office
Factors-

and

CLEVELAND.

lor illustrated specification

hook.

Glauber Brass Mfg. Co.
O.

When

1107 .Mission .Street,

San Francisco,

writing to Advertisers please menti(

Cal.

Eastern Branch
130 W. 32nd St.
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A

Burroughs for Your

Work

Whatex'er line of btisiness you are in there is a lUirroughs
Figuring Machine to fit your conditions. And the Burroughs best suited to your business will handle your figure
work in less time and at a lower expense than is now required.
Accuracy is assured, for the Burroughs cannot

make

a mistake.

Nearly 200,000 Burroughs Machines are in use. Business men in every Ime have found them to be practical, dependable and durable. Many of the concerns you know are
saving money by handling their figure work with Burroughs
Machines.
You, too, want to save on your bookkeeping expense;
and you can. A Burroughs representative will gladly bring
a Burroughs to your place of business and show you hov/.

No

e.xpense or oblig'ation.

Burroughs Adding Machine Company
Detroit,

Mr. Architect

Michigan

—

you are Designing a Home
for a Lady Client whom You
If

Want

to be Satisfied

You—

Would

— Avoid fouling the sink and
•

dish-

water
— Avoid
staining and scouring the
sink
— Prevent clogging the drain pipe
— Save her hands from hot greasy
dishwater
— Save
many minutes, much scrap?

?

?

?

ing, picking and drudgery, after
each meal, every day in the year?
If you would avoid all these un-

pleasantries specify

THE"tlELP-HER"IMPROV[D SANITARY KITCHEN SINK
Is furnished in sizes to replace

common

sinks.

Sold through the trade.

No

Prompt

extra space or Plumbing required.
deliveries assured.

IMPROVED SANITARY FIXTURE CO.
612 Metropolitan Bldg.,

Broadway

at 5th Street

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
riting to Advertisers please

mention
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magaz
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SPECIFY "CHICAGO"
Muhi-Stai^e Turbine House

Pumps

and Duplex Electric Sewage Ejectors
Automatic Electric Bilge Pumps
"Little Giant" Electric Cellar Drainers
Pneumatic Water Supply Systems
Electric House Service Pumps
Single

A Complete and Well Designed
General Offices and Factory

CHICAGO PUMP COMPANY
901

W. Lake

Street. Chicago.

Line

Pacific

i

Coast Agents

TELEPHONE ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT
612

III.

Howard

Street.

San Francisco.

CO.

Cal.

THE DUNHAM RADIATOR TRAP
AND DLNHAAl VAPOR SYSTEM

"DUNHAM or equal" are the words
found

in the heating specifications

of practically every large architect and
engineer in the United States and Canada.
This is perfectly natural when it is remem-

bered that it was the Dunham trap that
commercialized the hollow disc thermostatic
principle in radiator trap construction.
The Dunham Vapor System Simple

—

and
d

No Waste
No Pounding

Practical.

or Odors.
//

C. A.

Lasts

u-hile lasting

of Fuel. No Dust
or Hammering.

DUINMAM CO.

Alarshalltown. Iowa
Wells Fargo Building.
San Francisco

Vcrks'

THE BASHLIN FAUCET
COMPRESSIOS AND SELF CLOSING

is

rapidly replacing other liinds.
is preferred:

Four reasons why BASHLIN F.\UCET
It

can be repaired witliout turning

off water.

Cannot be injured by careless or forcible handling.
Does not allow sediment or "grib" to collect around screw heads.
The usual water hammering: is scarcely noticeable.
L'nconJilional Guarantee Gitt-n.

For further information address

THE BROCKMANN SUPPLY CO.
Market
San
Phone Douglas

320
or

W. H. PLUMB,

3205

Street.
Francisco. Cal.
1938 Cordova Street. Los Angeles. Cal.

Phone West 2672

OIL BURNERS
VACUUM PLANTS
ICE

MACHINES

The Three Essentials for the Up-to-date
and APARTME.N'T HOUSE.

HOTEL

With a JARVIS Guarantee Your Troubles Are Over.

Home Manufacture— Everything

T. P.

but the motors

JARVIS CRUDE OIL BURNING

Phone Market

3397

275 Connecticut Street,

writing to .Advertisers please
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MORE WATER EVAPORATED PER POUND OF

EXPENSE TO OPERATE

LESS

OIL.

WITT GO'S— 1915

G. E.

ROTARY CRUDE OIL BURNER DIRECT
DRIVEN. FOR HIGH AND LOW
PRESSURE BOILERS
This Burner evaporated 15.73 pounds of water
with one pound of crude oil the highest evaporation obtained from any rotary crude oil burner
This shows a boiler efficiency of
so far tested.

—

82 per cent.

G. E.
862-864

L. R.

Send

for circular.

WITT

HOWARD

BOYNTON,

ST.,

CO., Inc.
SAN FRANCISCO

General Manager

BOYNTON ELECTRIC

CO.

CONTRACTORS
504 Rialto Bldg.,

Telephone Douglas 5350

A. S.

MANGRUM, Pre

CHAS.

C.

San Ffancisco

HANLEY. Se

MANGRUM & OTTER
(INCORPORATED)

TILING

MANTELS

GRATES

FURNACE AND

STEAM HEATING

HOTEL AND KITCHEN OUTFITS
Stoves. Ranges. Refrigerators. Tin and

Telephone, Kearny 3155

Enameled Wal

561-563

Mission

St..

San Francisco

PACIFIC FIRE EXTINGUISHER CO.
ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS
Heating and Ventilating, Electrical Installations, Fire Extinguishing Apparatus

THE GRINNELL AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER
Main

S07

Office:
(

Branch

1
(

When

MONTGOMERY STREET. SAN FRANCISCO.

117-218 Colman Building
McKay Building
826 Paulsen Building
5b3 I. W.Hellman Building

Offices: ) 504-505
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FIRE — A CRIME"
We

are equipped with two Pacific Coast Factories to manufacture

METAL DOORS — Tin,

—

Kalamein, Composite, Hollow Steel and Bronze, Swinging,
Van Kannel Revolving Doors, and Wilson's Steel

Folding, Elevator,
Rolling Doors.

Sliding,

METAL WINDOWS

— Underwriters, Hollow Metal of

n^

and Steel Sash

See the

all

kinds, Kalamein, Bronze

SIMPLEX METAL WINDOW.

UNITED STATES METAL PRODUCTS CO.
OF THE PACIFIC COAST
525

Market

St.,

San Francisco

750 Keller St., Los Angeles

Agents and Branches

in all

Coast

Cities.
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Residence Design
KKXXETH MacDOXALD, Jr.. Architect
house <ir a home? What a vast difference
By

it I)e a
there is between
the two? The former is usually just somethina: to look at and the latter
a place to live in. There are probably ten houses built to every home.
The larsjer domicile, in ])rice over say $50,000. is rarely or never a home.

SH.ALI^
is

sometimes called by local newspapers a mansion. This word spells
servants, luxury, too much food, automobiles and usually indigestion.
The mansion is the work of the architect proper. It is dignified and
correct. It is usually a group of rooms forced within a pet facade ap)jropriated from a foreign country without rhyme or reason.
have to do it to
satisf}' the vanity of the client who. when rich, insists upon making a
showing. .\re we justified in always leaning on the reputation of the old
masters? Is it manly or truly American for us to always transplant our
architecture when the opportunit}" presents itself?
For this reason very
few of the larger houses in this country are creditable. Their design is in a
foreign language and in only a few cases has an attempt been made to even
translate it into our own words, \^'e lack pride in our own architecture.
\\'e lack the courage of our convictions. Residence architecture requires an
entirely different temiierame'-it irnm what is required to design public or
monumental buildings.
The residence architect mtist be an artist, he must be a lover of nature
and a painter of it. He should know flowers. The home should be a part
of the landscape and inseparable from it in both form and color. There is
no better proof of this than in the work of Charles .\. Piatt, who for manv
years was a landscape architect and who became a designer of residences
simply because the people of good taste saw no better way to get a harmonious result than by having the house made a part of the garden instead
of having it take too important a part on the landscape. Mr. Piatt's houses
look like they have always been there. He seems to have taken onlv the
American work as a precedent, the Colonial or Georgian influence predominating. His work is that of a gentleman and a man of culture. It seems
that no word more accurately describes it than "elegance." His ornament
is never sharp and crisp with newness but gives the impression of having
been worn and softened by years of use. He seems to have placed each bit
of ornament because he felt the actual need of it.
Xever can one wish to
take any of it away.
From the appearance of some houses, although correct in everv sense of
the word, one almost feels that the architect !:new too nuich about architecture, had tra\eled too much, had too many ideas. It would be best for
the work of this countrv if the architects of Virginia and Maryland could
never see anything but the Colonial work and could go on developing it until
It is

We
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RECEPTIOX HALL A\D STAIRCASE, HOUSE OF MR. LOCIS SAROXI
ARCHITECTS
MACDOXALD AXD ilACDOXALD.
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FOUNTAIN AND PATIO, HOUSE OF MR. LOUIS SARONI
MacDonald and MaiDoitald.

LIVING

Arclute.ls

ROOM MANTEL. HOUSE OF
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MacDonald and MacDonald. Architects
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America sonu'tliini^' (if her ciwn. This eniihl also he said of the
-Missions of California.
Such a st\le in the hands of Mr. I-^lmcr
Cirey for instance, could .irain for California an architecture entirely her own
as a natural development of her Ijirthrio-ht.
it

s;i\e

S])anisli

The California residence is underg'oing a radical change on account of the
outdoor sleeping. Phis will give rise to many forms of |)orches
sheltered from the weather and will e\entnally force the bedroom into the
dimensions of a dressing room.
.Materials for residence work should he gathered, if in the country, from
the neighboring timber or quarries if possible.
This always gives an
ajipropriate character and generally if no artificial coloring is applied, will
(jroduce a harmonious color scheme.
In residence work more than in any form of architecture the interior
arrangement of the rooms can be made to express itself on the exterior.
The ideal way to design a country house would be to live on the premises
in a temporary structure for a time and when the winds and sunshine are well
understood to design the house in accordance with these. There is a natural
propriety in using southeastern light for bedrooms and libraries, a western
light in winter for baths and winter apartments and a northern light for
]>icture galleries and such places where a steady light is needed.
The
culinary department should be on the northern side on account of the heat
which is naturally generated in these rooms.
The exterior design of residence work is probably influenced more by
the old Tndor examples than by any others.
The Englishman is very
domestic, he lo\-es his home, works his own garden and usually builds a
wall around it. He cares little for what the outside of this wall looks like,
but inside one will invariably find all the picturesque beauty that flowers
and vines can produce.
Houses with such accessories are the homes we learn to love.
jioijularit}^ of

A Lombard Tower
A new

departure in American architecture has just been completed at
the University Museum in Philadelphia. It is an addition to the general
structure in the shape of a lofty tower 100 feet in diameter, which, like
the rest of the building, is inspired by the Lombard architecture of the
fourteenth century. This tower is one of the few structures ever erected
without regard to cost. The word to the architects and builders was to
spare no expense to make the tower itself all that art and money could
achieve, for it is intended to be in and of itself one of the chief exhibits

museum.
The tower contains

of the

in its lower story a perfectly circular auditorium
100 feet in diameter, with a flattened dome all lined with tile of a peculiar
construction to get the best acoustic properties. It is believed to be the
finest auditorium in America.
The upper story of the tower is 100 feet
in diameter, 100 feet high, with a dome, and all lined with light gray tiling.
It is lighted entirely from the top and is an amazing piece of architecture
because of its beautiful tone and its admirable proportions. The walls
are six feet thick.
The room is for exhibition purposes. W^ith the
completion of this addition the museum authorities are preparing to spend
a million dollars more in extending the galleries to accommodate the

rajiidly

accumulating specimens of archaeology and ethnology from

over the world.

all
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Southern California Architect's Visit to the Fair
Some Vivid Impressions Charmingly Told by Word and Pencil
By

CHARLES

ODD.*

G.

we rounded Fort

S

A^ coming

Scott at sunset,

through the Golden Gate,
in the Tower of Jewels
were
There it stood, majestic
and imposing
glowing' red
mysterious
and magical like a mighty altar l^uilt by
a mighty race to their mightiest God.
This was our introduction to the Great
Exposition in San Francisco, the most
hospitable city on earth. For the architect
to describe the beauties of the "Big Show,"
it would take more paper to write it on
in

the

lights
turned on.

—

—

^

than the "author" could afford to buy.
Entering the Exposition from Scott
street, you are greeted by that immense
the

stiiicture,

find

that

thought

Tower

and you
your power of
just for a minute or two.

you have

of

Jewels,

lost

that is,
notice that right in front of it
stands a wonderful fountain representing
;

Then you

ENERGY. After you have been running
around the grounds and got yourself all
tired out, then you will luiderstand why
that fountain was put there to greet 3'ou.
find the Hall of Horticulture, a building that at least
has heard very little said about. And yet, who is the one

Turning west you

the author
us that could conscientiously
better design ? Surely that big dome
is a beautiful thing; and the garlands, the festoons and the rest of

among

say

that

he

could

turn

out

a

gay ornaments on it certainly
do make it strictly an Exposition
Building.
I
was told that the

the

man who

helped

become a

success,

building to
Air. L.
Bourgeois, desig'ner in the employ
of Messrs. Bakewell and Brown (an
idealistic

this

namely

and patriotic Frenchman
went to Europe and

that he was),

gave

liis life

\\'lien

a

defending his countr\-.

man

like

that

is

lost

to

humanity and civilization, it makes
one wonder whether some lives really
are not worth more than others.
In front of the Hall of Horticulture stands a great piece of
sculpture, "The End of the Trail,"
and behind it lies the Court of

Palms, designed by Mr. Geo.
*

Editor's

Note

the main Ki-oup
fhitectural desigiu

W.

rchitect Odd'.s probably gr*
he Exposition buildings at
the Exposition authorities.

?n

in

the

architecture
as

Odd was engaged
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'I'liis coml, as well
Court of IHovvers by
the same architect, is very
pleasintf
and impressive,

Kclliani.

as the

some of the most
detail work on the
i^Tdunds.
The same may
lie said (if the various enshowiiiti'

delicate

ii'aiu'es

hy

Messrs.

liliss

They

are really
-(I
])erfect
in
design and
workmanshi]), that the worst
line could say about them
i^
that they are too good.
111(1

l''a\-ille.

The Court
verse

is

of the Unisimplv niarveldus

—that's all.
Court of Ages you forget that you are on earth.
'Jlie syndiolisni of the Fountain of Earth and of Echo Tower lends wings
to your thoughts and to your imagination; and you feel your pulse
quickened by the same Fire of Enthusiasm that inspired the architect to
create this wonderfully original composition. Of course the architect had
a strong impetus given him through the great Fountain of Earth by Mr.
Robert Aitken, but I can think of only one man capable of building a court
around this fountain with such acknowledged success, and that man is Louis
Christian MuUgardt. Sitting in the Court of Ages, feasting on its beauty and
moved by its many religious motives, I was praying that the man who planned it
may have many more chances to create wonders like this for human beings

When

vtiu enter the

to enjoy.

There is another architect who dared to originate, and that is Mr. Bernard
R. Maybeck, the designer of the Palace of Fine Arts.
With a good plan,
exquisite elevations, splendid perspective and delicious landscaping
with
motives individual and artistic in daring profusion, the Palace of Fine Arts
stands there on the shore of the La;

go(_in

rellecting

manding

its

beauty.

Com-

but silent
in its expression, this building invites you to enter its sacred premises and help yourself to its immense treasures. A more impressive and elevating facade for a
Palace of Fine Arts one could
hardl}' dream of. Let us pra}' that
the citizens of San Francisco may
not lay hands upon this Great
Temple, but that they luay prein its attitude,

serve it and lea\'e it there, so that
also those who were not able to
visit San Francisco during the
year of 1015. may be able to enjoy
the most impressive feature of the

entire Fair.

Whe
hea\'v

f(

we left (">n tiie boat a
hung low o\'er the citv

;
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San Francisco. Passing by the Expofew features were visible in
the light of the setting sun. The big domes
of the Palaces were a soft purple, the
Column of Prog'ress seemed to blush under
the kisses of the departing sun and the
California Building was turned pale at the
of

sition only a

approach of the night. The rest of the
Fair was all blurred and hazy, giving your
mind all the chance for a dream of Beauty
Indescribable.

And as we sj^ed on
dimmer and dimmer, *

the
*

lights grew
*
soon the

fog swallowed it all. and in the mind of the
dreamer only the impression of the Great
Show remained to keep as a treasure of

untold vahie.

Where

the West Begins

Out where the hand clasps a little stronger
Out where a smile dwells a little longer;
That's where the West begins.
Out where the sun is a little brighter;
Where the snows that fall are a trifle whiter,
Where the bonds of home are a wee bit tighter,
That's where the West begins.
Out where the skies are a trifle bluer,
Out where friendship's a trifle truer,
That's where the West begins.
Out where a fresher breeze is blowing,

Where
Where

there's laughter in ev'ry streamlet flowing.
there's

more

That's where the

of reaping

West

Out where the world

Where fewer

is in

and

less of sowing,

begins.

the making.

hearts with despair are aching.

That's where the

West

begins.

Where there's more of singing and
And a man makes friends without half
That's where the

West

begins.

less

of sighinj

trying,

I'hr

.

hihili-ct

and

liiii^inrrr
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Clay Products and Their Modern Application
\u

Al^DRICSSl^S
promise

w.

niim nccasions

hm

i:.

Di'.wisox*

nf

tliis

kind are not always what they

jiaper will not be long, statistical or technical.
It may be excusable to first take a tew backward glances.
The ancients seem not to have known uses for clay beyond the making
to

l)e.

tliis

bricks in the sun of Egypt, Assyria and Babylon, the turning of pots on
the wheels of the Etrurians, Greeks and Romans, the pressing of water
pijies in Rome, and the art of moulding ornaments in bas relief, which the
Romans probably borrowed from the Tuscans. These ornaments were of
great beauty of design. .-Vfter being burned they were fastened with leaden
nails to the frie.re of the entablature of Roman edifices.
A collection of
these imperishable terra cottas belongs to the British Museum.
<il

.^.s the human stream pushed its westward flood toward the modern
civilization the art of clay w'orking found lodgment wherever Nature had
(le]X)sited the finest grindings of her mills
Traces may still be found in
Staffordshire, England, of potteries built by the Romans at the time of their

The wheels on which first spun the clay of Albion were probably
made from memory by conscript potters of the Roman legions. Invaders
never carry into lands of conquest more than arms and a conquering spirit.
With occupation comes i:)eace and reversion of soul from things militant to
things pro\ident. 'Tis then we see the arts of peace lay gentle hand upon
invasion.

the spirit of man and small beginnings beguile the warrior from paths of
destruction back into the lields of reproduction and the plants of preservation.
Thus started and grew in England the greatest potteries the world

had seen.

The art of clay working in America, while it may have tlourished in the
days of Atlantis, as indicated by vases found in prehistoric mounds of the
Mississippi valle}', seems to have had its beginnings on the wheels of
English potters who followed the .Mayflower in other ships and soon found
it necessary to supplement the gourds of their first gardens with crock and
jug for household use.
The

primitive architectural use of clay in America, so far as our present
is concerned, was to chink the cracks between the logs and to
"mud up" the chimneys of the first cabins. As success attended the ventures of the pioneers and ambition could command wealth, bricks from
Holland were imported and laid in Knickerbocker homes, until kilns could
civilization

be built for their domestic manufacture.

Wealth may be either inherited or acquired. The man who inherits
wealth generally knows nothing, has many ideas and eventually learns
much. The man who acquires wealth has but one idea, knows it all and
seldom gets beyond that stage.
While wealth was in the process

of acquisition this country saw great
individual achie\'ements principally. But as soon as wealth became a matter
of inheritance there entered the necessity for its protection in inexperienced
hands. Then grew^ combinations of capital, belonging to many in the hands
of a few, which became great engines of production.
\o individual could
compete w'ith corporate control. Every great individual was forced to become a corporation. In no other way could he lay the ways upon which to
build and launch his enterprises.
Jrks,

San Francisco.

Taper read during .\niprican
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If you will take the foregoing paragraph and substitute the word potterv
wherever the word wealth occurs, you will have a fair picture of what has
occurred to some branches of the clay working industry.
In modern uses are to be found all of the applications of clay products
known to peoples of ancient times. We. can find no record of ancient knowledge and practice of propulsion by steam or electricity. These two agencies
alone have furnished modern application of clay products to the problems
of insulation and fire resistance in prol^ably greater tonnage than all the

recorded uses of clay products in ancient times.
The clay products of the United States have now reached an annual
value of $200,000,000 and are increasing yearl}' at the rate of five per cent.
From the history of the industry, one is justified in believing that much
before the expiratitm of twenty, probably twelve, years the value will be
doubled.
In the later seventies or early eighties some red terra cotta trimmings
were made for a church in a New Jersey town by some Danish clay workers
who had a small kiln near Perth Amboy. This I believe was the first instance of the manufacture of architectural terra cotta in America. It now
represents one-tenth in value of the total clay jjroducts of this country.
When one recalls the erection of the first sky-scraper in the nineties and
considers the adaptability of terra cotta to the steel frame buildings of today,
it violates no conservatism to predict for architectural terra cotta not only
full retention of its unique place in architecture, but a \ery largely increased
use.

About three years ago

occurred to a prominent Eastern manufacturer
send a circular letter to every similar manufacturer in this country, setting forth some of the reasons why these interests should meet and organize for promotion of their art. It resulted soon in
the formation of the National Terra Cotta Society, which inmiediately set
to work on a book since published and entitled Standard Construction. It
contains every known form of standard architectural design adaptable to
terra cotta and shows the latest approved methods of applying these forms
to modern building construction. It is the first complete work on this new
art and should be in the working library of every architect and engineer.
One of the highest aims of architecture after attaining the perfect shelter
is to adapt to visible parts of the structure such lines, carvings, configuration and colors as will not only delight the true artist but will catch, hold
and unconsciously direct some impulse toward better things which every
soul feels when brought into the presence of purity. When the architect
has succeeded in doing this with perishable materials, it must give him much
keener anguish than can come to the soul of him who admires but does not
know that the elements v\'ill soon deface and destroy the beautiful picture;
and even before that can take ]ilace utilitarian man, unworthy cumberer
of the ground, brings home his drunken friend, Demolition, accompanied by
But what ecstacy must the artist feel
that questionable character, Salvage.
when to his creation of form and color is given the qualit}' of imperishability.
have in our city numerous and notable instances of the enduring
nature of clay products both in brick and terra cotta. Matured and vitrified
in the fires of the kiln they easily defied the fury of the holocaust that swept
this city in 1906. They stand today mute but unimpeachable witnesses to
the fact that but for clay products in their modern application architecture
would be a dismal and sluggish science wholly unequal to meet or interpret
it

of architectural terra cotta to
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modern world.
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Fine ^rts Palace Will Outlast Present Generation
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substantial.
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says

There seems

is

to he a L;(.'neral impressinii that a lar^e sum cil" monev
urder to preserxc tlie i'ine Arts I'alace.
The h'ine Arts I'alaee is on I'nited States ]3ro]3erty eii;ht cuhnnns and
piece uf the altar are nu l.ynn street. San ['"ranci.sco pro])ert\-.
'i'he foundatiiin is on piles anil Ljimd soil.
Tiie walls are of cement.

needed

in

:

a

The roof is cement and L;lass.
The hnildin^- is absolutely fire-proof.
The Construction of the rotunda and colonnade and decorat'ons

is

of

Wood, very hea\\- on account of the t;reat concentration loads.
The colonnaile was calculated to carry tons of wet earth, which was
never put on to the roof.
The Fine Arts I'alace was constructed by the best euLjineers the
P. P. I. E. could find: if anythin,^- it is toe) stroui^;'.
If San h'rancisco were
shaken by an earthc|uake the Fine Arts Palace would be the last to go.
The staff work is cast. It is made of nephi ])laster and wood fiber,
is not init on with a trowel as on bungalows, but is stratified in the castingf, like stone, and will not ])eet ott.
If the Fine Arts Palace were in another climate the ornamental surface
would soon be destroy^ed liy ice, snow and heat, but in San Francisco
Mission Dolores still stands, made of mud and straw.
absolutely alone the Palace of
has cost $700,030.
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for Architectural Student

Clyde S. Payne. Jr., son of Dr. Clyde S. Payne, 1330 Junes street, San,
Francisco, has been awarded the highest honors at the I'niversity^ of
Pennsylvania Architectural School, according to a letter received by the
young man's father. The honors have been conferred twice during the
past two years, and each time Payne has carried away^ the laurels from
competitors in all the leading architectural schools of the East.
Young Payne, who is now in his third veT at Pennsylvania, was
formerly a student at the Mount Tamalpais Military .Academy. He entered
the Eastern institution to take up architectural work and began to attract
attention from the first for the imagination and technic|ue displayed in
his designing.
Last year in a designing competition with Harvard, Massachusetts Institute
of Technolog}-, Columbia, C'ornell and other institutions, he carried away
the "first mention commended"' honors, wdiich is the grand ])rize of the
student conijietition. This year, by winning the same honors again, Payne
becomes eligible for scholarships to continue study at Paris and Rome.

These

will be

Payne

is

the ^lask and
Paris

and

awarded

in

a prominent
\^'i,g

Rome

father. si)ending

May,

Gamma

Delta fraternity and
at Pennsylvania.
He intends to go to
of the scholarshi]) awards, according to his
years in each city after graduation in 1''17.
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two

1916.
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member
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Electric

Co.
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Electric Company is the largest of its kind in
the West and one of the three or four largest in the I'nited Slates,
pioneers in hydro-electric power development, long high tension transmission lines, high pressure gas mains, and other activities bearing directly,
as well as indirectly, uiion the actual pros])erity and comfort of the people

THE

Pacific

Gas

of California.
It is

only fitting and proper that the buildings comprising such a system,

especially so

when

upon one another

made up of a number of plants which are dependent
for the perfect fulfillment of their specific mechanical
be made to express this relationshij) by carrying a

it is

functions, should
consistent architectural

theme throughout the system which fulfills the
mechanical requirements as well as the function of utility.
This has been gradually brought about in the buildings constructed by
this company during the last four or five years and the illustrations shown
here bear testimony of the progress made and illustrate the most modern
of the corporation's buildings.
It is not as it was unce. that "anything would dn." so far as the ai)])earW hen the pioneering days had
ance of the buildings was concerned.
passed and a number of generating jilants and distributing s}'stems o])erCalifornia
had been amalagamated into one
ating throughout Central
large system and a policy of continuous, perfect service ("Pacific Service")
established, it was eminently consistent that the appearance of all that
was to be in evidence to the eyes of the public should be pleasing and
capable of inspiring confidence in the company's strength and ability to

sense,
uninterrupted service being
perfect service in the fullest
absolutely necessar\- to the many im|K)rtant industries and to the comfort
of the people at large de])endent upon the coiupany for power.

deliver

•Mr. Frickstad is the architectural assistant
and Electric Company of San Francisco.

tn

thi-

civil

and hydraulic engineer of the

Pacific

Gas
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In this article only buildings of the "Electrical Department" of the
Gas & Electric Company are shown, although there are a great
many more which have to do with other activities of the company, such
as the "Gas Department," Street Railroad System in Sacramento, water
systems, such as Stockton Water Plant, office buildings of the various
Districts, as well as the main offices in San Francisco, and many others.
Pacific

The electrical sub-stations have developed along two general types,
a "City" type used in the large city centers and an "Out-of-Town" type used
The
for sub-stations located outside and in the smaller city centers.
"City" type has developed as a windowless building, as it has been found
that a windowless building gives the maximum economy in arrangement,
that it provides unbroken wall surfaces which are needed for attaching
various parts of the installation, and makes possiljle the insulation against
the noise of the station operation disturbing the neighborhood in which
may be located. As all power leads are brought in underground,
it
windows are not required for this purpose. Nor are they needed for light
and ventilation since the interior is flooded with light to best advantage
from skylights in the ceiling, and ventilation is best accomplished through
This has
air ducts with openings in the floor and louvres in the roof.
given the designer an opportunity to treat wall surfaces with but one
opening to consider. This is the main entrance and is treated as such
by the concentration of ornament at this point. The individuality of each
station is expressed architecturally in the detail of its composition and
ornaments. Also in, such other features of its environment as may be
peculiar to

it.
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on the nortliwcst corner of

l'".llis

and llnulcrick

was the first of this ty|)(.' to lie constructed. It is
in white cement.
The large door witii cartouche ccnterinfj- over
shown in the ilhistration was the center of the oriL,final liuilding.

same as
The third

I-'rancisco,

panel

was added

at

later

Willis

date.

I'olk

cS;

Co.

were the

architects.

Station

"D" was

the second of this type and

is

the front, or lUish street elevation, and the rear, or

shown by two views,

avenue elevation.
This station presented some unusual iirohlcms as Fern avenue is twelve
feet lower than I'.usli street and the head room of the i)ortion of the
building used for storage batteries was low in comparison with that
required in the main portion of the sul>-station.
The solution resulted
in

making the

i-'ern

room a formal garden to tiie sub-station
Through the fountain runs the water from
station, which is thus cooled and used again. The

roof of the battery

with fountain and

i)ools.

the transformers of the
bottom of the pools are constructed of sidewalk lights which give plenty
of light in the battery room.
This station was also designed by Willis
Polk & Co.

Station "J" is located in the commercial district of San Francisco on
Commercial street east of ^Montgomery.
.Ml the ground space is here
covered by the building in order to obtain sufficient room for the necessary installation.
It was also found necessary^ to build to considerable
height.
The main room where are located the generating units, is open
to the roof, a height of 48 feet, and at the end are two balcony floors on
which are located the switchboards and switch cells. The main floor
and wainscoting to a height of first balcony floor is tiled, the walls above
are panelled and finished in an imitation caen stone, with the ceiling
finished smooth and colored to match. The side walls are hollow and the
space used as an air duct through which a fan located in the space over
the second balcony discharges fresh air.
A large skylight with side
vents floods the building with light and completes the ventilating system.
Ornamental iron stairways, bronzed, connect the main floor with sidewalk
and balconies and add the finishing touch to this interior. The architect
was Mr. Frederick H. Meyer.
Station

belong

to

'"S,"

the

while

not

same "City"

belonging
type.

It

to
is

a

the

Electrical

System,

does

steam generation station from

which steam at high pressure flows into an underground system of pipes
supplying apartment houses, hotels, theatres and factories, where it is
used for heating, cooking and various other pur])oses. This Iniilding was
also designed by Mr. Frederick Meyer.
Station "K." the latest ot the electrical sub-stations to be built in San
Francisco was both designed and built by the Engineering Department

Gas & Electric Co., under the direction of ]\Ir. H. C. N'ensano,
and hydraulic engineer. The architectural problems were handled

of the Pacific
civil
b\-

the writer.
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Frcdcnck H. Meyc.

,

Architect

The station is located on the northwest corner of 24th avenue and
Balboa street in the Richmond District, San P'rancisco, and is planned to
Only one-third of the
house six motor generating sets with auxiliaries.
building, or 48 feet of its length has been constructed. The ultimate building will be 72 feet wide by 110 feet long with another entrance on the
24th avenue side.
In addition to the individuality of the station l)eing expressed in
the detail of the composition and ornaments, a further distinction has been
obtained in texture and color. Owing to the large Hat wall surfaces without openings, a uniform color and texture is inclined to be flat and
This is relieved by finishing the corner rustications and
uninteresting.
moulded members in a troweled sand finish and the flat surfaces by
roughening by sand dashing. The color is obtained from the materials
used and is a light buiif or a deep lime stone color. A difference in tone
effect is obtained by the use of the smooth and rough textures, and the
whole has been given a setting of lawn with groups of shrubbery placed
In the garden on the west side has been located the water
to advantage.
cooling tower (which had previously been located on the roof) placed over
a pool in the center of the garden and enclosed with lattice which will eventually be covered with vines, thus utilizing this necessary feature of the
mechanical installation to add beauty to the environment of the station.

The exterior of the building is illuminated from the cement posts
near the curb on top of each of which a 500 watt nitrogen lamp is enclosed
by a cement hood, so adjusted that the light is thrown directly on the
The source <if the illumination
building- and reflected into the street.
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being concealed, makes this station, which is on a hill, the most conspicuous
and prominent buildinsj of the vicinity. Particular attention is called to
this indirect exterior illumination which is believed to be a novel feature
The interior is illuminated by indirect lighting
in electrical station design.
Each
fixtures placed near the ceiling and finished to match the ceiling.
fixture contains a 750 watt nitrogen lamp with an X-ray reflector.
A complete gas illuminating outfit has also been installed as a direct lighting
system. These fixtures are placed on the columns.
Station "C." the central sub-station of the San Francisco District, is
located on that portion of Minna street between Third and Fourth streets,
and which is a blind alle}'. Because of this fact, few people realize its
existence or have an opportunity of viewing this very fine piece of

work in red brick and cream colored terra cotta. It w-as the first of the
company's sub-stations in San Francisco to be designed and built with refWhile it does not conform to the
erence to the exterior appearance.
"City" type as it was built before the type was developed, it is shown
here because it is one of the finest appearing sub-stations to be found
anywhere, and is also the largest at the present time of the City substations.
The central portion as marked by the large central opening is
the sub-station, while the west end is used as a storage battery room and
the east end for company's garage.
The detail of the terra cotta is exceedingly fine, the ornament over the
small entrance well modeled and at one time (before the fire of 1906)
there was a like .group over the main entrance, but this unfortunately has
'The soft cream color of the matt glazed terra cotta, in
been destroyed.
combination with the slightly rough face of the dull red stock brick and
the granite base with rustications in the brick

work above, creates an
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impression of beinq- a substantial, solid structure of refined lines and finish.
It was designed by D. H.
Pjurnhani & Co., architects, from their San
Francisco office.

River Station as shown here is the company's steam turbine generating
plant at Sacramento. It was designed in the "City" type by Willis Polk
& Co. Its location on the shore of the river, a short distance from the
city and surrounded by green fields, backed up by woods, with the river
in the foreground gives it a very pleasing setting.

To obtain the electric energy that is transformed and distributed from
these sub-stations to the consumer it is necessary to transform water
pressure into electric energy. This in itself is a gigantic undertaking,
where it is done on such a scale as to be of real economic value. It is
either accomplished by placing the waters of the high mountain watersheds
under control or else by transforming water by the medium of heat to
steam pressure and then to electric energy. Both methods are used in
building up this most perfect transmission system which must deliver
constant, uninterrupted service. The interiors of two of the fourteen power
houses developing electric energy by two methods are shown as well
as one of the many artificial lakes where the mountain waters are
impounded until required.

An

adaption of Spanish Renaissance style of architecture was developed
"Out-of-Town" type because of its adaptability to the many exacting
conditions and requirements of each station. The earlv traditions of the
State had much to do with the selection of this style. Especially so, since
the Pacific Gas & Electric Company have been picmeers in their field, whose
for the
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DKl'M POUER HOUSE. HYDRO-ELECTRIC I'LAXT
Designed by Iran C. FrUhslad

eflforts have been such as to have largely to dn with the- unifunii and staple
development of the State as a whole.
Somewhat the same conditions exist in these sub-stations as in the City
sub-station, except that the power leads come and go through windows
which are necessarily placed with a certain overhead clearance and thereby
give large, tlat. unliroken surfaces beneath them. This agrees well with

the fundamental principle of Spanish Renaissance, i. e., the universal concentration of ornament at a few salient points.
Cordelia sub-station is the central distributing station of the s^'stem
with power leads connecting direct from the hydro-electric plants in the
mountains entering through large windows in the front or entrance side
and leaving through smaller windows in the rear and leading in all directions to smaller sub-stations located with reference to various distribution
centers.
Two high voltage lines will enter this station when it is eventuallv
completed (one wing being as yet unconstructed), one on each side of the
central feature in which is located the switchboard.
The building stands on the side of a hill, with hills rising at either side
and a higher range in the background. On the slope in front, a number of
oak trees grow a little i)elow and to either side of the entrance. A pond for
cooling the transformer water and the pump-house with its tiled roof and bufif
colored walls, a necessary adjunct to the plant, are also adjacent.
Power Houses Xos. 4 and 5 of the projected extension of the South
Yuba-Rear River development are practically twins and are hydro-electric
generating stations. As such they are especially related and in a general
way are made therefore to conform in architectural treatment to Cordelia's
entrance side by means of the large square window course. The two
stations will be distinguished from one another by the treatment of the
entrance and retaining walls.
Woodland and .San Mateo sub-stations are on the distributing side and
are related tn this side nf Cordelia. Woodland has the same small square

'
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window

course, continuous around the building" and plain wall treatment.
and roof lighting scheme constituting its individuality. The
light globes installed on the ornamental iron posts spaced five feet apart
and continnoiis around the crest of the roof have made this station a landmark at night time for miles around. As the power leads to the San Mateo
sub-station are brought in underground the window scheme was not required. The cornice and parapet wall treatment similar to those of Cordelia are the means employed to show its relationship to the central station.
The plain wall surfaces are jMcrced with openings, giving this station its
individuality.
Its cornice

These buildings are all built of reinforced concrete and plastered. The
plain surfaces are finished in white cement, colored a light bufif and roughened slightly by the stippling process. The mouldings are smooth finished,
giving them an effect of being lighter, and the whole is crowned with varying tones of red S])anish tile. They have all been planned, designed and
constructed by the Engineering Organization of the company, as mentioned in connectiiin with Station "K."

Thus

/^'^

is

a

system being

])uilt

up through

co-operation where each unit presents a
substantial and pleasing appearance, a welcome addition to its neighborhood, and
expresses its relationship in the system.

Choosing Architects by Competition
architectural competitions are frequently used as a means
choosing architects or of securing preliminary designs, it is very
doubtful, says the Engineering Record, whether this method is conducive to best results. Engineers are comparatively free from this practice
except in the design of some structures such as small l)ridges. A few years
ago when an engineer submitted a plan for a bridge he was very apt to find
himself in competition with one or more liridge com])anies, l)ut now, even
in this branch of engineering, it is common practice to employ an engineer
who prepares his own designs, which are then submitted to bridge companies for bids. Architectural competitions are generally of no advantage
to the owner. To make them successful he must first choose an advisor,
whose duty it is to formulate the terms on which the competitors must
base their designs and to conduct tlie competition. The American Institute of Architects has given this matter consideralile attention, and under
the code of that society it is unprofessional for any member of the institute, or of a chapter thereof, to participate in a competition, whether as
competitor or as junior, unless the programme shall first have Ijeen approved
by the committee on competitions of the institute or by an authorized subcommittee, h contest of this kind is a slow and expensive process of
choosing an architect, and in a great maiority of cases it would be much
better if he were chosen directly and solely upon his fitness to design and
to superintend the work. It is possible that a competition may bring forth
a meritorious general design for a building, and the author thereof be so
entirely lacking in executive ability and in the technical knowledge necessary to prepare detailed designs as to be incapable of carrying the work to
successful completion.
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Schools for a Generation
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erected in the small towns
1)\and
the usual conil)inati()n of
practical and ae>tlietic considerations, i. e.. questions of locations and
cost oi l)uildins;s, and the balancing of these with ex|)ediencv as to i)ernianence of construction, liberality of arrangement, etc.

Till'!

a^ to tlu' typi.- of scluiol to
cities of California is surrounded

<|ucsli(iii

However we

Common ground

nia\'

difl'er

of ultimate

as

to

good

means and method-, there is always the
and inspire those who

to the child to unite

Would solve the problem.

—

both consideration of the child good
I'irst. as to the choosing of site
and economv suggest the selection of ample areas for the scIk.ioI
that
such ample s|iaces are more readily actpiired away from congested centers
of population and therefore less convenient for some i)U|iils is not a serious
drawback.
It were better for the scholars as a whole and cheajjer econoniii\ally to
supph' transportation

for

copious areas for light,

air.

some

pupils

—

than that

playgrounds,

etc.

all

should

denied the
value of land

be

The advancing

certain carefully selected localities would more than offset the cost of
trans]iortation in\ol\ed in the selection of such sites.
in

—

Second, as to the tvpe of building should the buildings be permanent
and fireproof and two or three stories high, or shall they be low, rambling
\iue-covered temporary affairs or a combination or compromise of these
o])posite ideas? The tendency in California for suburban districts particu-

—

be in the direction of home-like ])icturtsque. one-story buildThe idea back of this movement a])pears to be that
ings of the I'atio type.
our scIiodIs for a generation, of transient material, safe and
build
we should
low to the ground, and w ith a good, big proportion of the earth's surface
apportioned for the site thus insuring to the next generation, not only the
necessity for a new. crisp, modern school suited to the needs and new
ideals of a later generation, but ])roviding through the increased land values
larly, seeius to

the

means whereby this ideal may be accomplished.
The life of a frame building proi)erly constructed is conservatively from

twentv-h^e to thirty-five years with occasional minor repairs and' roof
renewal, etc. 'J'lie life of any building, fireproof or frame, froiu the standpoint of appearance and comfort and permanence of the interior, the part
for which the school is chiefly constructed, is not much more than this
length of time. After twenty years of constant use any school building
stair
looks, and is, worn casings are worn and battered, cut and splintered
blackboards .scratched and
plaster cracked
rails
loose, balusters broken
notched; upper floors worn almost through in places: toilets and other
sanitary equipments are likely to be more or less out of order undoubtedly
out of date. The psychological effect of most buildings which have been
used for a generation is not one of crispness to say the least. The best
school shouhl be retrimmed and thoroughly renovated each generation.
:

:

:

;

—

In thirty years .ilxiut forty per cent of the original cost of the building

would go into the occasional repairs and the necessary complete renovaend of that period. Assuming such a school to cost
hundred thousand dollars, the permanent value residing in the fireproof
Now, a non-fireproof
and structural |)ortions would be about $60,000.
structure affording the same accommodation in the one-story form would
prrbablv cost about .S7.S.O00 and would of course have to be torn
tion re<|uired at the

a
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down

the end of thirty years.
In the first case, the newly finished
building, the additional expense at the end of thirty years
would be $40,000 and in the other $75,000, or a difference of some
$35,000 in favor of the more permanent type.
Now, let us assume
that the original cost of the land for the fireproof school
(inside
property) was $12,500 and for the larger wide-spreading suburban type was
$25,000, and let us assume that the value of both plots of land trebled in
thirty years, not an unfair assumption for this community, in one case
there would be an increase of value of $25,000 and in the other $50,000,
the difiference in increment being $37,500, and quite enough to justify
the additional cost of land involved in the selection of the site at first
hand, besides the incidental fact that there is $75,000 available to build a
new school. If the proportion of money invested in land were larger,
the gains naturally would be correspondingly large.
Of course the more
congested the location at the time of the original purchase, the more stable
the value, and the further from centers of population, the more speculative
the character of the investment.
at

fireproof

Schools should be placed on large areas of land as near the main lines
communication as possible but away from business centers. They in
turn will become the nucleus for centers of small business on account of
the grouping of homes convenient to the school, especially if traction lines
be conveniently located.
A cleverly conceived school program in any growing city the size of
Berkeley ought to net splendid returns inside a generation. For instance,
ample athletic grounds could be provided in fast growing districts. As soon
as this land increased in value these general utilities could be removed to
less costly property, the difTerence in land values paying the price for more
elaborate improvements on the less costly property.
of

An argmnent against the frail, temporary wood structure compared with
the more dignified, permanent building is that of fire danger. Of course,
in the one-story building the fire danger is negligible. As to the increased
insurance for contents of building, the saving is insignificant as compared
with the good of the child, accruing from ample spaces, home-like atmosphere, fresh air, play rooms, etc., all of which are part of the suburban
school idea.
Also there is a certain propriety in the idea of permanence in any public
building and for that reason there is more or less prejudice against a temporary school house structure. Unconsciously we desire that the stability of
our institutions should be reflected in the quality of our school buildings,
court houses, etc.
As a contribution to civic pride, to the superficial
observer at least, a large, square, two or three-storied brick building, standing monument-like in the midst of a group of bungalows and vine-clad
cottages is certainly imposing.

To

satisfy the craving for the stable and dignified, to comply with this
demand for high values and real worth in a public building, I
would select the Aula or assembly room of the school for particular embellishment. This room should be of ample dimensions and dignified proportions, and so handled architecturally as to suggest that it has been built
of permanent building miaterial.
This room should harbor a few objects
of real value in the realm of art, possibly an appropriately placed mural
painting, a piece of real statuary or bronze and a mantel of majestic proportions which would give an air of dignified hospitality and suggest the
domestic quality of the public spirit which this room is intended to foster.
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Tlic pcnnancnt ideals of life reside in ideas and institutions and not
However, this may be
in architecture as ex|)rcssed in cement and stone.
true, it still remains that the fitting symbol of our ideals and institutions
is in monuments of permanence.
I would therefore suj;-^est that in order to carry out the complete cycle
of our lei.;itimate demands the hit;her grades, for instance the high school
grades, be housed in jiermanent fireproof buildings of a highly dignified
character.
These buildings should be centrally placed upon small areas
.\ building of this character should
of comparati\-ely high-priced ground.
be placed prominently in respect to main arteries of circulation and if poscity
plant. The athletic grounds of
of
group
in
the
sible should be part
a

the upper grades should be separate from the
grounds in the suburbs, where even tennis and
And the lower grades should, in all cases, be
story structures on ample areas, the location of

schools on less expensive
golf may be provided for.
housed in temporary onewhich could be shifted as

the centers of iionulalion change.
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from October Number.)

The Architect and His Function in
.\RCHITECT is not a contractor he does not

Building.

build buildings, and does
not have a money interest in the material or labor which enter into a
an arbitrator in whom
building. He is a disinterested and expert adviser
the owner, as well as the contractors, can place confidence. He has a complete
understanding of the entire project as a whole, and is able to correlate one unit
with another. He begins his work by learning, first, as intimately as he can
the needs and preferences of his client he then studies the site and the restricting conditions under which the building is to proceed. He must know very
accurately how mucli money is available, and if the client wants more than he
is willing to pav for he must insist firmly that the impossible cannot be done.
He has learned through years of study and training how to plan so as to secure
maximum convenience and maximum efficiency in room, lighting and ventilation,
and maximum beauty in appearance. To accomplish just this in his profession.
When plans are made and specifications
It is more than a trade
it is an art.
The wellwritten, the entire building has been built on paper completely.
trained planner foresees the little things, the odds and ends, and incorporates
In addition to the practical and utilitarian
all of them in his paper building.
features for which he is constantly on the lookout, and which he is storing
up in his mind, his knowledge of architectural history and all the allied arts
enables him to dispose of rooms and units atid features in an orderly and there;

—

;

—

fore a beautiful way.
With the building designed and the plans made, his work is only begun. He
must now execute these plans with the helii of other men. who very often are
men without initiative and without imagination, who must be constantly directed
and watched. Disputes cannot arise if specifications and drawings are clear
and if the owner understands both intimately. But if disputes arise, the archiThe work of the
tect has the legal knowledge required to make settlements.
several trades must be done at such times and in such ways as to bring about
the quickest and best results as a whole. The constant inspection of materials
and workmanship and the rejection of defective parts give the owner a large
guarantee which he would not have if such inspection were left to the interested
'.Architect. Corbett building, Portland,

Oregon.
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This is not meant to reflect upon the contractor's integrity, or to
By the
discount the importance of liis contribution to Jniilding operations.
terms of the contract the architect's decision is final in most cases, and the contractor recognizes his knowledge and authority. The architect supervises payments, issuing certificates which are statements of work accepted, and accounts
for all funds e.xpended until the job is completed.
Now, these services have a very real value to the owner, and very often
This
represent an actual saving over and above the architect's commission.
commission is usually made a percentage based upon the cost of the comThe amount of the commission
pleted building including permanent fi.xtures.
does not represent clear profit for the architect, for he must hire the services
of engineers, draughtsmen, superintendents, stenographers, and blueIt often happens, in residence
printers, and pay other overhead expenses.
work in particular, that the architect's commission is actually not sufficient
to pay for exjjensive changes in the drawings for which only the owner
.Many people recognize the architect, but have unknowingly
is responsible.
employed as an architect a man who is quite a different individual, with
no claim vv'hatsoever to the title. Then, after a bitter experience a disa|)pointment in plans and costs friends are advised to avoid architects.
This is a situation manifestly unfortunate both for the prospective builder
and for the man who can best serve him.
There are, of course, incompetent architects, just as there are incompetent lawyers and doctors. Ability and integrity are fundamental. But
it should be remembered first, that the results of an architect's incompetency are permanently evident, while those of a lawyer or doctor are
hidden in the m\'steries of the law or of the human Ijody and second,
that a client's interest and commendable i)ride in his building is no greater
than that of his architect in whose mind the structure is conceived.
contractor.

—

—

:

Responding

Electric

Push Button

consular report states that an electric ])ush button devised to indiThe
cate :i return signal has been inxented 1)y a Norwegian electrician.
apparatus is a \-ery simple contrivance which can be attached at a slight
electric
bell.
connected
with
an
button
cost to any push
By means of an electric magnet, directly behind the signal button, a
.\

dull "buzzing

sound makes known whether the jierson called

is

present.

Besides assuring the one signaling that he has been heard, it will save the
one called the annoyance of listening to repeated ringings. The appliance
can be used in connection with call buttons in hotels, shops or other places
where the em|)liiyee called cannot always immediately respond by his
presence.

Vacuum, Everywhere
There

is

of the tired business

his office tliev

New York who

is up on the nee<ls
shy on general education. In
were discussing the pre\alent hard times theatrical and

magnate
man, Init a

a theatrical

in

little

bit

—

otherwise.

He's
he said, "there's one guy in this town that I en\\-.
Everywhere I go I see people using his machines."
the time.
"^^'ho"s that?" inquired one of the company.
"W'hv. this guv \'acuum. that makes all them patent cleaners!"

"\\'ell,"

busy

all
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the East

R. Clifsloii Stiirsiis. PicsiJfiil o! the American hislilitte of Archileets. lelio reeeiilly
fiiiil II visit to California, tun -,eritleii a message to llie Arehileets or the U'est, a message
that is both fiicturesQue in its desen/'tion of local conililions and eiicourasing in its praises
of things aeeomplished and possible future achievements. .\/r. Sturgis prepared the folhnving article at the rciiuest of this inagncine, incorporating in the outline the gist of his several
talks before the .San Francisco and Los Angeles architects and contractors. In his address
before the San Francisco Chapter. .Mr. Sturgis told of his impressions upon first z-ieiving
the Dream City veiled in mist the i-ision
the Dream City from the deck of the ferryboat
Here the F.ast and the West zcork together. The ITest honored the East by
rcaliced.
entrusting to it the designing of some of the court.>. and the West shoz^.-ed its ability in the
marz-ellous beauty of the eneiosure zAiich forms the outer tivll of these courts. It u-ould
be difiUcult to say. urites .Mr. Slurgis. w/iiV/i is the more beautiful all are '.wonderful
Together they make the perfect zAtole. Together they /kiit realZi'orks of iinaginators.
ised zAiat they nez'er could accomplish alone. This spirit of co-operation, this fellozeship is
the keynote of the architect, is the keynote of the Institute, and of all for zAiich it sfands.

—

—

—

By

THE

R.

CLIPSTON STL'RGIS.

President A.

I.

A.

quarter century has seen threat changes in architecture the archiAll his work
tect can nn longer stand alone and claim acccMuplishnient.
that is worth anythinsj is the work of many minds with a single aim. The
local
organization
being
small
From
a
architect.
Institute has changed with the
it has grown to be a large professional body with its chapters covering the
whole country. The fine, generous unselfish work of the past was done by a
tew earnest disinterested men. who had a vision of what the future luight hold.
The work today is done and must be done in the same spirit, but it must now be
It is far more difficult, but the results should be even better
representative.
than those reached by the men who led the way. They can be so only if we
follow humbly in their footsteps and work disinterestedly for the general good.
The Institute's strongest claim to recognition is that its work is unselfish. When
this is true and when it is recognized the profession will always gain a hearing
and generally accomplish its work.
Two examples out of many are the Missouri State Capitol comi)ctition and
the hearings at Washington before the Commission on Public lluildings and
(Irounds. In Missouri the Commissioners had published a program for a competition.
It was not a fair one and it did not seem to promise well for the
The Institute offered its service to
selection by the state of the best architect.
improve the conditions and the offer was declined at first and then somewhat
gnidginglv accepted. Three men of the Institute Standing Committee on Competitions went to St. Louis and in the first hour's talk convinced the Commission that their action was entirely disinterested that they neither wished to
take part themselves, nor in any way to confine the competition to members of
the Institute. The Commission then listened with care to the arguments, withdrew the program which had already been printed and widely distributed and
accepted bv over sixtv architects and issued a new program on the lines advised.
The competition was a success and the Institute was warmly thanked by the
Commissioners for the help given them at a critical time.
The hearings at Washington were for the consideration of a report made by
a special committee ap])ointed to study and report on execution of public
Three cabinet officers and two members each from the
buildings.
The Secretary of the
Senate and House composed the conuuittee.
Treasurv signed the majority report; the Postmaster General the minorThe P.oard of Direcity, and the Attorney General declined to sign either.
tors of the Institute, believing that the minority report showed thoughtful
understanding of the problems involved in postoflfices the bulk of Government work), endorsed this report. It was thus that an opportunity was made
for individuals of the Institute to appear unofficially before the Commission on
last

:

:

(
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Public Buildings and Grounds which had this rei)ort under consideration. It
was the same group of men which had repealed the Tarsney Act, men who were
not friendly to architects and who rather distrusted them and wholly ignored
them. When it was found that the architects were advising them as to the best
method of standardizing the smaller buildings, buildings in which they could
have no possible interest because they were always built by the supervising
architect's office, they listened with interest and eventually asked the architects
to rewrite their bill along the lines suggested in the conference.
Disinterested service is the great opportunity both of the individual archiand of the Insititute. Yet even our own members disbelieve in the work the
Institute endeavors honestly and faithfully to do, through its officers and its
conimittees. One man writes that the Octagon, the busy center of all the activities of the Institute, is a clubhouse where a group of Eastern men meet and
enjoy themselves. One would like to put such a man on the board and let him
Another from New
sit through two days' hard work in that same Octagon.
Jersey wrote bitterly complaining tliat the old uniform agreement had been
withdrawn and lightly, even cheerfully, condemned the painstaking, unselfish
and thorough work which has produced the standard documents. The agreement and general conditions which replace the "uniform agreement" and represent five years' work of architects, builders and lawyers is thus casually condemned by an individual who one may guess never did a day's work in attempting to better conditions for the owner, the architect and the builder. The topnotch, however, was the letter from the man who complained of receiving a
personal letter from the treasurer about his long-standing indebtedness.
He
claimed that no treasurer with a proper sense of what was right would send
anything but a printed formal notice. The obvious inference being that the
printed notice could go to the waste paper basket, but the letter demanded an
tect

answer.
for discontent is work. The moment a man steps forward to bear
his unselfish work for the general good he finds his reward in
the work. The criticism of others is always easy, but to stand aside and criticize those who work is one of the easiest games in the world and one of the most

The cure

his share

and do

useless.

The architect, above all other artists, is dependent on working with others
he must work with all sorts and conditions of men, and be prepared to trust
them and co-operate with them.
Even among architects there will be varieties running from the artist to the
builder, but all along the line each must fulfill his varying obligations if he is
to retain the respect of the community where he works.
The artist cannot
excuse his executive disabilities imder the shield of artistic temperament, nor
can the incompetent find any place in the profession of architecture. Such men
injure not themselves alone this would be simply reaping what they sow
;

—

but they injure the profession, and this really matters.
The architect has a series of duties to perfornx to owner and builder and
unless he acquits himself here with some credit he cannot command the respect
of the public. To the owner the architect stands in the relation of a trustee, for
the owner buys what the architect offers him and rarely knows whether or not
he receives his money's worth. It is a matter of honor with the architect to
give good service and to spend the owner's money to best advantage for the
owner. The contractor looks to the architect for fair play, and the architect,
paid by the owner, has a difficult task to perform. Often the questions he must
decide concern the interpretation of his own drawings and specifications and he
can choose between confessing his own errors or omissions and putting the
expense on the owner, or bearing the expense himself, or getting the contractor
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it.
If the latter course is followed he is next tempted to make it up
to the contractor in some other way, and possibly at the expense of the owner.
To the sub-contractor the architect has special obligations for often he is the

to bear

who can

see that there is fair play between the general contractor and
Finally to the mechanics and laborers on the work, and to the organizations of these men the architect has duties.
Only by performing creditably these services can the architect win the confidence and respect of his community and only then can he wield the influence
wihich should be exercised by architecture
the universal art.
all know
these things, but to put them into practice requires the strength of unions, we
can set standards collectively which we can neither set nor maintain alone.
This is what the Institute can do not for its members alone, but for the profession and for the public, and it needs the help of all to do its work even reasonably well.
It is worth while just to glance at the sort of things done in recent years.
competition circular of advice has been produced, the work of years of careful study on the part of a very large number of men, based on innumerable
examples of competitions, good, bad and indififerent. Its aim is simply fair
Competitions in school are for the good of the student; competitions
play.
They are not instituted to give
in practice are for the benefit of the owner.
the young and inexperienced a chance unless the owner is a public body, willing
to gamble with ]iublic money.
They are not instituted to give the incompetent
a chance, but simply and solely to give the owner the best available architect
for his building". The Institute makes four suggestions toward the accomplishment of this. First, it advises the owner to invite no one except men to any one
of whom he would trust the execution of the work. Second, it advises having
the program drawn by an architect who can express what the owner desires in
terms the architect can understand. Third, it advises the owner to have the
benefit of professional judgment in making the award.
Fourth it suggests
that as a matter of fair play the owner should agree definitely that he will
employ the winner to do the work. This is what the Institute has done and
through this circular has established better conditions for competitions throughout the country. The schedule has been established to give the professional
judgment of the Institute on what really good architectural service is worth.
It does not and cannot fit all conditions everywhere.
The canons of ethics
state briefly the things we all know, but that statement will help us to do
wliat we know to be right. The new constitutions and by-laws are presented in
the hope that it will enlarge and strengthen the chapters and the influence for
good of the Institute. The Octagon was acquired largely through the generosity of individuals to give the Institute a permanent home and head-quarters
for its many-sided work.
It needs complete restoration, both of house and
grounds and to do this should be our work and our pleasure. The measured
drawings made by Glenn Brown are the first steps toward this. The Journal
is another venture made possible through the aid of individuals.
This is the briefest sort of outline of the activities of the Institute. The
influence of this active work should be far wider than it is. It can be increased
only by the efforts of individuals to command the respect of all about them by
upholding the ideals of honor, the ideals of duty and the ideals of service.
In this San Francisco has a great opportunity. Here at this time San Francisco has given the world the inspiration of a realized dream in the beauty and
harmony of her Fxposition buildings. Here East and \\'est are as one. Here
architect, painter and sculptor have worked in harmony engineer and builder
have contributed their share. One cannot look on the beauty of all this without
feeling that poetry and music must also have lent their aid.
To San Francisco we turn for inspiration and help in placing the Institute
where it belongs, as the leader in all matters connecteil with the most inclusive
of all the arts
architecture.
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Road Construction

GESTER,

C. E.*

ck)th lea\ed volumes with the brightly colored illustrations
IXwhere so many of us totik our
first excursions into the realms of
English literature, was a jingle which had for its subject a maiden possessed of a curling lock of hair which "hung low in the middle of her
forehead." The location of the curl was undoubtedly immaterial except
that it gave the fabricator of the stanza the opportunity of perpetrating
a rather iniijerfect sort of rhyme and of describing the varying moods
of the maiden, who
the

little

"WIkmt slie was good, was very, very good.
But when she was had, she was horrid."

This \erse so ci>rrectly characterizes Portland cement concrete that
feel justified in thus taking a text from Mother Goose to caption a
in a Technical Bulletin.
\\'hen concrete is properly constituted, properly handled and properly
placed, it is of almost inestimable \-alue as a construction material.
In
so far, however, as it lacks any one of these requisites, it is proportionately
unsafe or even dangerously worthless. In none of the various fields of its
use is this more true than in road and road structure work, and in this
field its employment has increased with a rapidity that is marvelous.
It
is the accepted standard base for the asphaltic wearing or surface coats
that modern road traffic demands, under certain conditions it is proving
the most valuable material for both body and surface of roads and very
steadily and rajjidly its use is increasing for highway bridge construction.
The vast increase in the use of concrete has resulted in a corresponding
increase in the numbers of concrete workers, too many of whom have not
had the opportunity of learning the peculiarities of the material, nor
the best methods of securing, in an economical manner, the best results.
Millions of dollars have been expended, to not the best advantage because
of these conditions, and millions more have been virtually entirely wasted.
Millions of barrels lA Portland cement are used every year without being
tested and yet it is a most unwise, not to say dangerous practice.
Men
and corporations who know best ne\er indulge in such chances. If we
have any competent authority on the subject, it is the .Vmerican Society
of Civil
Engineers.
The very first condition or recommendation of
this
body in its specifications governing Portland cement is that "all
cement shall be tested."
The most carefully managed corporations which are users of cement,
the great railroads and the great cities of the country, insist upon the precaution.
None are more careful in this regard than the great engineers
of America, and yet in spite of the best authority and example, chances
are taken every day that may and do result in lack of economy and in
woeful waste, if not in dire disaster.
Put it is not only in the matter of the cement that sufficient care is
not exercised by many concrete makers to thoroughly satisfy the demands
of economy and efficiency.
It has fallen to the lot of the writer to make
a great many examinations of faulty concrete in road and street pavements and in sidewalks, and with the facilities afl'orded bv our laboratory to fix the cause of trouble.
In a very large proportion of these cases, the causes of inadequacy
and som etimes of complete failure could not lie ascribed to the quality
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the cement employed but were proven beyond doubt to lie in the
Frequently where a large enough prounfitness of the inert aggregate.
portion of a good normal Portland cement was used to have made a
satisfactory concrete, a weak easily raveled mass was the result, and
examinations and analysis has proved the trouble to rest with the sand
and g'ravel or stone. To altogether too many contractors sand is sand,
gravel is gravel and broken stone is broken stone, no matter what its
peculiar characteristics.
It is true that more care is exercised than
formerly in specifying whether each of these shall be constituted as to
the percentages of particles of given size, but such specifications should
Too often the
be always provided and unfortunately they are not.
requirements are simply that the mass shall be constituted (for example)
of
gravel
or
crushed rock.
of 1 part cement, 3 parts sand and 6 parts
Just how excellent for concrete purposes this mixture may be then
depends upon a very important factor, the percentage of voids in the
mixture of fine and coarse aggregates. Nothing of such supreme importance should be left to chance. Even when all the particles of the aggregate are hard and clean, the possible variation in this factor is altogether
too great to ignore. The gravel or stone may contain so many smaller
particles that a much stronger concrete may result in a mixture of
2 parts sand and 7 parts of the so-called gravel or rock.
dissociation test made recently in our laboratory of a concrete
specified as 1 part cement, 2 parts sand and 4 parts gravel proved that
The gravel
it was really 1 part cement, 4 parts sand and 2 parts gravel.
used by the contractor contained so large a proportion of fine material
that this was the result, and it was a very expensive result for the whole
job was too weak to pass inspection and had to be done over. A comparatively very small expenditure for tests of the sand and gravel before
of

A

using would have avoided this loss. The prevention would have been
the cure was a matter of hundreds of dollars.
Frequently it happens too that local conditions are such that it is
practically impossilile to secure aggreg'ates that will actually or even
approximately fill the requirements of a closely drawn specification, and
yet where it is to the interest of all parties concerned to make the best
use of the material which can be readily and economically secured in
other words, where the specification should be so drawn as to make
the most efficient use of the available materials.
It is not uncommon practice among conscientious and well intentioned
contractors when they feel that their sand or gravel is not just what it
should be to "put in a little more cement." This is an attempt to do
It is not accurate.
things by "main strength," but it is not scientific.
The best
It is not the best way.
It is not economical nor efficient.
way is to have the problem properly solved by a competent chemist,
Contractors and engineers will find
before the work is started.
that such precaution and investig'ation will be not only of infinite
value in the knowledge and consciousness that they are making
the very best of existing conditions but they will also find that the cost
of such precaution is comparatively a small cost in no way commensurate
of its value to them in the actual saving of e.xpenditure.
a matter of dollars

;

;

It

All

Depends

— Now. William, a man can do one-fnurth of
he take to
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two days, how long
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he workin' by the day?
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Oakland, California

The Odd Fellows Hall, located on the north-west corner of 11th and
Frankhn streets. Oakland, is a four storv. steel frame and concrete build-

ing and IS /.-- feet in height from the sidewalk to the
top of the firewall.
Ihe design of the exterior of the building is an adaptation of the
Italian
Renaissance. The facade is red pressed brick laid up in flush
white mortar
joints embellished with white ornamental mat glazed
terra cotta
In the building there are three lodge halls, a banquet
room, a ball room
a club room for the Odd l-'ellows. a club room for
the Rebekahs, four

stores and a basement under the entire building.
•A rather interesting feature is that the lodge^halls are entirely
without
windows or skylights, absolute quiet being most essential in these rooms
This necessitated a fully equipped force heating and ventilating
plant,
located on the roof and designed to entirely change
the air in these

rooms every 15 minutes.
The main lodge hall is located on the fourth ll(.or and is licrhted
by indirect cove lighting with excellent results. The lights are
conc'ealed
in an elaborate ornamental beam ceiling
and are alternated in
for different effects for the degree work of the
The inside finish of the main lodge hall and
room IS Jenesiro. The main lobby and vestibule
sawed oak, Caen stone marble, tile and mat glazed

The
lodge

colors

Order.

furniture and the ball
are finished in quarter
white terra cotta
building cost $100,000 complete, inciuding furniture for
the' main

hall.
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EXTEK/OK, ODD FELLOt\S HALL

HENRY BOEHRER,

ARCHITECT
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ENTRANCE ODD FELLOW'S HALL, OAKLAND
J. HENRY BOEHRER.
ARCHITECT
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BANK, ODD FELLOW S HALL. OAKLAND
J.

Henry Bochrcr. Architect

CLUB ROOM, ODD FELLOWS HALL. OAKLAND
J.

Henry Boehrcy, Architect

rite .lichitcct

and

lui^iiit'cr

FOURTH FLOOR VLAS, ODD FELLOUS HALL. OAKLASD
J.

.\LU.\ LuL-L,L

Henry

Boclirer, Architect

KwU.U. UUU ILLLull :> HALL. uAkLA^iD
J. Henry Boehrcr, .irchitcct
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THIRD CHURCH OF CHRIST, SCIEXTIST, SAN FRA.WCISCO. CALIFORNIA
EDGAR MATHEWS,
ARCHITECT
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moving forward at the present time In the general sense of
the word, hut we are going by leaps and bounds. In the science of construction and in mechanics we are advancing at a rate which twenty-five years
ago was not deemed i)ossible.
'i"he Woolwt)rth Huilding. located in New York City, has a height of 792
feet, has 55 renting stories, witli a floor space of 40 acres. This building was
constructed complete in less than two years. This is an accomplishment
which for gigantic proportions and economy of time well nigh staggers
are not

the imagination.
'Fhc commercial value of a structure of this character is made possible by the invention and constructidu nf high speed elevators with the necessary jjractical safety devices.
The Twin I^eaks Tunnel, which is now being constructed in San Francisco, has a length of 2y^ miles, a width of 25 feet in the clear, and two large
This wcirk will he
substations or chambers with necessary approaches.
completed in less than two years.
The Panama-Pacific International Rxposition has a total ground area of
635 acres; of this 330 acres are covered with buildings, or are under roof.
In its construction over 110,000,000 feet of lumber, over 120,000 tons of steel,
thousands upon thousands of tons of jjlaster and other materials in proportion were used, together with the salt water fire system, the fresh water
system, the sewer system, the electric system, the streets and driveways, and
the parking and i)lanting; the grading for streets was commenced in October,
1912, and all work was completed in I'ebruary, 1915, making the time for
completing this gigantic undertaking less than two years and five months.
In the construction of the Panama Canal, the most gigantic undertaking
in the world, over 200,000,000 cu. yds. of earth and rock were removed;
5,000.000 cu. yds. of concrete v.ere employed and half gates in the locks were
used which have a weight of 700 tons each. This Canal was cumpleted in ten
years and eight months l)y the L'nited .States (lovernment. To ]ierfcirm this
work special appliances and machinery were designed by General (ieo. D.
Goethals, who had comjilete charge of the entire work; he is the greatest
American builder today, and it was Cen. Goethals who made this very celebration possible. It is nur loss that it was not possible for him to accept
our invitation t<i be present with the .American builders during this

Congress.
forcible illustrations of modern efficient building methods.
mechanical lines, new machinery to perform new work is being
designed and constructed so rapidly that efficient machines of last year are
inefficient this year, due to other better in\entions or the urgent necessity
for new methods.
Referfing to the building industry in particular, the invention of machinery and a])pliances for the direct and economical manufacture of the various
articles necessary to construct a building, and for conducting the actual
building o])erations on the site, have resulted in increased efficiency to such
an extent that at the present day a liuilding can be, and is, constructed in
a much shorter period than would have been required even twenty years

These are
In

ago•

Papsr read tluring .American Builders

Week. San Francisco. October

18-23.
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The wonderful possibilities of these days for manufacturing- the hundred
and one materials which enter into the construction of a building-, enable us
to perform all work in shops or factories, excepting the actual erecting or
assembling of such materials on the site, thereby effecting much saving of
time, which today means money.
The economic value of modern construction hoists and elevators, mechanical mixers for various materials, pneumatic tools for riveting, drilling and
boring, the use of electric power and electricity for welding and cutting,
power saws, power surfacing machines, swing staging for exterior work,
preservative coatings to stone for excluding moisture, thus making stone
work look better and last longer, the making of concrete practically watertight by the admixture of hydrated lime and waterproofing compounds, and
the thousand and one machines, compounds and materials, which have been
invented for various uses, all combine toward increased efficiency to make
it possible to construct a building quicker and better than ever before.
The revolution of construction methods by the introduction of the modern steel frame, reinforced concrete frames, reinforced concrete for wall and
floor construction, mill construction and other methods, all tending toward
increased fire protection, are other forms of greater efficiency.
The improvements made in the past twenty years in our factories, now
well lighted and sanitary, and in our shops on the building site, essential to
the health and comfort of workmen, as well as in the mechanical part of the
construction of buildings, are marvelous.
When cjuite a boy I was taken into the woods by my father to fell trees
from these we hewed the timbers with which to construct dwellings and
barns the following- season. These timbers were framed in the woods at
times, and at other times hauled to the yard and framed, and in the summer
season erected, enclosed, and the building completed. It was during the
winter season we made the doors, sash and various parts of the finish in
the shop and entirely b_y hand. The n-ianua! or physical energy expended
on buildings constructed in this manner was naturally much greater than
the same kind of energy expended in constructing such buildings today.
Now, timber is sawed, sash, doors and finish of all classes are manufactured
by machinery, with cutting and shaping tools of the greatest efficiency. I
can well remember later working on buildings where materials such as stone
and iron were hoisted by the hand derrick. At the present time, excepting
in isolated cases, hand derricks are obsolete, and those operated by electricity or steam do all such hoisting work, a simple 3'et forcible illustration
of

modern

efficient

methods.

The efficiency expert of today employed by a manufacturer to go through
his factory, study its workings, in the hope of increasing its output with the
same or less expense, does not enter the factory witli the idea of causing
the employees to expend more personal energy in order to increase the
output, but with the idea of studying the various operations of the factory,
locations of machines, etc. In other words, his aim is mainly to save waste,
to introduce a system and arrange the machinery in a manner so that the
energy expended by the employees is always expended toward greater efficiency or better production and not in unnecessary motions, or similar
It is simply an effort to save waste of time, materials
unproductive labor.
and energy.
There is too much apathy in our business.
should inform ourselves,
as far as possible. Let every man in the business read the excellent Building
Trade papers of today. There is something to learn every day. Why
should not education supplement the trades we learned when young? The
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men cannot

atl'ord to do so.
If we do not proour dnty to keep ai)reast with the adxancing
strides in building matters and modern methods.
Now let ns consider for a moment a very important f|uestion Have we
made the same progress in that part of onr work which is non-mechanical
for example. Estimating?
We have not. in my judgment, made any material j)rogress in the Efficiency of estimating for the past twenty years, perhaps longer. ( Jur present
method of ol)taining contracts is much the same as it was twenty years
ago, and I believe we could go much farther hack than that.
Xo matter how many men or firms are figuring a building, each takes
off his own quantities and figures accordingly, and here it may be said
the time allowed for determining the value of work is now. generally speaking, too short, ."^onie one has said accuracy is too often sacrificed for speed.
I'rescnt methods are conducive to error, anil resulting complications. Estimating as it is now done entails an immense amount of wasted time and
energy, as one individual could take off the quantities ready for pricing,
whereas twenty, perhaps, are doing the same work, all going over the same
ground. The builder in the various lines wastes a great deal of his own
time, and the time of men in his em]>loy in taking off quantities for estimating. If this wasted time and energy could be devoted to su])ervising actual
construction work on hand, it would he much better from the standpoint
of efficiency, and incidentally, profit. The builder may not add a particular
item for the wasted time and energy in an estimate, but in the overhead
cost of the various buildings he does; it becomes a serious item of office
expense, and therefore, must be. and is, paid for eventually by the owners,
although under our present methods he may never realize this fact.
It appears to me that we are wanting in efficient methods in this particular.
Owners may pay in the end many times over for taking oft' the quantities of a building: this would not be the case if one well-trained person wxre
to take sucli quantities off. and duplicate lists of these quantities furnished to
each bidder as a uniform basis upon which to figure.
This would help to reduce the cost of construction in the sense that a
builder would be able to devote more time to the work he has in actual
progress.
He would have more time and a clearer mind with which to
consider the numerous questions which always arise in carrying out work;
greater efficiency and less waste would result.
It would seem to me, therefore, the creation of the office of Quantity
Surveyor, licensed by the State, is desirable a man who has special training in this work and who is res]3onsil)le and competent. The plans and
specifications would jjass into his hands from the architect. His duty would
be to prepare a Dill of Quantities of the various materials reipiired for the
construction (jf the building; this Tiill of Quantities, with the plans and
specifications to be submitted to the various bidders who are to figure the
wxirk the plans and specifications to indicate the conditions under which
construction will take place, height of building, character of work, etc.. and
the Rills of Quantities to indicate the cpiantity of material of all kinds
which the successful bidder is expected to furnish. The Bill of Quantities
I consider should be made the basis of the contract entered into between
the builder and the owner; should more materials be required, the builder
to be paid for same at his own unit rate, and if less materials are ref|uired,
then same to be deducted from the contract at the unit rate. Would this
not result in a great saving of energy and time now wasted, and result in a
better understanding between all parties?
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This would require plans from the architect more complete than those
generally furnished at the present time for estimating. It would require
plans showing the locations, sizes, etc., of all electric conduits, heating, gas,
sewer, plumbing, vacuum cleaning pipes, etc. It would be necessary for
plans to show the actual construction contemplated in various parts of the
building, not leaving such matters to the judgment of the builder when
estimatnig', and to the interpretation of an architect after a contract is
awarded.

At the present time when estimating, a bidder must make some allowance for conditions and things not clearly shown by plans and specifications, thereby adding a certain cost to the building under our system.
Were this element of risk or guesswork eliminated it would have a still
further tendency to reduce cost of construction to the owner, and the
builder would not be called upon to take those unfair chances which make
bidding so uncertain today.
Payment according to measurement is nothing new it has been used in
older countries for a hundred years nearly. Mr. G. Alexander Wright, a
prominent architect of this city, has, during the past twenty years, done
considerable work in an attempt to establish better estimating and contract
methods, urging and advocating better and fairer methods and the adoption of the Quantit}' System of estimating, upon which he is a well-known
;

authority.

Some builders seem to be opposed to change in our system, taking the
position if changed any one from a candlestick maker could become a contractor therefore, the business would be over-crowded and would not be
I believe they are mistaken.
a profitable business in which to engage.
There is nothing to prevent that now, and, unfortunately, we know it does
appears
profits
are
not
the result of our system of
occur.
It
to me that
estimating. I believe our system is responsible for the losses, because it
is impossible for a bidder in the hurry generally necessary in taking off
quantities to accurately and intelligently do such work, for several reasons,
consec|uently he must use his building instinct and judgment to guess
"right" in greater or less degree in making up his estimate, and it is through
resulting errors and by omitting quantities altogether, that losses occur.
;

The great variation in figures submitted for buildings, in my judgment,
due, not to the unit prices used,' but rather to the difference in the quantities each bidder takes off.
This variation in quantities is due in part to
work not being shown with sufficient clearness on plans, and in part to the
difference in the judgment of the various men taking off quantities, time
being usually too short, and consequently, under our present unscientific,
inefficient methods of estimating there must be more or less guessing as to
the c|uantity of materials required.
The ])rofit in building, when there is any, is due lather to the ability of
the builder to buy materials at the best market price and to his efficient
methods in conducting his operations and managing his business.
I believe the quantity system, or some method of payment based on the
quantity of work actually executed, would make the business more profitable to the builder, less costly, and therefore a better investment for the
owner. As I view the situation today, our estimating methods are unscientific and inefficient, and a change is necessary if we really desire efficiency
in the estimating department of our business.
I believe that it is the duty
of every building organization in the United States to make a concerted
effort to correct the present unsatisfactory contracting conditions.
Gentlemen, in conclusion, organization promotes efficiency. This gathering of the builders of this great Nation should not be allowed to pass
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without an effort at permanent organization, an Annual American Builders'
Week. By permanent organization is meant organization which recognizes
our frailties as well as our virtues. When considering any question we
should always consider how it can best be made a benefit to the community
in which we live, as well as to our individual selves.

Steel

Over Two Thousand Years Old

AT

a recent meeting of the Faraday Society of England, Sir Robert A.
Hadfield, the president of the Society, in speaking on the subject
of "The Hardening of Metals," which was the general topic of the
meeting, showed a specimen of steel which he offered as probably the first
to be exhibited in modern times of an ancient piece of high carbon steel
which had been hardened by quenching. The analysis was as follows
Per Cent

Carbon
Silicia

Sulphur
Phosphorus
iManganese
Iron

0.700
0.040
0.008
0.020
0.020
99.500

In describing it Mr. Hadfield said:
It was possible to obtain a fracture of the specimen, which weighed
about 8 oz., was 3 in. in length. 2J/ in. in width, J/ in. in thickness. This
showed fine crystalline but rather brittle structure. After removing the
scale the Brinell ball hardness number was found to be 146.
On sawing
the specimen in two there was found to be a quite fair proportion of the
original metal still unoxidized.
I
received this specimen a few months
ago from the superintendent of archaet)logy in Western India, Mr. Bhandarkar.
One of the special points is that, notwithstanding the large number of
specimens of ancient iron and supposed steel I have examined the last few
years, none of them have contained sufficient carbon to be termed steel in
our modern-time meaning. This specimen, as will be seen from the above
analysis, contains as much as 0.70 per cent carbon, which indicates that it
can be readily hardened by heating and quenching in water.
In other
words, this material has been in its present condition for probably more
than 2,000 years, and now, after being heated and quenched, hardens
exactly as if it had been made only yesterday, thus showing that in this
long interval and beyond surface oxidation, this specimen has undergone
no secular change of structure, or alteration in the well-known capacity
of an alloy of iron with carbon to become suddenly possessed of glassscratching hardness after being heated and quenched in water or other
cooling medium.
The photomicrograph of the material in the original condition shows
that though variable in structure, and ranging in carbon from about
0.30 to 0.75 per cent., this is of pearlitic type, existing in both lamellar
and sorbitic form. The crystallization varies from fine to coarse. In
places the structure is blued, as a result probably of mechanical work.
There are seams of slag in certain portions, but apart from these the
material appears to be of similar type to ordinary modern carbon steel.
After quenching from 850 degrees C. in water the steel readily scratches
glass and under the microscope reveals the expected martensitic structure.
Mr. Bhandarkar assures me there is not the slightest doubt about
the antiquity of this specimen from the bars found beneath the stone
pillar of Heliodorus at Besnagar, India.
It was found at the bottom
of the pillar, dating back to about 125 B. C.
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The

Architectural Side of City Planning*
By GEO. B. FORD

Fair in Chicago in 1893 was an object lesson to all who
wonderfur possibilities of architectural grouping and
setting.
So deep was the impression that many on returning to
their homes began wondering whether something of the same effect might
not be secured in their own local public buildings. From this started the
movement for "Civic Centers" which has been bearing fruit in so many
It is this movement that has given voice to the slogan,
of our cities.
"The City Beautiful." As this work progressed people began to think,
and the more broadly they thought about the development of their cities
the more they came to feel that the "City Beautiful" alone was only a
small part of the matter; that rather the construction of all phases of the
physical city should be considered as a unit that the city should be so
planned that its work and its play, that city living should be as safe,
healthful, convenient and agreeable as proper planning could make it.
Then a peculiar thing happened. The social and economic interest in
city planning became so strong that the pendulum swung to the opposite
extreme and soon almost no one dared mention the term "City Beautiful."
People almost lost sight of the architectural side of city planning. They
failed to appreciate that what is economically and socially good may be
aesthetically shocking; that the offense to the senses may more than outweigh the gain in well being'.
Now the citizens are waking up to the fact that once a plan is satisfactory from the standpoint of business efficiency and social welfare, it
need cost little if any more to make it pleasing to the eye as well. Many
are feeling that oftentimes it is worth while to sacrifice a little of the other
elements in order to gain in beauty. The pendulum is swinging back
Comprehensive, all-around city planning is arriving.
to normal.
Beauty is not something that is just applied after the plans are worked
out.
Beauty is more than skin deep. It must go back to the inception
At all stages beauty .should be considered as well as utility.
of the plan.
can all understand utility, l)ut while most of us appreciate beauty
when we see it, few of us can analyze a pleasing effect and tell wherein
Architecture or better "Civic Design," as it is
its charm really lies.
often called when speaking of civic architecture, is generally considered a
rather mysterious subject, a subject to be left for its creation to the initiated
The sooner
few. The e.xistence of such a feeling is most unfortunate.
that illusion can be cleared away and the principles underlying good civic
design are generally understood, the more insistent and general and therefore the more effective, will become a popular demand for seemliness in our
cities. To this end we will try to present the major principles of civic design,
illustrating them from well-known examples.
From the first we find that the
only difference between architecture and civic design is one of degree and application. In both cases the eye is satisfied by the use of good taste in mass, proportion, placing of ornament, scale, appropriateness, and the handling of
These are the same phases of design that run
color and materials.
through all art, from the study of the setting for a jewel to the laying out
of a great world's fair group.
For each kind of work the principles have
their different technical application, but they themselves remain the same.
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*Address delivered on .June 8, 1915, liofore the Seventh National City Planning Conference
by George B. Ford, Consultant to the Committee on the City Plan of the Board of Estimate and
Apportionment of Nev? York City, and Chairman of the Town Planning Committee of the American
Institute of Architects.
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and in the texture of surfaces can make a great
appearance of a structure.

taste in the use of material
difiference in the

The recent use of color in architecture in our expositions, particularly
the wonderful color effects which are now to be seen at San Francisco,
are afraid
has opened our cA-es to new ix)ssibilities in this field.
in

We

We

excuse ourselves by sayis that we do not trust
ourselves to use it. But in view of the present ease and cheapness with
which colored terra cotta and colored cement can be made, I believe that
our cities are not bound to remain much longer sombre, drab and monotThe possibilities of the use of color are limitless and I prophesy
onous.
an early demand to have our cities brightened up.
In analyzing the principles of civic design, most of the examples I have
used are architectural because so few good examples of civic design as
such are available. The same principles apply, however, in both cases
the same reasons exist in both cases for applying them.
It is that
It is charm of appearance that makes us proud of our city.
that should justify us in spreading the tale wherever we travel of what
It is beauty of prospect and of buildings that first
a wonderful city it is.
catches the stranger's eye and suggests to him the thought that it might
be well to come and take up his tot with us. It is only after such a first
impression that he begins to think seriously about the practical things
that make up a city plan. We must have beauty too. The full expression
of color, especially in our civic architecture.
The real reason
ing that it is "undignified."

of the best that

is

within us demands
*
*

Architects and

it.

*

Modern Construction

are many architects who look
THERE
coming more within the scope of the

upon modern construction
civil

as

engineer than within their

own sphere, says a writer in The London Builder, and in consequence
they neglect to study seriously this important branch of architecture. All
undoubtedly come within the architect's
classes of construction should
curriculum, because it is only by having a thorough knowledge of this
subject that he can design efficiently and economically, and thus do his
duty to his clients. Generally speaking, the subject is studied casually, and
the simple forms only are mastered, such as will obtain in ordinary domestic buildings, but when the question of scientific construction in large buildings of a modern type or investigation of the properties of materials comes
into view, then the architect is inclined to feel that he can proceed no
It is a
farther unless he intends to specialize in this particular subject.
well-known fact that the scope of an architect's training is a very large
one, and many years of very hard study and practical experience are necessary to equip him sufficiently for his duties but it is also obvious that the
study of construction is seldom treated with sufficient importance by the
average architect. Upon reading the results of the Intermediate and Final
Examinations held by the Royal Institute of British Architects it will invariably be found that the percentage of failures in constructural subjects
is greater than that in any other, and this indicates either lack of interest
or insufficient study, or probably both, the student in many cases hoping
that he will be able to "scrape" through his examination and put certain
He does not appreciate the fact that the proper .study
letters after his name.
and interest of construction will be of great assistance to him in later years,
and it is included in his Examination syllabus for this reason.
Generally speaking, it is architectural design which possesses the great;
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and they desire to see their taste and ideas
embodied in the treatment of a buildins^; bnt, having; prejiared a drawing
on paper expressing their ideas, they are often quite content to leave the
est fascin;iti(in fur arcliitects.

actual responsibility for the realization in other hands.
It is, however,
impossible to dissociate design and construction in this manner, as all
successful design must necessarily take into account the nature and limitations of the various materials to be used; and it will always be found that
any work which does not satisfy the spectator as being constructionally
sound is ei|ually unsatisfactory as regards artistic design.
There are a certain number of persons who are born designers, and
they have a special genius for producing designs which are of the highest
merit, while it is impossible for them to carry them out without assistance
as to construction but, generally speaking, a good knowledge of construction can be ac(|uired by anyone if sufficient time is devoted to theoretical
and practical study. In design, the question of individual taste will alwavs
be an im]>ortant factor, and what is pleasing to one designer will possibly
be rejected by another; whereas in construction the student has to deal
with actual facts of strength, lasting qualities, and economy; and the
principles of good construction of all kinds should be thoroughly mastered
before any attempt at designing is made. The architect should always keep
up with the times and study modern methods of construction, as it is only
in this way that new types can be applied to produce true architectural
effect, no designer who is without knowledge and sympathy with the material
being able to evolve the best work.
Architects must realize that the client is interested in the actual structure as executed, and, although the architectural eft'ect produced will be an
important factor, the sound construction and lasting qualities will be the
primary consideration to him, and, from a business point of view, it is
necessar)- that the client should be satisfied and pleased not only at the
time of completion, but also after several years have passed. The architect
is responsible for the adoption of the various materials used, and also for
the manner in which the work is executed, and unless he possesses a good
knowledge of building construction he cannot fulfill his functions in a proper
manner. The architect is retained by the client, not only to prepare
designs, but also to see that the work is carried out in a satisfactorv w'ay,
and it behooves everv architect to direct and supervise the building under
his charge in such a manner that the client gets sound construction, and in
many cases the necessary knowledge and training are lacking. In the case
of large buildings, where the construction is of a complicated nature and a
tremendous amount of work is involved in the calculations and preparation
of the necessary drawings, it is quite natural and proper that a consulting
engineer is employed to work in conjunction with the architect; but the
latter should, at the same time, possess sufficient knowledge to be able
to discuss the various problems intelligently, and he should retain his position as the chief agent of the client and be responsible for the actual structure. There is a great tendency, however, to shirk this responsibility, and
even in small buildings it is a general thing for architects to give the
calculations and preparation of the steel and other constructural drawings
into the hands of firms whose interest is to make a profit on the work.
How many architects are able to design the constructional steelwork for
their own buildings? \'ery few indeed, and the consequence is that they are
al)solutely in the hands of the merchants who supply the material, and" this
desjjite the fact that the architect is the responsible ]ierson, and no guarantee given by the person su]iplying the material can release him from that
;
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Steelwork construction should be studied b_v the architect,
and he should be competent to design and check same, as it enters largely
into modern construction, and it is his duty to give size and details of all
parts of a structure for which he is paid to design and supervise. Failing
the employment of a competent independent engineer to do the work for
him, he is likely to get too much or too little steel in the building, for which
his client pays, in accordance with his methods of obtaining schemes from
merchants without or with competition. What applies to steelwork applies
also to other constructional materials, and it is absolutely essential for a
competent architect to be thoroughly trained in building construction.
The modern developments are all on the lines of more scientific methods,
and perhaps the most striking example of this is provided in the extensive
use of reinforced concrete during recent years; and yet there are very
few architects who have attempted to take up the proper study of this
material in order that the_y may be able to check the specialist working
under him, or design typical portions of a structure for his own guidance
when preparing the general architectural drawings. This state of afifairs
is to be regretted, and it is this attitude of the architect to the many
branches of his profession, apart from the purely artistic side, that has
earned for him the reputation of being generally a poor man of business.
The average client appears to be imbued with this idea also, and in many
cases looks upon an architect's fees as excessive whereas, if the work of
designing, detailing, and supervising is properly carried out, an architect
thoroughly earns his money.
responsibility.

;
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Rixford Wins

*

Sacramento

Library

Competition
RIXFORD

of San I-'rancisco, winner of architectural comP.
petitions on a number of occasions, has been awarded first prize for
The fact that
liis plans for a new Carnegie Library in Sacramento.
the selection was made from fifty-six sets of drawings, submitted by
as many leading architects throughout the Pacific Coast, makes the honor
conferred upon Mr. Rixford the more noteworthy. The competition was
open to any architect in good professional standing and was conducted
under the rules of the American Institute of Architects. Mr. Rixford's
scheme calls for two wings connected by a main stack, the height of the
building being three stories. The style of architecture is Italian Renaissance.
On the main floor will be the children's library and periodical
rooms. The main reading room and delivery rooms occupy the second
floor, while the third floor is devoted to special libraries, branch and

LORING

school libraries.
The cost of the building is expected to run in the neighborhood of
There should be an additional $50,000 appropriated to insure
$100,000.
carrying out the design without skimping.
The jury of award consisted of a member of the City Commission, the
City Librarian and Edgar A. Mathews, the latter acting for the Institute.
Bliss & Faville, WashingFive honorable mentions were made as follows
ton J. Miller, and John Baur of San Francisco, Corlett and Stillberg of
Oakland and Withey & Davis of Los Angeles.
Mr. Rixford is the architect of the Bohemian Club building, San Francisco, which commission was also won by competition.
Besides this
Mr. Rixford won the competition for the ITnion Club building at Victoria,
B. C, and for the rr(i\incial Royal Jubilee Hospital located in British
:

Columbia.
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The Engineering Contractor*
HALBERT

P.

EXGIXEERIXG

is

By

GILLETTE,

Editor 'Engineering and Contracting."

the application of science to the problems of economic
production.
In so far as contracting is scientific, it is engineering.
Engineering contracting, therefore, may be defined as the scientific
building of structures and [plants. In its more highly technical branches,
engineering contracting requires the ser\'ices of the trained engineer, and
it then becomes an amalgamation of the profession of engineering with the
business of contracting. But, as I conceive it, there are certain less technical branches of engineering contracting, in which the business part overshadows the engineering part. To cite instances of each kind, we have
those contracting firms that design and construct reinforced concrete buildings. They are t}'pical of the highly technical engineering contractor.
have firms that Ijuild roads, but do not design roads and do not themselves
operate intricate plants. They are typical of the slightly technical engineering contractor.
There is, of course, no clear line of demarcation between the different
classes of engineering contractors, nor is there a clearly marked line
between the ordinary contractor and the engineering contractor. Here, as
elsewhere in the realm of human activities, the classes merge into one

We

another.

Evolution of the Engineering Contractor

number of graduates from engineering colthan fifteen years ago that many engineers
would be forced into the contracting business whether they wished to enter
it or not.
There were not enough purely professional vacancies for the
rapidly increasing number of engineers.
At about the same time a few
engineers began to ask themselves whether they had not been taught to
hold very narrow ideals as to what constituted engineering. They could
see that all of engineering did not lie in the designing of engineering works,
and they began a campaign of education the slogan of which may be said
to have been Engineers need business and business needs engineers.
I recall writing an editorial article many years ago in which I pointed
out that there were 20,000 students enrolled in the engineering colleges of
America and that the United States Census reports showed only 40,000
practicing engineers. The inference was that the time had come to urge
most of the young engineers to cease looking forward to purely professional careers, but to begin planning to enter those lines of business and
political administration that seemed to offer a chance to apply engineering
knowledge effectively. Subsequently, both in books and articles, this
theme received elaboration until our professors of engineering took it up.
^\ ith a steadily increasing
leges, it became evident more

:

In several of the engineering colleges there now are courses designed to
give engineers a training in accounting, management and general business
practice.

The first branches of contracting in which engineers made a notable
success were those that I have termed highly technical, such as structural
steel and reinforced concrete work, hydro-electric plant design and construction, difficult foundations, etc.
Where the work consisted mainly in
handling men, and but to a minor degree in designing or selecting materials
and plants, it was inevitable that engineers, trained as was then the custom,
would make a less pronounced success. Perhaps it will always remain impossible for the average college educated engineer to equal the average self* A paper read October 19 at the American Builders' "Weelc Convention, San Francisco.
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educated contractor as a manager of "'men in the rough." There is, without
doubt, a great advantage in having '"come wyi from tlie ranks" if one wishes
not only to understand the men of the ranks, hut to have their sympathy.
It is for this reason that I formed my first contracting partnership with an
experienced bridge foreman. And I have always advocated such a union
of the trained engineer with the e.xperienced manager of men, whether it be
in a partnership or as co-officials of a contracting company.
In the case
of a successful partnership of this sort, each member of the firm is apt to
attriljute its success to himself.
So the centrifugal force of their egotism
often drives them apart, usually with ill effect upon their subsequent contracting careers.
While no statistics are available, I have but to look back twenty odd
years to see a very marked increase in the percentage of engineers who
have succeeded as engineering contractors. Contracting is, in many lines, a
business full of hazard. Hence a large ])ercentage of failures will be found,
regfardless of whether the contractor is an engineer or not. It is a business
that calls for a sort of courage "nerve," if you please
which relatively
few men possess in the right degree. And usually it requires a man capable
of standing constantly "in the trenches" without worrying unduly.
In
short, it is a peculiarly trying business, with its ups and downs, its super-

—

—

abundance of work and its scarcity of work, its spells of bad weather that
knock out the profits and its spells of good weather that make work seem
incessant.

One contracting friend of mine told me that he had finally devised a
way that led him to be satisfied regardless of weather. "I have bought a
farm," he said, "and when it rains I am happy because of the crops and
when there is a long dry spell I am also happy because of my grading jobs."
;

It was an engfineering contractor, I believe, that invented, or at least
popularized, the "cost ])lus a fixed sum" form of contract. Following his
success in the hydraulic and building fields, other firms have devised
various modifications of this form of contract. ( )thers adhere to the old
"percentage" contract, and on that basis handle large work not only
throughout America, but in foreign countries. Probably it is such firms that
are most commonly regarded as the typical engineering contractors, for
they are not only officered in large part by engineers, Init thev em]ilov
large engineering stafTs.

Science of

Management

.About si.xtccn years ago while in tiie midst of trouble from rising wages
and rising prices that threatened to wi])e out all prospective profits on certain contracts, I chanced to read Taylor's pa])er on "Shop Management."
I saw that I could apply to my work some of the four principles ad\'ocated
by him. My success in the application of two of the ]irinciples unit timing and piece-rate ])ayment led me to conceive the idea of formulating a
code of laws or principles of management derived from the experience of
many men. I'inally, I published some of these "laws" in condensed form
and I called them jiart of a science of management. Hard u])on their
application there came a veritable flood of literature along the same lines
Successful management must
a flood that has jjrogressively increased.
always have been scientific. ISut it had a])])arently not been realized that
such a branch of knowledge as a science of management could be developed. Even yet there are those who deny the jjossibility of such an achievement. Yet, in spite of all the (|uackcry that has r.ttached itself to this
science, there is abundant exidence that a true science nf management is

—

—
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and lari^ely thr<iuL;h the efforts of engineers who ha\'e had
experience as managers.
t)l)vionsly it such a thing as a science of management e.xists. or will
e.xist, there will be an increasing percentage of engineers who wall succeed
in contracting and in other lines of business.
There was a time when only a few men. men of long experience, could
be relied upon to design a bridge or locate a railway.
Theirs was an art
not reduced to printed rules
not a science. But eventually a science of
strains and stresses was evolved, and with it came the ability to teach
bridge designing so that comparatively inexperienced engineers were competent to design a more economic bridge than the most e.x]:)erienced rule
of thumb engineer had ever designed.
Similarly, after \\'ellington reduced railway location to a science, railway location could be taught, and long' experience was not so essential
in the railway location as it had been.
Thus, in fact, has each department
of knowledge had its initial period when it was unsystematized and acquired
mainly by personal experience, to be followed later li}- a systematizing and
reduction, in large measure, to rules. So it is not to be wondered that even
so intricate an art as management should eventually come to be analyzed
and formulated, and thus pass by degrees into a true science. In the
development of this new science of management the engineering contractor
has been an important factor. He has been among the first, if not the
first, to recognize the possibility of producing such a science, and has certainly done his share in adding to its literature. To mention but one phase
of management, the recognition of the utility of unit costs as a means of
securing economic work and the invention of methods of recording and
analyzing unit costs, brings a realization of the worth of some of the
literature that engineering contractors have written.
This was a part of
scientific management that Taylor entirely ignored in his "Shop Management," nor did he ever seem to see that there are many other principles of
management than the four outlined by him in that paper a paper that is
indeed great in spite of its narrowness.
To apply the laws of management most successfull}- reipiires certain
personal qualities, certain education and certain kinds of experience, to a
brief consideration of which we may now pass.
beinij created,

—

—

Natural Qualities of the Most Successful Engineering Contractor

A somewhat

extended acquaintance among contractors has given me
opportunity to observe the most marked characteristics of those who have
succeeded notably, as well as of those who have failed notably. "Grit,"
"nerve," courage call the characteristic that makes a fighter what you
will
is perhaps the most outstanding quality in the highly successful contractor. A mild, rab])it-like man has, I dare say, never succeeded as a contractor unless he has had discernment enough to attach himself to a fighting partner. The fighter is usually the leader, even in those walks of life
where intellect is supposed to be supreme. I do not mean the quarrelsome

—

—

man

whom, trouble is a lodestone, I mean the man who makes "trouble"
who have brought trouble upon him, the man whose backbone is
wishbone. His is the sort of fighting spirit that flares up even after

for

for those

not all
the sheriff has sold him out, the will-not-c|uit sort.
Next to courage is the quality that some call parsimony a watchfulness
as to the road the pennies are traveling. The successful contractor may bid
in millions, but he camps on the cents.
He may gamble, but after his bet
is placed he lets nti one filch the "pot" from him in driblets.

—
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The third quahty that distinguishes most successful contractors is their
They are "good mixers." They have a wide acmagnetic personality.
quaintance and are on good footing with those with whom they deal. If
luck frowns upon them, they do not lose temper and blame all losses on
Even when the engineer is largely
the engineer in charge of the work.
to blame, they grin and try to let him see the fact without telling him so.
but stronger is the "horse sense"
in
them,
spirit
is
strong
The fighting
that tells them not to fight the engineer or the proprietor for whom they
are doing the work.
I hardly know what to call the fourth quality of the successful contractor, for it is a composite of several qualities, some of which have already
been named. It is, however, about 75 per cent integrity or honor of the
sort that makes a banker feel that he is loaning money to a man who will
not "welch" even if the opportunity ofl^ers and the incentive is strong. I
have seen a good many contractors let their bondsmen finish their jobs
and their bankers whistle for their money, but of such there are none to my
knowledge that have subsequently succeeded in business. A banker is a
pretty keen psychologist, as the popular expression for character reading
now goes. If he sees symptoms of the "dead beat" in a man, there is
speedily an end to that man's financial progress.
The successful contractor is himself a pretty good psychologist, even if
he would not recognize his own picture under such a title. His natural
proclivity as a "mixer" also implies a tendency to "size up" every man he
meets. Is a man fat? Then he may be judicial, but he is probably not
"scrappy" enough to make a good foreman. Does a man wear glasses?
He may be a "shark" at figures, but is likely to be "shy" on the subtle
art of getting jobs save by being the lowest bidder.
In addition to the five qualities just named, the most successful engiThey
neering contractors are usually gifted with an inventive faculty.
devise ways of accomplishing their results more economically than their
competitors. Is it a dam? The standard design or the standard method
of construction is not for them. They see a new and better way. They are
the inventors of the rock-fill dam, the hydrauliced earth dam, and the hollow
concrete dam. Is it a bridge across the East River? Then a great engineering contractor, John Roebling, invents you may fairly call it so the
Brooklyn suspension bridge. lis it a pavement? Then an engineering
contractor, Warren, invents bitulithic.
Then an enIs it a building?
gineering contractor, Ransome, invents a twisted steel bar and a whole
system of concrete reinforcement.
It would be a formidable task indeed to compile a list of engineering
contractors who have won fame or fortune or both by virtue of their inventions of new types of structures and machines.
Many there are whose
names few of us know, although we use their machines. Who were the
American contractors who invented the Fresno scraper, the "wheeler,"
the elevating grader, the power scraper, the rolling tamper, the gang rooter?
What contractor first used a well driller, or cable drill, for blast hole work?
Uncle Sam owes him a great debt of gratitude for the use of that type of
drill on the rock work at Panama.
If I am not mistaken his name is Kerbaugh, of Philadelphia. At any rate, I gave him that credit in print twelve
years ago and no one has risen to claim priority.
So I might go on indicating the named and nameless contractors to
whose ingenuity the world owes much. But my object is merely to call
attention to one of the most important characteristics of successful con-

—

tractors,

namelv inventiveness.
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Education of Engineering Contractors
This I must pass over quickly. A broad engineering education, coupled
with short courses in the law of contract, accounting and cost keeping,
science of management, and engineering economics, should form the basis
of any course designed for the engineering contractor.
In many respects
the present courses that lead to the degree of Mining Engineer more nearly
meet the requirements than the present courses leading to the degree of
Civil Engineer.
Hut changes are being made in some of the civil engineeringcourses which tend to give much greater emphasis to the business side
than has been the case in the past. If, coincidently therewith, civil engineering students are taught to be better "mixers"' and are given some
practice in the actual management of men, it may be possible, before long,
to secure a civil engineering degree that will indicate a knowledge of something besides pure and applied mathematics.

Educators are almost unanimous in the lielief that the chief object of
an education is to teach a man how to think.
But, I fear, the common
conception of "how to think" is so narrow that it fails to embrace "how to
deport oneself." How to act is quite as important in the business and
professional world as how to think.
A salesman may have a very fine
thinking mechanism, but he will fill few orders if that be his sole characteristic.
A rival salesman with a "think-tank" no bigger than a sardine
can will beat him to death if he has a genial smile and a real spirit of good
will back of the smile.
Thinking is but half the game of life. Acting is
the other and ofter more important half. Action is both a matter of heredity and a matter of acquired habit.
.A complete education should give a
man habits as well as ideas and training in logic. The habit of going among
men, the habit of studying their habits, the habit of being courageous,
affable, honorable
these are things certainly not less important than a
training in science.
I fear they are, however, the very things that few
educators have tried to cultivate in their students.
The outstanding
explanation of the excellence of the engineering training that \\'est Pointers

—

receive

is

the existence of a training in habits.

Reducing the Risk

of Contracting

In closing this Jiaper, I am going to depart somewhat frdui the field
indicated by its title for I regard this as a time particularly opportune
for a word as to the steps that should be taken to reduce the risks of contracting.
very great part of the risk is incident to the vagueness or the
one-sidedness of contracts and specifications. Engineers aim to be fair
indeed I believe them, as a body, to be the fairest class of men
but unfortunately few of them have ever held the hot end of the contracting poker.
.\t the cool end of the poker one can be astonishingly
calm and critical one can see how easy it should be to avoid blistering the
hands. Just a little more foresight here, a trifle more agility there, and the
ledger need not show up in the red.

A

—

;

But, engineers or contractors, we are all of much the same cla}' on this
earth, and most of us will make much the same brick in the hereafter. It
is useless to e.xpect perfection, but occasionally we can try to move a few
pegs nearer to it. Assembled together, we can discuss freely our respective
troubles and their possible alleviations.
I have long been hopeful that

engineers engaged

designing and contractors engaged in construction
to discuss such topics as The Economic Size of
Ratio <if the Bond to the Size of the Contract. Bid bonds
in

would periodically meet
Contracts.

The

:
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Checks, Seini-Monthl_v vs. Monthly Payments, Full Payments vs,
Fractional Payments for Work in Progress, "Kid" Inspectors, Bonus Payments
for Speedy Completion, Time Extensions Dependent on Weather Conditions, Award of Contracts Prior to the " Building Season," Methods of
Payment for Extra Work, Arbitration Clauses in Contracts, Specifying

vs. Certified

Results vs. Specifying Methods of Attaining Results, Percentage Contracts,
"Cost Plus" Contracts, "Bonus" Contracts, etc. My pen tugs at the traces
when I start jotting down the things that could and should be discussed
jointly by engineers and contractors. I take this occasion to urge the desirability of bringing engineers and contractors together, locally as well as
nationally, and at frequent intervals, that they may learn more of one
Recently a certain
another's points of view, of one another's difficulties.
group of contractors formed a coalition to fight the acts of certain engineers. They had suffered, as they believed, injustices, and they were determined to go "higher up" for redress. I am not familiar v^'ith the details
that culminated in the decision to "fig'ht," but I am satisfied that a far
Fights, whether
better decision would have been a decision to "confer."
before a court, or a commission, as a referee, are cjuite unsatisfactory methods of securing justice.
In conclusion it may be said that in spite of the ill effects of competition
from uninformed bidders, there is a great and growing field for men who
combine scientific knowledge with business ability, in brief for engineering
contractors.

C.ILIFORXI.I

COXCORDIA COLLEGE. OAKLAND

EicJerick D. Bocse, Architect
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M'ATER MEASURING DEVICES. VMIERSITY STATE FARM DAVIS
(Used

State

in

experiments

and Federal

to

Jctermine the duty of ivaterj

Irrigation

Work

in

California

THE

accompanx'ing' plates are taken from the biennial rejinrt of the
California State Department of Engineering, just published.
They

show what is being accomplished in permanent irrigation work and
needed water development.
Dams, ditches, waterways, etc., are being
built and in practically every instance reinforced concrete has been used
to insure permanency.
The report of Frank Adams, irrigation manager in charge, contains
some interesting information pertaining to investigations conducted by
the office of experiment stations, United States Department of Agriculture,
in co-operation with the State of California.
The increase since 1912 in the irrigated area in Northern California,
says Mr. Adams, has not been large, nor have any very extensive additional
areas been brought under ditch during the past two years in that part of
the state. The main construction improvements during the period have
been on Cache and Stony creeks. On Cache Creek dams have been completed at Capay and at the outlet of Clear Lake near Lower Lake. Resides
this, Adams Canal has been lined with concrete for a distance of two miles
beginning at Capay dam. Winters Canal, on the opposite side of the
creek, has been lined for a distance of 5 miles to the intake of Madison
Lanal. The Moore section of the Yolo system has been lined for a distance
Activities
of about 3 miles, beginning about one mile below Moore Dam.
on Stony Creek have been confined to the Orland project of the Reclamation
Service. Improvements on this project have mainly consisted in the building of a supply canal 6'2 miles long to carr}' the drainage of Stony Creek
This
to East Park Reservoir, which is located on Little Stony Creek.
additional water supply has made it possible to increase the area of this
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Hhi hG.I k AT SIFHO.W SFILLHAV. EAST PARK RESERVOIR,
ORLAXD PROJECT, V. S. RECLAMATION SERflCE
t

project from 14,000 to 20,000 acres, the distribution system for which,
with concrete structures, is now in course of construction.
There have been no large additions in Central California during the biennium
but some progress has been made all along the line. The largest areas
brought under ditch have been in South San Joaquin and Oakdale irrigation districts, both of which began delivering water through the new

works in 1914. Both Modesto and Turlock irrigation districts continued
permanent improvements on the upper works and Turlock District has
constructed the Davis foothill reservoir. An irrigation district has been
organized at Waterford, but no plans for a system have been adopted and

DirERSWN DAM, EAST PARK RESERVOIR, SUPPLY CANAL,
ORLAND PROJECT, U. S. RECLAMATION SERVICE
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IMPOUNDING DAM, CACHE CREEK, AT OUTLET
no construction begun. The chief interest around Merced and Madera
has been the proposed organization of districts to take over the local
system there. On the west side there has been much interest in irrigation
from Tracv nortli, fcjllowing the two Ar\ vears of 1912 and 1913. For a time

CAFAY DIVERTING DAM, YOLO WATER AND POWER COMPANY
there was much talk of an irrigation project for Tracy, Bethany and Byron,
but the only definite accomplishment has been the organization of a
co-operative company at Byron which proposes to build a pumping system
for several thou.sand acres immediatelv about that place.

CONCRETE-LINED CANAL, YOLO WATER AND POWER COMPANY

I
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present came because they were
representative men in the business,
others because they were not merely
sightseers, but vitally interested in
the problems which came up for consideration and discussion.
]\Ir.

\

Hovv.'VRD Frost, )
G. B. ASHCROFT, C, E.

h. m.

Structural Steel

•

a success educationally
CO-OPERATION but from the view-point
of co-operation and organization it was a revelation, an
agreeable and complete surprise to
many. Even allowing that the numbers of visitors from Eastern states
were somewhat less than expected,
this is accounted for by the fact that
the celebration was held somewhat
late in the season, and after thousands of Eastern builders had alOn
ready visited the Exposition.
the other hand those who were

Manager
Treasurer

Managing Editor

of the

R. Clipston Sturgis, president
American Institute of Archi-

who was

kind enough to acof the general
committee to speak upon the subject
tects,

cept the

invitation

of "The American Builder." made a
special trip from San Diego to San
Francisco to be present at the conThis was much appreciated.
gress.
Mr. Sturgis, as is well known, is a
polished speaker. His address upon
this occasion also carried with it
much practical wisdom, apart from
being a plea for those better conditions which follow sincere co-operation and which are the key note of
Mr. Sturgis was exceedsuccess.

ingly apropos in his remarks, for
the one thing above all others which
seems to be directly necessary at
this time in the building industry
co-operation, not only for the
is
builder, but for the architect, and
for all others engaged in the busiunity of purpose is maniness.
festly essential in securing the best
results, and Mr. Sturgis hit the nail
squarely on the head when he spoke
of its great advantages. All successive ages have had their distinctive
The
essentials or characteristics.
present time might well be called
the co-operative age, or the age of
organization, which is practically
Indications of its
the same thing.

A

!

The
effects

or

W'hether

results

.-Ircliitcct

surround

us.

in desiiiu, in construction,

or in the successful nianai^ement of
the completed structure the best results are to be obtained by this

means.

better

understanding;,

better

methods, better buildings, and better
results to the public whom they
serve.
Indeed,
co-operation
has
been termed the father of Efficiency.
Mr. Grant Fee, president of the
Building Trades Employers Association of San Francisco, must have
had this in mind when he gave his
able address upon the efficient conduct of building operations before
the American Builders Week Congress.
Mr. Fee cleverly outlined
some of the more important advances made in building efficiency
methods, during the last twenty-five
years.
He took the opportunity,
however, of contrasting the im-

proved methods in mechanical lines
to a want of corresponding progress
in estimating and contract methods.
The Architect and Engineer has in
the past called attention to the necessity for a
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San Francisco, some twenty-five
years ago.
On the whole, American Builders
Week was a good idea, well planned
and carried

out.

A

good program

addresses and papers was provided and the committee in charge
(which comprised representatives
from over twenty organizations in
the building industry of San Francisco) are to be congratulated upon
the final result. The suggestion has
already been made that American
Builders Week should be perpetuated annually in different large cities
throughout the country. We should
be glad to see this done, as a means
of placing the builder and the building industry properly before the
public and upon a higher ]5lane than
With co-operation among
hitherto.
those interested this should now
not be difficult of accomplishment.
San Francisco has shown how it
may be done.
of

Co-operation between the better
type of architect and the better type
of contractor cannot fail to promote
a mutual respect one for the other,
a

and Engineer

much needed improve-

ment along these

lines,

and

it

is

encouraging to find so
thoughtful and experienced a contractor boldly advocating such reform before a large and influential
therefore

body of contractors, some form of
payment according to measurement
of the work to be done, some adaptation of the quantity system.
Let
a bill of quantities, said Mr. Fee,
be the "basis" of the contract, in

conjunction with the drawings and
specifications; in short, let us do a
fixed quantity of work for the contract price.

This principle, by the way, has
always been advocated by the leaders of the movement which has now
spread over the entire country in
aid of better estimating methods,
and which (like .American Builders
Week) also had its first inception in

G.

ALEX.\NDER WRIGHT

More than

13,000,(X)0

persons so

have viewed the Panama-Pacific
ExposiInternational
iiiiiuiiuiTiwr
ILLUMINATING
o
ttioii m ban rrancisco.
,,
NATION
A. iwoxinKi
rrom every ponit^ of
view it is the superlative World's
far

•

.

J.

Fair of history. Of all its achieveits greatest is Electricity.

ments

The Exposition ends necember

—

this day closes Electrical Pros4th
perity Week
It is a graceful tribute to the electrical industry that the Exposition's
distinguished president, Charles C.

Moore, officially has designated its
davs "Electrical Prosperity

final

\N'eek."

During this week the entire
I'nited States will reflect the unrivalled brilliancy the I^xposition proclaims.
The lesson of the intrepid self-reliance of American men who opened
a universal Exposition on the day set
despite of a world's war abroad is
precisely the lesson the big week inspires
optimism, perseverance, confidence and energy that blend into
the country's restored credo of prosperity

—
!
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Word comes from Washington,

D. C,
working drawings are very nearly
completed for Bakersfield's new postoffice building, for which congress has apthat

Construction
propriated $250,000.
be Class "A." It is expected that
lie started within 90 days.

will

will

work

of Hlrcfjitects!
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Meetings

Wednesday
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Peter Weeks, chairman;
Barth and Frederick H. Meyer.

Personal
T. Beverly Keim Jr. & Co., architectural engineers, have moved from the Investment building to 1110 Haas building,

Los Angeles.
A. B. Rosenthal, architect, has opened
office at 507-8 Lankershim building,
He has several building
projects on the boards, and will be glad
to receive catalogues, samples and information regarding building materials.

an

Los Angeles.

Wm.

Frederick Noonan, architect, and
Richards, engineer, have moved from the
Brockman building to suite 1031-2 Investment liuilding, Los Angeles.
Peter L. Sala. formerly with Stone &
Wright, architects of Stockton, has
opened an office in the new Commercial
and Savings Bank building, Stockton.
Mr. Sala recently was granted a certificate to practice architecture by the state
board.
He would like to receive trade
literature, catalogues, etc., from advertisers of this magazine.
E. St. John, an architect who forlived in Fresno, has returned to
that city and opened offices in the L. L.
Cory building.
He believes in a big
growth and future for that city.

Fred
merly

J.

Willis

Hobart

Marriage of Charles Peter Weeks
marriage of interest to Pacific Coast
architects took place early in October
when Mrs. Ora Crawford Morris became
the bride of Charles Peter Weeks. Tlie
ceremony was performed by Rev. C. L.
Miel of St. Peter's Church at the home
of the bride's father, John R. Crawford,
on Chestnut street, Louisville, Ky.

W>eks

:Mrs.

home

in

be erected in San

Francisco, will have

the distinction of again putting up an
e.xpensive skyscraper.
Plans are being
prepared by Mr. Polk for a
12-story
Class "A" office building to be erected at
Montgomery and Pine streets for the

McCreery Estate and which
as the Western Union

known

will

be

Building.
Practically the entire structure will be
leased by the Western Union Company.

until

Louisville,

recently

Ky.

whose home was formerly

made her

Mr.
in

Weeks,

Cleveland,

Ohio, has been a practicing architect in
San Francisco for fifteen years and has
been prominently identified with the
work of tlie San Francisco Architectural Club and the San Francisco Society
of Architects.
He is a member of the
U^niversity and Burlingame clubs.

Louis J. Gill A Benedict
Pacific Coast architects who have enjoved Mr. Louis J. Gill's cover designs
which have appeared in the Architect
and Engineer from time to time, will
be interested to learn of his marriage
recently to !Miss Mildred Stillman of
Syracuse. N. Y.. formerly head of the
art department in Wyoming Seminary,
Wilkesbarre. Pa.
Mr. Gill is junior

&

Polk & Co., who designed the
building, the last tall structure to

Jr.,

A

member
San Francisco Skyscraper

and Geo.

Jr.,

Harry Blohme, John Bakewell,

Gill of

of the architectural firm of Gill

San Diego.

City Hall Competition
Competitive plans for a new city hall at
Tucson, Arizona, under the recent bond issue
have been received by the city council. The
following architects submitted plans: H. C.
Deckbar and Robert M. Taylor of Los
Angeles, Marsh & WaUingford of Phoenix,
W. H. Wheeler and E. H. Holmes of San
Diego. Trost & Trost of El Paso, and Bray &
Tobey, H. O. Jaastad, Sidney F. Mashbir
of Tucson.
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Los Angeles Chapter Elects Officers
The annual meeting of Los Angeles
Chapter, A. I. A., was held Tuesday, October 19th. S. Tilden Norton was elected
president, the other officers elected being: J. E. Allison, vice-president; Fernand Parnientier, secretary; and August
Wackerbarth, treasurer. Secretary Parmentier was granted a leave of absence
and A. R. Walker was appointed acting
secretary.
Robert D. Farquhar was elected to fill
the three-year term and J. J. Backus the
two-year term, on the board of directors.
Jos. J. Blick of Pasadena, is the
third director. As delegates to the Forty-ninth annual convention to be held in
Washington, D. C, the Chapter elected
Messrs. John C. Austin, Alfred F. Rosenheim, S. Tilden Norton, Lyman Farwell,
and Albert C. Martin,
The president
was authorized to appoint alternates in
case any of the regularly elected delegates find it impossible to attend the
convention.,
Mr. Edward Stotz of Pittsburg, a Fellow of the A. L A., and member of tlie
Board of Directors, was present as the
guest of the Chapter and addressed the
members on the work of the Chapters of
Pennsylvania and their method of handling some of the problems whicli are
common to all organizations.
The annual reports of the officers were
read and approved, the report of the secretary being very complete and giving a
resume of the entire year's work.

San Francisco Chapter Elects Officers
The annual meeting of the San Francisco Chapter A. I. A., was held in October and the old board of officers was
re-elected with the exception of the two

new members comprising the board of
trustees.
These are W. H. Toepke and
Walter Parker.
Residence for Ex-Lieut. Governor Porter
Messrs. Bakewell & Brown of San
Francisco have completed plans and have
taken bids for an attractive country residence to be built in Berkeley for ExLieut. Governor Warren R. Porter. The
estimated cost

is

$15,000.

Hospital at Woodside
Houghton Sawyer, the San Francisco
architect, has revised the plans for a private hospital or sanitarium at Woodside, near Palo Alto, for Mrs. Elise A.
Drexler.

From

$60,000 to $100,000 will

be expended.

Wm.

H.

grammar

school building at Paso Robles. Structure will be in the Mission style of architecture, one story, and will have hollow tile or concrete walls and terra cotta
roof.

Wins

considerable trouble and expense.
The decision of the Supreme Court was
recently rendered in the case of Architect Fred T. Harris of EI Centro, against
L. E. Cooley, superintendent of schools
of Imperial county, to compel Cooley to
approve a warrant issued to Harris by the
board of trustees for $1997.35, the balance
due on his commission on a contract made
in
1912 for the erection of the Union
High School building at El Centro. Cooley refused to approve the warrant on the
ground that the provisions of the law of
1872 had not been complied with when
Harris was appointed architect. The Superior Court decided against Harris and
its judgment was affirmed by the Appellate Court.
On appeal, the State Supreme Court has decided that the Superior Court based its opinion on a statute
now obsolete and the judgment of the
lower court is reversed.

Two

Large Apartment Houses

Hladik, the San Francisco archiis completing plans for two large
apartment houses, one of which will be
erected on the northeast corner of Van
Ness avenue and McAllister street, for
Geode Urioste of 189 Buena Vista avenue, San Francisco.
Construction will
be steel and concrete. There will be 200
rooms and the estimated cost is $140,J.

C.

tect,

000.

Porterville Architect Granted Certificate

W. F. Griffin, architect of Porterville, has
been granted a certificate to practice by the
State Board of Architecture, Northern District.
Mr. Griffin has designed many of the
most prominent buildings in Porterville and
including school
blocks and residences.
vicinity,

houses,

business

Partnership Dissolved
San Francisco, November 6, 1915.
and Engineer,
San Francisco.
Gentlemen: Beg leave to notify you and
ask that you publish a small statement that
the firm of Havens
Toepke is dissolving
partnership, and that each member of the
firm will continue in business under his
own name. Until affairs are settled, the
otlice will remain in present location, each
Tlie Architect

Paso Robles School
Weeks has been commissioned

to prepare plans for a $35,000

Architect

a peculiar coincidence that within
a few weeks after the architects of California, and Los Angeles in particular, as
a result of several years of labor, secured the repeal of the law of 1872 which
required a competition for the selection
of an architect to prepare plans for public school buildings, a decision should be
rendered by the Supreme Court of the
State declaring the law to be obsolete. If
this decision had been rendered a number of years ago it would have relieved a
most embarrassing situation and saved
It is

(<:

transacting his

own

business.

Very truly yours,

WILL

H.

TOEPKE.

77(1'

Architect and

Washington State Chapter, A.

I.

A.

A

postponoil meeting of Washington State
Chapter, A. I. A., was held Oetober 21, at
the clubhouse of the Seattle Architectural
Club. It was decided to hold meetings there
in the future.
Twelve members were in
attendance.
A discussion as to the advisability of discontinuing the publication of the proceedings
of the annual conventions of the institute resulted in a motion to the effect tliat the proceedings constituted a vrduabic historical
record of interest to each member of the institute, especially to those who are unable to
attend the conventions, and that the chapter
deprecated the suggested change in printing
a digest of the proceedings in the Journal.
Renewed attempts to secure the passage
of a state licensing law were decided upon,
active efforts to be started after the annual

meeting.
Architect Willcox entertained the members
present with a brief account of the doings of
the executive committee at San Francisco,
and an interested characterization of the
architecture of the fair, which latter provoked
a lively discussion as to the effects and trend
of present-day architecture.

Did This Really Happen?
More than fifty architects submitted

plans

in connection with the competition of a Carnegie library building at Sacramento.
A
good story is told at the expense of a coterie
of San Francisco architects who accepted
the hospitality of a fellow member of the profession and journeyed to the capital city in
a private yacht.
Each member of the party
took along his plans, doubtless intending to

them with the Sacramento officials immediately upon arrival. The plans were to
be in the committee's hands Monday, Nov.
1, at noon.
The yachting party left San
Francisco Saturday evening, cruised all Sunday, and was due to put into Sacramento
Monday morning. But something happened
to the craft and a landing was not effected
till late Monday afternoon.
The party hustled to the city hall only to find the doors
locked.
It has since developed that the
architect who gave the party shipped his
drawings by express before he left San
Francisco.
He carried a "phony" package
just to fool the boys, who now believe the boat
was marooned on purpose.
file

— Thewhich
Editor declines
good

Note

of this stor>'.

is

E.
E.

\V.

a

(

W. Cannon Busy

Cannon, architect of Oakland,
W. Dickey, has com-

formerly with C.

pleted plans for a two-story $20,000 apartment house for Mrs. Elizabeth Gilseman.
It will

be built at Webster and Magnolia

streets.
Mr. Cannon has let contracts
for a $7,000 residence in Nortlibrae,
Berkeley, and has plans under way for an

apartment house

in

Piedmont.
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Steel Viaduct for

Foot

of

Market Street

steel viaduct to relieve tiic congested
traffic conditions at the foot of Market
street, San Francisco, will be built from
the second floor of the Ferry building
across the Em1)arcadero to a point on
.A

the

westerly side just north

of

Sacra-

mento street, plans having been adopted
by the Board of State Harlior Commissioners.

Tiic plans adopted are the result of a
protracted investigation into the feasibility of erecting a viaduct to safeguard
pedestrians. .Vs indorsed, they call for a
bridge about 250 feet long, 20 feet high
and 12 fee* wide. Two large spans each
100 feet long are contemplated, with a
shorter one 17 feet long, to cross the
Belt Line Railroad tracks.
The entire structure will be built of
steel incased in wire, lath and plaster,
and will run from the sidewalk on the
west side of the Embarcadero to a point
just north of the center of the Ferry

Building.

New

Sutter Street Building

The real estate firm of Harrigan, WeidenmuUer Co. of San F'rancisco report
having closed a lease for Charles Schlesinger for a two-story building to be constructed in San F'rancisco on the northwest corner of Sutter and Mason streets,
50,xl37:6, to be used by H. Taylor Curtis
for studio, art and auction rooms. Plans
have been prepared by .Alfred Henry
Jacobs, 110 Sutter street.

Bank

of Italy Addition
have been prepared by F. D.
Wolfe of San Jose for extensive altera-

Plans

tions to the first floor of the Bank of
The stairway
Italy building, San Jose.
leading from the street to the second
floor of the building will be moved to the
extreme east end of the building and tlie
quarters now occupied by the Builders'
Exchange will be dispensed with, the
bank making use of the entire ground
floor,
.'\bout $5,000 will be expended.

Brick Hotel, Los Angeles
Charles Kysor. 61cS Wright & Callender
building, Los .'\ngeles. lias drawn plans
for a four-story and part basement brick
hotel building to be erected on Sixth
street near Ruth avenue, for A. L. Phillips, president of the Santa Fe Ware-

house Company. The building will contain two store rooms, hotel lobby, about
60 sleeping rooms and 15 bathrooms.
Concrete Factory

One of the largest buildings to be
figured this month by San Francisco contractors is a three-story reinforced concrete factory, to be erected at Fourth
and Brannan streets for the John Bollman Companv. The estimated cost is
Charles Peter Weeks is the
$170,000.
architect.
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Encourag'ing Outlook in the Northwest
Mr. H. M. Reynolds, manager on the
Pacific Coast for the C. A. Dunham
Company, Marshalltown, Iowa, manu-

known Dunham
Radiator Trap and Dunham Vapor Sysfacturers

of

the

well

tem, recently returned from a business
through the Northwest. He found
Seattle and Portland enjoying greater
prosperity than for a year or more.
Seattle, he said, is getting back into her
stride,
and there is more substantial
building under way and in prospect there
now than has been the case for some
time. Mr. Reynolds says his company is
doing more coast business now than
ever before in its history. He looks for
a banner year in 1916.
trip

San Francisco Municipal Buildings
The Bureau of Architecture of the
Board of Works have plans under way
for the following:

One-story frame structure to be erected for isolation purposes at San Francisco Isolation Hospital.
This will be
ready for figures in a couple of weeks,
and will cost $7,000.

The Emergency hospital for the Civic
Center, a Class "C" building of two stories to cost $20,000.
Plans just started.
A new school, class of construction not
decided, to cost $20,000 and to be erected
on Bernal Heights, between Folsom and
Banks

streets.

extensively for thirty years.
The company of which he was the head is now
engaged in the erection of the $248,000
state normal school at Fresno.

Fresno Hospital
Julius Krafift & Sons of San Francisco
have prepared preliminary plans for a
six-story steel frame Class "C" hospital
to be erected at Fresno and S streets.
Fresno, for the Burnett Sanitarium Association. The building is to be designed
on lines similar to the Mount Zion hospital, recently completed by this same
firm of architects in San Francisco.

Known

Contractor Dies

Bernard James Duffy, a contractor of
San Francisco, died at Chico October 12th
of apoplexy.
Dufify had the contract for
building the Federal postoffice. He was
42 years old, and well known as a contractor on public and state buildings, particularly the dormitory of the State Farm
at Davis.

CARRYING

the

warmth

of the mes-

sage into the hotels, the downtown
business blocks, the city's streets and the
courts and avenues of Wonder Town,
many women worked the other day to
further the plan to preserve for all time
a worthy portion of the Exposition.
Their medium for raising funds was
the selling of badges labeled: "Exposition Preservation League
San FrancisThey were charming women,
co. 1915."
all of them, and they met with a round
measure of success.
But two of them, furthering the cause
together, encountered unexpected oppo-

—

sition from a well-dressed woman whom
they approached with a badge.
"No," said the woman, almost savagely.
"I do not care for one of
those

things."

The purveyors looked astonished, more
woman's manner than her words.
"But why?" they asked, in a breath.
"Because, if you must know," replied
the woman, tapping her foot on the
pavement, "my husband has been counting on getting the contract to tear those
at the

buildings down!''

Concrete Used 200 B. C.

A

concrete aqueduct

constructed 200

Tarragona, Spain, is described by
R. Rippey in
Engineering News.
This structure is 22 miles long and portions are carried on viaducts.
At one
point the viaduct is 123 feet high and
consists of two tiers of arches of 22-ft.,
6-in. span.
Stone, brick and concrete
were used in the structure and broken
brick were used as aggregate for portions of the concrete.
Little remains of
the waterway, but some parts of the supporting structure are remarkably
well
B. C. at

John

Death of Los Angeles Contractor
J. A. Winget, president of the Winget
Construction Company of Los Angeles,
died October 17tli at the Good Samaritan
hospital in that city, following a considerable period of illness, although he kept
with his work until about ten days before the end came.
Mr. Winget was. 52
years of age and had been contracting

Well

Wonder Who's the Contractor
(Prom the San Francisco Chronicle.)

preserved.
The Spanish government
taking steps to protect the structure.

is

Berkeley Contractor Back from East
Henry M. McCullough of Kidder &
McCullough. Berkeley contractors, recently returned from an extensive business trip which took him to New York,
Washington, Chicago, Philadelphia, New
Orleans and Los Angeles. He says he
found conditions in California better
than in any of the places visited by him.
Everybody, he declares, talks about
California, and he predicts a big influx
of

permanent visitors next year.
McCullough says that the Exposition

is

spoken of everywhere as the greatest

thing that ever happened.

Speaks Well for Present Management
The Santa Cruz Portland Cement Co.,
San Francisco, has declared a dividend
$1.15 per share in addition to the
regular quarterly dividend of 75 cents
per sliare.
of

—

—
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A. Chapter Committees

The following is a list of the menilx-rs of
the standing and special committees of the
Southern California Chapter. A. I. A., appointed by President S. Tilden Norton to
serve during the ensuing year:
Standing Committees
,.\k \i.^- Sub-committee on Public Information
H. F. Withey, John P. Krempet. H. M. Patterson.
Membership F. P. Davis, W. E. Erkes, H. H.

—

Martin.
Entertainment A. M. Edelman. John C. Austin,
Octavius Morgan.

—

Special Committees
A. I. A. Sub-committee on Competitions J. E.
Alhson. A. F. Rosenheim. Robt. H. Orr.
Ethics and Practice
Percy A. Eisen, Robt. Farquhar. S. B. Marston.
City Planning— John C. Austin, D. C. Allison.
Elmer Grey.
Special Committee on Building Companies P. A.
Eisen. H. M. Patterson. Robt. H. Orr.

—

—

—

Permanent Committee on Legislation ]. J. B.ickus,
W. Morgan. Jr., R. C. Farrell.
A. I. A. Sub-committee on Education J. T. Vawter,
Elmer Grey, D. C. AUison.
Contracts and Specifications Geo. E. Bergstrom.
O.

—

A. C. .Martin. B.

—

.\I.

Morris.

What Next?
The San Francisco labor

unions, not
with delaying the stone work on
the Civic Center municipal buildings,
have made objections to a change in the
satisfied

specifications for the glass work on the
city hall.
Their sole reason appears to
be that the change would mean less work

for the glassworkers.
That is certainly
"going some," and, as one of the daily
papers states: "Public opinion will never
permit any labor union to dictate the
architecture of our public buildings"

Ideal Treatment for Foot of Market
Street
Ernest Weihe, a draughtsman in the
offices of Messrs. Bakewell & Brown, has
been awarded first prize by the San Francisco Society of Architects for designing
an ideal treatment for the relief of traffic
congestion at the foot of Market street.
San Francisco. Mr. Weihe's scheme, with
descriptive te.xt, will be published in the
December number of this magazine.

Berkeley Apartments
James W. Plachek. the Berkeley

archihas prepared plans and taken figures
lor the construction of a two-story and
basement frame and brick veneer apartrnent house on the southeast corner of

Splendid Tribute to Mr. Mullgardt
(From

N A

Four

Modem

Residences

Willis Polk & Company of San Francisco have applied for a permit to construct four high class residences on Jones
street,
near Vallejo, for Norman B.
Livermore. They will cost $7,500 each
and are to be built for investment purposes.

San Francisco Chronicle.)
of ninety-six illustrations

display
of architecture and landscape
gardening
bo beautiful are these pictures one turns

them over and over again before stopping to look at the accompanying
prose
descriptions.
After sampling a few of
these half-page prose sketches
one realizes what a lot of information
the author
has been able to compress into so
short

a space.

Next, one turns back to the general
introduction, another instance of
compres-

sion, and linally one comes
to that delightful "Reflection," a sort
of
prose

frontispiece,

and one

thinks

that

per-

haps a poet was lost when the
\vorld
gained a great architect.
That Mullgardt is a great architect, in
the sense the term is used when
applied
to those ot international fame,
is no longer a niatter for doubt.
It needs no voice
trom San Francisco to sound his praises
they have been proclaimed by some
of

most distinguished art critics of the
and Europe, and that fact sets
seal securely upon his reputation,
bays the author: "International Expositions are independent kingdoms
in their
the

tast

the

corporate relation

with other countries

ot the world.
They are phantom kingdoms wherein the people do everything
but sleep.
They germinate and grow

with phenomenal energy.
Their existence is established without conquest,
and

magic

their

growth is similar to the
the moonflower; they vansetting suns in their own radiance. Thousands of neophytes
of every
race, creed and color come with
willing
hearts and hands to do homage and
bear
manna to nourish the sinews of a phan-

mushroom and
ish

like

tom kingdom."

War

Affects European Architects

the following advertisement appeared recently in the London Architect and Builder,
which shows the effect of the war on the members of the architectural profession
abroad:
Architects'

tect,

University avenue and Grove street,
Berkeley. William Heywood is the owner.
The cost is estimated at $25,000.

the

series

consisting of

mounted duo-tone prints
Louis Mtjllgardt, architect of the
Court
ot Abundance, gives a pictorial
survey
ot the L.xpositions triumph as
a
i

m

War Committee

-Architects
need of employment in consequence
of the War are mvited to submit their
names to the
Hon. becretan- of the Professional Emplo\Tnent Committee of the Architects' War Committee at
28

Bedford
be

bquare. London. W. C. Applications can
only
considered from bona fide architects dependent
their profession for a living,
are caused by the War. and

upon

whose present

difficulties

who are not eUgible for
military seij-ice.
All cases are dealt with in confidence
by a small Sub-Committee.

Plans Approved for Willows Postoffice

The

oflice

sketch plans for the Willows postfinally been approved by the

have

cabinet

ment

at

and Treasury DepartWashington, and the architects
officers

Messrs. Bliss & Faville. of San Francisco.'
have been instructed to proceed with the
w-orking drawings without delay.

"

Heating and Lighting
Plumbing and

Electrical

Work

Get Maximum Heat at Minimum Cost
PROBLEM

which reaches into nearly every home in the United States and
touches the pocketbooks of several million householders is discussed seriously

A

by the Bureau
Mines, Department of the Interior,
which the experts of the bureau tell
the public in detail just how. in heating

in a report recently issued

of
in

houses this coming winter, they
save in their coal bills.
report, issued at a time when the
cooler weather is upon the country and
people are laying in their winter supply
of coal, intimates that large savings can
be made in nearly every home and gives
specific figures of the results obtained
their

may

The

in

one home

in

which every

effort

was

made

.\s
to consume the coal properly.
the report was issued solely for the benefit
of householders, copies may be obaddresses
the
tained by anyone who
United States Bureau of Mines.

The tests referred to were made in a
ten-room house in New Haven, Conn.,
which was comfortably heated at a cost
of $48 for the fall and winter, a saving
over other houses of the same size in
the same locality of from $50 to $100.
According to Van. H. Manning, Director of the Bureau of Mines, similar results can be attained in hundreds of
thousands of houses throughout the
country with a consequent saving of millions of dollars.

"The report shows not only a low cost
of heating," said Mr. Manning, "but also
an economical use of fuel and illustrates
what savings may be effected when the
problem

is
given proper consideration.
Systematic and regular handling of the
fire doubtless liad considerable to do with

The cost of heatthe results obtained.
ing is probably $50 to $100 less than what
is expended by a large number of householders who live in the same locality and
Iiave about the same heating requirements, but use more expensive coal and
give their heating equipment less attention.

"The value a householder gets from
the fuel he burns depends largely on the
character of the heating apparatus, the
conditions under which it is installed and
the manner in which the fire is handled.
The authors of this report, from their

experience in firing residence-heating apparatus and from observing the methods
employed by many who attend to such
apparatus, keenly appreciate the importance of proper firing methods and they
have written this report in the belief that
some general remarks on the selection,
care, and operation of residence-heating
apparatus may prove of some value to

many who
in

the

are interested in burning fuel

most economical manner."

The authors are L. P. Breckenridge,
consulting engineer of the Bureau of
Mines and professor mechanical engineering Sheffield Scientific School, Yale
University, and S. B. Flagg. mechanical
engineer of the Bureau of Mines.
.-\mong other things, the report states:
"Many furnaces and boilers are operated
in

a

—

haphazard way drafts are opened
is put on when the house becool, then the fire is allowed to

or coal

comes

burn rapidly until either the rooms are
too warm or the fuel bed is burned down
too far to kindle properly a new charge
of coal.

"Such

firing

is

always wasteful.

The

heater should receive regular attention,
and if the demands for heat are intelligently anticipated, as they ordinarily can
be, the house can be warmed with minimum trouble and fuel. When the rooms
become too warm the fire should be
checked by stopping the admission of
air under the grate and decreasing the
draft by opening the 'check damper.' If,
as often is done, the ash pit damper or
the ash pit door be allowed to remain
open and the draft reduced by opening
the fire door, the combustion of the fuel
continues, although at a slower rate, but
the cold air entering the fire door chills
the heater so that little heat is realized
from the coal.
"To burn a pound of coal requires very
much more than a pound of air. and the
volume of a pound of air at atmospheric
pressure is far greater than that of a
pound of coal. To burn more coal requires more air, and this air must be
forced into the ash pit and up through
the fuel bed by the difference between
the pressure of the hot air and gases over
the fire pot and that of the air entering
the ash pit
in other words,
by the

—

'draft'

"

The

^Ircliitcct

Lawmakers Should Not Meddle with

the

Hearing Trades Affairs
TIIF. IIcatiiiK anil Vriitilatini' Magazine
has

;i

tinu-ly

(.•ditorial

uttiTancc

in

the Sfptcnilicr miinluT on the tendency
shown by the lawmakers of various
states to enact ineddlcsonie and unnecessary legislation dealing with the heating
What is true of the heating
trades.
trades is equally true of other lines, so
much so that most of the trade bodies
are beginning to recognize the importance
of having legislative committees to keep
a close watch on this meddlesome ten-

dency.

"The importance to the heating trade
of watching the course of pending legislation in the various state legislatures,"
the "Heating and Ventilating
Magazine," "docs not, ordinarily, appeal
to the average heating man, but in the
light of the information brought out at
of
the
master
the recent convention
steam fitters' association, it is evident
that a very real danger exists in the passing of drastic and ill-considered laws re-

and

nii^^iiiccr

?,

of each installation

before
the
plant
could be accepted and placed in use.
"It will also be a matter of information
to many to know that where there is no
state law on the subject a municipality
can regulate these things in the same way
as it provides smoke ordinances and similar restrictions.

"Fortunately, there is little likelihood
of further objectionable legislation until
1917, as most of the legislatures have adjourned until that time, but it is predicted that unless preventive measures are
taken in the meantime the trade 'can depend upon it that sooner or later every
legislature in this country is going to
have something to say about boilers and
inspection and about insurance.'

observes

lating especially to the operation of heating plants.
It was brought out, for instance, that a large mass of this sort of
legislation was introduced
during the
past winter, and one of the principle reasons given for its failure to pass was the
fact that most of the legislatures were
congested with bills. In a few cases the
different
activities of the
associations
were efTective in rooting out 'jokers' and
'strike legislation,' but in most of the
cases cited the trade appeared to be entirely unaware of the dangers that lay before it.

"One of tlie commonest types of bills
coming under this heading were those
providing for state inspection of steam
where provision is made for state

Tuec Has

New

Announcement

San Francisco Agency
made elsewhere in this

is

issue of an important
cisco agency of the

change in the San FranTuec V'aeuum .sweeper.
deal was consummated by Mr. F. W.
Eichorn, western sales manager for the United
Electric Co., Canton, Ohio, manufacturers of
the well known Tuec machine.
Mr. Eichorn
has been looking about for some time for a
strong house to handle the Tuec line and that
he has succeeded in making a very strong
connection is recognized by those at all familiar with local conditions. The new agents are
the San Francisco Compressed Air Cleaning
Company, pioneers in the vacuum cleaning
business in Northern and Central Cahfomia.
This firm has offices and splendid display
rooms at Sutter and Stockton Sts., a location
that is close to the building interests of the city
and within easy reach of the offices of leading
architects, engineers and contractors.
The
Tuec machine is undisputably one of the most
popular vacuum sweepers on the Pacific Coast.

The

boilers,

boards of inspection and requiring boilers to be inspected periodically and a fee
to be paid.
It is well understood that
such a law is intended to apply to power
boilers, but where the pressures carried
are not mentioned, the passage of such
bills, as was tersely stated, 'would mean
a large decrease in steam and hot water
heating jobs in favor of furnace work,
especially in the smaller jobs.'

"One of the most pernicious types of
that which provides that all operators of steam boilers over a certain size,
and frequently the exemption is very
small, must not only be examined by a
state board, but must be licensed by a
bill is

state board to operate a boiler.
\ number of instances were found where the
wording of the bill would require every
flat or apartment
house
which
uses
steam heat to employ a licensed engineer
or fireman to run its boilers.
"Still another class of legislation would
empower a state board, and in Pennsylvania, for instance, a local board in each
city, to pass arbitrarily upon the safety

Let for Reconstructing San
Jose Light Tower
City Council has let
contracts for the erection of a steel and
concrete tower at Market and Santa
Clara streets, that city, to replace the
present structure, which has been declared unsafe.
The total cost is to be
The steel work will be done by
$6,087.
the Golden Gate Iron Works and the
concrete posts will be erected by Lynden
Contracts

The San Jose

&

Bickel of San Francisco.

Odd
.\mong

Hillside

Home

recently
issued in Berkeley was one to W. W.
Mackie for the erection of a novel home
on Shasta near Tamalpais avenue in the
northeastern portion of the city. Mackie
will utilize the structure of an old rock
crusher for the foundation and framework of the lower portion of his house.
In all the home will be four stories high,
climbing up the steep grade in bizarre
tlie

building permits

and romantic manner.

—
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Week

Electrical Prosperity

in the Pacific

Coast States

By H.

ORDER

INing

of

to

the

Matthews

J.

have

whole

a better

idea

understandElectrical

of

Prosperity Week it is highly important
that one sliould make some investigation
on his own part as to what the Society
for Electrical Development has been accomplishing during the past year or more
in the big broad program of popularizing
the use of electricity in the world's work.
Trade journals representing a circulation reaching four and a half million
readers have been furnished from time to
time with articles bearing on use of electricity in lines of industry appropriate
to

their

circulation.

Such

articles

are

prepared by the Society's stafif of writers
and are published without cost to the
Society.
In the popular magazines the
same program has been carried through,
reaching readers whose numbers can
scarce be calculated.
In upwards of thirty cities the Society
has been responsible for starting an
electrical page or section in one of the
local dailies in which "up-to-the-minute"
articles on the uses and conveniences of
electricity appear and where the local
electrical interests

may

advertise to the

greatest advantage.

Representatives of the Department of
Field Co-operation have addressed not
only
gatherings
electrical
of
men
throughout the country but also meetings
of merchants,
bankers, railroad men,
tradesmen, clubs and schools on the work
of the Society and its functions as a
great factor in promoting and popularizing the use of electricity.
The daily
press, recognizing the interest of the
general public in the subject treated,
have been quick to report such address
with the result that the message has
been carried to the general public.

Through the medium of the "movies"
several films prepared under the Society's direction and showing the public
the great advantages of complete electric service are being shown simultaneously in upwards of 135 cities, reaching
an audience estimated at 4,000,000 people
a

founded, logical and thorough plan of
co-operation among electrical interests
for stimulating business in general and
the electrical industry in particular.

The week of November 29th to December 4tli has been selected as being most
appropriate since it is in keeping with
the "shop-early" campaign for gift-buying and will serve greatly to stimulate
the sale of electrical appliances.
Moreover it is concurrent with the closing
week of the Panama-Pacific International
Exposition and the week has been officially designated as Electrical Prosperity
Week.
.\mong

the societies and associations
which have endorsed the movement are
the National Electric Light -Association,
the Northwest Electric Light & Power
Association, the National Electric Contractors' Association, Electrical Supply
Jobbers' Association, Electric Vehicle
Association of America, Jovian Leagues

throughout America. International Association of Display Managers and the Rotary Clubs of America.
The Pacific Coast and adjoining states
ofifer a fertile field for profit and devel-

opment

to
the
electrical
industries
active co-operation along the
in the Society's literaWith the already great consumption of current per capita and the enor-

through

lines
ture.

presented

mous

undeveloped

power

resources

the Far West may truly bethe greatest electrical zone of
.\merica. Despite the fact that the combined population of the States of Caliavailable,

come

fornia,

Oregon and Washington

is

less

than the population of New York City,
the use of electricity per capita is greater
in these states than in any other section
of the country.
Cheaper power and the
enterprise of the people are responsible
for this, but there are still greater possibilities ahead.
California now stands as
second state in the Union in kilowatt rating and in kilowatt hour output. While
now third in gross income to power companies there is good reason to believe it
will soon rank first, and that Oregon
and Washington will also show proportionate development. Journal of Electricity,

Power and

—

Gas.

month.

Members of the Society and non-members alike have profited equally as a result of this great educational work.
This

great

movement

is

a

gigantic

campaign designed to promote optimism,
business confidence and prosperity in
which through focusing the minds of
the general public on the subject of electricity, great industrial reward will be
reaped by the whole electrical industry
the central station, manufacturer, jobber, contractor

and supply

dealer.

Electrical Prosperity Week is not a
dream of the visionary.
It is a well-

Big Smelter Plant
Messrs. Bradley-Bufif and Labrathe, engineers in the Hobart building, San Francisco,

have been commissioned by the

management

of the

Bunker

Hill

&

Sulli-

van Mining Co. to prepare plans for a
$1,000,000 smelter plant to be erected on
their property in Kellog, Idaho.
Mr.
Eastou, manager of the mining company,
states that it is possible that the plant
may be located in either Seattle or Portland, as the freight rates on ore from Kellog are very high.

state,

County and Municipal

tngineenng

Good Roads-Water -sewers
-Bridges —

Fire Protection

Marking Safety Zones
By
system
THE
has been

JAMES

E.

HOBART

street marking vvliich
in use at the principal street
crossings in Indianapolis
for
several
weeks seems to help not only the pedes-

but

trian,

the

of

motorman and also the
But, like some other

automobile driver.

good

things, they

a bit too far and
and chains to the

The

safety

seem

to be carrying it
lot of posts

adding a
markings.
zone system

consists of
the pavement to indicate where vehicles may and
may not go, where pedestrians may not
go, and where they may stand and wait
in safety for the street car.
And the
markings also show to the motorman just
where he must stop his car and not encroach upon the foot passenger's territory at street crossings.
The markings are indicated by the double lines in the cuts. White paint is used
for them and the lines are made about 4
inches wide. The lines forming a square
around the street intersection are first
laid down, following the curb lines across
the streets, but are rounded at the ends,
so that instead of intersecting the curbs.
the lines join each other by means of a
short curve, about 2 feet from the curb,
the corner of which is also rounded. Inside these lines no foot passenger has
any business whatever, and the traffic policeman has that square for his exclusive
territory, save for the wheel traffic from
every direction.
Next, lines are laid down which are
continuations of the building lines as
found upon the several streets. These
lines begin at the curb on that side of
the street where the cars do not stop,
and run on the building line direction,
past the middle of the streets, and stop
at the last rail of the last car track in
that street. Some streets are marked with
these lines extending clear across from
curb to curb, but to the last rail of the
car track seems the better way.
space several feet wide is marked off
along the car track, on the "near'' side
of the street, and this space is the safety
zone, to provide and protect which the
system of lines has been worked out. The
safety zone extends along the track, between it and the painted parallel line
seen in the photograph, as far as the traf-

broad white

lines painted

upon

Municipal

in
fic

are

demands.

Engineering

Some

of the safety zones

The length is
amount of trafific

longer than others.

made according

to the

found at any corner. The zone is made
one car length, also for two cars, and in

some places three cars long.
The painted line on the building line
is
carried from the safety zone space
until it reaches the curb on the "near"
side of the street.
The foot passenger
now has a straight, clear right of way
from one side of the street to the other,
and with a way into the safety zone from
which he may step into a car.
The two lines shown in the photo-

graph of the safety zone are about 18
or 20 inches apart. The inner line was
first laid down 6 feet from the track, as
the limit of the safety zone, but they did
not count on tfie overhang of the car, so
they had to draw new lines 6 feet from
the side of the car. The inner lines will
not be renewed, and, as shown in the
photograph, are becoming faint and will

A

SAFETY ZOXE
D

for street car passengers, showing the lines
and E of ^he diag-am and the fosts,
A similar
signs and chains to emphasise line E.
post with base and a semaphore, lettered "StopStop," "Go-Go," stands by the traffic policeman
near the center of the intersection, and signals
the traffic U> wait or to proceed, aided also by the
policeman's whistle and arm in case of slow, impatient or inattentive drivers.

•
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PLAN
ZONES

OF

SAFETY

an Indianapolis
A, B
White bands to keep foot

street

at

—

crossing.

traffic off the intersection
and street in block between
crossings.

C— White

bands defining

stopping place for vehicles
until semaphore or policeman shows crossing open.

—

D Line defining safety
zone for street car passengers, which was too close to
car and was moved to E.
Along E are set posts wi/h
chains,

as

shown

in

plwlo-

graph.

F —Lines

defining end of
parking space for vehicles
in the block and fi.xing passageway for moving automobiles, which must turn
from their line of travel
along the car tracks at this
paint to travel along the
curb through the safetyzone region.

soon disappear. At the far end of the
safety zone in the photograph is seen a
diagonal line which extends to the car
Automobiles coming along the
track.
street necessarily are obliged to keep
pretty close to the car track on account
of the parking of automobiles along the
curb.
To give room for automobiles to
pass the space occupied by the zone of
are
lines
safety, two short diagonal
drawn from the curb opposite to and
parallel with the diagonal line, limiting
the end of the safety zone. These lines
mean to the automobile driver that he
must not park his car between those lines
and the corner. This means that automobiles will always have plenty of room
to swing toward the curb when they
come to the zone of safety, with no
parked machines there to trouble them.
It also means to the pedestrian that he
can at all times cross from the curb to
the zone of safety without having to
squeeze through between parked autoThis, however, is something
mobiles.
which the police department did not
count upon, for foot passengers are supposed to walk down between the lines
extending the curb and building lines
across the street until they reach the
zone of safety. But it does not work that
way, and when a street car comes along,
the people flock to it across the automobile

space and dodge

in

and out between

the cars which are being held up by the
traffic officer while waiting their turn to
cross the intersecting street.
The painted line on the building line
forms a deadline for automobiles. They
are expected not to run past that line
And I
until permitted by the officer.
watched thein many times, to notice each
time a car ran past line C a little, that a
wave from the officer's hand was always
forthcoming and the ofifending car backed
ofT the line.

The line is also a deadline for trolley
The
cars about to stop for passengers.
motorman has found that is was decidfor
line,
this
run
past
unpleasant
to
edly
the corner policeman always notices it,
numthe
back
up,
doesn't
and if the car
ber of the car goes into the officer's notebook and the motorman hears about it
next day from the police department.
Thus far, the Indianapolis safety zone
business seems all to the good and fair
wagons and
to footmen, automobiles,
street cars, but here is where the system
may be carried too far. On the boundary line of the safety zone are several
small circles, from 18 to 24 inches in diameter and 12 to 20 feet apart. These
circles are occupied bv cast-iron bases,
as seen in the photograph; made very
heavy so they will not overturn easily.
pipe post extends upward about four
terminated
by a
or five feet and is
"cross," through which a chain is passed
and made fast on the end post and one or
more of the intermediates. This chain
is stretched the entire length of the zone
of safety, and is supposed to prevent people from getting into automobile territory and to keep automobiles off the
zone of safety.
The base of this post weighs apparently about lOO pounds. A man can move
In the photograph are shown
it easily.
seven posts and the connecting chain, and
leave
it
to
the imagination of the reader
I
man
a
as to what will happen when
chances to surge against one of these
standards, or an automobile goes a little
off its course, overruns the mark a bit
or skids a little when the asphalt is slippery, and touches one of these post standards. During the first few days of their
use posts were tipped over by foot passengers and by automobiles, and posts
were even broken by collision of auto-

A
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But experience is a
good teacher, and speed is now reduced
mobiles with them.

such accidents are few and slight.
Foot passengers also learned promptly
that they could not lean against the posts
with impunity.
There are other features of the automobile control system in Indianapolis
which do credit to the police department,
until

and among them is the scheme for markIn the
ing the lire hydrant locations.
business section

some

lire

hydrants are

below the surface of the street, and
cast-iron cover plate must be raised

a

to

the lire connections.
these hydrants is lowill
be
seen a couple of obcated there
lique lines extending from the curb into
the street. Whenever a set of these lines
is found, it tells the auto driver not to
park his ear between tliose lines, as there

permit

access

Wherever one

is

a fire

to
of

hydrant there.

The driver is further warned by an
"Order of Police Department" signs,
placed on the curb opposite the fire hydrant.
This sign reads. "Fire Hydrant,
Park No Cars Here. Order of Police
Department."
One very good arrangement is in force
Indianapolis street crossings in relaWhenever
tion to the fire department.
the fire automobiles come charging down
the traffic officer blows three blasts upon
his whistle, and everything
stops
or
clears the street forthwith.
The fire department co-operates with the police in
this matter by the installation of electric bells at all street corners where traffic officers are necessary.
When a fire alarm is turned in, these
street corner bells are set a-ringing in
advance of the fire apparatus, so that vehicles have ample time to clear the track.
The police department is placing at
street intersections the semaphore stand
and target on the stand of the traffic officer.
With this new instrument, the officer need not blow his
whistle,
one
blast to start north and south traffic, two

The

principal items in tlu- |)roposcd
work, in outline, as now planned, are as
follows;
fill,
rock
Loose
Dam.
Diversion
manhandled and spalled on
slightly
Crown
1.
Slopes
1
to
faces and crown.
width 6 ft. Inner face waterproofed and
crown covered with S-in. concrete skin

—

over wire mesh, and footed in trench
Maxiexcavated in granite bedrock.
nuim height of crest above stream bed,
Length, 230 ft.
33 ft.

—

An

$885,000 California Irrigation

—

System

development is
by the Terra Bella Irrigation
An
California.
District of Terra Bella.
important feature of the project will be a
distributing system of riveted sheet steel
pipe.
The other works include a diversion dam, diversion canal, a reservoir,
outlet canal and booster pumping sta.\n extensive irrigation

planned

The total estimated cost of the
works, exclusive of lands, water rights
tions.

and rights of way is $885,000. Final report on the improvement has just been
sulmiitted to the district by Stephen E.

Odki/.— Total length, 24.800
section, 6 ft. bottom width
depth water. Lower section,
bottom and 3.6 ft. depth water. Ca-

Diversion
ft.

Upper

and

5.2

4

ft.

ft.

Excavated largely
pacity, 225 sec. ft.
Concrete lined, in part,
in solid granite.
solid rock.
in
tunnel
5
by
7
ft.
1,120
ft.
acre
28,000
Reservoir— Capachy.
type
fill
hydraulic
four
of
Five dams,
and one loose rock fill similar to diversion dam.

Dam
slopes
2

and

2,

earth

1,422,000

Top width
and

3

to

1.

20

cu.

Inner

ft.

Outer slopes

Maximum height, 115 ft.
will contain 197,000 cu. yds.

1.

No. 2
fill.

contain

will

1

fill.

2.5

2.5 to

Dam
same

No.

earth

yds.

at

blasts for east and west movements. He
only needs to turn the semaphore and
the sign "Stop Stop" does the work for
one direction, while the words "Go Go"
on the other target take care of the crosswise travel.

Consulting ICngincer, San Fran-

Kieffer,
cisco.

Top

as for No.

width,
1.

16

ft.

Maximum

Slopes

height, 78

feet.

Dam No. 3. Loose rock fill. Dry laid
water face and top 3 ft. thick. Water
face covered with 8-in. reinforced conTop width 7 ft.
crete tied to bedrock.
Maximum height. 37 ft.
Dams Nos. 4 and 5.

Total 10,000 cu.
Slopes. Inner, 2 and 2.5
yds. earth fill.
Top width, 12 ft.
to 1; outer. 2 to 1.
Maximum height, 33 ft.
Outlet CaH(7/.—Total length about 10
Capacity from 54 to 10 sec. ft.
miles.
At present to be dirt section, but ultimately to be lined with ^-in. cement
mortar over wire.
miles
Distributing
Fife System.
riveted sheet steel pipe from 26 in. to

—^

4

in.

in

diameter.

Boostins Pump Stations.— There will
be two boosting pump stations equipped
with 8-in. and 12-in. horizontal single
direct constage centrifugal pumps,
These will
nected to electric motors.
be used to lift water from the outlet
level.
that
above
lands
can.il to

One

Plant Will Produce That
rels a

Many

Bar-

Day Now

The Los Angeles Express publishes
an interesting column entitled "TwentyYears Ago Today." In a recent issue appeared the following item suggestive of the growth of the Portland
cement industry:
"The new Portland cement plant on
land acquired by the syndicate near El
Toro is expected to produce 13,000 barfive

rels

of

cement

a

year."
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EXHIBIT OF THE ARMSTRONG CORK COMPANY,

P. P.

I.

E.

Grand Prize— Armstrong Cork
Armstrong Cork Company's splendid display in the Palace of Manufac-

THE

daubers, insoles, polishing wheels, fishing floats, optical strips, running handles,

tures at the Panama-Pacific Exposition,
is a joint exhibit of the two allied corporations, the Armstrong Cork Company
and the Armstrong Cork and Insulation

plasters' floats, lame lifts, penholder tips,
baseball centers, surf balls, fishing rod

Company.

Here

is

shown cork

in

all

stages from the virgin cork on the cork
Attractivetree to the finished product.
ly arranged in 95 jars are shown as many
varieties of corks from a canteen cork to
In show cases are
a champagne cork.
exhibited an amazing variety of cork specialties, among them being: Cork discs
for bottle caps, seine and gill corks, pin
cushions, table mats, churn strips, shoe

handles, cork paper for cigarette tips,
and a wide assortment of gaskets, pulley
rim covers and carburetor, oil, and gaso-

On shelves
floats for motor cars.
below the showcases are seen the bulk-

line

made of cork, such as life preservers, ring buoys, yacht fenders, mooring buoys, bath mats and lap boards.
.Another portion of the Arrrtstrong
exhibit is that of heat insulating speier articles

cialties,

sure

including Nonpareil High Pres-

Covering

for

steam

lines

and

WYBRO

Panels are of
Proven Quality

of particular contractors have tested and
Panels.
the quality of
Panels
take no chances in ordering

Thousand

WYBRO

PROVEN
You
for

Reg. U.

PROVEN QUALITY.

WYBRO

They SATISFY.

168 varieties to choose from.

S. Pat. Offi(

Veneered Panels
that ARE good —
order today from
When

they are of

White: Brothers
Trancisco

3tH and Brannan

writing to Advertisers pie

Sts.
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TH[BIG-AN-Lim[CONCR[T[ and MORTAR MIX[R

Output —Little Weight
Profits— l^ittle Cost
Oapacitv 3S Cu. Vds. a Oay
Bisr
Bisr

—

All rounded surfaces
no corners for concrete to lodge in.
Revolves on ball thrust bearing, hermetically sealed to
prevent grit from working in.
Equipped with levers for turning over and locking device
to hold drum in place while mixing.

EDWARD R. BACON COMPANY
Pacific

51-53 Minna

heated siirfaees, Xonpareil Corkboard for insulating cold storage wareice
factories,
etc.;
Nonpareil
Cork Pipe Covering for brine, ammonia and drinking water lines and
Nonpareil Insulating Brick which are so
light that they float on water.
Then come the famous Nonpareil Cork
Other

houses,

Tilitig

for

museums,

libraries,

billiard

rooms, etc., and Linotile for floors
of offices, banks, theatres, stores, kitchens, pantries, etc.. also, the Cork Paving

shown, a combination of finely
ground cork and asphalt, which is findBrick

is

ing general use

in

Finally,

Linoleums

a
is

full

genuine slate and
expensive.

less

some

line

of

Armstrong

shown.

is

it

is

1675

a

much
partial

the

Schools in San Francisco

Lowell High School
Grammar School
Mission Grammar School
Spring Valley Grammar
School

Grammar

Parker

Jean

School

and

Bovs

Girls

Society

.Md

Bryant Grammar School
Sutro Grammar School
Longfellow Grammar
School
Commercial High School
San Francisco State
Normal School
Y. M. C. A.
St. Koniface.

Outside of San Francisco

Crows Land
Modesto
Banning
Burlingamo
Montara

Oakland
San Jose
San Diego
Los Angeles
Ontario
Berkeley

to finish off a display as unique as
interesting and educative.

Pleasanton

is

addition

Following
of

Portola

Moving pictures, specimen bed-room
and living room and displays of insulating materials and of basic ingredients go
it

in

Tel. Sutter

school
buildings in Northern and Central California
equipped with Olmsted slate:
of

list

dairy barns, piggeries,

etc.

Coast Agents

San Francisco

St.,

Sausalito

San Bernardino
Upland

Dos Palos
Ukiah

Hickman

.\ntioch

Sacramento

Crockett

Beaumont

Madera
Morgan

Los Gatos

Cities

Using Olmsted Slate Blackboards

Whitaker

& Ray-Wiggin

776
Mission Street, San Francisco, report a
steady increase in the number of schools
using
their
Olmsted artificial slate
blackboards.
In
many respects this
blackboard is said to be superior to the
Co.,

Redwood

Hill

National Citj

Colema
City

Orland

Williams
Pasadena
Bakersfield

Sehastopol

Selma
Mill Valley

Tulare

Vuba

Turlock

Patterson

NEED LUMBER QUICK— A CARLOAD OR A STICK?
We maintain the larf^est diversified stock of Pacific Coast Lumlier X-> he found in
any one yard on this Coast. We can at all times be depended upon to supply
your most exacting requirements for any of the following lumber in any grade or
size you may require, with accuracy and dispatch, and at a minimum cost to you:

WHITE CEDAR
WHITE PINE
SUGAR PINE
DOUGLAS FIR,

RED CEDAR

SPRUCE

WHITE CEDAR SHINGLES
REDWOOD
RED CEDAR SHINGLES
CURLY REDWOOD
OfLgon Pine) REDWOOD BURHL
REDWOOD SHINGLES

VAN ARSDALE-HARRIS LUMBER
Telephone Kearny 2076

CO.

5th and Brannan Sts., San Francisco

to .Advertisers please

mention

thii
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It was certainly worthy of note and
coninicndation that tlic paint house of W.
P. Fuller & Co. should have foreseen the
practical and exploitation value of the
Exposition and installed an exhibit costing approximately $50,000. This exhibit
was housed in a "temple" worthy of this
exhibit, designed by Louis C. Mullgardt,
and located in the Mines Building. It
contains, besides the paint exhibits, a
model white lead factory, where, by the
aid of miniature machinery, the complete
process of manufacturing the justly celebrated Pioneer White Lead is shown.
That the judges at the Exposition were
appreciative of the artistic and educational value of the Fuller display is shown by
the award made to W. P. Fuller & Co.
of the Grand Prize, besides two gold
Medals of Honor and one gold Medal.
The Grand Prize is the highest of all
awards and this is the only one given to
any paint house.
In conversation with a member of this
concern, it was stated that his company

had felt much gratified by the results
from their exhibit both in attracting the
attention of a multitude of visitors and
also in the increased sales of their various products.

W. Hunt &

Co. Lease Larger
Quarters

Robert \V.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,
Telephone: Market 474

Sis.

Recognition of Fuller Enterprise

Robt.

Al IIKK, Secretary

WOODWORK AND

BANK, OFFICE AND STORE FITTINGS
SPECIAL FURNITURE
:iission

<T AT Fl-

SCMIINDUER
CO.
FIXTURES

FIINK «&

Manufacturers of INTERIOR

^
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Hunt & Company, Bureau

and Consultation,
of Inspection Tests
228-230 Laughlin building, Los Angeles,
have moved their office and laboratory
In adto 1026-27-28-29 Black building.
dition they will have a large room of
about 600 sq. ft. area in the basement
where the physical laboratory will be
Tests on cement, concrete, aglocated.
gregate, steel and otlicr structural ma-

terials will be made in this laboratory.
Facilities will also be installed to make
hydrostatic tests on pipe.
The general offices, drafting and inspectors' rooms will be located on the tenth
floor.
The chemical laboratory will adjoin these.
The best equipment to be found in
modern practice will be installed for making analyses, tests and examinations of
engineering, structural and industrial materials.

Medal for Hoffman Boiler
The Hoffman Heater Company of Lorrepresented in San Francisco by Mr.
T.G. Arrowsmith, 429 Stockton street, has
been awarded a medal of honor by the
Department of Manufactures and Varied
Industries for its high class exhibit at
Exposition.
The
the Panama-Pacific
Hoffman Company is now manufacturwater
domestic
ing a superior grade
heater in various sizes, and is paying particular attention to the service end of the
business.
The company's Pacific Coast
orders are said to have nearlj' doubled in
the past two years, which speaks well
for the sovmd business methods of the local
ain,

distributors.

Gold Medal for Standard Varnish Works
One of the most attractive displays in
the Mines Building at the Panama- PaciStandard
fic Exposition is that of
the
Varnish Works of New York, Chicago
and San Francisco, represented in the
last-named city by Mr. F. T. McHenry. It
is very gratifying to the company to receive a gold medal of honor for its display of varnishes and gums, an award

upon excellence of materials
well as attractiveness of the display.

based

DO YOU USE ANY HIGH GRADE

CABINET

or

WE MAKE

HARDWOODS?

A SPECIALTY

OF THEM

PRIMAVERA, MAHOGANY, KOA, JENISERO, OAK. ASH, ETC.

DIECKMANN HARDWOOD
Beach and Taylor

Streets,

:ing to Advertisers pie
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PETERSEIN^JAMES

CO.

Plumbing and Heating Contractors
Telephone Franklin 3540

730

LESTER

LARKIN

ST.,

San Francisco

STOCK

H.

BUILDING CONTRACTOR

Phone Douglas 3224

HUINTER

<&

HUDSOIN,

Engineers

Designers of Heating, Ventilating and Wiring Systems.
Meclianical and Electrical Equipment of Buildings.
F='t-ancisco, Cal.
729 Rialto Bids.

San

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
CONSTRUCTION AND APPLIANCES
i.

M. CARLSON, President and Manager

Phone Douglas 387

618

E. K.

MISSION

ST.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

WOOD LUMBER CO.

QEO. B. WADDELL, Manager
MILL WORK and
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF PROMPT RAIL SHIPMENT

LUMBER

Office,

„.

(Merrittll2

Khones-;

Ho^g g

MOULDINGS

Yards and Wharves

FREDERICK & KINQ STREETS
East Oakland, Cal.

1127

CALIFORNIA GRANITE COMPANY
STONE CONTRACTORS

Phone Sutter 2646
San Francisco

Office,

Quarries.

~

518

Sharon Bldg.

Rocklin and Porterville

SA7VISOIN

Main

Office.

Rocklin, Placer Co., Cal.
Telephone Main 82

SPOT SASH CORD

Trade Mark Reg. U. S Pat. Office
imperfections of braid or finish. Can always be distinsuished by our trade
SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS. BOSTON. MASS.
Send for samples, tests, etc
Pacific Coast Aeent. lOHN T. ROWNTREE. 873 Minadnock Bldg.. San Francisco, Cal., and 701 HIgglns Bldg.. los Angeles. Cal.

Guaranteed

free

from

all

mark the spots on the cord

C.

JORGENSEN &

CO.

BUILDING MATERIALS
Phone Kearny 2386

356 Market Street,

SAN FRANCISCO

I
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Ed. R. Bacon Co. Makes a Killing

Edward

K.

Bacon

Co., manufacturers'

agents, with oflices in San Francisco
and Los .Xngelcs, has one of tlie notable exhibits in the Palace of Machinery
at the

Panania-Pacilic International Ex-

position. It covers an entire block, some
5,000 square feet, and the exhibit shows
a complete assortment of contractors'

machinery.
This comprises excavating
machinery, road graders, dirt scrapers.
sweepers, asphalt rollers, constreet
crete mixers of various types and sizes.
contractors' wagons, dump cars, rock
crushers, concrete and dirt buckets and
hoists,
etc.
The Jury of .Awards
must have been overwhelmed by the
completeness and value of these exhibits
for they not only awarded to them collectively the Medal of Honor, but to every
individual exhibit they gave either tlie
grand prize or medals of gold or silver
or honorable mention. The awards were
distributed as follows:

Medal of honor to Edward R. Bacon
Company.
Grand prize to Troy Wagon Works

All's Fair
You

be

will

sure

you equip
your Sliding Doors
of this,

if

wi th

RELIANCE

HANGERS

Co.

One gold and one silver medal to Pawling & Harnischfeger Co. (Trench Excavating Machinery.)
Gold medal to Gabon Iron Works &
(Galion Giant Scarifier and
Mfg. Co.
Premier and Ideal road building ma-

RELIANCE BALLBEARING DOOR

HANGER COMPANY
42nd Street, NEW YORK

30 East

chines.)

Gold medal to Baker Mfg. Co. (Street
graders, scrapers, sweepers and sprinklers.)

Gold medal to Erie Machine Shops.
(.\sphalt rollers.)

distributing chute.)

Gold medal to Jaeger Machine Co.
CBig-an-Litle concrete mixers from 3 cu.
hand power machines on skids to 10
ft. Jaeger paver mixer.)

Los Angeles, Cal.
San Francisco, Cal.

Columbia Wire

&

Iron

Works
Portland, Oregon

D. E. Fryer

Gold medal to M. Haynes. Universal
road building machinery (comprising
scarifier, leveling blade and five rolling
tampers, all in one machine).
Gold medal to Foote Manufacturing
Co.
(Foote paving mixer with gravity

ft.

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS:
B. V. Collins
Sartorius Co

& Co

Seattle.

Silver
pel Co.

medal

Spokane and Tacoma, Wash.

to

(Dump

Orenstein-Arthur Kop-

and portable track.)
mention
Universal
Honorable
to
Crusher Co.
Silver medal to C. J. Young Iron

Works.

cars

(Young

bucket of ly^

cu. yds.

patent

and

I

clam-shell
cu. yd.

drag

scraper.)

HIGH GRADE
ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION

WORK

FOR BUILDINGS
BUTTE ENGINEERING AND ELECTRIC CO., 683-87 Howard
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Street,
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BACON CCS EXHIBIT IN PALACE OF MACHINERY,

BACON CO/S EXHIBIT IN PALACE OF MACHINERY,
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PALACE OF MACHIXEki

5.

/T.

CORXER EDH-ARD

R.

BACON CO.S EXHIBIT

I \'

PALACE OF MACHINERY,

P. p.
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ROBERT W. HUNT

JNO.

ROBERT

JAS. C. HALLSTED

CONE

J.

HUNT &

W.

D.

W. MCNAUGHER

CO., Engineers

BUREAU OF INSPECTION TESTS AND CONSULTATION
251 KEARNY ST., SAN FRANCISCO
NTO

New York

Mexico City

CEMENT INSPECTION
OF

INSPECTION

STEEL

REINFORCING

STRUCTURAL AND

REPORTS AND ESTIMATES ON PROPERTIES AND PROCESSES

CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL TESTING LABORATORIES
Honorable mention to J. C. Biegert
Machine Works. (Concrete bucket hoist
on concrete distributing system.)

Certainly Edward R. Bacon Company
congratulate themselves on being the Pacific Coast representatives of
such a star list of manufacturers, and
make
it would seem that contractors can
no mistake in using this firm's special-

should

equipment.

ties for their entire

With ample warehouse facilities, Edward R. Bacon Co. are prepared to make
quick deliveries of any of the machines
they represent, and contractors will
avoid long and annoying delays by giving them their orders.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC.
by the

(Required

August

of Congress,
1912.)

Act

24,

both copies to be delivered by the publisher
the postmaster, who will send one copy to
Third Assistant Postmaster General (Division
Classification), Washington, D. C, and retain
other in the files of the postoffice.

to

the
of
the

NAME OF
FREDERICK W. JONES
FREDERICK W. JONES

Managing Editor
617 Monadnock Bldg., San Francisco.
Publisher and Business Manager
E. M. C. WHITNEY,

POSTOFFICE ADDRESS
617

Monadnock

OWNERS:
addresses

more
A.

of

I.

of

Bldg.,

San Francisco.

(If a corporation, give names and
stockholders holding 1 per cent or

total

amount

WHITNEY.
Bldg.,

of

stock.)

Sole Owner, 617
Francisco, Cal.

Monadnock

San

Known Bondholders, mortgagees and other security holders, holding 1 per cent or more of total
of bonds, mortgages or other securities

amount

None.
A. I. WHITNEY,
Signature of Editor, Publisher, Business

Manager or Owner.
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Sworn to and subscribed before
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(My commission

S.

this

2nd day

PALMER,

Notary public in and for the
City and County of San
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State

of
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expires Dec. 31st. 1915.)

Witt Co.'s Oil Burning Plant

factures

its

equipments,

well

pump

known

oil

governors,

burning
reducing

valves, boiler feed-water regulators, etc.
The plant is said to be the largest of
the kind on the Pacific Coast, The top
picture shows the machine shop while
the lower plate gives one a good idea of
the size and equipment of the assem-

bling room.
G. E. Witt Co., Inc., claim to install
more oil plants and burners than all
other manufacturers in their line and
they boast of being the largest concern
of the kind in the world.
The following is a partial list of those
using Little Giant and Incandescent Oil

Burners:

The Architect and Engineer of California; published Monthly at San Francisco, Calif.
Note: This statement is to be made in duplicate,

Editor

G. E.

The accompanj-ing pictures show the
interior of G. E, Witt Co.'s San Francisco factory where the company manu-

Cali.

ad Co. Steamers,
Southern Pac ific Ea
comotive and Stationaries
North Shore Railroad Co.
Schmidt Litho. Co., San Francisco
San Francisco Breweries, Limited
California Seeded Raisin Co.

Alameda
California

Electric Light Co.

Wine

Association

Fresno Brewing Co.
Santa Fe Railroad Co.
O. R, & N. Co. Locomotives and Steamei
Stockton Brewery
Palace Hotel, San Francisco
Southern Pacitic Hospital, San Francisco
Wells Fargo Building, San Francisco
Lurline Pumping Station, San Francisco
P. F. Dundon, San Francisco
Risdon Iron Works' Boats
Hunt Bros.' Cannerv, Havward
Bartin Winery. Fresno

Madera Lumber

Co.
Stauffer Chemical Co., San Francisco
Black Warrior Copper Co.. .\rizona

Agnews State Hospital, Agnews
St. James Hotel, San .Jose
Piper, Aden, Goodall & Co.
Cloverdale Electric Light Co.
California Fruit Canners
Stockton Glass Works
Brown's Paper Mills
National Brewing Co., San Francisco
Jackson Brewing Co., San Francisco
Fredericksburg Brewing Co., San Jose
Milwaukee Brewing Co., San Francisco
Enterprise Brewing Co., San Francisco
National Ice Co., Oakland
National Flour Mills, San Francisco

Humboldt Bay Woolen Mills
Old Homestead Bakery
St. Francis Hotel Noiseless System
French Hospital, San Francisco
S. F. Gas and Electric Co.

Lo-
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Hauser Reversible Windows
Protected by U. S. Patent No. 1,114,260

NO WEIGHTS

NO CORDS

in Wood and Metal Stock Lip Sashes Used.
Simple Frame Construction Reducing Cost.

Manufactured

Guaranteed Rain and Dust Proof.
Installed Easily.
Visit our office

and inspect them

HAUSER REVERSIBLE WINDOW CO.
Office:

Phone

Garfield 1122

226 Balboa BIdg., San Francisco

THE COLE GAS FURNACE
A

Most

Demonstration
Skeptical

Popular and Economical System
Suitable for

of this

Owner

of

Heating convinces the

or Architect.

BUNGALOWS, HOMES, APARTMENTS, FLATS, HOTELS
SCHOOLS, CHURCHES, FACTORIES. PUBLIC BUILDINGS
Demonstrated at

FISHER

Office of

& KLAUSER

Distributors
30S-7-9 Lick Building, 35 Montgomery St.

Oakland

OR

F. B.

Office,

CRAIG, 1764 Broadway

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Phone Oakland 1654

Phone Garfield 1657

Architects and Building Contractors
THE BINDING OF YOUR MAGAZINES
and PERIODICALS IS OUR SPECIALTY
Expert Plate and

Map Mounting

THE HICKS-JUDD COMPANY
BOOKBINDERS

51-65

FIRST STREET

G

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

UIDO BLENIO FIRE RETARDANT
OILINE PAINTS AND SOLUTIONS

on Buildings, Fittings, Furnishings, Textiles and Fabrics (including Theatres,
Movies, Etc.). The ONLY Process which Absolutely and Permanently FIREPROOFS.
Endorsed by Leading Fire Chiefs, Insurance Departments, Government Bureaus, Safety
Used exclusively on all Panama-Pacific International
First Commissions, etc., etc.
Exposition Buildings.
Call for Circulars and Demonstrations

for use

Guido Blenio Fireproofing
RALPH
Telephone Sutter 2416

H.

MOORE,

Co.,

inc.

President and General Manager

Office: 605

SHARON

vriting to Advertisers please mentii
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Colorings for Stucco that Improve with
common

house

Age

not suitabh' fur
sliinglcs.
The Cement Stains tint the
surface without covering it or spoiling
the natural texture of the stucco and
they cannot crack or peel or scale off
as a heavier, less suitable material is
apt to do. These Stains cost less than
any paints, they are far easier to apply
and they cover a great deal more surface, so .that in addition to their artistic
and lasting qualities they are most ecojiainl

is

nomical, and they thoroughly and permanently waterproof the surface of the
stucco.
l^.-si<lci!cr nt

;r,i*-,-rt,-/,(.

C-mciil Stains.

II. .1.

iliiss.. stain,;!

Perkins.

wilh Cahal's

.-Ircliilccl,

Boston.

The

other

characteristir

illustrations

show

other

examples of the type uf

Tins

residence in Wakefield, Mass.,
is one of a group of four fine buildings that were stained in 1911 with
Cabot's Waterproof Cement Stains, and
an examination of these buildings by
an expert decorator in 1915 showed that
the colors had become
so
soft
and
artistic in tone after their four years'
exposure to the weather that the decorator advised the owners not to recolor
the stucco when the other parts of the
buildings were painted.
This confirmation of their claims that
Cement Stains would "grow old
the
gracefully" in the same way that dis-

Berkeley Lake City end Denver Connty Bath Ho
Stained with Cabot's Stncco Stains
E. H. Moorman. .Architect, Denver, Colo.

buildings for which
peculiarly adapted.
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Stains

these

ar

$300,000 for Railway Improvements
The Pacific Electric Company of Los
Angeles expects to start work as soon as
the board of public utilities issues the
necessary permit, on the construction of

additions to the elevated track in the
rear of the Main street terminal. Changes
made at the Hill street terminal and the station building remodeled.
The estimated cost of work is $340,000.
will also be

Ik

ResiJeiut of R. C. Burnham, Richland Center, Wis.
Percy D. Bentley, Architect, La Crosse, Wis.
Stained u-ith Cabot's Cement Stains

A.J.
Office

Creosote
tinguished
their
celebrated
Shingle Stains, has been most gratifying to the manufacturers who claim that
the Waterproof Cement Stains are as
peculiarly appropriate for stucco and all
similar cement surfaces as their Shingle
Stains are for shingles, siding and boarding.
They also claim that the heavy,
opaque coatings are not suitable for
stucco for exactly the same reasons that

When

FORBES & SON

Established in San Francisco in 1850

and Factory, 1530

FILBERT

Builders Ex.

ST., S. F.

Box 236

Bank, Store and

Office

Fittings
Special Furniture

Interior

and

Woodwork

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazine.
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HEATING

plumbing

Automatic Sprinkler Systems
A LL T L! NO

VENTILATION

sheet metal work

W
CO., Inc.

FLOOR AN D

I

SCOTT

Successor to john

g.

sutton

co.

SAN FRANCISCO

243 MINNA STREET
O.

BAMANN.

ERN.EST HELD.

President

MANUFACTURING
HOME
BANK, STORE AND OFFICE FITTINGS

Vice-President

CO.

FURNITURE AND HARDWOOD INTERIORS
CABINET WORK OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

543

and

545

BRANNAN

ST.

San Francisco,

Phone Keamy 1514

Cal.

TELEPHONE MISSION IIO5

Foundry Company

Pacific

SAN FRANCISCO
HARRISON STREETS
Hc RoHers. Tamping irons, smoothing
Contractors' Supplies— f""^
Sewer Fittings
:::::: Send for buHe
18th

and

Ir

Phone Kearny

381

J.

M. Morrison

MASOW
& MORRISON
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
518-522

Monadnock

San Francisco

BIdg.

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

IVIacArthur Bros.

SAN FRANCISCO

Company
and

Erection of Dams,

Preliminary Reports, Plans and Specifications, Construction
Bridges, Railroads,

Power Plants,

IVIacArthur Concrete Pile

Etc.

& Foundation Co.

Foundation Contractors, Pedestal Concrete

Piles

Phone Sutter 1364

1014 Chronicle Building, San Francisco

OLDEST

THE HOOSIER CABINET

— BEST

MOST ECONOMICAL

1000 San Francisco Apartment House Kitchens have Hoosier Cabinets Installed

THE HOOSIER KITCHEN CABINET STORE
PACIFIC BUILDING 4th &

MARKET

ST., San Francisco

(o. k.

brown,

Mgr.,

THE HOFFMAN HEATER COMPANY
Manufacturers of "The Hoffman"
The Automatic Gas Water Heater for Every Purpose
LORAIN, OHIO

FACTORY branch: 429 Stockton

St.. (neah the tonnciI s

am Fhonciscc

SLIDING DOOR HANGERS
FOR ALL CONDITIONS
THE McCABE HANGER MANUFACTURING

CO.,

NEW YORK

:
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riRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH. OAKLAXn.
CONSTRUCTED ENTIRELY OF PORTLAND STONE AND GRANITE
IV. C.

Hays, Architect

"It Beats All Creation"

At least, it may be said to equal the natural
produet in appearance and crushing strength.
This is not only the opinion of the Judges of
the P. P. I. E., who gave to the American
Portland vStone and Granite the highest
award of its class a gold medal but the
technical and building experts from all parts

—

—

they can be used without reference to the
granite cutters' strike.
Some recent contracts for American Port-

land Stone and Granite may be mentioned
First Presbyterian Church, Oakland; First
M. E. Church, Oakland; Raymond Apartments, Oakland; Calkins Syndicate Building,
San Francisco; Duncan Block, San Francisco:

of the world, including the stone and granite
men from our own section expressed the greatest surprise at these products, which they

could not

tell

from the natural specimens

shown

at the Exposition.
Even the French
whose countr\' has stood in the
lead for artificial stone, say that they must
now take a second place. This stone and
granite could well be substituted where the
natural products are specified for it is equally
visitors,

waterproof and durable.

A

running fountain

started two months ago at the Fair and built
Robert
of this material shows no leakage.
W. Hunt
Co.'s test shows a crushing
strength of 2600 lbs. to square inch.
This material is adapted for walls, facing,
foundations, pillars, steps, floor tile, wainscoting, fountains, lawn furniture, etc., also for
electroliers.
It is a California composition,
being made of sand, crushed rock and local
Portland cement, and is the result of some
quarter of a century of practical tests and

&

experiments. The American Portland Stone
and Granite Co.'s factory in East Oakland
is the largest of its kind in the U. S., and is
equipped with all modern appliances and
machiner}'.
As it has been decided that
these products can be set by brick layers,

~Wm

Wm Wm

Detail or Entrance. First M. E. Churci
Colun
Nortiian F. Marsh, Architect.
Portland Stone.
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M.& W. ROTARY OIL BURNER
Simple

in

Increased Economy

Design

a*J Clean Fire

Simple to Install

Wide Range

Simple to Operate

Phone Qerfleld 514

THE INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT CO. HI ^^ZuiJ'Zl'
Office

Phone Lakeside

Oakland 8609

54

Klfnh (§lsm
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
General Contractor for New I. O. O. F. Hall,
Oakland, California, illustrated in this issue
Office

Residence, 1116 Myrtle Street

— Qeneral Contractors

Ass'n

565 Sixteenth St., Oakland, Cal.

at 12th Street

San Francisco Metal Stamping: and
Corrugating Company
Stamped, Spun, Hammered and Drawn Metal Ornaments.
Doors and Entrances
Fine Copper and Bronze Work.
Our Specialty. Metal Tile Roofing (Spanish and Mission)
2269 Folsom St., near Nineteenth

Phone Mission

SAN FRANCISCO

2421

Meurer's Anchor Ventilator
will remove large
by means of the tre-

Meurer's Anchor Ventilators
quantities of foul air

We

mendous upward

pull of the outer air.
have instituted a sound and simple principle
tliat has been praised by ventilation experts
everywhere. ^You are a ventilation expert.

Puss judgment.
Stock Carried

in

San Francisco

MEURER BROS.

CO.

A. H. Mcdonald, Pacific Coast Mgr.
San Francisco, Cal.
630 Tliird Street
please

thii
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EXHIBIT OF AMERICAN PORTLAXD STO\'E AND GRANITE CO. AT
Lodi

City

Hall;

\Vm.

Ede

Building,

San

San Francisco

to

P. P.

I.

E.

Have Permanent

Build-

ing Material Exhibit

Francisco.

The Company has a San Francisco office
at 255 Monadnock Building, or may be addressed at its main office, foot 10th Avenue,
East Oakland.

The coming year
cisco the home of

will

find

San Fran-

a Building Material
Exhibit very similar, but possibly on a
more elaborate scale, to exhibits maintained in Chicago, Los .\ngeles and other
large cities.
The San Francisco project
is backed by abundant local capital and
no money will be spared to .give the

exhibitors

ment.
of

the

full

return

for

The entire third and
Newman-Magnin

their

invest-

fourth hoors
building at

Stockton and O'Farrell streets have been
leased for a term of years and are now
being fitted up preparatory to receiving

Section of workroom in American Portland Stone
and Granite Go's factory, East Oakland.

Fireproof Building for Mission Street
It is stated on good authority that a
fireproof building of from two to five
stories will be erected on the lot at 1157

Mission street, San Francisco, formerly
occupied by the cabinet works of T. H.

Meek & Company, which were

recently

destroyed by fire.
Messrs. Baldwin &
Howell, 318 Kearny street. San Francisco, are said to be acting for the
owners.

the exhibits.
.\ private entrance, with
excellent elevator accommodations, has
been put in on the O'Farrell street side.
It is hoped to have the exhibit in operation early in January.

The promoters, Messrs. Simpson and
Fisher, promise that every interest of the
m.Tnufacturer and dealer in building materials and appliances wi'l be advanced.
The exhibit will be open to those in
anj' way interested in building construction
owners, an-liitects and contractors,
and special facilities will be provided for
receiving visitors from out of town.

—

Richmond City Hall
Plans for Richmond's new city hall are
being prepared by Messrs. J. B. Ogborn
and J. T. Narbett associated The building will cost $50,000.
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EXHIBIT OF AMI'iaC.IX M.IM' IKU OIL BURXllK COMI

l\t

/

PIE

Hand Book Mechanical Atomization

equipped a new factory for his bank, store

Crude Oil

and office fixture business on 7th street, and
announced to the building trade that he was
ready for business. Such energy deserves
recognition, and from what is known of Mr.
Meek he can be depended upon to justify
any confidence reposed in him at this or any
other time.
He has the undaunted courage
characteristic of the San Francisco "knows
how" citizen and revives recollections of the
rapid rehabilitation which followed the great

The American Standard Oil Burner
Company of Oalcland, Cal., manufacturers
Simplex Mechanical Oil Burners,
report running their plant at capacity,
shipping forty per month of their new
horizontal rotary and twenty or thirty of
their well known standard rotary.
They have lately brought out a safety
pressure control valve that does away
with the necessity of a no-voltage release
switch, generally used on rotary burners,
which adds to the safety and efficiency of
their burners.
A new handbook on the subject of mechanical atomization of crude oil is just
off the press and will be sent to architects
and the heating and plumbing trade upon
of the

request.

1906.

BEATlNG=PLUMBINfi
COMPLETE PLUMBING AND
HEATING SYSTEMS INSTALLED
IN ALL CLASSES OF BUILDINGS

A Modem

ALSO POWER PLANTS
Phoenix

Hardly had the smoke died away from the
disastrous fire which swept from sight the
T. H. Meek Company's plant, before Mr.
Meek had pluckily and successfully installed
himself in

fire of

new

offices at

QILLEY = SCHMID
198

CO., Inc.

OTIS STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.
Ttl.

MARKET

965

1071 Mission street,

To Be

"

Low Bidder " Not Always Our Aim.

Our most particular attention is given to prompt and skillful handling of all electrical
work of any nature with "OUALITY AND SERVICE GUARANTEED."
Our nation-wide organization and large experience in this field assures you always of
fair estimates and absolute satisfaction.

F. E.

NEWBERY ELECTRIC

163 Sutter St. (413 Lick Bldg.)

When

San Francisco, Phone Sutter

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazine.
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CO.
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ESTABLISHED 1868

MUELLER
I
High Grade

SH

Faucets

BATH, LAVATORY

AND SINK

Give Long Service, CutOut Repairs,
Unconditionally Guaranteed

H.

MUELLER MFG.

589 Mission

St.,

CO.

SAN FRANCISCO

Howard S.Williams

WORK SHOP

SCULPTORS'

Specialize in

Antique Mantels
Qarden Furniture
all designed and executed in marble, stone and
cement
S.

in

most

MILETIN,

'Phone Market

artistic

manner.

1705 Harrison Street

San Francisco

.1691

The McGJIvray Stone Company
MASONRY AND STONE CONTRACTORS

GENERAL
CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER

OPERATING
Duntrune

Quarry,

Sites.

Colusa County, Cal.

CONTRACTORS
For and Dealers

Hearst Building,
San Francisco

at

The McGilvray Raymond Granite Go.

Telephone,
Sutter 295

in

Granite

Quarries at
Offices,

Work

of (very Descriptioi

Raymond,

634-666 Townseni)

Street,

Cal.
San Francisco

Telephone Sutter 4565

MiIler=Enwright Co.
SACRAMENTO, CAL.

M.

FISHER

Plumbing Supplies
STEAM AND PIPE FITTINGS
VALVES, ETC.

General Contractor

PIPE-ALL KINDS
STEAM AND HOT WATER BOILERS
PENINSULAR HOT AIR FURNACES

683 Mission St.

San Francisco

Catalogues on application

Telephone

H.H.WINNER COMPANY
SAN FRANCISCO

OAKLAND

7906

Alfrpa Alt
Estimator

COMPLETE BANK INTERIORS

Ornamental Iron

& Bronze

Practical Bids Submitted

OF THE HIGHER CLASS

25 years' experience of a high order
Office:

NEVADA BANK lUILDING,

When

SAN FNANCISCO

writing to

Adv

335 Eighth Street

nention this magazii

OAKLAND
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EXHIBIT AT THE

Glauber Awarded Seven Medals
Manufacturing
Ohio, of which
Pacific Coast
is
manager, has one of the most attractive
exhibits in the Manufacturers Palace at

The Glauber Brass
Company of Cleveland,
Mr. M. W. WuesthofT

the P. P. I. E. It is therefore not surprising that this company should be honored
with seven medals by the Exposition
The medals were awarded as foljury.

lows:

Glauber Self Closing Ball Bearing
Faucet medal of honor.
Glauber Nu Rapid Basin Cocks, Bibbs
and Bath Cocks medal of honor.
Glauber Drinking Fountains medal of
honor.
Glauber Fuller Basin Cocks, Bibbs and
Bath Cocks gold medal.
Glauber Compression Basin Cocks,
Bibbs,
Bath Cocks and Stops gold
medal.
Glauber Waterworks and Gas Works,
brass goods gold medal.
Glauber Nu Lock Cocks silver medal.
More than 300 of the leading hotels and
apartment houses on the Pacific Coast
are equipped with Glauber Self Closing
Basin Cocks' and faucets, Glauber Nu
Rapid Faucets. All sanitary rooms at the
P. P. I. E. are fitted with Glauber Self
Closing Basin Cocks also, and the Inside
Inn is equipped with over 4500 pieces of
Glauber brass goods.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

P. P.

I.

SAN FRANCISCO

E..

The

Glauber

Brass

Manufacturing

Company

calls attention to the millions
faucets and specialties in use
throughout the United States, Canada,

of

their

South

Mexico,

America

some

including
buildings,

of
hospitals,

the

and

Europe,

largest

public

asylums and peni-

tentiaries.

Architects and contractors are especially invited to visit this exhibit during the
last month of the fair and inspect new

types of faucets and plumbing appliances
shown for tlie first time on the Pacific
Coast.
City Planning for San

Bruno

Mayor L. H. Traeger has appointed the
following members of a city planning commission to arrange a campaign for the beautification and improvement of the city of San
Bruno

:

J.

J.

Hearne,

city

tnistee;

Harry

Loose, president of the San Bruno Merchants'
Association; August Lund, city superintendent of streets; Henry Spaulding, clerk of the
board of school trustees; W. J. Flynn, an
active civic worker.

Cedar Posts Preserve
Several old square cedar posts used in
building the first pier at Santa Monica were
uncovered recently by workmen digging a
trench alongside of the cement retaining wall
They are in
at the foot of Colorado street.
a perfect state of preservation.
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THE AMERICAN
ROLLING MILL CO.
^

TTIiddfelown 0.

--

,

— ®ran6?rize—
^or

I

ARMCO IRON
-/ac(me o/" 3 spec/a/pro-'- -^ ^
merca/// as AJfMCO I
fo//oivM^ spcc/<}/ aiji/scfcr/scics

U

:

CHEMICAL PURITY. RUST-RESISTING PROPERTY
WELDING QUALITY. ENAMELING PROPERTY

ELECTOAL CONDUCTIVITY.
Panama

Tcicific

Tnlemational Exposition

^an

freincisco

•

GRAND PRIZE AWARDED BY P.
H. JUkY lu AMERICAN ROLLING MILL
COMPANY FOR ITS EXHIBIT OF ARMCO IRON
i'.

I.

Tall Buildings of Marble

One of the western papers publishes a
picture of a marble building now in construction and accompanies this with a
description.
In the course of the article
it is stated that
this will be the tallest
classic marble structure in the world.
The illustration shows the walls carried
up as far as the cornice and the building
is certainly not more than ten stories in
height and appears to be only nine. The
use of the term "classic" in this claim
for magnitude maj' cover some reserva-

tion

are

which we do not foresee. There
marble buildings in New

several

York City very much bigger and taller
than this, and they seem to be equally
entitled to be called "classic" in design.
It is scarcely necessary to say that classical architecture did not provide for
tall buildings and in any sky-scraper
the style must be freely modified.
.-V
nine- or ten-story marble building may
well be worthy of note for its beauty, but
it will scarcely bring fame to any city in
these days merely by its height. Stone.

very

—
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BUNGALOWS,
HOUSES,

Comstock,

Book Review
CAMPS AND MOUNTAIN
compiled by William Phillips
ith an article by C. E. SchermerA.; second edition, revised; New

horn, A. I,
York, Will
Comstock Company; illumi71/2x10 »^
nated cloth
pages, 200 illustrations; price, $2.00.

Mr. Architect:
Why

This latest edition of a work which
has met with popular appreciation, contains eighty designs of bungalows, rep-

Structural

work of thirty-two differwho have given attention
There is an into this class of design.
troduction to the subject written by
resenting the
ent architects

William T. Comstock, which appeared

Steel

in

Following, there is a
the first edition.
special article on planning the bungalow
by Mr. Schermerhorn, an architect who
possesses great ability in planning. Accompanying his text there are numerous
small diagrams, suggestive of convenient arrangements in the house and a
different
showing
twenty-two
plate
schemes for the arrangement of the
rooms of a bungalow. There are three
The first
main divisions of the book.
illustrates

take chances on Qualities and
Deliveries of your

By

ordering from Eastern sources

When, by

Pacific

specifying

Coast Steel Angles,
as well as

Plain or Reinforced Corrugated Rods and Bars,

bungalows proper with many

you can secure

The second gives
designs.
bungalows of cottage type, these having
rooms in the second story. The third
division is on camps, lodges, and log
excellent

catins and contains many fine illustrations of attractive summer houses for
the shore, woods and mountains. There
are a number of detail plates showing
construction which are of great value,
as they give the best ideas of a number
of our cleverest architectural designers.

School Contractor Starts Something

The Berkeley Gazette printed the following:
John B. McCulloch, clerk of the Albany school
board, living at 915 Curtis street, undertook to
make an inspection of the new school at Vine and
Shattuck with a view to getting some pointers on
sanitation which he might recommend to his own

Uniform Qualities

Quick Deliveries

Any

and Quantity

Desired

The only plant of its

l^ind

WEST OF THE ROCKIES
$2,500,000 invested; 400

Keep your

employed.

money

town.

"Get out of here," said Dan Maddox, the forefor W. D. Henderson, the contractor.
McCulloch refused to go and Maddox threw him out.
McCulloch was persistent and tried again with
Then McCulloch took his grievthe same result.
ance to the police station.
Mayor Irving sent
word to Contractor Henderson that an apology
must be forthcoming to McCulloch or a warrant
would probably be issued for the arrest of

Size

at

men

clients'

home.

man

PACIFIC COAST

STEEL

Maddox.

LILLY No.

This

is

the

6

Rialto Building, San Francisco

SALES OFFICE,
Rialto Building, San Francisco

SALES OFFICE,
Union

type of

U.

S.

Oil Building,

Seattle,

by the

Washington

ROLLING MILLS:

government

South San Francisco; Seattle,
Wash.; Portland. Ore.

Ten Designs

WITTMAN, LYMAN & CO.
SAN FRANCISCO

Phone Market 740

Los Angeles

SALES OFFICE,

Drinking Fountain
.•ipproved

1564

GENERAL OFFICE.

Drinking
Fountain

340 Mlona St.

CO.

Phone Sutter

When
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of General Contractors Association

HARVEY A. KLYCE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTOR
522 Sheldon Building.

SAN FRANCISCO

Phone DouElas 3280

ROBERT TROST

PHONE MISSION

2209

General Building Contractor
We Specialize
Labor

PHIL

E.

in High Qrade
in every Branch of

Work and Employ

26th and Howard Streets

Skilled

SAN FRANCISCO

the Building Industry.

DUN.X.-WANT

G. H.

OAKLEY

C. E.

DUNNAV ANT-OAKLEY

DOTY

CO.

GENERAL CONTRACTORS
Phone Kearny 3385

SAN FRANCISCO

1430 Powell Street

JOHINSOIN SERVICE CO.
(Established

1885)

The Johnson System of Temperature Regulation
The only Temperature ResulatlriK Company In California MandlInK
Temperature Regulation Exclusively
149 5th

St.

San Francisco

600

Citizens'

Bank BIdg.. Los Angeles

VAN EMON ELEVATORS,

If you see
'B. C.
Incorporated," on the
elevator is all right.

name

HIGH GRADE PLUMBING FIXTURES

JAMES

B.

plate,

235

you know the

San Francisco
Teiephone Sutter 2192

office,

for

SCHOOLS

First St.,

and

PUBLIC BUILDINGS

CLOW & SONS
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

1025-6-7 Hearst Building

Standard Electrical Construction Co.
Electrical Contractors
Telephone Sutter 894

60

and Engineers

NATOMA

ST.,

SAN FRANCISCO

MULLEN MANUFACTURING

CO.

BANK, STORE AND OFFICE FIXTURES—CABINET WORK OF GUARANTEED QUALITY—BAR FIXTURES DESIGNED, MANUFACTURED AND INSTALLED
Telephone A\arket 8692

Office

and

Facton.-: 64 Raisch

St., Bet. 7lh

and

8th.

San Francisco
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DIGNITY and QUIETNESS

WERE THE PRIME CONSIDERATIONS WHEN THE

MESSRS. BAKEWELL & BROWN, ADOPTED

ARCHITECTS,

NONPAREIL CORK TILING
CHAMBER

for the floor of the COUNCIL
of the
FRANCISCO CITY
to be furnished and installed

SAN

DAVID

E.

HALL

by

KENNEDY

INC.

HOLBROOK BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO

Phone Kearny 3526

A. H. Bergstrom
Eric Lange

LANGE & BERGSTROM
BUILDING CONTRACTORS
(Established 1900)

San Francisco

207-210 Sharon BIdg

Phone Sutter

2401

WILLIAMS BROS. & HENDERSON
E. F.

Henderson

W. M. Williams

Chas. Williams

BUILDING CONTRACTORS
Room

441

HOLBROOK BUILDING

P. E.

KNOWLES.

President

SAN FRANCISCO

Telephone Market

ABEL HOSMER.

(

Secretary

RAYMOND GRANITE COMPANY
INCORPORATED

CONTRACTORS FOR STONE WORK
of every description

DEALERS IN DIMENSION STONE
Main

Office

and Yard

Proprietors of

Potrero Ave. and Division Sts.
SAN FRANCISCO
When

writing to

RAYMOND GRANITE QUARRY
Raymond, Madera

Advertisers please mention

this

magazine

Co., Cal.
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T.

MADDERIN

STEAM AND MOT WATER HEATING

thr

fcir

322 Lester Ave.

PUUiVlBirNO

East Oakland

WEST COAST WIRE AND IRON WORKS
MANUFACTURERS OF

ARTISTIC BRONZE, IRON AND WIRE

WORK

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND FINISH

861-863

HOWARD STREET

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Construction and Engineering Co.
(Incorporated)

GENERAL CONTRACTORS
Phone Garfield

202

1047

MONSON

Folsom

St.,

San Francisco

Phone Market

BROS.

2693

CONTRACTORS and BUILDERS
Office, 1907

Capitol Sheet Metal Works
SHEET METAL PRODUCTS

Underwrit
Fii r'^^rs^ln'd
Windows
'S — Kalamein

led

»•_..! noors
Mp^aI
-' Me°tL1
llid "th!:!
Comer Bead
Metal
Furniture, etc.
i-i

lnff>rinr

SAN FRANCISCO

Bryant Street

••

\Taniifamirpr
Manufacturer

—

_

irsL,.

nf
of

g^ Francisco Office and

Factory, 1927-1935 MARKET STREET
Oaltland Office and Factory, 117-119 FRANKLIN STREET

C. H. Chalmers, Er gineer

Telephoiie Sutter 2985

H. A. Chalmers, Manager

H. A. CHALMERS, Inc.
CONCRETE - FIREPROOFING
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
WITHOUT FORMS

742

NEW CALL BUILDINQ
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

CONCRETE ENGINEERING

CO.

MEYER SYSTEM METAL FORMS FOR CONCRETE FLOORS
433 Rialto Building,

Home

San Francisco.

Office,

Omaha

PACIFIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY
MILLWORK, SASH AND DOORS
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE,

Hardwood

Interior

Trim a

Specialty

maTM oppirpOFFICE.
MAIN
SANTA CLARA, CAL.
When

writing to

177 Stevenson Street
486 Tenth Street
2143 Center Street
16 N. First Street

OAKLAND
BERKELEY
SAN JOSE

Adverti;

nention

this

magazine.
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SPENCER TURBINE CLEANER
Vacuum Cleaning Apparatus
HUGHSON & MERTON

CO., Agents

for All

CO.

Purposes

530 Golden Gate Ave.,

San Francisco

THE INVINCIBLE VACUUM CLEANERS
Comprise the Largest and Most Complete Line of Vacuum Cleaning Machinery on the Market.
They also Stand First in Simplicity, Efficiency and Durability

R.

W. FOYLE, General Agent

416 Harriet Street

San Francisco, Cal.

Telephone Park 2667

Atlas Heating and Ventilating Co., Inc.
ENGINEERS and CONTRACTORS
STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING, FANS, BLOWERS,
FURNACES, POWER PLANTS-SHEET METAL WORK
Fourth and Freelon

Phone Douglas 378

WM.

F.

Sts., Bet.

Bryant

&

Brannan, SAN FRANCISCO.

WILSON COMPANY

MODERN SANITARY APPLIANCES

Special Systems of

Plumbing

for Residences, Hotels, Schools, Colleges, Office Buildings, Etc.

Phone Sutter 357

328=330

Mason

San Francisco.

Street,

General Electrical Construction Co.
Electrical Contractors

and Dealers

Display Rooms, Retail Department and Office*
O'Farrell and Mason Streets
SAN

Telephones Mission 139— Mission 59

FRANCISCO

A. A. Devoto, President

IRON WORKS, Inc.
CENTRAL
STRUCTURAL STEEL
Of f ice and Works 621-651 Florida Street
Bet. Harrison and Bryant, 18th and 19th
:

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

JOHN MOINK
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
Phone Sutter 2419

316

Sharon Bldg., San Francisco

SYLVAIN LEDEIT
MANUFACTURER OF

Art anb lUtnhth
124 Lenzen avenue

(glaaa

SAN JOSE. CAL.

The Architect and Engineer
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Phone Douglas 2370

McLERAN & PETERSON
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
SHARON BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO, CAU

BARRETT & HIUR
Concrete Construction j^ General Contractors

SHARON BUILDING
W.

L.

SAN FRANCISCO

KELLEY

P.

A.

SUTTER
O. a.

PALMER

4598
HOAAS

Contracting Engineer
774-776

Monadnock Building

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

CLINTON CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
Successors to

CLINTON FIREPROOFING COMPANY

Concrete Construction
MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK

Phone Sutter 3440

Phone Lakeside

BLDQ., SAN FRANCISCO

E. F.

91

National Roofing:

ELLIS, Prop.

Company

DAMP-PROOFING AND MAQNESITE FLOORING
EVERYTHING
Rooms

206-207

PLAZA BUILDING,

IN

ROOFING

Fifteenth and Washington Streets,

SURETY BONDS

OAKLAND

COMPENSATION

INSURANCE

CALIFORNIA CASUALTY COMPANY
405-406 Merchants Exchange Bldg.

San Francisco, California

GEO. W. BOXTOIN

<&

SOIN

General Contractors
Office, 1233

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

HEARST BUILDING
Telephone Sutter

Pacific

1601

Coast Casualty Company
of San Francisco
MERCHANTS EXCHANGE BUILDING

Surety Bonds. Liability Insurance

The Only California Surety Company

The Architect and Engineer
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THE ONLY WAY
TO TREAT FIRE
Quarantine it! Isolate it! Let
be its own enemy by permit-

fire

ting

it

to starve itself!

Nothing will ever prevent fires,
but a serious fire is inexcusable.
Fire cannot become a hazard if
a building

divided into proper

is

units.

Fire becomes a powerful engine
of destruction only in proportion
to what it has to feed upon. No
one determines this but yourself.

The remedy The Dahlstrom
Products make possible the
total elimination of wood and
other inflammable trim. In an
:

otherwise fireproof building the
Dahlstrom Products make the
structure a multiple of units.
Each division is virtually a separate building because fire will
not and cannot eat its way from
one multiple to another.
Fireproofness is not all that
commends the Dahlstrom Products. There's the finish cost
duraof up-keep
sanitation
bility
each worth understanding correctly.

—

—
—

—

May we tell you
by printed word?

—in person or

Gas Water Heaters
Sell
In the past nine years we have sold
more than 400,000 " Pittsburg" Gas
Water Heaters of different types
we
will soon have half a million heaters in

—

service.

The many easily demonstrated points
of superiority, large variety of types
and
and

sizes,

high mechanical standard

attractive appearance of

"Pittsburg"
Gas Water Heaters
have made a strong appeal to the discriminating members of the architectural
profession.

The confidence that the architect has
in the "Pittsburg" line has been
strengthened by the satisfactory Hot
had

DAHLSTROM METALLIC
DOOR COMPANY

Water

service his clients

have univers-

ally enjoyed.

Specify

"Pittsburg" for particular

clients.

Catalogs and specifications gratis.

34 Blackstone

Avenue

JAMESTOWN,

N. Y.

PITTSBURG WATER

HEATER COMPANY
OF CALIFORNIA

ches and Representatives
in All Principal Cities.

PACIFIC COAST REPRESENTATIVES:
M. G. West Co., 353 Market St.. San Francisco,

Phone Sutter 5025

237 Powell St.,

San Francisco

Calif.

Louis R. Bedell, 522

W.

9th St., Los Angeles,

Calif.

Camp-TeRoller. 530CoIman Bldg., Seattle, Wash.
Timms, Cress & Co., 184- 186 Second St.. Portland, Ore.

riting

to

OAKLAND BRANCH
Thirteenth and Clay Streets

Advertisers please mention

Phone Oakland 3265

this

magazii

I
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SONS

PAINTERS AND DECORATORS
SAN FRANCISCO — LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA
Phone

KEARNY

3021

GEORGE

BOS

A.

GENERAL CONTRACTOR
CONSULTING ENGINEER

HEARST BUILDING
SAN FRANCISCO

BBNINBTT BROS.
Sargent's

Hardware

Building

514=516 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

AMERICAN CONCRETE CO.
Joseph Pasqualetti. Manager

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
1704

HUMBOLDT BANK BUILDING

Market

785

PACIFIC

Street,

SAN FRANCISCO

DEPARTMENT

Olobe
Indemnity Company
Bonds and Casualty
Insurance for Contractors

THE COMPANY WITH THE
1

20

Leldesdorf-f Street

I.

AND

L.

AND

G.

SERVICE

Phone Sutter 2280

SAN FRANCISCO

VAN SANT- HOUGHTON

CO.

Engineering and Construction
OFFICES: Hooker and Lent Bldg., San Francisco

R. c.

Century BMg., Denver

GASPARD &

CO.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
17th

SAN FRANCISCO

and Kansas Streets

THE GOLDEN GATE IRON WORKS
STRUCTURAL STEEL

1541-1549
Tel.

HOWARD STREET, BETWEEN

Market 5445

11th

AND

12th STREETS
San Francisco

.
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k»i.;:.,

1

1

1

!

'

'

—

1

M

^; FliHf

llllli

GRAMMAR

SCHOOL. LINDSAY. CALIFORNIA

This Building

is

Equipped with

Burlington Venetian Blinds
strong and flexible shade for school room
windows. Easily operated and much cooler
than the ordinary curtain. A splendid regulator of proper light and shade

A

Haws' Sanitary Drinking Fountains
Another indispensable item in your school
house equipment. Sanitary, clean, healthful.
Used in practically all the new schools in
Northern and Central California

C. F.

WEBER &

CO., Agents

365=367 Market St., San Francisco
512 So.

Broadway

Los Angeles

When

340 N. Virginia St.
Reno, Nev.

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazine.
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UNITED STATES

STEEL PRODUCTS CO.
RIALTO BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO

SELLERS OF THE PRODUCTS OF

American Steel and
Wire Co.
American Bridge Co.
American Sheet and

National Tube Co.

Lorain Steel Co.

Shelby Steel Tube Co.
Tennessee Coal, Iron
and Railroad Co.
Trenton Iron Co.

Tin Plate Co.
Carnegie Steel Co.
Illinois Steel

Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF
Structural Steel for

E\ery Purpose.

Bridges, Railway and Highway.

"Triangle Mesh" Wire Concrete Reinforcement.
Plain and Twisted Reinforcing Bars.
Plates,

Shapes and Sheets of Every Description.

Rails, Splice Bars, Bolts, Nuts, etc.

Wrought

Pipe, Valves, Fittings, Trolley Poles.

Frogs, Switches and Crossings for

Steam Railway and Street Railway.

"Shelby" Seamless Boiler Tubes and Mechanical Tubing.

"Americore" and "Globe" Rubber Covered Wire and Cables.
"Reliance" Weatherproof Copper and Iron Line Wire.

"American" Wire Rope,

Rail Bonds, Springs,

Woven Wire Fencing and
Tramways,

Poultry Netting.

etc.

United States Steel

Products Co.
OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES
AT
San Francisco
When

-

Los Angeles

-

Portland

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazine.

-

Seattle
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The "Sarle" Flag Pole Top.
Tobin Bronze
All Brass —except pin— which
is

SHOULD BE USED on EVERY FLAG POLE.
WHY?
BECAUSE it gives absolute protection from
decay at top.
BECAUSE the halyard cannot get fouled at
the top.
BECAUSE cotton halyard can be renewed
from base of pole.
BECAUSE painter's line can be raised from
base of pole.
BECAUSE cost is slightly over the commonly

\

used lignum vitae.

Bolander

&

Hallawell

MILLWRIGHT CONTRACTORS
270 First St., San Francisco

INSLEY MFG. CO.
Insley

Method Concrete

Tel.

Kearny2l20

Mead-Morrison Mfg. Co.
Steam, Electric and Gasohne
Hoisting Machinery

Distribution

Excavating Machinery.

Clam

Marsh-Capron Mfg. Co.
M-C

Rail

Shell

and Orange Peel Buckets

GARFIELD MYERS

Track Concrete

District

Mixers

Manager

1017 Hearst Bldg.

Three Sizes

of

San Francisco

Paving Mixers.

UIINOTIUE

FOR

FLOORS

Churches, Theatres, Stores, Banks, Museums,
Libraries, Kitchens, Pantries, Elevators, Etc.

Offices,

Resilient, non-slippery, silent,
moderate in cost.

warm,

sanitary, odorless, artistic, durable,

Furnished in eleven colors.

THE FLOOR THAT'S BUILT TO FIT THE ROOM
Samples and information on request

M.

V.

VAN FLEET,

120 Jessie St.,

San Francisco, Cal.

ARMSTRONG CORK & INSULATION COMPANY, PITTSBURQ,

SEE Our

PA.

Fireproof Concrete Slabs

New

Two-story Office and Factory Building of Walter Mork, cor.
San Pablo Avenue and Bristol Street, Berkeley. They Look like stone but
Cost Less and wiU LAST FOREVER.
used on the

WATERPROOF, CRACKPROOF, SANITARY
and

CHEAPER

than Stone, Brick or Reinforced Concrete.

International Concrete Construction Co.
WEST BERKELEY, CAL.

Parker and Ninth Streets

riting to Advertisers please

riic Avclutcct

W.

T.

COMMAR^

SEAnUR^'

H.

and Rir^inccr

14')

PEIERSON

COMMARY-PETERSON

\V,

E.

COMMAR"!'

CO., Inc.

Contractors and Builders
Bankers Investment Building., 742 Market Street
Phone Douglas 2101
San Francisco
Office 411

THE BUILDING MATERIAL HAND BOOK
Showing cuntisu inf.Tmrition on those products best suited

to California

Conditions

ASK FOR A COPY

PACIFIC BUILDING MATERIALS CO.
523

Market

St.,

S.m Francisco

MOnFRlST
l^lVi-^l

lYlVy

J-y

PLUMBING

SUPPLIES

"30-M44 R.DQE Avenue
Pmiladelpmia
"*~^""' ^^^^"""^
San Francisco Office and Showroom
857 Folsom Street

Modem

and

Menlo

Corrugated

Iron Roofing.

Phone

San Francisco,

Sheet Metal Works
MOEHRLE.
C. E.

Tops. Patent Chimneys.

Tin

Oakland

Haines. Jones & Cadbury Co.
MAKERS OF PLUMBING

FIXTURES
sr.c:rntSlt

Dalziel Bldfi.,

Pacific

Prop.

Steel

Dome

Furnaces

Torrid Zone Furnaces
2874
731 Clement St., San Francisco

Oakland. Cal.

Cal.

I,os .\ngeles, Cal.

NePAGE, McKENNY CO.
Electrical Engineers
phone Sutter 2466
A. Pinner. President

and Contractors
401 Hearst Bldg.,

Phone Qarfleld 7564

Western Building

&

A.

San Francisco,

Cal.

M. McLellan, Sec'}-Tr

Engineering Company, Inc.

GENERAL CONTRACTORS
Office, 455

San Francisco,

Phelan Building

Phone Sutter

Cal.

2581

LARSEN-SAMPSON
CO.
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
601

CROCKER BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO

PRACTICAL AMD ECONOMICAL ARRAINGEMEPMT FOR TME
MOSTMODERN
EFFICIENT EQUIPMENT OF SCHOOL STAGES
where.
School.

—

Furnished Qratis We have equipped 95^", of those built
Orpheum, Pantages or Empress Theatres, San Francisco.
Theatres everyChaffee Union High. Ontario.
A\anual Arts Hi2h, Los Angeles.
Santa Cruz High

REFERENCES

—

Bakersfield HigTi School.

And

over one hundred others.

HIGHEST GRADE ARTISTIC WORKMANSHIP

— CONTINUOUS HELPFUL SERVICE.
LONG BEACH AVE.. LOS ANOEI
PANTAGES BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO

1638

•510
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CALIFORNIA

Phone

,

Franlilin 1006

PHOTO-ENGRAVING CO.

Alex. Coleman
CONTRACTING
PLUMBER
706 Ellis Street, San Francisco, Cal.

McCRAY

KOMPOLITH
A guaranteed
tested

flooring,

upon

Analysis

JOHN KING & SONS
Successors to

36

LITHOID PRODUCTS CO.
STANFORD STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
Phone Kearny 4420

Phone

BUILT TO ORDER

made and

Chemical

strict

REFRIGERATORS
FOR

Home, Restaurant, Hotel or Club
We Carry a Full Line of Stock Sizes

NATHAN DOHRMANN

CO.

Selling Agents

Qeary and Stockton

Sts.,

San Francisco

Garfield 7906

Collman

&

Collman Co.

GENERAL
CONTRACTORS

G.

ROGNIER

Benches. Vases, Sun Dials,

526 Sharon BIdg.

San Francisco

Structural Engineer
Designs and Details of

ALL CLASSES OF

etc.

Designs Submitted

233 Railroad Ave.,

W.W.BREITE,C.E.

CO.

CgL

La-^vn ana Garden Ornaments
Artificial Stone Work.

J.

SAN MATEO,

CAL.

Soukas
CONCRETE
FINISHER

METALLIC STRUCTURES
FOURTH FLOOR, CLUNIE BLDQ.
California

and Montgomery

Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
to

Advertisers pie

1011 2d Street

317 Third Street

Sacramento

San Francisco

The Architect and En;^inccr

Member Qcneral

ISl

Contractors Associatk>n. Telephone Sutter 3580

HERMANN BOSCH
Plain

and Ornamental Plastering

Office 740

DUBOCE

AVE., San Francisco

SHOP

Telephone Park 6870

ELECTRICAL

T.

MARKET STREET

MECHANICAL

ILLUMINATING

CHARLES

2054

PHILLIPS

CONSULTING ENGINEER
PACIFIC BLDG.. SAN FRANCISCO
PLANS SPECIFICATIONS REPORTS
The Economical Production, Distribution and Application of Light, Power,
Heat and Ventilation. Illumination Efficiency. Physical Reports. Electrolysis Investigations. Estimates and Tests.

Member

Builders'

Residence 2909 California Stree
Telephone Fillmore 1427

Exchange

180 Jessie Street
Telephone Sutter 6700

C C. MOREHOUSE
PLASTERING.
PLASTERING.
MODELING and CASTING.

Plain and Ornamental
Exterior CEMENT

Office

and Shop: 872

STONE WORK of All Kinds
FURRING and LATHING
STUCCO WORK
Imitation

Metal

FOLSOM

TELEPHONE SUTTER

ST.,

San Francisco

6509

MOUNT DIABLO CEMENT
COWELL SANTA CRUZ LIME
ALL KINDS OF

BUILDING MATERIALS
HENRY COWELL LIME & CEMENT
Phone Kearny 2095

When

No. 2

MARKET

STREET.

CO.

SAN FRANCISCO

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazine.
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.Ircliitrct

and

Fiii:;iiiccr

ARCHITECTS
ENGINEERS
BUILDERS

Please Make Note
THAT

The Tuec Stationary Air Cleaners
winners

of the

GKAND FKIX

at the

Panama-Pacific

International Exposition and holders of the highest

score in practicallx- every competitive test held in the

United States,

are,

from this date,

to

he distributed

throvighout Northern California, solely by the

SAN FRANCISCO COMPRESSED
AIR CLEANING CO.
S. E.

Cor.

SUTTER and STOCKTON

STREETS, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
All correspondence regarding
for service,

The

engineering data or

addressed to the above tirm

(|

Ttiec,

all

requests

notations should be

ONLY.

UNITED ELECTRIC COMPANY
CANTON, OHIO
When

TORONTO, CANADA

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazine.

Till-

.IrchiliCt

ami
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F.ii<::iitcrr

Del Monte White Sand
(Known

also as

Monterey and Lake Majella)
AND

Fan Shell Beach Sand
WHITE CEMENTS to produce
WHITE PLASTER Interior and Exterior

Combined with the
chaste

Finishes,

and Plain and Ornamental

STONE

effects.

ARTIFICIAL

Sold by Leading Building ISIaterial Dealers from
If not sold by
Los Angeles to Vancouver, B. C.
3^our dealer, write to us for Samples and Prices.

Improvement

Pacific
Phone, Sutter 6130

406 Crocker Building,

Co.

San Francisco

PACIFIC SERVICE

LIGHT HEAT
Pacific

Gas

445

&

POWER

Electric Co.

SUTTER STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

PACIFIC

PHONE

HOME PHONE
c

Sutter 140

When

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazine.

0011
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Pratt Building Material Co.'s Boat Delivering Rio Vista Sand

The Pratt Building Material Co. (C.
Pratt, Pres.) deliver sand, rock
and gravel by boat to all points on the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers.
If you want a price on sand, rock or gravel to any of the river points phone
Pratt Building Material Co., Hearst Building, Douglas 300 ^easy to remember.
I''.

—

Phone Douglas

1373

HICKS -FOLTE CORPORATION
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
AND

CONTRACTORS
320

MARKET STREET

W.

SAN FRANCISCO

MORGAN &

CO.

Heating, Ventilating and Sanitary Engineers
AND MANUFACTURERS
Phone Douglas 932

Rooms

551-553

Monadnock

Bldg.,

San Francisco

Simplex Mechanical Crude Oil Burners
Startling

Announcement Next

Issue.

Write for Particulars now.

AMERICAN STANDARD OIL BURNER
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
When

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazii

CO.

Current Prices of Building Materials
These quotations furnished by reliable San Francisco
and Los Angeles dealers
(Names and addresses

will

SAN FRANCISCO PRICES
Common Red

Brick, $9.00 per M. ex. cars.
Wire cut,
Pressed Brick, $35 00 to $40 00 per
$35.00 per M.
No. 1 Red Pressed Brick, $20.00 to $30.00 per M.
Red Stock Brick, $14.00 to $16 00 per M.
California Portland Cement, C/L $2 30 per bbl.; L.C.L.
$2.55 per bbl.
White Cement: Atlas, $6.00; Medusa, $6.00 per bbl.
Sand and Gravel mixed, 70c per ton, F. O. B. cars.
Sand (washed, screened river sand) 6Sc per ton, F. O.B.

No.

1

.

M

.

;

.

cars.

Bank Sand,

$1 .00 per cu. yd.

Roofing Gravel, $1.40 per ton.
Crushed Rock or Gravel, 75c per ton.
Red Roofing Tile, $22.00 to $25.00 per square, laid.
Brick Lime, $1.35 per bbl.. C/L.
Finish Lime, $1.50 per bbl., C/L.
Hard wall Gypsum Plaster, $11.00 per ton, carload;
1150 per ton, ex. warehouse.
Oregon Pine, Rough Common, 1 x 3 to 1 x 10, $13 .00.
Oregon Pine, Rough. 2 x 3 to 2- 12, $15.00.
Oregon Pine 1 x 4 T. & G. Flooring, No. I, $31 per M;
No. 2, $28; No. 3, $24.
Oregon Pine T. & G. Ceiling, No. 1 and 2 mixed, $26
to

$28.

Redwood, Rough Common,
Redwood, Rough Common,

1x4
2 x 3

and up. $20.00.
to 2 x 10, $20.00

be supplied upon request.)

Redwood Rustic, No. 1, $38.00; No. 2. $33 00 per M
Redwood Ceiling, 1x4, No. 1, $33.00; No. 2. $28.00
per M.
Redwood Shingles. 4 bdls. to M, No. 1, $2.25; No. 2
$1.75.
to M. Star-A-Star. $2 75
Pine Lath. IJ^ in. X 4 ft., $3.25 per M; IJ^ in.x 4 ft.
$3.65 per M.
White Lead in Oil. 8)^c per lb.
Red Lead, dry, Si4c per lb.
Raw Linseed Oil. bbls.. 65c gallon.
Boiled Linseed Oil. bbls.. 65c gallon.
Turpentine, bbls.. 63 to 70c. gallon.
Crushed Rock and Gravel. $1 .65 per yard.
Sand, 85c per yard.

Red Cedar Shingles, 4 bdls.

SACRAMENTO PRICES
Common

Brick. $7.00 per M. C/L.
Pressed Brick. Wire Cut. $30.00 per M. C/L
Portland Cement. $2.40 per bbl. carloads.
Crushed Rock and Gravel. 85c per ton. ex. cars.
Sand. $1.00 yd. on cars.
Roofing Gravel. $1 .50 per ton.

Lime. $1.35 bbl.
Hardwall Plaster. $13 .00 per ton.

ex.

whse.

STOCKTON PRICES

to

Common

$22 00.

Redwood Rustic, No. 1. $35.00; No. 2. $32.00.
Redwood CeiHng. No. 1, $29.00; No. 2, $26.00.
Redwood Shingles, No. 1. $2.40 full count.
Red Cedar Shingles. Star-A-Star. $2.40 full count.
Pine Lath, $2.40 per M.
Metal Lath. 13 to 25c per yd., according to quality.
1 X 3 Oak Flooring, Q. 8. Clear. $116.00 per M; Select
$75. 00 per M.
X 2^ Oak Flooring, Q. S. Clear. $96.00 per M;
Select, $74.00 per M.
1 X 3 Maple Flooring Clear, $71 .00 per M; Clear White,
$85.00 per M.
White Lead in Oil, 8}ic per lb.

Brick. $7.75 per M. del.
Face Brick. Wire Cut. $31 .00 per M C/L.
Cement. $2.40 per bbl., C/L.
Crushed Rock and Gravel. 90c ton.
Sand, 90c.
Roofing Gravel, $1 .50 per ton.
Lime. $1.35.
Hardwall Plaster, $13.00 ex. whse. per ton.

H

Dry Red Lead. 8c per lb.
Boiled Linseed Oil. 74c gal. Raw Linseed Oil. 72c gal.
Turpentine, per gallon. 63 to 70c in bbls.
Dry Shellac. 35c per lb., variable.
Hyloplate Blackboard. 25 to 35c per foot, installed.
Composition Flooring, 25 to 30c per foot. laid.
Genuine Slate Blackboards, 40 to 50c per foot, erected.

LOS ANGELES PRICES

FRESNO PRICES
Common Brick, $9.50 per M. del.
Face Brick, Wire Cut, $35. 00 per M. C/L.
Cement. $2.84 per bbl.. C/L.
Crushed Rock and Gravel. $1 .35 per ton.
Black Face Brick. $25 00 per
F. O. B.
Sand, $1.00 per yd., del.

M—

Roofing Gravel, $1 .85 per ton.
Lime, $1.50 bbl.
Hardwall Plaster. $14.00 per ton. ex. whse.

BAKERSFIELD PRICES
Common Brick. $9 00 per M del.
Face Brick. Wire Cut. $37.00 per M. C/L.
Cement, $2.77 per bbl., C/L.
Crushed Rock and Gravel. $1 .80 per ton.
Sand, $1.00 per yd., del.
.

Common Red

Brick. No. 2. $4.50 per M.
Clinker Brick, $9.00 per M.
Pressed Brick, $35.00 per M.
Enameled Brick, $65.00 per M.
Red Roofing Tile, $12.00 and $15 00 per square (not
laid).

White Cement, $6.00 per

bbl.

Portland Cement, $2 .30 per bbl.
Lime, $1.50 to $1.75 per bbl.
Hardwall Plaster, per ton, $9.90

Roofing Gravel, $2 00 per ton.
Lime, $1.50 per bbl.
Hardwall Plaster, $15 .00 per ton, ex. whse.
.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA POINTS

Oregon Pine, Rough Common,
$22,00 per M.
Oregon Pine. Rough Common. 2 x 3 up, $17.00 to
$21.00 per M.
Oregon Pine Flooring, 1 x 4, No. 1. $40.00; No. 2,
$35.00; No. 3, $22.50 per M.
Oregon Pine Ceiling. 1 x 4. No. 1, $36.00; No. 2. $31 00.
Redwood, Rough Conunon, $20.00 to $24.00.
:

Common

Brick. $1

1

.00 per

M,

del.

Face Brick. Wire Cut. $35 00 per M. C /L.
Cement. $2.65 per bbl.
Crushed Rock and Gravel. 85 to 90c per ton. C/L.
Sand. $1.00 per yard.
Roofing Gravel, $1,50 per ton.
Lime. $1.40 bbl.
Hardwall Plaster. $14,00 per ton. ex. whse.
.

;

:
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Pays to Advertise

All of

it is now a good time
know what you have to sell

which goes to show that
Let people

to advertise.

and where they can get
editor,

and

who compared

it.

In this regard the Missouri

the codfish and the hen in a poetic

masterpiece, proved beyond a doubt that
advertise.

Here

The

is

his

it

pays to

argument

codfish lays a million eggs.

While the helpful hen lays one;

But the

codfish does not cackle

To inform us what she's done;
And so we scorn the codfish coy,
But the helpful hen we prize
Which indicates to thoughtful minds
It

pays to advertise.

Advertise

It

NOW!

I
riting

to

Advertisers please mention this magazine.

MECHANICAL
aiL BURNFRS
SIMPLEX BURNERS
LEAD THE FIELD TO=DAY
THE SIMPLEX STANDARD ROTARY
The most efficient and highest grade mechanical burner
endorsed and specified by the leading architects and heating
engineers on the Pacific Coast.

ANNOUNCEMENT
Guaranteed and Installed on 30 days'

Without Motor
or Oil

trial

The Simplex Horizontal
Rotary Crude Oil Burner

Pump.

With Motor, Oil Pump,
Automatic Regulator and
Safety Oil Control.
Patented Oct.

2(..

1415

WARNING!
'-pHE
••

so-called

Ray, Witt, M.

& W.

or any other Rotary Crude Oil

Burner using the open cup centrifugal
atomizer principle, are infringements
on the Simplex patents.

American Standard Oil BurnerCo.
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA.

S^.?

WORLDS WORD far

I3i.i'i',ff'|^^'l!lililti:iilii;l.!

1^^'
PELEVATOR SAFETY
".

Your

clients' faith in all

when thev know

T'"l|

your specifications

is

greater

the elevators called for are

OTIS

ELEVATORS
—these comprising one equipment,

known the world over,
looked upon with complete confidence by everyone.
Your clients' satisfaction is assured and your own judgment confirmed by recommending OTIS ELEVATORS
that

is

for an^' class of elevator ser\'ice.

OTIS

ELEVATOR COMPANY

Stockton, North Point and Beach Streets, San Francisco
Branches

in

All Principal Coast Cities

^^^0-^
Orxx?t-*taj

Plumbing Fixtures
67

NEW MONTGOMERY

STREET. SAN FRANCISCO
FACTORIES AT RICHMOND, CALIFORNIA

Primed by The Hicltsjudd Co..

S. F.

NASON'S

OPAQUE
FLAT FINISH
A

Flat,

soft
:"

R.

IN.
151

Oil Paint,

made

in

tical article for Walls, Ceil-

Ageni-v TamM & NoLAN CO'SliiglY grade Varn the jPacitio Coast for tlie climate of tliis Coast.

ings, etc.. tliat is Economical aail Diirahlc
and Finistics, Thcsi- goods are made

nislies

Washable

Kalsomine tints— aprac-

NASON
& COMPANY p^"^t makers
POTRERO AVE -^SAN FR A NCISCO ~ 54 PINE STRF T
jS^

'

LOS ANGELES

SEATTLE

PORTLAND

SAN FRANCISCO

(flat). Not just wall
principle in wall painting.
The Great Wuitem Poivti Cmpimy .if Snn Francisco
,11 ],,-.in1 ni)^.
made tests of our system ni

SANA-COTE

igloss)

paints

and

Vd-va-Cote

butan impro\-Ld

'.;

& 'tckuraph
wall

Califoniia

\nt;:\''-

]...<

,r

p.-linting.

nllic,-,

V\'e respcclfrtllv
i.
to whether or not ,.-, -,
st.liKis HI)" f.ir vcir>.

...i
,

,

,

,

,.:-

,

i

,•

:

'
.

.Wu,noiu,u,™

•

••

i

.

'''•'
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THE BRIfNINSTOOL COMPAINY,
Distributors;

Los Angeles, California
Humnlireys-Schull Co., Fresno, cal.
Sail Lakt City, Utah
Sail Lelie Gla«3 & Palm Co

Marion D. Cohn Co.. Hansford BIdj., San Francisco. Cal.
Sclinnder. CiiappelliJone-'.Sacramtnio. Cal.

IMTT
1?C CLEAN GRAVEL and
i>i HjILo c rushed
rock
Means a Good Job

of

Concrete.

Contractors who want Prompt Deliver\, Right Quotations and the
Best Matcri.il, write or call up the

California Building Material Co.
500-4

Phone, Sutter 4845

P

NEW CALL BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO

DENiSON INTERLOCKING TILE
A CLAY PRODUCT
AND THE

Coming Building

MAIN
2028

Material

WRITE NOW TO

Phone

DENISON BLOCK COMPANY
920

Forum

Bldg.

Sacramento, Cal.

The Architect and Engineer

li

=T,

Qroup

of

Three Houses, South Side of Lake Street, San Francisco,

W. W. Yager, Owner and Builder

THE EXTERIOR OF THESE MODERN HOMES
IS

FINISHED IN

MEDUSA WHITE

PORTLAND CEMENT
BUILDING MATERIAL
583
When

Monadnock

Building,

San Francisco

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazii

CO.

The Architect and Engineer

PARCO
Specify

Steel Studding

and

Ceiling Construction

Because
It is
It is

the
the

STRONGEST

MOST RIGID

ABSOLUTELY FIRE-PROOF
It is a CALIFORNIA PRODUCT
NO DELAYS waiting for Eastern Shipments
ALWAYS IN STOCK
It is

PARROTT &
320 California Street,

San Francisco

CO.

Higgins Building, Los Angeles

The

Excellent Service
"wSb^s Given by Standardized Products
STANDARDIZED FINISHES
Will Please Your Clients
OF THE WORLD

s<fe
When

drawing your plans and writing your

specifications,

mention

ELASTICA FINISH NO. 1.—The unexcelled varnish for exterior work.
ELASTICA FINISH NO. 2.—The highest grade varnish for interior work.
ELASTICA FLOOR FINISH.—The perfect varnish for floors.
FLATTINE CABINET FINISH.—For a Mission finish.
KLEARTONE FLAT VARNISH.— For a rubbed eflect.

KLEARTONE STAINS.—24

beautiful,

permanent shades.
white enamel that

SATINETTE WHITE ENAMEL.— The

is

white.

For forty years the Standard Varnish Works have striven to perfect
finishing materials which should be the maximum of quality, long service and
dependability, and now offer the above high-grade products, which are sure
to please the most critical.

•SmARDfARMSnIfORKS"
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

LONDON

BERLIN

PARIS

BRUSSELS

INTERNATIONAL VARNISH
vriting to Advertii

CO., Limited,

please

SAN FRANCISCO

MELBOURNE

TORONTO, Canada.

/
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Kirby & Pettet, Archilects

When

writing to Advertisers please mentic

this magazine.

The Architect and Engineer

We

•

Manufacture and

Install

LABORATORY FURNITURE
„

MANUAL TRAINING BENCHES
.

c^

1

i

DOMESTIC SCIENCE TABLES
SCHOOL DESKS,
both Automatic and Adjustable

HYLOPLATE

and

Slate Blackboards

Everything for the complete equipment of the most elaborate High School
and College or the most modest of one-room School Buildings.

Your school

is

not properly equipped for the control of light and shade

unless supplied with

Burlington Venetian Blinds
the RollNotice
arrangement,

Head

which insures ease of
operation for

all

large

blinds.

Steel

Tape within

the ladder tape adds

great

strength and

flexibility.

HAWS'
Ideal Sanitary Drinking Fountains
The

necessity of Sanitary Drinking Fountains

value, utililv ami Iicauty the

Haws

Ideal needs

needs no discussion;
no introduction.

in

Catalog of various styles suitable
for

any

C. F.

place, sent

on application.

WEBER & CO.
365-367 Market St.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
512 So.

Broadway

340 N. Virginia St.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
When

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazine.

RENO, NEV.

The Architect and

Eiif;iiieer

The Standard Cement Coating

CONCRETO

is

^/^^^
||»^i|JldrJ=ii»
SUNSET PAINT CO.

D. H.
.S46

627 So. Alain Street

San Francisco

Los Angeles

I.\

San Francisco

P.\STE

FORM ONLY

Office, 311 California Street

A. L.

See

RHODES

Valencia Street

GREENE, Agent

this

Pitcher Hanger?
Architect J. R. MILLER
used them in the Strathmore
Apartments, Eddy and Fill-

more

Streets,

Ask Him

WHY

San Francisco.
?

MANUFACTURED BY

NATIONAL
MILL & LUMBER

COMPANY
General Office
711

Bryant Street, San Francisco

Branch Office
412 Equitable Bank Bldg., Los .\ngeles

ng to Advertisers please mention

tliis

magazine.

The Architect and Engineer

STEEL BARS FOR CONCRETE REINFORCEMENT
TWISTED SQUARES, PLAIN SQUARES AND ROUNDS
We

Will

Make Lump Sum

PIG IRON,

Bids on Reinforcement Fabricated and Installed.

COKE AND FERRO ALLOYS

WOODS. HUDDART & GUNN
444 MARKET STREET

Tel. Sutter 2720

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Steiger

Terra Cotta ^^^ Pottery

Works
Factory; So

Main Office: 729 Mills Building
:

San Francisco, Cal,

DOUGLAS 3oto

Gladdin6.NcBean&Co.
Manufacturers Clay Products

Crocker Bldg. San Francisco
Works. Lincoln,Cal.

ENAMELED BRICK
MAT AND TRANSPARENT GLAZE

PACIFIC

SEWER PIPE

825 EAST SEVENTH STREET
When

writing to Advertisers please mention

CO.
LOS ANGELES

thii

Architects' Specification Index
(For Index to Advertisements, see next page)

ARCHITECTURAL SCULPTORS, MODELING,
ETC.
G. Rognicr & Co.. 233 R. R. Ave., San Mateo.
Sculptors' Workshop.
S. Miletin, 1705 Harrison St., San Francisco.

Gladding. McBean & Company, Crocker Bldg.,
San Francisco
Steiger Terra C'otta and Pottery Works. Mills
Bldg.. San Francisco.

AUTOM.^TIC SPRINKLERS
Company. 243 Minna

Fire Extinguisher Co., 507

Pacific
St..

San Francisco

St..

Montgomery

San Francisco.

BANK„ FIXTURES„ AND
INTERIORS
_
„^^ ,,.
,

,

for Pacific Coast Agents.)

San Fran-

St.,

-,^}^<=^

,""^"?J"k
r- k
rGlidden S?'^
Products,
sold by wu-.,Whittier-Coburn
Co.,
Howard and Beale Sts San Francisco; Call§ Pamt Company. Los Angeles.
S
Pamt Co.. 34 First bt., San Francisco.

"

t>
°'S'^
Paraffine

BRICK STAINS
Samuel Cabot Mfg. Co.. Boston, Mass.. agenciei
in San Francisco. Oakland. Los Angeles. Port-

w

_

_

.

,

A. H. Andrews Co., 728 Mission

Armorite and Concreta, manufactured by \V. P.
Fuller & Co., all principal Coast cities.
Wadsworth. Howland & Co., Inc.
(See Ad>

TrusCoii Par-Seal, made by Trussed ConcreU

ARCHITECTURAL TERRA COTTA

Scott

BRICK AND CEMENT COATING

A,'^".r;f J^,'l,Tr„^"."^„?J'°l^\"„';',f
..A u,.
Almonte
ana Loncreta. manufactured
ny W
Fuller & Co., all principal Coast cities.

Cisco.

Fink & Schindler. 218 13th
.\.

&

Fcirbci

.1.

Son.

San Francisco.
Filbert St., San

St..

l.i.'O

Francisco.
C. F.

Weber

jt

Co., 365

Market

San Fran-

St.,

Home

Mfg. Co., 543 Brannan

St.,

San Fran-

p
F.

agents

San

St..

for Sargent
Francisco.

Hardware,

Hardware &

Steel Company, San FranOakland, Berkeley, and Los Angeles.
& Erwin Mfg. Co.. Commercial Bldg.,

Russell

San Francisco.

CISCO.
'^

F^n.ill^f'

^°'"P^">'-

'""

^''^^°"

S'-

Company. Nevada Bank

^^"

Bldg.,

Francisco.

MuMen'ifanilTaMuring Co., 20th and Harrison
streets. San Francisco.
DT A,~i.-r,r^ADr,c;
BLACKEO.\RDS
C. F. Weber & Co.. 365 Market St.. San Fran-

Wh?tXr &
St.

Bennett Bros.,
514 Market
Pacific
Cisco,

cisco.

.

HARDWARE

BUILDERS'

Ray-Wiggin Company. 776 Mission
San Francisco

BUILDING
Pacific

BIjg

BOOK BINDERS AND PRINTERS
Hicks-Judd Company, 51-65 First

St.,

San Fran-

Cisco.

BR.A.SS GOODS. CASTINGS, ETC.
H. Mueller Manufacturing Co., 589 Mission

Diamond Brick

-

CAEN STONE---IMITATION
^ Knowles. 983 Folsom St.,
,

^

.

San Francisco.

.

Lumber

_
Co.,

_..
Fifth

,

,

and

Brannan Sts.. San Francisco.
Tilden Lumber Co., foot of University avenue.
Berkeley.

CEMENT
j^„3s Portland Cement Co.. represented by United Materials Co. and Pacific Portland Cement
Company, San Francisco.
Mt. Diablo, sold by Henry Cowell Lime & Ce.,'",'="«

^?„- .' ^'ain

St

San Francisco^^

Medusa White Portland Cement, sold by Build"? Material Co.. Inc., Monadnock Bldg., San

San Francisco.

CEMENT EXTERIOR W.\TERPROOF PAINT

Francisco.

ETC.

Co.. Balboa Bldg..

McBean & Company, Crocker

Bldg.,

San Francisco.
Los .\ngeles Pressed Brick Co., Frost Bldg., Los
Angeles.
Pratt Building Material Co., Hearst Bldg., San
Francisco,
Steiger Terra Cotta & Pottery Works, Mil
Bldg.. San Francisco.
United Materials Co.. Crossley Bldg., San Frai
CISCO.

State Brick and Cement Coating, made by
Wadsworth, Howland & Co. (See distributing

Bay

Agents on page

30.1

Liquid Cement and Liquid Cement
Enamel, sold on Pacific Coast by WhiHier. CoSan Francisco, and California
Glass & Paint Company. Los Angeles.
L. & S. Cement Paint, manufactured by Paint
Products Corporation. 524 Sharon Bldg.. San

Glidden's

bum Company,

Francisco.

"GRANT
CONCRETFti MIX"
^J*^''^*^
*

\.»VyilV.*rVi:« 1

clean, fresh-water gravel, free
amount of sand.

Used on many important
Government work.

1TI1./V

from sand stone, and contains about

^^ GUARANTEE

LESS

The only properly proportioned mix
market. Composed of hard.

in this
of

25%

crushed rock and necessary

THAN 25%

VOIDS.

and road work. Accepted on all City. State and U.
-.»•*»« ,_, .».-«.. •...
.,..».• ..... .....

first-class buildings

S.

GRANT GRAVEL COMPANY
FLATIRON BLDG.,

When

St..

Mont-

St.,

San Francisco.

BRICK—PRESSED. PAVING.

New

/^"il-""'^'w°;
IT
Building Material. Co.,
Hearst
gan Francisco
San Francisco.

,

Casualty Co..
Building San Francisco
Globe Indemnity Co.. Insurance Exchange Bldg.,
San Francisco.
Pacific Coast Casualty Co.. 416 Montgomery St..
San Francisco.
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c. Jorg'ensen, 356 JIarket St.,

CF.DAR ,
„
^?" ArsdaleHarris
Merchants' Exchange

California

Co.,

,~^°S'"''i>
Iv
C.
F.
Pratt

BONDS FOR CONTRACTORS

Gladding,

M.^lTERIAL. SUPPLIES, ETC.
Market

Building Materials Co.. 523

Western Builders' Supply

Phone Sutter

1582,

writing to .Advertisers please mention this magazine.
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Pioneer Roofing

Piers 18, 24

HEARST BLDG.. SAN FRANCISCO

State

and

37

on San Francisco
Water Front.

Pioneer Paper Co.
513

New

Covers

Vlacie In California

Telephone Kearny 3788

ARCHITECTS" SPECIFICATION INDEX-Continued
CEMENT EXTERIOR WATERPROOF COATING

— Continued.

Armorite. sold by W. P. Fuller & Co., all principal Coast cities.
Imperial Waterproofing, manufactured by Im*
perial Co., 183 Stevenson St., San Francisco.
Trus-Con Par-Seal, made by Trussed Concrete
Steel Co., Youngstown, O.
Paraffine Paint Co., 34 First St., San Francisco.

Sold by llughson &
Spencer Turbine Cleaner.
Mtrton. 530 Golden Gate .\ve.. San Francisco.
Invincible Vacuum Cleaner, sold by R. W.
Foyle, 416 Harriet St., San Francisco.
Tuec, mfrd. by United Electric Company, 556
Sutter St., San Francisco, and 7J4 S. Broadway, Los Angeles.

CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

CEMENT EXTERIOR FINISH
Bay

State Brick and Cement Coating, made by
VVadsworth. Howland & Co.
(See list of Distributing .Agents on page 30.)
Concreta, sold by \V. P. Fuller & Co., at! principal Coast cities.
Glidden's Liquid Cement and Liquid Cement
Enamel, sold on Pacific Coast by VVhittier, Co-

burn Company, San Francisco, and California
Glass & Paint Company, Los Angeles.
White Portland Cement, California

Medusa

Agents, the Building Material Co.. Inc., 587

Monadnock Bldg., San Francisco.
Concrete Cement Coating, manufactured by the
Muralo Company, 540 Valencia St., San Fran-

American Concrete
San Francisco.
Clinton

Co.,

Construction

CEMENT FLOOR COATING
Bay State Brick and Cement Coating, made by
Wadsworth, Howland & Co. (See list of Distributing Agents on page 30.)
Fuller's Concrete Floor Enamel, made by W. P.
Fuller & Co., San Francisco.
Glidden's Concrete Floor Dressing, sold on Pacific Coast by W'hittier, Coburn Company, San
Francisco, and California Glass & Paint Com-

Hunt &

Bldg..

Bank

Bldg.,

Mutual

Bldg., San Francisco.
P. A. Palmer, Monadnock Bldg., San Francisco.

CONCRETE MACHINERY
Garfield Myers, factory representative of Insley

Manufacturing Company, and Marsh-Capron
Company, Hearst Bldg., San Francisco.

CONCRETE MIXERS
473-485 Sixth

St.,

M

Factory branch.

San

Foote Mixers sold by Edw.

toma

R.

Bacon, 40 Na-

San Francisco.

St.,

CONCRETE PILES
Concrete Pile Company,
Building, San Francisco.

McArthur

Chronicle

CONCRETE REINFORCEMENT
United
cisco,

States

Steel

Los Angeles,

"Kahn System,"

Products Co., San FranPortland and Seattle.

see advertisement on page 23,

this issue.

pany, Los Angeles.

CEMENT TESTS— (HIEMICAL ENGINEERS
\V.

Humboldt Bank

Co.,

San Francisco.
Barrett & Hilp, Sharon

Austin Improved Cube

cisco.

Samuel Cabot Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass., agencies
in San Francisco, Oakland, Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma and Spokane.

Robert

COMPRESSED AIR CLEANERS

Co.,

251

Kearny

St.,

San

Francisco.

CHURCH INTERIORS
Fink & Schindler. 2l8 13th

St.,

San Francisco.

CHUTES— GRAVITY SPIRAL
Insley Gravity System for pouring concrete,
represented by Garfield Myers, Hearst Bldg.,
San Francisco.

International Fabric & Cable, represented by
Western Builders' Supply Co., 155 New Montgomery St., San Francisco.
Sales Agents, Pacific
Triangle Mesh Fabric.
Building Materials Co., 523 Market St., San
Francisco.
Twisted Bars, sold by Woods, Huddart & Gunn,
444 Market St., San Francisco.
Pacific Coast Steel Company. Rialto Bldg., San
Francisco, and Union Oil Bldg., Los Angeles.

CONCRETE SURFACING

COLD STORAGE PLANTS
T. P. Janis Crude Oil Burning Co., 275 Connecticut St., San Francisco.

"Concreta" sold by

W.

P.

Fuller

&

Co.,

Sao

Francisco.

San

Wadsworth, Howland & Co.'s Bay State Brick
and Cement Coating, sold by Jas. Hambly
Co.. Pacific Bldg., San Francisco and Los

"Kompolith." sold and laid by John King & Sons,
36 Stanford street, San Francisco.
Magnesite Flooring, laid by National Roofing
Company, Plaza Bldg., Oakland.

Glidden Liquid Cement, manufactured by Glidden Varnish Co., Whittier. Coburn Co., San
Francisco, and California Glass & Paint Company, Los Angeles.

COMPOSITION FLOORING
Fibrestone & Roofing Co., 971
Francisco.

Howard

St.,

Pacific=Plate
BLACKBOARD
When

writing to Advertii

-Angeles.

Auditorium Seating
School Furniture

School Supplies
School Desks

-San Francisco Senice

THE
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A. H.

ANDREWS

this magazine.
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Supersedes Marble

and Tile

=

=

.

A nre-polished, non-absorbent, waterproof, acid-proof, stainless, pure-white
sanitary material for structural use

VITROLITE

Estimates promptly furnished for the complete installation of
VITROLITE m any structure, room, bath or kitchen

"Cleaned Without Scrubbing

34 DAVIS ST.
San Francisco
Phone GarBeld 2680

Oakland Office
1813

TELEGRAPH AVE. Vitrolite Construction Co.

Phone Oakland 589

ARCHITECTS' SPECIFICATION INDEX-Con«nue<f
DAMP-PROOFING COMPOUND

CONTRACTORS. GENERAL

Glidden's Liquid Rubber, sold on Pacific Coast
by Whittier, Coburn Company, San Francisco, and California Glass & Paint Company,
Los Angeles.
Armorite Damp Resisting Paint, made by W. P.
Fuller & Co., San Francisco.
Imperial Co., 183 Stevenson St., San Francisco.
Trus-Con Damp Proofing.
(See advertisement
of Trussed Concrete Steel Company for Coast

Concrete Co., Humboldt Bank Bldg.,

Amcr;

Commarv-Pelerst

Co.,

Bankers

I

ment "Bldg., S
Francis
Geo. H. Bos, He arst Bldg.,
Crocker
Larsen, Sampson

Invest-

Bldg.,

Sa

Francisco.
Clinton Construction Company. 211 Mutual Bank
Bldg., San Francisco.
Geo. W. Boxton & Son, Hearst Bldg., San
Francisco.
Collman & Collman, 526 Sharon Bldg., San
Francisco.
Construction & Engineering Co., 1047 Folsom
St., San Francisco.
M. Fisher, 863 Mission St., San Francisco.
Van Sant, Houghton Co., Hooker & Lent Bldg.,
San Francisco.
Howard S. Williams, Hearst Bldg., San Fran-

agencies.)

"Pabco"

ton

McCabc Hanger Mfg.

Works.
Sanitary Fountain, 1808 Harmon St.,
Berkeley, and C. F. Weber & Co., San Franand Los Angeles.
Crane Company, San Francisco, Oakland, and
Los Angeles.
J. B. Clow & Son. Hearst Bldg., San Francisco.
Pacific Porcelain Ware Co., 67 New Montgomery St., San Francisco.
Wittman Lyman & Co., 341 Minna St., San
Francisco.
cisco

DUMB WAITERS

FLOORINGf, ETC.

Spencer Elevator Company, 173 Beale

"Linotile." manufactured by Armstrong Cork &
Insulation Company.
M. C. Van Fleet, agt.,
120 Jessie St., San Francisco.
David E. Kennedy, Inc., 120 Jessie St., San
Francisco,

St.,

San

St.,

San

Francisco.

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
Engineering

Butte

Co.,

Howard

683

Francisco.
Electric Co., 504 Rialto Bldg., San
Francisco.
Central Electric Co., 618 Mission St., San Fran-

Boynton

CORNER BAR
Dolbear Curb Bar, manufactured by American
Steel
Bar Co., 1034 Merchants Exchange

cisco.

Ne

San Francisco.

McKenny

Page.

San Francisco.
Newbery Electrical

CORNER BEAD
Metal Works,

1827

St.,

Humboldt Bank

Bldg.,

Fire Extinguisher Co., 507 Montgomery
St.. San Francisco.
H. S. Tittle. 245 Minna St.. San Francisco.
Rex Electric and Construction Co., Inc., 1174
Sutter St., San Francisco.
Standard Electrical Construction Company, 60
Natoma St., San Francisco.
Pacific

United States M'etal Products Co., 525 Market

San Francisco.; 750 Keller

Hearst Building,

401

Co.,
Co.,

San Francisco.

Market St„

San Francisco.
San Fran-

cisco.

CRUSHED ROCK
Grant Gravel Co., Flat Iron Bldg., San Fran-

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

cisco.

Chas. T.

sold by California Building MaCompany, new Call Bldg., San Francisco.
Niles Sand, Gravel & Rock Co., Mutual Bank
Bldg.. San Francisco.
Pratt Building Material Co., Hearst Bldg., San

Niles

York, N. Y.

Haws

cisco.

St.,

New

DRINKING FOUNTAINS

Western Building & Engineering Co., new Call
Bldg., San Francisco.
Williams Bros. & Henderson, Holbrook Bldg.,
San Francisco.

Sheet

Co.,

Pitcher Hanger, sold by National Lumber CoFifth and Bryant Sts.. San Francisco.
Reliance Hanger, sold by Sartorius Co.. San
Francisco; D. F. Fryer & Co., B. V. Collins,
Los Angeles, and Portland Wire & Iron

Lester Stock, Hearst Bldg., San Francisco.
Masow & Morrison, 518 Monadnock Bldg., San
Francisco.
John Monk, 216 Sharon Bldg., San Francisco.
Monson Bros., 1907 Bryant St., San Francisco.
Robert Trost, 26th and Folsom Sts., San Fran-

Capitol

Boston.

St.,

cies.)

Harvey A. Klyce, Sheldon Bldg., Sa
Lange & Bergstrom, Sharon Bldg., Sa

Bldg.,

Proofing Compound, sold by
Co.. 34 First St., San Fran-

DOOR HANGERS

cisco.

CORK TILING.

Damp

Paraffine Paint

Wadsworth, Howla

Rock,

Pacific

Phillips,

ELECTRIC PLATE

terial

The

Prometheus

Bldg.,

San Francisco.

WARMER
Electric

Plate

Warmer
M.

Sold by

residences, clubs, hotels, etc.

Hammond, Humboldt Bank

Bldg.,

Francisco.

MORTENSON CONSTRUCTION

CO.

CONTRACTORS FOR STRUCTURAL STEEL AND IRON
H.

MORTENSON.

Pres.

OFFICE AND SHOPS:

Phone:

Mission 6033

CHAS. G. MORTENSON. Vice

CORNER

1

Pres.

and Mgr.

9TH AND INDIANA STREETS
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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Tile Roofing-Slate Roofing
Fibrestone & Roofing Company
Telephone Sutter 329

971

Howard

SAN FRANCISCO

St..

ARCHITECTS" SPECIFICATION INDEX-Co
FLOORING— MAGNESITE
Olis Elevator Company, Stockton and North
Point. San Francisco.
Spencer Elevator Company, 126 Beale St., San
Francisco.
B. C. \'an Emon Elevator Co., 235 First St.,
San Francisco.

ELEVATOR ENCLOSURES
J.

G. liraun, 615-621 S. Paulina St., Chicago,

III.

ENGINEERS
W. W. Breite. Clunie Bldg.. San Francisco.
Chas. T. Phillips, Pacific Bldg., San Francisco.
Hunter & Hudson, Rialto Bldg., San Francisco.

FIRE E.XIT DEVICES
& Erwin Mfg.
San Francisco.

Russell

Commercial Bldg.,

Co.,

FIRE ESCAPES
Burnett Iron Works, Fresno, Cal.
Palm Iron & Bridge Works, Sacramento.
Western Iron Works, 141 Beale St., San Francisco.

Scott

Company, 243 Minna

St.,

St.,

San Francisco.

Fire Extinguisher Co., 507
San Francisco.

Montgomery

FIREPROOFING AND PARTITIONS
Gladding,
Fran.

McBean &

Co.,

Los .\ngeles Pressed
Los .Angeles.

Crocker

Brick

Bldg.

,

San Francisco.

FIXTURES— BANK. OFFICE. STORE.

ETC.

San Francisco.
20th and Harrison
St.,

Mullen Manufacturing Co.,
streets, San Francisco.
Fink & Schindler. 218 13th St.. San Francisco
A. J. Forbes & Son, 1530 Filbert St.. San Fran
Cisco.

F. Weber & Co., 365 Market St., San Fran
Cisco and 210 N. Main St., Los Angeles. Cal

FLAG POLE TOPS
Bolander & Hallawell, 270 First

St.,

St.,

Sa

Corrugated Culvert Co., West Berk-

eley, Cal.

Torrid Zone furnace s
ern Sheet Metal Wo
Francisco.

GAS FURNACES
L

Cole Gas Furnace, Cole Heater Sales Co.,
lildg.,
San Francisco, 1764 Broadway,

O

land.

GARAGE EQUIPMENT
Bowser Gasoline Tanks and Outfit, Bowser
Co., 612 Howard St.. San Francisco.

GLASS
P.

Fuller

& Company,

Coait

ncipal

cities.

Whittier-Cobui
Francisco.

Ho

Co..

San

Gliddcn Products, sold by Whittier-Coburn Co.,
San Francisco, and California Glass & Paint
Company. Los Angeles.
W. P. Fuller & Co., all orincipal Coast cities
Guido Blenio Fireproofing Co., Inc., 605 Sharon

C.

California

rd

& Beale

Sts.,

San

nd Granite Co., foot

on Bldg., San Fran-

Raymond Granite

A. H. Andrews, 728 Mission

Howard

FURNACES

Bldg.,

FIREPROOF PAINT

Bldg.,

Co., 971

GRANITE

Frost

Co,

& Roofing

FLUMES

W.

FIRE E.XTINGUISHERS
Pacific

Fibrestone

San Fran

Cisco.

FLOOR VARNISH
BassHueter and San Francisco Pioneer Varnish
Works. 816 Mission St., San Francisco.
Fifteen for Floors, made by W. P. Fuller & Co.,
San Francisco,

York

Co.^ I

on and Potrero

San Francisco.
McGilvray-Raymond Gr,
St., San Francisco.

Co.,

Sts.,

634 Townsend

GRAVEL, SAND AND CRUSHED ROCK
California Building Material Co.,
San Francisco.

new

Call Bldg..

Del Monte White Sand, sold by Pacific Improvement Co.. Crocker Bldg.. San Francisco.
Pratt Building Material Co., Hearst Bldg.. San
Francisco.

Grant

Gravel

Co..

Flatiron

San

Bldg.,

Fran-

cisco.

Niles Sand, Gravel & Rock Co., M'utual Saving*
Bank Bldg., 704 Market St.. San Francisco.

HARDWALL PLASTER
Henry CoweU Lime & Cement Co., San Francisco.
American Kecne Cement Co., 333 Monadnock
Bldg., San Francisco.

HARDWARE
Hardware sold by Baker & Hamilton,
San Francisco and Los Angeles.
Hardware & Steel Company, representing
Lockwood Hardware Co., San Fr ancisco.
Sargent's Hardware, sold bv Benne
Bros., 514
Market St., San Francisco.
Russell & Erwin Manufacturing Co., Commercial
Bldg., San Francisco.
Corbin

Pacific

t

Glidden Products, sold by Whittier-Cobur 1 Co.,
San Francisco, and California Glass & Paint
Company, Los Angeles.

MADE

IN

SAN FRANCISCO

ELEVATORS
PASSENGER ^ FREIGHT
OUR PRODUCT
ELEVATOR COMPANY
SPENCER
Phone
SAN FRANCISCO
INVESTIGATE

Kearny

126-128 Beale Street.

When

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazine.
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A fLOORING for Discriminating Architects
For Hotels, Schools,
Hospitals and Residences

STRABLE MANUFACTURING CO.
OAKLAND, CAL.

511-537 First Street

ARCHITECTS" SFECIFl CATION INDEX— Continued
HARDWOOD FLOORING

LIME

& Co., 320 California St., San Francisco
Bros., Cor. Fifth and Brannan Sts., San
Francisco.
Strable Manufacturing Company, Oakland, CaliParrott

White

Hardwood

Dieckmann

Gas & Elec. Co., 445

9

Main

St..

St.,

San

Sutter

LUMBER
Beach

Co.,

Taylor

and

San Francisco.

Sts.,

Co.,

HEAT AND POWER

Pacific

Francisco.

fornia.

HARDWOOD LUMBER
&

Parrott

Henry Cowell Lime & Cement
San Francisco.

LIGHT.

Co..

320

California

St.,

San Fran-

Bros., Cor. Fifth and Brannan Sts., San
Francisco.
Strable Manufacturing Company. Oakland, California.
(See advertisement above.)

White

HEATERS— AUTOMATIC
Pittsburg

Water Heater

Lumber Co., Palo Alto, Cal.
Sunset Lumber Co., Oakland, Cal.
Santa Fe Lumber Co., Seventeenth and De Haro
Dudfield

San Francisco.

Sts.,

Wood

K.

E.

L^imber Company, East Oakland,

California.
Pacific Manufacturing

Company, San Francisco,
Oakland and Santa Clara.
Tilden Lumber Company, foot of Unversity
Ave.. Berkeley. Cal.

237

Co.,

Powell

St.,

Van

Arsdale-Harris Lumber Company, Fifth and
Sts.. San Francisco.

Brannon

MILL WORK
Dudfield

American Heat & Power Co.. Oakland, Cal.
Fess System Co., 220 Natoma St., San Francisco.
Gilley-Schmid Company,
198
Otis
St.,
San
Francisco.

Mangrum &

Otter,

Inc.,

St..

San

Clement

St.,

507 Mission

Francisco.

Modern Sheet Metal Works,

731

San Francisco.
Charles T. Phillips, Pacific Building, San Francisco.

M. & W. Rotary
Industrial

Burner, manufactured by
Equipment Co., 527 Howard St.,
Oil

San Francisco.
F. Wilson

William

Francisco.
Scott Company, 243

Wittman.

Lyman &

Co..

Mason

328

Co.,

Minna

Lumber

Co., Palo Alto, Cal.

Manufacturing Company, San Francisco,
Oakland and Santa Clara.

Pacific

HEATING AND VENTILATING

San

St.,

San Francisco.
341 Minna St.. San
St.,

Francisco.
Pacific Fire Extinguisher Co.. 507 Montgomery
St.. San Francisco.
Petersen-James Co., 730 Larkin St., San Fran-

MAIL CHUTES
Cutler Mail Chute Co.. Rochester. N. Y.
(See
Adv. on page 28 for Coast representatives.)

MANTELS
Mangrum &

Otter,

Oakfand Mantel

561

Mission

St.,

San Fran-

Co., 2148 Telegraph Ave.,

Oak-

land.

METAL CEILINGS
San Francisco Metal Stamping & Corrugating
Co.. 2269 Folsom St.. San Francisco.

METAL DOORS AND WINDOWS
U.

S.

Metal Products Co., 525 Market

St.,

Francisco.
Capitol Sheet

Metal Works, 1927 Market
San Francisco; 117 Franklin St., Oakland.

San
St.,

METAL FURNITURE

Sheet Metal Works, San Francisco and
Oakland.
A. H. Andrews Co., 728 Mission St., San FranCapitol

cisco.

Fa rgo

San

Bldg.,

HEAT REGULATION
G. E. Witt Company, Inc., 850 Howard St.,
San Francisco.
Johnson Service Company. 149 Fifth St., San

Francisco.

HOLLOW BLOCKS
Denison Hollow Interlocking Blocks, Forum
Bldg.. Sacramento, and Chamber of Commerce
Bldg., Portland.

HOSPITAL FIXTURES
J.

Mott Iron Works, 135 Kearny

L.

St.,

San

Francisco.

INGOT IRON
"Armco"

brand,
manufactured by American
Rolling Mill Company, Middletown, Ohio, and
Monadnock Bldg., San Francisco.

INSPECTIONS AND TESTS
Robert

W. Hunt &

Co.,

251

Kearny

St.,

San

Francisco.

JOIST

HANGERS

Western Builders' Supply Co., 155
gomery St., San Francisco.

New

Mont-

Crude Oil Burners Operating Kitchen Ranges in
Government Barracks at Fort Winfield Scott

Bldg.,

Cooking and Heating Plants

OIL

KEENE CEMENT
American Keene Cement
San Francisco.

Co.,

Monadnock

L.

Mott Iron Works, 135 Kearny

Francisco.

for

JOHNSON CO.

LAMP POSTS
J.

BURNERS

Modern EQUIPMENTS

St.,

San

S. T.
1337 MISSION ST.
SAN FRANCISCO

945 GBACE AVE.

OAKLAND
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WHITTIER COBURN

CO.

-

MANUFACTURERS

WHITTIER QUALITY PAINTS
Distributors

BRIDGEPORT STANDARD STAINS
GLIDDEN CONCRETE PAINTS
Sales Office :: Howard and Beale Streets, San Francisco, Cal.
ARCHITECTS* SPECIFICATION INDEX-ContOiued
METAL SHINGLES

Jones-Duncan

Meurer Bros., 630 Third St., San Francisco.
San Francisco Metal Stamping & Corrugating
Co., 2269 Folsom Sf
San Francisco.
.

OIL BURNERS
S. T. Johnson Co.,
cisco.

1337 Mission

St.,

San Fran-

Paint

American Standard Oil Burner Co., Seventh and
Cedar Sts., Oakland.
VV. S. Ray Manufacturing Company, 218 Market
St., San Francisco.
Fess System Co., 220 Natoma St., San Fran-

PHOTO ENGRAX'ING

ufactured by Industrial
M. & \V. Oil Burni
Equipment Co.,
o., 275 ConT. P. .larvis Crude Oil Bu
necticut St., San Francisco.
Rotary Oil Burner Company, 159 Twelfth St.,

PIPE— VITRIFIED
COTTA

G.

Oakland.
E. Witt Oil Burner Company, 830 Howard
St.,

San Francisco.

ORNAMENTAL lUON AND BRONZE
California

Metal

and

Wire

St.,

Steiger Terra Cotta and
Bldg., San Francisco.

Pottery

Eddy

St.,

San Francisco.

in this issue for Pacific Coast agents.)

Concreta for Cement, made by W. P.
Fuller & Co., San Francisco.
Glidden's Liquid Cement, sold on Pacific Coast
by Whittier, Coburn Company, San Francisco.

Fuller's

Stone Te.x., Trussed Concrete Steel
(See Adv. for Coast agencies.)
Co.
Concreto Cement Coating, manufactured by the
Muralo Company, 540 Valencia St.. San Fran-

Trus-Con

cisco.

Samuel Cabot Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass., agencies
in San Francisco, Oakland. Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma and Spokane.

PAINT FOR STEEL STRUCTURES, BRIDGES,
ETC.
Pacific
Glidden's Acid Proof Coating, sold
Cobur
Company,
Coast by Whittier,
Francisco.
Steel
Co.
Concrete
Trussed
Bar-Ox,
Trus-Con
(See Adv. for Coast agencies.)
Bav State Steel Protective Coating. (See page
30 for coast agents.)
Paraffine Paint Co.. 34 First St., San Francisco.
Premier Graphite Paint and Pioneer Brand Red
Lead, made by W. P. Fuller & Co., San Fran-

PAINTS'. OILS. ETC.
Brininstool Co., Los .Angeles, represented in
San Francisco by Marion D. Cohn Co., Hans-

The

ford Building.

Mission,

Company,

I9S

Minna

Otis

St.,

St.,

San

San Francisco.
St., San Fran-

cisco.

Wittman, Lyman &

Co.,

341

Minna

St.,

San

Francisco.

Alex Coleman, 706

Ellis

St.,

San Francisco.

PLUMBING FIXTURES. MATERIALS.
B.

J.

Crane

ETC.

Clow & Son. Hearst Bldg., San Francisco.
Co., Second and Brannan Sts., San Fran-

cisco.

State Brick and Cement Coating, made by
Wadsworth, Howland & Co. (Inc.). (See Adv.

Co.,

A. Knowles. 985 Folsom St., San Francisco.
C. C. Morehouse, Crocker Bldg., San Francisco.
Hermann Bosch, 2054 Market St.. San Fran-

Gillev-Schmid

Bay

Paint

Works, Mills

PLASTER CONTRACTORS

Petersen-james Co., 730 Larkin

D. Zelinsky, 564

TERRA

Gladding, McBean & Co., Crocker Bldg., San
Francisco.
Pratt Building Material Co., Hearst Bldg., San

Francisco.
Scott Co., Inc., 243

PAINT FOR CEMENT

San Frin-

GLAZED

SALT

San

St.,

PAINTING AND DECORATING

near

Fourth

San Francisco.

Varnish Co.. Cleveland. Ohio, represented by Whittier-Coburn Co., San Francisco.
and California Glass & Paint Company, Los
Angeles.

Market

717

PLUMBING CONTRACTORS

Francisco.
J. Hillard Company, Inc., 19th and Minnesota Sts., Sain Francisco.
Shreiber & Sons Co., represented by Western
Builders Supply Co., San Francisco.
West Coast Wire & Iron Works, 861-863 Howard St.. San Francisco.

St..

Co.,

San

C.

Glidden

Waters

San

Mott Iron Works, 135 Kearny

Bass-Hueter

J.

St.,

:isco.

J.

R.

Works, Fresno.
Bridge Works, Sacramento.
Chicago and New York.
Works, 20th and Indiana Sts.

Francisco.

San

California Photo Engraving Co., 121 Second St.,
San Francisco.

349

Seventh St., San Francisco.
Brode Iron Works, 31-37 Hawthorne

St.,

PHOTOGRAPHY

Co.,

Artistic

Burnett Iron
Palm Iron &
J. G. Braun,
Ralston Iron

Ninth

414

Co.,

N. Nason S: Company, San P
SCO, Los
Angeles, Portland and Seattle.
W. P. Fuller & Co., all principal Coast cities.
Standard Varnish Works, 113 Front St.. San

R.

California Steam Plumbing Supply
Fifth St.. San Francisco.
Company, 198 Otis
Gilley-Schmid
Francisco.

Co.,
St.,

671

San

Glauber Brass Manufacturing Company, 1107
Mission St.. San Francisco.
Improved Sanitary Fixture Co., 612 Metropolitan
Bldg., Los Angeles.
Miller-Enwright Company, Sacramento, Cal.
J. L. Mott Iron Works, D. H. Gulick, selling

Kearny St.. San Francisco.
Mueller Manufacturing Co.. Pacific Coast
branch, 589 Mission St., San Francisco
Pacific Sanitary Manufacturing Co., 67 New
Montgomery St., San Francisco.
Western States Porcelain Co., San Pablo, Cal.
Wm. F. Wilson Co.. 328 Mason St.. San Franagent. 135

H.

cisco
C.

.A.

Dunham

Co.,

Wells

Fargo

Bldg..

San
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Q

Artistic metal & wire co.
L- CALIFORNIAJ.T.MCCORMrCK.
PRESIDENT
ORNAMENTAL IRON AND BRONZE
^

349-365 SEVENTH ST

SAN FRANCISCO

('

ARCHITECTS- SPECIFICATION INDEX-Continued
POTTERY
Ter
Cotta and Pottery Works, Mills
Bldg., San Fr:

Steiger

PUMPS
Chicago

Pump Company,

Howard

612

street.

San Francisco.

SCHOOL FURNITURE AND SUPPLIES— Cont'd
St.,

(see page

28

for

REFRIGERATORS
McCray
mann

sold by
Geary and Stockton

Refrigerators,
Co.,

Nathan DohrSan Fran-

Sts.,

REVERSIBLE WINDOWS
Hauser
Bldg.,

Reversible

Window Company, Balboa

San Francisco.

Pump

Chicago

Co.,

by Telephone

represented

Electric Equipment
San Francisco.

RADIATORS
"Presto" Sanitary Radiators
Pacific Coast Agents.)

& Ray-Wiggin Company, 776 Mission
San Francisco.

VVhitaker

SEWAGE EJECTORS
612

Co.,

Howard

street,

SHEATHING AND SOUND DEADENING
Samuel Cabot Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass., agencies
in San Francisco, Oakland, Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma and Spokane.
Paraftine Paint Co., 34 First St., San Francisco.

SHEET METAL WORK, SKYLIGHTS.
Sheet

Capitol

Works,

Metal

ETC.

1927

Market

St..

731

Clement

St.,

REVOLVING DOORS
Van Kennel Doors,
ucts Co.. 525

sold by U.

Market

St..

S.

Metal Prod

San Francisco.

ROLLING DOORS, SHUTTERS, PARTITIONS
ETC.
Building Materials Co., 523 Market St.
San Francisco
C. F. Weber & Co., 365 Market St., San Fran
Pacific

.

CISCO.

Kinnear Steel Rolling Doors, W. W. Thurston,
agent, Rialto Bldg., San Francisco.
Wilson's Steel Rolling Doors, U. S. Metal Prod
ucts Co., San Francisco and Los Angeles.

ROOFING AND ROOFING MATERIALS
Grant Gravel Co., Flat Iron Bldg., San Francisco.

Fibrestone & Roofing Co., 971 Howard St., San
Francisco.
National Roofing Company, Plaza Bldg., Oakland.

and

manufactured

"Ruberoid,"

by

Paraffine Paint Co., San Francisco.
Pioneer Roofing, manufactured by Pioneer Paper
Co., 513 Hearst Building. San Francisco.
United Materials Co., Crossley Bldg., San Fran-

Meurer
Third

A. H. MacDonald,
San Francisco.

Eros.,
St..

630

agent,

Cabot's Creosote Stains, sold by Waterhouse &
Price, San Francisco, Los Angeles and Portland.
Fuller's Pioneer Shingle Stains, made by W. P.
Fuller & Co.. San Francisco.

SLATE ROOFING
Howard

Fiberstone & Roofing Co., 971
Francisco.

San

St..

STEEL AND IRON— STRUCTURAL
Burnett Iron Works, Fresno, Cal.
Central Iron Works, 621 Florida St., San FranD.ver

Eros.,

17th

and Kansas

Sts.,

Erode Iron Works, 31 Hawthorne

St.,

Sai

Sa

Golden Gate Iron Works, 1541 Howard

Fran-

St..

San

St.,

San

Francisco.

Judson Manufacturing Co., 819 Folsom

L. Mott Iron Works, 135 Kearny St., San
Francisco.
Haws' Sanitary Drinking Faucet Co., 1808 Harmon St., Berkeley.
J. B. Clow & Son., Hearst Bldg., San Francisco.
J.

SASH CORD

Samson Cordage Works, manufacturers of

Solid

Braided Cords and Cotton Twines, 88 Broad
St., Boston, Mass.

SCENIC PAINTING— DROP CURTAINS. ETC.
The Edwin H.

Flagg Scenic
Beach Ave.. Los Angeles.

Co.,

1638

Long

Co.,

17th

Rolling Mills,

19th

and Indiana

and Mississippi

Sts.,

Bldg.,

San

Palm Iron &
Ralston Iron

San Francii
U.

S.

ducts

Steel

Co.,

Rialto

ted by Western
Schreiber & Sons Co., repre
Builders Supply Co., S. F.
Western Iron Works, 141 Scale St., San Fran-

& Gunn, 444 Market

Woods,' Huddart
Francisco

St.,

(See page
State Steel Protective Coating.
iO for coast agents.)
(See
Co., Boston Mass.
Adv. for Coast agencies.)
ParafRne Paint Co., 34 First St., San Francisco.

Bay

F. Weber S
cisco; 512 S.

Co., 365 Market St.. San FranBroadway. Los Angeles.
Andrews & Co., 728 Mission St., San

Francisco.

can

Wadsworth, Howland &

make no mistake

in specifving

OLMSTEAD
ARTIFICIAL
SLATE
SCHOOL
CHURCH
THEATRE AND
SCHOOL SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS

FURNITURE

WHITAKER

and

San

STEEL PRESERVATIVES

SCHOOL FURNITURE AND SUPPLIES

A.fid-|ITECTS

Mortenson Construction
Sts., San Francisco.
Pacific

SANITARY DRINKING FOUNTAINS

H.

Metal Works,

Francisco.

ROOFING TIN

A.

Sheet

Cisco.

"Malthoid"

C.

Mode

SHINGLE STAINS

RAY-WIGGIN

riting to Advertisers

SEATING

CO., "LrFrtn^fcT*

please mention this

magaz
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Specify MOTH-PROOF Closets
PORT ORFORD CEDAR
clients at

closet lining will provide these for your
plaster.
Samples on request.

an actual saving over lath and

Get Prices and Information from

TILDEN LUMBER COMPANY
Foot of University Avenue,
All

Kinds

of

Lumber and

-Mill

BERKELEY

Work

Telephone Berkeley 097

LATH, SHINGLES, SHAKES and POSTS, SASH, DOORS and MILL WORK
TIMBERS and SPECIALS
KILN DRIED FINISH and FLOORING

SUNSET
LUMBER COMPANY
DEALERS WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
PINE and REDWOOD LUMBER
IN

YARDS AND OFFICE

PHONE OAKLAND

OAK AND FIRST

1820

OAKLAND, CAL.

STS.,

Phones

Large Timbers

and

;

LUMBER EX. 30
MARKET I48S

SANTA FE LUMBER COMPANY

Special

Bills to

\

Dealers

Order

in

Wholesale and Retail

LUMBER

Kiln Dried
Oregon Pine
Finish

Main Yard on SOUTHERN PACIFIC. WESTERN PACIFIC, SANTA FE

nth and De Haro

Streets

Mill work

SAN FRANCISCO,

.-.

CAL.

Manufactured

and Delivered Anywhere
Plans or Lists sent us for Estimates will
have Careful and Immediate Attention

DUDFIELD LUMBER CO.
Alain Office, Yard and Planing Mill
JNO. DUDFIELD, President and .Manager

When

PALO ALTO

-

JOSEPH

A.

JURY.

Secretary and Mill Supt.

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazine.
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HARDWARE
RUSSWIN
RUSSELL & ERWIN MANUFACTURING
CO.

New

Corporation, Successor
83J Market Street,

Con

Britain,

SAN FRANCISCO

ARCHITECTS- SPECIFICATION INDEX-Co
VALVES

STEEL BARS FOR CONCRETE

Bars, made by Trussed Concrete
(See Adv. for Coast agencies.)
Woods, Huddart & Gunn, 444 Market St., ban

Kahn and Rib
Steel Co.

Paci"c'"rast Steel Co., Rialto Bldg., San Francisco and Union Oil Company, Los Angeles.

STEEL MOULDINGS FOR STORE FRONTS
Chicago, 111.
T. G. Braun, 615-621 S. Paulina St.,
STEEL FIREPROOF WINDOWS
States Metal Products
and Los Angeles.

United
Cisco

San tran-

Co.,

W. W.

Thurs-

Kinnear Steel Rolling Door
ton, Rialto Bldg., San Francisco.
Co.,

,

,

cisco.

-

,

^

.

,

,

American Portland Stone and Granite Co., foot
of Tenth Ave., East Oakland
San
California Granite Co., 518 Sharon Bldg.,
_.
Ave. and Division
.

Co., Potrero

San Francisco.

St.,

Colusa

Sandstone

Co.,

and

Ave.

Potrero

vision St., San Francisco.
McGilvray Stone Company, 634

.

^.

Di-

F.

&

Bowser

Co..

612

.

VENETIAN BLINDS, AWNINGS, ETC.
F.

Weber &

Co., 365

Market

San Fran-

St.,

WALL PAINT

by

San-A-Cote and Vel-Va-Cote, manufactur
the Biininstool Co., Los Angeles; Man
Cohn Co., Hansford Bldg., San
distributor.

WALL BEDS
Marshall

Bldg., Sa

Co., 1154 Phela

& Stearns

Francisco.

WALL BOARD

u
"Amiwud" Wall Board, manufactured by
fine

t
Paraf-

.

Paint Co., 34 First

i.

San Francisco.

St.,

WATER HEATERS— AUTOMATICCalifornia,

237
Water Heater Co. of
Powell St., San Francisco, and Thirteenth
and Clay Sts., Oakland.
Hoffman Heater Co., 429 Stockton St., ban

Pittsburg

Francisco.

Francisco.

SURETY BONDS

^

Company,

Casualty

California

1

.

St.,

OIL, ETC.
Howard St., ban

STORAGE^SYSTEMS-GASOLINE,
S.

San Franc
Nason & Co., Sa Francisco, Los Angeles,
Portland and Seattle.
Front St., San
Standard Varnish Works,
Francisco.
„
,.
S. F. Pioneer Varnish Works, 816 Mission St.,

cisco.

^
Champion and California steel brands, made by
Western Iron Works, 141 Beale St., San Fran-

Francisco.

1

R. N.

C.

STEEL WHEELBARROWS

Raymond Granite

San Francisco.

St.,

P. Fulle. Co., all principal Coast cities.
Glidden Var nish Co., Qeveland, O., represented
on the Pa cific Coast by Whittier-Coburn Co.,

W.

San Francisco.

STEEL ROLLING DOORS

STONE

247 Mission

Jenkins Bros

VARNISHES

.
,,
Merchants
,

WATERPROOFING FOR CONCRETE, BRICK,
.

tt

Ex-

change Bldg., San Francisco.
Globe Indemnity Co., Insurance Exchange Bldg.,
San Francisco.
,,.„ „,,
.
,
Bldg.,
Fidelity & Deposit Co. of Maryland, Mills
Pacific Coast' Casualty Co.,
Bldg.. San Francisco.

Merchants' Exchange

TEMPERATURE REGULATION

149 i'ltth bt.. San
Francisco.
,
^„^ Howard
^^
^^
St., ban
G. E. Witt Company, Inc., 850
Francisco.
^^, . ,„^

Johnson Service Company,

ETC
Ar'morite
Fuller

Damp
&

Co.,

made by W. P.

Resisting Paint,
San Francisco.

Concrelo Cement Coating, manufactured by the
Muralo Co. (See page 5.)
, o
e
Fibrestone & Roofing Co., 971 Howard St., San

_

Francisco.
Gliddcn's Concrete

-j

,
t
Floor Dressing and Liquid
•

,

Cement Enamel, sold on Pacific Coast by
John King & Sons, 36 Stanford St., San Fran-

c^

cisco.
_
,
„
Whittier, Coburn Company, San Francisco, and
California Glass & Paint Company, Los An-

THEATER AND OPERA CHAIRSSan

Francisco.

St.,

ban fran-

Francisco.
Im^perfal Co., 183 Stevenson St., San
Samuel Cabot Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass., agencies
Portin San Francisco. Oakland. Los Angeles,
land, Tacoma and Spokane.
,
.
Wadsworth, Howland k Co., Inc. (See Adv. for

,

A

H. Andrews, 728 Mission St.,
Weber & Co., 365 Market

C. F.

Whiuker & Ray-Wiggin Company, 776 Mission
St.,

San Francisco.

TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT

Telephone Electric Equipment Co., 612
San Francisco.
St
_

„„„,m
Howard

.

TILES, MOSAICS, MANTELS. ETC. San tranMangrura & Otter, 561 Mission St.,

OawSnd

^lantel

Co.,

214S

Telegraph

Ave.,

.

,

Coast agencies.)

WHEELBARROWS— STEEL

„
Western Iron Works, Beale and Main

„

<-,„
„,, Howard. -,
St., San
971
Fibrestone &
Francisco.
^
„
t>ij
c.,«
ban
Bldg.,
Crocker
Co.,
&
McBean
Gladding.
„
—
Francisco.
^,
FranUnited Materials Co., Crossley Bldg., San
y-.

,

,

.

TILe'wALLS— INTERLOCKING Blocks,
Denison

Hollow

Building,

Interlocking

Pacific Porcelain

gomery

St.,

Ware

horum

Vacuum

R.

W

made by W.

&

Fuller

P.

Co.,

Varnish Works, 113 Front
San Francisco.
j
-r
-j
Trus-Con Sno-wite. manufactured by Trussed
(See Adv. for Coast disConcrete Steel Co.
"sttrnette!"''st'i°ndard
St.,

,,

Hauser Reversible Window
San Francisco.

Foyle

^a^S^'^te^e^l^ Products

110 Jessie St., San Francisco.

ETC.

WINDOWS-REVERSIBLE,

WINDOW SHADES

Agent. San Francisco.
tt
,,
«
Spencer Turbine Cleaner, sold by Hughson &
Merton, 530 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco
"Tuec" Air Cleaner, manufactured by United
Electric Co..

"SUkenwhite,"

Mont-

San Francisco.

VACUUM CLEANERS Cleaner,
Invincible

67 Kt

_
San

Sts.,

tributors.

Sacramento.

VITREOUS CHINAWARE
Company,

.

..

.

"Gold Seal," manufactured and sold by BastAll principal Coast
Hueter Paint Company.

Oakland.

TILE FOR ROOFING ^
Roofing Co.,

^

Francisco.

WHITE ENAMEL FINISH

Top Light Shade

Co., 737

.

,

Balboa

Co.,

,

Market

Co.,

„

St.,

Rialto

Bldg.,

^
j
Oakland.
,

Bldg.,

,

San

Francisco.

WOOD MANTELS

.

„

San Francisco
„

Fink & Schindler, 218 13th St.,
Mangrum & Otter, 561 Mission
cisco.

St.,

San tran-

sia3t.-i:^^a&

^7-

"-*'^-^
'^^^^ Dass-tluoior
Dass'Huoior Siii
Shinglo
Slain. «• -I
^
Sianas me Sim and mo Rain ^
_

Wood

A

decays because the natural

oil is

taken out by sunshine and

roof or a shingled house will stand exposure for years

if

rain.

a good shingle stain has been

applied.

The

stain protects the

wood and

the color adds the beauty.

Bass-Hueter Superior Shingle Stain

specially

is

prepared for the Pacific Coast.

the best stain for redwood and other lumber

First of

all,

It also

contains ingredients selected to stand the

it is

grown on

many months

this coast.

of sunshine

and the

rainy season.

Being made on the
offer

Pacific Coast, the

know

manufacturers

the conditions and

when we

you

Bass-Hueter Shingle Stain
you are getting the one

Don't neglect the
a

stain that

roof.

is

Keep

best adapted for your house.
it

protected.

Get

a ladder right

away

— today

if

you can

— make

thorough examination.
If

it

shows any

Insist

many

that

from exposure

effects

— go

to a painter at

once and give him the

he use Bass-Hueter Shingle Stain; then you

will not

have

this

job.

expense again for

years.

Twelve

colors

to

choose

from

and each

is

a

permanent preservative

for

shingles and

all

unfinished woods.

We

carry a

are

the

know from

best goods

lumber of the

of Bass-Hueter Paints and

full line

Varnishes and

made

experience that these
for the

climate and

Pacific Coast.

BASS-HUETER PAINT CO.
816 Mission St.

1564

Market

St.

SAN FRANCISCO
Seattle

Los Angeles

Portland

^T%
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STRUCTURAL

AT LAST!

STEEL FRESNO

Effective

BURNING SYSTEM

OIL
Complete Stock of

(Adapted for

all ordinary commercial and industrial uses.)

COLUMNS ANGLES
GIRDERS

TEES
PLATES
CHANNELS CASTINGS

The FESSCO

BEAMS

Smokeless combustion
with high efficiency.

secured

dirt or noise, and minimum
expense for running.
make fullest possible guaran=

No

MODERN EQUIPPED STEEL,

We

FABRICATING PLANT and

tees.

IRON FOUNDRY

We

furnish and erect Building
Steel, Bridge Steel,Tank Towers,
Sidewalk Doors, Fire Escapes,

Ornamental and Cast

AT LAST!

A Complete and

$100 and $150

Prices

Write for Bulletin

Fess System Co.

Iron.

J.M.BURNETT
IRON WORKS
SANTA
AND

Main

Office

and Factory

218-222 Natoma Street
San Francisco, Cal.

FE AVE.

SAN BENITO STREET

Fresno, California

BRANCHES

AQENCIES

Portland

Seattle

Los Angeles
San DieKO

Eureka
Reno

JudsonManimcturikg Co.

immmmmd^
City Hall, San Francisco, Cal.
Bakewell

&

Brown, Architects.

important structure. Imperial Waterproofing is being used by the McGilvery Stone
Co. for treating the beds and builds of all gran
ite and stone work, by a surface application, to
prevent staining, caused by cement mortar.

For

this

WE

SPECIALIZE

WATER PROONNG PROBLEMS

—

Under Ground
Above Ground
ASSUME ALL RESPONSIBILITY
GUARANTEE RESULTS

OPEN

HEARTH
STEEL
BARS

STRUCTURAL
STEEL

IMPERIAL COMPANY
Builders Exchange Building

183 Stevenson St.

San Francisco
vriting to Advertisers pleas

—

—

Machine Work Bolts Castings
Pattern and Blacksmith Work

The Architect and fim^incer

HOUSE OF

AIR.

LEO

J.
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I.

DEVLIN, ARCHITECT,

SAN FRANCISCO

This Beautiful City Residence designed by Mr. Devlin and to be
occupied by him is equipped with

One Sweeper Tuec

Vacuum Cleaner
MANUFACTURED BY

UNITED ELECTRIC

CO.

CANTON, OHIO
CALIFORNIA DISTRIBUTORS
S. F.

COMPRESSED AIR CLEANING
.S,S6

Sutter Street, San Francisco

BARKER BROS.
724=38 South Broadway, Los Angeles

When

writing to Advertisers pie

CO.

The Architect and Engineer
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PORTLAND STONE ^PORTLAND GRANITE
Cannot be told from Nature's Products Equal Crushing Strength to
Natural Stone and Granite Equally Waterproof, Fireproof, Durable
and Artistic.

—

—

Received Highest Award of its class
(Gold Medal) at P. P. I. E.

American Portland
Stone and Granite

Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

Architectural Stone,
Mantels, Granite Steps,
Lawn Furniture, Etc.
San Francisco Office—
255

MONADNOCK BUILDING

Phone Douglas 3472

Oakland Office— 1067

BROADWAY

Phone Oakland 3148
First

M.

E. Church. Oakhi

Factory— Foot lOth

Ave., E.
Phone Merritt 499

OAKLAND

THE TOP LIGHT SHADE
ADJUSTABLE window
ANwhich
up and
DOES NOT
shade

slide

down on

It rolls both ways.
the casing.
Easily and
secure in any position.
quickly installed. Very little hardware.
Looks well. Is strong and durable.

Is

Moderate

in cost.

INFORMATION ON REQUEST

TOP LIGHT SHADE COMPANY
737 Market Street, Oakland
riting to

Adver

The Architect ami
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Unexcelled for Preserving Roofs
and Exposed Surfaces

& B.
PABCO PAINTS
P.

AND

Our Engineering Department has much
valuable data which

at vour ser\dce

is

THE PARAFFINE PAINT
34 First

St.,

CO.

San Francisco

American lUttnt Cement Co.
SAN FRANCISCO,

CALIF.

STRONGEST KEENE CEMENT KNOWN

KEENE CEMENT GAUGED LIME MORTAR
COSTS LESS THAN HARDWALL PLASTER
RECENTLY USED EXCLUSIVELY

IN

THESE BUILDINGS

NEW CITY HALL. SAN FRANCISCO
POLYTECHNIC HIGH SCHOOL '

BERKELEY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
OAKLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS

MORSEHEAD APARTMENTS

SAN FRANCISCO FIRE HOUSES

'

ALL TYPES OF BUILDINGS AND RESIDENCES

SPECIFICATIONS MAILED UPON REQUEST

NON-RUSTING — SOUNDPROOF -EVERLASTING
When

writing to Advertisers please "leniion this magazine.

The Architect and Engineer

THE RAY OIL BURNING SYSTEM
The only low-priced Rotary Oil Burner.
A Perfect Crude Oil Burner.
Gives Entire Satisfaction.

Two Years Quarantee
CsDacily 8 zalloos per bour.

W.

S.

RAV

/VIFQ.

Established 1872

218-220 Marl<et St.

Bosworth,

SAN FRANCISCO

S. P.

Phone Kearny

^

Smaller size as low ai SIOO

Price $175 complete.

USED BY STANDARD OIL CO.

SALESROOM

^^^
^^^^

Every Sale a Boost.
with Every Burner.

CO.

WORKS
Milton & Rousseau

R. R., San Francisco

Phone Mission S022

199

Fresh outside air drawn thru the combustion chamInstantly heated and delivered

FLOOR -WALL
OJta

FIREPLACE

HEATERS

ber of the heater.
into the room in
condition.

Each heater

ABSOLUTELY ODORLESS

an

heat 4000 cubic feet at a cost of
but one cent an hour. Price within the reach of all.
Call, write or phone for demonstration.

COLE HEATER SALES CO.
Distributors

305-7=9 Lick Building, 35 Montgomery St.
San Francisco, Calif. Phone Garfield 1657

will

Oakland

Office

FRANK

B. CRAIG
1764 Broadway, Oakland, Calif.
Pho

;

Oakland 1654

For Sound and Economical Concrete Specify

NILES

SAND GRAVEL & ROCK

CO.'S

Crushed and screened concrete Gravel and Rock. ^ Sharp, clean Concrete
Sand, or Topping. All from fresh water, thoroughly washed, and in any size
or mixture, with or without sand, as desired. ^ Free from Salt.

Roofing Gravel, Road Dressing, Cobble-Stones
Business

office

Mutual Bank Building

704

Market

St., San Francisco
Telephone Douglas 2944

Residence of J. Sheldon Potter
Houghton Sawyer, Architect
Faced with 80,000

"TEXTURESQUE"
(Name
Registered)

RED STOCK BRICK
"TEXTURESQUE"

is the name of a
particular finish applied to a line of

AkliSTIC CLAY BRICK
Made only by the

DIAMOND BRICK COMPANY
In various shades of

RED— GRAY—BUFF
Sales Office:
Balboa Bldg., San Francisco

Telephone
2987

Sutter

The

Soundproof, because

'

-I

air

Light in weight, bicausu

Strong and

.-Ircliitrcf

and

Eiis^inccr
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spa

its h.,ll..w

rigid, beeause of dept

Flat ceilings

ol

long span.

SAVE WEIGHT IN REINFORCED CONCRETE FLOORS
BY USING STEEL FLORETYLES
The hollow Florctylcs take the place of heavy masses of concrete
which add great weight but no strength to the construction. This reduction in weight makes a marked saving in the girders, columns and foundations which
support the floor. In addition, Floretyle Construction assures flat ceilings of long span,
soundproof floors, exceptional rigidity, simplified centering, and rapid construction.
These many advantages of Floretyle Construction are the reasons for its extensive use
in the largest and more important buildings.
Write for Floretyle P.amphlet and suggestions for

use in your work.

its

Trussed Concrete Steel Co.
Youngstown, Ohio
Los Antjeles

Spokane

Seattle

Portland

To Architects and Decorators
—

NOTE To show just why our Compo is the very best, see
Five Reasons in five issues of the "Architect and Engineer."

The

COMPO REASON

4th
WHY
1st

— "Form"

FINISHES LIKE
Sec May. Ju

tid

WOOD

September "Ads"

Each piece of COMPO is a perfect duplicate of the best wood carving
model that can be made, (including grain of wood). The only system
producing perfect

2nd

No wood

detail.

— "Material" finishes

like

fibre used,

same

spoils sharp detail.

wood

This special Composition combines elasticity, toughness and hardness,
is porous enough to take stains, or may be finished natural or painted
wood. When gilded may be Burnished under an agate hke
ui.1,,1, due to elasticity.
Contains no plaster.

yet

just like

OU.-\LITY COU.N'TS"

Established 1902

• WESTERN
155

BUILDERS' SUPPLY CO.
NEW MONTGOMERY ST.

Phone Kearny

San Francisco, Cal.

1991

ng to Advertisers please mention

this

magaz

—
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Southern Pacific

LOS ANGELES
Choice of Routes

Down

the Coast Line

rich Santa Clara and SaUnas Valleys, over the beautiful Santa
Lucia Mountains, and for one hundred
miles along the Pacific Ocean via Santa
Barbara and Ventura, following all the
way the old Trail of the Padres one of
the most picturesque trips in the world.

Through the

—

Down the San Joaquin ValleyThis picture shows the beautiful Caen
Stone Columns of the New Oakland City
Hall, pronounced the Best Piece of Imitation
Caen Stone Workmanship on the
Pacific Coast.
Specialty.

High Grade Plaster Work

Traversing fertile plains bounded on the
East by the Sierra Nevada and on the
West by the Coast Range; past thriving
valley cities

and across the Tehachapi

Mountains,

circling the

noted loop.

a

KINOWUES
San Francisco
985 Folsom
A.

Choice of

8 Daily

Trains

Street,

A STANDARD PRODUCT

Promelheus. the Food and Plate

Warmer

Electric, o/ course

Alyaline
Velvety Washable

WALL PAINT

—

How convenient
Resource
moment of delay to be able to
conserve those qualities of the meal or
luncheon which make for their success.
Recourse to the Prometheus Food and
Plate Warmer has helped many a hostess
maintain her poise and good nature when
belated guests "keep things waiting" or
It's
a
unlooked-for-friends drop in.
necessary "part of the house." Let us
at the

tell

you why.

Made by

77ie

Firometlieiiiss

Jones-Duncan Paint Co.
San Francisco,
When

Cal.

writing to Adverti;

nnoDnnnoDDGais
please mention this magazii
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ODD FELLOWS HALL, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
J.

Henry Boehrer. Architect

This Building Faced with

RICHMOND

Red Pressed Brick
laid

up

in

Flush White Mortar Joints

MANUFACTURED BY

Los Angeles Pressed Brick Company
Factories in Los Angeles

and Richmond,

United Materials

Cal.

Company

Northern Distributors

CROSSLEY BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO
When

writing to Advertisers please mention

thi<
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Cottages at the Hospital for the Insane, Whitby, Canada.
General Sheet Metal Work of Armco Iron.

T

HE DEMAND

for a pure, rust-resisting iron, not only for culverts, but
for every part of building construction requiring metal work, knows no

North, South, East or West.

Wherever men are building with eyes to the future and with minds that
think of more than first cost, there the call is for Armco Iron because

ARMCO

IRON

Resists Rust
The cottages

at the Hospital for the Insane at

Whitby, Canada, pictured

above, have their cornice and gutter work, their eaves-trough, conductor pipe,

Armco (American

etc., all of

Ingot) Iron.

have secured cheaper mabut they knew that in specifying Armco Iron they were getting metal
whose durability is beyond question and whose first cost is its only cost.

The

officials

and the

architects in charge could

terial

Armco Iron

is the most economical iron to use wherever
sheet metal is required. It is ideal for roofing, siding, silos,
cribs, barns, poultry houses, tanks, well casings, etc., etc.

THE AMERICAN ROLLING MILL
The trade

iV-T
,

carries the asiron bearing: that

/

1

mark

mark

ABMOO

manufactured by The / merican Rolling Mill
Coiiipany with he skill, intelligence
nets,

ARMCO-American

the highest degree

merit claim

and Metal Lath

MIDDLETOWN. OHIO
Distridt

Salo

Offices

Cincinnati and

When

Ingot Iron Roofing, Pipe, Gutter, Terne Plate

I

and hence can be depended up1

tl,e

is

CO.

— New

York, Chicago, Pittsburg, Detioil,

Monadnock

Building, Sai

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazine.

St.

Louis, Cleveland,
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En<:;iiici'i

THE
AMERICAN STEEL BAR MFG.
WANLFACTLRERS AND DISTRIBUTORS OF THE

CO.

DOI.C.FAR ClRf. BAR.

SECTIONAL VIEW OF DOLBEAR CURB BAR

The Only Single

Piece

IN CONCRETE
Type Curb Armor Made on the Pacific Coast.

— NON-WEDQINQ — MECHANICALLY PERFECT
THE AMERICAN STEEL BAR MFG. GO.

SOLID ANCHORAGE

Bank Bldg.
Telephone - Sutter 1768
WINSTANLEY CO.
^''^^on Agents

511-512 Merchants National

FOX -HUNTER CO.

J. B.

Seattle
97

Columbia

Portland
East 41st & Halsey Streets

Street

San Francisco.
UNION LIME CO.
Agents Southern California
& Alameda Sts.. Los Angeles
FRED H. FIQEL. Agent
San Jose. Cal.

7th

J.G.BRAUN
615-621 S. Paulina St., Chicago,
527-541 \V. 3Sth Street,
carries a

Steel

111.

New York

complete stock of

Mouldings for Store Fronts

Elevator Enclosures, Etc.
Plain andOrnamental Sash B
Rosettes, Pickets and Ornam
Square Root Angle Iron fron

ets.

by--^

in.

"
by

' in.
'Via

upwards

Elevators. Elevator
for
Enclosures and Office Railings

Sq-

e

Tubing

to Architects. Architectural

Iron Works and Builders
only on Application

Patent Sheet Metal Shears Punching Machines
All parts, including the main body, are made of forged steel which makes these
The Punch Machines are made
tools far superior to any made from cast steel.
from steel plates. All movable parts are steel forgings. All parts which can be
are tempered. The Eccentric pillar blocks are made with indtp
T-:ot these Machines also have Shears for cutting An
;

WRITt fOR CATA106

AMD PRIOS

OVER 900
MACHINES
SOLD

,

—

'
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The Cutler Mail Chute

^H ^H
SANITARY RADIATORS
Occupy

one-fourth

less

and weigh oneamount ol other

space

third the

types of equal heating
May be atcapacity.
off
tached to the wall
the floor

— out

^Bl^^^^^h.
^^^^^^^^H^^P

—

the

of

'

^^^^^^^H|H

Thomas Day

^^^^^^^IP^D

Company.

^R^^BBHI)'.

Portland.

.

n^^BBfl
I^^BHX- -

uniform

^^^^^HH^KJ

quickly.

heat distribution. Every part is easily cleaned, insuring ab-

Ask

solute sanitation.

^^^^^^H||HB

^^^^H

C.

-'^

^^^^^^^H

V^^B^^BS^a
^^V
iUH

International

Bank BIdg.

SAN FRANCISCO
Peck

&

&

Co.

Wash.

Mail Box-L. C. Smith Building
Scattl.-. Wash..
C.at'sin ,<: i;am.rin. Anhitects.

'

'

TOUSLEY.

Svln.-us>-. N. Y.

Draper Co.,
201-221

Fryer

.

^^^^H&^l^

Admiral Mfg. Co.

and

Tacoma.

.

Coast
Represea tat Ives:

LOS ANGELES

W. Boost.

Seattle

't,!'

for detailed information.

Pacific

Franr.isrn.

^^^^^^^H

Wide air spaces
between sections supply

Heat and cool

way.

Represen-

^t^Hjl^^^jm^^J
^^^^^^^^^^^^^1

Pine St

Cutler Mail Chute Co,,
ROCHESTER,

SEATTLE

N, Y.

Cutler Building.

F. A. Le Clercq,

305 tVlaritime BIdg.

L-AMI APARTMENTS
90 Devisadero Street, San Francisco, California
D. J. Patterson. Architect ar\d Owner

Painted with L. & S. Cement Paint
All wood work, cement plaster and iron
is painted with L. & S.
demonstrating the range
of surface this paint is adaptable to

on this building

Cement Paint

Present architecture demands that flat,
S.
velvet like appearance which L.
Cement Paint produces. Made in all
colors including white.

&

WRITE FOR LITERATURE

Paint

Products Corporation

LAIRD & SINCLAIR,
Sfiaron Building

Distributors

San Francisco

THE PAINT THAT MADE THE EIPOSITION FAMOUS

When

writing to Adverti;

OENAMNTAL
IK0N6BR0NZE
STE/CTVRAL STEEL
CINCINNATI
!M

FEANCISCO

WESTERN BVTLDEKS
155

SVPFClT

CO

NEW MONTGOMERY

ST.

LOS ANGELES
SWEETSEE £/ BALDWIN SAft CO
200 EAST 92 ST

—
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Satisfaction
given a tenant or buyer means good will and good business in
Wherever our Oscillating Portal Wall Beds have
the future.
been installed you will find they are giving absolute satisfaction
to the tenants. The added use of the rooms and the saving in
housework they offer, have won for them the favor of the housewives. They are recognized as a proven utility and as a point
in favor of the house where they are installed.

MARSHALL & STEARNS

CO.

WALL BEDS

1152
1774

PHELAN BUILDING SAN FRANCISCO

BROADWAY

Geo. H. Uver President

R.

W. DVER.

OAKLAND

Vice-Pres.

\V,

J.

Dyer, Secy

DYER BROTHERS
Golden West Iron Works,

Inc.

Structural Iron and Steel Contractors
ORNAMENTAL IRON WORK
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Office and works:
17th and KANSAS STREETS

Phone Market

134

RADIATOR VALVES.
The labor cost of installing a cheap Valve is the
same as for a good one. Therefore in first cost
only the difference in price is saved.
Consider the cost of upkeep of Jenkins Bros.
Valves compared with the so-called "Jenkins " or
"Jenkins Disc" Type.
Leaky Valves cause damage to floors and ceilings
requiring repair expense greater than the cost of
the Valves.
Make your specifications read "Genuine Jenkins
Bros. Radiator Valves."
TiniWTTT- TXTCI

'D'D/^CJ

247 Mission Street

JriJNK.lJNo rSKUo. san francisco, cal.

300

West Lake Street
ill.

Chicago,
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Funslwd with Cahofs

k

Walls finished with Cabot's Old Virginia While
Roof finished with Cabot's Creosote Stain
Herbert Fcllz. Architect. Indianapolis

Creosote Shingle Stains

Virginia V'hite.

Millon H. McCuire. Archilecl. N. Y.

THE LATEST COUNTRY-HOUSE COLOR-SCHEMES
An

especially appropriate and harmonious exterior color-treatment has been developed for the
dignified and beautiful type of country-house that our leading architects have now firmly established in place of the fifty-seven varieties that have prevailed in recent years.

Cabot's Old Virginia White, for the walls
Cabot's Creosote Stains, In sreens or dark Ecray, for the roofs
soft, brilliant "whitewash white" of the Old Virginia White is particularly suitable for this
type of house, and the rich greens and velvety dark gray stains harmonize perfectly for the roof,
with the old New England dark green blinds. Samfjtes and information senl on request.

The

SAMUEL CABOT,
Pacific coast

Agenu

]

inc.,

Mfg. Chemists,

|i%?^Vc%"."po'r?!t:d''^°'"''

BOSTON, MASS.

and Engineer
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Beam. Angle, Channels, and Universal

p. Noble. Pres.
E. B. Noble. Vice-Pr<
A. E. Wilkins, Secy

Mill Plates for

immediate ship-

ment from

f arifir UnUing

Mill

stock

(Ha.

SUPPLIERS OF

FABRICATED STRUCTURAL STEEL,

Forgings,

Bolts, Rivets, Frogs, Switches, Cast Iron Castings
General Office and Works
17th and MISSISSIPPI STS.
Telephone Market 215. also Connecting City

City Offices

SAN FRANCISCO

W

R BRODF.

R.

Pres.

J.

ERODE,

SHARON BUILDING

216-217

Telephone Sutter 4388

Offices

LOUIS

Vice-Pres.

R.

HOLM,

Sec'ty

ERODE IRON WORKS
Established 1886

Incorporated 1913

Fabricators and Contractors of Structural Steel
and

ORNAMENTAL IRON WORK
Telephone Kearny 2464
31 to 37

HAWTHORNE STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
Between Howard and Folsom

W.

B.

MORRIS.

H. M.

President

Sts.,

WRIGHT.

East of Third Street

GATES.

L. J.

Vice-President

Secretary

Western Iron Works
STRUCTURAL IRON and
STEEL CONTRACTORS
Gas Holders, Vault
and

Linings. Jails, Fire Escapes, Beams, Channels, Angles
Steel

Wheelbarrows Carried

in

Stock

U,-U7 BEALE STREET

Phones: Kearny 575
J 1259

I32-U8

MAIN STREET

5^^ pi^^flJ^IJQf^L

AUSTIN Improved Cube
Concrete Mixer
Made in all sizes and styles of mountings for
general concrete work, for road and pavement
construction, and for bituminous concrete work.

MUNICIPAL ENGINEERING
CONTRACTING CO.
Main

Office,

Rollwoy

Eichamc CHICAGO.

&

ILL.

SAN FRANCISCO BRANCH OFFICE:
473-4S5

When

writing to

SIXTH STREET

Advertisers please mention

this

Tel. Garfield 8368

magazine.
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THE KINNEAR MFG.

CO.

COLUMBUS, OHIO

STEEL ROLLING FIREPROOF

DOORS

AND

SHUTTERS

Agents
Seattle = Portland

-

Los Angeles

San Francisco Office

TELEPHONE, MISSION

C.

=

Salt Lake City

517 Rialto Building

1763

HILLARD

J.

CO.,

Inc.

MANUFACTURERS OF
Bank and

Elevator Enclosures and Cars.
Office Railings.
Cast Iron Stairs and Store Fronts. Wire Work. Fire Escapes.

Nineteenth and Minnesota
Next

to California

Sts.

San Francisco, Cal.

Canneriei

Telephone Mission 5230

Ralston Iron Works, Inc.
STRUCTURAL STEEL
Ornamental Iron Woriz
Twentieth and Indiana

Phone Main

San Francisco,

Sts.

Cal.

322

The Palm

Iron and Bridge Works
INCORPORATED

STRUCTURAL STEEL
ORNAMENTAL IRONWORK
15th and

R

Streets

When

SACRAMENTO, CAL.

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazii
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MOTfS FlUMilMG
Mott's Lightweight Porcelain Bath
Weighs but little more than enameled iron baths
same type costs about the same.

of the

Samples

may be

seen at our showrooms
D. H.

THE

J. L.

QULICK,

Sales Agent

MOTT IRON WORKS ''°^.'rFTancisL'"Ja7

CRANE
COMPANY

Hi^k Grade

Second & Brannan Sts.

.

.

SUPPLIES
Steam and Hot

Water

Heating

VALVES, FITTINGS

Power Plant

SAN FRANCISCO

CALIFORNIA STEAM

.

''

PLUMBING

PIPE,

PIPE,

—
— Catalog on request.

and Water Works Materials

STEAM SPECIALTIES

AND PLUMBING SUPPLY

VALVES AND FITTINGS
p«R

671-679

STEAM, GAS, WATER AND OIL
COMPLETE STOCK OP

CO.

office and warehouse:

FIFTH STREET

comer biuxocc

The Kelly & Jones Company Products

^—^^=—

WRITE POR CATALOaUE

Telephone Sutter 737

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

SPECIFY GLAUBER FAUCETS
not only because they are

Guaranteed Five Years, but because

of the

quality which

enables us to guarantee them.

The Jury

of Awards at the P. P. I. E. gave us Seven Medals, not because we
indemnify our users against trouble with our goods, but because Glauber Quality
Faucets don't cause trouble.

Three hundred of the best buildings on the Pacific Coast are equipped with

Glauber Cocks.
Send

Main

Office

and

book.

Glauber Brass Mfg. Co.

Factorv

CLEVELAND.

(or illustrated specification

O.

When

1107 Mission Street,

San Francisco, Cal.

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazine.

Eastern Branch
l.^U

W. 32nd

NEW YORK

St.

The
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KENNEDY, Inc.

beg to announce that they have been appointed exclusive selling agents for the State of California, Nevada and Arizona

FOR

LINOTILE
Manufactured by the

ARMSTRONG CORK & INSULATION
They

will also

CO.

continue handling

ARROWLOCK TILING
NONPAREIL CORK TILING
HENCOR BULLETIN BOARD
KENWOOD FLOORING
NALECODE
Note new address

Sharon Bldg., 120 Jessie

St.,

San Francisco
Phone Douglas

Geo. H. Freear, Dist. Mgr.

1227

"THE BOUDOIR"
(REG.

TRADE MARK)

Pats. Dec. 1913. Jan. 1915

The astonishing convenience and increased comfort
afforded by "The Boudoir"
bath fixture over the old
have been
and users everymaking
the facts
where are
known. Repeat orders are
style

fixtures

proven,

multiplying

sales

rapidly.

TEN GOOD reasons:
LARGER LAVATORY—Used from either side or end.
ONE FAUCET— Supplies either fixture.
EXTRA SANITARY —Arrangement of wastepipes.
EASIER AND SAFER— Support in getting in or out of
WATER SUPPLY— Operated near bather.

tub.

—

SHOWER, Shampoo Refresh with clean water, warm or cold over head and body.
SAVES ALL cost of pipes, fittings and labor required for separate lavatory.
Large lavatory accessible, instead of small one in corner.
BETTER
SAVES SPACE A large item; reducing cost, affording additional room, or inbathroom.
any
and
comfort
in
creasing space
A valuable attraction in selling or renting homes
apartments.
and
Sold through the trade. Prompt deliveries from Los Angeles, Cal. or Pittsburg, Pa.

—

ARRANGEMENT—

—

NEW AND ORNAMENTAL —

CO.
FIXTURE
IMPROVED SANITARY
LOS ANGELES, CAL
& Broadway

612 Metropolitan Bldg., 5th

this magazine.
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SPECIFY "CHICAGO"
Multi-SUigc Turbine House

Pumps

Single and Duplex Electric Sewage Ejectors
Automatic Electric Bilge Pumps
"Little Giant" Electric Cellar Drainers

Pneumatic Water Supply Systems
House Service Pumps

Electric

A Complete and
Uencral Offices and Factory

Well Designed Line

CHICAGO PUMP COMPANY
901 \V.

Lake

Street, Chicago,

Pacific

i

Coast Agents

TELEPHONE ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT
612

III.

Howard

CO.

San Franci;

Street,

THE DUNHAM RADIATOR
TRAP
DUNHAM
AND

VAPOR SYSTEM

"DUNHAM or equal" are the words

found

in the heating specifications
oE practically every large architect and
engineer in the United States and Canada.
This is perfectly natural when it is remembered that it was the Dunham trap that
commercialized the hollow disc thermostatic
principle in radiator trap construction.

—

The Dunham Vapor System Simple
Practical. No Waste of Fuel. No Dust
No Pounding or Hammering.

and

or Odors.

C A. DUrVHAIVl CO.

Lasts
while laxling
//

id

Marshalltown, Iowa
Wells Fargo Building,
San Francisco

Works'

THE BASHLIN FAUCET
COMPRESSION AND SELF CLOSING

is

rapidly replacing other l^inds.

FAUCET is preferred:
can be repaired withuut turning off water.
Cannot be injured by careless or forcible handling.
Does not allow sediment or "grib" to collect around screw heads.
The usual water hammering is scarcely noticeable.
Four reasons why BASHLIN

It

L'nconditional CuarcinU-c

Cnen.

For further information address

-THE
BROCKMANN
SUPPLY
Market
San
Phone

lH- 320

or

W. H. PLUMB,

CO.

Douglas 3205

Street,
Francisco, Cal.
1938 Cordova Street, Los Angeles, Cal.

Phone West 2672

OIL BURNERS
VACUUM PLANTS
ICE

MACHINES

With a JARVIS Gu

Home Manufacture— Everything

T. P.

antee

JARVIS CRUDE OIL BURNING

Phone Market

275 Connecticut Street,

3397

Whe

writing to Adverti:
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MORE WATER EVAPORATED PER POUND OF

EXPENSE TO OPERATE

LESS

OIL.

GO'S— 1915
G. E.
ROTARY CRUDE OfL BURNER DIRECT
DRIVEN. FOR HIGH AND LOW

WITT

PRESSURE BOILERS
This Burner evaporated 15.73 pounds of water
with one pound of crude oil— the highest evaporation obtained from any rotary crude oil burner
This shows a boiler efficiency of
so far tested.
82 per cent. Send for circular.

WITT

G. E.
862-864

L. R.

HOWARD

ST.,

BOYNTON,

CO., Inc.
SAN FRANCISCO

General Manager

BOYNTON ELECTRIC

CO.

CONTRACTORS
504 Rialto Bldg.,

Telephone Douglas 5350

A. S.

MANGRUM,

CHAS.

Pnts. AND MGH.

MANGRUM
MANTELS

GRATES

HANLEY, SECT AND Trea«.

OTTER

&.

(INCORPORATED)

TILING

C.

San Ftancisco

rURN ACE AN D
STEAM HEATING

HOTEL AND KITCHEN OUTFITS
Stoves. Ranges. Refrigerators. Tin and

Telephone, Kearny

3155

Enameled Ware

561-563

Mission

San Francisco

St..

PACIFIC FIRE EXTINGUISHER CO.
ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS
Heating and Ventilating, Electrical Installations, Fire Extinguishing Apparatus

THE GRINNELL AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER
Main

so?

Office:
(

nr=„^K
Branch

J
nffir-,.- J
Offices.
(

When

MONTGOMERY STREET. SAN FRANCISCO.

II7-1I8 Colman Building
504-50S McKay Building
|^» 'p^i^^n Building 563 I. W.Hellman Building

CAL.

Seattle

Wash.

Portland. Ore.

Spokane. Wash.
-

writing to Advertisers pleaso mention this magazine.

-

Los Angeles. Cal.

"FIRE — A ORIME"
We

are equipped with two Pacific Coast Factories to manufacture

METAL DOORS — Tin,

—

Kalamein, Composite, Hollow Steel and Bronze, Swinging,
Van Kannel Revolving Doors, and Wilson's Steel

Folding, Elevator,
Rolling Doors.

Sliding,

METAL WINDOWS
and

— Underwriters, Hollow Metal of

Steel Sash

jQ^-

See the

all

kinds, Kalamein, Bronze

SIMPLEX METAL WINDOW.

UNITED STATES METAL PRODUCTS CO.
OF THE PACIFIC COAST
525 Market St.,

750 Keller St., Los Angeles

San Francisco
AKents and Br

ches in

all

Coast Citie
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Residence Sub-Division —

opment and
liy

llOR.-\CF. G.

Its Relation to Urban Develto Architecture'

SIMPSOX,

.Architect*

\'IE\\' of the present keen intere.st in "City Planninj);" it seems opportune
IXto consider the obstacles which frequently obstruct the i)ro^ress of urban
development and some atjencies by which this development may be achieved.
Even after the adoption of a wise and comprehensive city plan by a municipality the limited scope allowed the government in the matter of condemnation proceedings, and the cumbersoine and expensive business of bond, elections,
subject the actual execution of the plan to frequent and often fatal delavs.
The bickerings of factional jMlitics and reversals of policv bv change of
administration complicate the matter still further.
Often, too. the ^elfish
activities of speculators hamper the work.
Naturally this indirection in the working of iTiunici])al control leads us
In the matter
to seek agencies which offer more direct and speedy results.
of completing the develo]iment of the residential sections of our cities we have
such an agency in the ])rivately developed residential sub-division. ( )nce the
general city plan and main arteries of communication are establislied by the
public authority, these sul)-divisions offer an effective means of comi)letiiig the
development and preparing the land for occupation.
In spite of the favorable opportunity thus ottered, the results which have
been obtained locally are in most cases so far short of the ultimate possibilities
as to give rise to the suspicion of some radical defect in the program of

development.

The get-rich-quick methods of some operators have often led to overextension and excessive competition, and the result has been many tract.s
sparsely occupied and unable to support an adequate assessment for up-keep,
Manv of these tracts have depended rather on speculative lx)oms and
etc.
skillful salesmanship than upon actual worth, and their c|uality has deteriorated
rapidly, this hastv development and partial occupation causing a geographic
expansion out of projiortion to the population, which has burdened the cities
with excessive charges for street maintenance, and has profluced a general
effect of civic untidiness and vacancy.
dejilorable examples of rapacity and unrestricted
pertaining more to economics and jxjlitical science than to
architecture, let us consider those cases where a sincere effort has been made
.Many of these tracts were laid out by
to approach ideal living conditions.

Leaving aside these

speculation

t

as

Examples of recent English work are introduced to illustrate the points mentioned. The phoplates are taken from ".Model Houses in England." "The Hundred Best Houses," and

tographic

"Garden City Houses."

Of

Wood &

Simpson, .\rchitects. San Francisco
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ing adraiitage of grouping with heavy bnchgroiiiid of

H(Jl'Sl£

AT MILL HILL. MIDDLL.SLX,
Stanley

Haiiifi,

Architect
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M. Wilson, Architect
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HOUSE AT HOOK HEATH. UOKISG. EXC.
Horace
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Field, Architect

GARDEN

1

1

FmST FLOOR

FLAX, HOUSE AT

HOOK HEATH,

IIOKIXG, EXC.
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BIRD'S-EYE SKETCH,
Sliotcs

GWEA

approximate number of houses

PARK, ROMFORD, ENG.

bnilt

before tract

was

offered for sale

eminent landscape engineers who did their work well, and there seemed
promise of notable achievement. This promise has largely failed of realiza-

We

may trace this failure to the restricted scope olTered to the landscape
gardener, to lack of co-operation between the latter and the architects, and
I.est this indictment
to poor design or lack of harmony in the architecture.
seem too sweeping, the writer hastens to say that the fault is not with the
professions named, but with the method of their employment.
tion.

chief objection to offering property with only the roads and utilities
it takes imagination on the part of the buyer to picture the
beauty of the completed state. This is particularly the case with sites having
few trees. Another objection is that many who would otherwise buy, fear

One

installed, is that

Tlw
tliat llic

cliaractcr nf

restrictions

Arcliitcct

tlu' district

may

and

liiii^iiircr

ilctcrinratc a^

it

tills
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up. in spite of written

prevent tiiis.
Extensive observation of manv local
tracts in tlieir present state gives i^-oocl ground for this fear.
We may trace
this deterioration to the fact that while the site plans are often laid ont by
skilled

(lesit;iie(l

to

landscajie architects, their control

is

practically

limited to the roads
the biiildine' lots,

and sidewalk areas, and the major portion of the tract, viz
passes into the control of the individual owners ])efore any

:

|)lanting or build-

ing is done. The result is that the "tone" of the district is ruined by planting
often ill-advised, and never with any general scheme or expert guidance.

What happens

the case of the grounds and rjardens is du])licated in the case
with the best intentions and an evident desire
to conform to the restrictions, erect residences so ill-mated or so badly grouped
that tlie natural beauty of the site is lost.
Sometimes a supervising architect
is retained by the development company as a sort of aesthetic ])olicemian. but
his influence being rather restrictive than constructive, is largely deprived of

of the houses

its

intended

in

;

many owners

effect.

A

disastrous result of the jiresent lack of centralized control is a tendency
to crowd a lot of houses together in one corner of the tract, while the balance
of the land is left as barren a^^ the Sahara.
I'Veciuently. also, speculative
builders operate on the property to its detriment they are able to circumvent
the spirit of the restrictions, while technically observing them, and in reality
they take a profit off the land company's investment.
;

The remedy for these conditions seems to lie in the direct control by the
land company of a portion of the building and planting; preferably of all
building done before the tract is offered for sale. The company would thereby
be enabled to control the "tone" which is one of the chief assets, and to influence later individual work by restriction and example more effectively than
can l)e done by written restrictions alone.
This method would jjermit the
selection of sites of special advantages, and the erection thereon of buildings
fitted to those advantages: it would give scope for the work of the landscape
gardener, who now is limited to planting borders and sidewalk areas and it
would bring about the co-operation between architect and Iandsca[je gardener
which is the one infallible way to set and maintain a standard. The landsca])e
gardener would thus be enabled to get scale and breadth into his work, to
make it really adequate as a setting for the houses, and to obtain planting
which should endure and improve from year to year, givin.g, finally, that
indescribable charm of old towns which distinguishes England and the Atlantic
states, and is conspicuous locally, by its absence.
;

This brings us to the consideration of trees, a point upon which local
opinion is widely divergent.
The climate in the immediate vicinity of San
Francisco bay is unique and presents a special and very difficult i^roblem to
both the landscape gardener and the architect. The scant supply of sunshine
at certain periods of the year renders deeply shaded avenues and huge
enveloping masses of foliage inadvisable. For hygienic and for psychological
reasons they are of obvious climatic unfitness. Equally to be avoided, however,
is the hateful barrenness which marks many of our streets, and which .some
claim to be a climatic necessity.
It must be remembered that at times we
have sunshine of almost tropical intensity, rendering overhead shade desirable
and protection from glare imperative. Realizing that landscape gardening
is
not his special business, the writer would yet venture the suggestion
that if we were to use low-planting and slender trees on the southerly e.x]iosures of the grounds, reserving the denser growths for th.e noi'th and west,

—
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and tempering the sunlight on the roadways by the use of the low umbrellashaped trees prevalent in Italy and about the Swiss lakes, we would be in a fair
way to solve what might be termed our "clinnatic landscape problem," and to
achieve an adequate and finished setting for our dwellings.
In recent years some of the owners of suburban property in England
have adopted the scheme of planting the groimds and building houses at suitable intervals, say on every fifth lot, and then offering the tract in a comparatively completed state.
This serves the two- fold purpose of enhancing values
and of influencing the character of future development by example, more
efifectively than it can be done by precept or written restriction, and the
result has been attended with a degree of success which the writer can affirm
from personal observation. It is good business as well as good art, reducing
the element of chance which exists with our present mode of development.

When

a land company leaves all building to the individuals, subject only to
written restrictions, it surrenders that intangible DSychological asset
"tone"
may have no conception of its value, nor any

—

into the hands of those who
interest in its preservation.

Somewhat more capital per acre would be required for starting development in the manner suggested, than where no building is done, but its employment would tend to accelerate the increase in land values, while the tangible
artistic result of a completed and harmonious group would focus public attention upon the tract with far more certainty than the usual combination of road
building and elocution. The failures and partial successes of the past show
that we can not raise the standard save by example, and that the only way to
set this example is to have the initial development of building under competent
centralized control.
issue
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Harrison and His

JOHN BAKKWliLL,

Jr.,

Work

Architi

c

llAXDLER

IIARRISOX.

the

promising young arcliitcct who died
last August, soon after his return
from I'aris, was the winner of the Scholarshi]) of the Pacific Coast League for

He left for Paris to continue
lie
study of architecture in 1914.
tof)k the competitive examinations for
entrance to the Escole des I'eaux Arts
and passed them with honor, lieing placed
iirst in architecture above all competitor.s
and receiving the highest total mark of
all
the foreigners taking the examinations.
As the majority of foreigners
taking these examinations are graduates
r'1.1.

his

<f«1»

of schools or architecture, this

was

a real

honor.

At the time that the outbreak of war
Europe made it necessary to close the
of Gordc
School of Fine Arts, Mr. Harrison was
obliged to return to America with the other American students at that institution.
About this time he became ill. and his condition grew more and more
in

serious until his death in August, I'M.i.

Harrison started his architectural studies in San Francisco offices, and
work as draughtsman, took the course of the
Beaux Arts Society as a student in the Atelier of Mr. Arthur Brown, Jr.
It is difficult to realize what perseverance and courage are necessary for a
young man to educate himself, under these circumstances, up to the point
of excellence that Harrison attained.
The examples of his work that are shown here do not give a real idea
of his true worth as an architect, as they cover only his work as a student
His work was always serious and showed a fine
in addition to his full day's

appreciation of
architecture.

the

He

in

those

rare

the

to

and the

creative
will

find

skill

an

of

»
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and
idea,

and taste to

express that idea
best wa\'.

One

had

essential

a

of

attributes
architect,
ability

but

best

in

the

Mr. Harrison's
was Edward

closest friends

L. Frick,

who

attended the

Beaux Arts school in Paris
at the same time that Har-
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AN OPEN-AIR THEATER AND CONCERT HALL
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in First
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CEXTUAL MOTIF, A TOWN HALL
CHANDLER I. HARRISON
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was

a student tliere.

Referrino; to his friendship
for him, Mr. Frick writes:
"One day in 190<) a

grnnp of young hoys assemhled to form an Atelier
under Mr. Arthur

Brown

Jr.

as

patron,

to

follow the course of the

Beaux Arts Society. It
was there that I first had
the i^mod fortune of mak-

•'.

^^ '^
^

jj-^d_

^

'-'

\n^ the

-~

acquaintance

Chandler

I.

friendship
skcichcs.

of
Ilarrison. Mis
to be

proved

St.
i-raxcc
.siuccrc and honest.
"In the Atelier Harrison became a good friend of all the bovs. and was
'ing his
always willing to give suggestions to any one who wa^ in Ir ''<
problem.
His kind disposition and
Ji.',.cheerful face was an inspiration to all.
i^i.uid,

'^iM-

We

admired him for his ability and courage to do his work. It makes us happy to
think of the good times we enjoyed with
Harrison while studying. His company
was always welcome on any trip or party
that the bo3's arranged.

"After he won the Travelling Scholarship of the Pacific Coast League in
1913 he journeyed to Paris, where, with
Carl \\'arnecke, we lived together until
the outbreak of the war.
"It was in Paris that I learned to
value the true and kind friendship of
Harrison.
Never will I forget the six
months of happiness we spent together.

many friends, and
memor3' remain with them."

Harrison made
will his

(}
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state Building for Civic Center
No

step has been taken yet toward the con>triiction of the Califi.irnia State
building in the San Francisco Civic Center, for which the people of California
voted a bond issue of $1,000,000. The delay is attributed to the inability of the

which bear interest at the rate of 4 i)er cent.
being made to dispose of the bonds.
An architectural competition is to be held to secure plans for the building.
Some months ago the State ISoard of Control expressed a willingness to take up
$50,000 of the bonds, so as to provide money for holding the competition and
doing preliminarj' work, oncondition that San Francisco would bring about the
purchase of the rest of the bonds. The Board of Supervisors was unable to
arrange for the marketing of these State bonds, however.
It is intended that the design of the building shall harmonize with the City
Hall and other municipal structures in the Civic Center, and the plans, when
prepared, will be subject to the approval of the former Consulting Board.
State

oflJicials

Another

effort

to sell the bonds,
is

now
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STREET ELEVATION, STOCKTON SAllNGS BANK
C. rr. Dickey. Architect

The Stockton Savings Bank
By

CHARLES W. DICKEY,

Architect

have the distinction of being" the finest "individnal" bank
busiest streets in the city, and surrounded by laro;er and hit^jher
building in Stockton, California. Located at the intersection of two of
buildings, it depends upon the "scale"' of its design to enable it to liold its
own in dignity and importance.
Although of a distinctly "bank" type of architecture, which is reminiscent
of many banks throughout the country, the design possesses individuality,
both from within and without, and the buildmg will he a distinct addition to
the architecture of Stockton and shrnild exert a beneficial inlhiciice u|)c)n

THIS
the

bank

will

future work.
The lot is located im the southeast corner, being 50 feet on Mam street
by 100 feet on Sutter street. The building occupies the whole property and
is treated as a unit although only the corner portion is to be used at present
bv the bank, the remaining s])ace on both streets being rented for stores.
The bank will later re(|iure all the space and. to avoid unnecessary future
changes and exi)en~e. the full ceiling is iniilt at i:>resent, the stores occurring
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ELEVATIONS, STOCKTON SAVINGS BANK
Chas. IF. Dickey, Architect

under a mezzanine

arrangement of the interior secures an appearance of spaciousness and breadth.
The exterior is to be simple and dignified, with four Ionic cohunns
standing free on the mam front and seven bays seoarated by pilasters on the
side street.
The main entrance is placed in the center between the columins
which throws the public space of the bank to the inside and the working
space to the outside next to the windows.
The building is to be of class "A" fireproof construction and the exterior
will be Tennessee marble combined with a warm grey terra cotta.
The bank counter and screen will be of Tavernellc marble and plate glass
with small bronze wickets in the openings. Similar marble will be used for
wainscoting and for the entrances.
The vaults and safe deposit department will be placed at the rear of the
public space with a large circular vault door directly opposite the entrance.
The officers' space will be near the front at the right of the entrance. The
floor.

I'his

"I
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EXTERIOR DETAILS, STOCKTOX SAI'LVCS BANK
CHAS. W. DICKEY.
ARCHITECT
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room will be located on the mezzanine floor and the ladies' room on
sub-mezzanine floor reached by marble stairs from the public space.
The banking room will be fully equipped with every modern convenience
and will be lighted bv indirect radiation from lamps concealed in a reflector
back of the top rail of the counter screen.
The building i.s to be erected by P. J. \\'alker Co. of San Fran.cisco, and
bids are now being received by them for the various branches of the work.
directors'

a

The Sacramento Carnegie
By

THE
selected

writer's

design

from
architects from

was made

LORING
for the

Library Competition

RIXFORD,

Architect

new Carnegie Library

in

Sacramento was

of drawings submitted in competition by
parts of the state.
[Brief reference to the competition

fifty-five
all

P.

sets

November number of this magazine.]
The selection was made primarily on account of
in the

the

simplicitv

of

the

design and its fitness for the purposes of the librarv.
The rooms are well
proportioned and especially well lighted, the stack is conveniently located and
the space given to halls and stairs is the minimum, and especially arranged for
convenience. The building is so arranged that it can be added to without in
any way altering the original construction, and is ample for the present and
future demands of the library for many years to come.
The design is in Florentine style, to be built of brick and terra cotta and
presents two fine facades.
That on I street, where is located
entrance, is quite monumental in character, while the facade of
is not only handsome in itself but is capable of being incorporated
as a portion of a larger facade which may some dav form

Sacramento's

On

Ninth street
in the

future

one side of

civic center.

The plan of
volumes.

the principal

the building

is

arranged for the accommodation of about 250,000
located, on one side of the public vestibule,

the ground floor is
room for eighty-two

readers.
On the other side is the children's
department, arranged for seventy readers. One reaches the delivery room and
reference room on the floor above by a fine oval stair, which is sufficiently
separated from the rooms to insure quiet to the readers.

the periodical

The delivery and reference rooms have nineteen-foot ceilings and large
circular topped windows and grouped together as they are with the vestibule,
separated only by low partitions, will present a fine open appearance.
In the delivery room, there will be ojien shelves for the acconnnodation of
20,000 volumes, while the reference room will be arranged for 5,000 volumes
and seventy readers. On this floor are offices for the librarian and cataloguers,
and also space in the vestibule for the library catalogue cases.
The third floor is devoted to the branch and school libraries, and special
libraries for professional books.
In connection with the branch, there will be a receiving and delivery room
on the first floor, convenient to the driveway in the rear of the building and
within easy access of the stack by means of elevator or book lifts. The stack,
which is accessible from all the important rooms of the building, is six tiers
in height, with 30,000 volumes to the tier.
In constructing the building a spacious basement will be provided which
may be used in the future for additional book storage, as well as boiler for
heating and accommodations for janitor and help.
The working drawings
for the building are well under way and construction will be started without
delay.

.
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SUCTION. TRE.lTMEXr FOR FOOT OF

MARKET STREET

Ernest E. Weihe

Competition for an Ideal Treatment for the Foot
of Market Street, San Francisco
ERNEST WEiriE, of the Atelier of Arthur Brown Jr., has been

MR.awarded
in

a

the prize offered by the San Francisco Society "of Architects
for an ''Ideal Treatment for the Foot of Market

competition

Street."

Mr. \\'eihe, the winner of this prize, is
draughtsmen who have taken advantage of the
by the Beaux Arts Society, and who, by serious
have raised the standard of draughtsmanship and
.\t the suggestion of Mr. O'Shaughnessy,

one of the group of younc^
the Coast
study and intense application,

work conducted on

design in San Francisco.

City Engineer, and realizing
the necessity for betterment of the traffic conditions at the foot of Market
street, which is becoming more and more apparent as the city and its transbay
neighljors grow, the society decided to hold a competition for an ideal treatment of the problem.

The object of this com])etition was primarily to arouse interest in this
very interesting subject.
It was felt that most of the pro])osed solutions,
taking an extremely narrow point of view, tried by temporary and inadequate
expedients to alleviate conditions by taking care of a portion of the traffic
without considering either the ultimate needs or the esthetic side of the
(]uestion.
Such a scheme is that which has been lately proposed by the State
Engineer's office, a scheme which enables pedestrians to cross the congested
traffic in safety, but which does not consider those who arrive at the terminal
in the street cars, and which does not take into consideration at all the real
difficulty which will become more and more apparent as the shipping increa.ses,
that is, the conflict between the cross-street traffic of the waterfront and the
street car and direct ferrv .street traffic.
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was written

win.-h cailcil for
that the I'erry huildint; was not

that the only thins^s that existed were the city streets, the
ferry lines
an(l the trafiie conditions.
By thus eliminating; all ih'ings but these conditions
hiiilt

:

which make \\\) the traffic problem to be confronted, it was hoi)ed that the
students competing might be able to solve the ])rohlem thus sim])lified.
To
emphasize the ideal nature of the program the students were allowed to make
new streets and to widen streets and change property lines at will.

The winning scheme separates the vehicle, car and iiedcslrian traffic into
three di.stinct groups
the vehicle traffic on the street level, and the car and
pedestrian traffic on an upper level.
This upper level is treated as a large
terrace with shop windows, etc., facing on it. The level is reached by stairs
and ramps of ea.sy incline, and serves to bring the larger part of the crowds
to the upper deck of the boats in loading.
Traffic up and down the w^aterfront is undisturbed, and traffic from the

—

Kmbarcadero out Market street or vice-versa is diverted to
from the actual ferry center by means of diagonal streets.
comparatively clear area

for

and carriage

automol)ile

a large e.xtent
This" leaves a
traffic to the Ferry

itself.

The

is an enormous vestibule for the
waiting moms, ticket office, etc,
and at the right. This vestibule is surmounted

architectural keynote of the

arriving and

departing masses,

scheme

with the

arranged in groups at the left
by an arch of great height and monumental character, forming

gateway

The

in

spirit

a

to the city.

area

on the

street

level

under the terrace

is

used

for

baggage,

express and other rooms of such character.
The scherne also includes two large piers, which would be used for
pleasure purposes, cafes, restaurants, etc.. and for the landing of small boats.
As the entire waterfront is becoming shut off to the public, these piers
would be very desirable, and would be very impressive from the water side
also, giving a clean architectural approach instead of one formed by a ragged
line of

commercial buildings.

While the ideal nature of this
precludes any serious discussion of it
^Market street problem,

any

still

com])etition and of the winning scheme
as it stands as a practical solution of our
there are many things in it which must be used for

real solution.

Assuming

that the present Ferry building remains, and that the present
jiroperty lines be more closely adhered to, this scheme would still take care
of waterfront traffic, street car and ferry traffic anri pedestrian service, three
things that no other suggested scheme with the exception of tiiat of Air. Ernest
(

Coxhead) has even proposed

A

to properly take care of.

Revolving House

()ne of the latest de\ elopments in freak construction is a suburban
dwelling which is designed to revolve on a pivot. The house for which
plans are now being prepared is designed to occupy a plot 100x120 feet and
the idea is to so arrange that any side may be turned to the sunlight or
shade as may be desired. The scheme is to build a circular concrete well
and surrotmd it with a terrace. A concrete platform resting on a huge pivot
will revolve within the well something after the same principle as a locomotive turn-table. In fact, the house wdiich is built of stucco and hollow
tile will have a turn-table as a foundation.
Carpentry and Ruilding.

—
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PERGOLA EXCLOSED PROMENADE, HOUSE OF JUDGE
Frank-

Mead and Richard

Unique Country House

A. H.

SHEET

S. Requa, Architccis

at

San Diego, California

accompanying' photographic
of Judge A. H. Sweet's new home
THE
San Diego. CaHfornia. show a striking design along
sugplates

in

original lines that
gest some wonderful possibilities. With the straight lines and sharp angles
relieved and enlivened by masses of foliage and bloom, the charming results can
be easily imagined. What is prettier than the contrast between a pure snow
white and a warm deep red. The house itself is of white cement, the roof i-; red
and the flowers will be red. Numerous pergolas add to the scheme and give
warmth and feeling to the general charm. .At the ends of the pergola, inclosed
promenades and oriental tiled seats invite the visitor to linger. The parapet
caps the wall fountain and the garden seats are all finished in blue, white and

yellow Moorish tiles.
The photographic pictures show some of the charming views one

from the living room out through the pergolas.
doorway with ponderous knockers and wooden

may

ulilain

Moorish arciicd
bolt must not be overl.>oked,
while the interesting little garden court is so intimate with the house it becomes truly an outdoor living room. Between the columns of the pergola, on
page 76, a glimpse can be had of the Moorish wall fountain on the south garden
wall.
We are indebted to "The W'estern .\rchitect" for the accompanying
illustrations and the descriptive matter.
Tlie quaint
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PERGOLAS. HOUSE OF JUDGE A. H. SIVEET. SA\' DIEGO
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ARCHITECTS
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DOORWAY. HOUSE OF JUDGE A. H. SIVEET, SA'sT DIEGO
FRANK MEAD AND RICHARD S. REQUA,
ARCHITECTS
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^Miausoleum, San Francisco
for Mr. J. J.

Sidney

^.

Mack

3\[ewsom and Noble U^ewsom,
Jirchitecis.

Doorway

is

facsimile of Entrance to Owner's

and
the design
this

was worked out

end at

to

the request

Owner.

accomplish

of

the

Home
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ELEVATION AND FLOOR PLAN. MAUSOLEUM FOR MR. I. J. MACK
ARCHITECTS
SIDNEY B. NEWSOM AND NOBLE NFAVSOM.
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The

City Beautiful Defined
By H.

C.

WHITEHOUSE*

DEFINING

the City Beautiful as it is beginning to be understood by
INthe laymen today, I shall be able to touch only lightly upon the many practical, scientific and artistic details which must be worked together to accomplish this end.
I shall include a few remarks on town planning, a subject
which goes hand in hand with, and is closelv related to that of city planning

and

beautification.

Within the past fifteen years there has been a surprising interest and
consequent growth in the development of the "City Beautiful" in this country.
The most gratifying part of this condition is the rapidly growing interest
on the part of sound thinking men who realize and appreciate a skillfully
planned and well executed general scheme of municipal improvement. Never in
the country's history has the prospect of general and intelligent action toward
artistic development been so marked as at the present day.
Probably no one
fact has had more to do with the recent interest in our country and foreign
countries in city beautification, than congestion.

Congestion means overcrowding with all the attendant evils which arise
from it. This great problem can be solved only by spreading the population
out over a larger area.

As population spreads out, now, in the neighborhood of large cities, new
quarters soon spring up in suburban districts, which are fully as congested
It has been proved abroad that it is
as the old quarters in the city itself.
quite possible to avoid this state of alTairs, provided sufficient attention is
given to planning the outlying regions of a given city. It is fundamentally
important, then, to pay as much attention to the social and economic side of
the problem as to the esthetic.
The laws

of the various cities for the past ten to fifteen years have been
times amended, but so far as they go, they are successful. But in spite
of these apparently efficient laws, congestion is taking place, endangering the
health of our people and the rising generation.

many

The

development has been important. Through
have been instrumental in bringing
the beautification of many cities.
This, taken in its broader

architects' part in this

their organized clubs, societies, etc., they

about a start

in

sense, includes not only beautification, such as boulevards, plazas, parks, playgrounds, landscape architecture, heights and styles of buildings, both commer-

and domestic, but it includes the successful working out of all sewer systems, water supply, electric wiring, etc., all of which must be planned to meet
the requirements of generations to follow.
cial

Until recently, it has been assumed that wide, straight streets and large
spaces within blocks of houses are advantageous.
Modern study of hygiene
in Germany has shown, however, that while pure air is desirable in cities,
the way to secure it is not by wide, straight streets, which furnish clouds of
dust, not only injurious in itself, but accompanied by the germs of disease
which are thus scattered broadcast among the inhabitants. To diminish this
danger, which modern medical science regards as serious, streets should have
curves and angles and the study of conditions which will give the minimum
These two latter requirements
of wind and dust and the most air and sun.
are probably the most fundamental and remain uppermost in the minds of
the architects in their studying and planning of the work.
Abstract of address delivered
•Architect, 619 Hutton Building, Spokane.
Department of Architecture, Washington State College, Pullman, Washington.
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is a social one.
Under tlie nsual S3'sleni of planninKwith straii;iu streets of uniform width and at equal distances ajKirt. all lots
are of the same size and the poor man nnist pay interest on the same amount
of
land and same width of street for his two-story house as the rich man for his
six-story one.
The consequence is to force the poor man to live in tenement
houses, but under a more radical system of planning they could have their
own small houses on shallow lots, on streets of proportionate width, which
would he c|uieter, more free from dust, less expensive and more easily kept
clean than wider ones.

It is now usual in some cities to restrict the height of city
buildings in
proportion to width of street on which they face.
The requirements '"of a
business street are, of course, different from those of a residence street; it
needs wide sidewalks so that an attractive window display may not cause
obstruction to the traffic, and rear passageways so that delivery anil shi])ments
of freight may not block the street in front.

Street landings to factories

who have no watches may rest
One of the gravest faults

may have

space for seats, where i)oor people
doors open.

until the factory

of American cities is to be found in the uniformity of the treatment of blocks. The rectangular block system ofifers little
opportunity for variety. The fault is due largely, not so much to the architect
as to the speculative builder, who runs up block after block of houses all
absolute duplicates. The public is itself to blame for this condition, through
its

to have suitable regulations adopted.
Aside from the esthetic
to be obtained, one of the most difficult of the problems is to provide
air for the rear rooms.
To obtain a suitable circulation of air is

failure

eflfect

light

and

more troublesome than

to secure adequate light. To secure the best conditions
possible, architects today are studying these great problems the world over
and it is resulting in civic regulations of how blocks are to be built up, resulting
in the adiniission of plenty of sunshine and air to all living rooms.

This one feature alone presents many difficult problems to solve, both
and practically, and many of the larger cities have adopted the plan
of having a board, composed of sound-thinking business men, architects and
engineers, with authority to pass on the designs of all buildings before being
artistically

erected.

Where there is no regulation of the heights of buildings, not only the
utmost architectural disorder ensues and a jungle of buildings springs up, but
most unjust commercial conditions arise and most serious of all is the congestion of traffic, as in the case of the city of New York. To cite a single instance,
Woolworth building, to be sure a masterpiece of American architecture,
engineering and genius, rising to a height of 750 feet above the sidewalk and
containing 36 stories. This building has a normal capacity of 10.000 people,
who arrive and depart from the building say in a couple of hours' time, at
morning, noon and at night, and conservatively speaking, as manv more arrive
and depart from the building during the business hours of the day. This
immiense army of people passing and repassing along the already crowded
streets adjacent to the building causes an unjust burden on the city because
of the increased watch on traffic, endangering life, and most important of all,
shutting out God's free air and sunshine, two elements most essential to life
the

and health.
Parks and playgrounds are probably the greatest institution on which
There is no greater benefit to the health and
cities can spend their money.
enjovmient of people than a park. This has always been universally recognized
Thev have been the
in the past as well as at the present time liy all cities.

Tlic Architect
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salvation of thousands of souls in many of the larger eastern cities, especially
where the summer heat has been death dealing.
To say that our cities have been adequately equipped with park systems,
would not be true. The older cities throughout the world, except those properly
planned, have generally had their parks few in number and large in area.
During the later years it has become universally recognized that a greater
number of parks, smaller in area and well distributed throughout the city, are
of more benefit, and are enjoyed by more people. This fact is true, because
where parks are more evenly distributed, it brings them in closer proximity to
the people of all classes, more especially the poorer class, to whom car fare is

an item of consideration.
It is

needless to go into details or explain what enjoyment and, benefit

can be derived by a visit to a park, with its cooling fountains, green lawns,
cool shade trees, its beautiful gardening of shrubs and flowers and most of all,
for the youngsters, the animals and birds.
For the health and sturdiness of our rising generations in the city, probably no one item is more vitally important than that of playgrounds. Children,
both boys and girls, must have exercise in every conceivable form. It is their
life and their pleasure and rob a child of this, he or she soon becomes puny
and delicate, and when caused by these most unnatural conditions, it is a blot
on our civilization and on our country.
There are many details in city beautification and planning, such as relief
spots, small fountains with a bit of grass and a few seats, statues of heroe>
and public benefactors, well distributed branch libraries and places of historical
These latter, of course, are of great educational
interest and enjoyment.
value.

The value

of relief spots can not be over-estimated.

few hours shopping or sight-seeing on a hot day. it
of green sward and possibly a cooling fountain and

a

is

How

enjoyable, after

to be able to find a bit

only for a few
minutes, to refresh oneself.
These places are becoming numerous in many of the larger cities and are
easily tucked into triangular pieces of land left by the intersection of some
There are the places which one delights in working up.
diagonal crossing.
They form the finishing touches to a well beautified city.
Much can be said with reference to the scientific side of the work, such
In nearly all of our well
as sewers, water supply, light and telephone wires.
regulated cities, wires and poles no longer mar our streets, wiring is kept
underground and run in conduits of tile pipe and other forms of covering.
Street lighting is a very important factor in a well planned city and being well
lighted, especially in the outlying districts, is an important factor in the
protection of our citizens.
The scientific, as well as the artistic making of a city beautiful, is not a
problem quickly solved. A most difficult feature is the proper provision in
all details for the future in years to come.
to

sit,

if

Town planning has become, in some of the foreign countries, a more
worked-over subject than that of city beautification. In a certain village in
England a large manufacturing plant is located. They have a well-planned
town, and it may be of interest to know how this town came into existence.
This manufacturing plant was originally located in one of the large, congested
Upon a thorough investigation by the managers of the
cities of England.
institution it was found that its employees were housed in dwellings which
were conducive to poor social conditions, such as discord among the inhabiThese, in
tants, immorality, improper light and air, and many fatal diseases.
The situation was carefully studied m
turn, produced inefficient workmen.
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and tlie w^uh was that tlie luanufacluriiim- c(>nii])a!iy decided to
from tlie lariiv city and secured a tract of land in a thinly
The next step was to jjlan a model villa<je with
perfect sanitation, fresh air and sunshine.
Cottatjes were planned in •groups
and detached, each with its garden in the front and rear, good plumhiiig conditions, and everything that would go to make up perfect housing in an economical
way. The company rented the houses at a very reasonable figure and went

every

detail,

move

its

i>lant

settled district of luit^land.

further l)y offering ]irizes to their em])loyees living in these homes for the
best-kept grounds, stimulating an interest in the beautification of the little
village and, at the same timie, providing a healthy diversion for its people.
After a few years of existence, statistics showed a remarkable decrease in the
percentage of deaths from disease, a happier and more contented people, and
far better and more efficient workmen for their factory.

Proper recreation for working people is becoming more and more recognized by manufacturers throughout the civilized workl. Not long ago I heard
of a large manufacturer looking for a possible location for his manufacturing
plant.
He visited several western cities and in one city, which looked particularly good for the carrying on of his business, he asked
"(\)ne of the most
im])ortant things I desire to know is, where are your ]iarks and playgrounds?"
The city fathers had to admit that the city possessed none. He said, "My people
must have fresh air, sunshine and recreation for their good and for mine.
Therefore, I cannot consider ymir city as a location," and he made his

—

de]iarture.
It

can

would indeed be an interesting topic to discuss
are making toward the city beautiful, and

cities

the progress that .\ineriits

attendant

difficulties.

a colossal task to bring about a city beautiful plan in a city long established, such as Chicago, New York, Pittsburg, Philadelphia, Cleveland, San
It is

Francisco, and
It

is

many

other American

especially difficult

where

cities

a city has

where the problem
been

laid out with

being tackled.
no regard to a

is

correct plan, or its future growth.
The natural supposition is that all of the
smaller and younger cities of our country could take up this great work and
This seems to have proved
lay the foundations for great and beautiful cities.
Cities that have large populations
unsuccessful in the general run of cases.
and are capable of raising millions, tackle the proposition and make their start.

unfortunate that this condition exists, but I believe, in view of the
many of our larger cities have made their start and are progressing
nicely, that it will not be many years before the smaller and younger, growing
It is

fact that so

cities will

take up the

work

A

in earnest.

Weil-Built

House

hard to impress people who laud their possessions on all occasions.
Mrs. Allen was enthusiastically enumerating the many advantages of hollow
It is

construction:
"The air-spaces in our walls afford insulation against heat in summer
and cold in winter. And such walls afiford ventilation and insure a more
healthful house."
Her listener nodded approval.

tile

"Our frame house must
we

be quite as well built," she averred. "Every night
lock the cat in the cellar and in the morning we have to let her out of the

attic."

!

;
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The Toy Theater— A Suggestion

for Pacific Coast

Architects
By

PETER NEWTON

"We know

just where the fairies Hve and we can show you true
If you'll be patient we will give the fairy lore to you.
know just what the fairies do, we've all their charms and arts,
For fairy joys and frolics too are hid in children's hearts."

We

theater
one of the
THE
And
strange to

most potent factors of our complex civilization.
we have quite overlooked its most
important use, its greatest opportunity for pleasure and benefit namely, in
the amusement and education of cliildren. If we instill in the boys and girls of
today a love of the beautiful and an active appreciation of that which is wholesome and pure, we may be sure that the theater of the future will reflect those
ideals.
Here and there we have dramatized a fairy tale like "Cinderella" or
"The Sleeping Beauty" or we have transformed into juvenile drama or picturesque tableau.x some familiar Bible story or famous historical event, but these
productions have been few and far between. A real theater, devoted solely to
is

say, until recently

yet,

—

;

the children's interests,

And

it

is

coming

is still

—soon

!

to come.

For

a

Tov Theater

is

shortly to appear in New-

York.

The playhouse is to be built in West Forty-seventh street, just off Fifth
avenue, and it will have a seating capacity of five hundred. As the home of
dramatic entertainment for children, the Toy Theater has been designed with
their ideals and aspirations and their point of view in mind.
The very name
suggests the mysterious and the make-believe, which all little people love. And
the architects, F. Burrall Hoffman. Jr., and Harry Creighton Ingalls, have
been particularly happy in their handling of the design. They seem to have
caught and expressed in every detail of the decoration, the spirit of a children's
theater where magical stories will come to life.

The

some Old World building in a mediaeval town,
wonders to be found within. What child or what grown-up, for
resist the inclination to enter the low portal and explore
the realms of fairyland that must surely lie beyond
The auditorium is worked out in simple Gothic columns and beams, with
twelve panels depicting, in processional form, the history of magic and fairy
lore in general. On one side of the entrance there will be "The Fairy Queen,"
and on the other "The Pied Piper of Hamelin," while the curtain will show a
street fair in an ancient town, with a conjuror in his booth entertaining a crowd
of gaping yokels.
On the second floor will be found a tea room for the serving of refreshments, and with drawing rooms for patrons. These rooms, together with the
playground on the roof, have been designed by Helen Speer, who has treated
them in a manner wholly delightful and with a colorful conception of design
which gives them a typically childlike air.
street front, suggesting

hints at the
that matter

— could

—

The third floor will be used as the administration offices, and up in
the peak of the roof will be the study of the managing director a highvaulted, tapestried chamber, in grotesque Gothic of the thirteenth century.
Here on a cold winter's night, as the clock strikes twelve, one can well imagine
many an elfin shape and fairy shadow scurrying from the books in which they
dwell, to sit in a wide circle before the hearth and discuss with the director a
forthcoming fairy play for their friends, the children. Or one can picture them

—

a

!

llh- Architect

scraniblins;-

down

up

tlu'

uarrow

^-lair

with him
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where old

l)ak'()iiy.

Ionising

Owl and

lUack
Cat hold midnight conferences, peering- into the workshoi) where the
magical a|)i)aratns is thought out and constructed, or looking through the
leaded i>anes at the playground bathed in moonlight, with winding path and
Stiift'ed

Wooden

peasant's cot and castle

tall

among

the trees.

nm

The

theater proper will
parallel with the street at the rear of tlie
property, which is eighty by one hundred feet. The lobby will run from the
auditorium to the street and have a frontage of twenty feet. Along the front
of the property and in keejiing with the Toy Theater front, there will be three
little five-story buildings, all devoted to the interests of children.

Here will be a toy shop, a book store, a jihotographic studio for children, a
salon for dancing classes, a hall with a stage for amateur dramatic societies,
and various other juvenile features. In fact, the wdiole property will suggest
a little street in "Hamelin Town in Brunswick, by famous
veritable fairyland
lieside the doorways will be funny

Hanover

City''

—

Noah's Ark
trees on Bat stands, and on each side of the gateway to one of the shops a
wonderful red, white and black wooden soldier will be on guard because, of
course, anyone who does not believe in hobgoblins, fairies and other tiny folk
cannot enter here.
I

little

—

Fairy lore from the mystic sagas of the Norsemen in the time of the Druids,
the stories of the Arabian Nights and the fairy tales of Mediaeval Euro])e, not
to mention the classic myths of ancient (Greece, have all been drawn upon in
the treatment of this children's wonderland.
It will indeed be a magic spot
in the great busy city- -a place where all that is beautiful in childish song and
verse will be visible, and where children of all ages may, like Alice down the
rabbit hole, wander to their hearts' content among the things they love to read
about and find them really, truly, true
!

Toy Theater there will be presented for the children playlets
which magic craft will work out the marvelous happenings of the fairy tales,
In this

in

little

folk lore and legends.
Motion pictures of suitable sort will also be shown,
so that youngsters may see those which, from an educational standpoint, will
be pleasing and instructive, without having to sit through those which they
should not see. There will also be plays suitable for young people who are not
quite grown up, such as the adventures of Ivanhoe, William Tell, Columbus
and other historical characters, as well as playlets of illusion like "The Pipes
o'Pan," "Captain Kid." "Napoleon in Egypt"' and "The Juggler of Touraine."

(Dne can imagine how eagerlv the youthful audience will watch these little
plays and tableaux of fact and fiction, and with what breathless su'-pense and
childish glee they will behold the marvels of magicians, witches, elves and
other wonder- folk. How happy they will be to see fairy tales come true before
their eyes, to behold giants in seven-league boots striding across the landscape,
tiny dwarfs hiding their treasures in some mountain cave, gallant knights
rescuing fair damsels in distress, and fairy godmothers appearing at just the
And how
crucial moment with gifts of magic for some fortunate protege!
much more interesting and real the history books and geographies will seem,
when upon the stage appear the familiar personages of the past and the pictur-

esque people and costumes of foreign lands

The Toy Theater will fill a definite place in the movement for the education
of children along broader and more interesting lines, and its influence for good
should be very great. With this little playhouse in New York, as a center
where writers, painters, musicians, conjurors and actors may all work together
to produce a perfect children's drama, the idea may very soon become wide-

:
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The "movies" will contribute their share toward the work of reproducing for general distribution the productions of the Toy Theater.

spread.

The corner-stone of the building, which is soon to be laid, will bear an
inscription dedicating it to the children of all countries and climes.
For it is
hoped that this little theater will prove to be the inspiration of many more Toy
Theaters where the children of all peoples may gather to enjoy the tales which
have come to them down through the ages theaters where everything sweet
and lovely may be instilled in their minds, that they may be the better equipped,
when they too have become "grown-ups," to keep their ideals unsullied by
the grosser facts of life.
The Craftsman.

—

—

Hardwood

Floors

in

Fireproof Buildings

In discussing floor surfaces in fireproof buildings in a paper read before the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, .Sanford E. Thompson pointed out
the kinds of hardwood floors best adapted for the purpose and also the method
of laying them.
present the following extracts as likely to prove of

We

interest

Floors of maple, birch, beech, oak, or long leafed Southern pine are used
most largely for ofifices, class rooms, or lecture rooms, and in many of the older
colleges for laboratories and halls.
A wood surface, however, is not usually
considered entirely satisfactory either in general appearance or in wearing
If one passes from a corridor with a granolithic, terrazzo, or tile
qualities.
floor, into a room or auditorimn having a wood floor, there is a marked effect
of inferiority and cheapness.
is just as much danger of poor materials and workmanship with
as with other kinds of floors.
Unless the greatest care is taken in
selection of materials and workmanship, they are liable to shrink or swell

There

wood

and sometimes

to

squeak under

foot.

If at all

hollow underneath, they are

more noisy than a concrete surface.
For corridors, wood is being largely superseded by

granolithic, terrazzo, or

For laboratories other materials are being substituted for wood in most
of the newer structures, although wood is occasionally preferred, especially for
physical laboratories and for laboratories where men stand for long periods.
The linoleum on concrete will overcome practically all the objections that are
tile.

made

to

wood

floors,

with a cost substantially the same.

There are various methods of laying hardwood floors. For class rooms a
single thickness of maple or birch nailed to sleepers with cinder concrete between should be satisfactonl^ Another type of construction is to use patented
metal screeds embedded in the base concrete, and nail the floor boards to splines
For rooms subjected to heavy trafific, 2-inch or 2'/2-inch plank
in the screeds.
may be placed underneath the hardwood floor.
Of all the different materials, oak is the most expensive and the finest in
appearance at the beginning, but under heavy traffic is more liable to splinter
than the finer grained woods. Georgia pine, if of best quality, makes a durable
floor, and is preferable to the finer grained woods in wet places, as it does not
swell and warp so badly. It is less durable, however, and therefore not recommended for the greatest permanence in rooms such as class and lecture rooms.
Maple, birch and beech all make good floor material. These are usually laid in
strips

7/^

inch thick by 2)4 inches wide.
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SURF BEACH, ALAMEDA, CALIFORMA
Edwin

Some

J.

Syinmfs, Architect

Architectural Features of Alameda's

New

Amusement Park
By fri-:i)f:rick

theory of design
THE
thought
and

jhxxixgs

annisement architecture has been given considerable
in this
other countries during the past few years.
Manv
designers of amusement work, however, have a tendency to lean toward
the grotesque, without regard to environment,
.\musement architecture may
be applied to two widely different problems, namely the cnnces.sion street <if
an exposition, and the buildings of an amusement park.
The grotesque and fanciful have their place on a concession street of an
exposition where a contrast is desired and welcomed, a.s a relief from the
serious and generally classic architecture of the exhibit palaces,
a place where
one may go to laugh when the mind is weary of learning. The concession
street of an exposition should satisfy the wildest flights of fancv in design and
color.
Its buildings need not be architectural in either form or detail, differing
in this from the palaces which shoulil be the last word in architectural design.
At an amusement park, where there is no contrast, the impression to be
left upon the mind of the visitor is one of gaiety, surely, but is it not possible
for the architect to be gay and festive without domg the unlovely ?
The architecture of Surf I'each, Alameda, is Spanish Renaissance with a
suggestion of the art of Islamism which so admirably blends itself into the
former style. This combination is well adaptable to the use of color and
varied forms: is expressive of gaiety, yet refined. Harmony and unity will
thus' be attained throughout all the buildings of the park, including the
concessions.
The jiark is planned for economy of oi>eration and for simplicity of entrance
and exit. The main entrances and exits are located near the center of the
Park on Central avenue, and will be incorjxirated in the new Surf Beach station
on the Southern Pacific electric line from San Francisco. Overflow gates vvil!
open on Central avenue at the eastern and western extremities.
The entrance is marked by a tower, one hundred feet in height located on
the center line df Webster street, and looks directlv into Oakland across the
in

:

—
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liriili^i-.
This lowrr fnrnis the Mniniiiatin^'- note frmn the exdecorative i)Ia>ter wall, ei^ht feet hi<^-h. will enclose the Sirouiids on
the north, and conces-ion Imildin-s Jjacking a.-jainst this will be finished in an

sirocl

\\ cl)sl(jr

terior.

A

ai)propriate manner.
On the beach, as you enter the park throuofh the tower, will be the pavilion,
Hanked on each side along- the line of the beach with sheltered promenades
and spaces for conce.'^sions, one story high on the land side and two stories
high on the beach. The pavilion will have a maple spring dance floor sixty feet

wide by one hundred and twenty

feet long, a

men and

and wide stairways

woificn, sjjacious

l()bl)ies

ladies' parlor,

to the

rest

ronn'is

for

beach and cafe

below.

The dressing rooms for bathers, three tiers in hei.ght, will be located along
the west line to form a windbreak for the sand beach and swimming tank.
The rooms will be four feet st|uare and provided with seats, clothes hooks,
mirrors, etc., and will be in close proximity to shower baths, toilets and
stairways.
The dressing room section will have its office, store room for
suits and towels, safe deposit boxes, laundry, drying and heating rooms and
repair shops.
The latest types of machinery will be installed in connection
with this department.
A concrete swiinming tank seventy-five feet wide and throe lumdred feer
long will be constructed on the beach.
It will vary in depth from two feet
to ten feet.
This tank will be one of the very few tanks in the conntrv long
enough for the one hundred x'ard swim, and it is expected that many swimming
tournaments will be held here.
The tank will be faced with ceramic tile on sides and bottom and will be
equipped with a complete line of swimming apparatus such as s])ring brards.
trapeze, high dive, etc.
A bulkhead will extend across the length of the property and return at
each end to enclose and protect the sand beach wdiich will be approximatel\six hundred feet long by an average width of two hundred feet. The bulkhea<l
to be built of piling, filled in with rock, will be faced on the land side with
A scintillator pier
concrete and will have a twelve-foot promenade on top.
is to extend out one hundred feet from bulkhead on axis with Webster street.
contracted
to
build
at Surf Ueach.
A number of coiicessions have already
The L. A. Thompson Co. will start construction at once on a racing

There will
coaster six hundred feet long, the largest in the United States.
be a carrousel, a playground for children equipped with sand boxes, see-saws,
circular gravity swings and a nursery, and many other amusement features.
In addition, there will be a large hotel of the resort type containing two
hundred rooms, restaurant, grill, ball room and a large lobby.
Architect Edwin J. Symmes, supervising architect of concessions of the
Exposition and one of "the designers in charge of state and foreign pavilions, is
the ofificial architect of Surf F'.each and has charge of all construction, including
concessions.

A Monumental Mausoleum
plans so far conceived for any community mausoleum
are now being prepared by B. J. S. Cahill, architect of San Francisco, for the
Pacific Mausoleum Company of Oakland. The building will cover an area of
40.000 square feet. It will contain over a thousand crypts and as luany niches.
The building will be uni(|uc in many particulars and conceived on truly monumental lines. The new building will be erected in Laurel \'iew^ Cemetery.
Alameda county, and will be coiistructed of reinforced concrete, marble, stone
and bronze. It' will cost approximately $123,000. Mr. Cahill has had considerbeing the
able experience in this line of work, notable among many others
recentlv finished community mausoleum for Cypress Lawn Cemetery.

The most ambitious

:
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San Francisco Contractors Adverse to Preservation
of Fine Arts Building
Contractors Committee on
Preservation
Fine Arts
THE Generalwhich
proved one
most popular
Exposition

the
of the
Building,
of the
of the
buildings, has reported adversely to preserving the structure, taking the stand
that the outside stucco is not of lasting qualities and could not very well be
made permanent. Also that the building would look out of place when the
other Exposition structures now surrounding it are replaced by factories and
other industrial plants.
The committee was composed of Messrs. D. B. Far(|uharson, Ral]jh AIcLeran and Grant Fee, and the report in part is as follows
After careful consideration, we are satisfied that any attempt to preserve this
building after the closing of the Exposition would entail a prohibitive expense and would
not give the pleasure or satisfaction anticipated when the setting is removed.
While it
is true that the main building has a pile foundation, a steel frame and metal lath with first
coat or coatings of a Portland cement plaster, the surface or exterior coating, as well as
all columns, comers and enrichment, are of a plaster of Paris or similar material, which
material will not stand exposure to the weather for more than two or three seasons
without disintegration unless the surface be entirely filled or waterproofed with a lead
and oil paint, or other enduring form of damp-proofing, of which your committee
has no knowledge all damp-proofings known to your committee suitable for the requirements of this building are so quickly evaporated on exposure to the air that they lack
any quality of permanent damp-resisting surface. That is, assuming that the surfaces
would remain free from cracks and the joints from opening which will not be the
Further, the rough surface of the
case, nor is there any way of securing this result.
plastering and the rough and peculiarly porous nature of the cast work that make a
large part of the pleasing surface effect at present, add a further insuperable difficulty
to any effective attempt at securing a waterproof wearing surface.
The framing of this structure is of Oregon pine,
With regard to the colonnade
which material, while amply strong and enduring if kept dry, would only be good for
three or four years where it gets wet and is not fully ventilated, which, in a construction of this nature, it would be impossible to secure.
So far as the plastering, columns, etc., of this part of the building are concerned,
the same criticism applies as in the main building.
Furthermore, what of the building when the setting is removed? While recognizing the grandeur and excellence of the design with the perfection of its proportion and
detail, still, to a great bulk of observers, a large part of the charm of the building is
in the general effect secured by a fitting background or foreground, as you will, proportioned in some scale or degree with the Fine Arts Building itself or at least not
wholly out of keeping with it. For example, with, the removal of the Food Products
Building and the Educational Building, what could the owners of that property be induced to put in their place that would be at all in keeping or that would not be an aggravated eyesore owing to the Fine Arts Building being so near at hand, making the whole
Suppose it were possible to
effect a disappointment rather than a source of pleasure?
buy enough ground and put a screen of high eucalyptus trees, gathered from other parts
of the grounds along this front, would the owners of the rest of the property consent
think not, w'th the
to be cut off from the main street by such a miniature forest?
present or near future development of this part of the city.
The charm of the Fine .Arts Building, in spite of its inherent excellencies, all of
which the committee willingly accord to this building, would be lost if faced by a street
of indifferent frame factory structures, with their necessary surroundings, on one side,
and a bare parade ground on the othei.
Since, at the best, the Fine Arts Building can only be maintained for a very few
years in an indifferent condition, we deem it unwise to create any hopes or expectations
that could only lead to disappointment and possibly ill feeling through the frittering
away of a considerable fund of money that, in our judgment, might be used to better
advantage in the creating of a worthily fining and permanent memorial of our great
;

—

:

We

E.xposition.
In view of these facts, your committee, however reluctantly,
against any attempts to preserve the present Fine .\rts Building.

recommends

positively

FARQUH ARSON
RALPH McLERAN
GRANT FEE.

(Signed) D. B.
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\\ lUis I'dlk (leplnrcs

the action of the Contractors" Association ami Institute
any plan tor the preservation of any or ail of the main
I'olk said lieforc the Coninionwealth Club:

l'lia|)ler in (Mscouras,nnt;
Iniildins^-s.

When wc

talk about preserving

some feature

in ilie fair,

nnuled view of what we can

do not

let

us take a narrow-

do. because there is nothing that we cannot do
Fine Arts Building and fail, then the joke would'
he on us
Ihn If
that we cannot, of course we will not.
If we sav "All that we cm do
IS to save the Marnia"'— Good Lord!
Anybody could do that. Ciod himself made it— it
IS there—ours for keeps,
'I hat
is all I wanted to sav.
I would sav, however
save everyIhmg; let us be as I)ig and as l>rave as possible, and demand it all, and he
if

we try
we say

what we

to save the

th inkful

monwealth Club.
is
I

for

get.

Louis C. ^lulloarclt spoke

He

in

the

same enthusiastic vein before

tiie

Com-

said:

Mr. Polk has ably commented on the preservation of the li.xpi.sition.
My opinion
also that it would he most economical to save the general plan for an indelini'te
period.

know

positively that

it

is

possible to preserve these buildings for a

number of

years!

and that the relative cost, as compared to the benefits which \vould accrue to thc'community and state, would be very small. When the Exposition buildings are torn down.
then we will have destroyed one of the greatest architectural units which has ever been
created in the history of the world. As it stands, it has cost us m.iny millions of dollars,
the residuary value of which will be completely wiped out when the main composition
destroyed.
Single structures, avenues, drives and park land do not constitute a creative result of great conquest.
The tearing down of the main group will result in a
sacrifice of the principal asset which has an international value so diversified and great
that it cannot be estimated.
Park land and driveways cannot constitute a heritage of
the Exposition, as they are mere substitutes of commonplace importance, which would,
in the natural course of events, come, as the commonplace usually does.
The buildings as they stand arc as usable after the termination of the Exposition
period as they are at the present time. At present they are being used for commercial
purposes. They can be protected against tire and disintegration. Repairs wdl, as a
matter of course, be necessary, as is true of all buildings. This group of buildings constitutes the finest single composition that the world possesses today.
They can be made
to provide continued pleasure, enlightenment, and profit as they have during the past
eight months, at relatively small expense.
If we pull them down the possibility of heritage is lost. Nothing can take their place which will serve as an international attraction
to our city unless we spend the same amount of energy and money to reestablish a
similar result.
is

The Exposition

authorities have decided to keep the Fine Arts Building
and in the ineantime something mav be
done to preserve the beautiful structure.

opeti for at least another four iiionths.

Architectural Features
Engineers

in

Design

country should exert more influence in the development
of architecturally pleasins^ effects in the design of structures than thev have
done in the past. Frequently the pressure brought to bear upon them by
owners or officials of corporations and municipalities w!io control the design
of engineering construction and insist upon mere titility and, sometimes, upon
lowest first cost, is hard to resist. It is encouraging to note cases in which
this pressure has been successfully resisted and overcome.
Engineering work
should not be wholly utilitarian.
In all cases where natural surroundings
require it. where the consistent development of a great architectural plan is
possible, or where the presence of appreciative observers is probable, the
element of general architectural a|)pearance should be given consideration.
We are still far behind European engineers in this respect. .Surely the great
natural wealth of this country can be better applied in this direction than we
have yet succeeded in applying it. Etigineering Record.
in this

—
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Building Business as a Factor
Life of the

in

the Commercial

Country

By MR. CHAS. W. GINDELE*
accepting your kind invitation to address you upon the subject of
IN"The JUiilding Business as a Factor in the Commercial Life of the
Country," I felt that the committee who selected the titles for the various
subjects to be essayed and discussed had signally honored the city of
Chicago in assigning to me, as its representative, a so highly important
subject.
Being merely a contractor, and one who has not had the time
to devote to a thorough study of matters of this nature, I fear I may not
be able to do the subject justice. Coming here as the oiflcial representative
of the Building Construction Employers' Association of Chicago, I feel it
incumbent upon me, however, to at least attempt to properly present my
reasons for sincerely believing that the Isuilding business is decidedly a
very important factor in the commercial life of the country.
The "Windy City," as our town is often called, fully realizes this fact
and can give many reasons for its belief. Chicago, great as it is today,
could not have reached its present position in the building and commercial
world, were it not for the progressiveness of its building interests and the
close affiliation of those interests with the cit}' in the development of its
commercial life. Situated in the midst of the verdant prairies of a great
state, radiant with golden wheat and with a soil fertile in its production
of food products; lying majestically upon the shores of a great inland sea,
drawing to it the commercial activities resultant from an almost resourceless production of the farm, the mine, the quarry and the factory; a busy
city teeming with bee-hives of industry and with more than a million
wage-earners keeping pace with the rapid strides of its commercial life.

Strangers coming to our city often wonder whence we derive the
City," and I have often been asked that question. It is true
that sometimes the wind does blow in Chicago, but not nearly as much as
it does in some other cities I have visited.
F'erhaps it derives its name from
that fact alone, and perhaps the responsibility rests with the great political
parties, holding their conventions in our city at which both Theodore
Roosevelt and William Jennings Bryan have been talking. Again, perhaps
some strangers in town have encountered the wind from the southwest
when the beautiful odor of the stock-yards, one of our chief industries,
was wafted over the city with the gentle breezes. Again, it may be a fact
that the success and progress of the city of Chicago financially, commercially and in population is due to the windiness of its inhaljitants in

name "Windy

blowing the town horn.
I have been a resident of Chicago for more than 63 years and have
been actively engaged in the building business for some 47 years. I have
watched the progress of the city in its population, building and commercial
life and have witnessed its growth from a city of less than 50,000 inhabitants with its unpaved streets, no grade, no building line and uncouth
appearance, to a city of more than 2,500,000 with a magnificent array of
well-built edifices, a vast system of boulevards, well-paved and well-kept
streets, a twentieth century city in every respect.
Many who are here
to-day will recall that eventful day in October, 1871, when the now celebrated
Mother O'Leary's cow was reputed to have kicked over the lamp that
*
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resulted in almost wi])iiio- imt the city of Chicago.
The cmillas^ration
started on the west side of the city, and fanned by a high wind spread
rai)i(lly, crossing the river into the very heart of the business
district
and almost totally destroying that section. The building business as a
tactor in Chicago's commercial life, was very forcibly illustrated at that
time. The city then was an overgrown town, built without considering the
necessity of adopting proper measures to prevent the loss of projierty
from fire and other destructive forces. Nearly all of the residence portion
was built of wood, and in the down-town district more than half the
business blocks were of frame construction. When the fire attained such
proportions that it could not be stojjped, the only recourse was to blow
up the buildings, checking its progress and letting it spend itself. The
destruction of the city at that time, deplorable as it may seem, was, in a
measure, a blessing to the town and its people.

Rising Phoeni.\-likc from the ashes, a new Chicago was born, a city
not for a day nor a year, but a city that would endure a city that would
withstand the acts of the elements, a city that would inspire its inhabitants
to do better things, to live and build upon a higher plane of safety and
comfort, a city that would take care of its industries, its people and its
commercial life and one that wtndd say to the people of the world, "come
within our fold and grow and prosper with us." I cite these instances
because I believe Chicago would not be what it is today, had not its great
fire served as a lesson, and a warning to build better and safer in order to
protect its people and foster its commercial life.
In using the word "Builder," I am using the same in its broadest
sense and include in the term the architect, engineer, contractor and
material interests. 1 also may be pardoned for referring so frequently to
my home city, Chicago. I am using it as an illustration, and its experiences and results are applicable to other cities and the country at large.
The lesson of "1871" in Cliicago anchored in the Builder a desire to help his
stricken city to rebuild upon a firmer foundation and a zone of safety for
the commercial life of that fast growing city, the result being that brick
and stone supplanted wood as the chief ingredient in buildings of four or
five stories in the business district, thus striking the keynote for better
construction and better buildings. At that time the aliility of those engaged
in the building business was tested to the limit.
Our neighboring sister
city of St. Louis was then pressing Chicago pretty hard, both for business
and population, ^^'ithin a radius of a thousand miles of both cities was a
territory booming with small factories and an abundance of crops, the
prosperous manufacturer and farmer seeking a market for their product
and a center in which to do their trading and concentrate their commercial
life.
The immediate necessity of building thousands of buildings to house
this commercial life and save it for the city called for prompt action,
quick delivery, skill and ingenuity in the construction of a modern type
of building, and one sure to withstand the ravages of another possible great
conflagration. The builders of the city of Chicago, alive to the im]ierative
needs of the commercial interests, as well as the domestic life of the
people, succeeded in restoring conditions sufficient to meet the recpiirements
in a remarkably short time and with practically no outside aid in construction work. The experience of Chicago was similar to that of Boston
and later the city of San Francisco when a large number of its buildings
were destroyed by tremors of the earth and fire. These lessons, costly as
they may be. are lessons which must be studied and profited by. They
teach us "safetv first" and "watch our step" through the channels of
;
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progress both in domestic and commercial life. The result of these great
lessons to these communities, naturally, served to prompt a more careful
study of conditions and point out the necessity of evolving some process
of construction that would resist the -attacks of conflagration and other
destructive elements and at the same time insure to the people safe conditions for their domestic life, with proper and staple housing for the
needs of their commercial life.
The evolution of the building business since the Chicago and lio.'^ton
fires has been rapid and wonderful.
F'ne limits have been extended, frame
buildings almost barred, excepting upon the extreme limits of these cities.
Brick and stone superseding wood and iron, steel, concrete and other
products being used in the modern method of constructing buildings, thus
insuring proper protection for the commercial life of the community. The
commercial life of these cities could not have grown to any great proportions had their existence been daily threatened by the ravages of fire and
other destructive elements.
The commercial interests of our country
devoted to their own particular lines of industry, give individual attention to the needs and requirements of their business.
Their function in
commercial life is to manufacture, produce, buy and trade, to cater to the
people's needs and wants. To them, the matter of buying, selling and trading is their life, their purpose and their sole thought.
In order to manfacture their product they must have the i)rri])er facilities
to do so and adecpiate space for the housing and handling of same.
L'pon
their business ability depends the success of the commercial life of any
city, state and nation, but very essential to that success is the skill of
the Builder* in designing the building and the skill of the artisan in
constructing the same.
Like the commercial man, the lUiikler must
devote his thoughts, his time and his ability towards designing and erecting structures that will meet the recpiirements of the commercial life of
the community. They must build the factory, the warehouse, the store
and places of abode for the people. In the evolution of the building
industry, it was the builder who demonstrated the utility of steel in buildings it was his fore-thought and study of the acts of the elements which
suggested the necessity of erecting buildings for commercial purposes
which would be as nearly fireproof and indestructible as it was possible
to make them.
The use of steel, concrete and other clay products permitted the builder to do this and through the medium of these products,
the modern building of today is possible. The co-operation of the forces
of both the commercial life and the building life of the nation, looking
toward the betterment of conditions and the welfare of the nation, can
produce results which will add to the glories of both and make the
success of each, tantamount to the success and progress of the nation.
Comparing the modern system of building with that of even a quarter
of a century ago, is like comparing the present day with that period before
Morse invented his code of telegraphy. Bell his telephone and Edison
demonstrated the power of electricity, tiround areas for buildings have
decreased because the use of steel permits the erection of buildings towering toward the heavens two or three hundred feet and built as solid as
Many buildings in our city formerly occupied a
the rock of Gibraltar.
ground space of 40x80 feet, three or four stories high and housing approxIn the cfonmercial life today,
imately three or four hundred workers.
upon the same area, may stand a modern steel fireproof building, si.xteen
to twenty stories high and under its roof may be employed two or three
;

—

•Editor's Notp
The author evideiitlv has uspd thp word Builder in a very liroad sense and he
douhtless had in mind the architect when referrinL' to the designing of structiires
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the people, particularly in the commercial and industrial
life, rei|uire the concentration of that life's various units into a smaller
and more accessible working ;irea. The business districts of all large
cities demonstrate this fact, the tendenc}' in all'of them being to build
larger and better buildings for the expansion of their commercial life.
The liuilding business is a factor in the commercial life of the country,
and is a natural barometer of the life and activity of any community.
It is the builder who erects the edifice that makes a community known,
who helps nuike the commercial life of any community by making it a
safe and sanitary ]:)lace in which to live and do business; it is clue to the
ingenuity and skill of those engaged in the liuilding business, that a
community is made attractive and substantial with splendid structures
to grace its highways; it is the building business that gives to the
communit}' assurance of safety and comfort in the home, the ofifice, the
factory and in the place of worship, it is the building business that adds
to the stability of any community, by its careful study of modern methods
of construction and the eye of the builder in so drawing the architectural
lines as to insure the making of "a city beautiful." The prosperity of any
one of our cities and its activity in commercial life can be safely gauged
by the condition oi the building business in any particular community.
dullness in the commercial life of any city will invariably show a falling off in building and likewise the opening up of the building business
will be followed immediately with a corresponding increase in the volume
of business of the commercial life of the city.
The great increase in the commercial life of our country is, in my
estimation, due to the great strides that have been made in the building
industry. The builder realizes, that, like the business, a structure must
have a firm and solid foundation, and like the business, in order to endure,
the super-structure must 1)e reinforced with substantial units bound in
a cohesive mass and solidified in order to stand the ravages of time
and to withstand unforeseen forces of destruction.
"Not without thy wondrous story, could be writ the nation's glory"
So run the lines of a song entitled "Illinois," and so it might be said
of the builders of America, "not without thy wondrous story, could be
writ the nation's glory."
The Builders of America one hundred and
fifty years ago were pioneers in the development of the nation's commercial
life; patriotic to the core they entered into the work of building a nation
and giving to mankind a jslace of refuge and peace in a land of abundance
and plenty. These builders heli)ed build a nation upon a foundation of
principle and of right, justice and freedom to all.
A constitution that
has never had a single plank repaired since they were dove-tailed with
the other units in that magnificent piece of work.
The Carpenters' Hall built a century and a half ago still stands in the
Cit}' of Brother!}- Love, and Independence Hall from whose doiue the
old Liberty
Bell
pealed forth that sweet music of in<le]ien(lence, is
still standing as a silent monument to the ingenuity and skill of the
Through the broad expanse of the nation, reaching
builders of "1776."
to all points of the compass, stand upon every highway, in every city
and spanning every river, everlasting monuments to the skill and ingenuity
of the American Builder; monuments that will endure, monuments that
will teach to the world and its children the lessons of progress, thrift
and the achievements of the modern builder and his part in buikling up the
tlic
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nation as well as making- the commercial life of the country the great
and prosperous one that it is. The builder of today, unconscious of the
importance of his industry to the commercial life of the country, is proud
of his achievements and hopes that the builders of tomorrow and the
great future, will profit by his experience and endeavor to be the builders
of greater cities and a greater nation in common with those who are
fostering and increasing' the commercial life of the country.

Sandstone an Old Favorite
One

of the varieties of stone that has been in important use for structural
and decorative purposes ever since the dawn of civilization is sandstone. This
is of very wide occurrence, being found in almost every country, and it has such
diversity of color and texture that it would naturally be chosen for architectural
use, says Stone.
Besides its beauty, sandstone has been commended to the
builder by its great durability and its resistance to attacks by fire and the acids
of the atmosphere. Many of the most notable buildings that have come down
from antif|uity are of sandstone. Temples and statues in ancient Egypt were
cut in this material, although the patient craftsmen were just as willing to carve
limestone, granite, or even the intractable basalt and poq^hyry.
In Persia and the various comitries of Asia Minor, gigantic structures were
reared in sandstone, the ruins of which have survived to awaken our admiration
and wonder. The remarkable rock-cut temples and tombs of Arabia Petra are
carved entirely from great cliffs of sandstone. The stone is a beautiful and
delicate pink in color, with occasional markings in yellow, and the effect of rich
carvings in such a material can scarcely be imagined.
In later times, sandstone was used very generally for cathedrals and churches
in England and on the continent.
This made it possible to produce efifects not
only in stone of yellow and gray, but also in brown, pink and red, and striking
contrasts were available.
It is only within the last few years that the present
generation has learned the lesson of the excellent effects of polychromatic
construction which might have been drawn long ago from the work of our forefathers.
The varying colors of marble and sandstone enable them freely to
Exchange.
apply polychromy, both structural and decorative.

—

Publisher of Architectural

Record

is

Dead

CURIOUS

coincidence was the death, almost simultaneously, last
month of the publishers of this country's two foremost architectural
publications. On November 10th, at New York City, Mr. Frederick
Warren Dodge of the Architectural Record passed away." aged 51 years.
Ten days later the death of Colonel Edmund AI. C. Whitney of The Architect and Engineer occurred at his Redwood City home.
Colonel Whitney
was 57. Both he and Mr. Dodge began their careers as publishers at about
the same time.
Mr. Dodge was born at Melrose, Mass. Pie was descended from old
New England families on both his father's and his mother's side. In 1891
he founded the F. W. Dodge Company, publishers of The Architectural

A

The Record and Guide, and Sweet's Catalogue.
Mr. Dodge was married in 1900 to Mrs. Emily S. Spofiford. who survives

Record,

He also
He was

leaves a half-brother, F. T. Miller, who was associated with
a member of the Lotus Club, Puritan Lodge, F. and A. M.,
and the Methodist church, of which his grandfather and great grandfather
had been ministers. Pie was interested in many charities.

him.
him.
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Bonding the Builder
r.y

lll'.XKV

A.

JACOI'.S

THE subject nevertheless upon

"Hoiulint; the lluiUler," while apparently rather limited in
its scope,
a careful consideratinn broadens to such
an extent that we find ourselves reaching out into a discussiim of the
various conditions, contracts and agreements, as security for which bonds
are retpiired.
Uonding in general is of a very much earlier origin by far than the
recognition of particular contracts relating to building and the improvement
of realty in general, and as such requiring special legislation.
Inquestionably there must ha\c been great need for the enactment of
laws to protect not only an owner of real property, but the contractor
and all persons dealing either directly or indirectly with both the owner
and the contractor, for we find that such special legislation was thought
of and laws enacted by the different states in this Union as early as 1791.
Laws of this character protecting builders, materialmen, laborers, etc.,
were. originally thought of and found to be necessary by the various states,
the object of such laws being to create a lien upon the property improved
in favor of the person who gives value either by way of labor or materials.
Its origin seems to have been brought abcnit by the necessity in a young and
growing country of fostering mechanical and industrial pursuits, and to
secure payment to the builder and workman who furnished funds for the
improvement of real estate, when such funds were expended upon it. The
expediency of encouraging the building of towns and cities and to assure
protection to the persons who were for the most part poorly able to sustain
loss incident to business, gave birth to this system, and while there has
Ijeen continual litigation relative to the protection contemjilated by the
enactment of these statutes, it is nevertheless a well recognized fact that
the law intends to create protection in favor of the mechanic, materialman,
artisan and laborer. The creation and enactment of these laws in the dif-

ferent states was not uniform but they were enacted by each community in
order to fulfill the requirements, as they so deemed them, of their particular
needs.
It will unquestionably be of interest to you to know that the first attempt
to create a mechanic's lien arose from a desire to establish and improve as
speedily as possible the City of Washington as the permanent seat of the
Government of the United States. At a meeting, September 8, 1791, of the
Commissioners appointed for this purpose at which both Thomas Jefferson
and lames Madison were present, a memorial was adopted urging the
Assembly of ^laryland to pass an act securing to master builders a lien
on the houses erected and the land occupied, which was during the same
year followed !:>)• the passage of a law as requested. The next statute on
the subject was apparently passed by the legislature of Pennsylvania in
1803, and so on, the different states, all recognizing the necessity of protection to the persons engaged in the actual improvement of the Commonwealth, have each enacted statu.tes of like character. Necessarily these statutes were rather meagre in comparison with the laws of the different states
of today.

The

by statute was designed

in its inception to protect the
the frauds perpetrated upon sub-contractors,
workmen and materialmen necessitated the enactment of amendments so
as to deal justly by all. The result of creating a lien upon the property of
an owner whereby such owner could lie called upon to pay an amount, in

lien created

principal

contractor,

until
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many

instances greatly in excess of his original contract price was, that
in like manner endeavor to protect himself, so that the
cost of his improvements would not exceed the amount which he had
appropriated for this work. The onh' protection which was afforded him
was either the employment of responsible contractors, who, in the event
that they had agreed to perform their contract for an amount less than the
actual value of the work, could and would respond and sustain the loss
brought about by their own mistake, or to require such contractor or contractors to execute a bond providing for the fulfillment of the conditions of
such contract, or l^etter still to obtain both a responsible contractor and a
bond.
The practice of requiring security on the part of a person who had
agreed to perform an obligation is of ancient origin and when this security
consists of an instrument in writing, whereby one doth bind himself to
another to pay a sum of money, or do some other act, such instrument is
called a bond. A bond of this simple character, wlierein there is a direct
promise to pay a specified amount upon the fulfillment of a certain, or other
conditions, is universally known as a common law bond, and relates back
to the old English periods wherein laws were considered such laws by
reason of custom and usage. Even at the present time, such bonds are
recognized as one of the best forms of bond, and I feel safe in stating that
a bond of this character, properly drawn and executed, more safely 'guards
the interest of the person in whose favor it is drawn, than many forms of
statutory bonds now required.

such owner must

the history of mechanics' liens, courts have universally held that
not be filed against public property as public policy would not
permit the same. It then became necessary to devise other means of protecting the persons furnishing materials or performing labor upon this
class of work. Accordingly special laws were enacted compelling the contractor to furnish a bond, not only providing for the fulfillment of the
terms and conditions of his contract, but also providing for the payment in
full to all persons who either furnished materials or supplies, or bestowed
labor upon the work. This class of bonds have been created particularly
for contracts relating to public work. These bonds have been, not only of
great legal, but also of great moral efifect, and have given a very much
needed protection to the persons engaged in the building" industry. In
some states the same form of bond as required upon public work, has also
been included as one of the requirements of the mechanics" lien statute.
Decisions have not been altogether uniform as to the legality of this form
of bond, when required of private owners as a condition in order to protect
such owner from the liens of mechanics, materialmen, artisans and laborers.
In this state such a bond has been held unconstitutional, while in other
As to the public work, however, I understand all
states to the contrary.
states have invariably held the same to be constitutional.

Early

in

liens could

The matter of contracting, has during the h 'story of this country, been
a source for the perpetration of many frauds. As I have stated, in order to
overcome these frauds which were discovered to be possible, even in the
earlier history of our country, attempts were made to enact laws giving
protection to the persons upon whom such fraud might be attempted. The
laws at first did not give to the parties for whose purjiose they were enacted,
the full protection that was intended, and after a gradual evolution it was
found that two systems of lien laws had arisen; one creating a direct lien
upon the thing improved for the actual value of the improvements placed
thereon the other limiting the lien to the contract price. The first system
;

I

I
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direct lien is coiiinu)nly known as the Pennsvlvania system, and while to some extent stringent, and compelling the owner to
beware of irresponsible contractors, or to require sufficient bonds, has

providino- for

tlic

proven very beneficial and avoided a large amount of litigation. The latter
system, known as the New York system, even to this day is very complicated, and neither the owner nor the persons who have improved the
property, are able to determine with any certainty their exact status in the
event of any differences arising in the performance of the contract. In this
state we have recently amended our mechanics' lien statute, which heretofore was drafted upon the New York, or limited lien, and in lieu thereof
created a direct lien according to the Pennsylvania system.
Our law pro\ides further for the execution of a bond by the contractor
in favor not only of the owner, but inuring also to the benefit of all persons
who shall furnish labor or material in the performance of the work. This
bond is not obligatory, but the owner may, if he desires to protect himself
from a direct lien, require such a bond from the contractor, and in that
event, his liability is to be limited to the contract price. This bond, we
claim, is dift'erent from the former bond heretofore held to be unconstitutional by our Supreme Court, in that it does not exact this from the owner,
but instead, makes it a matter of privilege so that the owner can limit his
liability to avoid the consequences of a direct lien.
The question of the validity and constitutionality both of our direct
lien, and of this bond are now before our Supreme Court and we, who are
supporters of this act, have no doubt that the constitutionality of the direct
lien will be upheld, and are in hopes that the provisions relative to the bond
will likewise be sustained, thereby saving considerable vexatious and expensive litigation
business.

to

those

who

derive

their

livelihood

fmm

the building

however, that a contractor who has established himself
and substantial basis will not object to executing a bond in
persons who might become involved by reason of his operations,

It is safe to say,

upon

a firm

favor of

all

if not only the builder, but the architect who acts as the agent of
the owner, the owner individually, and all persons, will enter into a reasonable contract, providing for reasonable security, that everyone who invests
either their labor or their funds in these contracts, will be fully protected
and much litigation avoided.

and

that,

Had Not Waited
In Montana a railroad bridge had been destroyed by fire and it was
necessary to replace it. The bridge engineer and his staff were ordered
in haste to the place. Two days later came the superintendent of the division. Alighting from his private car, he encountered the old master bridge
builder.

—

and the words quivered with energy
"Bill," said the superintendent
want this job rushed. Every hour's delay costs the company money.
Have you got the engineer's plans for the new bridge?"
"I don't know," said the bridge builder, "whether the engineer has the
picture drawed yet or not, but the bridge is up and the trains is passin' over
"I

it."

—Harper's

Alagazine.
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Details

Before Signing Contract

obtaining full detailed information of what is really wanted
when bidding upon work is one of the serious problems which confronts
the contractor today, for it is largely detail which determines what work
really worth, says the Contract Record.
difficulty of

Ordinarily small scale drawings and specifications certainly do not suffiwhat may be insisted upon, in detail, after a bidder has signed
a contract. Some owners imagine they do, and that they tell a bidder all that
is necessary.
Others are indifferent; it is up to the contractors, they think.
Others may secretly hope that somic things may slip through without being
noticed; this is the particular type of owner who is ever ready to profit by a
ciently disclose

bidder's error.

Of late years, however, there has arisen among contractors a strong desire
know more of what is required before a contract is signed, rather than be
obliged to await the details afterwards. In common fairness there should be
some way of disclosing the details beforehand, or at least as far as possible, so
that all bidders receive reliable and identical data to figure upon. Not only that,
bvit if for any reason the character of any of the details should be simplified,
after a contract is let, it would be more likely to serve as a check against any
possible unfairness.
to

Fortunately for the building industry, there are many architects who give,
as well as expect, a square deal. These are well known by bidders and they are
respected as men and as members of an honorable profession.
But it seems
to be generally understood that there are "others," and it is from the offices of
the latter that contractors obtain a more accurate idea of what is wanted after
the contract is signed than before. Then it is too late. INIany a contractor has
difficulty because of the business viewpoint ( ?) such
not provided for, of course, by any clause in the contract.
architects display
The better type of contractors avoid the offices of such architects, or, when
invited to figure, they discreetly raise their bids high enough to cover possible

been caused financial

—

contingencies.

The point under consideration is whether details should be furnished
before or after a contract is let? It is a question raised by Mr. G. Alexander
Wright, of San Francisco, and a prominent advocate of the Quantity System.
It is obvious that there can be only one answer to this question.
If details
are not ready when the job is being figured they should certainly be in the
hands of the contractor before he is called upon to sign up. It would surely
be a more equitable way of letting a contract. Now as details must be prepared and furnished at some time, is there any logical reason why this should
not be done at a time when such information would be of the greatest value
to the bidder, i. e., when he is making up his prices?
Why keep back vital

Who

not to the bidder's advantage, of course.
is it that
the owner? Or is it for the greater convenience of the archiWhatever the reason, can it be regarded as fair to the bidder? It is
tect?
obvious that an individual bidder is helpless. He cannot force the issue himself.
But collectively through their organizations, contractors might make
reasonable and proper representations of these facts to their local architects
with a view to the betterment of the conditions named.

information?
benefits?

Is

It is

it

Certain remedies have been suggested from time to time.
One is the
quantity system. Some remedy is necessary'. One that would seem to afford
relief without causing hardship to anyone, would be the passage of city ordinances providing that applications for building permits, for work aJaove a
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certain estimated cost, sliould be accompanied not only by the usual [jlaiis and
specifications, but by details to a scale of, say, not less than l'/^ in. to the foot,
or sufficient to indicate the character of the work which is to be performed in
detail.
It takes no longer to study the details of a structure before a contract is
entered into, than afterwards. It has to be done at some time. The owner, who
is so often unduly impatient to see his building started, would soon learn to
adapt himself to the new condition, if he realized that his architect was simply
conforming to the law. 'lliere would be just as many buildings erected, and
bidders would understand more clearly what it was they were bidding uix>n.

Ornate and

Artistic?

A

curious misconception is abroad concerning art in school architecture.
Many school board members are apparently of the opinion that a building which
Is not well supplied with decorative detail is inartistic.
The same opinion
seems to prevail among certain architects. It was voiced recently by a man
who complained bitterly of the lack of appreciation for good architecture
on the part of a building committee, which had just rejected his rather
He had provided
elaborate design in favor of a simpler and plainer plan.
for expensive cut stone cornices and belt courses on the facade, elaborate
marble wainscoting and stucco trim in the corridors and assembly roonii, and
other embellishments. While his general plan was good, such important details
as the relation of stairways to corridors and classrooms, the arrangement of
His competitor, whose plans
toilet rooms, etc., had not been fully studied.
were rather plain, had, on the other hand, studied very carefully every
feature of his building and had completed a general design which depended
upon good proportions and well-chosen materials for its effect.

The

highest art in architecture, whether it applies to school buildings,
buildings or homes, involves a blending of the beautiful with the useful,
Good architecture in schoolin which no essential of the whole is disregarded.
houses means attention to all the possible educational needs of a building so
that no practical detail of plan or construction, and no element of permanence
office

and safety are sacrificed.
Service must be the first ideal of the architect, and beauty must be blended
with it, not as something stuck on but as an integral inseparable quality. And
that does not mean that embellishment is not necessary or desirable it rather
means that the enrichment of a design should have a true function and should
really become a necessary part of it. The best architects understand this and
the schoolhouses in such cities as New York, St. Louis and Oakland impress
and charm the beholder by the truthfulness and strength of the architectural
forms and by their genuine expressiveness of the educational use to which
;

each building

is

dedicated.

school board which sticks to simple, honest designs, in which effects
are produced by pleasing masses and contours, by harmonious colors and
good proportion, and by well-chosen materials, will not fall far short in
obtaining an architecturally good school building. School Board Journal.
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F. A.

Whitney, which
19, was a sad

\.

A.

cle Of personal

rS^VToSpnt
BEST
MONUMENT

and

business friends in

Eastern and Pacific Coast secThe avalanche of messages
and other testimonials from every
part of the country, show how highly
Colonel Whitney was esteemed and
what a tight hold he had on hundreds
of those who knew him more or less
intimately. To the circle in the Archiboth

tions.

tect and Engineer office the loss is a
great personal one, of which even now
it is difficult to speak or write without
deep emotion.
The long illness of Colonel Whitney, extending over some three years,
had permitted his associates of the
Architect and Engineer to realize how
wisely he had planned this publication

and upon what definite and permanent
lines it had been developed.
It had a
basis of the solid rock of principle and
experience, and the superstructure
was one of permanency and strength.
The magazine has always stood for
the high ideals and loftiest motives.
All that was progressive or in line
with good construction had a doughty
champion in Colonel Wliitney, and
this policy has been unswervingly adhered to in the three years since he
was at the helm.
The future policy of the magazine
will not differ from that of the past,
excepting as the natural development
will
show continued improvement.
The development of a great newspaper (or magazine) is like the building of a nation it must have an underlying purpose, a framework of
laws, an administration of justice, a
It is at once a
growth of ideas.
moulder of opinion, an advocate of
honesty and sincerity, a story of development and progress, a forum for
exchange of ideas, an educator in professional and business studies, a panorama of events and a tried and true

—

friend of
tect

j

C.

WHITNEY

•

Frederick W. Jones

.»,^- -J
(Includine postaee)

of our beloved Chief,

Edmund M.

occurred on Friday, Nov.

all

its

readers.

and Engineer

of subscribers
continue to rep-

this to its large circle

and readers.

The Archi-

will continue to be

It will

»

!

:

The

.Irchitcct

resent ;ule(|uately, as it lias for ten
years past, the great architectural profession and hniUHng interests of the
Pacific Coast.

We

architects do a lot of silly things

and not the

them is our
shiftless treatment,

least silly of

LESS UGLY
PENT-HOUSES

or lack of treatment,
of the topknots of
our buildings. The pent-houses and
other projections above the roofs of
our big buildings, 1 mean. Not one
in a hundred of our structures is supplied with a decent windup or apex.
Just because those pent-houses are
above the roof, the supposed termination of a building, we indulge in
the fond illusion that they are not
seen and' therefore can be as ugly as
they like—the same process of reasoning, or imreasoning, that leads the ostrich, the silliest of all bipeds, to hide
his tiny head in the sand and fondly
believe his whole great carcass is
safely concealed from danger.
In nio^t localities, especially in hilly
places, those bleak pent-houses lare
the most conspicuous features of our
buildings
they shriek at us in all
their naked ugliness and remain with
us long after we've forgotten the per-
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As we have

!

listened to

the tearful utterances of the Honorable Mayor, leading citizens and
the Exposition officials as they have
eulogized the munificence of the va-

riouscountriesand states which have
been responsible for the buildings,
we could not but feel that the Jewel
Cit_v was even then moving towards
the melting pot. But is the Exposition alone in its ephemeral existence? Is not much of our building
of this perishable character? When
we should be building for permanency, are we not sacrificing durability for gingerbread decoration?
It is not alone in building that this
is true, but in every department of
manufacture. We buy an automobile and within a few months consign it to the jitney scrap heap! We
invest in a typewriter and before it
is fully paid for, our attention is
called to its imperfections and we
are solicited to buy the "'new model."
It does seem that tlie age is one of

renewing and replacing

most ex-

(a

travagant method!) instead of constructing for permanency.

:

haps really attractive and

below and expend
them upon the pent-house, giving it
a little character, finishing it of maornamentation

of the buildnot a delight,

terial not too unlike that
itself,

making

it,

if

nightmarish as we've
been doing; for, verily, the average
one looks as if some drunken Zepplinists had dropped some sort of a
cheese or cracker-box and it happened
at

to

least not as

alight

buildins:

on top of that particular
F.

W.

FlTZP.\TRICK.

How typical of modern development
and modern methods is the passing
awav of the Expothe
struction ot
various stucco buildings over which
so many yianegyrics have been uttered and so many bronze i)lac(|ues

BIDDING FOR

A JOB
in a

method

interesting

municipal

artistic fea-

tures of the buildings they surmount.
Let us save a few dollars from the

ing

An
a

office

is

of

filling

indicated

the

following

call

for

bids,

by

official

clipped

from a paper published

Texas

city of 5,000 population

For City Health

Officer.
vifill be received Septenilier 1, 191S,
m., from physicians for the position
of city health officer.
For further particulars see City Secretary.

Bids

9

a.

The duties of this position are not
stated, but presumably they are defined in the plans and specifications.

The

scheme,
Engineeringsays
Contracting, will appeal to econom-

ically minded statesmen for by it
they can get the cheapest man.
In line with the above a California

assemblyman,

C.

Shasta county,

is

C.

McCray

of

quoted as saying:

reducing the cost of county and city
government by running the government just like
Let (hose who want to hold
a private business.
public office send in a bid, say to the supervisors,
telling just what sum for which they'd run the
I believe in

office

of

not.

I

sheriff,

believe

tax

some

Ireasurer or what
of the bids would be for a
less per year than we

collector,

thousand dollars or more

now

are paying.
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Portland Postoffice Building
Plans have been completed by Lewis P.
of San Francisco for the new

Hobart

$1,000,000 Postoffice building at Portland.
It is e.xpected the authorities at Washington will call for bids before the end of this
month. The building will be of steel, stone,
general contract
brick and terra cotta.
is to be let for this work.
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What One

Architect Thinks of This

Magazine
Editor The Architect and Engineer of
Yours received regarding
California:
subscription to the above publication.
Am sending you three subscriptions or
$3, and would like to be notified just

—

before the time expires.
In reply to the question, how I like
the Architect and Engineer, perhaps the
statement that I have, owing to the continued hard times in this neck of the
woods, cut ofT all other architectural
publications but yours, will be a sufficient reply.

Pomona,

y^^^ j^^,y^
ferdin.VND d.WIS.

Cal.

New

Frederick
building,

to

engage

Heinlein,

in

404

Washington

Los Angeles.

Alex. F. Oakey Very 111
Friends of Alexander Forbes Oakey,
the San Francisco architect, will regret
to hear of his recent serious collapse
^Ir.
following a stroke of paralysis.
Oakey is now at the City and County
Hospital.
Mr. Oakey is recognized as
one of the best informed architects in
His seacoustics on the Pacific Coast.
ries of articles on the subject published
in this magazine several years ago were
copied extensively throughout the country.

ality

in

the

following

Sacramento prospective

we

letter
to
a
builder, a letter

are taking the liberty to

make

because it seems to provide
example of broadmindedness
ple others

may very

a

Dear

public
splendid

—an

exam-

well emulate

November

Architects

the practice
of architecture in the state of California
have been granted by the State Board of
Architecture to the following applicants:
Herbert C. Howard, 212 Broadway
Central building, Los Angeles; Frank R.
Farrar, 1523 Martel street. Los Angeles;
Edgar W. Mayberry, 600 Chamber of
Commerce building, Pasadena; A. L.
Valk, 424 Stimson building, Los Angeles;
Certificates

Willis Polk's Broad Mindedness
In these days of keen competition one
would not expect an architect to bother
about recommending a fellow member of
the profession to a prospective client.
Commissions have been so scarce that
when an architect has learned of a prospect it is not strange he should seek to
corral the job for himself.
But not so
with Willis Polk, the San Francisco
architect,
who has shown his liber-

22,

1915.

Sir:

Replying to your valued favor of the 20th inst.,
you state that you are planning to build a
new home in Sacramento, and are not sure that a
San Francisco office could properly supervise the
work on account of the distance.
We beg to advise you that planning and superPlanning of
vision are two distinct functions.
course can be done anywhere; supervision must be
in which

done at the site. Successful co-ordination of these
Such
two functions depends on central control.
central control need not be located at any particular point.

The D. O.

Mills bank of your city was thus con-

structed.

We

are always pleased to design and build buildings. Our fee in residence work would be ten per
cent, plus cost of inspector or superintendent on
the job.
In accordance with your request that we recommend other architects to you. it gives us pleasure
Ward & Blohme; Lewis
to suggest the following:
P. Hobart; George W. Kelham; Bakewell & Brown;
Bliss & Faville: Louis C. Mullgardt: Walter Ratcliff

and John Galen Howard.

Very

truly yours.

WILLIS POLK & CO.

W.

Berkeley Fraternity House
H. Ratcliffe. Jr.. r,f Berkeley, has

made

plans for a three-story lirick veneer
fraternity house to cost $25,000 for the

Delta Deutron society.
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Solving the Architect's Problems
Editor The Architect and Engineer of
CaHfornia:
enclosing a circular
lately received from a Cleveland concern.
Thought possibly you could use

— Am

it

my

and

California

reply,

for the

edification of
Strikes me as an

architects.

amazingly simple solution for some of
our problems!
Yours very truly,
Charles H. Biggar.
[Following is the letter in question:]
Dear Sir: Do you like to make lots of money
and land big orders? If so we can help you by
giving you the right ideas that bring the checks
with the big figures. Just order from us a sample
of our imported post cards, especially
published abroad for the use of architects.
They
give you the right ideas and consequently bring
orders and money.
Hundreds of architects use
our cards and make big money.
For instance
they have to compete for the construction of a
hotel.
All they have to do is to glance at our
cards, pick out one building, Americanize the design and land the order.
We can send you a sample collection of 150
different imported cards upon which is a duty
from 25-50 per cent upon receipt of $3.99 postpaid.
They represent French and Italian Renaissance
and Gothic, German, English, Spanish, Belgian,
Austrian and Russian architecture, etc. The cards
can be used in a postcard projector and enlarged.
They are much cheaper than books and require
smaller space.
collection

['Sly

answer]

Gentlemen: Your theory of the practice of
architecture is wonderfully simple.
surprised
that there are any but wealthy architects in the
profession.
sure if so that it is from pure
ignorance of up-to-date methods.
Moral: Buy postcards.
P. S.
I
have six thousand post cards of
European architecture and was beaten in a recent
competition.
Strange,
isn't
it?
Perhaps my
"Americanizer" is out of order.
C. H. B.

Am

Am

—
—

State Buildings Sell for Song
State buildings at the Panama-Pacific
Exposition are going under the hammer
fast.
Most of them have now been disposed of at prices that run from little to
nothing. The State of Illinois' splendid
palace, that cost $92,000 to build, has
been knocked down to a wrecking com-

pany for

$1730.
The
York City building, costing
$34,000, has been acquired by a wrecker
for $300.
The Washington State building, costing $45,000, sold for $800.
The Mississippi building, cost $13,000,
brought $225. The Idaho building, cost
$16,000, sold for $270.
The Texas building, erected at a cost of $10,000, went to
a wrecker for $225.
Its furniture is to
be sent to Texas to be given to charitable
institutions.
The Iowa building, cost
$28,000, brought $500.

New

Hospital Building for Los Angeles
Harold Gross, 123 South Dillon street,
Los Angeles, is preparing plans for a
hospital

building to be erected by the
Kings' Hospital Association, which was
recently incorporated with a capital
stock of $200,000. The proposed building will be one story, with large
patio and will contain about 100 private
rooms for patients, operating rooms,
kitchens, offices and reception rooms.
The
construction will probably be concrete and
stucco with tile roof, steam heat and all
modern hospital equipment. Dr. Henry D.
Keyes, 900 Investment building, is at the
head of the enterprise.

Architect

Another Oakland Theater
Oakland
picture

to
theater.
is

have

A

another moving
contract
has been

still

awarded to the Van Sant-Houghton Company of San Francisco for the reconstruction of the old Athletic building at Seventeenth street and San Pablo avenue, Oakland, the property of the Charles Heeseman

The plans were prepared by ArchiCarl Werner, Phelan building, San
Francisco. The building is five stories and
of somewhat antiquated design.
It will be
thoroughly
modernized and a moving
picture theater with a seating capacity of
2000 persons will be constructed.
estate.

tect

Forest Hill

Home

Clarkson Swain, 520 Ckinie building, San
Francisco, has completed plans for a $7,500
house for William Larkins, to be erected in
Forest Hill.
There will be quite a little
concrete work, the house resting on a
sloping lot. The frame work will be timber,
covered with metal lath and plaster, shingle
roof,

hardwood

floors, etc.

Chapel for Menlo Park
Messrs. Shea & Lofquist of San Francisco
are preparing working drawings for a steel
and brick chapel to cost $100,000 and to be
erected in JNIenlo Park for St. Patrick's
Seminary.

Headman Busy

Headman, formerly of
G.
Righetti & Headman, San Francisco,
is
exceptionally busy now.
He has
completed plans for a class "A" commercial garage to cost $35,000 and to
be erected on Bush street, between
Powell and Mason streets, for Mr. F. J.
Bigelow.
Mr. Headman has also made
plans for alterations to B. Hermann Sons'
Market, and bids have been taken for
a one-story market building, 30x100 feet,
to be erected on Taylor street, south of
Washington, for Mr. A. H. Rochfort.
August

Factory and Warehouse
The Workman Packing Company has had
plans prepared by Smith O'Brien, the San
Francisco architect, for a one-story reinforced concrete factory building, to be
erected on the west side of Seventh street,
south of Harrison, San Francisco.
Building will have a frontage of 175 feet and will
be used for factory, warehouse and office
purposes.
The cost will be approximately
$25,000.

Milpitas School House
Frank D. Wolfe of San Jose has been
selected as the architect for a $12,500 school
house to be erected at Milpitas. The Mission style of architecture will be followed.

»

The Architect and
The Plaster Work of the Expositions
The eiitcrtaiiimciU feature of a recent
meeting of the Southern California chapter of the American Institute of Architects was an address by Mr. Thomas
Fellows entitled "From the Stones of
Venice to the Plaster of the Expositions
of California of 1915."

Mr. Fellows gave a very graphic description of his impressions of the architecture of the San Francisco exposition
and introduced in a novel way musical
selections which expressed his feelings,
as he declared, better than words.
Mr.
Fellows asserted that the treatment of
plastered surfaces, particularly for residences, was opening a new era in architecture and predicted that the architecture of the San F'rancisco exposition
would have a powerful influence upon
the architecture of the near future. New
methods of treatment of plastered surfaces, devised by himself, were explained
Fellows and illustrated.
His
to produce natural stone textures by the use of crushed minerals of
various shades and colors spread upon
plastered surfaces by air pressure.

by

Mr.

method

is

Personal
Oscar Ford, a prominent engineering
contractor of Riverside, has been reelected mayor of that city, Mr. Ford being elected by a majority of just fortyone votes.

The architectural firm of Witliey &
Davis. Los Angeles, composed of H. F.
Withey and J. Pierpont Davis, has been
dissolved by mutual consent. Each will
continue in business separately, Mr.
Withey having opened offices in suite
1017 Van Nuys building, and Mr. Davis
suite 621 Exchange building.

Eiij^iiiccr
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Two

Million Dollars Worth of Work
Willis Polk, the San Francisco architect,
more than $2,000,000 worth of work
under construction or in prospect. This includes a 12-story building for the Western
Union Telegraph Company, reconstruction
of the old Pacific I'nion Club building,
country residence for Agnes M. Born, city
home for Mrs. .Andrew Welsh, and numerhas

ous smaller commissions.

Oakland Apartment House
Mrs. Nevada L. Rudolph will build a
three-story frame and plaster apartment
house on the southwest corner of Statten

avenue and Belmont street, Oakland, from
plans by J. Henry Boehrer.
Building will
cost about $22,000. The same architect has
completed plans for a one-story brick store
building to be erected at Ashby and Telegraph avenues for Mr. J. H. Wright.

Los Angeles Market Building
Los Angeles is to have an immense market
building from plans now being worked out
by John Parkinson. The project will also
include the construction of wholesale and
warehouse buildings, six stories high, and
covering more than an entire block. The
promoters are the Los Angeles Public
Market Company and the Pacific Electric
Railway interests.

Stone

& Wright

The grammar

to

Design Lodi School
board at Lodi

school

plans
Messrs.
of
adopted
the
have
Stone & Wright of Stockton for the proposed grammar school building. It will

cost $30,000 and will consist of six

rooms, assembly

hall

':la3S

and necessary ad-

juncts.
It will probably be a veneered
brick building, with class rooms all on one
floor.

in

Big Factory for Berkeley

W. Kelham, architect of the
million-dollar Carnegie Library in
San Francisco, has returned from the
East, where he went to attend the funeral
of his mother, who died in California in
the early part of November.

Market street, San Francisco, will erect a
group of factory buildings at Third and
Pardee streets in Berkeley for the manuThe first
facture of soap and glycerine.

Ralph WyckofT, formerly with W. H.
Weeks, and for the past year practicing for

building to be erected will be of brick with
wood floors and joists and will cost in the

George

new

Berkeley, has succeeded to the
himself
business of H. B. Douglas at Watsonville,
and Mr. Wyckoff will make his future home
there.
Fie has plans under way for a school
house, garage and other buildings.
in

Concrete

A

Apartment House

seven-story reinforced concrete apartis
to be constructed on the
southeast corner of Greenwich and Larkin
streets, San Francisco, from plans by ."Krchitect J. C. Hladik, 825 Monadnock building.
San Francisco. The owner is Dr. Leonard
Stocking, superintendent of the State HosBuilding is to be class "B"
pital at .^gnew.
with reinforced concrete walls, floors and
roof.
The cost will run in the neighborhood of $60,000.

ment house

The Peet Manufacturing Company, 444

neighborhood of $100,000.

Banker to Build Home
John H. Powers, the San Francisco
architect, has prepared plans for a $20,000 city residence for Mr. R. A. Sbarboro, of the Bank of Italy. The house
will be in the Italian style with hardwood interior finish and stucco exterior.

The

location

is

Divisadero and

Green

streets.

Los Angeles Hospital Group
Plans are being prepared by George Low,
county superintendent of construction, for
a group of hospital buildings for the city
and county of Los .Angeles to cost in the
neighborhood of $500,000.

no

The Architect and Engineer
Unique Tavern

Splendid Hotel for Lake Tahoe

One

of the interesting landmarks of
California, the old Hotel Tallac, on the
shores of Lake Tahoe, is soon to be
razed to the ground. The new and modern Hotel Tallac will be started next
April or j\Iay, as soon as the snows have
melted in the mountains.
Anita M. Baldwin, who, through the
death of her father, E. J. Baldwin, in
1909, became the owner of all the lands
of the Hotel Tallac property, is the projector of the new hostelry. Walter Webber, Los Angeles architect, is now preparing plans for the structure, which will
have a frame of reinforced concrete and
will have extreme dimensions of 360 by
275 feet. It will have a three-story central portion, two two-story wings, and a
two-story and mezzanine rear extension
running back on an "L." The exterior
will be faced with rough granite.
Steel Towers for Radio Station, Guam
The Bureau of Yards and Docks of the
Navy Department is now calling for bids
for two steel towers for the high power
radio station at

Guam.

Each tower

will be

approximately 400 feet in height, of the selfsupporting type, triangular in plan, the base
of each leg forming the corner of a triangle
90 feet on each side in plan. Each tower
will be supported by and anchored to a concrete foundation. Insulating devices will be
furnished and installed by the contractor,
as well as lightning protection, winches,
operating platform and ladders. The total
net weight of the two towers is estimated at

480.000 pounds.
The radio station

is located on Mount
an altitude of about 1,000 feet
and is about six and one-half
miles from Piti.
Bids for the two towers
will be received until 11 a. m., January 8,
Bureau
of
Yards
by
and Docks, Washington, D. C.

Tonjo

at

above sea

level

Club Building
Plans have been completed and contracts
awarded for the construction of a threestory and basement steel and brick club
house at Thirty-second avenue and California street, San Francisco, for the Dorian
Olympic Club.
The architect is H. C.
Baumann.
Mission Style School House
Messrs. Norberg and Edwards of Burlingame are preparing plans for a $15,000
school house for the San Bruno school district.
The Mission stvle will be followed.
Stores and Apartments
A. W. Cornelius of San Francisco has
prepared plans for a two-story class C
store and apartment house to be erected
in Pittsburg, California, for Grabstein
Bros, of that city.
Estimated cost,
$12,000.

for Mt. Diablo

A

tavern of original and unique design will be erected on the summit of
Mt. Diablo, according to present plans.
The structure will be so built that it will
the natural contour of the mounfit into
tain-top and from a distance will appear
as a part of the

mountain

itself.

The idea originated with Arthur B.
Benton of Los Angeles, architect of the
famous Glenwood Mission Inn at Riverside and the New Arlington at Santa
Barbara.
Benton was a visitor to the
mountain last month and outlined briefly
his ideas as to the kind of tavern that
should be erected there.
"It would be a shame to introduce
any kind of a building other than one
that would fit into the natural surroundings.
A tavern should be built along
original lines
a structure that will be
allowed to wander in and about the rugged rock formations, that will lose itself
in the mountain itself," he said.
"The
setting is superb for working out an

—

original design."

Benton

is

California

one of the founders of the

Landmarks Club

of

Los An-

geles.

Flower Box a Mile Long
Wilbur David Cook, landscape architect of Los Angeles, is preparing plans
for extensive improvements to the property of Mr. A. G. Spalding at Sunset
Cliffs, Southern California.
The scheme
involves more than a mile of cliff frontage that is being developed along naturalistic landscape lines.
This frontage
will Ije kept for all time open to the general public.
feature
One
of especial interest is a flower box a mile long planted
with two varieties of the mesembryanthewhich will festoon over the cliffs.

mum

Turlock Carnegie Library

Bowen & Davis of Fresno are preparing plans for the new Carnegie library
building soon to be constructed in Turlock.
The building is to be of pressed
brick facing, and is to cost about $10,000.
The plans have been taken in charge by
a committee which will send them to the
Carnegie Commission for approval.
Four-Story Apartment House
Joseph Cahen, 45 Kearny street, San
Francisco, has completed plans for a fourstory and basement class "C" brick apartment house, to be erected on the northwest
corner of Bush and Powell streets, for E. J.

Greenwood.

Estimated cost

is

$50,000.

Steel Contract Awarded
Messrs. Stockholm & Allyn, Monadnock
building. San Francisco, have awarded a
contract to the Mortensen Construction
Company for the steel work on the theater
to be erected in the Mission district from
plans bj- Reid Bros.

The Architect and Engineer
Did This Really Happen?
Editor The Architect and liiigincer of
A correction to the article
in your last number with the above heading is due our host who with no ulterior
motive invites a number of his competitors to a jaunt up river to Sacramento;
and our arriving on time is laid more
to
the good behavior of the Standard
engine in the boat than to any virtue of
the guests, for if there is anything that
was overlooked by them in making a
mess of things it is not in the log of
motor-boating.
In the first place, it is an accepted fact
that instead of turning to and doing a
share of the work the proper caper is
to let the skipper do it, and so after digesting our first meal and everybody
offering to wash up but nobody stirring,
one of us suggested a short way of
washing dishes by rinsing in salt w-ater
and straightwaj' took all the plates out
of the bucket of water and threw the
California:

—

silverware which lay on the bottom of
the bucket overboard.
One of us had been up the river before and knew the channel. When asked
if he was sure he knew where the snags
were he immediately ran ashore and
said, "Yes, there's one of them"
so he
disqualified as a pilot as the other had
as a dishwasher, leaving more work for
the skipper.
One of the disadvantages of motor
boating is the meals, but of this we were
more than lucky, as our host abundantly
supplied course dinners which would do
justice to the Inside Inn, and so savagely did we gourmandize that the
roughness of the swell came near turning some Inside Out on the last lap.
Being naturally by profession all in
quest of the beautiful, on turning a bend
in
Steamboat Slough, our helmsman
sights beauties on the starboard bow,
and lo a couple of shapely sirens asporting on the bank, resplendent in not
too much covering, posed in Grecian
grace for a moment, while we quickly
glided by to new- beauties of sunset
glow, autumn colors and reflections.
The theme of the competition was
merely a by-product and each attained
a certain pleasure in the drawings submitted except one, a grouch, who, while
submitting plans, did it under protest
and at the stop in Sacramento penned
the following doggerel on hearing the
number of architects competing:

—

'Tis

Nor

not the Eldorado,
wake of a tornado,

the

That brings the rush of architects to town;
But just the merest echo.
Reflecting from the mecca.
Reporting there's a job here to be found.
Resulting from a squabble.
natives got in trouble.
And seeking though to clear the atmosphere;
Resorted to advising.

The

The board
There

in advertising.
is something we'll be building here.
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Acting on this suggestii
The board goes into

And gets the program all
By telling of the paper.

in proper form;

The rooms and other

matter.
That nothing in the building can go wrong.

Anon they get their answers.
From men who seeking pastures.
To rear ideas in solitude the'vc gained;

Who

then prepared the drawings,
sighs and many yearnings.

With

Have

sent

them

and fame.

in to get ihe prize

The're architects of schooling,

Men

in practice ruling.
Those who seem to think they

cannot lose;

"There are ones who are conceited.
Financially depleted.
Attracted by the semblance of the ruse.

Now

one would hardly credit.
That men of worth and merit,
Would waste their time on such

a

scheme as

this;

Which lacking roulette's fortune.
Or lightning's quick contortion,
Could

not help in being but a mis.

The program may be proper.
The plans may all be dapper.
The human nature of the judges good;
But

all in proper season,
You'll find some other reason.
Why the winning one's selected as

it

stood.

MORAL
Now

go join the doctors.

The lawyers and the locksters,
Or any other trade where men have
Be a chump no longer,
To give away your thunder.

We
So

all

stood;

should get the pay the others could.

architects get busy.

Revise your ethics raw.
And never chase again the rainbow's glow.
For your energies creation.
Will better state and nation.
When thev pay you to present the things you know.

THE GROUCH.
On

board the lone.

Oakland Architects Busy
architectural firm of Richardson &
Albany block, Oakland, report that
they have completed plans for two frame
apartment houses, to cost $8,000 and $10,000 each, and to be erected on Grant avenue. East Oakland, for Sommerstrom Bros.,

The

Burrell,

contractors and owners.

The same architects state that they are
preparing plans for a four-story brick and
steel apartment house to be erected in the
down-town district, and a frame apartment
house of 150 rooms to cost in the neighborhood of

$90,000.

Plans have been completed for a one-story
"A" store building to be erected on
Sixteenth street, near San Pablo avenue, at
a cost of $18,000. for the First Trust ComConstruction by day
pany of Oakland.

class

labor.

Preliminary sketches have been made by
the same firm for a $40,000 moving picture
theater and for a two-story steel and granite bank building for an Oakland mercantile
and banking establishment, to cost $28,000.

Berkeley Apartment House
Wright & Rushforth, the San Francisco
have made plans for a $30,000

architects,

apartment house to be erected on Hillegass
avenue, near Stuart street, Berkeley, for
G. A. Mattern.

Heating and Lighting
Plumbing and Electrical

Automatic Temperature Regulation
By

A. G.

CALDWELL*

term temperature regulation as
THE
spoken of by architects, engineers

and others in the heating and ventilating trade is the control of sources of
heat automatically. This is accomplished
by means of an instrument known as a
thermostat,

dampers,

which,

valves,

in
etc.,

connection
constitutes

with
the

heat regulation system.

The term "thermostat" is composed of
two words, thermo and stat, both being
derived from the Greek, thermo meaning heat and stat to make stand, in other
words, "heat
controller."
The term
humidostat is a word coined and actually

patented by Prof. Johnson, meanhumidity controller.

ing, of course, a

Thermostats are not a recent invention, although a system of heat regulation is an invention of tlie last thirty
years.
As far back as 1850 attempts
were made to produce a device by which
stoves and furnaces might be controlled.
This device was simply a brass rod
which was so arranged that the expansion of the same opened and closed the
draft door.
The first successful temperature regulation system was introduced by Prof.
Warren S. Johnson about thirty years
ago, while he was a professor of physics
in the Whitewater State Normal School
at
Whitewater, Wis.
Prof.
Johnson
taught in the uncomfortable and unsanitary conditions which prevailed at that
time and which all old-time teachers
experienced.
The school rooms were
irregularly heated over a wide range of
temperature from 60 to 80 degrees and
always poorly ventilated.
In order to
relieve the conditions, when the temperature increased to the point where it

became

uncomfortable, windows and
doors were opened and the children exposed to the draughts. On a cold winter

day the thermometer would soon drop
with the windows opened and the pupils, with good reason, would complain
of being too cold.
The result was that
the tea cher was very much annoyed and
•Manager San Francisco office .Tohnson Service
Company. Extract of a paper read before tlie San
Francisco architects and engineers, November 3,
1915.

Mr. Caldwell's talk was supplemented by stereviews of the Johnson Service factory at
Milwaukee, also photographs of the company's
apparatus and thermostat devices.

opticon

Work

distracted trying to keep every one contented and the health of the pupil was
endangered, at the best.
Being a precise man, Prof. Johnson
realized the necessity of a temperature
controlling system in the school room
and he set about to devise some means
of performing the operation.
The result
was that he invented a system
whereby the desired range of temperature in each room was indicated in the
basement, where the janitor was supposed to be. A thermostat, which closed

an electric circuit on a rise and on a fall
in temperature within a predetermined
range was placed in each room and electrically connected to an annunciator in the
basement.

This annunciator had two drops for
each room, one marked "hot" and the
other marked "cold," each pair associated with a thermostat and numbered to
correspond to the rooms.
Each flue
from the heater had dampers similarly
numbered, and these dampers had handles conveniently located.
When the
temperature in a room, numbered six for
instance, rose to the point at which the
thermostat was set, it closed the electric
circuit on the high side and exposed the
drop marked "hot" under number six
on the annunciator in the basement, and

rang a
to

jump

ber six

The janitor was supposed
for the handle to damper numand close the damper.
When

bell.

room number

six

cooled sufficiently to

close the circuit on the low side of the
thermometer and indicate "cold" on the
annunciator, the bell would ring and the
janitor would jump for handle number
six and reverse the damper, and so on.
This relieved the teacher from the care
of the temperature and worked all right
for a time, but the motive power was
not always on the spot and sometimes
the operator would be slumbering peacefully when the bell was ringing for more
heat.
I will not touch upon all the developments of the system more than to say
that in place of the janitor, compressed
air was used to operate the dampers,
the electric thermostat being used to
control the operation of the compressed
air.
This system was called the electro-

pneumatic

system

and

was extremely

successful because there was nothing
else on the market to do this work, and

The Architect and
did the work efficiently. This system
was installed in hundreds of buildings
and was used until 1895.
I might relate here an incident in my
early soliciting career when my headquarters were at Kansas City, Mo. As
we had a good prospect at Siou.x City,
Iowa, I was detailed to cover it while
out on a northern trip and as customary
it

always

inspected systems already inI was carrying as usual a model
thermostat of the eight-inch
size standard at that time.
After finishing wih the prospect I looked over our
stalled.

with

the

of installatioils and noted among
others the Security building.
This I
discovered was close by and I took my
model as it happened with me.
Instead of interviewing the engineer
of the building, I took the elevator to
list

one of the upper floors and walked into
one of the offices. There to my surprise
on the wall was a thermostat of huge
dimensions, over two feet long with a
long brass strip and two induction coils
at the bottom.
Without informing the tenant who I
was I told him that I had heard that a
system of temperature regulation was
installed in this building and presumed
the large device on the wall was a part
of the system. Fortunately, I had struck
an old tenant who had been there a long
time.
This gentleman gave me a beautiful dissertation on its value, what a fine
thing it was and how he knew that it
had saved the owner of the building its
cost many times over in fuel.
While we were talking it started to
work, beginning with a noise like an electric starter on an automobile and winding up with a decided bang. My friend
never batted an eyelid and after a few

remarks I thanked him
and departed with my model, without
explaining who I was. The thought had
flashed through my head after the event
I have just mentioned that to show this
gentleman an instrument one-fourth the
size of his, and that made comparatively
little noise, would be to encounter expressions of doubt that such an instrument could work, and I knew positively

commonplace

that the noise
this
less

man our
than

was too tame.

To show

instrument which is
in height would
afraid, derogatory remarks

five

latest

inches

cause, I am
as to the sanity of the company.
While Prof. Johnson patented a purely
pneumatic system as early as 1885, it was
not considered sufficiently perfect to put
In 1895, however,
upon the market.
there was put upon the market the Johnson Pneumatic System of Temperature
Johnson's greatest
Prof.
Regulation.
problem was to find a power which could
be easily obtained and conveyed. Compressed air seems to fulfill all the requirements, and the experience of twenty
years has demonstrated the wisdom of
the choice.
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At the time of the invention of heat
regulation, or soon after, Mr. T. J. Waters, chief engineer of the Chicago school
board at that time, recognized its value
and recommended and used the system
in

connection

with

his

heating

plans.

Briefly, the idea of a central plenum
chamber with thermostatically operated
double dampers is due to his experience.
With the later development of a double

mixing damper, another type was invented called the intermediate thermostat.
It is very much similar to the
positive thermostat, but so designed that
the damper or valve will be held in an
intermediate position, in order to mix
the tempered and heated air.
Personall)-,

I

am

a great believer in the

combination system of heating, particularly
for California. This type is being installed
in the new San Francisco City Hall, in
the major portion of the new schools of

Oakland under their
school bond issue, and

last
all

of

$2,000,000
the new

schools being built this year in Berkeley.
Its adaptation to California climate
is
through its flexibility in operation.
During mild cold weather, a fair amount
of ventilation can be secured by the lowering of windows from the top and dispersing with the fan or blower.
The
radiators,
which are thermostatically
controlled, give oflf sufficient heat to take
In
the chill from the incoming air.
schools of any size, elimination of the
fan means the saving of electric current
of some consequence used for the fan
motor.
When the colder weather comes,
the windows can be closed and the fan

turned on. It is not expected that any
heating plant shall heat the outside air
around the building. It could be done,
but it would be quite expensive.
The furnace blast system is a very
economical system for smaller schools.

A

majority

of

people

appreciate

the

that an efficient system of automatic temperature regulation is a good
thing to have, as it provides comfort
and convenience for the occupants of
fact

the building, and also increases the
also claim
health of the occupant.
that it is a great saving in money, by
saving in fuel, cutting off as it does the
heat at the desired temperature and thus
eliminating the cost of wasted heat above

We

this point.

Contract for Concrete Factory
Charles Peter Weeks of San Francisco
has let a contract to Messrs. I.ange & Bergstrom for the construction of a reinforced
concrete factory building in San Francisco
Building
for the John Bollman Company.
complete will cost $138,500.

Oakland Residence
Plans have been completed by Harris
Allen for a two-story frame and plaster
residence to be erected on Tamalpais
street, Oakland, for Mr. R. L. Underhill.

—
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New

Observations on Ventilation

to
orthodox views of
architects, ventilating engineers and
hygienists, as expressed by O. W. Griffith in an article in The Medical Officer

(London), there are three points which
must be strictly observed:
1. To provide
sufficient cubical space
per person, and a sufficient renewal of
the air to insure its chemical purity.
2.
To keep the temperature steady at
about 60 degrees Fahrenheit.

To

3.

keep the relative humidity at 75

per cent or thereabouts.

Mr. Griffith was referring particularly
to the conditions that would have to prevail in England after the present war,
for he said, "when the young fellows in
Kitchener's army return to civil life they
will demand healthier conditions than
they formerly experienced in overheated
and badly ventilated offices."
"Now these three cardinal points,"

factories

added Mr. Griffith,
mystery, and though
books on housing,
giene and even on

shrouded

"are

they are quoted

in
in

ventilation, on hyphysics, one never

reference to any experimental
support of them.
Every
attempt to discover poisons organic or
inorganic in the air of occupied rooms
under normal conditions has failed.
finds

a

facts

in

.

—

.

—

.

"As our experience widens, our knowledge of phenomena deepens, though now
and again a genius appears before his
time, has a vivid glimpse of the truth of
things, and proclaims what he sees to
an unheeding world. It is nearly a hundred years since Dr. Haberdeen a medical man
in a short communication to
the Royal Society, pointed out that the
reading of an ordinary thermometer is
no criterion of comfort, which really depends on the rate of cooling of the body.

—

—

He

advocated, as a

test,

warming

more readily controlled than
temperature and humidity, and that is
really, I suppose, why the 60 degrees
Fahrenheit and 75 per cent humidity

course,

ACCORDING

the

thermometer to about 100 degrees Fahrenheit, and then determining the time
of its cooling through one degree in the
neighborhood of the temperature of the
bod}'.
This rate of cooling he took to
be the proper indication of the state of
the atmosphere.
His fellows gave his
idea a decent burial in the transaction of
the Royal Society and his work was
forgotten.
But it has recently reincari id in the mind of Dr. Leonard Hill,
o independently rediscovered it and
extended it to the testing of the moisture
The instrument
in
the air as well.

—

'

adapted for this purpose is called the
Kata- thermometer.
".After a long and elaborate research
conducted by Drs. Hill and Flack and
myself, the complex part which temperature, humidity and movement of air play
has been determined.
Within a certain
range, and keeping a proper balance between them, all three can be varied without afifecting the pleasantness of the conditions.
The movement of the air is, of

were fixed as standards. But it is im-,
portant to notice that no combination
of degrees of temperature and moisture
can

produce

absolutely

comes

comfortable conditions

still

the

ventilation.

air.

in
therefore,

Herein,

paramount

importance of
Gentle varying air motion

—

is
stimulating to the skin this is the
prosaic physiological equivalent of the
popular phrase, 'Variety is the spice of
life.'
On a beautiful spring or early
summer day the radiant heat of the sun
keeps the ground warm around our feet,
and the soft, gentle, refreshing breezes
circulate in eddies about the body, keeping the head cool and stimulating the
nerve endings in the skin. These latter
are like so many little telephone exchanges,
which, when thus 'rung up,'
call into vital activity all parts of the
system. The Kata-thermometer enables
one to determine when this state of affairs obtains. It has the advantage that
from its readings taken in a few minutes
one can not only test the degree of comfort of the air, but one can also measure
the humidity or the vapor pressure and
the velocity of the eddies.
For preserving and registering a continuous record
factor.
Dr.
the
comfort
Hill
and the
of
writer have invented an automatic electrical apparatus, called the Caleometer.
"Our observations show that to maintain the atmosphere of a room comfortable while the degree of moisture is going up as it is liable to do when a
number of persons are present the temperature must be lowered, or the movement of the air increased. Since, however, overcrowding causes both moisture
and temperature to increase, the necessity for more rapid air movement be-

—

—

comes

—

greater.

"In the designing of houses, therefore,
the size of the apartment must be such
that a gentle air motion (as distinguished

from an unpleasant draft) is sufficient
to keep the air temperature and moisture froiTi rising excessively and to preserve a standard Kata-thermometer reading. To insure this the apartments must
be roomy and lofty. The point, however,
can only be settled by direct observation.
The question of artificial heating complicates the matter enormously, but there
are some points which the kata-thermometer has decided for us.
is absolutely essential that the rate
cooling should be greater at head
One of the
than at floor level.
chief disadvantages of the coal fire is
that it sometimes inverts this arrangement. There is often a cold draft along

"It

of

level

the

floor on
of the

power

account
chimney.

of

the

drawing

Draft excluders
at the bottom of the door, or a small

—
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the usual means
adopted to cure this defect, and even
when it is not completely eliminated, one

outside

it,

can always keep comfortable by placing
one's feet on the fender, so as to receive
the

full

benefit of the radiation

from the

fire.

"In olden times the Chinese and the
fire
burning by a
I believe, the chimney passed under the floor.
This, in
principle, was an excellent arrangement.

Romans kept their
downward draft, and.

Heating by steam radiators (which are
not radiators), and all similar ways of
creating convected heat are thoroughly
bad, because they produce slower cooling at head level as compared with foot
level.
Meanwhile we must rigorously
test every new system and every new
scheme.
We must determine with precision the defects of the houses we have
already got.
The Kata-thermometer
helps to do this."

Building Material Prices are Stiffening
With the increasingly bright prospects
for a considerable revival in building
activity ne-;t year, aided by the more or
less direct effects of the European war,
prices of building materials are showing
tendency to advance.
Steel has for
up, brick prices

a

some time been going
have

strengthened,

and

now

lumber

prices are stiffening.

Several conditions are contributing to
the betterment of price conditions in the
lumber industry. The northern mills are
reporting a shortage of logs in some instances, with general conditions such as
to cause an increase of price at the mills.
Fir lumber is reported as selling from $1
to $3 per
higher than sixty days ago,
and an advance of $1 per
is said to
be in eflfect on all lines shipped from
Washington and Oregon coastwise to
California points.
Large numbers of
boats have been withdrawn from Pacific
coast business on account of war conditions, and if the demand is stimulated
to anj' great extent in the near future
the yards in California will have gained

M

M

much more

profit from leaving their stocks
untouched than in selling at prices that have
prevailed up to the present time.
Vessels
can not be built in a day and a shortage

in available boats in the face of a considerable increase in the demand would result
in a boost of prices for stocks on hand.

Sacramento Brick Plant Sold
The Sacramento Sandstone Brick Plant
has been purchased by the Independent
Brick Company, said to be one of the
largest brick concerns in the country, and
will spend a large sum in modernizing
and enlarging the plant. It is said the
compan5' has also purchased several other
smaller Pacific Coast plants, which will
be operated in conjunction with the Sacramento factory.

A

are
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Busy Street

I love a busy, hustling town!
One day they put the paving down.
All nice and smooth and sweet and then
Next day they tear it up again.
From one end of the street back to
Its other end, tliat's what tliey do;
;

And then they get it smooth and fiat,
And give it its last loving pat,
And then there is a shriek of fear
Comes from the city engineer
He has mislaid his monkey wrench!
And instantly they start a trench
And toss the pavement all around
Until the monkey wrench is found!
And then they tamp the dirt in tight,
And get it leveled off all right.
And surface it with hard concrete,
.\nd

make

a street as

is

a street
that.

By putting sand and brick on
And the steam roller makes it
Then

they

pierce

that

flat.

pavement

through and through
To lay a line of pipe or two!
Then they repair that, and it lies
Smoothly beneath the summer skies
For, it may be, a day or two;
Then there's a sewer to run through!
Now, when some one you chance to

meet
Talks of the "busy city street,"
That's what he means, in this man's
town.
The street that's getting up and down
And rolling over that way, till
It just seems like it can't lie still.

Mortimer
—Judd
Post

Lewis, in Houston

Sanitary Inspector Visits Tahoe Resorts
As a part of its campaign for improving the sanitation of summer resorts in
California, the State Board of Health
has recently sent its sanitary inspector,
Edward T. Ross, to the Lake Tahoe region, where he made inspections of sixteen resorts around the lake as well as
six resorts on the Placerville road in El
Dorado county.
Insanitary conditions were found in
eighteen out of the twenty-tw'O places
visited, the most common fault relating
to stream pollution. In some places privies were placed directly over running
streams; hog pens were found on the
banks, and sewage from some resorts
was flowing into Lake Tahoe or its
utaries.
Such pollution not onlj' crear/t
a nuisance, but is also a distinct menace
to the health of persons who drink from
these
beautiful
mountain lakes or
streams.
Besides,
such pollution of
streams and lakes is a direct violation of
state law.

Sanitary conditions at Tahoe Tavern,
Pomin's Resort, Al Tahoe Inn and at
Resort met with the approv-

Homewood

Instructions for improving conditions at eighteen resorts
which did not come up to the required
standard were given to the owners.

al of the inspector.

state,

County and Municipal

tngineenng

Good Roads -water -sewers

— Bridges — Fire

Oakland Municipal Garage Records

The Oakland municipal garage was

es-

tablished in March, 1913, with 18 autoThere are at
mobiles in city service.
present 38 machines in service according
of
Department
of
the
report
the
to
Streets.
The department has assumed
not only the care of these machines, such
as washing, supplying with gasoline, oiling, and caring for ordinary running repairs, but has also undertaken the complete overhauling or rebuilding of the
machines when they have run 10,000 miles
or more. All repainting, bodv-building

and re-upholstering is now done by the
department. Complete check is kept on
the use of all machines by an "In-andOut" register; complete check is kept on
the handling of the machines by the
"Efficiency Marking System on Auto
Drivers"; and segregated cost against
each machine gives complete check on
An analysis of the garage
operation.
statement for the year 1913-14 shows the
following:

A

autos
$17,541.34
of
501.17
An average charge per machine of....
car,
miles
6,683
per
mileage
An average
Average cost per mile (including re0.075
pairs and overhauling)
2,864.20
Total charge for gasoline
Total overhead charge to machines due
to shortage in charge on supplies,
337.39
material and time
total

maintenance charge on

The average cost of $501.17 covers the
overhauling of IS cars and the repairing
of 12 cars. Experience has demonstrated
that economy and high eiificiency requires
the rebuilding or complete overhauling
of a car after it has run 9,000 to 10,000
This requires the rebuilding of
miles.
Two
practically every car once a year.
together can overhaul a car
working
men
every two weeks on an average, or an
equivalent of one month for one man. To
overhaul 38 cars in a year requires the
full time of 3 1/6 men.
Novel Concrete Paving

An innovation is to be tried by the
city engineering department in the paving of Ostrander place, Schenectady, N.
Y., says Municipal Journal. This is to be
paved with a seven-inch deep single
course layer of concrete and will be the
first real concrete street in the city. The
stretch to 'be paved is about 450 feet
long by 24 feet wide. The novel feature
that has not been tried elsewhere to the
knowledge of the department will be

Protection

expansion joints alongside of the curb
and every 20 feet running across the
diagonally at an angle of 60
street
degrees.
That is the pavement will be
divided up into diamond-shaped blocks
each running the entire width of the
street and along the curb for 20 feet but
separate from the curb and the adjoining blocks by a space varying from onefourth inch at the curb to three-eigliths
inch between blocks and filled with tar
asphaltum or similar material.
The
reason for having these joints run diagonally is to miniinize the shock of the
concussion of wagon wheels as by this

arrangement

only

one

wheel

would

strike the joint at a time instead of both
forward and back wheels together as
would be the case were the joints or
cracks perpendicular to the curbs. The
curbs will be of concrete also and will

be

si-x

inches wide by 24 inches deep.

Quantity Surveying

One

is

just a bit surprised to

know

that

Louis is going to give the quantity
surveyor idea a trial; it is not a trial by
the way; they have adopted the idea.

St.

The

civil engineers of that city are reFollowing a campaign
sponsible for it.
by civil engineers through their organization, the city assembly passed an ordinance authorizing the mayor, with the
approval of the council, to appoint quanThe number is not limtity surveyors.
The appointees must be skilled in
ited.
building construction or estimating. They
must give bonds in $10,000. Patrons of
quantity surveyors, who sustain loss by
reason of their negligence, incompetence
or misconduct can sue on the bond any
The appointments
time in five years.
The charges auhold for four years.
thorized are the fees agreed upon be-

surveyor and clients, until a
of fees can be prepared by the Engineers' Club, St. Louis Chapter, A. LA.,
and the Building Industries Association.
Supplementing the ordinance of St. Louis
a state law is being prepared requiring
a detailed quantity list with every archi-

tween
list

tectural

and engineering

.plant.

Woodland Residence
John H. Thomas, the Berkeley

architect,

has made plans for an attractive country
home to be erected in Woodland for W. G.
Stevens of that citv. The cost is estimated
at $55,000.

The
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Gravity Chutes Fail to Stand Constant

Wear
The successful conveying of concrete
materials .ukI particularly mixed conpipe lines and inclined troughs
or chutes has been a notable development
in the last few years in concrete engineering.
The various problems of size and
support of pipes and troughs, shape of
troughs, consistency of mi.xture and general procedure have been very completely
solved, but how to reduce wearing of
pipes and troughs is still demanding
serious study. Old dredge men who have
pumped mixed clay and gravel through
steel
pipe know well its astonishing
capacit}' at times for cutting the best of
steel into ribbons.
Concrete physically
is not greatly different from gravelly clay
and its abrasive powers should be much
the same. .\t any rate concrete when run
or driven through chutes and pipe lines
does wear them out and oftentimes does
it in a very short time.
The citation of
a few e.xamples will perhaps best present
the condition encountered.
crete in

For example: On recent tunnel work
San Francisco, placing concrete lining
by pneumatic mixer and conveyor, some
interesting results of pipe wear are reported. .\n 8-in. steel pipe was used for
conveying and 16-cu. ft. charges were
forced tlirough the pipe under 120 lbs.

and
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.\s indicated by the example cited, pipe
line wear is greatest at bends, at thin
spots like tlireaded joints and on upgrades. Trough chutes cut through first
at dents or bumps or where there are
Again
"soft spots" in the rolled plate.
the character of the aggregates affects
greatly the rate of wear.
Broadly speaking the statements made
indicate an increased life due to relining
which well repays the greater cost and
weight wherever increased life will save
renewal. The notion occurs that perhaps
the same result could be obtained without
the burden of increased weight by using

manganese

steel.

Manganese

steel plate,

Engineering and
Contracting, is now being rolled with
high success and concrete workers are

according to

a writer in

already familiarized with its use in shovel
blades and for the stirring blades of
For chutes and pipe lines
mixers.
for carrying concrete nothing presents
than
greater claims for investigation

manganese

steel.

in

pressure with velocity of 75 to 100 ft.
per second.
On level straight lines ordinary 8-in. flanged connection steel pipe
not quite new had a life of about 6,000
cu. yds. of concrete conveyed. The same
pipe on an up-grade of 7 per cent wore
through llrst on the top. Threaded connections proved least durable; the thinning of the section by threading resulted
in rapid cutting through at the joints.
At bend. 4-ft. radius, ^-in. steel pipe cut
through in instances in 12 hours continuous conveying and averaged only 60
hours' life.

Industrial

and Trade

Notes

air

Records of gravity conveying of conopen trough inclined chutes tnay
be summarized about as follows: No. 14
gauge blue annealed steel open trougit
chutes have in instances cut through
small holes with 1,500 cu. yds. of concrete
conveyed, and there are recorded instances of such chutes having carried
20,000 cu, yds. without wearing holes.
crete in

The examples
membered, are

must be
purposely examples
selected,

it

re-

of
the

failures.
They are chosen to show
worst results likely to be experienced in
of pipe and trough conveyors. Ordinarily tlie contractor will not experience anything like such adverse conditions.
Were this not true these conveying methods would never have attained
the extensive use that they have. When
excessive wear occurs the records, though
they are unfortunately very meager, indicate that it occurs because of excep-

wear

tional circumstances.

H. T. James Says Pacific Coast Paint
Manufacturers Can Meet Eastern
Competition
T. J.\MES, general manager
MR.of H.
the Bass-Hueter Paint Company

and San Francisco Pioneer Varnish
Works, manufacturers of the well-known
Hueter varnishes, at the last weekly
luncheon of the Home Industry League,
made a few remarks in regard to the
ability of the Coast paint manufacturer
to compete with tlie Eastern manufacturer.

He stated emphatically that, as to
and quality, there was no question
whatever, and that the best verification

price

of this is the fact that the large corporations, purchasing on a basis of chemical
analysis
and physical tests, buy practically all their requirements from the

California manufacturer.

Mr. James added, however, that it was
for the California manufacturer to compete with the national advertising campaign carried on by many
of the large Eastern manufacturers, the
volume here being limited, whereas, they
virtually have the entire United States,
impossible

making

it

impossible for the local manumore than the volume

facturer to spend
would warrant.

He urged that the principle of Home
Industry be carried out, that it would
mean,

if

the

architects

home-made products or

would specify
them in

include
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their

specifications,

tlie

contractors

would use them and the property owners would insist upon obtaining home
manufactured paints and varnishes, the
doubling of their plants, the employment
of additional labor and the distributing
of so much additional
now sent East.

moneys

material

tors,

dealers,

sub-contractors

and all of the crafts.
Mr. Walter Scott Risk has been
Jected as the
ers'

new

Exchange and

se-

secretary of the Buildwill

devote his energy

to carrying out the reorganization plans.

that are

"The ability of the California paint
and varnish manufacturers to meet all
competition," said Mr. James, "can be
readily demonstrated if they are given
the proper consideration. They have the
equipment and the overhead expense is
no greater, if as great, as their Eastern
competitors. All they require is the supand this can be obtained by the
co-operation and loyalty of our home purchasers.

port,

"Paint prolilems are of endless variety.
Practical and laboratory experiments are
continually resulting in better paints for
all purposes, and the trend happily is
towards high quality on the part of the
Standards are set
large manufacturers.
very close to perfection and the endless

experimenting

is evidence to this effect.
Paints are now made scientifically for
every known requirement. And where

we
we

are accorded the proper consideration
invariably secure our proportion of
the business."
Concluding his talk, Mr. James predicted a notable business revival next
"With us," he said, "business is
year.
extremely good right now."

Advertising Saves Lumber Industry
Manufacturers of redwood will doubtless be interested in the following story
of how a falling off in the Cyprus lumber
industry was ameliorated by an advertising campaign, setting forth the uses of
George E. Watson,
this kind of lumber.
secretary of the Southern Cypress Manufacturers' Association, states that from
1908 to 1913 there had been an increase
in the production of cypress lumber of
about 47 per cent. Just before this period,
he said, a decline in the sales of cypress
The factories had found it posset in.
sible to buy other lumber suited to their
requirements at lower prices. There was
no legal method of decreasing the production of cypress lumber, and demoralization of the trade was threatened.
campaign of advertising to educate
the public to demand cypress had been
carried on with the result that this wood
probably had suffered smaller decline in
volume of business and prices than had

A

other wood, he said.

United Steel Sash
The Trussed Concrete Steel Company of
Youngstown, Ohio, has just issued a vol-

ume
Los Angeles Builders' Exchange
The officials and members of the Los
Angeles Builders' Exchange are planning a reorganization of that association
which portends great benefits and a general improvement of conditions for all
It is
interests in the building industry.
planned to make the Builders' Exchange
the central organization of an association to be composed of smaller units
representing every interest in the build-

ing industry, including general contrac-

containing

13S

images,

upon United Steel Sash.

size

8i/^xll,

The matters

covered are the various types of sash with
their application in building construction.
First, the features of steel construction
are covered, the strength, weathering,

workmanship, hardware, glazing and utility of the sash.
The book is extensively
illustrated with diagrams, sections, plans
and elevations showing construction and

The different types are
standardized on the unit system which is
explained by diagramatie tables, very
valuable to the andiiteet in planning.
application.

Wybro

Panels

Have no equal
You can pay more, but your money cannot buy
made panel than the "Wybro."

a

better

For quality, smooth finish and reasonable price the
Wybro Panels have no equal.
Reg. U. S. Pat. Office

Veneered Panels
tHat

ARE

g'ood

—

order today from

168 varieties

—

all

GOOD.

WHiTi: Brothers
5th

>rannai

San Francisco
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TH[BIG-AN-LIITLECONCR[TE and MORTAR MIXER
l^iir

Otitput —Little WeijilTt

BIjr Profits— l-ittle Cost
Capaoity 36 Cu. Vds. &. Oay

—

roundpd surfaces no corners for concrete to lodge in.
Revolves on ball thrust bearing, hermetically sealed to
grit from working in.
Equipped with levers for turning over and locking device

All

prevent
to hold

drum

in place

while mixing.

EDWARD R. BACON COMPANY
Pacific

51-53 Minna

Architect Lichtenstein Plays Golf
Final iiiati'hcs iu tlio auniial tournamont
of the Lincoln Park Golf Club of San Francisco resulted in the chanii>ionship being
to Miltou Lichtenstein, who defeated P. A. Moulton by the count of G
up and 4 to play. Lichtenstein put a fine

awarded

brand of golf on record,
being

his short
especially coninieudaljle.

How

to

Wasli

Apply Water Glass on Concrete
the

Floors.
thoroughly with clean
with a stiff broom or

floor

scrubbing
scrubbing brush,
water,

game

removing

all

dirt

and

loose particles.
Allow the surface to dry,
and as soon as dry apply a mixture or
solution of 1 part water glass (sodium
silicate) of 40° Baume, and 3 parts to 4
parts of water, depending upon the porosity
of the concrete.
The denser the concrete,
the weaker the solution required.
Stir
well, and apply this mi.xture with a brusli.
large whitewash brush with long handle
will be found most economical.
If this solution is sufficiently thin, it will
penetrate the pores of the concrete.
Allow the concrete surface thus treated to
dry.
As soon as dry, wash off with clean
water, using a mop.
Again allow surface
to dry and apply the solution as before.
Allow to dry and again wash off with clean
water, using a mop.
As soon as the sur-

A

St.,

Coast Agents

San Francisco

Tel. Sutter

1675

face is again dry, apply the solution as
before.
This should fill all tlie pores and
tlic third coat will entirely flush all over
If not, apply another coat as
the surface.

above.

The sodium

silicate

which

remains

Status of Hetch Hetchy Water Supply
Good progress is being made by the city
engineer's department of San Francisco in
the development work in connection with
the Hetch Hetchy water supply system.
Plans and specifications have been completed for the remaining 58 miles of railroad to connect the dam site to a point
on the Sierra Ry.. near Chinese Camp.
Nnie miles of this road already has been
constructed and is now being used in conveying material to the place where initial

work
U.

Hetch Hetchy will begin. The
government has approved of all the

in the

S.

NEED LUMBER QUICK— A CARLOAD OR A STICK
We maintain

the largest diversified stock of Pacific Coast

Lumber

?

to be found in

any one yard on this Coast. Wc can at all times be depended upon to supply
your most exacting requirements for any of the following lumber in any grade or
size you may require, with accuracy and dispatch, and at a minimum cost to you:

WHITE CEDAR
WHITE PINE
SUGAR PINE
DOUGLAS FIR,

SPRUCE

RED CEDAR

WHITE CEDAR SHINGLES
REDWOOD
RED CEDAR SHINGLES
CURLY REDWOOD
(Oregon Pin.) REDWOOD BURHL
REDWOOD SHINGLES

VAN ARSDALE-HARRIS LUMBER
Telephone Kearny 2076
ing to Adverti;

on

the surface, not having come in contact
with the other alkalies in the concrete, is
readily soluble with water and can therefore be easily washed off, thus evening up
That
the color and texture of the floor.
which has penetrated into the pores, havnig
come in contact with the other alkalies in
the concrete, has formed into an insoluble
and very hard material, hardening the
surface, preventing dusting and adding materially to the wearing value of the floor.

5th and Brannan Sts

,

CO.

San Francisco
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NEW HOME
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OF GENERAL ELECTRICAL COXSTRUCTION COMPANY, SAN FRANCISCO

DISPLAY ROOM AND OFFICES, GENERAL ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION COMI'A.XY

The Architect and Engineer
A. C.

SCHINDLER.

THE

CH AS.

President.

FIINK
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F.

STAUFFACHER.

Secretary

SCHIINDLER
CO.
SSOODWORK AND FIXTURES

«Sr

Manufacturers of INTERIOR

THIRTEENTH

218-228
Bet. Mission and

BANK, OFFICE AND STORE FITTINGS
SPECIAL FURNITURE
ST.

Howard

Telephone: Market 474

city's plans as to work, and in this respect
matters are most satisfactory.
The board of public works has requested
the supervisors to set aside $40,000 to
provide funds for clearing the floor of
the valley of timber and brush preparatory
to flooding it with waters which will be
held back by the iliverting dam.

New Home

of

General

the

Construction

Electrical

Company

The accompanying plioiographic plates
show the new home at the corner of O'Farrell and Mason streets, San Francisco, of
the General Electrical Construction Company. Here will be found "everything electrical,"

and

Xmas

shoppers will iind "just

what

they've been searching for."
location is one of the best in the city

The
and

the arrangement of the store and display
counters could not very well be improved
upon. The offices of the company are on
the mezzanine floor. The General Elec-

Construction Company is still in
contracting business and its wiring
is in the hands of competent
electrical engineers who are always at
the service of the architect, owner or
trical

the

department

builder.

A

Practical, Economical,

Odorless Gas

Heater

Company has
taken over the account of IMessrs. Fisher
& Klauser. who have been handling for
some time the Cole floor, wall and fireThe Cole Heater

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Sts

Sales

will

heat

4.(HI()

cubic

feet

at

a

cost

of

only one cent an hour, a price that
should appeal to the most conservative.
The heaters may be installed while the
house is being built or after it is tinislied.
The ventilation is said to be perfect,
fresh outside air being drawn through
the combustion chamber of the heater.
The heater is practicable not only for
residences, hut for apartments, flats, hotels, rooming houses, churches, otTiccs and
factories.

A Merry Xmas for the "Kiddies"
The poor children of San l-'rancisco
amply remembered this Christmas.
The Daily Xews is planning a

are to be

monster Christmas tree for the youngsters and the distribution of presents to
each one attending the celebration.
It
planned to gladden the hearts of sevthousand little chaps and lasses.
big tree will be erected at .\rcadia
Pavilion,
with myriads of lights, new
stockings of candy, oranges and nuts,
toys, warm clothing and many other
things so necessary, as well as so dear
to the little tots at the Vuletide season.
The largest concerns in San Francisco
have contributed their services and presents, and a "Send a Dollar" campaign,
instituted
by the Daily News, has
brought in inany contributions from
folks
and families more favored by
Dame Fortune.
Bands and orchestras will play; actors
is

eral

The

place heaters. The new distributors retain the old offices in the Lick building,
with an Oakland office at 1764 Broad-

and actresses of national repute will
perform, and an effort will be made to

way.

at the big pavilion.

The Cole gas heater

is

considered one

of the best gas heaters on the market
and. unlike many heaters of this type,
ahsolutelv odorless.
Each heater
it
is

give the

looked.
societies

the

little

little

folks the time of the year

Xone

will be over-

Committees from churches and
will be on hand to take care of
guests, and the joy of the sea-

son will be theirs.

DO YOU USE ANY HIGH GRADE

CABINET

or

WE MAKE

HARDWOODS?

A SPECIALTY OF

THEM

PRIMAVERA, MAHOGANY, KOA, JENISERO, OAK, ASH, ETC.

DIECKMANN HARDWOOD
Beach and Taylor

Streets,

SAN FRANCISCO

writing to Advertisers please menti»

CO.
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RETERSErV=JAMBS

CO.

Plumbing and Heating Contractors
Telephone Franklin 3540

730

LESTER

LARKIN

ST.,

San Francisco

STOCK

H.

BUILDING CONTRACTOR
Member

930

HEARST BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO

QEN. CONT'R ASSN.

Phone Douglas 4596

Phone Douglas 3224

HUJNTER

<&

MUDSOIN,

Engineers

Designers of Heating, Ventilating and Wiring Systems.

Mechanical and Electrical Equipment

San

T39 Rialto Bldg.

of Buildings.

F'rancisco, Cal.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
CONSTRUCTION AND APPLIANCES
J.

M. CARLSON, President and Manager

Phone Douglas 387

E. K.

618

MISSION

ST.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

WOOD LUMBER CO.

GEO. B. WADDELL, Manager
MILL WORK and
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF PROMPT RAIL SHIPMENT

LUMBER

Office,

MOULDINGS

Yards and Wharves

FREDERICK & KINQ STREETS

pnones (MerrittlU
Home B 1127
„.

East Oakland, Cal.

I

CALIFORNIA GRANITE COMPANY
STONE CONTRACTORS

Phone Sutter 2646
San Francisco Office, 518 Shaton Bldg.
Quarries, Rocklin and Porterville

SA/VVSOIN

Main

Office.

Rocklin, Placer Co., Cal.
Telephone Main 82

SPOT SASH CORD

(niaranteed Iree from all imi.ert.'Ctions ,il hraid or finish. Can always he distinguished hv nur trade
SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, BOSTON, MASS.
mark, the spots on the cord. Send for samples, tests, etc
Pacific Coast Agent. JOHN T. ROWMREE. 875 Moradnock BIdg.. San Francisco, Cal.. and 701 HIggins BIdg.. los Angeles. Cal.

C.

JORGENSEN &

CO.

BUILDING MATERIALS
Phone Kearny 2386

356 Market Street,

SAN FRANCISCO
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Hotels for Yosemite Park

A

radical change in
of all National parks,

management

the

which

will

result

great playgrounds
these
closer to the people in general by affording a better and more uniform system
of transportation, hotel accommodations,
means of rest and recreation, has recently been approved by the Department
of the Interior.
Hereafter the Interior
Department will deal with only one concessionaire in each park.
The Yosemite Park concession has
been .granted to the Desmond Park Service Companj-. a San Francisco corporation, the moving spirits of which are
D. J. Desmond and Lawrence W. Harris,
and vast plans for the improvement of
the accommodations in the Yosemite

At

the "bottom" of

bringing

in

GOOD SERVia
It's a paradox that Rehance Ball BearDoor Hangers are at the "bottom" of
good ser\Mce because they provide "topnotch" efficiency as related to economical building management.

ing

Installation, up-keep. repairs, etc., are
minimized as the direct result of the
simple principle of their operation and
the high grade materials used in their
all

construction.

have been made.

The new concessionaire
begin

will

ite

tion of an

—

next

immense

in

the

spring the construchotel in the main vil-

Desmond Yosemite Valley Camp,
Louis C.
at the foot of Yosemite Falls.
Mullgardt of San Francisco is now preworking
paring the
plans.
The hotel will

lage

RELIANCE

Yosem-

cost $150,000.

In addition to this hotel, another hotel
be constructed on Glacier Point, to
the place of the old hostelry that
now occupies that eminence.

BALL BEARING DOOR HANGERS
made in
They insure

var\'ing types

are

under

ami

frictionless

fast,

sizes.

ser\'ice

conditions irrespective of the
weight or type of door.
all

Write

will

for

CataloKue

take

Books on "Armco" Ingot Iron
The American Rolling Mill Company of

RELIANCE BALLBEARING DOOR

Valiiable

HANGER COMPANY
30 East 42nd Street,

Middletown, Ohio, has recently published
a very useful book, "Armco Iron Rust
Resisting Products," in which are illustrated and described most of the important

B. V. Collins

Armco

Sartorius

made at the Middletown
factory and quite a number of those produced by other manufacturers. The number of products that are now made largely
products

of this material

is

surprisingly large.
also just

The same company has

NEW YORK

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS:
Los Angeles, Cal.
San Francisco, Cal.

Co

Columbia Wire

&

Iron

Works
Portland, Oregon

D. E. Fryer
Seattle.

& Co
Spokane and Tacoma. Wash.
Great Falls. Mont.

had

printed a new edition of "Defeating Rust,"
which booklet quite fully covers the inception, development, qualities and uses of
Armco (American Ingot) Iron, it having
been quite extensively revised as compared
with the edition published a year ago.
These books give some very useful infor-

mation

witli

regard to Ingot iron which is
important place in conis intended to be lasting.

now assuming an
struction which

The American
may be had. on

Rolling Mill publications
request, of the American
Rolling Mill Cotnpany, Middletown. Ohio.

HIGH GRADE
ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION

WORK

FOR BUILDINGS
BUTTE ENGINEERING AND ELECTRIC CO., 683-87 Howard
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
When

writing to .Advertisers please mention this magazine.

Street,
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Steel Price Advances May Affect Construction Next Year
The serious effect which the continued
rise in the price of steel and all steel
products, will have on both the cost
of construction work and the possibility
of projected work going ahead next
concern among the
year, is causing
architects and engineers. Prices of other
materials are also advancing rapidly

and while this at first thought means
better times ahead for the manufacturers
and supply houses, there is danger that
prices will soar to such an extent that
the cost of construction work will cause
owners to hold of? projects which they
are now intending to carry forward.
This feature of the situation appears so
serious that it is deemed worthy of
comment by the engineering publications
Engineering Record,
of the country.
which is consistently conservative, in its
current issue sounds a "Call to Action,"
as follows:
contractors
"Civil
engineers
and
been
country
have
throughout
the
watching the phenomenal advance in
steel-mill activity without realizing that
they are soon to be actors in the great
drama and not merely spectators. The
steel industry will in 1916 play a most
important part in the cost and execuAlready
tion of all engineering work.
prices have increased greatly. The trend
is still sharply upward and the rounding
On
of the curve is nowhere in sight.
the contrary, the awakening of the country's domestic business, coming at the
same time as the large, and always increasing, volume of war orders, may
send the market considerably higher.
If the war should end quickly, the situation would change at once, but the
safer course is to assume that hostilities
are to continue.
"Nor is the cost of next year's work

alone at stake.

The

steel industry

may

determine whether work is to be done
The reason is on the surface.
all.
.\lready many mills are sold up to
capacity for tliree or four months, while
not a few are committed for their entire output until the second half of ne.xt
year.
That presages not only shortage
at

of the actual steel materials entering
into construction
such as shapes and
reinforcing bars but of plates, angles,
rounds and other products essential to
the manufacture of contractors' equip-

—
—

ment. Already one manufacturer reports
that the best delivery he can get on
rounds for car axles is three months,
while fifteen to twenty weeks is the
quoted delivery on other finished steel
products.
Fortunately, equipment and
machinery manufacturers are fairly well
stocked, but the fabricated and partly
fabricated equipment in hand was probThe first spring rush
will consume the supplies now awaiting

ably never lower.

fabrication, and then will come delays
that may be serious enough to cause
tlie postponement of many an important and pressing job.
""In the structural field reports from
Pittsburgh show that the fabricating
shops, too, have felt the pressure, due,
of course, largely to the domestic revival.
Practically all of them are filled
up for the next four to six months,
except as to heavy shapes. Some relief
is
possible from increases in capacity,
but this is not expected to make any
material difference.

the engineer's turn to think fast.
man to let contracts for next
work will be the most certain
to have them executed and will get the
"It

The

is

first

year's

lowest prices. There should not be an
instant's delay in starting the machinery moving toward the closing of the
contracts.

"The contractor no less than the engineer needs to understand the gravity
of the situation.
He would best be in
close touch with the equipment manufacturers.
He is not likely to commit
himself for a new plant until contracts
are in hand, but when time for action
comes, he must know where he can get
what he needs, and how soon.

"The manufacturers are fully awake to
They are doing all they
can to secure adequate stocks of steel,
but belated orders for equipment are
almost certain to be accepted only on
long delivery terms or to be refused.
Then, too, the prices on them will necessarily be higher than for early purchases, though higher price levels must
be expected even for the first deliveries.
"This is not a time for speculation or
procrastination. Where work is authorized, engineers owe it to their clients,
municipalities, companies, to let the work
just as soon as possible.
Where work
is imperative, but plans are not 3'et made
or authoritj' secured, the necessary machinery must be started at once.
The
penalty for delay promises to be severe."
the conditions.

Los Angeles Architects Meet
The regular meeting of Southern

Cali-

Chapter of Architects was held
Tuesday evening, December 14th.
President S. Tilden Norton announced
fornia

new City Planning
committee,
composed of Henry F.
Withey, D. C. Allison, A. C. Martin, C.
F. Skilling and R. D. Farquhar.
Mr. George C. Collins, representative
of the Spencer Turbine Cleaning Company, and an expert on vacuum cleaning,
gave an interesting talk on "The History
and Development of Vacuum Cleaning."
His address was illustrated with stereopthe appointment of a

ticon views.
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Clean Water for Every Bather
By

B. F.

usually add much to interAS illustrations
clearness and conciseness, there are
est,

shown herewith four cuts which

tell

at a

BLAIR

—

certainly not very sanitary, and decidedly unpleasing to the thought as well.

face

Upon

closer inspection, this residue would
be found to contain not only grease and dirt,
but also mucous membrane, particles of skin
and dangerous germs. In both private and
public installations, such wastes are a menace

to health and cleanliness, and are likely to
fertile source for the transmission

prove a

of diseases.

Lrt us turn to si,mething better.

glance

a

most important story about an

advance

in sanitation.
illustrations above are ordinary standpipe wastes for baths and lavatories.

Two

This waste consists of a nickeled tube
standing vertically outside the bath tub or
lavatory connected with the drain in the
bottom of the fixture. An inner brass tube
is provided, and when released and lowered
it rests in a "seat" below the opening that

—

comes from the

fixture.
'

\

It

is

obvious

when

this tube is
"seated" and water
is drawn
in the
fixture, that the
w-ater will fill the
connecting pipe between the outlet of
the fixture and the

"seat,"
rise

and

will also

between

the

outer and inner
tubes to the same
height that it rises
in the fixture. Consequently when the
inner tube is "unseated " and waste
water is discharged,
particles of soap,
grease and dirt adhere to the connecting pipe. When
Thc

The

illustrations

below show bath and

lavatory wastes considered by American sanitarians and health officials as marking a new
era in sanitation, as they overcome all
objections to the common bath and basin
wastes. They represent some of the excellent
work done by Haines, Jones & Cadbury Co.
in advancing the cause of sanitary plumbing.
These wastes are known as the Hajoca No.
10 Bath and Basin Wastes.
A brass rod runs through a single tube to the
opening in the tub, connected with a stopper.
This operates directly in the tub by means
of a simple lever on top of the tub.
By one
throw of the lever the stopper is dropped
down in position, sealing the outlet of the tub.
The bath-water is received and held in the
tub only.
There is no backing-up of the water
in pipes or tubes.
By reversing the lever the
stopper in the tub is raised, and every particle of waste-water is discharged.
The next
water received is just as clean and pure as the

tub which receives it. Not one particle of
residue from a previous bather can back up
into the tub to contaminate the clean water.

lo Bath Wasie clean water is drawn
insures clean water /or
f^^ the next bather
every halher

H.ij,-'.

^^^ ^^^ ^^^^

j^

"seated" to retain it, this residue from the
previous user is also shut in, to be dislodged
by the "clean" water, and float on its sur-

:

Hajoca No. to Basin Waste,
and alteration lo the Hajoca No. to Bath
Waste, and hattng the same unique and
heallh-fjrotecting advantages

the

structton

:
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ROBERT W. HUNT

JNO.

ROBERT

CONE

J.

JAS. C. HALLSTED

HUNT &

W.

D.

W. MCNAUGHER

CO., Engineers

BUREAU OF INSPECTION TESTS AND CONSULTATION
251 KEARNY ST., SAN FRANCISCO
New York

Lonc

CEMENT INSPECTION
OF

INSPECTION

STRUCTURAL AND

STEEL

REINFORCING

REPORTS AND ESTIMATES ON PROPERTIES AND PROCESSES

CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL TESTING LABORATORIES
Praise for Sanitary Kitchen Sink

W.

Dodd, a Los Angeles architect,
used the "Help-Her" Sanitary Sink
in a number of his houses with most
gratifying results, as indicated by him in
a letter to the Improved Sanitary FixJ.

lias

Company, 612 Metropolitan buildLos Angeles, manufacturers and
The let-

ture
ing,

distributing agents of the sink.
ter follows:

April 26,

Improved Sanitary Fixture

1915.

Co.,

612 Metropolitan Building,
City.

Gentlemen: I am glad to say that I used one of
your "Help-Her" sinks in my new residence, and it
proves to be of greater convenience than I e-Kpected.
The cook is quite enthusiastic about it as
materially helps her to do her work,
larly in the preparation of vegetables.
it

Since

mended

my

satisfactory experience,
the sink to my clients.

Very

terms of the contract.

I say, then, select
a builder as you would a lawyer for the
service he is to render, and agree on his

remuneration, obtaining a willing enthusiastic service.
"Look well into his record, his ability
to purchase, to take advantage of all
cash discounts, his organization, equipment, and his method of handling work.

See

he uses up-to-date

if

particu-

have recom-

I

W.

J.

Use

DODD.

letter equally as strong came
unsolicited from C. C. Rittenhouse, practical designer and consulting architect,

Another

ROMAN PAINTS

388 Wilco-x building, Los Angeles:
Improved Sanitary Fixture

recommend them to my clients. They do
save time and work and prevent grease from entering the drain-pipe. The principle seems to be corshall

rect,

and

in

practice,

Special

Co.,

612 Metropolitan Building,
Los Angeles, California.
Gentlemen: Have been using your "Help-Her"
sink in my home for si.x months, and have also
put one in my daughter's home.
They are very satisfactory and convenient, and
I

the purpose
necessity of a
as is required

accomplishes

intended, entirely obviating the
special grease trap or cleanout,
city ordinances.

Made

Prepared

in California

TECHNOLA
A
Paint
Cement

Waterproofs and Beautifies
Concrete or Stucco Exteriors

under some

Yours
(Signed)

truly,

C.

C.

C.

RITTENHOUSE.

ROMAN

CO.

Paint Mailers
Reliable Contractors

Writes a leading Los .\ngeles architect
"It seems to be overlooked by many
owners that it is often as dangerous to
employ contractors by coinpetition and
force them to execute a contract that is
a hardship for them, as it would be to
employ in the same way a doctor or a
lawyer. The service to be rendered can
vary much and still be within the strict

When

in

no bond, no guarantee, no promise by
any incompetent contractor can make
good his failure in these essentials,"

truly yours.

(Signed)

management

his scheduling of jobs and in the fabrication as well as the manufacture of parts
in his mill.
All these things are of more
importance than the price he quotes, for

writing to Advertisers plea

Office:

55

New Montgomery

St.

SAN FRANCISCO
Factory:

2255 Folsom Street
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Hauser Reversible Windows
Protected by U. S. Patent No. 1,114,260

NO WEIGHTS
Manufactured

NO CORDS

Wood and

Metal Stock Lip Sashes Used.
Simple Frame Construction Reducing Cost.
Guaranteed Rain and Dust Proof.
in

Installed Easily.
Visit

our

office

and inspect them

HAUSER REVERSIBLE WINDOW CO.
and Show Rooms;
Street, San Francisco

Office

Phone Kearny 3700

F. E.

KNOWLES,

157

Minna

ABEL HOSMER,

Telephone Market 688

President

Secretary

RAYMOND GRANITE COMPANY
INCORPORATED

CONTRACTORS FOR STONE WORK
of every description

DEALERS IN DIMENSION STONE
Main

Office

and Yard

Proprietors of

Potrero Ave. and Division Sts.

RAYMOND GRANITE QUARRY

SAN FRANCISCO

Raymond, Madera

Co., Cal.

Architects and Building Contractors
THE BINDING OF YOUR MAGAZINES
and PERIODICALS IS OUR SPECIALTY
Expert Plate and

Map Mounting

THE HICKS-JUDD COMPANY
BOOKBINDERS

51-55

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

FIRST STREET

G

UIDO BLENIO FIRE RETARDANT
OILINE PAINTS AND SOLUTIONS

on Buildings, Fittings, Furnishings, Textiles and Fabrics (including Theatres,
Movies, Etc.). The ONLY Process which Absolutely and Permanently FIREPROOFS.
Endorsed by Leading Fire Chiefs, Insurance Departments, Government Bureaus, Safety
Used exclusively on all Panama-Pacific International
First Commissions, etc., etc.
Exposition Buildings.
Call for Circulars and Demonstrations
for use

Guido Blenio Fireproofing
RALPH
Telephone Sutter 2415
When

H.

MOORE,

Co.,

Inc.

President and General Manager

Office: 605

SHARON

BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazine.
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Booklet on Waterproofing
Tlic Saiuhisky rortland Ci-nient Company, with factories at Hay Bridge (Sandusky). O.; Syracuse, Ind.; Dixon, 111.,
and '^'ork, Pa., recently published a

Medusa Waterproofed White Portland
Cement catalogue, and a copy will be
mailed on request to those interested.
This booklet is the first one issued by
the Medusa company regarding Medusa
Waterproofed White Portland Cement,
and the information contained therein
regarding the use of this material is unusually complete.
According to the booklet

Medusa

waterproofing

is
especially
cement plascellar
walls, cistern
linings,
conduits, sewer

suitable for building
tering,
roofing tile,

and

blocks,

reservoir
elevator pits, and
in
a
multiof
other
uses
in
which resistance to percolation of water is required.
Quoting from the company's literature,
we are told that "a trial will convince
pipe,

tude

cement users that Medusa waterproofing
is the only true preventive of dampness
in concrete.

"Medusa is specified by the most eminent architects and engineers in the
United States and Europe, and is rapidly
displacing the old-time paints and coatings formerly used to prevent the penetration of water into concrete."

Freear Takes In a New Line
Geo. H. Froear is doing things tliese
post-Exposition days.
He is not satisfied with representing David E. Kennedy
Inc., with its manifold cork tiling interests, hut he has also corralled the California territory for the Armstrong Cork
tile,
Co.'s
including the well-known
Lin-o-ti!e.
In addition he announces
some new products of the David E.
Kennedy, Inc., including an underflooring which will not rot, called Xalecode.
This is a mineral compound which can
he poured on top of structural floors
and roof slabs, thus forming a base on
which wood fioors. linoleums, roof tile.
slate and metal roofs can be securely
nailed without the expense of sleepers,

wood

underflooring,

nailing

strips

or

sheathing.
In passing, it may be mentioned that
Freear has moved hack to his
Mr.
old quarters in the basement of the
Sharon Building, under the Contractors'

Gas Water Heater.s
Sell
In the past nine years we have sold
more than 400,000 " Pittsburg" Gas
Water Heaters of different types
we
will soon have half a million heaters in

—

service.

The many easily demonstrated points
of superiority, large variety of types
and sizes, high mechanical standard
and attractive appearance of

"Pittsburg"
Gas Water Heaters
have made a strong appeal

to the discri-

minating members of the architectural
profession.

The confidence that the architect has
in the "Pittsburg" fine has been
strengthened by the satisfactory Hot
had

Water

service his clients

have univers-

ally enjoyed.

Specify "Pittsburg" for particular
clients.

Catalogs and specifications gratis.

PITTSBURG WATER

HEATER COMPANY

Exchange.

Removal Notice
The Hausor Rever^il)lc Window Co. announce that they have removed their ofTice
and show rooms to 157 Minna street, east
of Third street, San Francisco, and in
connection therewith, have established a
factory for the production of their Sheradized Steel Reversible Window Fixtures,
to fill their constantly increasing orders.

When

OF CALIFORNIA
Phone Sutter 50J5

237 Powell St.,

San Francisco

OAKLAND BRANCH
Thirteenth and Clay Streets

writing to Advertisers please mention

Phone Oakland 3265

this

magaz
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T. H.

MEEK COMPANY
f

office and Salesrooms
1047- 1049 Mission St.,

SAN FRANCISCO

HIGH CLASS

Factory. 239 - 7th St.

BANK, STORE AND OFFICE FIXTURES
Also of the Cfk'bratfd

Mock

Billiard

HEATING

and Pocket Tables and other

FLOO R AN D WALL

SCOTT

sheet metal work

Tl LI NG

CO., Inc.

Successor to JOHN

G.

sutton

CO.

SAN FRANCISCO

243 MINNA STREET
O.

BAMANN.

Eciuipment.

plumbing

Automatic Sprinkler Systems

VENTILATION

Room

Billiard

ERiWEST HELD,

President

MANUFACTURING
HOME
BANK, STORE AND OFFICE FITTINGS

Vice-President

CO.

FURNITURE AND HARDWOOD INTERIORS
CABINET WORK OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

543

and

545

Phone Kearny

BRANNAN

ST.

381

San Francisco,

Phone Keamy 1514

J.

M. Morrison

F. H.

Cal.

Masow

& MORRISON
MASOW
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION

518-522

Monadnock

NEW YORK

San Francisco

Bldg.

SAN FRANCISCO

CHICAGO

MacArthur Bros. Company

Preliminary Reports, Plans and Specifications, Construction and Erection of Dams,
Bridges, Railroads,

Power Plants,

Etc.

& Foundation Co.
IVlacArthur Concrete Pile
Pedestal Concrete Piles

Foundation Contractors,
1014 Chronicle Building, San Francisco

Phone Sutler 1364

OLDEST —BEST

THE HOOSIER CABINET

MOST ECONOMICAL

1000 San Francisco Apartment House Kitchens have Hoosier Cabinets Installed

THE HOOSIER KITCHEN CABINET STORE
PACIFIC BUILDING 4th &

MARKET

ST., San Francisco

(o. K.

brown,

Mgr.)

THE HOFFMAN HEATER COMPANY
Manufacturers of "The Hoffman"
The Automatic Gas Water Heater for Every Purpose
LORAIN, OHIO

FACTORY BRANCH! 429 Stockton

St., (~cab the tunnelI

San Fhancisco

SLIDING DOOR HANGERS
FOR ALL CONDITIONS
THE McCABE HANGER MANUFACTURING

CO.,

NEW YORK

The

AvcJiitcct

and
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M.& W. ROTARY OIL BURNER
Simple

in

Increased Economy

^^f-^-^-ii^^iLi^Z^ °~7;i^^

Design

^V

Simple to

^^HH|^HQqCS^^9 Clean Fire

f'^^r^^u^WtK^

Simple to Operate

^*^^

'^^"^^

Phone Qarfleld 514

Howard Street
THE INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT CO. 527
HI FRANCISCO, CAL.

Member

Member

Builders Exchange
Sutter 6700

General Contractors Ass'n
Sutter 3580

G. GILMOUR
PLASTERING CONTRACTOR

WILLIAM

Contractor for the Plain and Ornamental
Plaster Work on the Musto Residence,
San Francisco

Residence

1106

BUSH

ST.,

SAN FRANCISCO

Franklin 3750

San Francisco Metal Stamping and
Corrugating:

Company

Stamped, Spun, Hammered and Drawn Metal Ornaments.
Doors and Entrances
Fine Copper and Bronze Work.
Our Specialty. Metal Tile Roofing (Spanish and Mission)
2269 Folsom St., near Nineteenth

Phone Mission

SAN FRANCISCO

2421

MEURER'S
ROOFING
PLATE

^\
M^

METAL

\^f
^^

SHINGLES
stocks Carried

In

TILES

ANCHOR
VENTILATORS

San Francisco, Los Anueles, Portland and Seattle

MEURER
When

METAL

writing to

BROS. CO.— Manufacturers

Advertisers please mention

this

magazine.
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The Architect and
Something About the Big Plant
Pioneer Paper Company

THE

of the

PIONEER PAPER COMPANY

I
was established in Los Angeles in
1888 and from a very small beginning the company has grown until their
manufacturing plant at Fifty-fifth and Alameda streets, that city, now covers more
than nine acres, in addition to which
they have a five-story and basement
and concrete building on Los
steel
Angeles Street where their general offices are located and warehouses in dif-

ferent sections, as well as an oflEice and
warehouse in San Francisco.
The growth of the company has been
Originally their
steady and consistent.
field was confined pretty closely to Los

Angeles and from this they gradually
reached out to other sections of California, finally invading the San Francisco
field, and then working out over other
states and territories.
Today they are
building up an extensive trade with several South American and Central Amer-

This claim is so wild and vague that it
hardly needs attention, but we may state
that this principle is thoroughly covered
in Patent No. 1162120 issued to the G. E.

Company

Witt
This

is

Pioneer Roofing, made

a number of grades and weights,
including Rubber Sanded. Rubber Flaxine, Asbestos. Silveroid (Silver Grey in
color). Ready Rock Asphalt, and in addition
to
these
they also manufacture
Pioneer Insulating Paper, Asphalt Felt,
Structural Paint, etc. The company has
always made it a policy to employ the
most expert workmen that could be
found, and from their uniformly fair
policy of treating their employees, have
been enabled to obtain the most loyal
co-operation. The manufacture and application of roofing is a business that
requires men trained in all of the technical knowledge and who have studied
This
the business in its every detail.
of course is in addition to the necessity
of supplying good materials, as good

30th,
l)ut

1915.

an im-

issued to J. S. Klein, April 26th. 1892. Xo.
473759, and another to A. II. Eddy. Tune
11th, 1895, No. 540650, both of which, it
is needless to say, have expired.
When an advertiser comes out in a
public medium and makes assertions like
these he should be sure of his ground, or
he may be certain it will bring him into

contempt and ridicule with all fairminded men.
We stand by our patent and are more
than willing to give

full

guarantee against

any possible

suit for infringement from
said adviser or atry other party, who may
imagine that he has rights.

Respectfully yours,

By

countries, as well as Australia,
Japan and the Philippines, etc.
The Pioneer Paper Company's prinin

November

not a basic patent,

is

provement on the open cup principle,
which we find was covered by patent

ican

cipal product
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G. E. Witt Co., Inx..
C. \V. Vaughn, Vice-Pres.

San Francisco Apartments
Milton Lichtenstein. Ill Ellis street, San
Francisco, has completed plans for a threestory and basement class "C" apartment
house to be erected on Eddy street, near
Jones, San Francisco, for Mr. \. Selig. and
to cost

made from poor mateThat the Pioneer Paper Company
have been very successful in keeping
up the quality of their Pioneer Roofing
is shown by the fact that it has enjoyed
a constantly increasing sale for over a

approximately $15,000.

THIS.t7=r

BURNER
is

the BE.ST

oil

burner

Homes,

tels

Ho-

and

Apartments.
Smokeless

—

Economical.

roofing cannot be
rials.

for

HEATING

"The Rotary
reduced our fuel

bills

Oil Burner
one-half."

has

Fred Finch Orphanage
By John W. Hagen.

Supt.

C^T"

quarter of a century.

"It'has reduced our fuel bill
from S-10.00 per month to less than
S15.00 a month."

Letter from the G. E. Witt Company
Editor The Architect and Engineer of

_„

California:
notice with surprise an advertisement of the American Standard Oil
Burner Company of Oakland, in which
the Witt Rotary Burner is grouped with
others, as an infringement on a patent
for an open cup centrifugal atomizer,
which, it is asserted, is owned and controlled by the advertiser by virtue of
patent issued October 26th, 1915.

We

riting to Advertisers pie

Primoroso Apartments, Oakland.
saved

"The Rotar>'

me 75%
F.

in

my

Oil Burner
fuel bills."

has

M. Clough. Sec'y,

Pacific Coast

Shredded Wheat Co.

Rotary Oil Burner

Company,
Ph. .ne ( )aklan.i

2')')4

1

Inc.
.^M

OAKLAND

this magazine.

Twultth

Si.
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A. H. Bergstrom

Phone Kezu'ny 3526

Eric Lange

LANGE & BERGSTROM
BUILDING CONTRACTORS
(Established 1900)

San Francisco

207-210 Sharon Bldg.

Phone Sutter

2401

WILLIAMS BROS. & HENDERSON
Henderson

E. F.

W. M. Williams

Chas. Williams

BUILDING CONTRACTORS
Room

447

SAN FRANCISCO

HOLBROOK BUILDING

OTTO SCHRADER, President
OTTO R. SCHRADER. Secretary

Telephone Market 337

Schrader Iron Works, inc.
Structural Steel Contractors

FIRE ESCAPES

1247-1249 Harrison St.
Between Eighth and Ninth Streets

Water Proof Trap Doors
Ornamental Iron

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Work

SIMPLEX STANDARD
CRUDE OIL BURNERS

.

;

CALIFORNIA

Safety First
Simplicity Next
Efficiency and Quality all the Time
1916 Model— Price Right
Write

American Standard
7th and Cedar Sts.

When

,

PHOTO-ENGRAVING CO.

to

Burner Co.
OAKLAND, CAL.

Oil

writing to Advertisers please mention

this

magazine.
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ESTABLISHED 1858

MUELLER
High Grade

<m

Faucets
A\D SINK

BATH, LAVATORY

Give Long Service, Cut Out Repairs,
Unconditionally Guaranteed

H.

MUELLER MFG.

589 Mission

St.,

Specialize in
all

LILLY No.

cement
S.

6

and

70S Harrison Street

San Francisco

The McGJIvray Stone Company
OPERATIINQ

government

Ten Designs

Duntrune

Phone Market 746

Quarry,

at

Sites.

Colusa County, Cal.

The McGilvrayRaymond Granite Go.

CONTRACTORS
for and Dealers In Granite

WITTMAN, LYMAN & CO.
SAN FRANCISCO

1

in marble, stone
artistic manner.

AND STONE CONTRACTORS

c-

340MlonaSI.

most

•Phone Market 3691

This is tlie type of
Drinking Fountain
approved by t h
S.

in

MILETIN,

Drinking
Fountain
U.

Garden Furniture

designed and execuU-d

CO.

SaN FRAN'CISCO

WORK SHOP

SCULPTORS'
Antique Mantels

Quarries at
Offices,

Work

of

fvery DcscrlpUon

Raymond,

634-666 Townsend

Cal.
San Francisco

Streef,

Telephone Sutter 4565

Miller=Enwright Co.
SACRAMENTO, CAL.

M.

FISHER

Plumbing Supplies
STEAM AND PIPE FITTIXGS
VALVES, ETC.

General Contractor

PIPE—ALL KINDS
STEAM AND HOT WATER BOILERS
PENINSULAR HOT AIR FURNACES

683 Mission St.

San Francisco

Catalogues on application

BEATING=PLUMB1NG
tl.H.WINNER

COMPANY

SAN FRANCISCO

COMPLETE PLUMBING AND
HEATING SYSTEMS INSTALLED
IN ALL CLASSES OF BUILDINGS

ALSO POWER PLANTS

COMPLETE BANK INTERIORS
OF THE HIGHER CLASS

QILLEV = SCHMID
198

Office:

NEVADA BANK BUILDING,

SAR FRANCISCO

ng to .\d\crtisers pie

CO., Inc.

OTIS STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.
Tel.

MARKET

<I65
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Member General

Contractors Association, Telephone Sutter 3580

HERMANN BOSCH
Plain

and Ornamental Plastering

Office 740

DUBOCE

AVE., San Francisco

SHOP

Telephone Park 6876

ELECTRICAL

T.

MARKET STREET

MECHANICAL

ILLUMINATING

CHARLES

2054

PHILLIPS

CONSULTING ENGINEER
PACIFIC BLDG.. SAN FRANCISCO
PLANS SPECIFICATIONS REPORTS
The Economical Production, Distribution and Application of Light, Power,
Heat and Ventilation. Illumination Efficiency. Physical Reports. Electrolysis Investigations. Estimates and Tests.

Member

Builders'

Exchange

Residence 2909 California Stree
Telephone Fillmore 1427

180 Jessie Street
Telephone Sutter 6700

C C. MOREHOUSE
PLASTERING.
PLASTERING.
MODELING and CASTING.

Plain and Ornamental
Exterior CEMENT

Office

and Shop: 872

STONE WORK of All Kinds
FURRING and LATHING
STUCCO WORK
Imitation

Metal

FOLSOM

TELEPHONE SUTTER

ST.,

San Francisco

6509

MOUNT DIABLO CEMENT
COWELL SANTA CRUZ LIME
ALL KINDS OF

BUILDING MATERIALS
HENRY COWELL LIME & CEMENT
Phone Kearny 2095

When

No. 2

MARKET

CO.

STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazine.
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White Portlaml Cement.

DEL MONTE WHITE SAND
combined with White Cement will produce the charming effect shown in the above picture.
What could be more pleasing for your New Home, both Exterior and Interior ?

f Del Monte White Sand and Fan Shell Beach Sand
are sold hv Leading Building Material Dealers from Los Angeles to Vancouver, B. C.
Don't be 'deceived by Inferior Substitutes.

PACIFIC

IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
406 Crocker Building, San Francisco

Phone, Sutter 6130

PACIFIC SERVICE

LIGHT HEAT
Pacific

Qas

445

&

POWER

Electric Co.

SUTTER STREET
SAN FRANCISCO
HOMB PHONE

PACIFIC PHONE
Sutter

c

MO
When

writing to Advertisers please mention this magaz

0011
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SPECIFY PRODUCTS OF
UNQUESTIONED QUALITY!
When THE DAHLSTROM
PRODUCTS are specified —

Mr. Architect:
Why

Deliveries of your

the standard by which all other
is it
metal trim must be judged
good business policy to accept a
product below that standard?

—

The credit for Hollow Metal Doors
and Trim belongs to Dahlstrom. That
truly originated and perfected and
have consistently produced the highest

we

grade of hollow metal interior trim for
buildings is not an exaggeration, but

an established fact.
Sometimes, in fact quite frequently,
we are told; "Cut your estimate and
the job is yours!" We are always
willing to re-figure and to co-operate
with the Architect, Owner and Contractor in an endeavor to lessen cost
or to meet a particular requirement,
but we are not willing to cut an estimate merely for the commercial transDahlaction of signing a contract.
strom Quality has always been rigidly
maintained and this quality will not
be lowered for the purpose of securing
an order by meeting the figure of a
competitor whose product is decidedly

take chances on Qualities and

Structural
Steel
By

ordering from Eastern sources

When, by specifying

Pacific

Coast Steel Angles,
as well as

Plain or Reinforced Corrugated Rods and Bars,
you can secure

Uniform Qualities

Quick Deliveries

Any

Size

and Quantity

Desired

inferior.

THE DAHLSTROM PRODUCTS
are made right in every particular, and
prove not only a source of satisfaction
from the viewpoint of excellence in
unequaled finish, but the added and
greater service of standing up under

the severe tests of the two greatest
forces known to mankind

destructive
—
FIRE and

TIME.

The Dahlstrom

You pay
we know

price

is

not high.

only for what you get, and
just

what

it

The only plant of its

f^ind

WEST OF THE ROCKIES
$2,500,000 invested; 400

men

Keep your clients'
money at home.

employed.

costs to produce

THE DAHLSTROM PRODUCTS—
the unequaled standard of hollow metal
interior trim.

DAHLSTROM METALLIC
DOOR COMPANY

PACIFIC COAST

STEEL

CO.

Phone Sutter

1564

GENERAL OFFICE,
34 Blackstone

Avenue

JAMESTOWN,

N. Y.

Rialto Building, San Francisco

SALES OFFICE.
Rialto Building, San Francisco

SALES OFFICE,
Union

PACIFIC COAST REPRESENTATIVES:
M. G. West Co., 353 Market St., San Francisco,

Oil Building,

Los Angeles

SALES OFFICE,
Seattle,

Washington

Calif.

Louis R. Bedell, 522 W. 9th St., Los Angeles, Calif.
Camp-TeRoller, 530Colnian Bldg., Seattle, Wash.
Timms, Cress & Co., 184-186 Second St., Port-

ROLLING MILLS:
South San Francisco; Seattle,
Wash.; Portland, Ore.

land, Ore.

When

I

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazii
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Re5 Mill Vallej, Telephone Mill Valley 240

of
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General Contractors Association

HARVEY A. KLYCE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTOR
522 Sheldo

BuildinK.

1

SAN FRANCISCO

Phone Do

ROBERT TROST

jglas 3280

PHONE AMSSION

2209

General Building Contractor
26th and

We Specialize
Labor

in High Grade Work and Employ Skilled
in every Branch of the Building Industry.

Howard

Streets

SAN FRANCISCO

HICKS = ROUTE CORPORATIOIN
ELECTRICAL E>;OI.>EERS AIND CONTRACTORS
Phone DouKlas 1373
320

iMat-lcet

San F'rancisco

Street

JOHNSON SERVICE CO.
1

ISSS)

Established

The Johnson System of Temperature Regulation
The only Temperature ResulatInK Company In California HandllnB
Temperature Resulatlon Exclusively
149 5th

If

St.

600

San Francisco

you see ''B. C.

name

HIGH GRADE PLUMBING FIXTURES

B.

Bank BIdg.. Los Angeles

VAN EMON ELEVATORS,

Incorporated/' on the
elevator is ail right.

JAMES

Citizens'

plate,

235

you know the

San Francisco
Telephone Sutter 2192

office,

for

SCHOOLS

First St.,

and

PUBLIC BUILDINGS

CLOW & SONS
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

1025-6-7 Hearst Building

Standard Electrical Construction Co.
Electrical Contractors
Telephone Sutter 894

60

and Engineers

NATOMA

ST.,

SAN FRANCISCO

MULLEN MANUFACTURING

CO.

BANK, STORE AND OFFICE FIXTURES— CABINET WORK OF GUARANTEED QUALITY— BAR FIXTURES DESIGNED, MANUFACTURED AND INSTALLED
Telephone .Market 8692

Office

and

F.^cton,-: 64 Raiscb St., Bet.

7tfc

and

8th,

Sin Francisco

M
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A.J.

FORBES & SON

Phone

Franlilin 1006

Established in San Francisco in 1850
Office

and Factory. 1530

FILBERT

Builders Ex.

ST.. S. F.

Box 236

Bank, Store and

Alex, Coleman

Office

CONTRACTING
PLUMBER

Fittings
Special Furniture

and

Woodwork

Interior

706 Ellis Street,

San Francisco, Cat.

McCRAY

KOMPOLITH
A guaranteed
tested

flooring,

upon

Successors to

LITHOID PRODUCTS CO.
STANFORD STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
Phone Kearny 4420

Collman

FOR

Home, Restaurant, Hotel

JOHN KING & SONS

Phone Kearny

BUILT TO ORDER

made and

Chemical

strict

Analysis

36

REFRIGERATORS
We

or Club

Carry a Full Line of Stock Sizes

NATHAN DOHRMANN

CO.

Selling Agents

Geary and Stockton

Sts.,

San Francisco

772

&

Collman Co.

GENERAL

G.

CONTRACTORS
508 Sharon BIdg.

ROGNIER

CO.

CEX
ana Garden Ornaments
Artificial Stone Work.

Lia-svn

San Francisco

Benches, Vases, Sun Dials,

W.W.Breite,c.e.
Structural Engineer
Designs and Details of

SAN MATEO, CAL

ART HARDWARE
Representative for

ALL CLASSES OF

MFG.

METALLIC STRUCTURES

etc.

Designs Submitted

233 Railroad Ave..

CCS

Display

SEND

LOCKWOOD

Builders'

Hardware.

and TOWNSTREETS, San Francisco

Rooms— 7th

FOURTH FLOOR, CLUNIE BLDQ.
California

and Montgomery

Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
\Vlien writing to

PACIFIC

HARDWARE & STEEL

Advertisers please mention this magazine.

CO.
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ELECTRIC
REX CONSTRUCTION
JOBBING

St.
Phone Prospect 90

-

AND
CO..

and Contractors

Ulectrical Engineers

1174 Sutter

141

KEPAIRS

SUPPLIES

-

Inc.
San Francisco

California

WEST COAST WIRE and IRON WORKS
MANUFACTURERS OF

ARTISTIC BRONZE, IRON AND WIRE

WORK

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND FINISH

861-863

HOWARD STREET

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Construction and Engineering Co.
(Incorporated)

GENERAL CONTRACTORS
Phone

Garfield 202

1047

MONSON

Folsom

St.,

San Francisc o

P^one Mar.et

BROS.

26,3

CONTRACTORS and BUILDERS
Office, 1907

.rp^'r:.^r„'.-

Windows — Kalamein

Interior Metal Doors

and

Trim

-

Corner Bead

SAN FRANCISCO

Bryant Street

Metal
Metal

Capitol
Sheet Metal Works
^
SHEET METAL PRODUCTS

Manufacturer

inc.

of

San Francisco Office and Factory. 1927-I93S MARKET STREET
Oakland Office and Factory, 1 17-119 FRANKLIN STREET

hurniturc, etc.

H. A. Chalmers, Manager

Telephone Sutter 2985

C. H. Chalmers, Engineer

H. A. CHALMERS, Inc.
CONCRETE - FIREPROOFING
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
WITHOUT FORMS

742

NEW CALL BUILDINQ
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

CONCRETE ENGINEERING

CO.

MEYER SYSTEM METAL FORMS FOR CONCRETE FLOORS
433 Rialto Building,

San Francisco.

Home

Office,

Omaha

PACIFIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY
MILLWORK, SASH AND DOORS
Hardwood

Interior

Trim a

MAIN OFFICE-

Specialty

e.MTA CLARA,
/-i«r.» '/-»
SANTA
CAL.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE,

OAKLAND
BERKELEY
SAN JOSE

177 Stevenson Street

486 Tenth Street
2143 Center Street
16 N. First Street
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SPENCER TURBINE CLEANER
Vacuum Cleaning Apparatus
HUGHSON & MERTON

CO., Agents

CO.

Purposes

for All

530 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco

THE INVINCIBLE VACUUM CLEANERS
Comprise the Largest and Most Complete Line of Vacuum Cleaning Machinery on the Marliet.
They also Stand First in Simplicity, Efficiency and Durability

R.

W. FOYLE, General Agent

416 Harriet Street

San Francisco,

Telephone Park 2667

Cal.

Atlas Heating and Ventilating Co., Inc.
ENGINEERS and CONTRACTORS
Phone Douglas 378

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING, FANS, BLOWERS,
FURNACES, POWER PLANTS— SHEET METAL WORK
Fourth and Freelon Sts., Bet. Bryant & Brannan, SAN FRANCISCO.

WM.

F.

WILSON COMPANY

MODERN SANITARY APPLIANCES
Special Systems of

Plumbing

for Residences, Hotels, Schools, Colleges, Office Buildings, Etc.

Phone Sutter 357

328-330

Mason

Street,

San Francisco.

General Electrical Construction Co.
Electrical Contractors

and Dealers

Display Rooms, Retail Department and Offices
O'Farrell and Mason Streets
SAN

Telephones Mission 139— Mission 59

FRANCISCO

A. A. Devoto, President

CENTRAL IRON WORKS, Inc.
STRUCTURAL STEEL
Office and Works: 621-651 Florida Street
Bet. Harrison and Bryant, 18th and 19th

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

JOHN MOINK
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
Phone Sutter

2419

316

Sharon Bldg., San Francisco
PHONE, SAN JOSE. 298S

SYLVAIN LEDEIT
EH OF

Art ani ^£mht\i
124 Lenzen avenue

(iilaaa

SAN JOSE. CAL.
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P

Wood, Brick and

TUcMante.s
1

Oakland Maiitel Co.

and Grates

lies

Wdl md

Floor
°°^

TUing

n t

f>

-n

f

Mr

Phone Oakland 273

PuVe
„
.
QeS LogS

^^*^ Telegraph Ave., Oakland, Cal.

and Grates

BARRETT & HILP
Concrete Construction j^ General Contractors
SUTTER 4598
SAN FRANCISCO

SHARON BUILDING
W.

L.

KELLEY

P.

A.

O. Q.

PALMER

HOAAS

Contracting Engineer
774-776

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Monadnock Building

CLINTON CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
Successors to

CLINTON FIREPROOFING COMPANY

Concrete Construction
MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK

Phone Sutter 3440

W.

MORGAN &

BLDQ., SAN FRANCISCO

CO.

Heating, Ventilating and Sanitary Engineers
AND MANUFACTURERS
Rooms

Phone Douglas 932

SURETY BONDS

551-553

Monadnock

Bldg.,

San Francisco

INSURANCE

COMPENSATION

CALIFORNIA CASUALTY COMPANY
San Francisco, California

405-406 Merchants Exchange Bldg.

GEO. W. BOXTOIN

Sz
Contractors
General

Office, 1233

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

HEARST BUILDING
Telephone Sutter

Pacific

SOIN

1601

Coast Casualty Company
of San Francisco
MERCHANTS EXCHANGE BUILDING

Surety Bonds. Liability Insurance

The Only California Surety Company
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UNITED STATES

STEEL PRODUCTS CO.
RIALTO BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO

SELLERS OF THE PRODUCTS OF

American Steel and
Wire Co.
American Bridge Co.
American Sheet and

National

Tube Co.

Lorain Steel Co.

Shelby Steel Tube Co.
Tennessee Coal, Iron
and Railroad Co.
Trenton Iron Co.

Tin Plate Co.
Carneg-ie Steel Co.
Illinois Steel Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF
Structural Steel for

Every Purpose.

Highway.

Bridges, Railway and

"Triangle

Mesh" Wire Concrete Reinforcement.

Plain

and Twisted Reinforcing Bars.
Plates,

Shapes and Sheets of Every Description.
Rails, Splice Bars, Bolts, Nuts, etc.

Wrought

Pipe, Valves, Fittings, Trolley Poles.

Frogs, Switches and Crossings for

Steam Railway and Street Railway.

"Shelby" Seamless Boiler Tubes and Mechanical Tubing.

"Americore" and "Globe" Rubber Covered Wire and Cables.
"Reliance" Weatherproof Copper and Iron Line Wire.

"American" Wire Rope, Rail Bonds, Springs,
Woven Wire Fencing and Poultry Netting.
Tramways,

etc.

United

Co.

Steel Products
OFFICESStates
AND WAREHOUSES AT
San Francisco

-

Los Angeles

vriting to Advertisers pie

-

Portland

-

Seattle
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SONS

PAINTERS AND DECORATORS
SAN FRANCISCO— LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
Phone

KEARNY

3021

GEORGE

BOS

A.

GENERAL CONTRACTOR
CONSULTING ENGINEER

HEARST BUILDING
SAN FRANCISCO

BEININETT BROS.
Sargent's

Hardware

Building:

514=516 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

AMERICAN CONCRETE CO.
JosHPH Pasqualetti. Manager

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
1704

HUMBOLDT BANK BUILDING

78«

PACIFIC

Market

Street,

SAN FRANCISCO

DEPARTMENT

Olobe
Indemnity Company
Bonds and Casualty Insurance for Contractors
1

20 Leldesdorff street

Phone Sutter 2280

SAN FRANCISCO

VAN SANT- HOUGHTON

CO.

Engineering and Construction
OFFICES: Hooker and Lent BM;;., San Francis

ti.

c.

Centur\- Bldg.. Denver

GASRARD &

CO.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
17th an d

SAN FRANCISCO

Kansas Streets

THE GOLDEN GATE IRON WORKS
STRUCTURAL STEEL
1541-1549
Tel.

HOWARD STREET, BETWEEN

Market 5445

11th

AND

12th

STREETS

San Francisco

:
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The

Line

the result of thirty years' experience in designing and
building oil handling devices, consisting of the following:
is

Tanks

for

Oils of

Equipments

Gasolene and
all

Garages,

Pumps, hand and power operated,

ing

suitable

for:

kinds.

measur-

Stores,

and non-measurRailroads,

ing;

Oil Houses,

Oil Filtering Systems;

Power

Oil Metering Devices;

Plants,

Shops,

Complete Oiling Sys-

Camps,

tems;

Mills,

Cutting Oil Reclaiming Systems.

ur Exhibit at the Panama-Pacific Expositio
Awarded the Highest Honors-Grand Prize
and Gold Medals

Filling Stations.

Include in your specifications a Bowser Gasolene or Oil Storage
System. You have the services of our Engineering and Service Departments at your command at any time.
A

letter,

postal or telephone call will bring you illustrated literature or our
nearest representative without obligating you in the least.

Rn^Ar««^i* AInn fort wayne,
SFr. DOlVSer
OC Cn
K^O., inc.
.

SalesOm^s

San Francisco

A

Office

612 Howard

St.,

in

Indiana, u.s.a.

an centers of the

Work

Burroughs for Your
Whatever

line of business

you are

WorU

Phone Douglas 4323

in there is a

Burroughs

Figuring Machine to fit your conditions. And the Burroughs best suited to your business will handle your figure
work in less time and at a lower expense than is now required.
Accuracy is assured, for the Burroughs cannot

make

a mistake.

Nearly 200,000 Burroughs Machines are in use. Business men in every line have found them to be practical, dependable and durable. Many of the concerns you know are
saving money by handling their figure work with Burroughs
Machines.
You, too, want to save on your bookkeeping expense
and you can. A Burroughs representative will gladly bring
a Burroughs to your place of business and show you how.
No expense or oblig'ation.

Burroughs Adding Machine Company
Detroit,
When

Michigan

writing to Advertisers please mention this magazii

Current Prices of Building Materials
These quotations furnished by reliable San Francisco
and Los Angeles dealers
(Names and addresses

will

SAN FRANCISCO PRICES
Common Red

Brick. $9.00 per M. ex. cars.
Pressed Brick, $35 .00 to $40.00 per M; Wire cut,
$35.00 per M.
Pressed
Brick. $20.00 to $30.00 per M.
No. 1 Red
Red Stock Brick, $14.00 to $16 00 per M.
California Portland Cement. C/L $2.30 per bbl.; L.C.L.
$2.55 per bbl.
White Cement: Atlas, $6.00; Medusa, $6.00 per bbl.
Sand and Gravel mixed, 70c per ton. F. O. B. cars.
Sand (washed, screened river sand) 65c per ton. F.O.B.

No.

1

Bank Sand.

$1 .00 per cu. yd.

to

$28.

1x4

Redwood Rustic. No. 1. $38.00; No. 2, $33 ,00 per M.
Redwood Ceiling, 1x4, No. 1. $33.00; No. 2. $28.00
per M.
Redwood Shingles. 4 bdls. to M, No. I. $2.25; No. 2,
$1.75.
Shingles. 4 bdls. to M. Star-A-Star. $2 75.
Pine Lath, IH in. x 4 ft.. $3.25 per M; l^ in.x 4 ft.,
$3 65 per M.
White Lead in Oil, 8,4c per lb.
Red Lead. dry. 8J-^c per lb.
Raw Linseed Oil. bbls., 65c gallon.
Boiled Linseed Oil. bbls.. 65c gallon.
Turpentine, bbls.. 63 to 70c. gallon.
Crushed Rock and Gravel, $1 65 per yard.
Sand. 85c per yard.

Red Cedar

.

,

.

Roofing Gravel. $1.40 per ton.
Crushed Rock or Gravel, 75c per ton.
Red Roofing Tile. $22.00 to $25.00 per square, laid.
Brick Lime. $1.35 per bbl., C/L.
Finish Lime. $1.50 per bbl.. C/L.
Hard wall Gypsum Plaster. $11.00 per ton, carload;
1150 per ton. ex. warehouse.
Oregon Pine. Rough Common, 1 x 3 to 1 x 10, $13 .00.
Oregon Pine. Rough. 2 x 3 to 2- 12. $15.00.
Oregon Pine 1 x 4 T. & G. Flooring. No. 1, $31 per M;
No. 2. $28; No. 3, $24.
Oregon Pine T. & G. Ceiling, No. 1 and 2 mixed. $26

Redwood. Rough Common.
Redwood. Rough Common.

be supplied upon request.)

and up. $20.00.
$20 00

2 x 3 to 2 x 10,

SACRAMENTO PRICES
Common Brick, $7.00 per M. C/L.
Pressed Brick, Wire Cut, $30.00 per M, C/L
Portland Cement. $2 40 per bbl. carloads.
Crushed Rock and Gravel. 85c per ton. ex. cars.
Sand. $1.00 yd. on cars.
Roofing Gravel. $1.50 per ton.
Lime. $1.35 bbl.
Hardwall Plaster. $13.00 per ton. ex. whse.
.

STOCKTON PRICES

to

$22.00.

Redwood Rustic. No. 1, $35.00; No. 2, $32.00.
Redwood CeUing, No. 1. $29.00; No. 2. $26.00.
Redwood Shingles. No. 1. $2.40 full count.
Red Cedar Shingles. Star-A-Star. $2.40 fuU count.
Pine Lath. $2.40 per M.
Metal Lath. 13 to 25c per yd., according to quality.
1 X 3 Oak Flooring. Q. S. Clear. $116.00 per M; Select
$75. 00 per M.
)^ X 2H Oak Flooring. Q. S. Clear. $96.00 per M;
Select. $74.00 per M.
1x3 Maple Flooring Clear. $71 .00 per M; Clear White.
$85.00 per M.
White Lead in Oil. 8}ic per lb.
Dr>' Red Lead. 8c per lb.
Boiled Linseed Oil. 74c gal. Raw Linseed Oil. 72c gal.
Turpentine, per gallon. 63 to 70c in bbls.
Dry Shellac. 35c per lb., variable.
Hyloplate Blackboard. 25 to 35c per foot, installed.
Composition Flooring. 25 to 30c per foot, laid.
Genuine Slate Blackboards, 40 to 50c per foot, erected.

Common Brick. $7.75 per M. del.
Face Brick. Wire Cut. $31 .00 per M C/L.
Cement. $2.40 per bbl.. C/L.
Crushed Rock and Gravel. 90c ton.
Sand. 90c.
Roofing Gravel, $1 50 per ton.
Lime. $1.35.
Hardwall Plaster. $13.00 ex. whse. per ton.
.

FRESNO PRICES
Common

Brick. $9.50 per M. del.
Face Brick. Wire Cut, $35 00 per M. C/L.
Cement. $2.84 per bbl.. C/L.
Crushed Rock and Gravel. $1 .35 per ton.
Black Face Brick. $25 00 per
F. O. B.
Sand, $1 .00 per yd., del.
.

M—

Roofing Gravel, $1 85 per ton.
Lime, $1.50 bbl.
Hardwall Plaster. $14.00 per ton. ex. whse.
.

BAKERSFIELD PRICES
LOS ANGELES PRICES
Common Red

Brick. No. 2. $4.50 per

M.

Clinker Brick, $9.00 per M.
Pressed Brick. $35,00 per M.
Enameled Brick. $65.00 per M.
Red Roofing Tile. $12.00 and $15,00 per square (not
laid).

White Cement. $6,00 per bbl.
Portland Cement. $2 30 per bbl.
Lime. $1.50 to $1.75 per bbl.
Hardwall Plaster, per ton. $9.90 ex. whse.
Oregon Pine, Rough Common, 1
3 up. $19.00 to
$22.00 per M.
Oregon Pine, Rough Common, 2
3 up. $17.00 to
$21 00 per M.
Oregon Pine Flooring, 1x4, No 1. $40.00; No. 2.
$35.00; No. 3. $22.50 per M.
Oregon Pine Ceiling. 1 x 4. No. I. $36 00; No. 2, $31 00.
Redwood. Rough Common. $20 00 to $24.00.

Cotnmon

Brick. $9 00 per M.del.
Face Brick. Wire Cut. $37 .00 per M, C/L.
Cement. $2.77 per bbl., C/L.
Crushed Rock and Gravel, $1 .80 per ton.
Sand. $1.00 per yd., del.
Roofing Gravel. $2 .00 per ton.
Lime. $1 .50 per bbl.
Hardwall Plaster. $15.00 per ton. ex. whse.
-

.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA POINTS
Common

Brick. $11. 00 per M. del.
Face Brick. Wire Cut. $35 .00 per M. C/L.
Cement. $2 65 per bbl.
Rock
and Gravel. 85 to 90c per ton. C/L.
Crushed
Sand. $1 .10 per yard.
Roofing Gravel. $1.50 per ton.
Lime. $1.40 bbl.
Hardwall Plaster. $14 00 per ton. ex. whse.
.
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Method Concrete

—except pin — which

is

Tobin Bronze

used lignum vitae.

Bolander

&

Hallawell

MILLWRIQHT CONTRACTORS
270 First St., San Francisco

INSLEY MFG. CO.
Insley

"Sarle'; Flag Pole Top.

All Brass

SHOULD BE USED on EVERY FLAG POLE.
WHY?
BECAUSE it gives absolute protection from
decay at top.
BECAUSE the halyard cannot get fouled at
the top.
BECAUSE cotton halyard can be renewed
from base of pole.
BECAUSE painter's line can be raised from
base of pole.
BECAUSE cost is slightly over the commonly

Tel.

Kearny 2120

Mead-Morrison Mfg. Co.
Steam, Electric and GasoHne

Distribution

Hoisting Machinery

Excavating Machinery.

Clam

Marsh-Capron Mfg. Co.
M-C

Rail

Shell

and Orange Peel Buckets

GARFIELD MYERS

Track Concrete

District

Mixers

1017 Hearst BIdg.

Three Sizes

of

Manager

San Francisco

Paving Mixers.

UIIVOTIUE

FOR

FLOORS

Churches, Theatres, Stores, Banks, Museums,
Libraries, Kitchens, Pantries, Elevators, Etc.

Offices,

Resilient, non-slippery, silent,

moderate

in cost.

warm,

sanitary, odorless, artistic, durable,
in eleven colors.

Furnished

THE FLOOR THAT'S BUILT TO FIT THE ROOM
Samples and information on request

M.

V.

VAN FLEET,

120 Jessie St.,

San Francisco, Cal.

ARMSTRONQ CORK & INSULATION COMPANY, PITTSBURQ,

SEE Our

PA.

Fireproof Concrete Slabs

used on the New Two-story Office and Factory Building of Walter Mork, cor.
San Pablo Avenue and Bristol Street, Berkeley. They Look like stone but
Cost Less and will LAST FOREVER.

WATERPROOF, CRACKPROOF, SANITARY
and

CHEAPER

than Stone, Brick or Reinforced Concrete.

International Concrete Construction Co.
Parker and Ninth Streets
writing to

Adve

WEST BERKELEY,

CAL.

The
W.

T.

.Ircliitcct

SEAHUR^

COMMAR'l

B.
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PETERSON

COMMARY-PETERSON

\V. E.

COMMARV

CO., Inc.

Contractors and Builders
Bankers Investment Building., 742 Market Street
Phone Douglas 2101
San Francisco
Office 411

THE BUILDING MATERIAL HAND BOOK
Showing concise information on those products best suited

to

Cahfomia Conditions

ASK FOR A COPY

PACIFIC BUILDING MATERIALS CO.
523

Market

St.,

San Francisco

MODERN

Dalzicl BIdg.,

Haines. Jones & Cadbury Co.

PLUMBING

II30-II44

FIXTURES
Cor

"
"
iicerntSIlt
^"
imneys.
ops.

Philadelphia

Modern Sheet
Metal Works
AlOEHRLE,
C. E.

Menlo
r^

in

,

San Francisco,

RtDGE Avenue

^^" Francisco Office and Showroom
857 Folsom Street

"^i"."
atent

and Corrugated
c
Iron D
Koonng.
I

Oakland

Phone

Pacific

Prop.

Stccl
•

j

ri

Domc
r^

Furnaccs

Torrid Zone Furnaces
2874
731 Clement St., San Francisco

Oakland, Cal.

Cal.

Los Angeles, Cal.

NePAGE, McKENNY CO.
Electrical Engineers
Phone Sutter 2466

and Contractors
401 Hearst Bldg.,

Phone

A. Pinner, President

Western Building

A. M. McLellan, Sec'y-Treas.

Qarfield 564

&

San Francisco, Cal.

Engineering Company, Inc.

GENERAL CONTRACTORS
Office, 417 Call

Phone Sutter

San Francisco,

Building

2581

LARSEN-SAMPSON
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
601

Cal.

CROCKER BUILDING

CO.
SAN FRANCISCO

MOST PRACTICAL and ECONOMICAL ARRANGEMENT for the MODERN
EQUIPMENT OF SCHOOL STAGES FURNISHED GRATIS

EFFICIENT

those
We have equipped
— Orpheum.
Pantages
Empress Theatres, San
Turner &
Theatres everywhere. Manual Arts High, Los Angeles. Chaffee Union High,
BakersHeld High
And
one hundred
Ontario. Santa Cruz High
HIGHEST GRADE ARTISTIC WORKMANSHIP— CONTINUOUS HELPFUL SERVICE.
95'! of

REFERENCES

built In California

Francisco.

or

All

Dahnken Houses.

School.

School.

over

others.
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Harlai.d A. Pcrkins. ArrlnUxl. Boston

RESIDENCE OF MISS BoiT. WAKEFIELD. M»ss.

Stained with Cabot's Waterproof Cemerxt Stains
{See

tetter

below)

Wakefield, Mass.,

Gentlemen:

November

11, 1911.

Last spring I used over two hundred gallons of your Waterproof Cement Stains
This was a job I was very particular to
on Miss Boit'.s new house at Wakefield.
have right, and I am glad to say your material has proved entirely satisfactory in
every way.

JAMES

F.

SHERRITT.

Four Years Later:
In September, 1915, an examination of the
decorator showed that the Cabot's Cement
grown so sof and beautiful with age that
ing the stucco when the other parts of the

Boit residence by an expert
Stains had worn so well and
he advised against re-colorhouse were painted.

This Four Year Record of

CABOT'S

CEMENT STAINS

They color stucco surfaces with soft, rich tints
characteristic.
similar to those produced by Cabot's Shingle Stains on shingles, siding
and boarding, and they grow softer and more delicate on weathering
If you
so that they are even more artistic when old than when new.
like shingle-stains on shingles you will also like the Cement Stains on
stucco, and the heavy, opaque cement coatings are as unsuitable for

is

stucco as

common

paints are for shingles and similar wood.

Cabot's Cement Stains go farther, cost less and are easier to apply
than coatings. They make the surfaces rain-proof and they do not
cover or spoil the texture of the stucco as coatings do.
Color-cards and

full

information will be furnished on request
of the undersigned.

by any

SAMUEL CABOT,
Pacific Coast
S. W. R.
Timms,

Agents

Inc.,

:

Dally, Seattle and Tacoma
Co., Portland

Cress

&

vriting to .'\dverti!

Mfg. Chemists,

BOSTON

Pacific Building Materials Co.,

San Francisco

Mathews Paint

Co., Los Angeles

Tin- .Irchitcct
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^® ^® "Low Bidder" Not Always Our Aim.
NEW^BEKY
.DUlI Our most particular attention
_.
given to prompt ami skiUtuI handlini;
.

is

,

work

of all
'' electrical

"OUALITY ANU SKRVICE l-.UARANTF[iD

any nature with

of

fa"S!r;StnSw ^uirfal^i^s;;.'^^''^"™^^ "-^ '-'' ^'-"'- ^™
F. E.
ELECTRIC
'"

NEWBERY

1*3 StiKer St.

(

fl.t

Lick Bklg.i San F-ranci.<c«.

Phone Sullcr

^''-^>- °f

CO.

521

HOWARD
S. WIULIAMS
GENERAL CONTRACTOR AND
BUILDER

Ph«ine

»«utt<£r

2QS

San Hnincisco

Me«i-st Ruildi

Phone oouglas 2370

McLERAN & PETERSON
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
SHARON BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

TELEPHONE MISSION II05

Foundry Company

Pacific

HARRISON STREETS
SAN FRANCISCO
Contractors' Supplies—^ewe'r^.t^ingl'"-- ';^'""'"^ "'s'e^dfo'r'btiiL^r^^
18th

and

To Architects and Decorators
—

NOTE To show just why our Compo is the very best, see
Five Reasons in five issues of the "Architect and Engineer."

COMPO REASONS

Summary

of
TO SUM UP
—Compo

4

PREVIOUS "ADS"

Wood Carving.
— "How Made." — From Wood Carvings
by best process.
—
3rd
"Why Durable." — Made from best materials,
1st

is

the best Duplicate

2nd

etc.

4th— "Why

Finishes like

Wood."— (Explained

Specify "Duplicate
—tin-

\v(.n,l

wurk, take

u[>

in full.)

Wood Carving Compo"

each lob

.speciallv,

— remember

it

contains

nc.

Plaster.

Put

in

wood work

specification only

and you

will get results.

••QUALITY COUNTS"

Established 1902

WESTERN BUILDERS' SUPPLY CO.
155

NEW MONTGOMERY

Phone Kearny

I99I

ST.

San Francisco, Cal.
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THERE'S NO QUESTION ABOUT

IT!

FULLER VARNISHES
Have proved

to be of the

HIGHEST QUALITY and

UTMOST RELIABILITY
FULLERSPAR.
FORTY FOR FINISHING.
FIFTY FOR FLATTING.
FIFTEEN FOR FLOORS.
Your own
when you

better judgment is confirmed
inspect the finished work on

which you have used them.

MANUFACTURED BY

W.

p.

FULLER &

CO.

SPECIALIZED PAINT AND VARNISH
PRODUCTS FOR EVERY PURPOSE.
When

writing to

Advertisers please

PI a s t c
Asbestos
Flooring
i

now

W'c arc

which

ini^-

lills

placing on the market an asbestos lloor

adeqiiatel\

ih.c

long

felt

want

for a -nit-

able rioor covering" for l)athro(_>nis, kitchens, corridor-

and other

warm and

])lacGS wlierc a

This material
erals

is

made

is

desiretl

which

colors in which
ne\-er

it

become

is

will be

foot.
entire!}- I'roni (.'ahiornia

mined and maniifactm'ed by oursehes-

crack, disintegrate, or

will,

material

under

resilient

.sottett

with age and

produced never fade.

ilie

min-

will not

It

beantiinl

The

snrtace

pitted or disc'ilored.

The extremely cheap
offer this material will,

price at

we

which we are able

think, lead to

it-

i"

e\U'ii-i\e

nse.
A\'e will

be pleased to ha\e onr re]ire-eniati\'e

c.il!

and present literature ami <amjile-.

John D. Hoff Asbestos Co.
523 Market

St..

San Francisco

Telephone Kearny 3323

Foot 22nd Avenue, Oakland
Telephone Merritt 285

tAc

WOR IDS -WO RD rar

ELEVATOR SAFETY

Your

when

clients' faith in all ycuir s;i)t'citicati<His
tliev know the elevators called for are

is

yrt-atfr

OTIS

ELEVATORS
— these eonii)risinLl

one equipment, known llu- world over,
looked upon with Complete eonli<leru(_- !>> I'verxoiie.
Your clients' satisfaction is assured an<l \(iur own jikIl;'nient conhrined !)>' reconnnendiny OFIS l{Ll^\'A'r( )K'S
tor any class of elevator service.
thai

is

OTIS
Slocktoii,

HLEVATOK COMPANY

Xorlli Point
Hr.inclics

eitid
ill

AM

Peach
lTinii|l;il

Streets,
Cu.ist

San 1-Tanoi~co

Cilits

-^mJ<^ '^rx.^Ci-^ZSLJ

(pacific"

<^l2!ai*^^

Plumbing Fixtures
67

NEW MONTGOMERY

STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
FACTORIES AT RICHMOND, CALIFORNIA

